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FOREWORD 

ith the publication of the first volume of the six-volume Wisconsin State Capitol Historic Structure Report, 
\ \ / the Division of State Facilities concludes its documentation of the restoration and rehabilitation of the 

Capitol that occurred between the late 1980s and the fall of 2001. While this portion of the report represents 
the first volume in the series, it fittingly was prepared last. This approach fostered a “comprehensive” treatment that 
utilized the advantages of hindsight in documenting and analyzing the completed restoration in light of the knowledge 
yielded by extensive research into the Capitol’s complicated past. 

The restoration of the Wisconsin Capitol and historical research undertaken as part of the effort generated a new ap- 
preciation for those who designed and supervised the construction of the building. New York architect George B. 
Post and Madison architect Lew F. Porter, the secretary of the Capitol Commission, emerge as the principal players in 
the eleven-year drama that resulted in a structure that proclaims the riches of a fresh and optimistic democracy. Ap- 
propriately, it was through the toil of hundreds of laborers, tradesmen, skilled craftsmen, artisans and artists that the 
building was completed and left as a remarkable and beloved legacy for generations of Wisconsin citizens. Expressing 
a renewed appreciation for the artistic and cultural significance of the Capitol, a similar team of architects, engineers, 
contractors and workers was responsible for restoring the structure and its myriad elements. Not since 1917 has the 
building gleamed as brightly or functioned as effectively as it does now. 

The Wisconsin State Capitol is significant as one of the last great Beaux-Arts inspired buildings erected in the United 
States, and this volume provides an account of the Capitol’s history, with focus given to artwork, decorative finishes, 
site, structural and mechanical systems, and the Capitol Heat and Power Plant. An increasingly sophisticated meth- 
odology was cultivated during the restoration process. This evolving approach to the work is described, with special 
attention extended to how the building was updated to meet the needs of its twenty-first century occupants without 
compromising its historic integrity. Further, this volume documents how the dedication to quality in the original con- 
struction of the Capitol was manifested fully during its restoration. It is my hope that this first volume of the Historic 
Structure Report on our Capitol will promote a greater understanding of the building for Wisconsin’s citizens and that 
it will make a lasting and meaningful contribution to the work of its current and future caretakers. 

Daniel J. Stephans, AIA 

Project Manager 

Division of State Facilities 

Department of Administration 

November 2004 
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PREFACE 

edication to historical accuracy is evident in the recently completed restoration and rehabilitation of the Wis- third and fourth phases of the Capitol restoration and rehabilitation were preceded by publication of Volume IV on the 

D consin State Capitol from its early planning forward. Documents leading directly to this effort reveal that the South Wing and its adjoining pavilions and Volume V concerning the Central Portion, including the Dome and Rotunda. 

legislative and executive branches of state government shared the objective that work be carried out in such More typical of historic structure reports, these volumes were prescriptive in that they documented the history, use and 

a way to maintain the architectural and historic integrity of the building, long considered the state’s premier public modifications of these areas of the building and made recommendations for preservation, restoration and rehabilitation 

space. The State Capitol Restoration Guidelines issued in 1980 elaborated on the intention that the state “restore the before work was carried out. Volume VI on the East Wing and Northeast Pavilion was written during the rehabilitation 

Capitol to its original level of elegance.” The research and construction effort required to achieve this goal has been of that area and provides historic information while documenting the preservation effort first-hand. 

explored in substantial detail in the six volumes that comprise the Wisconsin State Capitol Historic Structure Report. 

While this is the first volume of the series, it was the last prepared, so that it could provide a summary of the preceding A few collections of materials proved critical to the preparation of this report. What is referred to in the endnotes as 

volumes and cover topics not explored comprehensively elsewhere. “Capitol Archives” is a repository of documents housed in the Capitol that is related to the building’s construction 

(including prints of George B. Post & Sons drawings), its ongoing maintenance and the restoration and rehabilitation. 

Six of the chapters synthesize the findings presented in the other five volumes on topics that include restoration meth- Additional, unprocessed material, sometimes described as “DOA working files,” also is cited and refers to project 

odology, the history of the building in general (its construction, maintenance and restoration) and more specifically the files slated for inclusion in this collection. The records of the Wisconsin Capitol Commission describing the construc- 

structural and mechanical systems and its exterior. Building code, as applied to the Capitol now and in the past, also is tion of the Capitol and the events leading up to it are critical to the documentation of the building. Preserved in the 

addressed. Subjects covered in this volume that have not been discussed elsewhere in the series include the Capitol’s archives of the Wisconsin Historical Society, they include meeting minutes, financial records, construction contracts, 

site (which was the subject of a related study), artwork, decorative finishes, and the Capitol Heat and Power Plant. In memoranda of supervising architect Lew F. Porter and correspondence between the commission and the full range of 

several of the earlier volumes, the preservation recommendations that guided the restoration of each area of the building participants, including architect George B. Post & Sons. A partial collection of the records of Post & Sons’ office is 

are described retrospectively. This volume, by contrast, provides a preliminary plan for the ongoing maintenance of located at the New-York Historical Society and it contains a fairly comprehensive set of original construction draw- 

the entire Capitol. The information presented herein constitutes the “final word” because during the time required to ings and some early photographs but relatively little correspondence. Photographs and drawings represent a critical 

complete the six-volume report, a more refined understanding of the building was cultivated. The endnotes constitute tool for understanding the Capitol, from its original construction through the restoration process. Significant historical 

a virtual bibliography of sources consulted and will aid subsequent researchers in further inquiry. collections include those at the Wisconsin Historical Society, the New-York Historical Society, the Avery Architectural 

and Fine Arts Library at Columbia University in the City of New York, the Madison Public Library, and the library 

The Comprehensive volume provides an overview of the construction, occupancy, use and modifications of the building of the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel. In addition to archival and published sources, the experiences of those involved 

as well as a description of the restoration and rehabilitation efforts that took place between 1988 and 2001. Subsequent in the life of the building and its restoration were critical to the process of assembling this historic structure report. 

volumes are specific to particular areas of the building and reflect the phases of the restoration project. Volume II, Many are mentioned in the acknowledgements and chapter endnotes. With the successful completion of the restora- 

concerning the North Wing, describes the construction, occupancy, use and restoration of that wing. Although it was tion and rehabilitation of the Capitol and its companion historic structure report, numerous individuals have developed 

the last constructed, it was the first to undergo rehabilitation through a project managed directly by the Division of State contemporary “institutional memories” concerning the Capitol. A renewed understanding of the events surrounding 

Facilities Management (DSFM). Volume III documents the West Wing and Northwest Pavilion, the first part of the the construction, modifications to and impetus for the restoration and rehabilitation of the Capitol likely will prove 

Capitol constructed and the second area of the building to be restored. The experience gained by DSFM in the North invaluable as the building continues into the future. 

Wing led to a heightened sense of historic preservation and project organization for the West Wing, and established a 

pattern of continual refinement as the project progressed from one portion of the Capitol to the next. For the West Wing, 

the division, by then renamed the Division of Facilities Development (DFD), delegated architectural services to Kahler 

Slater Architects, Inc. Both the North Wing and West Wing volumes are retrospective, meaning that they were written 

after the restoration and rehabilitation had occurred; both fully document the historic aspects of the wings and provide 

a discussion concerning their modifications over time with focus given the work that occurred in the early 1990s. The 
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ae a = Z Chapter One 

oy : : INTRODUCTION 

“ek Eee 
q Care : » | Pr / a Zo oo ince 1917, the artistic and architectural quality of the Wisconsin State Capitol has inspired awe and pride 
ae fi Wid Li Ch oe os S among the state’s citizens. Upon completion, both local and national critics hailed the building as an architec- 

eA vale so Fa ers : eS tural triumph. Even today, the classical splendor of the Capitol, with four equal wings converging beneath a 
7 KN = hoe ts Se . soaring Dome, represents a milestone in American architecture for being among the finest examples of this building 

: ANY | ta La ine e - =: ‘ Bo type in the United States, and it also bears testimony to its origins in an era of optimism, marked by wealth and pride 

i. j Per iN Fe A ag — in government. In the early 1900s, the legislature had appropriated a significant sum to create a building suitable to 

(2 aay ar h a : pee house a benevolent, enlightened government and to capture the spirit of democracy and public participation. Late in 

si . } i : . : j 4 | the century the legislature again allocated significant funds, this time to restore and rehabilitate the Capitol. Between 

fs Lien ay i i . : | ay i 1988 and 2002, the public spaces of the Capitol were restored, and a sensitive rehabilitation of the private offices oc- 

" ron: i. ii \ Es a8 3 » curred. Much of the work involved removing elements installed during short-sighted, post-war-era remodeling efforts 

L Le oe pee ee a i a. intended to modify the building for immediate space needs and energy efficiency. While the early twentieth century 

nan ee = 2 — = 9a saw the creation of a building suitable for an industrial democracy, the work that took place at the end of the twentieth 
2 (eee she — century restored the building to its original magnificence while modernizing it to function effectively in the twenty-first 

Stee le : century. The cultural forces behind the initial construction of the Wisconsin State Capitol were similar to those that 

cee tee — led to the recently completed, multi-year restoration and rehabilitation. In each era of prosperous economic times, the 

7 ee state authorized a substantial expenditure, first to create an architectural monument and, seventy years later, to affirm 

=e = : its continued relevance as a state symbol. 

1.1 Exterior view toward East Wing, 1917 

re ee ng Historical and Architectural Significance 
included in the standard fourth-grade social studies curriculum of young Wisconsin residents. With its general design established by 1906, the Wisconsin Capitol was one of several state capitols built in the United 

States following the 1893 Columbian Exposition. The Capitol was conceived with a commitment to architectural 

propriety or the academic “correctness” that had been promulgated at the fair. Other prominent examples by leading 

American architects in this stylistic idiom included McKim, Mead & White’s Rhode Island State House (1895-1905) 

and Cass Gilbert’s Minnesota State Capitol (1895-1905), both completed just prior to the design of the Wisconsin 

Capitol. The building also represents a culminating achievement in the career of New York architect George B. Post, 

an important member of the American architectural establishment from the 1870s through the turn of the century. As 

a final undertaking in a long and prestigious career, the design and construction of the Wisconsin Capitol provided Post 

with an opportunity to witness the realization of his own highly developed concept for a large governmental building. 

Post’s success received posthumous recognition ninety-five years after he designed the building when in January 2001 

the National Park Service designated the Wisconsin Capitol a National Historic Landmark. The designation recognized 

the Capitol as a leading example of American adaptation of French Beaux-Art principles as applied to governmental 

buildings at the turn of the century. 
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Se ee In his Capitol work, Post was aligned with a forward-thinking and high-minded building commission that desired a 
me te ie tee 5 Skene A 2 a i a i 18 4s building that would express government at its best. The values conveyed—benevolence, accessibility and responsive- 

‘a a oe Din, 444 g ness to the needs of the state’s citizens—were, in essence, those of Wisconsin’s progressive leaders at that time. In 7 ] site . ul ; oe “yor: aon i Q aoe A i ie is ; is _ inte ine ATE od _ G k ee hi 1 5 designing Wisconsin’s “temple of democracy,” Post created an architectural metaphor for the political ideology that 
eh el em Eid y wut ( } L informed state government.' It was largely through the efforts of Wisconsin’s Robert M. La Follette, Sr. that the ob- 

— _ a) i= ee ig tH} 2 Jectives of progressivism gained widespread acceptance in the state in the 1890s and influenced the nation early in the 
rf es i ede a 2 twentieth century. Elected governor in 1900, La Follette held this position until 1906, when he left Madison to represent 
ale a —_>_ —— NS Wisconsin in the United States Senate until his death in 1925. A firebrand politician, La Follette sought to curb the 

>< FP ‘ m4 social and environmental harms caused by unregulated corporations and promote social justice by making the political 
' ; an process more democratic. In 1903, acting under the authority of an act of the legislature, La Follette appointed the 

} building commission that sponsored a competition for the contract won by George Post and also supervised all phases 
iN of design and construction. The governor was an ex-officio member of the commission, and following La Follette’s Po 5 : i ; bein departure, he was succeeded by progressive governors James O. Davidson and Francis E. McGovern.? Through its eg a Fi i ; ; 5 a sae m ne ees scale and prominence, exterior massing, vast public spaces, rich materials and the themes represented in its art, the 

ns a net building celebrates the wealth of the state as being shared by and including its citizens. The Wisconsin Capitol reflects 

a state government dedicated to the common good. 
1.2 Post’s Manufactures and Liberal Arts Building (right), Columbian Exposition, 1893 

George Post, a leading American architect at the turn of the century, received the honor of : i 
designing the largest, and one of the most prominent, buildings at the Columbian Exposition. The Capitol Site 
Also known as the 1893 Chicago World's Fair, the event popularized classically inspired ar- The Wisconsin Capitol is situated on an isthmus formed by Lakes Monona and Mendota in the city of Madison. 
chitecture within the context of the “City Beautiful” movement. The fair had a broad national From its position at the summit of an eighty-five-foot hill, the Capitol commands a panoramic view of the city, the influence on architectural design and planning that endured for decades. ‘ saa n sens i ° : surrounding lakes and adjoining rural countryside. The current Capitol is the third to occupy this prominent loca- 

z z 
— : 7 > : 3 

- rrr g y = g 
a 3 = 2g 

lc .dC——C—<i~—CSRSCCCi:«*=C ; 3 Bs = 

[oo ee : ct i lt | | f 2 oe a a le CSA o. ¢ — ss g Case ee ee 3 _ . oa = — ee ee 2 cal fe > a ae TaPmy ee ey ree i a eee | g oe % <2; g Pe | (Beare sit) ea alata ln alg te 3 2 es aw 3 | Pad oo ae a CHU 5 Oe ve . 3 : HIG Sasa Ue PABUUUUULE “a we! i ie - 3 ob oo peg tee a ce = . = peuple cemaren sith ee ey EE ee acter sao oa AS ea a ra 5 
ies eh athe OEE Sp el eh ae as See Sit ae ee 7 ye 

lobe ee F - Wisconsin governor from 1901 to 1906 and United 

1.3 George B. Post & Sons, Wisconsin State Capitol competition rendering, 1906 i co States senator until his death in 1925, Robert Marion 
The idea of creating a domed structure based upon a cruciform plan intrigued Post as he La Follette was behind the proposed expansion of the 
had experimented with this configuration since his early career. In 1870 construction began capitol in 1903. An important advocate of progressive 
on his Williamsburgh Savings Bank in Brooklyn, a building of this type, and in 1871 Post reform in the state and nationally, his belief in the ac- 
submitted a similar design in a competition for the Connecticut State Capitol. Post must have cessibility of government is represented as a prominent 
recognized his opportunity when he received the program for the Wisconsin Capitol, which architectural theme and artistic motif in Post's Wiscon- 
called for a domed building based upon a St. Andrew's cross plan. sin Capitol design. 
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tion, selected when the area was still an uninhabited wilderness. Frontier judge and land speculator James Duane ee, 2 { ie 2 

Doty platted Madison as a “paper city” in 1836 to promote the site to the first territorial legislature as a location for aes. i, a : C4 3 
its capital. To provide incentive, Doty labeled a thirteen-acre parcel at the top of the hill between the two lakes as + he ere ae 2 pe ee yr: 

“Donated Land for Public Buildings.”’ Doty’s plan was inspired by the Baroque-era effects that French planner and ‘i Cee eo ee 4 z 2 A AE 

architect Pierre Charles L’Enfant achieved in his 1791 plan for Washington, D.C. In Madison, principal avenues Cre mee Ne ae E 3 ; As me 
meet the Capitol Square at the center of each side, and secondary streets encircle it and radiate diagonally from the tore Pech a g fa : 2 
corners. Doty convinced the legislature, and Madison became the capital city of Wisconsin Territory in 1836. Over es Le iis oe Aes : oe < i, Rr =a : : 2 
time, Doty’s scheme for Madison was implemented with only minor changes. The designation of a hilltop between ae Sy ' 8 war it —7 , = SS g a, on 4 
two lakes as the site for future public buildings, prominent within a radial plan, was a masterful gesture for this frontier s 3 as | |e if | rT qe ete 

judge and land speculator. s es j : es i : dl | . ey 

Hf 4 s , ie Ld mo A= 
: I = A 3 s\n, E | | GE Ae Construction of the territorial capitol began in the spring of 1837.‘ Built of locally quarried stone, the building was f METAS, 2 i (teeta iS 

rectangular in plan with a tin dome, 26 feet in diameter that had a clear skylight at the center. It was completed in Pa a = : | = er te i era [ fee hats a” 
1848, the year Wisconsin was admitted to the Union as a state, but within a decade occupants complained that the — ee are] f moh 

building was too small and in disrepair. By 1857 a new state capitol was under construction, although work stopped —— ep, Te eR es d Wisconsi . : = re ae 8 . ti econ and the rotunda was covered in 1866 while debate ensued over the design of the dome. In 1868 work resumed, but CS mes coterie nie ae yTenAerires OF 5 Heras 

the earlier design was set aside and a cast iron dome was built, based on the recently completed dome of the National oe The highly picturesque capitol, with tall arched windows and 

Capitol.’ Once completed, the building was considered a success, and it was enlarged in 1882-83. In 1903 Governor Se xa ; large porticos, was constructed largely as designed. However, 
La Follette backed the proposed expansion of the capitol to accommodate an enlarged supreme court and expanding a ones a ae Se ines Ce cS ded fe ieee if ‘ : 4 FREE a ¥ ee of the cupola-like structure Kutzbock had intended for the top o, 
law library; in 1903 he appointed the membership of the Capitol Improvement Commission, which included himself, “ eg a os the bul le The state hired a new architect to design ado as fe 

four prominent businessmen and two justices of the Wisconsin Supreme Court. —— that would resemble the recently completed dome of the National 
1.6 Wisconsin territorial capitol, 1861 Capitol in Washington, D.C. 

y Up, i PN g Constructing the Wisconsin territorial capitol in Madison, 
Se Op + gua sa > = then a remote wilderness on the edge of the frontier, proved 
BIR ~. Z 2 : é CHUEERREES ee ee . Op iB e e CS £ wi Dn Ss 5 a daunting and complicated task. Workers who came from _ oe Ce : ee at Gx GO es os QAUADYS Of K ee, ie eB g ee — oe Ean ew Liye PF Capita = LBA” Z@l (i mat (= ? z Milwaukee were required to work with raw local materials i ee — . es 
ay eC, eens oo cone ess wen SS Ee 3 to erect the building. Trees were harvested near the site for es B oo. g 

ised BS Os a Cos a RSs — Lb ges. ceases eS a B lumber, and stone was quarried across Lake Mendota and A eee ee 
Estes es Ean eee“ res Geto Gasca SHE z ‘ferried to the site. The building was oo lh Oa 
Cates Cae PaCtse el (2 (Ma ats nies Hem sit oe 3 [Se ae ed e in use for less than twenty-five years before discussion of its bo ey : ane : Ne on oe 
GSS race (38 Spee E = cscs Ss Se5 ies perks Se em g replacement began. ee oF 
Se ee: eae Soc ra z Pcs 1 a 
aes fants (ess pies e gee ft] ike: ESSGse easenrts gees aS 7s b 6 } > ee e q Hl : . z 

we tes (HSS eRe sarenS. (SES OO een ee goes ee EES feneh 2 . nes ee ny - aaa > Di [eee Reet (aes es BS ess a >. meet s ieee g - meee aia. ymin © 

(jas ane : te Peo a es : fe ate — shih ——— ‘ ie Se Pals ee cet cas ae fn ees (eed (eC 3 H aiainn“se-weneere 
GEES Gas GS ea ee ee —— aeste (Sees = (es Bat hee Geme&. 3 ba Pat Se OF ean WL eee mes (Sk Ese is 7 pees (erased Presaeres LD — SE , 8 Nf r / 5 SSSR PSS [re aa ermal Sliss Ey ke a rea Eo 3 L r Li ‘ mS 

ee a — Sac ee SS as oh MIT fe He yy i RP Nios “os aes al en a ee ee oa: 
eset Soa b eee San rs 

1.5 James Duane Doty’s plat of Madison, 1836 ty T ——— 
The site of the Capitol was determined even before Madison existed. The city was only a dream in the mind of James Duane 4 : ‘ Doty, a frontier judge and land speculator, when he promoted the plat to territorial legislators in 1836. In part, Doty sold the 1.8 Kutzbock and Donnel capitol completed with Shipman 
“paper city” as the site of the new capitol by donating the square parcel at the center of the proposed city for “public buildings.” dome, 1870 

Stephan V. Shipman designed a cast iron dome that mimicked the 

dome on the National Capitol in form, structure and materi- 

als. Further, Shipman’s dome for Wisconsin bore the distinction 

of being the first of many domes constructed for state capitols 

around the country based on the example of the National Capi- 

tol. The Washington dome represented an important architec- 

tural precedent that prevailed from just after the Civil War until 

after the turn of the century. 
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z In February 1904 the commission was preparing a program to enlarge the existing building when much of the capitol 

3 was destroyed by fire. The Capitol Improvement Commission revised the competition program and directed that extant z yed by Pp ip iP prog} 

: g portions of the building be incorporated into the design to the greatest extent possible. Invitations were extended to New 

+ oad. g York architect Cass Gilbert, who was just completing work on the Minnesota State Capitol, and the Milwaukee firms of 

= oe —— 3 Ferry & Clas and H. C. Koch & Co. Under advisement of the commission’s consultant, acting AIA president William 

4 g S. Eames of St. Louis, the project was awarded to Gilbert. Although none of the competitors honored the directive that 

—— 7" ¢ the new building incorporate remnants of the old, Gilbert’s submission was rejected by the legislature because it was 

e jane a8 = calculated to be 76 percent larger than specified in the program. Further, it was estimated to have required a budget 

eal Be : dee a Z double those of the other two entries.° The 1905 legislature voided the competition, renamed the Capitol Improve- 

: 1 — i | : oa © g ment Commission simply the Capitol Commission and charged it with establishing the program for an entirely new 
iB bs qe ae a ee 2 zg building.’ In addition to developing the building program, the Capitol Commission was directed to hire an architect, 

% bi 7 ; ty 4 i : 3s ees. |S approve designs, let contracts and oversee all aspects of construction. In a programmatic directive that did much to 

eRe, ke ‘yg i ic determine the character of the building, the commission established that the new Capitol be “arranged in the form of a 

a tua | St. Andrew’s cross;” this required that its wings radiate from the Central Portion to the corners of the square.* 

a oo : é ma PS Planning the New Capitol 
i] biz. vty i) 7 - Ny aN ee Y em eT te AS BS , \ With ne Beer qonaney building established the search began anew and additional firms, see oe Ries 

Bn SN v yy +N aa) LNG ry \ a8! VA ‘ he - i ty ¥ & White, were invited to compete for the work.? Cass Gilbert was encouraged privately to resubmit a modified version 
: Wor fe) a AS : mh AL 

v : tte SAGE Wie 0 1 \ } Wi: Ses \ $i: cA : iW Ni 

Plans to enlarge the capitol were underway when the building suffered a fire that began late on the night of 27 February 1904. 4 Aweiced Ae 1 & Issued by the Wisconsin State Capitol Com- E 
The building already had been expanded in 1882-83 with wings to the north and south; much of the north wing survived the fire 0 | UDJECTIONS | a z anieeoae cnt rine anenietions iayenel interns * 
and remained in use until the new building was nearly completed. 2 =——r—t—“—i—i—OOCs—‘CSi<‘<i<‘(<“<;<;3;3;73;3S;C;3; OUm®az5  ) ’ ‘ ee be 

_| TO SELECTION OF GILBERT PLANS | g tion for Architects submitting Competitive 

ee Plans preliminary to the election of an 
Ne a a iy Architect for the State Capitol Building. 

fee a | 1.10 Objections to Selection of Gilbert Plans for New Capitol Building 
, 2 ~—"__{ and of Mr. Gilbert as Architect, 1905 
OL ! , Bt one 
of oo ee | __ Despite the fire, the Capitol Improvement Commission issued a program 
| —_—=—s Pisscnled before Jot Commitee = s«|~—S—scailling for the integration of the least damaged parts of the existing capitol 
Ve on Call Ged TS 5 if ulate 3 . . . 
| ebony 895 = | ~—Sswith the new. None of the architects invited complied with this requirement, 
al ee ee | _ and all provided designs for entirely new buildings. Cass Gilbert's design 
a ol | was selected, but later he was disqualified because the building he proposed 

=| 05 far larger and costlier than the program directed. 
Pte 
| POSSE CURE RG | 

i —__CsCST*he program for the second capitol competition indicated that the commis- 
ee mene ee eaten 

sion was to secure plans for an entirely new building. As in the first compe- 
tition, entry was by invitation only and was extended to the most prominent 
Milwaukee and East Coast firms. Upon the recommendation of Daniel 
Burnham, a Chicago architect of national stature, the project was offered 

to George B. Post & Sons of New York City. 
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of his earlier scheme, but the architect declined.'!° Two Milwaukee architectural firms, H. C. Koch and Ferry & Clas, din es ey (ee ee x z 
oe wee 8  }3=— a 5 

entered the second competition along with the Boston firms of Shepley, Rutan & Coolidge and Peabody & Stearns == <i! q t/~ | ‘ g 

and the New York firm of George B. Post & Sons. The commission hired Chicago architect Daniel Burnham as a a —_— 2. Tw 3 

consultant to assist in selecting the architect. Following his study of the plans, Burnham prepared a nine-page letter <a ee, SC : z 
are z , ; — _ > & 

to the commission indicating his preference for Post’s design in nearly every consideration. Referring to the mass of = 3 : L | a 8 

the dome as “impressive and beautiful,” Burnham noted that the height and breadth of the interior Rotunda achieved ¥ — < , Ps | : 2 

“ideal proportion,” and the arrangement of the parts “are those well known and long approved.”"! On 17 July 1906 % me c 3 i 

the Capitol Commission unanimously selected George B. Post & Sons of New York City to design the new building \ : : te 

and notified Post of the decision with the request that representatives of his firm visit Madison “at the earliest possible y > — / —_— : 

moment.”!? The following day the Wisconsin State Journal, a Madison newspaper, announced, “Post and Sons will 7 \e . 

Supervise Erection of the State House. . . . Successful architects are recommended by D. H. Burnham of Chicago.” % o ~~. 

So began the long and fruitful collaboration with the Capitol Commission that nurtured Post in the design of his final i . 4 Vy 4 

masterwork. \ a f : 

Construction was carried out in five phases over eleven years. This approach facilitated ongoing use of portions of the —  _—« of PO oe . 

previous capitol and allowed for gradual expenditure of funds. Ground was broken for the West Wing of the new Capitol — .% a EA eae 

in the fall of 1906, followed by the East Wing in 1908; the Central Portion was underway by the spring of 1910. South oe pine ma i nee : 

Wing construction began in the winter of 1910; the North Wing, in 1914. The project was completed in 1917.'* ee ried “ @ a Lg a 

z — a ws aa : 

g 
| 2 1.13 “Tommy and Geo.,” construction photo, circa 1910 

: : Construction of the Capitol was the largest building project ever undertaken in the state and those involved were suitably 

o . z proud. Not only was the scale immense, but the materials were of the finest quality and workmanship was expected to be of the 

: MPs uy mh Nea pee highest order. 
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1.12 Post & Sons, ground floor plan, Ce ee ae | a ee mS Ny toes 
1906 Ae ae re | ee Re ee 

The ground floor plan that George B. Post. | ©) SM ak a were Ye 
& Sons submitted as a part of its entry to \ Sc aeesexnstall BREREARER. GASSER ash 

the competition reveals the proportion, pe ——— : = 
symmetry and integration with the site Deer on (eters coun bas aN 
that Post achieved. All were qualities that ~™ mes = ” OR ae ean gaurd * 
appealed to the Capitol Commission and | | : Pe . — — oa t 
its consultant Daniel Burnham. ul [ae fia SS eins “= 
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es a ae Exterior 
: 4 8 : ‘ - Baette: hand 5 a 

ee - 3 In its massing and architectural organization, Post’s monumental exterior integrates successfully with the city. Its 
os . . ° 

SHES 4 sculptural program symbolizes the abundance and natural resources of the state along with the virtues and personal 

oe pas g characteristics to which Wisconsin citizens should aspire. Madison’s main thoroughfares approach the building at its 
leg as. a ; : ’ ‘ 

; mag Pg 5 comers and center points. The streets are intercepted by Post’s eight grand facades, the four temple-like ends of the ere) 3 Pp Mi ght gi ¢ Pp. 
: eet ra. : aS wings and the four, rounded, shallow-domed pavilions, each of which is situated atop a monumental granite stair. The 

20a” 3 ‘ : 2 a F 
Poh omdhaeg ie wings are oriented to the corners of the Capitol Square (and the cardinal points of the compass) and provide pedestrian enn: Fe g q pi Pp’ P P 

{ HL ati] | / f : 2 access into the building through three sets of doors positioned beneath a massive Corinthian colonnade; each colonnade 
‘ 8 AN poems > ‘ oe “ 4 js 5 
. ‘| | : rao: “ hig re sé carries a traditional classical entablature and pediment. The wings consist of five levels and a basement and measure 

. ty ha xX WA te ocamasapas i a... i. eee = approximately 125 feet in width, 187 feet in length and 85 feet in height. The four wings meet centrally beneath the 
’ i Saber nop gael a ee Sra aa a. — ae é : ; : : : 
i oe. nr spas = Aa a j | . | ee aac oaiaa z Dome; the pavilions are set into the right angles formed at the intersections of the wings. Post considered the four 

a Dg ee ee Bh 3 first floor pavilion entrances the ceremonial portals to the building. Formal vehicular approaches extend from Madison’s 
Pie, 4 Ga L 8 PP 

Jee we 4 Teh re principal avenues and become drives into the Capitol Park leading to the portes cocheres beneath the monumental 
es a > ee t P 

z Pe en | eS aD: = stairs. To accommodate the steep western slope of the site, Post placed the building on a formal terrace that encircles 
« PR A ie é ee ; 

: eed a i aa i ts si to es is the entire structure with a broad, balustraded walkway. 
Fonda Loe maoeet $ arene 

a Se a Ar aes : ‘ heise ‘ ; ee 
F \|; = GOP ta Av ry bb C1 at Ne The massive granite dome of the Wisconsin State Capitol was completed in 1914 and was described in the September 

: ae. er AY ah Ra >gay ‘ 
i od a SE FAY Anathem q ” \ an 1917 Architectural Record: 

1.14 Capitol construction, 1911 

When work was underway on the South Wing and Central Portion, the East and West Wings were Over the crossing of the wings rises a great dome, the crowning feature of the building. A podium 
already in use. The north wing of the previous building was put into use as temporary quarters for lab hi I flat d th ili f bi hich 4 

displaced state officials as construction proceeded. An elevated, enclosed walkway was installed Racecar oa fat domes of the pavilions forms a base on which the barrel of the great dome 
between the old and new buildings for the convenience of the supreme court justices. rests. The barrel is treated as a circular Corinthian arcade, through the arched windows of which the 

rotunda is lighted. The podium, ninety feet above the ground, is surrounded by a balustrade. At the 

— ‘ ee height of 155 feet is a balustraded balcony resting on the colonnade of the barrel. Another balustraded 

pe 2 : oe ues creda 2) = balcony encircles the lantern at the height of 235 feet. On the lantern is mounted a gilded bronze 

eee i ee as a statue symbolic of the State of Wisconsin. . . . '!° 
ceethe : a Be 

eek : eee ae et 

ergs bi Eo, Seer x » —. . 1 f Ene a 

Ra GI +e é SU aR 2 

ay a heal \ ae a fi) \\\ = Pee u UY: SEE: Se |. Ne pe Ta, e 

= i ; a NN pee OE 
J Po iH SO pee om, 23 
oe yey ni Ti ii : ee ee i. : a. j | | if Bi 2 1.16 Completed 

RM Oey tiene EL ii NY ee We Bree ace We ene ete ee hg ty ee aga __ oe Sees te . & Street, circa 1920 eee Pe ae Me EL  haeas Pet Rt the i — Se hi s bia, ails 15 
ese! | omblliey <a fs Ls 4) Se pa 2 i Gre bene cot = Each of the four 

a iil Recs : Mud. x = with a classically 

: : : eo 25; le | 4 ae Fi ue ae © derived Corinthian 

at = ee Se Soe a ns Br, colonnade at its ter- 
1.15 Completed building from West Washington Avenue, circa 1920 q NUR oe ee i minus. Pedestrians 
The four pavilions were aligned with Madison’; principal thoroughfares and provided formal seus eee y= F oy ‘ iL : : entered the ground 

entrance into small, ornate lobbies adjacent to the Rotunda at the first floor level. Intended for 4 Baer er sa yo Oe ee a a floor of the wings 

vehicular approach, the portes cocheres beneath the stairs and pavilion deck facilitated a graceful = ge ee J through doors in the 

approach to and egress from the building for carriages and cars. acinar omen cea rusticated base. 
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Exterior Sculptural Program 
3 

The architectural vocabulary is derived from the Renaissance and the Baroque. The artwork and decorative finishes > 
. sy 4° : : . . : . . 3 

secondarily reflect regional themes appropriate to the building’s didactic function. Intrinsically conceived artwork is a 2 

of the highest order and utilizes an iconography that is readily accessible within the context of the architecture. As the \ 3 

building was under construction, Post convinced the commission to hire some of the most highly regarded artists in : 3 
age ee . . soe . . = 

the nation to fulfill his ambitious artistic program. Further, the architect collaborated with the commission to establish wis , Z 

specific thematic content. Post’s maturity and the long-established professional relationships he enjoyed with many rl 5 u 5 

of the artists led to the realization of a cohesive program for the integration of exterior sculpture and interior murals , ( a ’ 3 

and decorative finishes. 

The personification of the state is a prominent theme and representations of Wisconsin occur throughout the building. 

Always feminine and of classical proportion, she typically is portrayed making an expansive gesture and having features 

that suggest a robust northern-European appearance. The most prominent adaptation, Daniel Chester French’s gilded 

bronze Wisconsin, is positioned at the top of the lantern at the summit of the massive granite Dome. The figure mea- 

sures 15 feet, 5 inches and weighs approximately 3 tons. She stands with her right arm outstretched, gesturing with an re on \ 
Pen be a s 

open hand toward Lake Monona. In her left hand, she holds an orb upon which an eagle is perched. Her gesture and oe aa ae 

general effect are reminiscent of French’s The Republic, which had been prominently positioned in the central lagoon > wn. 
5 ae ‘ : * Fi : hi ‘ 

at the 1893 Columbian Exposition. Massive and beautiful, Wisconsin wears a classical robe, covered with a cape that “ht ed, 4 se 
2 ys + 

is gathered at the shoulders and fastened in front with an ornamental breastplate that bears an elaborately embellished 5 ‘ : i f B) ‘ ‘ 

W. Her headdress incorporates a badger symbolic of the state.'* 4 ee 4 i 

ee if 2 gs Ps. ait ee ‘ 
Ge Me oe oe 8 rag >} fi, : we ~ a 

ee rey seo ee Ee re ee ee CH fo Ee a 

bo /} “aC oF 3 ee a Re 

 rES.rtrti«“‘<‘COW’CCOUi op. | ie i 

. f/f : ie ek. ae 

So Ado aes bee g Poie Pee NPs, aa A 
~ hack ' s ri by . Po pee r : He mg ee a A és 

if pO) a Say | 
a ay ee 

fy A Wea at 
af alee , a 

1.17 Wisconsin being hoisted to the Dome, 1914 ne y “a q a fo ead EL 
oe ; f et Pehle 

Weighing over three tons, the gilded bronze Wiscon- iy fo Wie Ae ee pa 
i it : 

As Dee ae a ee 
sin was placed at the summit of the Dome in stages. al | eS ae 
Preeminent American sculptor Daniel Chester 
French designed Wisconsin, which was cast in New 1.18 Daniel Chester French, Wisconsin (detail), 1990 

York. The statue is one of the many classical per- The female figure points forward with an outstretched hand to express the state motto, “Forward.” Her 

sonifications of the state and her attributes that occur breastplate features the letter W; her headpiece, a badger. The eagle is a national reference as well as 

in the Capitol artwork program. a reference to Old Abe, an eagle mascot for a Wisconsin regiment in the Civil War. 
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2 The exterior sculptural program, while conforming to a Beaux-Arts sense of propriety, celebrates the lofty ideals to 

fo 2 which the building was dedicated. The Capitol Commission hired New York artists Karl Bitter, Adolph Weinman 

cs ve iS and Attilio Piccirilli to design and oversee the carving of the sculptural groups for the pediments, and Bitter also was 

; : a “ery yy ei aN : contracted for the four figural groups at the base of the Dome. Bitter’s east and west pediments were installed in 1910. 

ole ~ en of ie 5 r A. ny rs \ TP z In the west pediment, The Unveiling of the Resources of the State, the central female figure “Wisconsin” is shown 

- iY sola ia NG ry 1] ) : } : ‘a ey a Kes ey throwing back her cloak and gesturing to clusters of domesticated animals on either side. Liberty Supported by the Law 

. Aa ‘i Ss i Pa wy cay, eo ce are on the east facade is thematically appropriate to the wing housing both the supreme court and the governor’s offices. 

: gt f " liye “4 ea \; r ade eoee 7 i Ie ay ay a \ ‘ ae “Liberty” stands centrally, a female figure holding a torch and a shield. “Justice,” seated to the right, is enlightened 

en 2 ee! es ene Ss = “AM by the glow of the torch and “Truth,” to the left, is protected by the shield. 

1.19 Karl Bitter, The Unveiling of the Resources of the State (model), circa 1908 

Like Wisconsin, the central figure in the west pediment group by well-known New York sculptor Karl Bitter also represents the Adolph Weinman completed the work in the south pediment entitled The Virtues and Traits of Character in 1913. The 

state, Here, she stands tall and opens her cloak, extending her arms over the ox and horse at either side. Secondary groups repre- central figure “Wisdom” is portrayed with the attributes of equity, righteousness, power and prudence, the qualities to 

sent agriculture, forestry, hunting and fishing. z z B s % : ; nai 
which the members of the Wisconsin Senate, housed in the wing, should aspire. The north pediment group by Attilio 

Piccirilli was set in place as the building was being completed in 1917. Learning of the World celebrates collective 

A z knowledge. “Enlightenment” is portrayed as the central figure holding a tablet with the inscription Sapientia, mean- 

ee : 5 ing wisdom. Agricultural activity and the family, here intended to represent the foundation of society, are depicted 

bo “y iE in the secondary groups. 

Ty 3 Post eliminated the tourelles he had initially proposed for the base of the dome, and by the spring of 1909 Bitter had 

ree developed drawings for the sculptural groups that replaced the tourelles. Each consists of three figures: a central 

: | standing figure elevated on a base with two seated figures beneath to the right and the left. The triangular composition 

7 | : is reinforced at its base by an eagle with outspread wings connecting the chairs of the seated figures. The groups are 

ig [ : iE —S entitled Faith, Abundance, Strength and Wisdom and were carved and installed between 1911 and 1913."” 

— - — bo yen 
J = ———— Able. a \ Interior 

ee aa “a o ; Ay ea SRS —<— | nt a8 Pe The high-minded idealism expressed on the exterior of the Capitol is apparent throughout the interior as well. The 

ee ae ie “4 Be 2 rn Fh) 3) Pi dG. ike rn a ay la : entrances situated at the ends of the wings are oriented toward the diagonal streets that radiate to the corners of 

Zi “SP rs Gosh al n : eS a \ - Ee as the Square. The approach to each monumental facade accommodates the advance of pedestrians from all corners 

eg ag 4 nee ee pe of the city and, symbolically, the state. Within the building’s primary axes, the dimly lit stone corridors of the ground 

Gl ae * — a - i floor converge at the brightly lit Rotunda, which opens to the soaring coffered Dome. As the Capitol’s premier public 

a : - — space, the Rotunda evokes the progressive idealism that was integrated so carefully throughout the design. This highly 

6 aa \ Fs S : Ee interior is inves! to be morally uplifting and inspirational in a ea that is consistent en ecclesia 

—— ; pei bs nA fe 4 ae oe of the gone a une dome “amt ee wee (Cea by ain tee cenery nee architects 

8 SS ~~ C ne a as into an expression of civic celebration. The Wisconsin Capitol Rotunda is sheathed in colorful varieties of marble and 

o — Eat ~_ , ‘ 4 4 i. stone and rises to an interior height of 200 feet. The drum, expressed on the interior as a cylindrical shaft above the 

may 2 a a 4 a Akt barrel vaults and pendentives, is enriched with bands of gilded decorative plaster and a Corinthian colonnade. Natural 

1.20 Karl Bitter, Liberty Supported by the Law, East Wing, circa 1920 light enters the Rotunda through triple sash, 19-foot-tall cathedral windows between the columns. In the Dome, the 

The themes of this group are consistent with the objectives and purpose of the supreme court and the governor office, which decreasing size of the coffers rising toward the central oculus contributes to the illusion of soaring height. Michael 

are housed in the East Wing. With a torch in one hand and a shield in the other, centrally positioned “Liberty” shines light on Mikkelsen described the space for Architectural Record in 1917: 

“Justice” and protects “Truth.” Secondary groups show two figures caring for the Magna Carta, a group reading the laws of the 

country and a family in which the mother gives instruction to her children concerning good character. The Rotunda is of noble proportions, seventy-six feet in diameter and reaching 200 feet from the 

ground floor pavement to the crown of the coffer dome. Four great arches opening into the vaulted 

stair halls of the wings are supported in the rotunda on a Corinthian entablature, the frieze of which 

is of dark rose Numidian marble, resting on columns and pilasters of green Tinos marble, imported 
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at sa ai cecil ptndieeoggntatmeensrenas raneeeeeaacermaaaregaasieciiaatiemimasonmememarciasin iiiiliiae maliniaad a | Es 3 ye aN \ ate ye Ce Se —r—e 
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1.21 Aldolph Weinman, The Virtues and Traits of Character, South Wing, circa 1920 ee eS , Wee a F "Bs. oe oe 
The south pediment depicts those qualities to which the members of the states governing bodies should aspire. “Wisdom” as the _ a oe 4 fT a —__ » g ee oF oo 
central figure is framed by figures holding symbols of equity and righteousness. This group is surrounded by figures that personi- -— «+ x ee 1 : Ue 2 aa f EN Of a “ : 
Jy executive power, mediation and prudence, on the right, and diplomacy, eloquence and the clear vision of progress to the left. re aa ihe bys SS ES Ek. ae ; fo P P P e eo < aS 4 ue ‘E==| USS i Be 4 a Se 

if ic NS BEE NS Sc Soe _. Al Ss BPA Sie Py ‘ee: . 
i z Ef - ek a PS BN =| aN 

, ~ e oy £7 ape cee TE ‘ p Pa <<  —S 3 a eS eee cre. a ‘>, Ae a mt KW 

EF “ah 2 7S — rl lk ‘- Ce. ae x AN - oe Sg A es > —— F . e RMS Ei en bo i Oe i ‘ o * Me gi EN St a i ee a ie Ls a gee A A a ” — —S 2 f ee Beek Boks nas a oo . a ‘ vo es Poo eee, aM Se i Bee oe Pe es ee fh, ; Loo he ee i . ee L Pe Py. 2 - < megas ze 8 ee ak oO ee BA ee CS or. eee Af NY She Ss _ Bs ee eC . ae as ain ie S| PATNA , : a i kines ie cect e se! es See Sime 

Cis. 2 iw M J, ) a | & he fesar «| —_ 1.23 Karl Bitter, Abundance, northwest, 1914 1.24 Karl Bitter, Strength, southwest, 1914 
‘io Se) iN hi A \ r Se 2 el > re Karl Bitter completed the four monumental groups at the This group of three masculine figures is characterized by phys- ad a iy ~~ | \; i Ss Ae i teint P! soe ‘ i i 2 275 S a ba bd al aa } M a | it— rd iy Newer F i 3 base of the dome between 1911 and 1912. They are intended ical endurance, mechanical aptitude and military readiness, 
ne | We, ee | ae | sy Al of Portes 4 a to convey the fundamental characteristics of Wisconsin and all elements of strength. One of the figures is shown as blind Ng ee hoi VEN » eae) 7: ee y : si i ery i a i 3 ey a . Oat ee her people, and are called Faith, Abundance, Strength and to suggest that it is not physical strength alone that makes one Be , time — mt OP " > ~~ : z = neil ws “Ne SF 5% NG cL is mS Le ‘ Sleds ) ~ Knowledge. The central female figure in Abundance carries a _ ready to serve or defend the state or nation. 

~peareeepee ae. mae is 2 f EU Eee Bison vase overflowing with fruits, with her other hand outstretched 
sis ee eee in a gesture of giving, signifying the agricultural fertility of 

the state. 

1.22 Attilio Piccirilli, Learning of the World (model), 1913 

Intended to represent the “attributes of civilization,” the north pediment group celebrates enlightenment through literature and 

history. The central figure, through the inscription Sapientia on her tablet, proclaims wisdom as the source of enlightenment. 
The secondary groups symbolize, on the right, agriculture and the home and, to the left, mechanics and physics; the smaller 

groups in the corners represent fine art and science. 

ee 
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Sas : ie aa. eS oe 4? from Greece. Many beautiful Wisconsin granites have been used in the rotunda and stair halls, the 
—_—— i. : oo a ao SS z walls of which are finished with yellow Kasota limestone, from nearby quarries in Minnesota. Over 

be SRB LE Se the piers and between the four arches in the rotunda are pendentive brackets, which make the transition 
binge oS coer a a eee 3 from the octagonal form of the rotunda and the circular form of the dome. Above the pendentives is 

z a circular entablature, the cornice of which supports a visitors’ gallery. . . . 

a i 
5 The pendentives are decorated with four panels of glass mosaic by Kenyon Cox. These are twelve 5 Pp Pi g y, ry’ 

i) Fad alias | feet high and have an average length of twenty-four feet. In the crown of the coffer dome is a great 
7 Feith ceiling painting, thirty-four feet in diameter, by Edwin Howland Blashfield.'* 

4 if si f f The monumental glass mosaics designed by Kenyon Cox for the pendentives were set into place during the summer | k mh | a : : 3 ; ’ \ - AN ae ne so Vs, of 1914. They had been executed in the studios of the Decorative Stained Glass Co. of New York City and shipped to 
. p To ag 

\9 . q i] ¥ tJ ’ J HA 

\ J emcee oe : fais ee AMD pee 4° 
a oe j Cy ye ie a ae 

a | cee fe - oN ii tte oO wie wr Sig ~ whe 

oS A Ge Sec hist cari i — | By 
ss ar « ii oo \ Wy PR, ee 

a : i \ coy Le ae | 
vy y 5 VO UL AG BE. SS COC ee ii oe el o 7 f I | ie - : oo A Fie : 

i i ey ieee eee | | a \ ei ae | = 3 le \ casi 
Pitt mn i — 
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ieee NC oe ti — 7 oe SF ae 

a 3 i . a | oa el boo Cy | 1 + ‘| : 

“ea ad , f i RUE bald a Ee. | 

De ie E 

4 F get + 
Eat 

Pe ow i ee se 

oe Lo a e 
Fi. | lhc (ot Ce eh , * Tee Re aan i . . - i  . : i otunda, first floor, 
Se fm : — The Rotunda is sheathed with 
Po oa -.- ges oS ce , — colorful marbles and decorative 
— ca ese ee stones from around the United 

nee i States, Africa and Europe. Post 
1.25 Ground floor corridor, 2002 & Sons paid great attention to 
Inside the ground floor pedestrian entrances at the end of each wing, a broad lobby narrows into a this monumental public space, 
corridor that visually spans the length of the building. At the Rotunda, where the interior corridors of which required an extraordinary 
the four wings converge, the space opens vertically into the soaring Dome. level of craftsmanship. 
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ison glued on heavy canvas. Each of the four panels is composed of over 100,000 tesserae. Three of the mosaics 2a EA AY S Se aa twaaeeeee: 
are entitled Legislation, Government and Justice which are depicted as monumental figures clad in classical robes, : ; iz GEL SE SIS é ve i 
each surrounded by appropriate attributes. The fourth figure, Liberty, is dressed in a robe colored to symbolize “youth” BA) s ; yA : beg ee SK , ie Gao fA Ae S18 by: ome ~ ASE ak, ie and “hope” to the artist. Describing her countenance Cox expressed the sentiment that is fundamental to the building bee : Vj, = J : GY oN \: es me Ee 

Viki See fey /, ds, — SOS Ca when he wrote, “With her left hand, she points upward, as if to say, ‘Under a republican form of government, the voice ea Vii " BPW, a \ SA aio ye 
ity SE fj e : - eas \' \< ie er ce ‘ 2 of the people is as the voice of God."”” We Af : 2 NK Sey: on | Ja df - =F Ny \\ \ aot sy 

Like many others involved in the work, New York muralist Edwin Blashfield had enjoyed a long artistic association with Vee + Py . ue a, ING 
Nee | | ees eo Ne George Post, extending back to Blashfield’s work with the architect at the 1893 World’s Fair in Chicago. Blashfield Neer: | al) 4 * ee eee (i) Sey ee 

had just finished a large mural in the Assembly Chamber, Wisconsin: Past, Present and Future, when Post initiated the Ue a A. Ss ord ee ge 
‘ . etal et y a J LTR EIS Sie discussion concerning the mural in the “eye of the dome.” In October 1911 Post recommended that Blashfield be hired Paw y i, \\' et 4 ee = ///) ay ie Se oon : ; é ; A at! 4 A\\\S oe =” Ee a em eo. for the oculus painting.” Blashfield’s assembly mural was the first major piece of public art installed in the interior, Peat \ Wee Oe y UY oe e =| 

Aer. % ee Ai ee 
SER ENN | 1 SS GYM ae sek 

; L z Fare OS Lt OGM GLAS : ~ oe 8 2/5 PGRN 4 Li a ee, BOE, Sox Ls 8 Lcnpeeeancklages eR MM Pe! Anlst | Palas 

. gee ee = vs = eae mS ad ? a he 

A SS EE = : i 5 1.28 Kenyon Cox, Government, 1987 
Ao —— re ee a ce The mosaics in the four pendentives are similar compositionally. Kenyon Cox described the 

i "he oii ——s Se SN 26 arrangement: “Each pendentive has a colossal seated figure on a gold ground, surrounded by 
S3, ° Yi SEE, <@ 8 @:, <I ~ : oe a circular border based on the fasces with its reeds and crossed ribbons. On either side of this 

SS \ A LEA a) ee Ee a eS We central circle is a panel of oak foliage, and the whole panel is surrounded by a simple guilloche 
Uf dag Ss Lie oe = fy oN nn WN border in gold and purple.” According to the artist, Government symbolizes “executive power.” 5 ify. 7 PT EN ‘ 

‘ | lH 2 2 WN ie an ee OS. ae 4 vee We ee PERE: 

WMT ee ie : Wee NH Wi rN dved yr / Ae LO oe, Ol SH BN Re Ge: od ae 

Ay i : : a) ue Y ae, YY Yo PS , LAN SE he a: 
PW We. ‘ Ws.8 4 y ] ik PROS Uf i D> \ S\N Went UF GONE = \ ‘ee ‘ Se (@ | JE ie fag YAS: a eT Ce \\ AUP SNS & fe ay vis ~ “TE a8 hia) Uf pad Not BANS Pre eae ee \ NAVIN) > iN, Li A - Sa : cy ij i) SA ey “ae, a ii LW Le ‘ 4 aN 5 

Fi NEES A 8 FS a thi fa | SE Sy AND , Ry = ee es J LR Ce SY hee Dae sere a Cy ol NENG Be s\ PS Ne 4 ae bide Lif ANS Tie HE lene f | CN 

a x De cae ee Su“, ts — ; | bi oe pt sas ene ae SS pe Pa ee : \\ Ey EE Se | a mS — Zi ree Cea ANS. mee [aya ys 
ei — a p ee ‘ et aN ae AT N\\ a 2 y Wy , es ey 4 8 << a ‘ “eS, VAY 322 PEAS Yi, £0 tue? y —<— a aN eK NG fey Wy - f. Pj Z nt Me SSS RAIA 1 YA a Ce FEIN Ue NE] 

o£ SO, z - bia Ronee : . gr ee TE 
VE i Ek Nene go ee pe iy rere ee yee ee : y 1G G18 Ble ee 6 RSS oN as aes SSIS SSS. 1.27 Vertical view into Rotunda, 2001 Cae a eT , Saini eT ae 

The linear symmetry of the building, on both the north-south and east-west axes, is complimented by 1.29 Kenyon Cox, Justice, 1987 
the circular and arched forms of the Rotunda. Most of the design elements, including the rectangular Justice holds the scale associated with judicial functions. Clothed in classical robes of scarlet 
coffers of the inner dome above the arched cathedral windows, enhance the perception of lofty height and purple, the monumental female figure is seated on a throne ornamented with lions; instead 
in this interior space. of wearing the traditional blindfold, she gazes abstractly into the distance. 

ee ee ae ce ec a re 
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Ce Me ee : ‘ oe oH and it met with great public enthusiasm. The female figure representing “Wisconsin” is situated regally amid a forest of 

ee ; pS EAT ye eh Raa : 2 43 pine trees, which filter late afternoon light. Groups surround her symbolize early explorers, Wisconsin’s role in the Civil 
: < Li pi oN pasion ih. (APN : B F és ; 3 : as 

: : Y  AYGERN & A 1) If a AP Bie Ps Cf ay .. ffs ; i War and the industrious residents of the state including lumbermen, miners and farmers. The commission concurred 

ae A ‘ boy) SP OOS SEAS NS ay) se 3 with Post and secured a contract with Blashfield for the 34-foot circular painting for the Rotunda. The Resources of 
y/ 2 oD LE ee ry Le tt Or C2 Sy 8 Wisconsin was executed on sections of irregularly sized canvas in the Vanderbilt Gallery of the Fine Arts Building on 

fo Bowne ee FALE Soo mm RS yy Vis a j 57" Street in New York City.?! The composition depicts a sturdy blond woman personifying “Wisconsin” surrounded 
CRIS OW oe ri eet See, SG se ee je ee : : QF Sf, gs ee Lay Wa, ee by other women in various states of repose. “Wisconsin” is centrally enthroned and dressed in a white gown adorned 

= | MO Voixe” LW’ pT EL AS OK | 2 . aeoe : : 
oF on BP a Ky Ee ee ey) LZ SS S&S < with a metallic breastplate. In her left hand she holds an escutcheon depicting the state coat of arms; in her right hand, 
A Lee CaN Ly SoS Ag ae ee eer Se. ~ ae “e - ee : +p ye ES : . . : * : 

SS SIF 4 “ OP ee ee . , BY NS m * Ot CE aN a sheaf of wheat. At her back, an adolescent girl huddles against her protective girth and, with a companion, drapes 
ee. vay ly LASS SF x — ny eT Rhee a < a rz 

& 3 lof) GY fi siege St eS . a a an American flag partially covering the ten other figures. With outstretched hands, the secondary figures proudly offer I ROS Fee 4 ie c me CRA Wee ze ead : : ‘ 
of oS y3) qk CY, hd “hy BSN NY} " wy 3 5 ~ Wisconsin” the products of the state that include “lead, copper, tobacco, fruit, a fresh water pearl.” 

SOUR Vy Ze SO Se 2 
Ae ANY Jig . RNY AS oa 
» ih y Sy fi J as \ sw ea From the Rotunda, barrel vaults open to a height of four stories and extend into the wings through the grand marble 
y ey lh a | ie ey ’ ~ \ < \ enc stairs that ascend to the second level. The corridors, meeting rooms and private offices are arranged according to a 
“AD LPT fe : ON ive BYeSsc 
We | Py fi van a. % ea Si 

ae AM] - A CSA | Eps 3 
TH Do i | ge aN A aL z 

a) a Td fg ' ‘7 ¢ a \ >a Wee 2 

oe RN | a Loy Ff ait a DAS H 

| ia 6 ee Sa ye 2 
1 Bee ii | . a4 8 eo Wa WE 8 
ae ee Se NSS 5 

SA mA . ee ei Gata Be: 

te Wy \ ‘i - ail LN Be” 

Ue, Y Ai \ A ei he Roly 

AL WE RS e LS) ey) ff . a Woe SOS PY pS Bie. ni 

RO Un OS - A ff Se 
Zo My CAID SOE Ce a : ML LI FX OL oe 

atl © 6 , Nabe SURES ec " be Ls if y w>)) ols s 

eo ou N f SSS Le <, Z CLES hi I : 
eam, Nod a OS Ce EE SOY GOS a 

xk ios AR NL ACT SS Se aie Ee AN SP IS ee - r 
ke Th ON SE ee ee Bw 2S yo ‘ _ - 

oe IES Uy RES OR EEE he 4 cay ech a J 
OK es SaaS I I eg 

A WT eS ce es Of yo es 
ON SEAN “SESE on Hea ae : 5 
ON ae ES ASS ESS? Oi ps Bite Sieet old, The He 
a Gi (<5 c See hk ee Mh cath Foye Be: CP . | sources of Wisconsin (detail), 1991 

SO LN ee ee XL ae oe “Wisconsin” is centrally enthroned, 

CL \\e 8 PSA Ss, 3 | a _ _ ‘oad dignified and serene in her appar- 

— fo J DS AED: Rivet Teh iy : : . Pl ent prosperity. Secondary figures 

7 ff So SE eh ‘Ss Sie es , | : _ : extend to her symbols of the states 
nw A Perr a ee  .. : Oe < resources. The figure of Wisconsin 

Tees eae ( 4 . in the Rotunda mural is similar 

1.30 Edwin H. Blashfield, The Resources of Wisconsin, 1998 to Blashfield’s personification of 

Blashfield’s circular mural measures 34 feet in diameter. Seen from the ground floor of the Rotunda, 200 feet below, the 13-foot the state in his Assembly Chamber 
figures are in scale with the surrounding architecture. The mural was painted on irregular sections of canvas in the artist's New mural. In both, “Wisconsin” is 

York studio, transported to Madison and affixed to a concave surface suspended above the oculus. represented as amply proportioned, 
fair-haired and with features that 
suggest northern-European heritage. 
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spatial and constitutional hierarchy that is conveyed through proportion, use of materials and level of decorative fin- <a LF Oo <a 

ish. Elegantly appointed public spaces are located in the wings to house the supreme court, the senate, the assembly 1.33 North Hearii A ON ee r\Y FP Cr ee 8 
: 2 : * ouiaie tebale D>, dt iH = N\A S MO LE ee 5 

and the offices of the governor. The chambers and governor’s suite are much more public than their counterparts Room, 1917  . SS ms Ce c ie Ss 

in the previous capitol. The meeting rooms dedicated to the senate and assembly contain large public galleries and The last grand public : ae « Ye \ . ee f 
i : Z room completed in the 2 SS te Oe g it & 

monumental murals. The Supreme Court Hearing Room also was designed at a scale that accommodates public hear- Capitol in 1917, the > —> GE LE oe % 

ings and finished with a series of four murals based on the evolution of law. The North Hearing Room, intended at North Hearing Room Sting ee a os - 2 

the time for the use of the Railroad Commission, was sheathed in marble and furnished with murals on the theme of remained without its Nes os a Le ge cd 

ik ci 3 a ishii te “ AS ay ee wer ” 2 

transportation. A clear demarcation between public and private space is central to the development of Post’s scheme. 7 one wig es ‘ = tt a S\ as = 

6 : ‘ ji if at almost a year. Wi a 1 ne 

The public spaces, such as the Rotunda, chambers and major corridors, are characterized by ornate decoration, rich the tide of political aS or Ra ee Ea 

materials and lavish details. The private offices, designed to be adaptable through the use of interior non-load-bear- change that swept 6, | Se eee i es a 

ing walls, were constructed at a smaller and more intimate scale, although even the smallest offices all were finished state government in id “ 4 , a ba = ae , ae 
: c : i ; : ‘ . i eA seer Oe fs ees : . 

with wood trim and sometimes with ornamental stencils. The spatial hierarchy Post established architecturally was oe abe Cu a9 cok hol 2 eo Pe | 

reinforced through furnishings installed and the decorative finish paint applied throughout, mostly by the New York World War I, legisla- iy ti Sie ed u i t | 7 r A Pe ery : 

firm of Mack, Jenney and Tyler. tive largesse toward be BES fe A eo é =| 

construction waned. ase A be Pl ih | o ie oe | = & 
ee ee i — an 

wis It was through the LI... seen 

ek 7 i aaa = tenacious efforts of : aa oe a Si ae oe ts 

_. Coo 8 Capitol Commission oe ee oo * a 

y a _ UA: Secretary Lew Porter ee eee es SET ee az aa 

} 7 — “se a: and George Post's os ho eee 

|| a sie | a sons that the North ene : a 

| d : eee ee Wing was finished to 
ao. y Gs, 8 specification. 

| is. ees . Peer ff Ba i S 

i Ny et nae ee eel y VS ha 2 

. SL. ewe eamme mee \ fe z = srs 

a4 = a = ee ee ° i ie ‘ g 

hs B et = 7 io: 

. : ‘ By : \N i . . 9 « e an — one i 

SSO ae by 5 ~ ao ; , 3 

Mesa De oe PERI TEES iat : z : | 3 a | Ke aan g 

——— A se == Ey 1.34 Senate Chamber, | : ae os a easy fos é 

+ Ses forest See p a 1917 | oS ee SL 5 

. oe el ta it Cae : ° Circular in plan and i 3 rf . a 
i 2 cee) 3 A ae i é x = 
Lome ee eee _ as with visitors’ galler- ] -_ : E 

Se SS e z ies occupying much of le ted : ie 
TER TER te s the second level, the : : wh : ; g 

“ 3 = nearer | fee a Senate Chamber is the ee ws 5 

: ERS EE . prominent second floor : : = 3 

1.32 View through barrel vault, - pe. public space in the : ae < y : 

1917 Se South Wing. As with | — : 
Post maximized the drama of the i : ; the assembly, senators Cee 

interior with vistas extending 4] | E were provided only ni . poe gar ele ek = 
through the building that are varied 2 2. js their desks in the cham- — a 1 ; Ge % 

at each level. The natural light that : ber as work space. bo - oe = E — ae é 

pours through the cathedral win- - | Kenyon Cox's triptych, uta *, oe Saas sr 

dows of the Rotunda and skylights — . The Marriage of the — ap pe pus = al - ees 

of the barrel vaults provides addi- =e Atlantic and Pacific, = mal = = eae : oT 

tional variation as it moves across tiny! celebrates the opening Re oe BE a 

the richly decorated surfaces of of the Panama Canal. sect gaa ~. 

the interior. 
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‘ Sree z An important goal of the Capitol Commission was that the building be accessible to all and embody the ideals of 
be oS a 5 4 : . saoas : eos. * pa 
ne. ; Ce | 3 1.35 (left) George B. Post and his progressive-minded government. Thus, the building was intended to educate visitors concerning governmental traditions 

mse ee 8. oe. % ene : and the attributes of the state. Post was successful in orchestrating the efforts of his New York colleagues to provide 
2 sa ee 4 *¢ pre. A =, George B. Post (center), and his i : ‘nteaded ; zi al Linstituti ces 
Lok ee 1) — De af : sons William Stone Post defi) and thematically appropriate artwork that was intended to excite respect for Wisconsin’s governmental institutions and inspire 

ai ldldldll CU id & James Otis Post (right) stand before pride in all the state had to offer. Conversely, Post had secured a sympathetic client in the Wisconsin Capitol Commission, 

| aE i; & an elevation of the Wisconsin State one that fostered his vision of architectural monumentality and facilitated its becoming a reality. Post enjoyed a symbiotic 
is 2 A a a = Capitol. George Post did not live to . es : aes 5 oe cpeys , 
a a 3 s % See he all igs completed’ he died eladonsity with this group oe high ee mee oe that encouraged end supported ie Se as adesigner. In turn, 
= vag Be ,,e : ri I on 28 November 1913, just as the Post provided the State of Wisconsin with a building that reflects beautifully the unique spirit of its time and place. 

=’. \ o 1 mS) iy F | North Wing was being excavated. His 

" : aie ea = 5075, particularly James Otis Post, Wisconsin’s Capitol remained a center of progressive reform for several decades following its completion. The ef- 
: at | | © increased their involvement with the alleys : 5 

- = o g : Ais forts initiated by Governor Robert La Follette, Sr., and his successor governors Davidson and McGovern led to the 
i A . 4 Capitol Commission and demonstrated é : i : . i 

a a " 4 i a level of dedication comparable to establishment of statewide primary elections, work reform for women and children, workers’ compensation and an 

4 . a : iy their father s. expanded University Extension program.” Robert La Follette, Sr., served in the U.S. Senate from 1906 until his death 

; j } ae 4 ’ 136 (below) Robert La Follette, Si in 1925, when Robert La Follette, Jr., assumed his father’s seat, which he held until 1947.4 In 1930, a second son, 
| i a . elow) Kobert La follette, Sr. eae . : “ge : : qi 

| ; i i ' | campaigning at the Capitol, 1924 Philip Fox La Follette, was elected governor of Wisconsin, a position that he held until 1933 and again from 1935 until 

ae; i | | Robert La Follette ran for president on 1939.5 During these periods of public service, both Robert and Philip La Follette remained loyal to the progressive 

ne a, i / ! j | the Progressive ticket in 1924. After ideology developed by their father. Under Governor Philip La Follette, the state adopted an unemployment compen- 
‘ peu , a grueling campaign he returned to - re erCuInG : rere left without eqplovment due t 

7 a aus LL 4 adeorunI NOVEM Ten cad none oF salon program: Ac cu munaton of decades of progtessive effois to prolect won KSI eft without employm lue to 

apie his last public speeches, advanced the circumstances outside their control. The concepts included in Wisconsin’s legislation helped shape the unemployment 

pee ea cause of his candidacy by addressing a compensation program in the United States and had a broad impact nationally. *° 

- ame e 6 é : crowd from the steps of the Wisconsin 

ou . ie Seeste oma ml © State Capitol. ee aT Bia cee & < | 7 P i Hs | - g 

: i to | ig 

. 2. Vea mei. fe ee 4 
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ee ee ee ce Pe ~~ E 
a yar ‘< i. * 7a e " ! gs 
mh 1 We nas RO eS y yi = 

ir 2 ae | \ i cre Hf) )) E ; 

oS eS , P P| ae tl i 
3 ig pies 7 — a8 sy - j yo 4 _ , ' 

«a i a ae ™. — . a 
os = ~ sin oO eer roo 4 $ se K $ 
= be ili al, age 3 : ee a i 

vi Bad hl ps4 * SMMC wee : i Wf ait 1.37 Robert La Follette, Sr., and family in Executive Chamber, 1924 

j pal meio a ———cnni - \ i Near the end of the 1924 presidential campaign, La Follette and his family posed in the 

} | ” _ a = J i Executive Chamber with Governor John J. Blaine. La Follette was not successful in his bid 
: \ Ge my 3 Lice —" P i for the presidency and the rigors of his campaign are said to have contributed to his death the 

gE. ais Ce hate Se wi i following year. 
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The architectural expression of accessibility, combined with sculpture, mosaics and paintings that celebrate the im- Dips he ilt ox Ee Saenger Pea: 

portance of fair government, give tangible form to the ideals articulated by Robert M. La Follette, Sr. The building Ry en x ye y A er: 

remains an expression of values that represent the cultural heritage of the state and, to a certain extent, the nation. In b Fi . ae od cs er’ 

successfully expressing the goals and values of his client through a well-conceived and handsomely executed design, 7 is anes y i“ : 

George B. Post created a culminating example of the Beaux-Arts tradition in American public architecture that is also . ns £ 

a fitting capstone to his career. The Capitol typifies this tradition because of its monumental scale, its proper adapta- rae s . i: at ? 

tion of Renaissance Revival form and its rich, yet tasteful, decorative program. Post seized the opportunity presented a * — a if — y g 

him by the Wisconsin Capitol Commission to create a highly personal statement that he found to be appropriate and = A j t “4 € a 

beautiful in architecture, and the state secured a building that remains true to its original purpose and is deeply revered i & eo ~ bi gt a 3 

nearly a century later as a culmination of governmental and artistic goals. me Rd 4 hep ae oe ou Fe my 

a : = _ 
_ | . 4 

Capitol Occupancy, 1917-88 € Pr Teel 5 ell) 
At the outset public officials were confident the new building would accommodate all of state government for the A - = 

foreseeable future. Yet even before it was completed this objective was not met. Various agencies began jostling for " 

space immediately and the desire for space within the building quickly outpaced availability. During construction, 1.38 Crowded conditions in the basement, circa 1937 

when the Highway Commission and the Tax Commission were established, the Capitol Commission had to modify Even before the Capitol was complete, the demand for space exceeded its availability. Al- 

its established program to provide them with space. The numerous state regulatory commissions, a legacy of La though an exodus from the Capitol occurred in 1932 with the completion of the State Office 

Follette and his progressive successors, continued to expand through the teens and into the twenties. Increasingly Bilin Comtech, crowded Coo had rapecirTed ust jie Years (ater Te 

re : i ‘ : Bureau of Purchases was relegated to space in the basement of the North Wing that had been 

crowded conditions were exacerbated by the growing presence of the state legislature in the Capitol. Immediately fol- designed originally to house mechanical and plumbing systems. 

lowing construction, the legislature was in session for only a few months every two years. When the legislature was 

not in session, its committee rooms were used by various state agencies. The legislature resented the complications eT AE Citi > age ais 2 

wrought by this encroachment; in 1927 it adopted a resolution prohibiting the use of its rooms during the off-session, BAiYy yy , ao ( | SSF oe B 5 

and in 1929 passed a bill authorizing the construction of the State Office Building on West Wilson Street, which was Sy / ff : <= ' be SS 7 So ce : 5 

completed in 1931. A subsequent addition to the State Office Building was made in 1942, at which time the Banking A 3 f ee J = eee BUNS —< c 

Commission, the Conservation Department, the Board of Health, the Public Service Commission and others vacated V4 c pp i + =| iN ES SNe . 

the Capitol permanently. Another addition to the State Office Building was completed in 1959 and the Department of Gee ee = = slay ( | a / ; 

Public Welfare was moved from the Capitol. The Department of Agriculture and the Insurance Department relocated on aw es oy LA i iF We KR EA, ES 

with the construction of the Hill Farms State Office Building in 1964. “4 b ‘ * | : a : : 
a Ba t 

The departure of the state regulatory agencies from the Capitol coincided with the expanding need of legislators for ~~ ni E 

space in the building. In the 1940s and 50s, legislative sessions grew increasingly longer. In 1961, legislators remained - a | | a 

in Madison without adjournment for the first time. They also had begun to acquire staffs so their desks in the chamber > a ; . on : 

no longer provided adequate work space. The constitutional officers maintained their quarters in the Capitol until 1967, “ha oe 

when the state superintendent of public instruction was relocated followed by the majority of the attorney general’s staff : bY ce 

in 1968. In 1977 the secretary of state left the building, followed by the state treasurer in 1981. As offices emptied, F a mh ) ba 

legislators and their staffs assumed the vacated spaces, and by the early 1980s the legislature was the predominate 3 oo. 4 r a res 

occupant of the building. The shifts in occupancy and resultant remodeling had significant and detrimental effects 7 a | eal ee | 1e* es 

on the architectural and historical integrity of spaces within the Capitol and represented the most significant source a mr! ss eh ‘ ‘ > a eae 

of the building’s decline over the years. Although the large public rooms and Rotunda were left largely unscathed by aa EO Ee — ——s —_ 

these trends, the private spaces within the wings were remodeled dramatically, and interior room arrangements were 1.39 East Wing basement, 1999 

modified to accommodate immediate and usually short-sighted needs for office space. Original decorative finishes, Conditions in the basement had wors sened appreciably by the time of the East Wing Restora: 

including paint, plaster moldings, quarter-sawn white oak trim and decorative stone that had been so carefully designed yee _ hearers i fee an sealing ahead ep rommac ian tai e 
7 exposed pipe and electrical conduit were arranged haphazardly. As a part of the rehabilita- 

and installed, suffered the greatest damage. tion, the basement floor was lowered and all the utilities were upgraded. 
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eS | se y A ze In 1980 Governor Lee Sherman Dreyfus commented publicly on what he perceived as the “piecemeal and cheap re- 
So ge - 2. P P P P 

_ oe of wt ye Mae : g modeling” taking place in the Capitol. He requested an appropriation from the legislature that led to the completion of 

atl iS @ , 2a ' " guidelines for the care and restoration of the Capitol. Dreyfus’ reaction was in response to the cumulative effect that 

s 7) &. - P > years of remodeling had had on the Capitol, the most extensive and least sympathetic modifications having occurred 

Oo ——— > | ; during the 1960s and 70s. Particularly unsightly and inconsistent with the historic appearance of the building were 
ee hia # ae 5: * : sys : 
ae PA ca room dividers of fabric or wood-grained plastic used to partition former vaults and other spaces, dropped acoustical 

aad a4 . tile ceilings and fluorescent lighting. Within the remodeled offices, little of the original Post design remained appar- 

0 ent and original features, including hardware and radiator enclosures, had become worn and damaged. The classical 

Dt K | integrity of the exterior was compromised by window air conditioners that pierced the fagades irregularly. The State 

ae 2 iT Capitol Restoration Guidelines issued in November of 1980 led to the eventual development of the Master Plan for 

- - aw the building that was approved on 4 June 1987 by the Joint Committee on Legislative Organization. The Master Plan 
| Py . gS PP) y g 8 

ae, : he >» ye asserted that the members of the legislature would remain the principal occupants of the Capitol but the intent was 

pen e “is 3 at ro also that “Wisconsin’s premier architectural and historical structure” be preserved. In 1988, the state embarked upon 

™. <4 ee en Pe a restoration and rehabilitation project that would last the next thirteen years. The 1988 restoration and relighting of 

— SE ol COG the Assembly Chamber served as a pilot project that provided a plan for the larger effort. 

Seed exe ff >. — poe me 1.40 Electrical work in the Assembly i mo 

——— lh a at : Chamber, 1988 Restoration and Rehabilitation, 1990-2001 
ep 4/0 * 2 Asithe first please of a.comprehensive In embarking upon the “Three Wings and Rotunda” project in 1990, the state made a commitment to phased restorative 

= file 5 restoration effort, a 1988 Assembly ie <i 2 Be a : 

ov | Chamber project provided an opportunity work that mimicked the original phased construction of the building. Additionally, the state and nation were experienc- 

—— mt | to test methods and treatments that would ing economic prosperity and political stability, also evoking conditions as they existed historically. Governor Tommy 
—— a ¢ n g p P y, ig y 
aa sa - be used i the larger Nae sno’ aes G. Thompson, elected in 1986, was on hand for the nearly the entire effort, completing his tenure in the governor’s 

— 4 CL an aha gue office in January 2001 just as the restoration and rehabilitation drew to a close. Like La Follette, Davidson and Mc- 
“ , identify and replicate or restore original 1 ' , 

. 4 finishes, the project team devised a way to Govern, Thompson supported the progress of the project consistently and regarded the successful completion of this 

ie eee install lamps in the “snowball” fixtures by work as part of his legacy to the state. Equally steadfast and constant in his advocacy of the work at the Capitol was 

ee eee : lowering them on cables. Senator Fred Risser, who had worked in the building as a legislator since 1957. He was instrumental in the develop- 

ment of the 1987 Master Plan and through his membership on the State Building Commission and the State Capitol 

ae ‘iE. Cy a and Executive Residence Board (SCERB), he continuously led and supported efforts toward the sensitive preservation 

ae _. mai. ES * ; and maintenance of the Capitol. 
Ri a Gs a ; 3 

os Pa Pei 7 y H During the restoration and rehabilitation of the Capitol, the private office areas were stripped of unsympathetic, non- 

—————— ak | ii de | 3 original materials that had been installed, and the interior walls removed. The concrete floors were replaced so that 

Be ; a Aged a Z improved electrical and communication systems could be installed. Original elements, including light fixtures, door 

ss Ss i a ete fe a frames and hardware, radiator enclosures and decorative stone were salvaged, restored and reinstalled. Interior walls 

é y Pe : ’ & eS 3 were rebuilt to conform to the configuration described in the Master Plan. The newly designed office suites were then 

u 7 } Aa a , ‘ ' > S 1.41 Mural restoration in Governor's finished and furnished to evoke the spirit of the original with a combination of restored and replicated decorative finishes 

1 . ( : hye Conference Room, 2000 (including paint finishes and wood trim) and furniture. A great deal of effort was extended to the analysis of paint so 

\ Raeeg «45 2 part of the East Wing Restoration that color schemes and stencil patterns that approximated the originals could be recreated within the office spaces. The 
SS \ i Se and Rehabilitation, the artwork and mu- 5 stan : oe ara taatie 

ca ea fas fais were cleaned and usually restored. public areas of the building—the corridors, chambers and Rotunda—were carefully restored to their historical appear- 

| =4 ye J al | Cy. Preservar, Inc. of New York City was ance and the artwork conserved. The state conscientiously kept members of the team together as it moved forward 

™* . subcontracted to treat the ceiling murals with the work and as a result processes were fine-tuned through the sequential phases of work. 
hy f 4 in the Governor s Conference Room. 

: f} y ag ; Artisans restored one of the smaller pan- ‘ : ae ) 

i oe : \ | a > els in the room and inpainted areas in The overall project began with the North Wing in January 1900 and was completed in December 1992. Although the 

ws ay others where tests had been conducted. restoration of the Assembly Chamber had occurred in 1988, the balance of the West Wing was restored and rehabilitated 

ht th i ni et ae ch ieee a a 
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between February 1993 and the summer of 1995. Following the move of the senate from the South Wing to temporary . a 3 2 
quarters in March 1996, work commenced in that area of the building and was completed early in 1999. While the ey : z ; pau : ; South Wing Project was underway, the Rotunda was enclosed in plywood barriers in August of 1997 and an immense “ie CS " <Jim, i 

fi ae a scaffold was erected that became the office and staging area of the project team. Art and decorative finish conservators ae Ph Bo A * ry $ 
worked side by side with architects, engineers and historians to preserve and restore the Capitol’s premier space. The = a Pi val “Soe aa 2 
project was completed in October of 1998. There was a hiatus in the work following the completion of the South Wing | 1 © <8 se oe ; Pag 
in January 1999 until July 2000, when work commenced on the fourth wing—the East Wing—which was completed e ] ge ; | ian cael 
in August 2001. The rededication of the building planned for the evening of 11 September 2001 was rescheduled due i i ee a coke ell ae : : : ; i i : | — - 1 to terrorist attacks that killed Americans in New York City, Washington, D.C. and rural Pennsylvania. el i wl 14 | jonn ae 

; Pm Os bs J i \ i ae 

Historic Structure Rep ort 1.42 Central Portion (with scaffolding), 1998 es j ey : 
‘ : i A 2 : i i The finishes and artwork in the Rotunda were conserved r : \ ‘ y During the East Wing Restoration and Rehabilitation, the state made a commitment to completing a series of Capitol with the benefit of scaffolding that facilitated several i ' ay | 1 : 

historic structure reports that had been conceived initially in 1993. At that time, work began on the South Wing and teams working simultaneously. The scaffold gave rare | i | | | i 
Southeast and Southwest Pavilions Historic Structure Report, and it was intended that the series be comprised of eleven and comfortable access to interior surfaces and artisans T ee ih oT | i Thr 

lumes. Typically a historic structure report (HSR) is completed in advance of an architectural project to document PIGS Se OF 1010 Conse ie Cae mere ana Hee Ie a : cf, ies i i xP z y . P “4 i P ’ Dome in a color scheme that replicated the original. An > existing conditions and provide preservation recommendations. This was true for the South Wing HSR (1995) and elaborate stencil pattern that was uncovered at the sixth 
also was the purpose of the Central Portion Historic Structure Report (1997). The intent and scope of the series were level trumpeter ’s course was replicated as part of the 
revised in 1999, when the Department of Facilities Development contracted for four volumes to complete a series of eee 
six. The East Wing and Northeast Pavilion Historic Structure Report (2001) was prepared while restoration work was 

underway in that portion of the building. As a result, it documents not only historic and existing conditions but also sienna ze z z 
are - 5 ; tS c 5 oe g the work carried out as part of the restoration and rehabilitation. The North Wing Historic Structure Report (2003) and Se é z g a Z 

the West Wing and Northwest Pavilion Historic Structure Report (2003) were prepared simultaneously several years = ——— ms e ae g 
after the restorative work on those wings was completed. They provide historic research as well as a description of the g a : 4 2 : ? . 3 
restoration based on project documents. The Comprehensive Summary, completed in 2004, ties together the themes : a q 5 . e , = 
that recur through all the volumes and elaborates on some subjects that could be treated only tangentially in the area- 2 r & ; : 2 Se 2 

; . ‘ pia Sake og = - g E 
specific volumes. The multiple-volume effort has been the result of exhaustive research and the series is intended to wh » 8 = 
provide a compendium of information concerning the work that took place in the Capitol at the turn of the twenty-first ‘ > j cs : Veo r g 
century, with the hope that it will be useful to future caretakers of the building. re | , i. 

National Historic Landmark ¥ | 
On 3 January 2001, the National Park Service designated the Wisconsin State Capitol a National Historic Landmark an " | : 
(NHL). The Capitol was extended this recognition based on its architectural significance as a leading example of Ra i 
American Beaux-Arts public architecture and in consideration of the growing regard extended to architect George 1.43 Governor Lee Sherman 1.44 Governor Tommy G. Thompson, 1.45 Senator Fred Risser, 1999 
Post. As architectural and historical integrity are important criteria in the evaluation of NHLs, this designation bears Dreyfus, 1979 2000 A legislator from 1957 to the 

i 2 Se : see wel Governor Sherman Lee Dreyfus Governor Tommy Thompson enjoyed a present, Senator Risser played testament to the effective preservation methodology employed by state agencies in the restoration and rehabilitation ; ; : a a $ 3 ae ‘ was instrumental in putting an end tenure that spanned the duration of the a critical role throughout the 
of its most important landmark. Although its internal office configuration has changed to accommodate current needs, to the insensitive remodeling that Capitol restoration and rehabilitation. restoration. His dedication to 
the Capitol retains its historic appearance with recreated finishes and restored artwork. Despite the changes the Capitol had been going on in the Capitol Elected in 1986, the year before the the effort is well-known and his 
remains significant as one of the last major Beaux-Arts public buildings erected and one of America’s finest examples as the legislature occupied Wore Master Plan was adopted, he remained work with the Joint Legisla- 

Gareth itecture fi thi ‘od and more space in the building. in office until 2001, when he left for tive Council, the State Build- 
Segopemec ute COUR Als Period. Dreyfus was successful in secur- Washington to become the secretary of ing Commission and the State 

ing an appropriation from the health and human services under Presi- Capitol and Executive Residence 
legislature for the Department of dent George W. Bush. He supported the Board constituted a valuable 
Administration to issue the State Capitol project and provided important link between the executive and 
Capitol Restoration Guidelines in continuity. As one of his final acts in legislative branches in achieving 
November 1980. This important the governor’ office he nominated the a successful project. 
study advocated restoration of the building to the National Park Service as 
public spaces in the building. a National Historic Landmark. 
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1.47 East Wing Team Photo, 2001 

The East Wing was the last phase of the larger Capitol restoration. Near the end of the East Wing project the team was photo- 
graphed on the stairs of the Northwest Pavilion. Many of the individuals in this picture had been involved with the work since the 

1.46 Rotunda, 2001 restoration had begun over a decade earlier. Over the course of the multi-phased project, the team came to function cohesively ly P proj 
The motto adopted for the Central Portion project, “Restoring the Glory,” can now be said to apply to the entire building. The and effectively, minimizing the time required to complete the final phase of work. 
exterior granite has been cleaned, the interior public spaces restored and the artwork conserved. 
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z Chapter Two 

f EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
Sf 17 ee = reat \ Le : 

ase he. Sasa R= z 
e Ed | eS Le eae ae 3 

eS) eee 
=< G F : . he intent of this volume, the first in a six-volume series, is to provide an overview of the Wisconsin Capitol 

: 5 = sama a ro aa : = | that transcends the area-specific approach taken in subsequent volumes. Such an analysis was possible because 

es Se , a _ oe i this volume, fittingly, was prepared last. It is comprised of twelve chapters; six provide summaries that bring 

“oe s * J conclusion to the discussions of similar themes that appear in later volumes. The material presented throughout this 

a | { i os ‘ . Ni in % i f series is based on extensive research into the historic records and the caer study of me a and ees created 

oe eae a aa) Ss during the planning, design and construction of the restoration and rehabilitation of the Wisconsin Capitol. Because this 

: Me i eae : ee =: volume was the last prepared, the conclusions presented here should be considered more definitive than those offered 

— al id ' ; aia 7 aS elsewhere; the more information that is at hand inevitably leads to heightened clarity and richer interpretation. For 

eee ao . ee — detailed, area-specific data, the remaining volumes give focus to the circumstances of construction, existing conditions 

ae SS ee a ea | i \ W a a “y ee a prior to the architectural intervention of the 1990s and information concerning the work relative to each specific proj- 

; R i ie] a | f q a i | ee a ect. An example that provides a distinction between the presentation of subject matter in this and the other volumes is 

Nie eggs * a | gaa | i bs : a | ae evident in the chapters dealing with building codes. As treated in the Comprehensive volume, “Code Analysis” details 

ae = See x 5 | Ps 4 the historical development of codes as they pertain to the Capitol and discusses their application, while the chapters in 

= EF: eae ay Si pe 4 S , subsequent volumes concentrate on the identification and resolution of code issues as related to each area of the build- 

H - Ze 7: e Oia WAZ = ; oa : 7] a ing. Of course, the précis presented in this summary do not provide the detail available in the chapters that follow this 

Ze “<i a ie Ad Ve 1B — | A summary and in the volumes that follow this volume. 

2.1 Assembly Chamber after restoration, 2001 
The Assembly Chamber underwent two distinct phases of restoration, first as a pilot project in 1988-89, and again in 1993-95 as Methodology 

part of West Wing restoration. This experience demonstrated that knowledge accumulated during the course of the project led to The restoration and rehabilitation of the Wisconsin State Capitol occurred in five distinct phases, taking place between 

refinements in process and that careful preservation procedures are ongoing concerns throughout the life of the building. 1990 and 2002. The Capitol Master Plan, released in 1987 by the Joint Committee on Legislative Organization’s Ad- 

visory Committee on the Capitol Building, recommended this approach and provided a number of important goals with 

regard to the work. Further, it asserted the legislature’s general management over the process. In addition to resolving 

long-pressing occupancy issues, the effort grew out of a need to upgrade the mechanical and electrical systems and to 

halt the deterioration of architectural and decorative features. Logistically, each phase was to occur as a separate project 

with a discrete process and schedule. The commitment of the state legislature and others to this complex and multifac- 

eted effort resulted in Wisconsin’s Capitol having been successfully restored and rehabilitated while it maintained its 

function as an office complex and the seat of state government even during construction. Different approaches were 

planned for the public and private spaces within the building as prescribed by the National Park Service for properties 

listed on the National Register. Using Park Service standards and guidelines, the state agencies overseeing the work 

implemented techniques including preservation, restoration and rehabilitation. As a pilot project, the Assembly Cham- 

ber Restoration and Relighting (1988-89) provided an opportunity for the Department of Administration’s Division of 

State Facilities Management (DSFM; after 1992, the Division of Facilities Development or DFD) to implement and 

evaluate restoration processes in this discrete area of the building. Upon completion, the project was celebrated for 
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: ' pe 2 adhering to its objective that it “respect the past” by using current technology in combination with a commitment to 

; A i} <a ? emulate original craftsmanship in restoring the chamber to its historic appearance. 

eat a Using the experience gained in the Assembly Chamber Restoration and Relighting, DSFM launched the North Wing 

on i | i. | es Z Renovation and Restoration in 1990, followed by the other four phases known comprehensively as “Three Wings and 

oe iy a foe ae a Rotunda,” completed in 2001. In executing the sequentially organized projects, the state made a commitment to retain- 
a HY - @ a coe ing the services of an increasingly informed team of consulting professionals and craftspeople. In this way, project 
Ie ii i _ 4 “eG methodology became refined through a growing understanding of the building, based in part on the increased emphasis 

peor al yi {i A S placed on historical research and building documentation, a process that became an increasingly integral element of 

: 4 1 iy! | y aA Ve VAY ~~ the work. Experiences early in the restoration demonstrated that knowledge of original features and historic construc- 
oe i ‘ MS : Eg roy , — tion practices, subsequent alteration and current conditions were all necessary to produce effective design documents 

4 a 3 A q i Ny and implement sound construction practices. Much of the research has been compiled in the multiple-volume historic 

De a ee ee structure report (HSR). As with historical research and architectural documentation, tracking systems for building com- 

\ Ane 7 Ny Bee ponents removed for restoration and reuse, and programming or the process of consulting with occupants to ascertain 

: y j aa\ nN ys ye : their specific needs all became increasingly refined as the project moved forward. The complexity of the restoration 
\ - . bh GA k\\ demanded highly detailed construction documents, and these guided the contractor and the numerous subcontractors, 

~~ — | 4 ~~ : ‘ : vendors and other specialists in a generally cohesive manner. 

- \ ole 
i : Wee oe For the final phase of work, the East Wing Restoration and Rehabilitation (1999-2001), systems and procedures were 

— - \ Lh 2 in place that facilitated both a high level of excellence and an efficiency not matched by the earlier projects. The 

4 ee, a a ‘ f overall twelve-year restoration and rehabilitation was successful in implementing a phased approach that allowed 

ps caro “a Li x ‘ X a : the Capitol to be utilized while work was underway to upgrade systems and create more office space in Wisconsin’s 

a : Pek woes : premier public structure. 

ec a i Historic Overvi 
ex Phat ag a TORS NT) CE NAENY, 

ices a Mien i a ae & ee The Wisconsin State Capitol was the result of the largest building project to have been undertaken in the state at the 
ie 5 : i time. The New York firm of George B. Post & Sons designed the Capitol and construction began in October 1906, 

f 5 We oe oe po : ee drawing to a close in the spring of 1917. To this day, the Capitol remains one of the United States’ finest examples of 
: fa SS . ee 24 a oo the influence of the French Beaux-Arts tradition on public architecture around the turn of the century, and it was one of 

eee Ace ee oo the last state capitols completed in this pervasive stylistic idiom. Lew F. Porter, a Madison architect whom the Capitol 

o Lo . Commission appointed as its secretary, kept the long and complicated project on schedule and effectively shouldered 

nf i : much of the responsibility for overseeing both long-term planning and day-to-day construction. 
: Ly 

i‘ ‘ Madison was selected as the territorial capital in 1836; prior to that the legislature met in rented quarters in Belmont, 

: : Lafayette County. Work began on the first Madison capitol in 1837 and continued, on and off, until 1848. The ef- 

fort resulted in a small, two-story building constructed of cut stone. It featured some Greek Revival elements, most 

notably two wooden porticos with four Doric columns each, a cornice, and a shallow metal dome. The building was 

never considered fully adequate, and in 1857 Governor Coles Bashford hired Madison architects August Kutzbock 

and Samuel Hunter Donnel to prepare plans for a new building that would be constructed in phases. Work proceeded 

2.2 Re-creating decorative finishes, Central Portion, 1998 slowly; the earlier building continued in use until 1863 when it was demolished to make way for the completion of 

The methodologies used in restoring and rehabilitating the Capitol involved painstaking planning and the new building. Construction was halted in 1868 when a disagreement over the design of the cupola-like structure 

poesiapesotedaaniy sas sialic itouch spewed ett fe i Ps planned for the roof halted the work. Kutzbock resigned over the controversy (his partner Donnel had died in the in- 
overpainted thirty years earlier. terim) and Governor Lucius Fairchild hired Civil War hero Stephen Vaughan Shipman to design a dome based on that 
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of the National Capitol. With work in the Rotunda completed, the contract for the erection of Shipman’s dome was let 2 z 

to C.S. Rankin of Cincinnati, Ohio. The firm completed its work by the end of the decade. The second capitol, eleven “ : 

times larger than the first, was a cut-stone building with octagonal turrets, elaborate chimneys and a massive cast-iron : oho : & 

dome. The east and west wings featured broad, semi-circular porticos, each with ten cast-iron Ionic columns. Gz i i 

; <a zB 

In the spring of 1882, the legislature appropriated money for an expansion of the building that involved the construction ! ‘ . aye | 4. fe i 

of wings on its north and south sides. An appointed commission held a competition and selected Madison architect D. | 7 Pi / | | ie ‘ ¢ 

R. Jones; construction began in the summer of 1882, but in 1883 tragedy struck. Forty laborers were working on the | 4 ; r * = 

south wing when a portion of the roof collapsed, bringing much of the wing to the ground, killing five men and injur- / 3 . mos a 

ing twenty. A new architect was hired to revise the plans and additional work was completed in November 1884. The , © a 

enlarged capitol was in operation from 1884 until 1903, at which time an expanding state government again demanded . Fo & j / 5 

more space. The 1903 Legislature appointed a Building Commission to consider the expansion of the existing build- a _. z 

ing or the construction of a third, larger capitol for Madison. In the early hours of 27 February 1904, tragedy struck 3 i: ip 2 : eo eT . 3 

a second time. A gas jet left alight set fire to the recently varnished ceiling of the assembly cloak room. Two wings ee a oe. ee a veh ws re "Sag . ay sii 

were ruined and the rotunda damaged badly. Despite the devastation, plans remained in place to expand the damaged G “a = gr . R. —— oo il a nih int sagt an 

capitol and rebuild as necessary. For a time, there was discussion of moving the capitol but public sentiment quickly Rrra Si hey ee oR A ns PE I He ee 

swung to retaining it on the same ground. 
TRE: em ye ’ a J abe J i “| i Sita Fe rahe i 

On 12 May 1904, the Capitol Improvement Commission announced a competition and issued a program for a general i » ig oe MW Ny | & = = & — Z ea 

reconstruction plan. On 27 January 1905, Cass Gilbert was named the architect; however, controversy concerning the 7 Sie eat Ved . 8 | LE id [ec C8 ‘Ghee i : 

scale and anticipated cost of the proposed expansion erupted. Further, since the Capitol Improvement Commission had ee ip " 7 “9 ae . 2 Fo ane | 

no real authority to hire Gilbert, when the legislature reconvened it made clear to the Governor that Gilbert should not ish ps es f if Fi i‘ Le 3 a re ry , 

be given the project. On 4 December 1905 Governor Robert La Follette called a special session of the legislature to , eager ene pecan in ees 1 ee ard 

create a new commission, which was named simply the Capitol Commission. Its charge was to devise a program for a | : _- — r = \ 
calgs aaee . : : . shale { - Lo 4 | bs Sm bi 

new building and invite architects of national prominence to submit proposals; the group began meeting in January 1906 | = : 5 a th Seq — | | 

and hired Lew Porter to develop the program. Porter arranged for his former business partner Allan D. Conover and ag aa 4 y) Ry /\X5 AN, | 

Chicago architect Daniel Burnham to act as consultants in judging the competition. On 17 July 1906, the commission ee — " BG 4 ‘ at i 

acted upon the recommendation of its consultants and voted to employ George B. Post & Sons; the commission also oe ee . - oe a — ; f . 

named Porter as its permanent secretary. In the early years of construction important decisions regarding occupancy, er a — . — | Coa | 

style and material were reached; these ranged from the way portraits were to be displayed in the supreme court’s area oo dh Oy es _ 7 8 ‘ 

to the choice of the exterior stone, White Bethel granite, which was selected from a Vermont quarry. we pers i Pm oe | ‘so L 7 - | - : 

ee ee nn oe. 

The phased construction was coordinated with ongoing demolition. Porter orchestrated the work of contractors in setting F pet gee. a —— ee 

foundations, erecting the structural steel and granite exterior walls and then in finishing and furnishing the elaborate eae oe Pea ae ee ig . : ” - . 

interior spaces. Sometimes the work was affected negatively by the scarcity of materials, sometimes by strikes under- ee : te Se pee er A ee _ > oe 

taken by the laborers and sometimes because of management problems on the part of contractors. The most troublesome aa ae we ce ie os ee a - oe : .. : 

aspects proved to be cutting and installing the exterior granite, securing the elaborate decorative stone and marble for at ea go 7 eee 4s Pa o : : & 

the building’s interior and the installation of the cast- and wrought-iron elements of the stairs and balustrades. In each pale Cdl fae oe a bone Je igh ae ae ee |. 
instance, and for a multitude of reasons, the contractors handling these aspects of construction consistently fell behind eo cia ig 6 ae os oe ee : 5 

schedule, sometimes by months. Plastering and carpentry were handled efficiently by both contractors and workers, ee ee _) eee eee S 7 3 
with delays occurring only when spaces were not in the proper state of readiness for them. Occupants, particularly a . at A ERE Pit AAR ea 

the supreme court justices, also made demands that affected costs and the pace of construction. The justices assumed 2.3 Capitol under construction from King Street, 1912 

an unusually assertive stance in determining the decoration of the Supreme Court Hearing Room and its lobby, and The state government had never before, nor has it since, undertaken a single building project of the Capitol’s 

George Post was put in the position of needing to negotiate the artistic program he had devised for the hearing room. ~ a ssa baat eer ee ee te emer -year period of construction. 
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j ik. vf) Wie Cre oye. ae, ts o pe. a gu re } 228 wae ae ig pt an z Mechanical systems used in the interior were entirely up-to-date, and the stones and woods used for finishes in public 

"4 Plt i aed or sad! ey on ea 4 oe a Et 3 tS 2 spaces were among the best available. Offices received quarter-sawn white oak trim, a standard finish for the day. 

ad eye er! . oe ; The monumental exterior sculptural program along with the works commissioned for the interior were designed and 

; , a Bel “ht ' 4 e installed with the close involvement of Post. The placement of Karl Bitter’s four statuary groups, for instance, had to 

_. » ope * ' PN re | ae 3 g be coordinated with construction of the Dome. The other sculptors involved relied upon Post for guidance concerning 

TT ee een locas eal rata et se r= ~ o how and when their works would be completed and put into place on the exterior. The interior artwork, decorative fin- 

as & . Leas rt 3 ish program and the furniture and furnishings program received similar attention. Prominent American artists Kenyon 

t . : e ! hay . g Cox, Edwin Howland Blashfield, Hugo Ballin, Albert Herter and Charles Yardley Turner adapted their compositions 

* F ; : Fe ° a <> . a - Rs ai - ne OB ono: ; f io the architectural configurations determined bY the erclitec who also a arole in he hire oe SE decorat- 

&, em y fe i Ay i. re ih wa 7 ne a ay i te oN a o & - ee oom New Bork to Srecule the decorative Snes Bost & cous designed See: a) varied rom one- 

A Pe Kl * ye: a - 2 cea oe . mn ere: i v i a te Ed of-a-kind ee fn major public spaces io hundreds of ce office ee In Soe to being an Ce eeuor of 

din PY ae ~ Aue! 9 FE . rs . yi ‘ es : | wy Pg ne the progressive ideology that helped to give shape to the building, the Capitol remains an expression of architectural 

fy ig 1}. ¥ DF ey ny A \ | pa = Aan = excellence and artistic achievement. It is the heart and symbol of Wisconsin’s democratic tradition. 

os al ES | ri be oe] et = Madison was selected to be the third of Wisconsin’s territorial capitals in 1836, a time when the area was still relatively 

_* YT = cet | _. ios aaa as eset A 4 y unexplored by European-Americans. However, it was a landscape known to territorial Judge James Duane Doty and 
cs Vy es | % ination as “ae anal $ Stevens Mason, then governor-elect of the soon to be established state of Michigan. In 1835, Doty purchased 100 acres 

: acai Vea ent ES 4 a a near the Catfish (later Yahara) River, which connects Lakes Mendota and Monona. Then on 6 April 1836, the pair 

s - —— i Pe a , “= bought 1,000 acres centered on the site of what would become the Capitol Square (the corners of sections 13, 14, 23 

: hai ala eee See i ee ee. Al ok oe and 24 of Township 7N, Range 9 East). The following month, Doty deeded title of his share of the land to Mason and 

— Oe eles é er oe cea ce re See or ate < a Mason granted Doty power of attorney to divide, plat and dispose of the property. When Doty arrived at the meeting 

ies : 2 cH i ie ed ie i SERN i a Bee ae of the territorial legislature later that year in Belmont, his intention was to bring to fruition the scheme he and Mason 

The Capito Sane iia Swear ie Cy of Madison with an important recreational, entertainment and political center. had devised that Madison be named the capital city. Doty prevailed; his persuasiveness was in part based upon his 

The Capitol Park has existed in a variety of forms over the years. The current landscape plan derives from a scheme created by offer of the land on which the capitol would be constructed, in addition to lots in the city for those who supported his 

John Nolen in 1910-11. objectives. 

Doty arrived in Belmont with a plan he had devised for the city that was organized around a central square, the pro- 

posed location of the capitol. Although simplified, Doty’s plan was based upon Pierre Charles L’Enfant’s design for 

Washington, D.C, and also was reminiscent of later plats designed for Detroit and Indianapolis. What would become 

the Capitol Square was situated on a hill that dominated the center of the isthmus between Lake Monona and Lake 

Mendota. The principal streets of the city were planned to approach the square at its corners and sides. Construction 

of the capitol, along with buildings for housing workers and equipment, began in June 1837 and the capitol was com- 

pleted in 1846. The first capitol was situated off center on the square, probably due to a steep slope to the west that 

would have necessitated significant fill and grading to level; thus the building was situated closer to King Street than to 

State Street. In 1842, a whitewashed wooden fence was erected that delineated the park, and as the community grew, 

citizens made use of both the capitol and the surrounding grounds for civic gatherings. 

Between 1857 and 1917 two other statehouses were built in Capitol Park, which was transformed from a natural un- 

developed landscape to a formally designed city center. When the second building was completed in 1869, the Capitol 

Park had become a setting within which the capitol dominated; it also had become a gathering place for local political 

activities, especially during the Civil War when there were both patriotic demonstrations and anti-war protests on the 
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grounds. In 1872 Governor Washburn had Shipman design an iron fence, featuring stone gateposts with statuary and Hh z 

gas lamps, to be built around the Capitol Park. At the same time, Horace William Shaler Cleveland, an important are y ‘ 2 3 

landscape architect of the period, was at work on a formal design for the park. His plan called for both perimeter and : ead 3 

serpentine interior walks; the latter would lead to a bandstand, summer house, fountains, statuary and urns. Cleveland 4 pay s . F 

recommended removing or transplanting some of the overgrown trees and fostering the grove of oaks, hickories, hard ce a Ee Sk OS 8 

maples and basswoods. The ambitious design for serpentine walks and destinations was not realized, although by the me ae ae = ae ce N # 

autumn of 1872, an asphalt walk around the capitol and walks and drives from the perimeter to the building had been g fe 4 B Pee ea 3 eA as $ 

completed. The stately fence and the partial realization of Cleveland’s landscape plan transformed the park from a y a 5 oa) OO Be & a , g 

rustic, wooded area into a romantically conceived, landscaped city center, suitable for recreation, community events {Pe : 5 cs = as Ss — é 
and civic gatherings. From 1872 to 1907, the Capitol Park underwent a series of minor changes. In the 1890s, the ee van eA . : 2 

copper-sheet statue Forward was placed in the Capitol Park as its first significant work of outdoor sculpture. In 1898 : 7 CUR “Tas . ee z 

the iron fence and outer walk were removed and stone curbing was laid to accommodate mercantile and transportation A : ee g 
needs. Also, by the late 1800s four cannon, each supposedly a captured Confederate weapon, were positioned in the 5 ht SS EN ( i | Dy Ki a} a. . ee ad , 
park, one near each of the carriage approaches. en 1 iy Fi " \ oo : pee | Ae fe | a ae i 

George B. Post & Sons’ 1906 design for the Capitol, which was in response to the competition program, included fy smart i * anion Nets. Fite ke ried ae kV UE ay uN hi 
approaches that were in axial harmony with the building’s architecture. The proposal also featured curvilinear walks Wan ili a eee yn ij he SENG DY ti NANG 
that bore a relationship to the earlier but mostly unexecuted Cleveland design. Throughout construction, the public q2 - eae [eee ie cee id | Hy be «. HL ——— ia. 2 MAY 

continued to use the park despite unfenced work areas, leaving citizens on their own to avoid hazards. In 1910 the aie : Se BAe OO ee 
Capitol Commission engaged well-known landscape architect John Nolen to create a design for the park that would . AN 4 Ei a aay ef 

integrate Post & Sons’ architectural features, elements that included a large terrace around the building, granite cop- j " K : F ee \ My ) Tog 

ing, flat benches and semi-circular benches, or exedrae, positioned with pedestals for bronze urns along each of the — ~ ? a san a f s pee - % a 

approaches. Bronze drinking fountains also were installed on the terrace, along with flowerbeds. Nolen provided the Ms je: 4 f et < f ey ae : ; 5 

edge of the park with a fringe of trees, or an alleé, but implementation of the scheme began with difficulty as many of ; é : bs ~ ; 5 ( PS 3 * 

new trees died, leading Lew Porter on a tenacious search for specimens that would thrive. Ultimately he succeeded % Es iy , bee ea 1 | : : ‘ 

in the placement of trees as well as shrubs and perennials that were mostly consistent with those specified by Nolen. Pn ee S . j 

Post designed perimeter lighting in response to Nolen’s plan and although disagreements occurred between Post and Fig SS ef At ee — ro Z / : 1 

Nolen about aspects of the design, the resulting landscape represented a successful synthesis of the fairly divergent Sena " eerie . 

predilections of two masterful designers. It provided an integrated composition that included the building and park, 2.5 South Wing and Dome under construction, circa 1911 
and, most importantly, established axial relationships with the whole of the surrounding city. In 1926 the 8-feet tall The Capitol was constructed in five separate but overlapping phases, beginning with the West Wing in 1906 and concluding with 

TEN . Jess f os i 4 the North Wing in 1917. The structural steel framing of the Central Portion reveals, in skeletal form, the configuration of the 
bronze statue of Hans Christian Heg, a Norwegian Civil War hero from Wisconsin, was installed at King Street. inner and outer Domes used by George Post to achieve exceptional exterior height. 

Mixed and relatively light use of the park continued until the 1960s. Early in that decade Capitol officials eased regula- 

tions and permitted local celebrations such as Dairy Day and “Art Fair on the Square.” Beginning in the middle 1960s 

demonstrators often gathered at the park, asserting the democratic right to gather in public spaces. In 1967, use and 

environmental pressures on the park contributed to the formation of the State Capitol and Executive Residence Board 

(SCERB), with responsibilities that included oversight of the park. Over the next twenty years, many new trees were 

planted to replace the elms that succumbed to Dutch elm disease. These efforts typically deviated from Nolen’s plan 

in much the same way the changes occurring in the building during this period were inconsistent with architect Post’s 

original vision. In 1973 the City of Madison unveiled plans for a “Capitol Concourse” that proposed a broad walk around 

the perimeter of the Capitol Square and a mall extending the length of State Street. Once implemented, the modifica- 

tions helped to revitalize the downtown as a shopping destination, increasing the traffic around the Capitol Square; in 

1981, a plan for tree planting and general maintenance in the park was developed and approved. Increasingly frequent 

public events such as the weekly Farmer’s Market and Concerts on the Square began in the 1970s and 1980s. 
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In 1997 the City of Madison redesigned and reconstructed Martin Luther King, Jr. Boulevard (formerly Monona tain. The Rotunda is a vertical interior space 200 feet high; it is defined at its lower levels by the podium wall, which 

Avenue), which provides the southeast approach to the Capitol, bringing to partial fruition John Nolen’s larger vision consists of four large piers of reinforced concrete that transfer the loads associated with both inner and outer Domes 

for the city, in which the stretch of land extending to the lake was to be integrated with the park. The work was a to the concrete foundations and footings. In addition to supporting both the inner and outer Domes, the podium wall 

response to the construction of the Monona Terrace and Convention Center on Lake Monona, based on earlier designs also supports the floors that surround the Rotunda, connecting the wings with the pavilions. Above the podium wall, 

by Frank Lloyd Wright. The design of the boulevard reflected a long-held intent to connect the Capitol, its park and the cylindrical Drum rises from the sixth level and consists of steel encased in brick walls. At the height of 110 feet, 

Lake Monona into a unified relationship, an objective Nolen, Wright and numerous others had advocated as a fitting twenty cathedral windows, visible from both the exterior and the Rotunda, pierce the Drum. At 170 feet smaller 

formal approach to the state’s seat of government. In the 1990s, changes were made at other approaches to the park. rectangular windows are apparent only from the exterior because they open to the interstitial space between the inner 

Forward, the figure that had been situated at the north approach, was replicated and the original placed in the Wiscon- and outer Domes. The structure of the inner Dome consists of twenty-four arched steel trusses. The outward thrust 

sin Historical Society headquarters. The bronze replica was then placed at the west, or State Street approach, and a is contained by a tension-ring girder at elevation 148 feet, 6 inches, while the inward thrust at the top is controlled by 

new Wisconsin Law Enforcement Memorial was installed at the north, or Hamilton Street, approach. In 2000 SCERB a four-foot deep steel compression ring girder that forms a 26 foot diameter opening, visible from the Rotunda as the 

approved a historically sensitive Master Plan for the park and in 2002 a John Nolen-inspired plan for eight circular oculus. The exterior granite Dome also is constructed of twenty-four arched steel trusses arranged radially. The thrust 

flowerbeds was implemented. of these trusses, also, is contained by tension-ring girders, which are around the base of the Dome at an elevation of 

174 feet, 8 inches, and by a compression ring that circles the summit. The Dome is topped by a lantern constructed of 

load-bearing granite; at the top of the lantern, at an elevation of 269 feet, its uppermost platform provides the base for 

Structural Systems the 3-ton gilded bronze statue Wisconsin. 

The Dome of the Wisconsin Capitol dominates the skyline of much of Dane County, rising to a height of over 280 

feet. Clad in granite, which makes it unique in the United States, it is one of the largest domes by volume anywhere. The structural systems of the Capitol proved highly effective and required only minor repairs and virtually no significant 

The monumental scale Post achieved in both the exterior and interior is the result of structural steel having been used modifications between 1912 and 1988. By the late 1980s the building needed updated mechanical and communication 

throughout the building along with an approach to construction that remained fairly innovative into the twentieth systems leading to some minor alterations. During the Capitol restoration and rehabilitation, the floor of each wing’s 

century. Built in five overlapping but independent phases between 1906 and 1917, the Dome, the four wings and the basement was lowered and new openings were cut into the foundations to accommodate new systems and provide 

pavilions each have independent structural systems with the whole tied together at the podium wall, or the towers, that sufficient height so the spaces could be made usable. One of the most substantial adjustments occurred while work on 

support the Dome. The granite of the outer Dome is carried by a steel-arch system of twenty-four radial ribs while the building was still underway in the West Wing; a vault was removed from the building and its heavy steel door was 

the inner Dome, or Rotunda ceiling, is borne by twenty-four arched trusses 52 feet below the top of the outer Dome. moved to a new location, requiring the insertion of a column and additional support in the basement floor. The scale 

Each wing is 125 feet wide, 187 feet long and 85 feet high; the pavilions are about 63 feet in diameter and 83 feet of the Capitol, along with its ongoing structural integrity, was achieved through skilled design. 

high. The wings and pavilions each have an internal steel structure, exterior load-bearing walls of brick and granite, 

and steel columns dispersed throughout the interior that rest on concrete foundations and footings. Non-load-bearing 

interior walls were constructed using fire-resistant clay tile blocks and could be reconfigured easily without affecting Exterior 

the structural systems. The white granite, soaring Dome, radiating wings and colossal scale of the Wisconsin Capitol make it the most prominent 

building in the City of Madison. White Bethel granite was carefully chosen by the Capitol Commission for the exterior 

The implementation of the structural systems began with excavation and the setting of reinforced concrete footings with the approval of Post, although earlier he had advocated that marble be used. The selected stone originated at a 

and foundation walls for each area of the building. Excavations for the West Wing were the most complex due to a Vermont quarry owned by the Woodbury Granite Company and is of a rare fine-grained variety suitable for sculpture. 

24-foot slope toward State Street. Dirt from the east excavation along with debris from earlier buildings on the site Although it has small black specks, of a maximum size which was specified by Post, it contains high quartz content so 

were used to build up the west slope and to fill in the terrace. Throughout, the footings were built on hardpan clay soil in the sunlight the reflective stone presents a dazzling appearance. The exterior mass of the Capitol houses an interior 

and reinforced with steel; they support the foundation walls, the brick masonry walls and the enclosed steel skeleton. volume surpassing that of the United States Capitol in Washington, D.C. Four similarly designed wings stretch into 

The steel structural system of each wing and pavilion rises from the top of the footings to the attic story. A framing the city, flanked on both sides by ornate circular pavilions that feature portes cocheres beneath monumental granite 

system was used in which steel beams collect floor loads and distribute them to steel columns at regular intervals; the stairs. Each of the four wings and four pavilions are situated on an approach to the building. Post appears to have 

weight of the floors then is carried down to the footings. The basement floors of the pavilions and the wings were delighted in the fully three-dimensional symmetry of the Capitol exterior, having created ambiguity surrounding the 

constructed of concrete slabs on grade. Above, flat clay-tile arches with poured concrete floors provided a lightweight traditional distinction between front, rear and side fagades. No entrance to the building has been provided with a level 

and fireproof system with the tiles distributing the loads back to the beams. Most of the interior walls were built as of architectural embellishment or distinguishing features that differentiate it from the others. All are reached across a 

non-load-bearing partitions of clay-tile block directly on the floor structure; some were clad in decorative limestone formal, broad, balustraded terrace that encircles the Capitol at its perimeter, providing a visual base for the building and 

or marble but most were plastered. Three-dimensional decorative elements were constructed of plaster or Keene’s a transition between it and the Capitol Park. Exedrae and benches create an atmosphere that invites lingering, underlin- 

; cement. Double partition walls were located behind toilet rooms and bathrooms to allow space for mechanical chases. ing the building’s purpose as a seat of government for the people, not merely as a building for those who govern. 

The Dome actually is comprised of two separate structures; the inner Dome is visible from the Rotunda, while the 

outer Dome is the granite mass seen from the exterior. Both rely on their structural systems for the height they at- While the Capitol presents a colossal appearance from miles around, at close range it is replete with intricate ornamenta- 
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tion and an artwork program that draws upon conventional classical traditions. The surface of the exterior is omamented [os a oe : _ oe of : oe - cs i 

with prominent rectangular and arched windows that are embellished with keystones and sculptural flourishes such | a i. oe A a 2. ae i 

as fruit swags, scrolls and wreaths. The wings and adjacent pavilions constitute a base to the massive granite Dome, e — a. oS _ o lg ee ‘ a oe : \ se oe ae 

which is supported by the Drum—a structural element that is cylindrical in shape and composed of vertical elements. | oo ll oe 3 

At the base of the drum, a wide walkway used as an observation deck circles the building at the sixth level. Granite a ao  . a iff we ei ee : oe i 
sculptural groups just above the observation deck and in the pediments at the ends of the wings were designed by Le a ee ' =| oe a \ e Sie vg eo a 2 

important sculptors and crafted by talented artisans; the artists involved included Karl Bitter, Adolph Weinman and L ' : a Cl uu = : f Wh Say eo 

Attilo Piccirilli. Achieving a height of 269 feet, the Dome culminates in the building’s most striking artistic feature, ES 2k. 2+ Ree je 
Wisconsin, a gilded bronze, 3-ton, 15-foot statue designed by Daniel Chester French. Wisconsin, a female figure, - | = Kw iy, Ws a E Wipe oe t— E 

reaches out with one hand toward the horizon past Lake Monona. Wisconsin’s placement in 1914 provided the public Co : a = 3 ~ = oN Care yy Vite | 

with an opportunity to celebrate the pending completion of the new Capitol and was considered a concluding event in LL. ty thigh = Re) lA ii oS ae ! “apy See at 

the construction of the exterior, despite the fact that the building would not be fully occupied until 1917. ba ig a Ny eS a PS woh ys ane 2 Ee - : a 

Eee PW Tide ce 
Between 1917 and 1989, various cleanings and repairs occurred, including localized repointing and the repair of ma- VW BON Are YEN | ; — “4B ; es ( i rs te ae i “a 

sonry, skylights and roofs. Although ill documented, it has been established that some of these efforts were completed 6 4 ig ik i il : Ne g i : y f . a z 3 

from 1935 to 1941with the support of the Works Progress Administration (WPA). Minor repairs were carried out in ie ~ H a h ae 7” HN 7 My : e ee mE 

the early 1960s and in 1965 the entire exterior was cleaned with a weak hydrofluoric acid solution. In 1993, the state dik. ean ae 4 EX] / he ‘ 4 : i ; i 1% 

Division of Facilities Development engaged the Chicago firm of Wiss, Janney, Elstner Associates, Inc. (WJE) to con- ath i rg { . } | ) Ee Meal I 2 4 i. 4 

duct an in-depth survey of the condition of the exterior granite and recommend treatments for its preservation. While A To 2 ee) Fil ee we ee i 
the firm’s report indicated that the granite was generally in good condition, it identified numerous localized conditions on i> al Pre se uy fae ay ae wa coe i ee : 

that required repair. DFD subsequently hired WJE to oversee the repair and cleaning of the exterior granite, work that Bea ae a. See eta ae = So] Bich 

ll : ———— a 
te C ee 2s = zi ‘ s & . 

George Post successfully convinced the Capitol Commission to employ leading artists of the day to create works of art Co Se ge ee 4 

that were integrated effectively within the classical whole. Post’s professional and social circles included numerous 2.6 Capitol from North Pinckney Street, 1917 

New York artists, many of whom had contributed to the 1893 World’s Columbian Exposition in Chicago; Daniel Chester The Capitol was one of the last major structures erected in the United States to have been influenced by French Beaux-Arts tradi- 

French, Kenyon Cox, Edwin H. Blashfield and Karl Bitter belonged to this group. These men and most of the others tion, which dominated American public architecture between the 1890s and World War I. Classical fagades, carved ornamenta- 

involved with the completion of artwork for the Capitol were accomplished members of the East Coast establishment fon, symmetry and an exterior sculptural program typify these buildings. 

who shared with Post a familiarity with and taste for the Beaux-Arts tradition. Many had worked with the architect 

previously on similarly scaled projects. In response to the architect’s call, each artist submitted sketches or photographs 

to the Capitol Commission along with a description of the thematic content of the proposed work for the approval 

of Post and the commission. Consistently monumental in scale, allegorical in subject matter and didactic in content, 

the murals, mosaics and monumental exterior sculpture depict the characteristics required for the success of a young 

state. The themes included liberty, learning, strength, wisdom, faith, abundance, justice, legislature, and government, 

plus historic scenes and allegories meant to convey achievement and democratic transformation. Although each of the 

works was conceived independently, Post arranged for their placement, scale and configuration and maintained a tight 

control over the design, implementation and installation of all aspects of the artistic program. 

Daniel Chester French, America’s premier sculptor at the time of the Capitol’s construction, was commissioned to 

complete and deliver the 15-foot-tall, gold-leafed Wisconsin for placement at the very top of the building. One of 

several feminine personifications of the state included in the iconographic program, the monumental figure, ““Wiscon- 

sin” wears a headdress composed of a badger and corn. For the pedestal-like features above the four pavilions, Karl 
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: ne aS ee ne a4 OER i 27 Y Pa) UY ; 2 Bitter designed sculptural groups carved in the same white granite as the facades; each expresses an abstract virtue of 

' ly SN oo : : oN ik e i 4 human character. Of the sculpture groups in the four pediments, two are by Bitter and the others by Adolph Weinman 

( > ~ ee Rae. eZ Coe Ie e and Attilio Piccirilli. Each gives representation to aspects of government appropriate to the functions of the wing. 

| i —S i See g é : = Inside the Capitol Rotunda the mural in the oculus of the Dome, The Resources of Wisconsin, was painted by Edwin 

\ SS y de a ae me — v * ww gt. i Howland Blashfield to celebrate the natural bounty of the state; the four immense glass mosaics by Kenyon Cox in the 

aN > A Q o : se iy z pendentives provide government-related themes. Prior to his work in the Rotunda, Blashfield had created the Assembly 

i AY os V, 4 ig Chamber mural, which combines historical and symbolic themes, and achieved public acclaim as the first of the large 

A 7 ay | - ——a if = murals installed in the building. Hugo Ballin prepared twenty-nine canvases for what is now known as the Governor’s 

; : | \ - a sein Se i i Conference Room, with allegorical paintings on the ceiling and historical paintings on the walls. The effort was more 

m a | \ gf Sie een os — A i k : than Ballin anticipated as the commission requested his return to Madison several times to make “improvements.” 

& | 3) | th é oe a. -S oa = > ~~ \ it 4 : Fe Albert Herter created four canvases portraying historical themes for the walls of the Supreme Court Hearing Room, 

ee : F a — = _ A - cle a, Te aes % Pe “95 ; : giving respectful consideration to the seated justices’ preferences on a number of details. After completing the work 

J | . | ee ek 7 a a oe | rr a on the Rotunda mosaics, Cox created a triptych on the construction of the Panama Canal for the Senate Chamber. For 

ne i wa & : L . “ 5 3 c i | : ; the final mural installation in the Capitol, Charles Yardley Turner painted four canvases illustrating various modes of 

B. a | : A 7 a ° : 2 Ea Naa So " ES ; | 7 transportation for the North Hearing Room, which was used primarily by the Railroad Commission; three of them 

. " : ul | i - ‘ X [og : eel . 7" i depict historic scenes and one depicts transportation in a modern city that vaguely resembles Milwaukee. 

4 f A oe oe —— a —— 3 = - " i The artwork in the Capitol was carefully examined and conserved as a part of the restoration and rehabilitation. The 

ay ee Oe = murals and mosaics of the interior and statuary of the exterior had undergone varying levels of exposure to environmental 

| i ce a i 7 ee Rae bp ; elements (including tobacco smoke, which contributed to the buildup of grime on the murals) in addition to cleaning 

2 id = ve So > ee) a) : % and repair. The more easily accessible murals in the second floor meeting rooms had been subject to coats of varnish 

| ] Z ‘\ ~ & and repainting over the years and required substantial effort to clean and return to their original palettes and composi- 

: fi ‘ | a tions. The North Hearing Room transportation murals were not as accessible and had fared better over time. Just as 

‘| , : each work was installed independently and is unique to the building, each bore its own set of circumstances at the time 

’ of conservation. The team of professionals involved with this process shifted as the efforts continued, and it came to 

2.7 Assembly Chamber, 2001 include conservators with national and international practices. The Wisconsin ideals of civic pride, democratic duty 

Edwin Howland Blashfield’s 1908 mural above the assembly speaker's desk, Wisconsin: Past, Present and Future, was the first and the function of open government expressed in the Capitol artwork were reaffirmed by the dedicated measures taken 
major work of art installed in the Capitol. Both national art critics and the local public admired the composition for its juxtapo- price u - pana " ! ater e . 
sition of history and allegory, a characteristic it shared with many of the subsequent works created for the building. in its restoration. George Post successfully realized a holistic integration of art and architecture within the Wisconsin 

Capitol; now preserved, the artwork will continue to inspire visitors, occupants and citizens for generations to come. 

Decorative Finishes 
George B. Post envisioned a decorative finish program for the Capitol that was in keeping with the building’s promi- 

nence, public class and with the intention that the work would exert an educational influence. At Post’s direction, the 

Capitol Commission contracted with three firms to create and install the decorative finishes in the building; Elmer 

Garnsey of New York, Conrad Schmitt Co. of Milwaukee and Mack, Jenney and Tyler of New York. The application 

of decorative paint occurred between 1908 and 1917 and included some 250 oil-on-canvas decorative panels attached 

principally to ceilings, and many hundreds more decorative patterns and stencils painted onto plaster walls and ceil- 

ings. The comprehensive decorative finish program that was installed throughout the building was conceived in its 

final form by and Mack, Jenney and Tyler in September 1914, over ten months after the death of George Post. The firm 

responded to the hierarchical arrangement of space in advocating highly refined finishes for important public spaces, 

less elaborate finishes for offices and flat paint for utilitarian spaces. The work was accomplished between 1914 and 

1917. Post’s son James Otis Post, working closely with Lew Porter, handled its oversight. 
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Garnsey, acquainted with Post from the 1893 Columbian Exposition, agreed to provide a decorative paint program Ce : ee Fy ry ro. oe z 

for the formally appointed public areas of the West and East Wings, which were completed and ready for occupancy 8 2 a ae cd ££ i 2 Ae : 
prior to the completion of the North and South Wings. Garnsey designed finish treatments for the Assembly Chamber, oo -_. _ a y iy 7 F p 2 a £ 
the loggia and adjoining rooms and corridors, the parlor, the speaker’s room and corridor, the chief clerk’s room, the _ a i dl 1 7 rd — os ? Z i: 

document room and the sergeant-at-arms’ room. Working from his studio in New York, he sent a team to begin the ee Poe 7 - c | . : 5 S| - be oe / Zs j s i 

installation in September 1908. The chamber was painted in shades reminiscent of stone, enriched with dull blue, gray ae 2 vf | | le oe Pa 
green and old red; eighteen oil-on-canvas murals were installed, including one in each of the four pendentives and two 2 . o id 5 f _ a. : | e - y , p 

on the end walls of the loggia. The chamber ceiling featured an ornate, repeated motif consisting of wreaths, branches oo : _ s _ a. . ‘ 3 4 , 7 a a , 2 
and ribbons. Under a separate contract executed two years later, Garnsey decorated the Executive Chamber on the first : : 7 a2 SS eee ™ i , fi a 
floor of the East Wing. He applied opaque reddish varnish to the cherry walls and used off-white paint and gold leaf on : : a hoes ee al . ; ; 2 yp 
the elaborate plaster ceiling; additional gold leaf was applied to the walls and fireplace capitals. Conrad Schmitt Co. : - a |... 2 a 
also was hired for work in the East and West Wings; the firm’s contract was for flat painting throughout the wings and : a a 2 -— —— 7 a 
also for installation of some decorative finishes in the offices of the governor, attorney general, secretary of state and . oo ie _ 
treasurer, but not including those areas for which Garnsey was hired. Schmitt also provided decorative paint schemes : Se . Pies - 

for the Supreme Court Hearing Room and Lobby on the second floor of the East Wing, finishing the work in January a = ne : a. a — 

1911. Except for two rooms once occupied by the secretary of state, Schmitt’s work later was painted over. >> oo — Se 

The Capitol Commission, on the recommendation of Post & Sons, secured the services of Mack, Jenney and Tyler to s a . pp 
implement a finish program that would be applied throughout the interior, excluding the spaces decorated by Garnsey ae pS a 7 7 

but repainting the work that had been completed by Schmidt. Mack, Jenney and Tyler proposed a scheme consisting : 7 By 

of five classes of finish, characterized by various degrees of intricacy and color. The finishes were designed to be con- — : 5 

sistent with the architectural hierarchy of space, but during execution some rooms received decorations of a lower class " i 

than planned. The most elaborate work was applied to the surfaces in the upper portion of the Rotunda, the Rotunda 

Basement and ceiling panels throughout the Central Portion. Other areas receiving highly finished decorative work j 

included the Supreme Court Hearing Room, Conference Room, and Lobby; the Senate Chamber, Parlor and Lobby; the 

third floor groin vaults; the ground floor corridors; the barrel vaults and adjoining walls in each wing, and the ground : ‘ “ 

and first floor ceilings of the four pavilions. Mack, Jenney and Tyler used raised plaster ornamentation (pastiglia) and x : ae 

a great deal of gold leaf in these areas. The firm decorated nearly every office in the building and all of the corridors; 4 Gris we e 

many received decorative stencils and patterns. Mack, Jenney and Tyler painted scores of oil-on-canvas panels in New es is : é aa 

York and shipped them to Madison for installation on ceilings throughout the building. The firm brought at least six ‘- . ~ x 

experienced decorative finish painters to Madison for the project and also hired painters from the Madison area. After og oot 

work on the Wisconsin Capitol was completed, Mack, Jenney and Tyler secured decorative finish contracts for the Ca- : 4 

nadian Houses of Parliament in Ottawa and many other important private and public buildings in the United States. . 

The 1980 State Capitol Restoration Guidelines and 1987 Master Plan promoted an approach to the treatment of decorative a 

finishes that was built upon throughout the course of the project. The work began with the systematic documentation 7. - 

of the historic decorative finishes and soon it was discovered that the high quality attained in the original application a 45 : 

helped sustain the work over seven decades. Despite numerous instances of disadvantageous cleaning and overpainting a 

that had occurred, efforts that “brightened” hues and obliterated many original patterns and stencils, sufficient informa- 

tion was gathered to restore, conserve and replicate finishes throughout the building (with the exception of the North 

Wing offices, which received flat paint as part of their rehabilitation). Numerous firms involved in the work gained 2.8 Decorative finish conservators in the Dome, 1997 

knowledge with the passage of time, which led to improvements befitting the care lavished on decorative finishes in ae ee es ries oe a eae es 
their original installation, a dedication to quality that was reflective of the architect’s goal that the finishes “serve to especially as viewed from the ground floor. Conservators were able to access the finishes of the Rotunda ae 
unite the work in one harmonious whole.” scaffolding that was installed for the restoration of the Central Portion. 
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Capitol Heat and Power Plant units installed in 1958 and new electronic boiler controls were added. In 2002 additional chilling towers were added 

The Capitol Heat and Power Plant was constructed between 1908 and 1911 as a complex of structures located six blocks to supplement the plant’s chilled-water capacity. Currently, the power plant functions as a modern heating, cooling 

east of the Capitol. It has remained essentially unaltered, intact and fully functional with its services actually expanding and electrical plant that operates from a nearly 10-year-old building. It continues to accomplish its original mission, 

during the last several decades. The plant supplies steam heat, electricity and water through a tunnel that runs from one that has been expanded considerably. 

the South Blair Street plant and under East Washington Avenue to the Capitol. In addition to the main building, which 

houses a boiler and engine room, there is a conveyor annex with a chain-link system for delivering coal to the boilers ee 
and for carrying away ash. A domed suction well is west of the main building; it draws water from an intake in Lake Building Systems 
Monona. The state Bureau of Engineering operated out of the facility for many years, and a three-story residence for In 1917 when construction of the Wisconsin State Capitol was completed, the building was equipped with the most 

the state chief engineer was located in the southwest corner of the main building as part of the original design. In 1920 modern electrical, heat, ventilation, communications, and plumbing systems available at the time. Although the electri- 
a two-story machine shop was built north of the main plant. Originally, a large chimney stood north of the conveyor cal, plumbing, and communications systems underwent changes as technology and standards of comfort dictated, the 

annex, but it was largely demolished in 1964 and replaced with a new chimney. In the 1970s, chillers and cooling steam radiator heating and the mechanical ventilation systems were left essentially unchanged until the 1990s. Each 

towers were added with supplemental chillers installed in the 1990s and again in 2002. The services supplied by the wing had its own ventilation equipment, electrical distribution and plumbing systems and the Capitol Heat and Power 

plant have increased over the years as equipment upgrades have permitted the plant to expand its distribution to other Plant provided high-pressure steam, electricity and domestic water. In its design of the building, Post & Sons also 
state and municipal buildings. took advantage of natural light and ventilation by providing numerous skylights and windows, although many were 

sealed and closed over time due to leaks and energy loss. Major system overhauls were undertaken in the last half of 

The Capitol Heat and Power Plant replaced a facility that was built beneath the Capitol Park to provide power to the the twentieth century. Beginning in 1958 the electrical system was converted from direct current to alternating current. 
second capitol. The underground plant produced heavy, black smoke that darkened the building’s exterior, obscured Beginning in the 1960s, window air-conditioning units were used to relieve heat and humidity. Considered a make-shift 

views, and allowed smoke to seep into the newly constructed portions of the Capitol through the ventilation system, solution, state legislators used this situation to support plans for work in the building that would bring about central air- 
threatening to ruin furniture, artwork and decorative finishes. Lew Porter was charged with designing the Heat and conditioning. In the late 1960s, the plumbing was altered to eliminate the use of lake water for all applications except 

Power Plant and its tunnel. He worked with University of Wisconsin engineering professors Storm Bull and Daniel park irrigation, and the filtering and humidifying systems were replaced with automatic roll filters and steam-injection 

Mead to develop systems and plans for the building. The design was essentially utilitarian and fairly standard for the humidifiers. In the 1970s, due to concerns about energy conservation, return ductwork was added that recirculated the 

period in both form and operation. The main building, a fireproof structure constructed of brick and with a vitreous interior air. The energy crisis of the 1970s also prompted modifications to the high-pressure steam heating system, and 

tile roof, was connected to the Capitol by a tunnel 2,500 feet long that contained the necessary power lines, steam convector-heating units replaced the radiators in entryways. The need to install new high-pressure steam lines was a 

and water pipes. Originally coal-fired, the power plant contained four water-tube boilers, which were exhausted by a driving force behind planning for a more complete restoration and rehabilitation of the Capitol. 

chimney, approximately 250 feet in height; steel ductwork connected the chimney to the boilers. The steam from the 

boilers drove four reciprocating steam engines that each powered a direct-current generator. The main building was Ventilation 
completed and all the machinery was in place by 1910, although the plant did not begin providing electricity to the In the late 1920s shortly after completion of construction, fans were installed above the second-floor chambers to help 

Capitol until 1912. Decorative terra cotta tiles inscribed with “Capitol Heat and Power” and “Wisconsin” adom the ventilate them more effectively. In general, the original ventilation system remained intact until the 1990s. Each wing 

principal entrance and provide the only exterior ornamentation. contained an independent constant-volume mechanical ventilation system that consisted of centrifugal fans, air-filtering 

and humidifying equipment, ductwork and dampers; the pavilions and Central Portion were served by extensions of 

A major decision made during the building’s construction concerned the use of direct or alternating current. The those systems. Air-conditioning was available from the 1960s to the 1990s only through the use of window units and 
commission unanimously decided to use direct current because it was easier to generate and could power mechanical although several studies investigated the feasibility of installing a central air-conditioning system, it was not until the 

systems without the need for transformers or rectifiers. Its chief shortcoming was that the strength of the current weak- restoration and rehabilitation that new HVAC systems were installed. 
ened when transported over long distances, but modest electrical needs and the relatively short distance between the 

plant and the Capitol made direct current an adequate choice. Due to increasing electrical demands, the decision was Plumbing 
made to convert to alternating current and the boilers and generators were replaced between 1958 and 1963. Two new The original plumbing and water systems met utility and comfort requirements and provided domestic water, chilled 

alternating-current, steam-turbine-driven electric generators replaced the original reciprocating generator equipment. drinking water and water for fire abatement; they also conveyed sanitary water and rainwater away from the building. 
The old direct-current wiring in the tunnel was removed and more than 30 miles of new wiring were installed between As built, the Capitol had numerous public and private toilet rooms in addition to bath and shower facilities. Drinking 
the power plant and the Capitol. Power cables were tied into Madison Gas & Electric’s (MG&E) system at this time as fountains were provided on every floor and, because fire protection was of special concern after the previous Capitol 

well. Other modifications throughout the years included the construction of a machine shop, the expansion of services had been badly damaged by fire, a comprehensive suppression system was installed as part of the plumbing contract. 
to additional state buildings beginning in 1932, the addition of chilled water systems in 1973, and new steam heaters The sanitary water and vent system served toilet rooms, janitors’ closets, bath and shower rooms, and basement kitchen 
and boilers in 1971 and 1997. In 1989, the machine shop was modified to store MG&E feeders and switchgear for the fixtures that required drainage. In 1968 a major renovation was begun that included new drainage and waste systems, 

Capitol. As part of the Capitol restoration and rehabilitation, the plant received new pumps to improve the delivery of and new water-supply, water-distribution and drinking-water systems. The water system no longer originated with 

water to the Capitol and new electrical equipment that increased its reliability, and in 1999 new generators replaced the the Heat and Power Plant. Instead the City of Madison began to supply both domestic and drinking water, and new 
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distribution equipment was installed in the wings. During the restoration and rehabilitation, the plumbing system was A os oo on — .. PF 

completely overhauled and new main distribution pipes connected the existing risers and under-floor piping to the = 2. oS — |. 7 - ol A 

fire-suppression system. In all wings, the standpipe system was upgraded and a sprinkler system was installed in the ; e | a 4 _o : is 

basement. Water-conserving fixtures were installed throughout and when the federal government’s American with Pe Vif Se __. a . 2 | i. <a A 

Disabilities Act (ADA) went into effect in January 1992, public toilet rooms in the West, South and East Wings were : Be as ee i 

Electrical met e ‘a oe SRC! 

The Capitol Heat and Power Plant supplied electricity to the Capitol beginning in 1912. The distribution system for co nae : i ‘ako ae oes i 

each wing was independent of the others, but they were virtually identical. Conduits from the plant were wired to a “g os rc a “ 4 / bi oi Ka ‘ eee x p 

main switchboard in the basement, where they connected to three separate feeders, one for electrical current, one for i 4 iN ‘ 4 i : ie os 2 

electrical lighting and another for the watchman’s lights. Electric motors were installed to power mechanical equip- : — Oe vey = P| & 

ment that included pumps, air compressors, fans and motors for the vacuum-cleaning systems. Public spaces, such as P Ay J eke erin it : q 

the Rotunda and corridors, generally did not have electrical outlets, but they were included in offices. Between 1917 C a - | ‘ < rl ) : a ‘ 

and 1988, the increasing demand for electricity placed a strain on the original system, and upgrades began early in al : , : Ts TO ieee oN 

the building’s history. Energy conservation efforts of the 1970s led to additional alterations. In 1985-86, electrical - ae Cn ee | 
feeder systems were updated to accommodate anticipated expanded demand for power and communication systems. & : at tnd et ae meee ae 

In 1987, a power quality study examined potential loads, such as those associated with air-conditioning and computer sc ae 2S . ee ag 

terminals, and compared existing capabilities to future needs. The Renovation and Repair of Primary Electrical and i a iaetittl aeRO ee ga 

Emergency Systems project began in 1989; new equipment was installed in the Capitol Heat and Power Plant and in : 

the basements of the North and East Wings. This project laid the groundwork for electrical upgrades to occur in each a ce vale ee kee ee ee 

wing as restoration and rehabilitation progressed. Electrical work in each wing and the Central Portion included new Se a ee - 

lighting, electrical branch distribution, wiring, conduit and connections to new equipment. ; So ee : 2 ; Be 2g : 

ighting : eee. 
Post & Sons located offices on exterior walls to take advantage of natural light; borrowed lights in oak frames lined ; : 

ee Providing filtered light from the windows. ‘In-addition, skylights cut into the roofs illuminated por- nee ae on Square and centralize the electrical, heat and water supplies, the Capitol 

tions of the upper story and some of the large meeting rooms. Interior spaces that did not have access to natural Commission decided to erect a utilities plant six blocks from the Capitol near the corner of Blair and East Main Streets. A tunnel 

light typically were used for storage. Electric lights were used throughout the building and Post & Sons designed beneath East Washington Avenue holds the conduits and pipes that deliver utilities to the Capitol and other city, county and state 

them in a wide variety of types to harmonize with the finish of the rooms in which they were installed; included office buildings. 

were elaborate chandeliers, sconces and standards for the public spaces and simpler sconces and ceiling fixtures 

for offices. The principal corridors on the ground floor originally had multiple-globe ceiling fixtures along with 

single-globe sconces. More elaborate fixtures were specified for the first and second floor public corridors and the 

third floor stair galleries, all of which contained opalescent glass. Private offices and secondary corridors had rela- 

tively simple ceiling and wall fixtures. Modifications to the lighting system began as early as 1926 as occupants 

made requests for more and better illumination. Beginning in 1958, when the electrical system was converted from 

direct to alternating current, the fixtures needed to be rewired and the Department of Administration used this as an 

opportunity to replace much of the incandescent lighting with more efficient fluorescent fixtures. This trend was 

reversed when restored and replicated lighting was installed as part of the restoration and rehabilitation. Throughout 

the Capitol, lighting fixtures were rewired, cleaned, and set back into place or historic fixtures were adapted in new 

designs, as appropriate. 
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Be p x - et : ae z Communications 
- 5 : fer oo aoa x oo 2 The communications systems original to the Capitol included telephones, telegraphs, call bells, a time clock, a watch- 
iy ‘ofa \ Pi man’s clock, and pneumatic vacuum tubes. One of the more innovative communication systems installed was the first ; Ii .Y Pa e << ae S z electronic voting machine of its kind, placed in the Assembly Chamber in 1916. Push buttons at each desk were wired 

Ye \ _ od Pe 8 to a display board on the railing of the east gallery. A camera then made a permanent record of the vote. Even before 
ao y. ie  é completion of the Capitol, communication systems were altered. In 1912 a new and larger telephone switchboard was 

. 4 \ > i a E i installed; telephone equipment was upgraded again in 1925. In 1963 the telephone system was completely overhauled 
fh to bee a Poe and a Centrex system was implemented that served the Capitol, other state office buildings and the university. By the 

T i/ NS cS J : g 1970s, the legislative chambers had been wired for sound with microphones at the legislators’ desks and loudspeakers 
’ i / e ONE | : : . j 3 =—— i ; 2 mounted on the ceiling. As issues concerning building security grew, during the 1970s a closed-circuit television system 

er | 4 von CONTE ; L Ee WP i lise } 5 was installed with cameras in the Rotunda and around the building’s exterior. During the restoration and rehabilitation, 
or 6of i | ay il | B 9 | q| i i We } B communication systems were updated to include a fiber-optic telephone and data network, cable television connections, 

4 a 1 Ai t | | W a Pe 4 ’ ' ' | Al j a closed-circuit television monitors, new audio systems and new fire-alarm systems. The Assembly Chamber display 
Pe ei ei ee y if ‘ “a ; { dk Fj 7 : board was restored and its working parts digitized in the late 1990s. 

4 y rift te - ee) Lee 7 e Elevators 
: ; ae a\ \\ vy : 7 Electronic elevators were installed that traveled from the basement to the fourth floor; machinery that moved the cars 

ee i ; ) \ nn Ve. A Ps oe through a motorized double-traction system was located in the basement. The public passenger cars were trimmed 
: bind) mie Ef ‘ \ 2 a i \ aay. / with wrought-iron grillwork and lined with glass. Each car had an electric light fixture mounted in the ceiling. The 

e , 5 eS pa " ne ou, of elevators were operated by an electric-lever switch; safety features stopped the cars automatically at the upper and 
= FP A = Ra : : = es ee lower landings and kept the cables from slackening when the car was not in motion. Timber bumpers with springs 

a bam : a : é ae He Ee es cushioned the cars at the bottom of the shafts. Few modifications were made to the elevators prior to the 1958 DC/AC 
‘ é : : 7. =e See conversion and only minor work was carried out thereafter. In 1941, WPA workers installed heating in the shafts and 

2  . } Be insulated the penthouses. Moder steel-framed cars with polished bronze doors replaced the historic cars and decorative 

ae ee : : age Bes cage doors by the early 1960s. The cars were smaller and lined with paneling on three sides with front panels made 
: S ee A of polished brass. New geared-traction machinery was installed as were switches that allowed the cars to be operated 

Meare with or without an attendant. In 1981 and 1982, passenger elevator cars were refurbished with wood laminate panels 
2.10 Engine room, Capitol Heat and Power Plant, circa 1912 inside, and the bronze doors were refinished. During the 1989-2001 restoration and rehabilitation, the elevators were Four Nordberg generators produced the direct current electricity for the Capitol, while other equipment in the plant supplied ; ‘i . 
high- and low-pressure steam and domestic water. The generators eventually were replaced when a conversion was made from upgraded in two separate phases wherein new motors, ADA-compliant control panels, keycard access, door sensors 
direct to alternating current in the Capitol. and other equipment were replaced or installed. The interiors of the cars were outfit with bronze panels intended to 

evoke the original grillwork; this effort was completed with the close involvement of SCERB. 

Vacuum System 
A central vacuum-cleaning system was installed originally in each wing, powered by pumps in the basement and with 

outlets on each floor. Risers from the basement allowed cleaning equipment to be plugged into the system on every floor. 

By the 1960s the vacuum system had been abandoned, although some of the brass tubing and access covers remained. 

Code Analysis 
The Wisconsin State Capitol was both constructed and restored without being subject to state building codes. Even 

without formal code enforcement, those involved with both the construction and restoration of the building were guided 

by professional standards that guaranteed the highest degree of structural integrity and safety. During the period of 

construction, 1906 through 1917, few building codes existed, although progressive-era officeholders, professional 

engineering organizations and the insurance industry were moving to implement a regulatory framework that would 
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codify concerns for public safety and welfare. Both before and during construction, Capitol architect George Post was . . : . a — ae y a Dog p o ae - z 

involved in developing the New York State and the New York City building codes; he believed that the highest form of a s » ~~ pS ae = ne _ oo LE a “~ S ; r : 3 

code was self-regulation based upon personal integrity. At a New York City code hearing in 1909, Post said, “A man cS \.. 2. ee gee kee a FS. g 

must build correctly.” In addition to Post’s personal dedication to excellence, Capitol Commission secretary Lew F. a. tn 8, : Se ek nt ae wt SS SZ e ot 

Porter reviewed all specifications and drawings on behalf of the commission to ensure that no disaster would occur in oo. — aa Se ee ] a gt 

the future similar to the 1883 collapse of an extension to the capitol or the 1904 fire. Thus Porter bolstered Post’s high | i ae oe Ca: 

personal standards. In addition, elevator and electrical regulations being promulgated by Wisconsin and engineering 4 = Sa ee | — s ae H 

organizations were adhered to during construction. A) Pa ee —_ < i 

In planning the restoration and rehabilitation of the Capitol, state officials recognized that full compliance with existing BY . 7 bpor : Soe |S ~~ Ne a ; i 

Wisconsin construction and safety codes would have led to the loss of the building’s interior architectural grandeur and . . eo f fi / | Cia. ., \ o 4 % ie C 

effect. The negative implications were carefully studied and in 1989 led to a milestone shift in regulation for the Capi- ning —— — y Ei ij Ge om : | A _ = at 

tol. That year the legislature adopted a statute that exempted the Capitol from state and municipal building codes, thus — hel 1 is oe Ts ay Vi aa : 2 

protecting the building’s architectural integrity. Thereafter, the Department of Administration assumed responsibility ee Raa oa LA aaa Ua N  .. eas 

for life safety in the building, as the commission and Post & Sons had done originally. In both cases, the parties em- vinnie q Se  f onset S 

ployed the highest professional standards, meeting or exceeding existing codes when possible and providing equivalent Ss = ——— ee : fe e ‘a ee 

safety when needed. Other developments followed the 1989 code exemption. In 1992 Congress enacted the federal aE —— | eee ated 

Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), a civil rights law that guaranteed access to public buildings for persons of all 1 " I a " f 

abilities. Since federal law superseded state law, all subsequent rehabilitation of the Capitol (the West, South and East ba ij rl el - es q . / 

Wings, all the pavilions, and the Central Portion) was conducted in ways that met ADA standards. In 2002 the state f Ih hid 4h hl 

adopted the /nternational Building Code, but its adoption did not alter substantially the existing requirements. Both ro TER a OY 

originally and during restoration, professional attention was given to combining architectural excellence with the goal ae ae 

of protecting the lives of those who occupy and visit Wisconsin’s seat of government. P f fi & i | = 4 

Preservation Recommendations 
On the evening of 15 October 2001 citizens, project team members and political dignitaries marked a notable achieve- iT titiiiGaoii cee > 

ment: the formal completion of the Wisconsin State Capitol Restoration and Rehabilitation. Lee Sherman Dreyfus, : ai. o 

who as governor provided an important catalyst to the project’s conception, served as master of ceremonies. A great “ iy a 

deal of planning fueled the intent and approach to the restoration and rehabilitation, and planning now is needed to iL : 

ensure a successful approach to future care and maintenance. Ly bi ‘i Po y ; 

The restoration and rehabilitation of the Wisconsin State Capitol returned the building to its former grandeur in every _ 

way. Further, the process upgraded mechanical and communications systems, which now provide occupants with a <—) bes wr 

workplace that is comparable to the most modern office building. The citizens of the state expended over $145 mil- a | Ge a 

lion to complete this work; now, to ensure that this money has been used wisely, the building should not be allowed to i... ire, — ee oo 

fall back into the neglected condition that prevailed prior to its restoration and rehabilitation. The Capitol is in better 7 oo i \_ 

condition now than it has been in over fifty years, and processes should be put into place to maintain its current state of y 

preservation. Included in such a program would be a rigorously controlled, preservation-minded, cyclical maintenance — — J oa? 

schedule, including the use of cleaning products that meet preservation standards. Educational and outreach programs ae : ea : 7 > 

that instruct the building’s occupants and visitors about how they are integral to maintaining the Capitol’s architectural Ua ane : F e 

integrity could generate significant impact and have a far-reaching effect if.a “culture of care” is created among building a eee Gees auion isin'the Rohuridel webessHtated! What the’ Capliol be ex: 

occupants and guests. Hiring a full-time curator who would be responsible for the care of artwork, finishes, and objects empted from modern state and municipal building codes. Accessibility and safety, however, were paramount concerns 

of value contained within the Capitol would make an important contribution to tracking and monitoring the condition of those who oversaw the restoration. 
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# of the items that impart historic character to the building. Finally, the State Capitol and Executive Residence Board 

3 and the legislature should cooperate to establish and adopt a long-range Master Plan for upkeep of the Capitol. 

a The Capitol plays a central role in the life of Wisconsin government and culture, and this role should be safeguarded. 

: The Capitol’s listing on the National Register of Historic Places and its more recent designation as a National Historic 

£ Landmark come with responsibility that its caretakers perpetuate and maintain the building’s architectural and histori- 

3 cal integrity. It also should be noted that with National Historic Landmark status in place, the state is well positioned 
3 

ig to secure funds from a number of agencies for future preservation efforts. The attitude of care that developed as a 

= part of the culture among those involved in the restoration and rehabilitation led to the development of an increasingly 

sophisticated preservation philosophy that should be adapted for future needs and carried forward. The standards of 

excellence and craftsmanship demonstrated in the original construction and again in the restoration must be upheld. 

2 The Capitol is not just another office complex. Rather, it is the architectural embodiment of the heritage, memory and 

aspirations of the State of Wisconsin. The citizens of Wisconsin are stewards charged with preserving this legacy for 

future generations. 

See ——— 

ee. )lU P _ S & es : 

Tre ; BE BO EC Ee 

2.12 Toward the Northwest Pavilion and Government mosaic, 2001 

The State of Wisconsin now faces the challenge of maintaining the Capitol in its current state of 
preservation. With the investment that has been extended to its restoration and rehabilitation, 

measures should be taken to ensure that the building is maintained as Wisconsin's premier office 

and ceremonial center with the understanding that this effort will demand a more substantial budget 
than that allocated a standard state office building. 
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: s ~ 1 , 4 i‘ : \ — ; fter many years of planning, the restoration of the Wisconsin State Capitol occurred in five distinct phases 
— 7 Le ee | F Zo i : . e iim An 1990 and 2002. The project began in the North Wing and continued through the West Wing and 

~ y/ AS Hi : 1 pe Northwest Pavilion, South Wing and Southeast and Southwest Pavilions, Central Portion, and East Wing 

>. { i. é \ * 4 iW : Po and Northeast Pavilion, during which time the exterior granite underwent a major cleaning and repair project. A pilot 
. : , AK ./ ve ee project, in the west wing, the Assembly Chamber Restoration and Relighting (1988-89) preceded the larger project, 

- : a a r t x é, : oe functioning as a trial run of restoration processes that the Division of State Facilities Management (DSFM) hoped to 

, , 4 \ yi g \ NO use throughout the building.' As work drew to a close with the East Wing, a tunnel to the Risser Justice Center across 

— fr Z : 7 : K ye Main Street and an underground office facility beneath the park, terrace and the southeast exterior granite stair were 

. / d yo NO constructed. Work on this project took place from 1998 to 2002 and included the reconstruction of the granite stair. The 

eee 4 SS. preservation methodology utilized for restoration of the Capitol evolved over time through the course of the different 
“a é RY ‘ey project phases. Changes occurred in the responsibilities of the architect/engineer (A/E) and general contractor. Addi- 

ae A | %, \ De fp tionally, other factors contributed to this methodological evolution: increasing use of historic research during planning 
f ae may — wiv {8 and construction, refinement of both comprehensive surveys and highly detailed construction documents (facilitated 

y aes e be (\ DA a by the use of advancing computer technology) and the general experience gained during each project. 

Py Sein ts as } i a The terminology used to describe the different components of the project, renovation, restoration and rehabilitation, 

V7 aS 5 — \ : a oe were used in the project titles for the wings in varying combinations.” According to the current definitions provided by 
ke i IN oS f ‘ 8 the National Park Service, renovation is “the act or process of removing the original form and features, and replacing 

iE Ay a eae oo -— those materials and features with the new fabric and materials which are contemporary in nature.” Restoration is the 

cs ye de SS oo. “act or process of accurately depicting the form, features, and character of a property as it appeared at a particular period 

ei ne as p aS a : ee of time by means of the removal of features from other periods in its history and reconstruction of missing features 

cry = r oe from the restoration period. The limited and sensitive upgrading of mechanical, electrical, and plumbing systems and 

/ 3 C other code-required work to make properties functional is appropriate within a restoration project.” Rehabilitation is 

: i the “act or process of making possible a compatible use for a property through repair, alterations, and additions while 

is : preserving those portions or features which convey its historical, cultural, or architectural values.” Because the goal 

y of the Capitol project was to “restore public areas and to renovate the private office areas with respect to all of the 

original building fabric,” a variety of preservation techniques was necessary to implement the different levels of work 

; within the public and private spaces.‘ The North Wing project was officially called “Renovation and Restoration,” 

and the West Wing and Northwest Pavilion called “Restoration and Renovation.” The remaining phrases were desig- 

nated “Restoration and Rehabilitation.” In July 1995 with the South Wing project, DSFM’s successor, the Division 

of Facilities Development (DFD), decided that its use of the term renovation to describe the Capitol project would be 
3.1 Decorative finish replication, Central Portion, 1998 changed to rehabilitation. Rehabilitation more adequately defined the type of work undertaken, including what had 
Over the years, many surfaces in the Capitol were repainted, obscuring historic wall colors and decorative been termed renovation in the North and West Wings and Northwest Pavilion.’ 
patterns and stencils. During restoration, an intense effort went into uncovering and replicating decorative 
Jinishes. At the sixth level of the Rotunda, conservators recreated a pattern of swags and garlands that had 

been painted over around 1969. Following the North Wing Renovation and Restoration, with construction taking place between 1990 and 1992, the 
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: z state committed itself to a full-scale project within the Capitol that would be based on the principles established in the 

Zz Capitol Master Plan, issued by the Joint Committee on Legislative Organization (JCLO) in 1989. The larger effort 

2 was referred to as “Three Wings & Rotunda,” and it was to consist of four distinct and sequenced planning, design and 

wi 5 construction phases. The West Wing and Northwest Pavilion Restoration and Renovation was underway in 1993 and 

z continued until 1995; construction began on the South Wing and Southeast and Southwest Pavilion’s Restoration and 

Rehabilitation in 1996 and was completed in 1998; the Central Portion Restoration and Rehabilitation, a project that 

included the Rotunda Basement through the Dome, began in 1997 and ended in 1998; and construction began on the East 

Wing and Northeast Pavilion Restoration and Rehabilitation began in 1999 and concluded in 2001. Work on the North 

i Grand Stairs was included within the Central Portion project; Observation Deck and Dome repairs were undertaken with 

8 > the South Wing project, when the surface was replaced with granite pavers. This proved unsatisfactory, however, and the 

8 8 7 pavers were later replaced with poured concrete. An additional project was authorized near the end of the twelve-year 

— | Capitol project: the Southeast Stair project that began in 1998 and was completed in 2002. A variety of smaller related 

oo . - : projects, such as the replacement of revolving doors, creation of handicap-accessible toilet rooms, a multiple-volume 

. . _ Historic Structure Report and many landscaping projects, continued throughout the course of the larger effort. 

aw =. | | The impetus for such a comprehensive project grew out the need to upgrade mechanical and electrical systems, the desire 
I oa =a 7 — o - - _ ' | a to halt the deterioration of architectural and decorative features (altered by both modernization and earlier restoration 

io = [ ~ [| _ a e efforts) and the need to resolve space-use issues. From the time the Capitol was completed in 1917 until 1989, only 

Gg ee “1 a | __ ee , two major systems renovations had occurred: the 1958-63 DC/AC conversion and a 1968 plumbing renovation. By 

kes -_ . i= | 4 the late 1960s, unsightly window air-conditioning units pierced the fagades of the building and made evident the need 
oo = 2 | ey i ge ee oo a ae —* for a seasonal cooling system. In 1985 an air-conditioning study by Affiliated Engineers, Inc. (AEI) concluded that 

mall = = hin Ieee. wei g ; 4 central air conditioning should be installed during restoration. In 1985-86, the Electrical Feeder System and Ground 

1 | = : , a | | Fl Floor North and South Renovation project expanded and updated the electrical feeder systems to accommodate im- 

eed al . eg fo LE & Ae mediate and future electrical power and communication needs, but a systems project with a building-wide scope was 

_ ie lee 7 needed to upgrade HVAC and plumbing systems and increased communication capabilities. In the absence of a coor- 

‘ | i . | at | i : “i dinated systems effort, stopgap measures were put into place that damaged the historic building fabric. Electrical and 

i | . 1 . — | — ai o communication lines were stapled to woodwork, original light fixtures were replaced with fluorescents, and original 

7 rat le ee s : , window framing was altered to accommodate air-conditioning units. In response to the interest in energy efficiency 

Bs at = Mie in the 1970s, ceilings had been lowered and skylights covered. The darker paint schemes in place historically were 

— : . Fa is we 7 painted over with lighter hues to brighten work areas. Offices for legislators and support staff, constitutional officers 

.. a and state bureaus had been in short supply since the Capitol was built. Bureau staff sizes had grown to the point that 

os Vv many agencies were moved out of the Capitol, and the increased demands on legislators meant they needed more office 

ce . = space than just their desks in the Assembly and Senate Chambers. Makeshift room dividers, cubicles and the addition 

> +) of modern office furniture all negatively affected the building’s architectural integrity. 

“s In the late 1970s, the Department of Administration (DOA) recognized that previous renovations had adversely affected 

wre the Capitol’s architectural integrity and that the situation would worsen as increasing space and mechanical demands 

F were placed on the building. DSFM, with the assistance of former State Architect Shinji Yamamato, released the State 

Capitol Restoration Guidelines in November 1980. The Guidelines represented an early written commitment to restora- 

3.2 Legislative office, South Wing, 1995 tion of the Capitol’s public spaces; it also advocated taking special care of the building and its components during work 

A principal impetus behind the twelve-year restoration and rehabilitation was the cramped office to upgrade systems and fulfill legislative space needs. Between 1981 and 1984, several small remodeling projects were 

conditions endured by members of the legislature and their staffs. Beginning in the 1950s, leg- undertaken in the former offices of the secretary of state and state treasurer and on other offices on the ground, second 

AON bo 4 bed oe penn wi abn ede a Tinea. and third floors of the West Wing, several senate offices on the second floor of the South Wing, and the executive offices 

in the East Wing. Although these efforts were intended to reinstate historic character to the rooms, the approach resulted 
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more typically in an evocation of historic intent with motifs and furnishings from assorted periods put into use. VF ES. <c Ty Aen : 3 - - aaa ines — 2 ra as Sai. ; z 

By 1984, the State Capitol and Executive Residence Board (SCERB) decided that piecemeal restoration would not Ce CAp,— * REL IG. Pas... Oe z 
effectively achieve the results the board desired or be advantageous to the building in the long term. SCERB asserted Co a : Piro, B, H TING Lae ——. a: 
that work in the building should be conceived as a cohesive whole and that a master plan was needed to upgrade sys- oe : - : OM, DING pe A: Sc << e i 

tems efficiently and create legislative office space while “preserving Wisconsin’s premier architectural and historical ties iy, ee — M. A Dis. Oo, oe ENV jl “S| : i 
structure.” In June 1987 the Joint Committee on Legislative Organization’s Advisory Committee on the Capitol Build- een i Bane, i ith, N, % Wisa. : 
ing released the Capitol Master Plan, which recommended a phased approach toward completing a comprehensive oe ~~ Ee ss del Mis. = : aN ae eo ae 
restoration effort. The Wisconsin State Building Commission approved funding on 10 November 1988 for a design cae 7 —s ae . : _ ‘ a 
report on the North Wing, which had been designated as the first phase of the project. J fase - a a) “y eilitie: a = BE SO . ( oO RS 

In the 1980s and 1990s the Wisconsin Capitol was one of many state capitol restoration projects underway through- mn Bin me Fy Sa eas es cs pe a ee 

out the United States. As the discussion about a serious restoration effort in Wisconsin gained momentum, DSFM a 0 - Ae oe oe ee 

began as early as 1983 to gather information on restoration legislation, master plans and long-range plans from states ee ee ae ‘ : oe ae ae ; =“. 
such as California, New York, Pennsylvania, Texas, Rhode Island and Alabama. An Alabama Historical Commission ee cman e — : oe se a SS 
seminar in 1985 about work at the Alabama Capitol impressed DSFM architects to the extent they requested a copy me ee | My, \ “we UF oe 
of the project research data log “‘so that we might learn from it and embark on a similar research-effort of our capitol i ee a SS Pe 7, A a a 
here in Madison.”” Beginning in 1988, after work in the Wisconsin Capitol began, DSFM conferred with state capitol a > pee > F oe : ‘ 
project managers and preservation professionals in Texas, Tennessee, New Jersey, Oregon, Iowa, Kansas, Oklahoma ao 2. beg ee (4) \ ae oo ‘ 

and Michigan. This interaction informed DSFM concerning preservation methodology and assisted it in assembling ae — = any ran a Se" i 
a team of specialized professionals for the work. i oe — Een tee. sy ah CU “ee Co 

Assembly Chamber Restor ation and Relighting 3.3 Assembly Chamber Restoration and Relighting construction documents, 1988 
Soon after the Capitol Master Plan was approved, DSFM began the Assembly Chamber Restoration and Relighting The specifications for the Assembly Chamber project called for “repairing skylight, railings, cushioned fixed-seating, desks, wainscot, 
project. The assembly had planned to replace the voting machine in 1988, a process that involved moving the desks to radiator enclosures, leather-faced doors, woodwork; decorative stenciling, special painting, gilding, replace carpet and lighting; 

install new wiring and replacing the carpet. DSFM was charged with coordinating a much larger effort that included Lama esi cte as re ee Beatie ie enemy ened acts hacia ot valine eee 

the restoration of decorative finishes, mural conservation, lighting (including restoration of the ring of lights around 

the skylight) and sound system upgrades, furniture refinishing, marble cleaning and other repairs. On 28 October 

1987, the Wisconsin State Building Commission approved preparation of preliminary plans and a budget report. DSFM 

functioned in the A/E role, as was typical, and held its first planning meeting with assembly representatives on 12 No- 

vember 1987. Historic research was made part of the planning process, and the Wisconsin Historical Society provided 

old photographs and newspaper accounts related to the construction and use of the chamber. DSFM released its budget 

report and preliminary plans on 4 January 1988. One month later, the Building Commission approved the report and 

authorized planning, bidding and construction.’ Bid documents were released in February 1988. At the bid opening on 

6 April 1988, all bids were rejected because the lowest bid exceeded available funds. The project was rebid on 3 May 

1988 using amended bidding documents. The invitation to bidders noted, “Only the best materials and workmanship 

are acceptable for this project.”'° The assembly sent out a separate request for proposals (RFP) on 1 February 1988 for 

the voting system with proposals due 28 March 1988 and an anticipated contract award date of 2 May 1988."! 

Principal contractors selected were Carley Wood Associates of Madison as general contractor, H & H Electric Co., 

Inc. of Madison as electrical contractor and Conrad Schmitt Studios, Inc. of New Berlin, Wisconsin as decorative 

finishes contractor. DFSM, contractors, subcontractors and representatives of the assembly and the Department of 

Buildings and Grounds attended a pre-construction meeting on 11 May 1988. Work began by 25 May and continued 
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cn , i (FREES z through December 1988 with a small amount of finish work extending into 1989. Research on decorative finishes 

o % ae tok Ko te ay z and mural conservation proceeded under Fine Arts Conservation Services (FACS) of Sheboygan. In January 1988 

“ Bie Saw iee . ‘ f i, ee es ? g FACS examined Edwin H. Blashfield’s mural, Wisconsin, as well as eighteen oil-on-canvas works in the pendentives 

as “ io a She ce + > and in the loggia and made recommendations for conservation. Paint probes, cross-section analysis and research on 

— nf MK Ta ye z original decorative finishes were accomplished between January and April 1988. Conrad Schmitt Studios used FACS’s 

SS ae ott <sS pds ae research, as well as data resulting from probes made by DFSM, to choose colors and to restore or re-create original 

ss em ‘e decorative finishes. FACS began conservation of the Blashfield mural and the other eighteen oil-on-canvas works in 

incite ics ge September and completed the work in November 1988. Inaugural activities were held in the Assembly Chamber on 3 

ss a yy January 1989. The Assembly Chamber Restoration and Relighting was honored during the ceremony for adhering to 

a the objective that the restoration “respect the past: to use today’s technology with yesterday’s craftsmanship to restore 

ae ‘ the Chamber to its original condition.”!” 

Project-Related Legislation and Financing 
: Beginning in the late 1970s, the legislature asserted itself as the principal occupant of the Capitol by directing space 

: allocation and funding for renovation efforts. Chapter 3, Laws of 1977 passed during the 1977-78 session amended 

. ee >. Statute 13.80 on Capitol space assignment by the Joint Committee on Legislative Organization (JCLO) and repealed 

pe 3 @ <<“ and re-created 16.835 related to constitutional and legislative offices in the Capitol. The amended statute declared that 

“ JCLO “shall reserve such space as is necessary in the capitol for the use of the legislature.” The act further stipulated 

that the offices of the governor would be in the Capitol and that the attorney general, lieutenant governor, supreme court, 

secretary of state and state treasurer were each to keep “a room” in the Capitol. As a result, the legislature reserved for 

> a ‘. itself nearly all space in the Capitol, completing a process that had begun decades earlier.'? The legislature also took 

=~ a firmer hand in prescribing how the modifications were to be carried out. Chapter 221, Laws of 1979, section 2006, 

re passed during the 1979-80 session changed chapter 34, Laws of 1979, section 2006m (1) (a) to authorize the addition 

s of $5 million for state capitol remodeling to the DOA projects financed by general-fund-supported borrowing in the 

" state building program for 1979-81. The same chapter also created Section 903g, Chapter 34, Laws of 1979, section 

~~ : ‘ 2006m (19) restricting the release of the $5 million until a plan for the remodeling was approved for bonding by the 

™“~ \ legislature’s Joint Committee on Finance and the actual design for remodeling was approved by JCLO."* << : 

= a In response to the intransigence of some Capitol occupants, the legislature further restricted space allocation in the 

, Capitol. During the 1983-84 session, section 103m of Act 27, the budget act for the 1983-85 fiscal year, amended 

ee : 16.835 to exclude from the Capitol altogether offices for the state treasurer and secretary of state. As discussion ensued 

ce a concerning the reallocation of the spaces vacated by the state treasurer and secretary of state, the legislature exempted 

a. LT : : == the Capitol restoration (and some other historic structures) from the usual competitive bidding requirements for state 

: : : : se -— : building contracts. Section 105 of Act 27 amended 16.855 (18) to include the state Capitol in a list of historic structures 

oe eee . oe : and sites not affected by directives given by 16.855 on construction project contracts. Related to 16.855, Section 2203 

— —  . stated that 16.855 (18) first applied “to contracts for restoration or reconstruction of the state capitol building awarded 
ee after the effective date of this paragraph.”'> The legislature also increased the funds allocated for Capitol renovation. 

‘ . : : Act 77 of the Laws of 1985 amended 20.866 (2) (y) as affected by 1985 Wisconsin Act 29, the budget act for 1985-87, 

ce -. . 8 section 3007 (1) (a) to increase the amount authorized for state Capitol restoration from $4 to $7 million.'* 

3.4 Decorative finish work, Assembly Chamber, 1988 ‘ : : By 1987 the legislature had firmly asserted control over the Capitol and its pending renovation. That same year, 

e a hie We os i fleas ap oni ph oe ve pie site pea Di aan JCLO, co-chaired by Senator Fred A. Risser and Representative Thomas A. Lofius, issued the Capitol Master Plan 

on the ceiling and in the pendentives. as the blueprint to implement the legislature’s directives. The legislature specifically left details, such as assignment 
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of space within or outside of the Capitol, to JCLO. The State of Wisconsin Building Commission (chaired by the Overview of Proj ect Methodology 

governor and consisting of three members of the senate, three members of the, assembly, a citizen member, and three Building on the methodology used for the Assembly Chamber Restoration and Relighting, DSFM launched the North 

non-voting advisory members from DOA) had to release the funds for construction. With the legislature controlling Wing Renovation and Restoration as the first phase of the Capitol project. Construction began in 1990, and the complexity 

the membership of JCLO and providing six of the eight voting members of the Building Commission, it retained its of the effort soon became clear to DSFM, which accordingly revised its strategy, particularly its design role. For work 

prerogatives in determining much of the subsequent course of Capitol restoration. undertaken after the North Wing renovation (completed in 1992), architectural and engineering responsibilities were 

contracted under a more comprehensive “Three Wings & Rotunda” project title and an agreement was established with 

Some aspects of the Capitol restoration continued to require direct legislative action, and multiple acts created or Kahler Slater Architects, Inc. of Milwaukee, which subcontracted with Affiliated Engineers, Inc. (AEI) of Madison. 

changed statutes specifically related to the twelve-year Capitol project between the 1987-88 and the 2001-02 legisla- The two firms together functioned as the A/E for the balance of the project. This new team configuration resulted in the 

tive sessions. Passed during the 1987-88 session, Act 27, the budget act, section 2242uv amended 1985 Wisconsin involvement of a much larger group of specialists, subcontracted through and managed by the contracted architect. An 

Act 29, section 3007 (1) (a), to remove the words “and improvements” from the title of the State capitol restoration increasingly sophisticated team of engineers, architects, historians, tradespeople, art and decorative finish conservators 

project listed in DOA projects financed by general-fund-supported borrowing.'’ Because preserving the historic ap- and craftspeople became involved, and project methodology became refined through an understanding of the building 

pearance of the Capitol would prevent bringing the building into compliance with the state’s own building codes, the that advanced as work advanced in each area. The approach to building survey and the preparation of construction 

legislature took steps to assure a historically sympathetic project. Wisconsin Act 31, the 1989-91 budget bill, section documents specifically demonstrate the much higher degree of technological sophistication that developed as the work 

28k created statute 13.48 (13)(c) stating that “no construction undertaken by the state for the purpose of renovation of progressed through the 1990s. The use of Computer Aided Drafting (CAD) base sheets facilitated the dissemination 

the state capitol building is subject to any state law, rule, code or regulation, or any zoning ordinance or regulation of of design information among team members and represented a considerable efficiency. By the time of the East Wing 

the city of Madison, governing such as construction.” Section 2229h created 101.05 (3) related to a code exemption project, which commenced in 1998, survey data were collected on laptop computers and entered into a program that 

for the state while renovating the Capitol. The Capitol was thus exempted from Wisconsin building code. Also in linked the data directly to the drawings. To the credit of the entire team, the building was recognized as a National 

Wisconsin Act 31, passed during the same session, the legislature addressed the long-simmering debate over who would Historic Landmark by the National Park Service in 2001 as the restoration drew to a close. This honor is bestowed 

have offices in the Capitol. Section 30f repealed and re-created 13.90 (3), delegating to JCLO the authority to assign only upon buildings whose historical context and architectural integrity remain in place. 

space in the Capitol; Section 130 amended 16.835, removing the provision for extra offices to be used by the attorney 

general in the Capitol and Section 131 created 16.836, allowing for the temporary relocation of the governor, attorney Shifts in Team Configuration and Leadership 

general, lieutenant governor, supreme court and legislators from the Capitol for the purpose of installing air-condition- Shifts in team configuration and leadership were made as the Capitol project moved forward. Although management 

ing or other renovation work. Section 494m created 20.485 (2)(b) and section 495m created 20.485(2) (tm) related to and coordination responsibilities rested with DSFM at the outset of work in the North Wing, by the time the last phase 

appropriations for GAR Memorial Hall. Section 874L amended 45.01 and section 874m amended 45.02 to provide was underway, the general contractor had a separate “management” contract to assist in scheduling and coordinating 

space for the museum in GAR Memorial Hall and its collections outside the Capitol. Legislators also recognized the project work. Kahler Slater oversaw the architectural coordination of the West Wing, the South Wing and the Central 

need for the artwork to be preserved and section 3008 (10) allowed using funds from the state building program for Portion projects, but with the East Wing a shift had occurred internally that resulted in the formation of a joint venture 

restoring artwork in the Capitol.'* between Kahler Slater and Isthmus Architecture, Inc. (IAI) of Madison that was intended to keep the team together and 

working on the project. The joint venture, known as East Wing Architects, LLC, was dedicated specifically to the Capitol 

Throughout the restoration process, the legislature continued to appropriate funds, to direct aspects of the construction project with headquarters in the building. East Wing Architects provided architectural services based on a schedule 

(particularly as they affected the legislature’s own quarters and agencies) and to address other details. Act 27, passed that had been devised by the general contractor with significant input from the Governor’s office. The schedule was 

during the 1995-96 session, created 20.855 (9)(a) making the amounts in the schedule for the restoration and renovation compressed with the thought that, based on their experience with the building, many of the subcontractors were best 

of the South Wing a continuing appropriation. Enacted during the 1997-98 session, Act 237 amended statute 16.835 equipped to survey and assess conditions in the building and to create estimates for the work. 

to assign the second floor round room of the Southwest Pavilion to the Capitol press corps. Act 4, passed during the 

1999-2000 session, amended 20.855 (3) to change the title from “Relocation Expenses” to “Capitol Renovation Ex- North Wing 

penses” and to create 13.90 (9), 16.838 and 20.855 (3)(c) related to funding for historically significant furnishings. The North Wing was the first phase of the work. To accomplish it DSFM carried forward the methodology established 

Under non-statutory provisions, Act 4 also increased the bonding authority of the Building Commission for capital in the Assembly Chamber Restoration and Relighting project and functioned as A/E. Outside consultants included 

improvements, which included the Capitol restoration. Enacted during the 2001-02 session, Act 109 made expenditures Mechanical Design, Inc. (MDI) of Middleton; G. Wentworth Smith, Inc. of Columbus, Wisconsin; Field and Field, Inc. 

for office relocations for the assembly, senate and legislative service agencies available only by approval of the JCLO of Madison; Durrant Engineers, Inc. of Madison; Capitol Engineering, Inc. of Madison; Fine Arts Conservation Services 

co-chairs. Joint Resolution 19 marked the creation of a permanent hearing room for the Joint Committee on Finance of Sheboygan; Milam Audio Company of Pekin, Illinois; Lund Carlisle Architectural Interior Design and Planning of 

and honored its ninety years of service.'? Madison; Solner and Associates of Middleton; Al Isenberner, P. E. of Portage; American Air Environmental Services, 

Inc. of Oshkosh; and Kahler Slater Architects, Inc. (KSA) of Milwaukee. This team provided DSFM assistance with 

design and document production such as record drawings, specifications and plans. Representatives from the assembly, 

Capitol Police, and Capitol Building and Grounds also participated as part of the A/E team, providing input on design 

and programming. 
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z All Selective Removal and construction work was bid, and Joe Daniels Construction Co., Inc. of Madison was awarded 
Z the Selective Removal contract with Pieper Electric, Inc. of Milwaukee hired to remove electrical components. Michael 

~ 2 T. Robinson and Associates, Inc. of Madison and later Miller Asbestos Abatement Co. of Madison received Asbestos 
C . : Abatement contracts. For New Construction, J. P. Cullen & Sons, Inc. of Janesville was chosen as general contractor. 

on : Z Cullen & Sons hired multiple subcontractors such as Eastman Architectural Millwork, Inc. of Foley, Minnesota for 
‘ 2 architectural woodwork; Block Iron & Supply Co., Inc. of Madison for new finish hardware; Custom Metals, Inc. of 

‘ Madison for grilles, special metal and existing finish hardware; Portage Glass Co. of Portage for glass and glazing; 
f Bollig Lath & Plaster Co., Inc. of Madison for plaster; and Padgham Painting Inc. of Madison for painting, staining and 

a ] varnish. General Heating and Air Conditioning, Inc. of Madison was contracted for HVAC; H & H Electric of Madison 
~ oe was awarded the contract for electrical. Superior Electric Company of Appleton was contracted for universal wiring. 

: AY Monona Plumbing and Fire Protection, Inc. of Madison was awarded the contract for plumbing and fire protection. 
re Vo NY Milam Audio Company and Cerberus Pyrotronics of McFarland, Wisconsin, subcontractors to H & H Electric, provided 

, HK Ay ™ the new sound and security systems respectively. Light Haus, Inc. of Madison removed, repaired and reinstalled the 
, A Wi all North Hearing Room’s glass ceiling, and Lange Bros. Woodwork Co., Inc. of Milwaukee renovated the hearing room’s 

; x + WW ANY ye bench. Anton Rajer of FACS was contracted to survey the condition of artwork and conduct paint probes. Under a 
i kee iS aA \ 4 : ig separate contract, Rajer performed mural conservation in the North Hearing Room, in the GAR Memorial Hall and on 
vm AY | 8 , the third floor corridor groin vaults. Garland Guild, Inc. of Indianapolis was contracted to restore and recreate decorative INN 4 : ee ry eh. finishes and to perform additional paint probes later in the project. For the North Wing window preservation, DSFM Be Wn a ’ is é fe hired Kahler Slater to oversee this separate but related project. Wood, Bauer & Raether Builders, Inc. of Madison with 

po WS SN of = 4 = f7 4 i their subcontractor Klein-Dickert Co., Inc. of Madison were contracted to complete the window project. 

aS Hy] : uo West Wing 
a Wy - : Lt A/E team configuration and leadership changed with the West Wing and Northwest Pavilion Restoration and Renova- 

SC y = 3 tion. DSFM was reorganized into the Division of Facilities Development (DFD). DFD relinquished its role as principal 
ne a architect and hired Kahler Slater, which subcontracted with Affiliated Engineers, Inc. (AEI) of Madison, to coordi- 

3.5 Decorative finish probes, Assembly Gallery, 1988 nate the design effort and prepare construction documents. Kahler Slater and AEI worked with multiple consultants 
Beginning with the Assembly Chamber Restoration and Relighting, extensive work went into examining long overpainted decora- throughout the West Wing project, including Graef, Anhalt, Schloemer & Associates, Inc. (GAS) of Milwaukee and 
tive finishes. Paint probes often revealed unexpected colors and stencils beneath more recent paint applications. Madison on structural engineering; Kapur and Associates of Milwaukee on fire protection and plumbing; Kirkegaard 

& Associates of Downers Grove Illinois on acoustical engineering; and Joe Daniels Construction, Inc. of Madison and 

J. P. Cullen & Sons, Inc. of Janesville for cost-estimating. DFD continued to participate as an active client and was 

involved in consultation and review but was relieved of the responsibility of producing documents for the remaining 

wings and Rotunda. Building occupant representatives from the assembly and Capitol Building and Grounds com- 

pleted the design team. 

All Selective Removal and construction work for the West Wing was bid. Cullen & Sons received the Selective Removal 

contract and secured a number of subcontractors for the project, including Milwaukee Marble & Granite Co., Inc. of 

Milwaukee for marble removal; S. R. Block Iron & Supply of Madison for hardware and hollow metal and Reynolds 

Transfer & Storage, Inc. of Madison for furniture removal and transportation. E-Z Plumbing Co., Inc. of Madison was 

contracted for plumbing and related work with one subcontractor, J. F. Ahern Co. of Fond du Lac. General Heating and 

Air Conditioning, Inc. of Madison was contracted for HVAC and related Selective Removal work with two subcontrac- 

tors. Pieper Electric, Inc. of Milwaukee was contracted for electrical and related work. DFD awarded Dore & Associ- 

ates Contracting, Inc. of Bay City, Michigan the Asbestos Abatement contract and later contracted with American Air 

Environmental Services, Inc. of Oshkosh for air-monitoring services related to the Asbestos Abatement. Carley Wood 

Associates of Madison signed a contract for the Assembly Parlor Wood Preservation and Restoration project with one 
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subcontractor, The Lost Finish, Inc. of Madison. Before awarding the Selective Removal contracts, DFD hired Fine Arts 2 me | : r a [ ont Y Wise / to I z 
Conservation Services (FACS) to evaluate finishes using wall probes, cross sections and photo documentation. ‘me td 4 va i / _ Bs 2 y i 

Cullen & Sons was awarded the New Construction General Contractor contract. Cullen & Sons submitted the names at — aoe ¥ ii - 4 | oy > 
of sixteen subcontractors for approval, including Monona Masonry, Inc. of Madison for marble work; Lange Bros. ee Uo 1 ina Pa ‘ 4 a bos wc z 

Woodwork Co., Inc. of Milwaukee for architectural woodwork and wood doors; Custom Metals, Inc. of Madison for os a Bene = _ » a iii, x . 

historic finish hardware and special finish grilles; Lake City Glass of Madison for glazing; Valda Plastering Co., Inc. a o : Zs . : ne - a 4 > - - 

of McFarland for plaster and moldings; Burdco of Traverse City, Michigan for simple flat painting; EverGreene Paint- ee . cy Camera . »// Aa : 

ing Studios of New York City for decorative finishes; and Baumeister Associates, Inc. of Milwaukee for stains and Ta se “ "ea bg é " 

varnishes. H & H Electric Co., Inc. of Madison was awarded the electrical contract and used two subcontractors for oo iy 4 a " 

data/telephone wiring and fire alarm/security work. The New Construction HVAC contract went to General Heating aa a i. ’ 

and Air Conditioning, Inc. of Madison, which used three subcontractors for temperature controls, thermal insulation and Ba ’ 

fans/housings. Monona Plumbing and Fire Protection, Inc. of Madison was awarded the New Construction contract Ai“ PW. 

for plumbing and had one subcontractor for pipe installation. DFD also awarded contracts to Wiss, Janney Elstner f 2 we: ee 

Associates, Inc. of Chicago to complete a survey of the exterior granite of the West Wing, Northwest Pavilion and ae] 3 i i . 

Dome; to Quarra Stone Company of Madison for interior stone; Custom Metals, Inc. for furniture repair and refinish- ais a | 

ing; Doris Armstrong and Mydella Punzel of Janesville to provide draperies and hangings; and Garland Guild, Inc. ; =< S 

of Indianapolis to restore decorative finishes in the Northwest Pavilion ground and first floor round rooms and in the YM ig ae <a 
West Wing third floor ceiling vaults. 

LY fu - PO in, 

— ae 
The team configuration did not change significantly from the West Wing to the South Wing projects. Building occupant - 2 1S 
representatives from the senate became an integral part of the team while representatives from Capitol Building and He 

Grounds and Capitol Police remained involved as well. Kahler Slater Architects, Inc. continued as architect with Af- 3.6 Consulting architects’ office, Madison, circa 1994 
filiated Engineers, Inc. of Madison providing mechanical, plumbing and electrical design. Graef, Anhalt, Schloemer The West Wing project saw a shift in methodology. : The Division of | Facilities Development (DFD) hired Kahler Slater Architects, 

é 5 : : : i Inc., which brought an organizational and methodical approach that emphasized a thorough assessment of conditions throughout 
& Associates, Inc. of Madison provided structural consultation while Kirkegaard & Associates of Downers Grove, the wing as part of a pre-design evaluation. 

Illinois was the acoustical consultant. J. P. Cullen & Sons, Inc. of Janesville supplied scheduling and cost-estimating 

services. The team worked to refine the methodology it developed on the West Wing project, capitalizing on its suc- 

cesses and making adjustments as necessary. 

Selective Removal work for the South Wing was bid, and Cullen & Sons was hired as general contractor, representing 

a fairly significant shift in procedure. DFD awarded the plumbing contract to Monona Plumbing and Fire Protection, 

Inc. of Madison. H & H Industries Inc. of Madison was granted the HVAC contract while H & H Electric Co., Inc. 

of Madison was chosen as the electrical contractor. For Asbestos Abatement, DFD chose Robinson Brothers Envi- 

ronmental, Inc. of Waunakee as contractor. Two air-monitoring firms, American Air Environmental, Inc. of Oshkosh 

and AAP Environmental, Inc. of Madison were contracted for Asbestos Abatement. American Air was considered the 

primary contractor with AAP Environmental hired for its ability to respond quickly to an emergency due to its location 

in Madison. Reynolds Transfer and Storage, Inc. of Madison removed the Senate chamber furniture.”° 

DED negotiated a construction contract with Cullen & Sons as lead contractor for New Construction. Subcontractors to 

Cullen & Sons included Monona Plumbing & Fire Protection for plumbing; General Heating & Air Conditioning, Inc. 

of Madison for HVAC; and H & H Electric for electrical.2' Other New Construction subcontractors included Thomas 
A. Mason Co., Inc. of Madison for flat painting; Baumeister Associates, Inc. of Milwaukee for staining; Garland Guild, 

Inc. of Indianapolis for decorative finishes; Preservar, Inc. of New York City for artwork conservation; Monona Masonry, 
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fy ie Ti | Wg bea Tex _ tS ae CO a - saglleg : z Inc. of Madison for marble; A & A Sheet Metal Works, Inc. of Janesville for sheet metal; Super Sky Products, Inc. of 
aa” — = a = — a s a ; ee: Mequon, Wisconsin for skylights; Lange Bros. Woodwork Co., Inc. of Milwaukee for woodwork; Valda Plastering 
“ ; ri = cn e cs = & z = ‘a 2 Co., Inc. of McFarland for plaster; LaForce, Inc. of Green Bay and Madison for new hardware; Custom Metals, Inc. of 
. i = 1 ba ] i i a ie a =a - > Madison for repair and refinishing of original hardware; Lake City Glass of Madison for glazing; Custom Red Iron & 

, ar we | aoe “are 2 = 4 ~ 2 — A Services, Inc. of Rockford, Illinois for structural steel; Arbor Green of Delavan, Wisconsin for landscaping; and Carley 
Wat ~ : pool : : a is ra PX , ~~ Wood Associates of Madison for furniture prototypes.” Carley Wood was also the contractor for the Senate Parlor Wood 

‘ea i ~8 a rd za Cy ee “om a z ’ 2 Restoration, and Light Haus, Inc. of Madison was contracted for removal, repair and installation of the Senate Chamber 
aa. a: oe a y “ 7) oo Vv es stained glass ceiling. The design work for the Observation Deck & Dome Repair, representing a separate project un- 

oa gs " i b 2 ae eK > os a oy dertaken while work on the South Wing was underway, was completed by KSA and AEI; Cullen & Sons was awarded 
y af i é . a: jam! / u 7 : oe i.) : — the reroofing contract. Pukall Company, Inc. of Cedarburg, Wisconsin had the contract for tuck-pointing the granite. 

a | ste ve Y : my j - ‘ Central Portion 
se Sn | ad ‘ - ’ ij \ : si 4 The project team for the Central Portion was essentially the group that had worked on the South Wing as the two projects 
i 7 y™ : is [4 i & ; rd overlapped. Kahler Slater Architects, Inc. and Affiliated Engineers, Inc. continued as A/E with Graef, Anhalt, Schloemer 

¢ 7) . Af L@ es 3 al : . | & Associates, Inc. of Madison providing structural engineering. A larger number of art and decorative finish specialists 
Wf a Fe ‘wa | ie Df : was required for this work. Because much of the Rotunda was inaccessible until scaffolding could be installed, the 

! Ce Ls me | Ko = : : approach to this phase of work differed slightly from that used in the wings. Principally, survey of the upper surfaces 
2 eT 7 eo ee ry and subsequent repair occurred in a much tighter sequence than had survey and repair elsewhere in the building. 

5 on : y DFD negotiated Selective Removal and construction contracts with J. P. Cullen & Sons, Inc. of Janesville as its general 
: CONSTRUCTION : ie contractor and made the firm responsible for letting contracts and coordinating the work of the trades necessary to 
i eee complete the restoration. Cullen & Son’s project scope included plaster repair, marble work, clay tile and installing 
i en i. some protective enclosures; gathering competitive bids and awarding contracts for the scaffold, protective materials, 

flat painting, sound system, lighting, decorative finishes and art conservation and woodworking. DFD contracted di- 

4 oe ee iach and crafipersons brought a wealth of experience and expertise to the Capitol meeHly fe HVae soso wes eae ao Go cous os Sec crs onang oT ees 
restoration and rehabilitation. Although team configuration varied slightly from project to project, a collaborative approach included Ancha Electronics, Inc. of Rolling Meadows, Illinois for the sound system; Baumeister Associates, Inc. of 
was critical to the success of the work. Milwaukee for window painting; Boldtronics, Inc. of Madison for video equipment; Custom Metals, Inc. of Madison 

for hardware and grilles; Experi-Metals of Milwaukee for lighting; Garland Guild, Inc. of Indianapolis for decorative 

finish survey and recreation; H & H Electric Co., Inc. of Madison for electric work; Jerry Podany of the J. Paul Getty 

Museum, Los Angeles for mosaic survey; Klein-Dickert Co., Inc. Madison for painting; Lake City Glass of Madison 

for glazing installation; Lange Bros. Woodwork Co., Inc. of Milwaukee for woodwork; Light Haus, Inc. of Madison for 

glazing removal; Monona Masonry, Inc. of Madison for marble work; Preservar, Inc. New York City for mural survey 

and conservation, glass mosaic conservation and Rotunda Basement ceiling panel survey and conservation; Ronald 

Koenig of Lansing, Michigan for scagliola column survey; Safeway Steel Products, Inc. of Milwaukee for scaffold- 

ing; Seebohm, Ltd. of Petoskey, Michigan for glass mosaic survey and conservation; T. W. Cape & Associates (later 

Waveguide Consulting, Incorporated) of Decatur, Georgia for acoustics and sound system testing; Thomas A. Mason 

Co., Inc. of Milwaukee for flat painting; Valda Plastering Co., Inc. of McFarland for plaster repair; and Wiss, Janney 

Elstner Associates, Inc. of Chicago as part of the glass mosaic survey. 

East Wing 

For the East Wing and Northeast Pavilion, a slight modification in team structure occurred. Although some names 

changed, the personnel remained essentially the same. East Wing Architects was established as a joint venture between 

Kahler Slater and Isthmus Architecture, Inc. The two firms established this arrangement at the request of the state after 

key preservation personnel left Kahler Slater to form IAI. Despite this shift, David Kahler, FAIA, President of East 
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Wing Architects and retired President of Kahler Slater, remained the “Architect of Record” for the work. East Wing Vol l We f 
Architects (EWA) joined oe to function a the A/E for this final hase of the work. ihe oe office of Graef, thd ‘WISCONSIN STATE CAPITOL, NORTH WING, TECHNICAL EXAMINATION, 1990 8 
Anhalt, Schloemer & Associates, Inc. provided structural engineering services; Waveguide Consulting, Incorporated Zz 
of Decatur, Georgia worked on the audiovisual equipment; Diane Al Shihabi Historic Restoration, Inc. of Middleton - ee g 
contributed furniture design and some interior design services; Garland Guild, Inc. of Indianapolis analyzed existing Jpn a eee ane ny oa ep ay Ur ora me ore Serna > 
and historic interior finishes; Kirkegaard & Associates of Downers Grove, Illinois did acoustical design for fans and : 3 
equipment; Stewart Design Associates, Inc. of Madison consulted for food service and kitchen design; Vierbicher M Ain) COLI du R ¢ 7h ov wal F loo R 
Associates of Madison provided consulting on elevators; and Wiss, Janney, Elstner Associates, Inc. surveyed exterior ; Sep 

masonry and roofs. New occupant representatives for the governor, lieutenant governor, attorney general, the assembly, vp Ul SiN alo € jl orl fO YA 

Legislative Fiscal Bureau and the supreme court also joined the team. The general contractor, J. P. Cullen & Sons, i a A 
Inc. of Janesville assumed a greater role than previously by providing all project coordination, scheduling and contract 

management. Cullen & Sons’ role in the East Wing project was expanded even beyond the role it had assumed in the 

Central Portion project. 

Cullen & Sons managed almost fifty subcontractors, from the full assortment of disciplines; some were involved with : paesnass  ro ecnraememema 
Design Development, others with Selective Removal and Asbestos Abatement, still others with New Construction. oS 1 fos ee 

Included were Carley Wood Associates of Madison for furniture fabrication; Preservar, Inc. of New York City for art = eee 

consultation and conservation; Cunningham-Adams of Sandy Hook, Connecticut for fine art consultation; Custom @ ee ‘ 
Metals, Inc. of Madison for repair of brass grilles and hardware and fabrication of new ornamental metals; Diane Al e ss = wee . : : 
Shihabi Historic Restoration, Inc. of Middleton; Electronic Engineers, Inc. of Montgomery, Alabama for audiovisual x 5 ae - 

and teleconferencing installation; Garland Guild, Inc. of Indianapolis for decorative painting; General Heating and 

Air Conditioning, Inc. of Madison as HVAC contractor; J. P. Phillips, Inc. of Schiller Park, Illinois for lathing and —» DEVTIL 5 
plastering; James Dieter Decorative Arts and Antiques of Milwaukee for furniture repair and restoration; JSL Pressure —> : i Frig2é 
Washing, Inc. of Franklin Park, Illinois for Sponge-Jet cleaning of the exterior; Klein-Dickert Co., Inc. of Madison for ; 
interior painting and staining; LaForce, Inc. of Green Bay and Madison for new hardware and toilet room accessories; Ee) oa f 
Lake City Glass of Madison for new glazing in windows, borrowed lights and doors; Lange Bros. Woodwork Co., Inc. y ) 

of Milwaukee for casework, running trim, restoration of doors, wainscot and radiator enclosures; Light Haus, Inc. of 

Madison for repair of the Supreme Court Hearing Room glass ceiling; Monona Masonry, Inc. of Madison for survey of 3) 
marble and stone; Monona Plumbing and Fire Protection, Inc. of Madison for basement sprinklers and roughing-in of . 
new plumbing; Nonn’s Flooring, Inc. of Middleton for installation of carpet and tile; North Shore Marble Maintenance of Ze We Orvéssal Cola cb. FRO CCeWWG ws eZee. bo 1Ge 
Bayside, Wisconsin for cleaning and restoring marble; Protection Technologies, Inc. of McFarland for fire and securi ‘ > 
alarm installation; Robinson Brothers Environmental, Inc. of Waunakee for fire and security alarm installation; a hod A Me : Glossy Supa A> ia. 47tl oe ; a 
Lost Finish, Inc. of Madison for stripping and refinishing of the Governor’s Conference Room walls and refinishing of belweend Gold Sjencil Paik And Mildive , twdicalee by 
the Supreme Court Hearing Room bench; and Valda Plastering Co., Inc. of McFarland for plaster survey. Arfiwwar.; 

Research and Building Documentation A aricinal Slesect Patents Dn) ‘Ged CGondiT ion). 
As the Capitol project progressed through its phases, research and building documentation became an increasingly 

integral part of the process. Experiences early in the restoration demonstrated that a comprehensive knowledge of i : / 
original features and historic construction ates subsequent alterations and existing eimai was necessary to 3. Mo (ded p La de Relic : De oF Gina | ty (aa iui é 
produce effective design documents and promote sound construction practices. Research of both historic and contem- bx GAT Geet, See deJait. Phoh. SoF 7eut AAS. 
porary documentation required the study of library and manuscript collections in Wisconsin, New York and Washington, 

D.C. Documentation generated by the restoration project included a complete set of record drawings, construction 

documents and specifications, data concerning paint probes of original decorative finishes, and surveys recording the ag ae OEE Je eee aids nee ne MOEA : aa ; ; aT z The analysis of decorative finishes was critical to an understanding of the building. As processes in the Capitol evolved, procedures condition and location of architectural features, such as doorknobs and grilles, for reuse in the Capitol project. Much for determining original colors and decorative patterns became more sophisticated. 

a eee ee ren tate ee



| ot ney | oe j z of the research was compiled in the historic structure reports (HSRs) developed for each phase of the Capitol project. 

' | Ee ae . ... Ff The HSRs prepared for the South Wing and Southeast and Southwest Pavilions and the Central Portion were completed 

a i icc MOU lk. seepppmemnnnapillleticetaeacai ey prior to the work in these areas and provided a synthesis of the historic research and preservation recommendations for & 1 a wo nie a | Semana S PI Me P a a Se Sey Bee Tce eee = : ; is 4 x 
& \ J Bheet ope ine: e) eile ft | a > use in project planning and Design Development. The balance of the HSRs completed on the Capitol were produced 
Po . ec jf ncaa OS ee. A ae lL 3 P P P P P 

a amma al kate : = either during or after a phase ended. The reports included historic information and documented the restoration and 
S . . ee © A ¥ ei i 

or il pee —" [es eee — ——— i) = renovation of the wings, pavilions and Central Portion. 

_- Do “6 ht Ed es ae se a 
“ - . x = “ : North Wing 

» The level of historical research completed for the North Wing Renovation and Restoration was comparable to that 

—_— y La ieee ea done for the Assembly Chamber Restoration and Relighting. DSFM relied upon its previous experience with Capitol 

. - ee eS 3 | projects, supplemented with review of Post & Sons’ original plans and specifications. Contacts were made with the 

ee oe a Wisconsin Historical Society, which had undertaken some preliminary research on the Capitol, and manuscripts and 

a ee photos held by the Wisconsin Historical Society Archives were made available. 

a Building documentation included the production of as-built drawings and the completion of surveys and schedules for 

— the artwork, decorative finishes and architectural components. Base drawings showing existing conditions were supple- 

és mented with survey data gathered for architectural features, such as hardware and grilles. The items were surveyed and 

evaluated for potential reuse and recorded on buildi hedul th Id be tracked during Selective Removal 
3.9 Archival research at Wisconsin Historical Society, 1993 e P . 2 y Te ere te te ; " F a ¥ . e 
Beginning with the West Wing project, research into the Capitol's original construction was undertaken. and reinstalled during New Construction. The design team photographed the wing’s interior before any architectural 

The team consulted the papers of the Capitol Commission and related visual materials at the Wisconsin intervention took place and photographic documentation continued throughout the construction process. Anton Rajer 

Historical Society, including hundreds of interior and exterior pictures from construction to the present. and his firm, Fine Arts Conservation Services (FACS) of Sheboygan and Madison, surveyed the condition of artwork 

in the North Hearing Room, the GAR Memorial Hall and on the ceiling of the third floor public corridors. FACS also 

ea z conducted paint probes to document original decorative finishes throughout the wing. The results of the artwork and 

ee : a ] a decorative finish surveys were compiled in a two-volume report completed in 1992. Garland Guild, the decorative 

; 8 2 finish contractor, performed additional probe work in 1992, uncovering additional patterns undocumented by FACS. 
: _ A Ss 

| a: 
4 ore : = i Z A more extensive compilation of historical research was assembled ten years after the project’s completion for the 

( 4 , iin | North Wing Historic Structure Report. Research involved examination of records from the Wisconsin Historical Society 

ae ie ae P Archives and Library, multiple libraries on the University of Wisconsin-Madison campus, the State Law Library, the 

ij i , wi vm a L Legislative Council Library, the Legislative Reference Bureau, the Wisconsin Veterans Museum, the Madison Public 

th 4 por A ae 4 Library, the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel, the New-York Historical Society, the Avery Library at Columbia University 

1 Gr 8 7 2, and the National Archives. The organization of project-related materials maintained in the Capitol in 2000 made acces- 

Rs | 7 el sible the full range of documentary material concerning the Capitol project. The volume, published in 2003, described 
ee Be ae Sune ae ey 3 ‘ ‘ Z A : 

‘ ra “ ee the original construction of the wing, modifications that had occurred since completion, as well as the renovation and 

. Fc 3 a i sl \ restoration undertaken between 1990 and 1992. 

i. (..,.,,rrrtr—s 
Ae LC - . West Wing 

Ce foe  rr~—”——CC _ A higher level of historical research was integrated into the West Wing and Northwest Pavilion project. At the outset, 
od . . LS sll trrsrs—s—~—~—S—ireSR — een & & 8 Proj 
_— fe tog A Yo research was completed at close to the same level as it initially had been for the North Wing with historic documents 

> Sl a wae —— and photos at the Wisconsin Historical Society and Post & Sons construction drawings being consulted. As the project 
2 ae i» Le 8 s 

; vee moved forward, DFD undertook additional research to understand better the conditions in the wing while the production 

3.10 Review of original Post & Sons plans, West Wing, 1993 of New Construction documents was underway. With the larger objective of producing a HSR on the wing and pavil- 
The architectural drawings of Post & Sons were a valuable tool in determining the architects original ion, the study. of thi Fthe Capitol C sla ther buildi da and photos at the Wi sniristorieall 
intent. Architects and historians used the drawings to understand better the historic conditions in the 10D es 7.2  PADETS LUNE, any OSC ONIIDIS SID, OLS PUP EIN 2 Ter ordsiale Phowsable See a 
Capitol and as a guide for restoration of public spaces. Society Archives supplemented earlier research. Special attention was given to information concerning the original 
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decorative finish scheme and the New York firm that implemented it, Mack, Jenney and Tyler. Research undertaken 2 

at the New-York Historical Society and at Columbia University’s Avery Architectural and Fine Arts Library yielded Verified by: i 

previously unknown historic construction drawings and early photographs of the Capitol. Oral histories from past a OE. OR 3 

building occupants provided information on alterations to the building. Type |. Existing Condition =| BioNo | so Repals g 

Door ees 5 
Base drawings were completed using measurements taken throughout the Capitol and entered on-site into AutoCAD on | Jane, NG Co pee — oe oe ee | i 

a laptop computer. The survey of architectural elements became more exhaustive and recorded location, type, size and SP | bee. | | ee a 
5 cia : : ee ee pide Se eee cao 

condition of finishes for plaster, picture and chair rails, marble and stone, windows, doors and hardware, light fixtures, | Top eS aaa 

grilles, borrowed lights and fire hose cabinets. The light fixtures were videotaped during Selective Removal in an effort jest CUD 
. A . . : . . ingeside, oo bs 

to record how the fixtures’ pieces fit together. Becy ae es assigned an BE nunca Gssignahiow that allowed : to [oorkes | Cid 

be tracked after Selective Removal and reinstalled in its original location whenever possible during New Construction. Benue a a0 eo Cg 

Photography also became an important part of the process; room conditions and architectural details were recorded aw oo 

during all phases from survey through construction. DFD contracted directly with FACS to survey decorative finishes. [ esc. Plato | aas,as2 fence | aost0 ee oo 

The contract called for a similar approach to documentation, using wall probes, cross sections and photo documentation, | ——— — _ ee 

as FACS had completed in the North Wing and Assembly Chamber. FACS’s final report was to be used in producing se ee ——___—— Se/l0 —— See | 

decorative finish construction documents. It submitted a preliminary report in September 1993 and a final report in p bee oie Wee A — —— - di — | 

April 1994. Decorative finish contractors Garland Guild and EverGreene Painting Studios performed additional paint ome eo z foo ie I So [— ey 

probes in areas specified by DFD, with both firms uncovering and documenting more paint colors and stencils in late is a a — = — Seo —— ed 

1994 and early 1995. DFD awarded a contract to Wiss, Janney Elstner to conduct an exterior survey and analysis of oo — — — oa a oe ae ~ 

the West Wing, Northwest Pavilion and Dome. Its report was submitted on 7 March 1994. B Rae aes — oo . | ee 0 es 
The West Wing and Northwest Pavilion Historic Structure Report was completed under a separate contract in 2003. In ee me = = — — meee: ee : — = —— . - ot 

addition to the documents collected earlier, further research was undertaken at the Wisconsin Historical Society Archives ns ie fea ee 36/10 E — — 2 a 

and Library, multiple libraries on the University of Wisconsin-Madison campus, the State Law Library, the Legislative oe e — a io — 

Council Library, the Legislative Reference Bureau, the Madison Public Library, the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel, and hd 

the National Archives and also included project records held in the Wisconsin State Capitol Archives. 

: “ta Cracks greater than 9a_ Indicates number present. Oe | Allremoved items to be stored in basement 
South Wi a 1/16" in WD. See photo 10a Pine frame. see | rotunda area. For specific bin number 
ou ig : at left for location. 11a Sheetmetal cover. | | location, see key plan located on Sheet 2 of 

i ilion Histori F 2a Wood gouged or 12a Waterdamage, = | = —_| this manual. The completion of the South Wing and Southeast and Southwest Pavilion Historic Structure Report represented an ed chipped, see drawing at 13a Scalloped edgs, | : 
ditional refinement to project methodology. Issued in September 1995, the South Wing HSR provided a compendium left fortocation. == ta Metalframe. «= |__| te Exist. door to remain in place. 
peri ; : sas : 8a. Screws loose or missing. ie sanes Cl |__| 2c Exist. door to be removed & stored. of project-related pre-design documentation and served as a guide in the development of construction documents. The 4a Sctatches on brass. 36a Bross, | __| 8¢ Exist. door hardware to be removed & 

o a a f . 5 ‘, i _ x 4 Eile Gi aR O I ee goa a i: dG Le 
team reviewed manuscript and photographic collections and published materials at the Wisconsin Historical Society eee ee on — | ac Ee & casing to remain in place. 

. « ‘ : : ji : ‘ . vera Blaine lrerrrr—“i‘“‘“‘ LCOS” Archives and Library, the libraries of the University of Wisconsin-Madison, the Legislative Reference Bureau, the HR Heatly nites a _ S Pee oe 
ee i eae 3 : 3 : “Ba Partotitem missing. = *-—s Severe. sf | Be To be removed & stored. 

New-York Historical Society and the New York Public Library. The documentation provided the design team with Be RA eL Aero Sg, SoS REE Tee 

information both on the Capitol and about general design and construction practices during its period of construction. KAHLER SLATER ARCHITECTS 

Asmall cache of DFD documents also contributed to an understanding of the remodeling and renovation projects that WISCONSIN STATE CAPITOL 
had! din the South Wi South a Suth iti . ‘otnal : RENOVATION AND RESTORATION INW-4A 

occurred in the South Wing and Southeast and Southwest Pavilions since original construction. ~  -F} WEST WING - SELECTIVE REMOVALS 

KSA Project No.:_ 2748.03 State of Wisconsin Project No.:_9109-26.2 ee 

The South Wing HSR was developed according to National Park Service (NPS) guidelines, and the essential organi- 

zational scheme for this and subsequent volumes was developed to include chapters on project methodology, build- 

ing construction and later modifications to the exterior, interior and building systems. The HSR offered information 
concerning research into historic and cont al ati faderal andistaiannt eer tilati 3.11 Door and hardware Selective Removal schedule, West Wing, 1992 

. y Pelle 2 Ce Se wit ‘ Ba pee cco aoe eee = pane Qpacenees is ne ne Kahler Slater introduced the innovation of compiling detailed documentation concerning existing conditions. Architectural 
and air conditioning (HVAC), egress codes relating to the Capitol, as well as code exemptions made for the building in elements in each room were described with instructions indicating what was to remain in place, what was to be removed and 
1989. Further, with the recent passage of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), the HSR provided an exhaustive stored and what was to be removed and discarded. 
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r | FD u z study of accessibility conditions with recommendations for compliance. This analysis resulted in creative solutions 
( ‘ ss Z for architectural, structural and engineering noncompliance issues and provided a basis for understanding both code 

oO a ig and ADA issues in later projects. Preservation recommendations were made based upon an evaluation of the integrity 
_ _ 2 | 4 > of the original design and the historic context of the wing; the conclusions established were compared to planning 
(oo . - id 2 directives issued in the 1987 Master Plan. 

_ 3 4 < | S Data on the existing condition of architectural elements were gathered through the use of a variety of surveys, many of 
_ P — E oy which were similar to those implemented in the West Wing project. The systematic examination of the South Wing and 

- : : = Southeast and Southwest Pavilions involved measuring spaces to produce accurate floor and reflected ceiling plans as 
: R 00 uM 9 a well as sections ae elevations: Using forms tymcally ey oPed iat a graphic representation of the Coe the type, 

. ped M i vse “) Re > condition, material, and dimensions of elements including brass grilles, doors, door hardware, borrowed lights, light 
i 2 a 2 7 fixtures (including those stored in the Capitol brass room), marble, wood trim, ceilings and interior and decorative fin- 

ae oe — : ishes for all spaces in the wing and pavilions were recorded. The decorative finish contractor Garland Guild completed 
“ fC oe ae } Aj G on o 7} i. the paint probes and analyses and submitted the results of its evaluation in a two-volume report in February 1996.4 
é | : : A 2 lai Constance S. Silver of Preservar and Professor Richard Wolbers of the Winterthur Museum Conservation Department 

: : : | : : completed technical examinations of some of the more complex finishes and fine artwork in the wing for Garland Guild 

a 3 : ie 7. TS ; and prepared a two-volume study entitled Wisconsin State Capitol: Analysis of Mural Paintings and Architectural 
4 ‘ . : Finished [sic] of the South Wing and Southeast and Southwest Pavilions issued in February 1996.25 DFD combined 
y — information from both sets of reports to produce supplemental information for the decorative finish contractor.” 

Q c ; i ee Information on the architectural and decorative features gathered by the A/E and it Itant: integrated int oY dé and its consultants was integrated into 

| J the HSR. Further, the surveys were used to create construction documents with schedules that indicated the items to 
a , « : : be removed, tagged, repaired and stored during Selective Removal and to guide reinstallation of the items during New 

3.12 Existing condition survey photo, South Wing, 1995 Construction. A separate project involving the survey of original Capitol furniture was undertaken by DFD interns 

Prior to architectural intervention, photographs were made to document conditions. These images showed not only how the concurrent with the South Wing project. It began in June 1994 and continued to October 1995; its purpose was to iden- 
rooms looked before rehabilitation but also documented the types of damages inflicted on the building through makeshift tify, document and photograph existing original furniture for restoration and possible reuse in the Capitol. The study 
remodeling eforis, identified furniture that had been designed for the Capitol but was found both in that building and in twenty other state 

office buildings. The result of the research was presented in a nine-volume binder series in October 1995.2’ 

Central Portion 

The Central Portion Historic Structure Report provided a repository for information drawn both from historical research 

and building surveys. Research gathered from the Wisconsin Historical Society Library and Archives, University of 

Wisconsin-Madison campus libraries, University of Wisconsin-Madison Archives and DFD’s renovation and restoration 

records provided architectural and historical information, as did information gathered previously from the New-York 

Historical Society and Columbia University’s Avery Library. For the HSR, special attention was given to understand- 

ing the influences on Post’s design of the Wisconsin Capitol Dome and the prominent artists involved with the artwork 

commissioned for the Dome and Rotunda. Basic history and repair information on Kenyon Cox’s pendentive mosaics 

and Edwin Blashfield’s oculus mural, The Resources of Wisconsin, was gathered to provide contextual data that would 

contribute to the findings of art conservators who would assess the condition of the work once scaffolding was in 

place. Architectural, structural and engineering options for code compliance also were included in the HSR based on 

research into federal and state requirements for fire safety, heating, ventilating and air conditioning (HVAC) and egress 

codes. Early study into the impact of existing codes in the Central Portion led to the 1989 code exemption established 

for the Capitol since compliance would have required fire safety walls separating the wings from the Rotunda and the 

enclosure of the stairs, as well as exits from upper floors at the ends of each wing. Consistent with the directives pre- 
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sented in the 1987 Master Plan, the entire Central Portion (excluding the utilitarian areas, such as the surfaces of the oS 28s z 

open space between the inner and outer domes) was recommended for restoration, the most exacting and historically ee 

sensitive type of preservation treatment. A disposition list containing ten categories of materials and equipment and : ae 

recommendations for reuse, disposal or storage also was included. M. pals ; 5 

Two types of building surveys were conducted; one was completed as a part of the research associated with the HSR and a ye ; : i 

a second was done after the upper reaches of the Rotunda were made accessible by scaffold. The vertical nature of the eae ¥ 4 Jes oe 

interior space made the two-level approach necessary, and this process was distinguished from that taken in the wings. Ce ila i, ” SS i . 
The first level of surveys evaluated items easily accessed from the basement through the sixth level, including corridor phat yt Tan aoe Reg an : 
ceilings, decorative stonework, doors, hardware and wood trim, grilles, furniture and lighting each was itemized and Oo . x or id / Ns On ee a DiS : - ' 
its condition assessed. Survey forms were used to record condition, dimensions, location and tracking numbers for the aS en aaa - we rf * ¢ 

accessible architectural elements, furnishings and finishes. The results were compiled to document existing conditions WS tt a og r FN) rf ; 
and to produce drawings with directions for removal, repair and reuse of items. Photographic documentation was also wey ye ' _— ges) ; 
completed throughout the process. Ld ¢ rs A ar ae » € 

After scaffolding was installed, contractors and conservators examined the mosaics, decorative finishes, scagliola col- r A ee . Ltt d ‘ae os ~ a ae ’ 
umns, grilles and windows located in the Rotunda above the fourth level. Decorative finish and artwork surveys were Osi BP Ap f Ww “ ; i ay e " ” 
the main focus of this work. DFD completed a paint probe between August 1997 and April 1998 and compiled a report - Of ay iy { P| , ny . my NG a i.) 

consisting of the worksheets along with location maps and color formulas.* Architectural conservator Ronald Koenig of a j . mt i : ul bs af ah , * get « 

Lansing, Michigan undertook a study of the scagliola columns and produced a report with treatment recommendations vA ys “os Cog fie a : Ay a . ’ 

in December 1997.” Preservar, Inc. analyzed the Rotunda Basement finishes and mural paintings and included the eats Ox fe | ae o 8 

results in a February 1998 report.*° Preservar also completed a technical examination of Blashfield’s oculus mural and Re OO ae i PY Tia : a AS 
a description of its findings and commentary on treatment is included in Preservar’s The 1998 Conservation Treatment Rees o & | iy > oT : D P on te 7 Q 
of ‘The Resources of Wisconsin,’ A Monumental Mural Painting in the Rotunda of the Wisconsin State Capitol! A RK ae . : ‘ ce Te 4 ) o . a : o 
number of conservators examined and produced reports on the Kenyon Cox pendentive mosaics. Jerry Podany of the eg yo a ¢ fs | hee _ og a 
J. Paul Getty Museum in Los Angeles produced a condition report and made conservation recommendations for the a fe ys —— iq - “os 
mosaics in March 1998. In September 1998, Seebohm provided the results of his preliminary study of the mosaics is Me a y a 
and in January 1999 released Jnitial Testing and Stabilization Report for the Kenyon Cox Monumental Mosaics Wis- a 'e , is ie . . | a 
consin State Capitol Madison, Wisconsin.* Garland Guild examined decorative ceiling panels on the ground floor and ae! sf . : 

submitted its results in its January 1999 Central Portion Project: Report of Examination and Conservation Treatment edie te 
of Decorative Ceilings, 32 Panels on Ground Floor and 12 Panels on North Grand Stairs.* al 

East Wing ‘ 
A different approach to presentation of historic and architectural research was taken in the East Wing project. A His- sy 
toric Structure Report (HSR) for the East Wing and Northeast Pavilion was removed from the scope of work early in bs _ 
1998. Historical information instead was packaged into a series of binders, and photocopies of historic documents 
were organized thematically and chronologically to document construction chronology, original design intent and to ‘i 
provide information on the original materials, finishes and artwork. Summary sheets were prepared to simplify use of 

the material. The research effort gathered information from the Wisconsin Historical Society Library and Archives, ‘ 
Madison newspaper accounts, DFD documentation describing remodeling projects, the Madison Public Library capitol Ne 
files, Legislative Reference Bureau files and historic photographs from a variety of sources. The research and design 

team used this information to aid in the development of the Preservation Plan for the wing while the contractors used 3.13 Mosaic condition survey, Central Portion, 1998 , 
it to learn about original materials and earlier processes. Additional research was completed on an as-needed basis Digan restoration oe onal Barton NaS digeonered ibe mosaics a elaninatins tes ts tesserae were in danger of falling from the pendentives. Extensive testing and a peer review were held to as- 
throughout the design and construction phases of the project. sist DFD in formulating the best restoration technique. 
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In most cases, the contractors rather than the architects completed the survey of building elements in the East Wing the occupants and integrating them with the findings generated by historical and architectural research allowed the 
and Northeast Pavilion. This method was used because most of the team was already familiar with conditions in the design team to develop realistic architectural solutions early in the process, which decreased the likelihood that costly 
Capitol and the processes necessary to evaluate, remove and refurbish specific systems and elements. Each contractor changes would be required once construction was underway. The complexity of the Capitol project demanded highly 

developed its own survey to assess interior finishes, doors and hardware, borrowed lights, plaster, stonework, radiator detailed construction documents; the increasingly sophisticated Pre-Design and Design Development procedures 
enclosures, artwork and decorative finishes, furniture, grilles and the exterior. The survey process was simplified by facilitated this process. 

the use of portable computers loaded with a database that eliminated the need to key handwritten notes into another 

form for use in construction documents. Photographic surveys were used to record existing conditions, and special North Wing 

documentation was completed in the Governor’s Conference Room and the Supreme Court Hearing Room to provide The recommendations made in the 1987 Master Plan provided the basis for programming the North Wing, supplemented 

a base for construction documents. The survey data were used to produce construction schedules that identified items by information gathered from assembly and Capitol Police representatives. The Master Plan outlined the division of 
for tagging, removal, restoration and reinstallation during construction. EWA and Cullen & Sons compiled cost esti- space within the wing, prescribing two-room office suites for the legislators and an additional hearing room. Offices 
mates based on the survey data, which were used by prospective subcontractors in submitting bids to Cullen & Sons, for legislators were to be larger and better furnished than spaces designated for staff, but the suites all were intended to 
who managed contracts and participants.*° be similar in size and finish. Disagreement arose over the needs expressed by the Capitol Police to maintain a ground 

floor office, an idea that conflicted with the renovation of this space into legislative offices. An ad hoc committee of the 

A number of art conservators were engaged to provide analysis and treatment recommendations for the Hugo Ballin State of Wisconsin Building Commission settled the dispute by deciding that the information counter in the Rotunda 

murals in the Governor’s Conference Room and those of Albert Herter in the Supreme Court Hearing Room. Four provided sufficient security presence. A Capitol Police dispatch center was created instead in the basement of the 
separate reports were prepared on the Ballin murals, with conflicting findings. Preservar submitted a report following Northwest Pavilion in a space that originally was the barbershop. Already with the North Wing project, Programming 

the examination of the paintings in October 1998. During the year that followed, Cunningham-Adams of Sandy Hook, represented just a part of the Pre-Design effort, the other being research into documents and photos at the Wisconsin 

Connecticut was contracted to provide a second opinion and issued its report in November 1999. Its findings provided Historical Society and into the original Post & Sons’ Capitol drawings and specifications held by DFD. A two-pronged 

the argument that the murals had not been damaged by overpainting to the degree asserted by Preservar. Preservar effort of programming and historical research created a foundation of information to support Design Development and 

countered in another report that was submitted at nearly the same time and then wrote the final word to date in July the production of construction documents. 

2001, when it completed the two-volume The Governor s Reception Room of the Wisconsin State Capitol: Analysis of 

the Mural Paintings by Hugo Ballin and Prospects for Conservation Treatment. The differences in the findings pro- The design team submitted its Design Report on 24 October 1989. The report outlined an intended scope of work that 

vided by these respected authorities have delayed the restoration of the twenty-eight murals. Presevar was also under included the renovation of the basement and office spaces from the ground through fourth floors with the upgrade of 

contract to provide its analysis of the Herter murals and submitted its report in October 1998. In May 2001, Richard systems throughout the wing plus the basement of the Northwest Pavilion. Additionally, the restoration of artwork and 

Wolbers of the Winterthur Museum also was contracted to do a finish study on the cornice elements in the Supreme the restoration and recreation of decorative finishes in the North Hearing Room, public corridors and the GAR Memorial 

Court. His report was submitted in May 2001. Hall were included in the project. Although the hall was to be renovated into a hearing room, the report called for the 

restoration of the hall’s original artwork and decorative finishes. On the same day that the Design Report was released, 

After the East Wing project was underway, DFD made a commitment to document the research and architectural work the Building Commission gave the Department of Administration authority to undertake the North Wing project. With 
that had taken place during the Capitol project to inform the future caretakers of the building about its construction and its report approved, the design team began to produce documents to guide construction. 

subsequent architectural interventions. EWA was awarded a contract in May 2000 to complete the multiple-volume 

HSR earlier planned for the Capitol, rounding out the effort begun with the South Wing and Central Portion HSRs. The design team, which included multiple architectural and mechanical consultants, issued a document set for each of 

Volumes were authorized for the East Wing and Northeast Pavilion, the North Wing and the West Wing and Northwest two distinct phases, Selective Removal and New Construction. Selective Removal involved removing architectural 

Pavilion. Additionally, a comprehensive volume, intended to give an overview of the entire Capitol project and ad- and mechanical features and readying the space for rehabilitation or restoration. Asbestos Abatement took place 

dress subjects not specifically covered in the other volumes was contracted. The East Wing and Northeast Pavilion simultaneously. Detailed plans, schedules and specifications developed during the design phase guided both phases 

Historic Structure Report was completed in October 2001. This volume drew upon the research gathered earlier and of construction, directing the storage and reinstallation of original architectural features as well as installation of 

was supplemented with project-related materials. The content and organization was based on the earlier volumes and newly fabricated elements. A combined Selective Removal and Asbestos Abatement specification and drawing set 

topics included East Wing project methodology related to building research and surveys, preservation recommenda- was released for bidding on 23 November 1989 with four addenda released in December 1989 and a fifth in January 

tions, an overview of original construction and discussion concerning modifications to the exterior, interior, structure 1990. The New Construction drawing set and specification, using the terms renovation and restoration in its title, 

and building systems; code analysis also was provided in this volume. was released for bidding on 29 November 1990. Addenda were issued in December 1990 and January 1991. Using 

the research gathered by FACS on the decorative finishes, DFD produced its specifications for the decorative finishes 

Programming, Design Development and Construction Documents of public spaces in the North Wing and released the project for bidding on 17 June 1991. A revision was issued on 3 
In addition to historical research and architectural documentation, the more traditional pre-design practice of ascertain- September 1991 that reduced the scope of work by having the state supply labor, materials and scaffolding. Decorative 

ing the needs of the building occupants, or programming, became increasingly refined as the team gained experience finishes for legislative offices were addressed in an internal document circulated 28 February 1992 that proposed three 

working in the building with the legislature and other occupant groups. Discerning the functional requirements of options for treatment: replicating historic stencils, replicating only the original wall striping with a two-color scheme, 
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or implementing paint patterns based on the original work. None of these were selected. Instead, it was determined f 
that the offices would be painted plainly; therefore no bid documents were produced. Related projects included the 8 

installation of temporary heat in the wing and DFD had AEI prepare the bid materials which were released on 8 No- a 

vember 1990. Nearly ewe years later, Kahler Slater prepared the bid package for the preservation of the windows; the State uf ail iscunsin E 
documents were set to bid on 20 August 1992. a 

JOINT COMMITTEE ON LEGISLATIVE ORGANIZATION a 

West Wing and Northwest Pavilion 

Programming began early in 1992 with the building occupant representative providing information on the anticipated (asi 
=. ‘i : g : 5 i “Dy «a space needs of the meet of the ee assembly, which was the primary resident of ait wing. Linda Anderson repre GOrCHIREERSON & et at CO-CHATEPERSON 

sented the assembly during the West Wing work, as she had during the North Wing project. The Master Plan called for SENATOR FRED A. RISSER i Pc p SPEAKER TOM LOFTUS 

the creation of two-room offices for assembly members, assigned space in the wing and pavilion to assembly leaders, pps “sia agi 235 South IKE) f pg oe ha 211 West 
. ‘ 0. Box Wak: -O. Box 

the assembly chief clerk, the sergeant at arms and the caucus staff, and directed that the Assembly Parlor be restored. In Madison, WI 53707-7882 a OES i Madison, WI 53708-8952 

general, the assembly concurred with these directives, but requested the elimination of caucus offices and the Legislative Phone: 266-1627 : Phone: 266-3387 
Reference Bureau from the wing and the addition of the recently remodeled assembly leadership offices to the scope 

of work. Historical research was not a major part of the pre-design process, although an awareness of its importance 

was later manifested in a controversy that ensued following the release of Selective Removal documents. 
June 4, 1987 

Kahler Slater with AEI and its consultants submitted Design Development drawings and room programming guides to 

DFD on 1 May 1992. The documents represented a synthesis of programming data, mechanical and communication TO: INTERESTED PERSONS 

systems upgrade (ean ae with heavy Cope cela on extended to the general euecives of the Master Plan. Remeewer os) 1957 mceting, che Joint Gommictee on Legislative 

Requests made by the building occupants throughout Design Development and even into the subsequent construc- Organization approved this Capitol Master Plan for the restoration, 

tion processes included the suggestion that a spiral staircase be installed in the assembly leadership office and that a Bie ae eye tony, sndaeamprovement eof) ‘the State “Capitol suilding=and i : : i grounds. 
press room doorway be cut through a load bearing wall in the basement. Both ideas were considered and abandoned. 

; : ‘ The Capitol Master Plan provides a blueprint for the continued Selective Meats and es pee Cau CLITens were issued on 25 Boverner 1992. The Selective Removal Peaeorar Sri takihe @ Capiteimiiuiiding toa) assuce 0. kiat thas atebe 

documents included drawings and specifications as well as the results of the condition survey of doors and borrowed government functions housed in the Capitol can be performed 

lights and schedules for door, brass, hardware and borrowed lights. An addendum to the Selective Removal docu- efficiently and effectively, while preserving Wisconsin's premier 
. architectural and historical structure. 

ments was released on 29 December 1992. The Asbestos Abatement package was produced internally by DFD; an 

addendum was released on 23 December 1992. Both bid packages required that a high level of attention be given to On behalf of all Wisconsin citizens, the Joint Committee looks 
; - ‘ i forward to the implementation of this Plan. 

work performance, and that quality materials and excellent workmanship be provided. For the Assembly Parlor Wood 

Preservation and Restoration, Selective Removal and New Construction were bid as a single contract with documents Sincerely, 
released 12 February 1993. Following the release of the Selective Removal documents, and as the work was beginning ae 
in the wing, questions were raised concerning the level of proposed modification to the original interior walls, which ee ow \ aD vm 

were slated for nearly complete removal. Public debate over Selective Removal recommendations led to a careful Gehater Ered aA. Risser Speaker Tom LAftus 

review of the preservation methodology, and in response to the public debate, DFD issued its preservation recom- Co-Chairperson Co-Chairpers 
. . : : mks sia \ 

mendations to the State Capitol and Executive Residence Board (SCERB) on 9 March 1993. In addition to outlining 

the history of the Capitol, DFD’s document described previous alterations to the building and offered information 

concerning the methodology used in establishing directives for Selective Removal, New Construction and decorative 

finish work. This episode led ultimately to a heightened commitment that historical research and thorough building 

analysis be in place and lead to a more informed decision-making process on the part of the design team in this and 

subsequent work in the Capitol. 
3.14 Joint Committee on Legislative Organization cover letter, Capitol Master Plan, 1987 

3 3 i : ‘ Released in 1987, the Capitol Master Plan provided preservation planning guidelines in calling for the preservation or restora- 
New Construction bid documents were released on 16 September 1993 with three addenda issued in October. The tion of public spaces and the renovation of private spaces. Although its recommendations were adapted from wing to wing, the ‘ . ‘ 2 ie Pi 4 8) 8 
documents included a two-volume drawing set, specifications, schedules for brass, hardware and borrowed lights, and Master Plan remained the principal planning tool for the project. 
highly detailed guides to finishing the offices and marble and stone restoration. Additionally DFD released supplemen- 
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. 3 j z tal information for prospective decorative finish contractors on 18 October 1993. Separate bid packages containing 
3 a a = 2 drawings and specifications were created for furniture and finishes, stone procurement and carpeting. The furniture and 

a ; . ae . Mi finishes package was released on 12 May 1994 with an addendum issued 9 June 1994. The bid set for stone procure- 

ene ~~ - “A s > ment was issued on 8 June 1994. The bid documents for carpet were made available 11 August 1994 with addenda 

a Ug ye oe , =o released on 7 September and 6 October 1994. 

- _. a Eo . . South Wing and Southeast and Southwest Pavilions 
} ee 7 During the programming of the South Wing, the design team worked closely with the Wisconsin State Senate to gather 

a) Ge 4 information concerning space needs from individual senators and the offices of the senate chief clerk and the senate 

~— « of R sergeant at arms. Roxanne Nelson of the senate chief clerk’s office was assigned to assist the design team in ascertaining 

a . = / ee cas - the requirements of the occupants. It was generally agreed that the 1987 Master Plan's recommendations for two-room 

: Ao oe pee a af A . = office suites on the ground and first floors were appropriate, but the senate sought modifications to the Master Plan 

» > a ae so Sega q u ~ = — for the second through fourth floors with the goal of providing additional offices.*° Senate leadership offices would 

Ce > Se i es ced ae stay on the second floor, where caucus rooms would be added, and the chamber and parlor would continue to accom: 

: ae = . . . / 4 oa modate traditional functions. More two-room office suites were requested for the third and fourth floors, in addition 

A. 4 _. “i —" to a hearing room on the fourth floor. Basement programming also involved resolving space claims advanced by the 

co assembly and building maintenance staff. The senate sergeant at arms was located in the basement and the senate 

eC «4 chief clerk’s office was moved out of the Capitol and eventually was relocated in the Risser Justice Center. In addi- 

a q tion to space needs, the senate was concerned with the careful conservation, restoration and re-creation of artwork and 

< 7. decorative finishes in the wing as well as furnishings and historic lighting.*’ The September 1995 the South Wing and 

——s _ Southeast and Southwest Pavilions Historic Structure Report was an important tool in assisting with the establishment 

bay of programmatic objectives. It provided a synthesis of historic information and preservation recommendations, and 

the comprehensive architectural and decorative finish surveys were valuable as planning documents that addressed the 
3.15 Light fixture meeting, South Wing, 1997 i : : . ‘ ‘i 
Nonhistoric fluorescent light fixtures were removed during the rehabilitation of the offices so that new, more efficient fixtures senate’s desire that a relatively high level of preservation take place in the wing. 
could be installed. Beginning in the South Wing, designs were developed to create modern fixtures that evoked the historical 

ones as closely as possible. Although the preliminary room programming guide was issued in September 1992, Design Development did not begin 
in earnest until March 1994 with the release of floor plans illustrating recommended space configurations.* Providing 

a hearing room for the Joint Committee on Finance and offices for the Legislative Fiscal Bureau Director and staff, 

as recommended in the Master Plan, was debated throughout the design process. Ultimately, the hearing room and 

Legislative Fiscal Bureau offices were dropped from the scope of work for the South Wing. The Capitol press corps 

lobbied to have their offices in the West Wing basement reassigned to the second floor Southwest Pavilion, a request 

that was accommodated during Design Development. Office configurations were not finalized until after the release 

of the Selective Removal documents due to changes proposed by the office of the senate chief clerk. Furniture pro- 

gramming was given much greater consideration than it had in previous wings. A temporary suite of offices for the 

governor also had to be worked into the plans for the ground floor after he indicated a desire to remain in the Capitol 

while his office was restored as a part of the East Wing project, scheduled to follow.” 

Selective Removal and Asbestos Abatement documents were released for bidding on 4 January 1996. The document set 

included specifications and drawings. Selective Removal schedules, organized in two separate volumes, were provided 

for doors, door hardware, borrowed lights, transoms and light fixtures, and the results of the marble and stone condi- 

tion survey also were packaged and made available to contractors. Addenda were released in January and February 

1996. The Asbestos Abatement specifications and drawings were issued by DFD at the same time, also with addenda 

released in January and February 1996. The design team issued its preservation recommendations, especially as per- 

taining to decorative finishes in the South Wing, on 23 February 1996. The team’s recommendations were based on 
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historical research that was expanded to include the Capitol Commission records at the Wisconsin Historical Society, A f 

reconnaissance probes undertaken in December 1993 and an extensive decorative finish survey completed between Fee - 3 

August 1995 and February 1996. The approach advocated was in conformity with the findings presented in the 1995 soe og ie . . Zz 

South Wing HSR.‘! The recommendations were approved and became integrated in the specifications for the restora- er Ses 4 : 2 a e 

tion of decorative finishes. - : a z 

New Construction bid documents were released on 8 July 1996. They included specifications and a drawing set, two - 2 ‘ ws we : - 4 ae —— —s ome ‘4 

volumes of schedules pertaining to doors, hardware, borrowed lights and transoms, a guide to the repair of marble and 4 tt - a < <5 Oe nial y 
stone, and two volumes of the room finishing guide. A single addendum was released on 24 July 1996. Revised versions oe a = tl a ee “ € ma ae eS oa 
of the room finishing guide for ground, first and second floors was released on 20 January 1997 and for basement, third a e : 4 oe S i“ — Te ae >>. ‘ - o u~< ; yr 

and fourth floors on 24 January. Drawings and specifications for the South Wing decorative finishes were released on 1 oe pee ee — NS fees IW - 

27 January with addenda made available in February and March. A separate set of documents was produced for the Pe a af a Se ee 4 “Bae 
Senate Chamber, Parlor and Vestibule furniture that contained provisions for the manufacture of reproduction furniture Te ee ee Sige a= hy a a 
and the restoration of historic furniture. Documents for outfitting Room 411S with audiovisual/video systems were = oF - oS ) fe _ oe —— Ae — y apart an 

made available for bidding on 17 September 1998 with an addendum released on 9 October. a 7 / i ace bie ose panies & 2 oe si Vy 4 

ey ane .. Te 
Central Portion a :  # oe ACY, ——— i | f ™ mm é ae 2 \ : 4) 

Since occupancy demands in the Central Portion were minimal, formal programming was not required. However, ad 2a | we —_ = nS al i Ls 3 

because the Rotunda is the premier public space in the Capitol, the Guidelines and Master Plan called for its restora- [7 ee — a ll ee ‘ia 
tion, the highest level of preservation treatment.” The Rotunda, particularly its upper reaches, had been spared the EC ‘ : es eee 
sort of maintenance to which much of the building had been subjected. However, the original color scheme had been Ei See Bes rs : ae 

altered and varnish applied to the artwork in the years between construction and project planning. The Rotunda was eS = . ‘ Seg 

to be restored to reinstate fully its historic and architectural integrity based on research, compiled in the HSR, about eee een eer Pe eee Oe 

the original execution, installation and care of the artwork and decorative finishes. This research was intended to 3.16 Interior color schemes, South Wing, circa 1996 ; : : a 
f 3 z auate ‘ j s . Paint selection proved to be a complicated matter for renovated private spaces. Although paint probes had established original 
inform the design team and conservators in establishing recommendations and moving forward with appropriate treat- fuishenendleolare nam building Gccuconts preferred o ¢omewhat lighter palette jor thetr offices 

ments. The mosaics provided a unique challenge and required extensive study and testing due to delamination of the 

tesserae. This prompted a gathering of art conservators in October 1998 to discuss the stabilization and restoration of 

the mosaics.** Once scaffolding was in place, architectural elements, such as decorative plaster and stone, windows 

and scagliola, were evaluated and plans made for cleaning and restoration. 

DFD finalized a scope of work and preliminary cost estimates in May 1995, but the design team did not begin formal 

meetings until two years later, in August 1997.“ The restoration, planned to include the Rotunda from the basement 

through the lantern at the top of the Dome, also included outer corridors defined by the podium wall, the outer wall of the 

Rotunda that enclosed the structural mass bearing the weight of the Dome. A fairly complex part of the work included 

the restoration of the artwork. Plans were made for the preservation of Edwin Blashfield’s oculus mural, Resources of 

Wisconsin, Kenyon Cox’s four monumental mosaics and the oil-on-canvas murals on the Rotunda Basement ceiling and 

decorative finishes, including patterns and gilding. Architectural elements, such as the cathedral windows, scagliola 

columns and marble, would be cleaned and repaired as necessary. Lighting would be restored to replicate the historic 

lighting throughout the Rotunda, although a new lighting system for television also was planned as well as anew sound 

system for public events.** The North Grand Stair was added to the scope of the Central Portion project early in the 

design process, and the recreation of decorative finishes and rehabilitation of architectural elements, such as the barrel 

vault glass ceiling extending into the North Wing, was planned for accordingly. Because the project affected a highly 

visible area in the building, DFD felt that it was important to keep the public informed about its progress. A visitor 

information station was created with a viewing window cut into a construction barrier; two video monitors focused 

Cee ON or ne eee a ey



AT a = OG ay 4 a on areas of activity providing the public an opportunity to view the work of the restoration team. Display cases with 

s @, é . Y LPO pe > historical information and explanations about restoration also were constructed for the public. DFD also developed 

fi a ‘. a we tf, a “om 2 two short videos with Wisconsin Public Television about the Central Portion project.” 

my po | if i z The team continued to organize and plan even though the project was put on hold briefly in August 1997 until the 

ee Se — \4 8 4 legislature passed a budget and the governor signed it.“* The Central Portion bid documents, including specifications 
oe « fe and drawings, were released on 4 October 1997. Cullen & Sons already had negotiated its contract with DFD as the 

. : (A o single prime contractor, and proposals for the different divisions of work, such as the architectural woodwork and deco- 

> a rative finishes, were to be made by subcontractors to Cullen & Sons.” The design team created separate documents 

SS Lf for the divisions of work and designated each one as “Modification No. 1,” “Modification No. 2,” etc., in the order in 

ee fe : which they were released. These documents were not addenda, nor were they considered change orders, but rather as 

_ re 7 a8 clarifications to the bid documents.*° The design team produced as many as fifteen different “modifications” between 

eo : es ei . . , October 1997 and March 1998 for divisions such as decorative finishes, electrical, plumbing, plaster, and furniture and 

we Me oom sree a cee Ro finishes.*' Addenda were issued for the modifications when necessary. 

* $ | x , . a “7 ee Ea iv : - S si Programming the East Wing involved accommodating the occupancy needs of eight user groups in the wing.** Workshops 

: , bs a i i ne | . ad | as Te I a and interviews were conducted to assess occupant needs. “Occupant project representatives” from each of the eight 

be i Re. Fig heii me ‘ Ls ao x a groups participated during Programming and continued to represent their respective groups through Design Develop- 

“4 ae ea par | ment. The Master Plan again was used as a starting point to discuss space allotments in the wing, although changes 
a oe connie were made. The most significant involved placing the Joint Committee on Finance Hearing Room and a Legislative 

Fiscal Bureau office in the wing as they had been omitted from the South Wing in the earlier project. Occupancy data 

: plea | Uitedite deena te Th ie Rene oh Stns lo a was compiled and made available on 6 October 1998 for use in Design Development. The furniture program also 

was released for review and approval on that day. While occupancy data was being assembled, the design team held 

oe Se Olmaton re alate Boe Lee ee Cone oreo ad - a meeting on 5 October 1998 to establish recommendations for levels of preservation treatment to be implemented in 
During the restoration of the Central Portion, DFD was committed to an outreach program that allowed visitors to watch the ; ne ; ik ane Pe i 

work as it was underway. Openings covered with plexiglas were cut into the protective barrier that separated the Rotunda from the East Wing and Northeast Pavilion. The design team used National Park Service criteria to assess conditions objec- 

the East Wing and a display case provided informative updates on the process. tively and make recommendations. This effort led to the production of the Preservation Plan, released on 16 October 

1998. Occupancy data in combination with the recommendations of the Preservation Plan provided the information 

base upon which Design Development proceeded. 

The team produced a series of floor plans, representative of different spatial configurations as a part of the Schematic 

Design effort. The architect worked closely with the occupant groups, which were required to review and respond to 

the floor plans. This aspect of the design process proceeded through much of 1999 as final approval for the schematic 

design was delayed due to unresolved differences among the wing's occupants. Cullen & Sons and DFD managers 

insisted the design work proceed using the “Six-Revised” (““6R”) floor plan, a hybrid scheme, as a basis for continu- 

ing with the work, despite the lack of complete approval, in an attempt to meet the schedule. The occupant project 

representatives continued to influence Design Development and alter the “6R” floor plan due to the lack of consensus. 

Design Development drawings were finally issued on 25 February 1999. The drawings led to more cost analysis and 

served as a basis for Selective Removal and New Construction documents. 

Selective Removal contract documents were issued on 21 June 1999, although in the interest of maintaining a compressed 

schedule, the Selective Removal process had already begun with contractors relying upon a 75 percent review set to 

guide their work. The survey database with information on architectural features, such as doors and hardware, was 

used to create documents that included supplementary books on the condition and location of the surveyed items. This 
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information was used for cost analysis in preparing bids and to guide removal, storage and repair of doors, hardware, 2 

grilles and other items. New Construction contract documents were released on 26 October 1999. A room finishing EAST WING ARCHITECTS z 
iz 1 : : * - * « WISCONSIN STATE CAPITOL - 

guide, and special books detailing radiator enclosures, doors and wainscot were also included in the bid set, along with RESTORATION AND REHABILITATION OF THE EAST WING g 

schedules for paint, decorative finishes, doors, hardware and grilles. Bid documents, however, required considerable g 

revision following new programmatic directives later issued by the Governor’s office. Five separate packages were ; > 

released for special areas and items, including the Governor’s Conference Room and Supreme Court Package issued ii z 

on 21 September 1999. In this instance, the design team used rectified photography to produce a set of photographic Peg : 

elevations containing condition information. The carpet package, issued 31 January 2000, the drapery and furniture ‘ foe 

packages, both released on 15 March 2000 and the Teleconferencing Systems package, issued on 7 November 2000, x a Fee Re 

all came after the release of the New Construction documents. ———. 

Construction we AA ee ae vt 
As reflected in the organization of the construction documents, except for Central Portion, construction took place in * a ae vk Wi. 

two distinct phases, Selective Removal and New Construction. Selective Removal involved removing architectural and 2 reat 

mechanical features, some of which were slated for disposal and some for reuse, and readying the space for rehabilita- 

tion and restoration. Asbestos Abatement, a more highly specialized form of Selective Removal, typically took place 

simultaneously. Surveys, schedules, detailed plans and other construction documents developed during the research Preservation Plan 

and design phases guided both phases of construction, directing the storage and reinstallation of original architectural October 16, 1998 

elements as well as installation of newly fabricated elements in the wings, Central Portion and pavilions. To the great- 

est degree possible, original fabric was reused. eee geen terran eee taees Are econut ne ceere cpunn, tne 

North Wing Renovation and Restoration (1990-92) 

The Construction phase of the North Wing began in March 1990 with Selective Removal and Asbestos Abatement. 3.18 Preservation Plan, East Wing, 1998 

While these two processes took place at nearly the same time, abatement and removal were done separately for safety In the early part of the East Wing Restoration and Rehabilitation, team members used National Park Service criteria to assess 
reasons. Two contracts were awarded for Selective Removal on 16 January 1990, one for the removal of architectural existing conditions in the wing and recommend the appropriate level of preservation treatment. The resulting Preservation Plan 
and some mechanical elements and the other for the removal of electrical fixtures. The Asbestos Abatement contract was used with programming data to serve as a basis for design development and subsequent construction documents. 
was awarded on 19 February 1990. A pre-construction meeting for both Selective Removal and Asbestos Abatement 

was held on 23 February 1990, with 1 March 1990 given as a projected start date for the work. However, Asbestos 

Abatement could not begin until the occupants had moved out of the wing and the ventilation system was shut down. 

Abatement began in early April and the majority of the work was completed by October 1990. Later, additional asbestos 

containing material (ACM) was located, and another firm was contracted to remove it from the fourth and fifth floors 

through December and into early 1991. 

The Selective Removal contractor in charge of removing architectural and mechanical elements began installing floor 

protection in late February 1990. Before work started, DFD surveyed and inventoried items such as doors, hardware 

and grilles to record and track them for reinstallation. Contractors removed these items as well as the library stacks, 

metal stairs, exhaust fans and ceiling plaster. Elements designated by DFD for reuse were stored in the Rotunda Base- 

ment. Additional tasks added to the scope of work through change orders included the excavation and lowering of the 

North Wing and Northwest Pavilion basement floors to accommodate new mechanical and plumbing systems. A por- 

tion of the West Wing basement floor also was lowered for a new telephone system, and an opening was created in the 

Northwest Pavilion foundation wall as one of two firefighters’ entrances. Also, the Selective Removal contractor cut 

underfloor duct chases in preparation for the electrical, telecommunications and data wiring that would be installed as 

part of New Construction. The process led to some concerns for the irreplaceable marble in the North Hearing Room; 

with the removal of structural elements, the marble in the two-story room was starting to shift. Bracing and protection 

oe 0 nee. omnes ace



os — Se ee: 2 were added to the room in November 1990 to prevent damage to the stone. The final Selective Removal and Asbes- ee en EES ae os = ee ee ts ag peg ? tos Abatement meeting was held on 11 March 1990. When the A/E declared that abatement was almost finished, the 
_ : see 7 Te : : : <x. ig Selective Removal contractor said work would end on the last change order that week. 

. : / — So . - 4 ai : Five prime contracts for new construction were let on 22 January 1991 (general contractor, HVAC, electrical, universal 
a“ Le : a a os sii—pthe , wiring, and plumbing and fire protection). A few additional contracts were issued on specific items throughout New : : So cece: emesis icc eal Construction. Two contracts were let, one in February 1990 and the other in October 1991, for additional Asbestos 

“4 Abatement. Contracts for furniture selection consultation; mechanical systems testing, testing and balancing; and 
4 pee oy E relocation of telephone cables and installation of network interfaces were also let. The A/E held a pre-construction : cs _ _. aN ’ meeting on 4 March 1991 and a construction start date was set for 11 March 1991. As New Construction progressed, 

iis A : : | / 7 i inventories and construction documents guided the work. On the fourth floor, two rooms were used to secure occupant 
‘ ye ‘¢ ee oe A approvals for test paints and the installation of trim and fixtures. Also on the fourth floor, the GAR Memorial Hall was 

z Pee gamma . redesigned as a hearing room with its decorative finishes restored, where possible, or otherwise re-created. Skylights oe y ‘ were opened on the third and fourth floors and the marble in the North Hearing Room was cleaned and its mortar 
\ ~ p ! s repaired. New carpet and a sound system were installed. a ae - 
wed - Fc. ’ ie ao 4 | oe : . On all floors, office suites were reconfigured and new mechanical systems, including central air conditioning, heating, 

Ped a oo : Pe : a a plumbing and electrical wiring, were installed. A contract was let on 16 October 1991 for mural conservation in the 
oo | a a i -.hUvhTClrl North Hearing Room, GAR Memorial Hall and third floor vaulted ceilings in the public corridors. Work was completed oF eee . . . by the end of November 1992. Although most offices received only flat paint without decorative features, the contract 

- — fo 8 om — for decorative finishes in the public corridors and hearing rooms was let on 25 March 1992. The work began on 15 May oe . 4 ae | . - - i 1992 and was completed by 7 November. A public ceremony marking the completion of work in the wing was held on 
ss. ee BR a : 30 November. However, a few items remained incomplete including the window preservation contract, let in September 

3.19 Installation of clay tile walls, North Wing, 1991 1992, which was not completed until mid-December 1992. The furniture arrived in December, allowing occupants to move 
Modification of floor plans required the construction of new walls. Masons used methods and materials similar to those utilized back into the wing in late December 1992. The North Hearing Room audio system was completed on 4 January 1993. in the Capitol’s original construction, including clay tile to construct non-load-bearing interior walls. 

West Wing and Northwest Pavilion Restoration and Renovation (1993-95) 
On 15 January 1993 contracts were made for West Wing and Northwest Pavilion construction with the general, Selective 
Removal, plumbing, HVAC and electrical contractors, as well as an Asbestos Abatement contractor. A pre-construction 
meeting was held on 24 February 1993, and the removal of light fixtures took place on 1 March 1993. Architectural 
elements were removed from the wing and pavilion and either stored or, if nonhistoric, damaged beyond repair, or if 
cost prohibitive to save, were discarded. A “documentation space” was created on the ground floor where the elements 
were carefully removed and the process documented to gain a clear understanding of the building’s historic fabric. The 
furniture was removed from the Assembly Chamber during this phase, and the room protected for use as a storage and 
staging area. Areas in the basement were excavated and lowered for installation of mechanical and plumbing systems, 
similar to the process in the North Wing. As Selective Removal progressed through the spring and summer, SCERB 
halted the removal of items from the secretary of state’s private offices and the removal of the treasurer’s vault door. 
The board decided to keep the secretary of state’s space intact and to restore architectural elements and re-create the 
original decorative finishes. Plans called for Selective Removal to be completed by 27 August 1993, and the final project 
meeting was held on 15 September. Asbestos Abatement began after elements not containing or touching ACM were 
removed in a space. The Asbestos Abatement plans and specifications indicated where asbestos containing materials 
(ACM) were located, and the contractor could pinpoint areas to abate. The abatement contract also grew to include 
HEPA vacuuming and disposal of lead paint chips from the Assembly Parlor. As of 8 September 1993, approximately 
two weeks of abatement work remained. 
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The scope of the Assembly Parlor Wood Preservation and Restoration contract included both Selective Removal and ac : z —— i ete z 

New Construction phases. The Asbestos Abatement contractor completed removal of ACM as part of the general abate- . | : z 

ment contract, using drawings and specifications prepared by DFD. Work began on 26 April 1993 with the stripping, ts b _—. a j 5 2 

cleaning and sanding of the wood panels. The paneling was then removed, protected and stored while abatement and il | | Ik oa eg . a - N = 

other work took place in the parlor. Reinstallation, staining, finishing, gilding and glazing of the wood was begun in ea i yf a. ee tl 2 
ecg be ff CD 

September 1994 and the project was completed by June 1995. ol 4 y | ioe x P 

gh ie / cn cone 

After competitive bidding, New Construction prime contracts were let on 27 October 1993 for general, electrical, HVAC S “ YY - 

and plumbing contractors. Special contracts were signed for stone procurement on 6 July 1994; furniture repair and / = re — a. 

refinishing on 6 October 1994; draperies and hangings on 6 October 1994; and restoration of decorative finishes in the ’ . — 4 3 oe 

Northwest ground and first floor round rooms and the third floor public corridor ceilings on 10 November 1994. A pre- ba oe = Dg 

construction meeting was held on 1 December 1993, and contractors and subcontractors began reconfiguring private ? : g a ; | | 

spaces into assembly offices and restoring the public corridors and large public areas of the wing on a floor-by-floor basis. eee Ok 8 

New ADA regulations were followed in the toilet rooms and in the installation of wheelchair lifts to the rear gallery of . e ~ oe i a 

the Assembly Chamber and to the fourth floor assembly sergeant at arms office. Two new openings were cut in the north , é ad , aaa | 4 - 

side of the ground floor corridor. In November 1994, coordination became increasingly important as work progressed Si uke : re ee 

simultaneously on multiple floors in an effort to meet the 30 March 1995 finish date. Additional art conservation and Pe er . Sa. |. 

decorative finish work, as well as furniture and carpet replacement were ordered for the Assembly Chamber late in the Se oa oo / Se 

New Construction phase. Work in the wing and pavilion was completed by July 1995, and occupants moved in begin- Sr  — Fe , oe 

ee : a er ee ee — 

: Ce ee es 
: 'd Z fous Ne ey ee : ee 

o : 4 2 3.21 Granite Paver installation, Observation Deck, 1996 

pe | z The Observation Deck was repaired and new granite pavers were installed at the beginning of the South Wing project. The system 
; : g 

fied i installed was similar to one used at the United States Capitol. However, in this application it failed and was replaced with poured 

se concrete. The Observation Deck, like many portions of the roof, was prone to leaking. 
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Pa F ae , : 3.22 Asbestos Containing ee ee 2 goth ss ~ . 8 

tag tee Materials (ACM), South ee es ae 
1 Sy ee Wing, 1996 ce ae wei. =i 

- ea - a pera AN es ee a * 
& yg Re fe Since the use of asbestos es fo ae SER oS ee tgs 4 
Leia aX as insulation for piping Z — a £3 CON a La . = a 

nA. 4 : >: > AI se oe ee 
i — 4 was common at the time of ae la kd 4) wo S 

ey at the Capitol’s construction, ,. Cie: Pa we oo ea yl 4 

4 . 4 . ie & project workers encountered . i i se LS 3 

y a ACM in pipe chases and ae a 3 

3.20 Cove plastering, West Wing, 1994 he hy j around mechanical equip- s yy a vy r Poe 
F 2 i. 4 “wf - 2 * 

Although many spaces were reconfigured into offices as a part ie "ay ment. The general contrac- ¥ po es a. 

of the rehabilitation, efforts were made to create interior spaces tor subcontracted with firms s ee 

reflective of the historic character of the building. Plaster ceiling iy 7 F that specialized in hazardous : . 

coves, consistent with the original design, provided a graceful , _ 2 materials to remove ACM : es 

transition between new plaster walls and ceilings. Me from the building. : oe 
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LJ 7 : z ning 5 July. Work continued in the Assembly Chamber until August but was completed in time for the new legislative 

_ ; g session in January 1996. 

_ 4 rae 5 South Wing and Southeast and Southwest Pavilions Restoration and Rehabilitation (1996-98) 
Pil be z The design team and Selective Removal contractors met at a pre-construction meeting on 4 March 1996 to discuss 

a j | Le general requirements and schedule.* Selective Removal began with the installation of protection on marble surfaces 
r i ( a a and a construction partition enclosing the wing from the Rotunda at the South Grand Stair. Asbestos Abatement began 

P g og ’ eI at the same time in designated parts of the basement. Abatement was to be completed by 26 July 1996 to facilitate 
ee 1 j Selective Removal, which was to be completed in early September. Removal continued in the basement while a second 

fused area of abatement was begun on the fifth floor at the end of March 1996. Abatement began on fourth floor in April and 
a a ore continued down through third, second and first floors to the ground floor during May, June and July; it was completed 

: eer a ee o ee by the end of July. An access opening was cut in the foundation wall in April 1996 to expedite dirt removal as the base- 
Z — j ea oe ment floor was excavated to be lowered. A small fire began on 24 April 1996 when original combustible material was 

or Ps Se ial A Ee ignited by welding activity in a wall cavity above the entrance to the Senate Chamber. The fire department responded, 
ct 4 a 7 sg J . > = : and the fire was extinguished. However, the Kasota stone wall, ornamental iron work and decorative plaster sustained 

j a = oA oS ~ : water damage, which was repaired. 

Pai ite nee is oe e's 
-. Me 3s oe ee. 3 re As work in the basement moved forward, Selective Removal began on the fourth floor and continued down to the 

3.23 Removal of basement floor, South Wing, 1996 ground floor. Hardware, doors, grilles, light fixtures and other architectural elements were removed, stored or dis- 

Areas in the basement of each wing were excavated and lowered in order to provide more room for carded as directed in the construction documents. Marble was removed and stored to provide access to asbestos and 

replacement building systems. Holes cut in the exterior foundation walls allowed dirt from the exca- pipes. The plumbing contractor removed abandoned piping on all floors. Designated plaster ceilings and walls were 
Es il Orcas idee La Ge reed ome Ute Anes, removed as well as concrete floor topping in preparation for new underfloor wiring. In June, the general contractor 

encountered difficulties removing the floor topping on the fourth and third floors due to the concrete having bonded 

/ z with the structural clay tile. The contractor instead cut trenches in the area above the Senate Parlor to prevent damage 

Z to the parlor’s decorative ceiling. Despite these efforts, some damage did occur and the decorative finish contractor 

Vf £ removed the affected ceiling canvas so it could be repaired and the cutting could continue. Removal of the Senate Parlor 

¢ | 5 wood panels began in mid-May and was completed in early June 1996. Some of the plaster capitals in the room were 

so ro loose, and the contractor removed them and stored them for repair during New Construction. Basement excavation 

i was completed by the end of July 1996, and Selective Removal in other areas of the wing and pavilions was completed 

_ in August 1996. The final Selective Removal construction meeting was held 21 August 1996.5 
Sy 

a : \ c { The first New Construction project meeting was held 25 September 1996, when Cullen & Sons reported that it had begun 

7 i al \ \ excavating the basement for the new tunnel beneath the southeast approach and had started framing walls throughout 

ae A “a \ the wing. Restoration work also was about to commence on the Senate Parlor ceiling. Typically, work progressed from 

‘ E : ae - | rs \ the fourth floor down through ground floor, although certain contained areas, such as the basement and Senate Parlor 

ba ‘ . id vy \ ceiling, sometimes were dealt with out of sequence. Underfloor ductwork was placed, and new concrete floor topping 

oa ' ¥ = oS - ‘ : was poured on the fourth floor in mid-October. Work continued on the fourth floor for the rest of 1996 and into 1997, 

a Se \ 3.24 Fire damage, South Wing, 1996 with plastering beginning in early February 1997 and continuing on the lower floors as the new clay tile walls were 
: hao aS | ___- During the South Wing project a small fire : q és 

S me my A ae protetout once vii fearieneen ine: conipleted: A ERE wea wie created on oe fourth floor for the eeane and approval of paint and other Ceo 

3 oe. | damage to wood and plaster. Because the in addition to furnishings, including carpet and light fixtures. The skylights on the fourth floor roof were opened in 
S , : Be . — | previous capitol had been badly damaged by May 1997. Installation of woodwork and doors and casings on the fourth floor began in July 1997, and windows were 

Er | ire in 1904, protecting the current building installed in August. The decorative finish contractor began work in September 1997 and was working on the second 
- 7 a 3 . lies beer Se atenere a a ee floor that November; work continued into 1998. By March of 1998 door hardware, trim and wainscot were installed 
mo 4 oe construction. During the restoration, state-of- ? > 

ad ft a the-art fire protection systems were installed. on the first and ground floors. New light fixtures were delivered in early October 1998 and both these and refurbished 
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historic fixtures were installed in October and November. The carpet for the wing also arrived and was installed that ? 

October. For the first time, furniture was a high priority, and historic furnishings received a significant budget. Fur- > 
. . . . . . 

3 niture was delivered and installed beginning in November and the design team submitted the Substantial Completion iS 

form for the South Wing project the same month. : 

New Construction in certain areas of the South Wing did not follow the typical “top-down” sequence. Work in the o 

second floor Senate Chamber began in late 1997 with the reinstallation of the glass ceiling and the installation of me- . ” 

chanical systems ductwork into the floor. The Senate Chamber sound package was bid in January 1998. The lighting > — ¢ 

package, including work on the ring of lights surrounding the glass ceiling and TV lighting, was tested in February - \ 4 

1998. Conservation of the murals proceeded in mid-1998 and other finishes, such as carpets and the sound system, = . 

were installed in late 1998. Construction of the new hearing room in 411S was carried out after other work on the = 

fourth floor had been completed and did not begin until November 1997. Work on the South Wing Grand Stair began 

in March 1998 and the scaffolding for the project was removed in May 1998.*° Also, during construction, the west 3.26 (right) Scaffold, Central Portion, 1997 ‘4 : 
side of the first floor was designated as temporary office space for the governor during the East Wing project planned An immense scaffold erected in the Rotunda allowed conservators and bh e Sade 
to follow. Adaptation of the space for temporary executive offices was done as construction progressed through 1998. GE peace eee gna P os LIE (TTA CIN : ‘i vation. The scaffold was built in its entirety; then work began at the top F The space was scheduled to be returned to the Senate after the East Wing project was completed. and continued downward as it was removed in stages. a @e ; Fad ee, = 

erin. Gee ool A | ) 

3.27 (below) Restoration of the oculus mural, Central Portion, 1997 

S Artwork was conserved throughout the building as a part of the res- ee a an 
g toration effort. Professionals examined, repaired and cleaned Edwin 

2 Blashfield’s Resources of Wisconsin, nearly 200 feet above the Rotunda 

5 floor, after scaffolding had been erected to allow them access. 
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3.25 Senate Parlor wood panel removal, South Wing, 1996 \ / 2 Co oe - 2 ee ale 4 ae ; ¢ e y \ a 
Although many of the public spaces in the Capitol had not } : J no S ea er os ie pa a -. been modified significantly over the years, the restoration : coat ag Le i _ Ae t . b nk Re a 
provided an opportunity to undo decades of wear and tear. Oe: 1oa8 | eee. fe i 2 " —_ 
Both the Assembly Parlor and Senate Parlor were paneled in ee Ze” | is fa ee . y — hardwoods that were removed, refinished and reinstalled. - fees f i ke a we "] 
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Se TS eae — ae ¢ Central Portion Restoration and Rehabilitation (1997-98) 
— ee i i 5 : mae ; : te ee <c. — ag cal z The restoration of the Rotunda began in mid-October 1997. The Central Portion was sectioned off and plywood pro- 
ce! le - ie 9 tection was installed on the marble floors.’ Erection of the scaffolding, which represented a key component of this es ae oe tg os 3S. 8; P ry Pp 
a : Pel oe ao 28 ~ X 5 phase, began in late October 1997. GAS designed a grillage system to distribute the weight of the scaffold, and Cul- 
* 4 » z len & Sons installed 1-inch thick bearing plates to transfer the load to the beams, making it unnecessary to shore the 
3 a ? » WZ ground floor from the basement, as had been considered. The restoration of the Rotunda, a process dependent upon 
eo SS eo. : the construction and dismantling of the elaborate scaffold was carried out using a three-phase approach. The first phase — “ £S «. e  % : _ . dé nee S : z Sei te . &F.  » Ne — included the repair and repainting of the coffers of the Dome, including the conservation of the oculus painting above 

sh - P| a) * osm > | it and the plaster repair and painting of the interstitial space between the interior and exterior Domes. Phase two was 
a Bo 2 eG ah he from the sixth level to the bottom of the coffers and included the rehabilitation of the cathedral windows, restoration 

i a a Pe ee Kak of the scagliola columns and re-creation of decorative finishes above the trumpeters’ course. The third phase involved 
a : y o ey ; ae A. A oo the rest of the rotunda from the sixth level down to the ground floor and involved the conservation and stabilization 5 | . noe ee a i e smtgte oe A ee : 4 < a : be ide o s ey of the mosaics in addition to cleaning and pointing the marble and other decorative stone.*” New HVAC, electrical, - oN va Foe ae. »- Re pene : eS Fa : of = _ : cee = i lighting and sound systems were also installed. 

. a | ie eS 
_ a ee es | ae ae TT ae, z 

rT = Bia” i ORAM Eee a ; 3 / ~ cf — : / ENN A | e 
. 2 . 4 e / Wee au PRC Aes - i | eS 3 Eo: ‘ ps ak oa Soe f oY fe ; i 
Ce a : : Heel (Se if ay i - z ce Be ey 4 ee 3.28 Scagliola column repair, Central Portion, 1998 i j Fi we Uf Z tea 

Work began on the Central Portion in 1997; careful up-close analysis of the scagliola columns positioned between the tall cathedral \ 1 e pe i ar c 
windows revealed minor cracks, spalls and some delamination. The only scagliola columns in the building, they were repaired by =~ oe Ss i é 
injecting adhesives. a ae ee “ & 4 
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3.29 Mosaic repair, Central Portion, 1999 

Repairing the Rotunda mosaics proved to be one of the most challenging tasks of the entire Capitol restoration. Several conser- 

vators assessed the mosaics before an acceptable solution to delamination was implemented. This involved the injection of an 

epoxy into the cavity behind the tesserae. 
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The scaffold was fully in place by 1 December 1997 and reached almost 200 feet up to the oculus mural.® Once the | 1 | f z 

scaffold was erected, the surveyors and contractors were able to reach the upper recesses of the building and begin their 4 z 

work. Cullen & Sons began removing the cathedral windows in December 1997; at the same time, Preservar embarked eae Ps ie 
upon its study and conservation of the oculus mural, and Cullen & Son’s subcontractors began plaster repair. Decora- : : > 
tive finish paint probes were completed at the end of January 1998; they had revealed the original colors throughout the | : 

Rotunda and large stencils and patterns at the sixth level trumpeters’ course. In the early spring of 1998, the decorative 

finish contractor cleaned surfaces in preparation for painting and Preservar began its cleaning and examination of the () 4 

mosaics. Also, since no exact match could be made for the glazing in the cathedral windows and a mixture of the old y — 

and new glass would not satisfy the original intent that the windows provide a unified warm light, the decision was if FN |, = ' : 

made to entirely reglaze the windows using new glass.°' Installation of a new lighting system began in June 1998 as ' —. = - ‘ 
the scaffold was being dismantled.” The stabilization of the mosaics became an increasingly difficult issue as Preser- i Ce 1 

var discovered the extent to which the tiles had started to detach from the wall. Additional investigative work was <— ca » 4 | my > : 

undertaken by several other well-respected conservators to identify an acceptable method of stabilization.“ Once an : ° “alg . SS Ss , 7 os aan 
approach was established, scaffolding towers were erected and work continued on the mosaics into early 1999. The a. = oe A 

Central Portion opened to the public in October 1998, and a rededication ceremony was held on 19 October as part of >. : si Po. 
Wisconsin’s sesquicentennial celebration. : -— . -—. £4 > 
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os - : a ) 3.31 Cutting stencils for the attorney general’s office, East Wing, circa 2001 
- ‘ > Mie ay l Paint probes throughout the building revealed a number of decorative patterns applied to the walls as part of the 
. —) he . a AN te i original decorative finish scheme. The design team recommended patterns appropriate to the rehabilitated spaces 

ee a oF , and the decorative finish contractor prepared new stencils that were based on historic examples found in the Capitol. 
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3.30 Asbestos Abatement preparation, East Wing, 1999 

The safe removal of ACM required plastic barriers, a specially dedicated air system and continuous air monitoring. While design 
documents for Asbestos Abatement were prepared by DFD, work was carried out in each phase by environmental specialists. 
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2 East Wing and Northwest Pavilion Restoration and Rehabilitation (1999-2001) 

? Selective Removal and Asbestos Abatement began in June 1999 before all the occupants moved out of the wing. Delays 
2 in moving the state law library out of the third and fourth floors had an impact on the start date; realizing the governor’s 

| : goal that he be reinstated in his office by January 2001 also affected the construction schedule. Selective Removal and 
| "i é Asbestos Abatement contracts were let on 21 June 1999, although contractors had already begun the work using the 
| ie a 75 percent review documents to guide the effort. The rigorous schedule implemented in the restoration and rehabilita- 
i | ; Et tion of the East Wing was predicated upon the experience that the design team and most of the contractors, including 

a i A the general contractor, brought to the process. To facilitate the work, Cullen & Sons was put in charge of project 
WW ; ae Oh coordination, overseeing contracts and managing the schedule, including expediting the participation of DFD and the 
| : | ; pats e architects and engineers. Asbestos Abatement, planned and managed by DFD, was the first step in the process. Then, 

4 : . : ‘ i during Selective Removal, floors, walls and obsolete mechanical and electrical equipment, was removed and saved or 
a : | S \ 4 | discarded as directed by the schedules, plans and specifications. Where possible, original materials were reused. 

| ie i : Yo ee 3.32 (left) Staining woodwork in the ground floor cor- 

ie i | ae Ce q  ridor, East Wing, circa 2001 : During New Construction, areas in the basement were lowered and new mechanical systems were installed. Concrete 
le ee ae OSU oU Me mie a ite business Oca or yaa aus Sai floors were taken up throughout the wing and relaid with the usual upgraded electrical services. Interior walls were a pe departments, the first floors of the wings contained exten- . ‘ oe A $ 

a. sive wainscot paneling. Wood surfaces were stripped and rebuilt using the original clay tile construction method. Once the plaster walls and the floors were in place, doors, 
. Bea Se 4 | | restained during restoration. wood features and trim were reinstalled. Installation of restored or replicated fixtures, hardware, clocks and decora- 

- a Lt | : i tive finishes plus furnishings and furniture completed the process in the offices. As in the South Wing, furniture was 
r : / | cae ae i Govermolas Conference a high priority and received a significant portion of the budget. A major effort was undertaken to recover furniture 

mS i | The Governor s Conference Room had been painted off- that had been removed from the building. Elaborate decorative finishes were replicated in many of the private suites 
white in the 1960s. During its restoration, the off-white as well as on the ceiling of the Supreme Court Conference Room. The murals in the Supreme Court Hearing Room 

: paint was stripped and the wood was repaired and stained were conserved and the marble cleaned and repaired. The Governor’s Conference Room was restored to its original 
to match the original, deep reddish-brown color. : ; Rt ya 2 - 

palette; white paint applied in the 1960s was removed and the original rich, dark-red color replicated. Gold-leafed 

areas were refreshed or restored and the parquet floor was refinished. One of the many paintings in the room was re- 

sxcpcqonssemtas “4 * r . : i stored, while the rest were cleaned and revarnished. The difficulty in proceeding with the restoration of the canvasses 
oi. Pia a a was the result of the protective coatings that had been applied in the 1950s and 1960s. These were more durable than 

“ Se rs the original media and removing the coatings created a high risk of damage to the artwork. Several of the canvasses 

. Cs pad = required inpainting where they had been examined by the conservators. 
a - 7 = 

: eo 1 es Southeast Stair 
5 an : One of the principal goals of the restoration and rehabilitation of the Capitol was to provide increased office space 

: while maintaining the building’s historic appearance. Partway through the South Wing project, DFD began planning 

on an expanded underground addition beneath the Southeast Pavilion and its approach. The granite stairs leading to the 

ao : : pavilion were experiencing structural failure at the foundation and were breaking away from the building. In addi- 
on 4 ——— ‘ tion to the pressing need for repair, the Capitol Master Plan also had called for a firefighters’ entrance at the pavilion 

: Rea , on ee nee that would be the second of two. The work required to accomplish both would necessitate extensive excavation and 
a mas ‘ eo as an > g a sizable construction effort. Completing the underground addition simultaneously represented a cost-effective and 

bape J —\\ ha i Ze ~ o Cy te expedient solution. The addition, between the South and East Wings, was intended to provide needed office space; a 
ae 7 ' Nr soa , new loading dock for the Capitol, replacing the dock at the Northeast Pavilion, was also planned. The new space, in 
ee 4S oe a . q Oncor re combination with a tunnel that would connect the Capitol to the Risser Justice Center across the street fulfilled two 

ie. Ge “ ce 7) Q I rscctaeil oh long-standing goals of Capitol occupants. The tunnel provided the opportunity for freight to be unloaded at a remote 

ee iil ; 3 : ; location and transported to the building beneath Martin Luther King, Jr. Boulevard; it also offered a better system for 
: ti Fm : Se La | es > the removal of trash from the Capitol. Until then it had been stored temporarily outside the East Wing. 
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The project team consisted of Cullen & Sons as general contractor. Architectural and engineering services were provided ee gonna er - - | eG z 

by East Wing Architects with GAS and AEI. Based upon programming completed by East Wing Architects, a number a — L ee [ z 

of potential plans were developed, including one with a loading facility beneath the Southeast Pavilion that would ac- CO i eae: 

commodate even semi-trailer trucks. Originally, the project was to provide space for support services that previously —  rrrti<“‘“_i™OOCsCCC—C————C——CP?TYVYxXV/V1W ‘a | : 

had quarters in the basement of the wings; the project thus consolidated support staff and materials services into one i / _ - 7 _ : _ B Z 

location. After the decision was made that the new loading dock would be at the Risser Justice Center at the corner of a — a 

Doty Street and Martin Luther King, Jr. Boulevard, offices were included to accommodate Capitol staff displaced from i. _ | ee es weal les 

other parts of the building; later part of the space was re-planned as a large storage vault for the supreme court. ee a a 

With an experienced team already in place, Cullen & Sons, the single prime contractor, began issuing bid documents eg Leheaehe etic ye EE 

for subcontractors on 22 September 1998. Southeast Stair bid package “Number One” directed the selective removal << : ? ya Le 

of the granite stairs. Bid package “Number Two,” released on 6 November 1998, covered new footings; and package é Meher ees iain ip : 

three, released on 10 May 1999, instructed on the reconstruction of the granite stairs. Drawings for the underground 8 J a xe i & a 

office facilities were completed by October 2000; bid document “Number Four” and specifications for the interior Ss é 5 at Li : 

construction were released on 11 April 2001; two addenda followed, the first on 20 April 2001 and the second on 26 y A yt 1 
April 2001. Subcontractors included General Heating and Air Conditioning, which installed isolation valves and a tos oe ei a as : “ .% “ 

condensate cross-connection in the steam tunnel under Martin Luther King, Jr. Boulevard to allow isolation of steam Py a ge ss 

service to the Capitol, and Robinson Brothers for asbestos and lead abatement. Selective Removal began in October a Ls i ie —— 22 
1998, and New Construction on the stairs began in June 1999. Construction of the office spaces beneath the Southeast “tae ' ee, a —_ es 1 

Stair occurred between May 2001 and June 2002. eat J, 3 ae \: 
mE es 

The underground addition provided over 15,000 square feet of service and office area. The tunnel beneath Martin . 7h ‘ieee! ate = ‘tea ee ot “a : 

Luther King, Jr. Boulevard provided the entry point for Capitol mail and freight and opened onto a large receiving area; ES ie i — .. Sa ae % 

garbage also was removed from the building through this tunnel. Space for mail sorting, carpentry, trash compaction, as OF i cncry foe sey 

tugger repair/storage and pallet storage are also located near the entrance to the tunnel. Offices finished in a contem- : : ' ) ‘ i . 

porary manner, but with finishes consistent with the quality found throughout the original portions of the Capitol, were Ped : \ i 

provided for building services and included rooms for architectural plans and staff training. The reception area for the f oy : [a > 

Capitol’s building managers featured a custom desk and was lit by skylights that were constructed along the terrace ( . 

wall. Unlike the firefighters’ entrance at the Northwest Pavilion, the entrance at the Southeast Pavilion contained an F 4 sg 4 N: 

elevator for freight and also to provide handicapped access to the tour orientation room. Y ‘ ve 
iy Ul re 

Conclusion cg ell atl 
In meeting the goals set forth in the Capitol Master Plan and as elaborated in subsequent planning documents, the meni de oe 

restoration and rehabilitation of the Wisconsin State Capitol was an unquestionable success. The efforts of DFD, its 

consultants and contractors to restore the historically and architecturally significant public areas of the building indicate . 

the state’s commitment to historic preservation in general and to the Capitol in particular. While dedicated to a pres- 

ervation ethos, the state worked to maintain the Capitol as a fully functional office complex that met the technological - : 

requirements of its occupants. The rehabilitation aspect of the project ended decades of inappropriate and aesthetically 

insensitive modifications and provided sound solutions to long-term problems involving air conditioning, ventilation and ' 

insufficient electrical and communication capabilities. The balance achieved between modernization and preservation 3.34 Excavation for Southeast Stair, circa 1999 

fit neatly with the architect’s original vision of grand public spaces and functional private offices. The reconfiguration The construction of an underground facility beneath the eset of; oe liek : a. navidad 

of private offices was consistent with the architect’s design of a clear-span steel structure and non-load bearing clay j acgecatncigs oe The. ee as ee oe 
tile partition walls. These features reflected Post’s realization that eventually there would be changes in the use of the ing problems without altering the Capitol’s historic appearance. 
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interior spaces. In implementing a methodology that became increasingly sophisticated, the Capitol restoration and 

rehabilitation also was successful. Although the lead architect changed from DFSM (later DFD) to Kahler Slater to East 

Wing Architects, a team approach remained in place, allowing a wide range of experts to participate in a coordinated 
architectural intervention. Engineers, architects, historians and a multitude of crafispersons brought a wealth of talent 

to the Capitol project, ensuring that Wisconsin’s foremost architectural treasure would retain its historic grandeur and 
that its history and restoration would be thoroughly documented for generations to come. 
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2 i HISTORICAL OVERVIEW ey : 

Hy = = 

| . 

o> Pe se i t was the largest construction project ever undertaken in the state of Wisconsin or under the auspices of the state 

a1 m= i ; é [ern Contractors employed to build the Wisconsin State Capitol, designed by George B. Post & Sons, 

a : rs es é _ eel eta ; oe ci broke ground on 18 October 1906 and construction finally drew to a close in the spring of 1917. For over a de- 

eld pa ee ee ee we 3 e: es : nnmmahe 5 es ao : : cade Madison residents watched a continuous process of excavation and the erection of steelwork and masonry as 

i fe Ss as co 2 ee ee et. tes? i ee : si the granite wings and Dome took shape. Yet in many ways Post’s building was the culmination of a process that had 

ae rs Re a “We " a bi | a q | * lj a ee: sill, begun in 1836 when Madison was designated the permanent territorial capital. In the same location, the four square 

st lle bee > : 7a ra ban peak ae blocks that became known as the Capitol Park, construction of Wisconsin’s third territorial capitol began in 1837 and 
Y as Ps ¥ Y/ = Rg ie eC a i Pi Roe continued on and off until 1848. A scant ten years later, the park again became a construction site as a new state capitol 

4 % i] Va ie | eS es = =) Ae é ; was built in stages around the old; the project continued until 1868 with a hiatus during which state officials and the 

- tg fr) a £ ik a oe ae : ° architect disagreed over the design of the dome. Beginning in 1882, the state enlarged the building by extending the 

j Py ae ! E ie y — i itt ce area north and south wings, a project that lasted for over two years and that took a tragic turn when the unfinished south 

a af he ol fj EY f ‘ ss ie - Iga e wing exterior collapsed and needed to be rebuilt. Twenty years later, the state was already in the process of planning 

——— : rN Ponca to expand the building again when a fire badly damaged much of the structure. After a lengthy search for an architect 

ee _ . - oe a <i h a to design a suitable replacement, a commission selected Post & Sons who offered a grand domed structure with four 

b a 4 y & /\Ky H Se, wings oriented to the corners of the square, consistent with the cardinal points of the compass. When construction 

| og 4 i MC a 7/\\S finally ended in 1917, Capitol Square had been a construction site for thirty-six out of the seventy-nine years the site 
pe - < p> ag does _ . o ye Pe — Yak sh o had been home to the statehouse. 

i ogee, ar a | ca : The construction of the current Capitol was supervised by a COmtTSsIOL eppouted by the governor. Its secretary, 

© ile Ae ten \ 2 é _ 7 S / Magen architect Lew F. Fore shouldered much of the responsibility in overseeing ae the ay day construc- 

8 ee ge ra P ig ae - - : tion and the long tern planning. It was largely Porters presence he the SoS 's shifting membership and 
a ee ee . ce i changing political winds that kept the mammoth project on Seoul path only a significant delays. Porter worked 

a ee he: Sate Ss ere ree ‘eS a diligently to satisfy the architect’s demands that only the highest quality materials be used and frequently made last- 
gee os - Dig a re ao “al es ee minute changes to achieve precisely the desired effect. Although Post & Sons was producing a building fora single 

af s ee Pi Oe ae es SS ee tus oe : - a — - client—the state—the architect and the commission had to contend with numerous client groups with obvious political 
ee te Z pe Ge een ee Os i a bebe. - Se clout, including the governor, the supreme court, the senate, the assembly and numerous state depastinicats all of whom 
ge OF ti er ay Bea a i ee ie Ae [ ae 3 requested more space or some alterations to their quarters. Despite these challenges to Post’s artistic vision, the Capitol 

tt a ; rs 2G oe ; 4 Ae eo pee | was completed with surprising speed. It remains one of the finest examples of American Beaux-Arts architecture and 

F ee Be re ce ee Re oe - _ represents one of the last American state capitols completed in this stylistic idiom. The changing political and economic 
oe ee ae oe , - ison “% A fe ee: 0 conditions after the First World War precluded again building anything quite so grand and elaborate. 

4.01 Capitol construction, 1912 

Construction of the Wisconsin State Capitol was a major public event. Every day passersby stopped to watch 

the progress, and newspapers reported on the building almost daily. Madison had never seen anything like it 

before, and no construction project since has been followed so closely by the general public. 
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mee? Territorial Capitol 
eas 3 The Wisconsin territorial legislature selected Madison as the capital during its first session at Belmont late in 1836. : . : g After another meeting in Burlington (now in Iowa) in 1837, the government officially was moved to Madison in the Re : : g late autumn of 1838. Prior to the arrival of the legislature, a commission charged with erecting public buildings had : 5 completed very little work on the isthmus site between Lakes Mendota and Monona, which was still covered by prairie : : g and oak openings. The commission, composed of James Duane Doty, Augustus Bird, and John F. ONeill, found the 

oe : 5 —— : — $ construction of buildings in the wilderness far more complicated than anticipated, since the effort required the quarrying ; ae | : : é of local stone and sawing of native timber. Workers had to be brought in from Milwaukee and suitable accommoda- : : | : = = ol : tions provided. Few people were on hand to witness the laying of the cornerstone of the capitol on 4 July 1837 and 
. : . | > | = — a e progress was slow. A year and a half later in 1838, Madison consisted of a few log cabins, housing a small number : : i | [a he = a : z of residents, and only three hotels were ready to receive the legislators and territorial officials. The capitol itself, a : ' : =: = = 4 | Ee 5” i "q ss i e two-story stone building with a shallow, tin-covered dome and measuring only 104 by 54 feet, remained unfinished. So 3 ———— BS ei |” The commission hastily installed floors of unseasoned oak boards, which quickly shrank when stoves were lit, making ” aca es i — Sore a in ‘ / gee 2 a es for a cold and drafty environment; pigs were kept in the basement and regularly disrupted legislative sessions. The , —— : ' i — : = nee e accommodations were so uncomfortable that in December the legislature adjourned for twenty days until the weather : é : | = : Be = : | % ‘ ain improved and some changes were made to make their new quarters more comfortable. ! ” ee Ae : q wins = BN 

z - > f= } ie | ‘ : Despite this inauspicious start and repeated attempts to relocate the capital, Madison remained the seat of state gov- eer ape See: em ee ; ernment, and the capitol building—in its various forms—became an integral part of the city. Construction of the 
Rhee ene eee : first Madison capitol continued until 1846, but the misuse of $40,000 in construction funds appropriated by congress : = continued as a political scandal; the territorial legislature pursued a lawsuit against the commissioners to recover the 

: money, a suit that was not dropped until 1848.? The problems with “Doty’s Washbowl,” as the shallow-domed capitol 
was sometimes called, continued even after the legislature resigned itself to not recovering the money. Between 1838 
and 1848, funds to complete the structure were difficult to obtain, and contractors never were able to finish work on 

S time. In addition, the dome (completed in 1842) leaked badly, leaving a stained and disintegrating interior. Even when 
: finished, the building was unsatisfactory. The advertisement for bids to erect the capitol, dated 20 February 1838, de- 
5 scribes an interior spatial arrangement that included a 24-foot-wide, east-west corridor that bisected both the first and 

vo ™ 2 second floors. The first floor had six rooms that were used by the territorial officers and the United States district court; 
: a 3 the State Law Library was situated at the south end of this floor, The second floor housed, on its east side, meeting r 4 e F 4.02 (above) Territorial capitol, circa zs 870 é é chambers for the territorial council (equivalent to the senate) on the south and the house of representatives (equivalent 

“> i" g. The beginning of the story of Wisconsin's Capitol starts in to the assembly) on the north. The four rooms on the west side of the second floor were used by legislative commit- ae. g Belmont, the tiny village that Governor Henry Dodge des- A 3 ee : : ae ; a g ignated the temporary territorial capital. A prefabricated, tees during session and territorial officers otherwise. According to a report of the panel of commissioners in 1839, the 
We. } > two-story building was brought in to house the legislature, capitol’s interior was to have been finished in “the modern Grecian style.” The basement was finished and occupied 

3 but the structure was abandoned after Madison was se- after 1848, its rooms used for consultations by the supreme court and generally by the superintendent of public instruc- 
g [ected as the permanent capital. Public interest generated tion. By the time construction began on the second Madison capitol in 1857, partitions had been removed between & by construction of the current Capitol led to the purchase 

i = and restoration of the Belmont structure in 1917. some of the rooms on the first and second floors and “some of the State Officers [had] secured places of business in the 
s city.” The State Law Library was still on the south side of the first floor, and its reading room also severed as a hearing 
4.03 (lef James Duane Doty, circa 1858 z ! room for the supreme court. The governor had two rooms on the first floor, where the secretary of state and treasurer 
a ithe hl ie eri oh also had offices. The senate and assembly halls remained on the second floor? 

‘ the Madison plat and then engineered its selection as the 
F permanent capital in 1836. The legislature placed him Within ten years of its completion, the building was considered too small. The legislature had expanded from thirty- 

, potemmeieageeaaged Arai eo Ce nine to 127 members, making the chambers crowded and uncomfortable, and the supreme court continued to meet in 
hill oedhe venir of the rie fe has ee the law library despite the fact that the justices made Madison their permanent home after 1853. Some state officials, 

the site ever since. including the attorney general and the superintendent of public instruction, rented quarters elsewhere. In the mid- 
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1850s Madison postmaster Elisha Keyes said of the building, “[I]t was, even for its time, a shoddy structure, and all z 

the patching and repairing that was done, could not make it very substantial or convenient. Its appearance was a good > 
. . : . . : # deal ridiculed at the time, though the general impression was that it was a quite imposing structure. The cupola or 3 

. . ia! = dome, which was meant as an embellishment, really detracted from the general architectural effect.”* With the existing ae 3 
“ae g 

capitol in disrepair and overcrowded, state officials began making plans for a new building. In his 1857 message to a 3 

the legislature, Governor Coles Bashford (1856-58) noted the danger that fire posed to state documents in the capitol awl = 

and called for more secure storage. At this point, some legislators again began proposing relocation of the capital to a 4.05 (right) Governor Coles Bashford, circa 1858 eo | : 

different city. Faced with this prospective loss, the City of Madison offered to underwrite enlargement of the capitol Governor Coles Bashford first proposed enlarging and then, later, .. 

by issuing $50,000 in municipal bonds, an offer that clinched the matter. Within six weeks, a bill to accept the offer ee oe ecaasor capitol eae she ranonale iat ie = 
: 2 ae 5 : : posed a danger to state documents. His efforts led to construc- Sa 

and to sell ten sections of public land for an additional $30,000 had passed the legislature and awaited Bashford’s tion of the second Madison capitol. Soon afier Bashford left the 5 
signature. He signed the bill on 28 February 1857.5 governor ’s office, choosing not to run again because of rumors 

of political corruption that were later proved correct. ; my 

LN 
° 4.06 (below) Kutzbock and Donnel design, circa 1857 

Kutzbock and Donnel Cap itol Governor Bashford hired the Madison architectural firm of a 

The law authorizing enlargement of the capitol vested construction supervision in Governor Bashford and Secretary Kutzbock and Donnel to design an addition to the capitol, which . to 

of State David W. Jones. In the spring of 1857, Bashford hired the Madison firm Kutzbock and Donnel to prepare turned out to be the first phase in the construction of an entirely c 
1 aideawi Forth detals The puncipals of the fi K Kutzbock and S LH D new building. Kutzbock and Donnel’s scheme included two large 

plans and drawings for the ay ertal ns e paneina s & the firm were ugust Kutzbock and Samuel Hunter Don- pordtcned aoe jouse lenalerive chanibers, oc/agonal towers at 

nel. Kutzbock had been born in Prussia in 1814 and immigrated to the United States some time in the early 1850s; he the corners and a small, cupola-like dome. 

arrived in Madison about 1854. Donnel (sometimes spelled Donnell) was born in Pennsylvania, but he was reared in 

Williamsport, Ohio and became an architect there. He came to Madison in 1855 and soon formed a partnership with . : ’ . 1g 

Kutzbock, who appears to have been the principal designer. The firm designed a number of significant early Madison : 
; & 

buildings, including the first City Hall and the octagonal stone mansion of Leonard Farwell, a former governor. Located : g 

east of the capitol on Spaight Street, the mansion became a military hospital during the Civil War and an orphanage a cl ‘ 4 

following it. Donnel died in 1861, early in the course of the construction of the new capitol, leaving Kutzbock to en j : 

oversee the construction of the building.* ee : +. 3 

z A ‘ \ 5 a 

x ait Bia z 2 3 Bee eter he % 2 

: ita & é i mG o g 

see . ae eee ee ie] Viaey 2 

or ee . a eee ai ue 4 : 
SoS Pr a _ ee Mel | ee oe pe. ss <= ae ‘ 4 

E Seed rr - g ie a = 2, y e ie : ais ll a ho. ie, x re 

ae = 7 Te TeV nay rs a nth a as . ; ie “9 a} hy aie 

et ee SN Se ee ke ee Be : | a i i rd 
4.04 First Madison capitol design, circa Ae cio oe / a i | a a a: Rg i ti ie eta yeas 
1838 Weiecse (ES) | | | Ss — oe as EY ae = S | ¥ ge 

‘ Le Nae . a 3 ey Aa ae te i s 
The design of the first capitol in Madison eo Reeder ee SS = aoe q Ami : rE | ‘ae ei Se disappointed legislators, who eventually * Cg ee ere be din , ia 7 < eee |) a 
began an investigation into its construc- a ee eae ry a ——" La ee sy ‘ | i. ee | s ‘ Ee: if meio 

tion. The two-story, classically styled Si es teal Fn eeaostwden. aa ‘ ry j Aig ) Fadi a ure ee 
building with Doric detailing and a shal- ‘ Fe i id eco 3 oS . fe, Ae a No 7} 7 ——— i! age’ oa Fa 

— " oP et ek Sy * aa fs a hon . K ese jeg 
low dome was poorly constructed and too Oe er is a— 4 she LRN ft eon nd Hf] ee ta gae< baer“ Cc Gas ee oS ae 

small to accommodate governmental needs Se | on 7 Ty ee tie — STATE CAPLTOL. of ay 3 ee 
by the time of statehood in 1848. Gi J ees \owereg i : : 
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were as PER SN - ng <TR rae re eS z In keeping with the intention that the existing building be enlarged, Kutzbock and Donnel submitted a design for a 

\ ee . : oo / oo. ae > : | Ps large, semicircular wing on the east side of the capitol. The wing included a two-story, stone-columned portico and 
: i : . . Boer contained offices on the first floor, a legislative chamber on the second, galleries on the third, and unfinished attic space. 

oa : : ; : a ioe S . 4 e After advertising for bids in May 1857, the state awarded the construction contract to Madison builder John Ryecraft, 

i = - - : / oo a8 ae who had bid the work for $92,000. Construction was to be completed by November 1858. Ryecraft proceeded slowly; 

- _ : ee: in February 1858 the architects warned that it was unlikely the capitol could be completed by the deadline unless the 
be — oo. oe : ‘ : ae builder worked with almost dangerous haste. Additionally, the state had also assumed the cost of construction at an 
Lo . [ : - . . : : A - : — : ae unfortunate time. A nationwide financial panic in 1857, spawned by widespread bank failures, the collapse of railroad 

ie er or ge Se ail oT aa a el gs ana : a ne companies and the bursting of the land-speculation bubble combined to drive down the value of the bonds that were 

a. yi laure proanle : i cei fk he bay i 7s pe 7 a 8; CI,» Mites 2 to finance the capitol. In addition, Bashford was not re-elected, being tainted by rumors that were later verified that 
ae ge a tes a % e —@e ig a aia,» lies afore gmat eat 5 he had accepted bribes from the La Crosse and Milwaukee Railroad Company in exchange for approving a large land 

a. a te a Bors e fe <a Ss 2 S os grant to the company. 
rae i feat. = - oar vi _— 

wisest cise as ss fy 2 Me he ae | = Sc & 4 The failure of Ryecraft to work quickly, deteriorating financial conditions and political scandal together threatened to 

pee Fe = oo . ‘ X * ee a e remove state government from Madison altogether. After learning of Ryecraft’s failures in procuring stone, lumber 
a aS 7 ite and workmen, Bashford’s successor, Governor Alexander Randall (1858-62), urged the legislature to take action. The 

8 a — hit cd : senate investigated and discovered both the extent of Ryecraft’s malfeasance and also that the eastern extension was 

, i * . Ye the first of several enlargements planned by the architect with the larger goal of eventually replacing the current build- 

ead einen es ing at a cost of almost $500,000. The senate disapproved of the expenditure and voted to relocate the government 

temporarily to Milwaukee; in the assembly, a similar measure was passed, then defeated on a motion to reconsider. 

5 With these objectives waylaid, plans for a new capitol proceeded. 

’ The east wing was completed in 1859 with an important modification made at Governor Randall’s suggestion: the 

replacement of stone for the columns in the portico with cast iron. In 1861, work began on the west wing, designed 

4.07 Capitol construction, view from Bascom Hill, circa 1860 essentially as a larger version of the east wing and intended mostly for the assembly chamber. In March 1863, the 
By the outbreak of the Civil War, the construction of the second Madison Capitol was well underway. The east wing (looming (ecualebits auth oaved'deiialigan ofdie remminin Gone GEES Doty steanhine aud the consthieton a haneeeentell 
behind the earlier building) was completed in 1859. Work began on the west wing in 1861. 8 poh taa at pte pel aa se 

portion and north and south wings. As with the east wing, cost became an issue when the legislature limited the ap- 

propriation to $63,000; Kutzbock had estimated that $80,000 would be required to complete his design. Demolition 

began in late May 1863 and construction of the north and south wings proceeded smoothly until 1866, when a seri- 

ous disagreement over the design of the cupola-like structure planned for the roof halted the work. Kutzbock’s plan 

originally called for the central portion to be topped by a lantern-like fenestrated structure composed of a cylindrical 

barrel with a small dome that was in scale with the rest of the building. State officials, however, lobbied for a grander 

cast iron dome modeled on that of the United States Capitol in Washington, completed earlier that year. Construction 

of the dome on the National Capitol had continued despite the Civil War, and its completion a year after the conflict 

ended came to symbolize the triumphant union. The dome was quickly adopted by many states as a preeminent sym- 

bol of republican government. The conflict over the proposed modification grew so heated that Kutzbock resigned as 

architect. In May, Governor Lucius Fairchild (1866-72), a Civil War hero, hired Stephen Vaughan Shipman to design 

a dome based on the National Capitol’s. Shipman’s dome was constructed similarly using cast iron plates and a similar 

interior structural system. C. S. Rankin of Cincinnati built the dome for $90,000, with the work completed in 1868. 

The new building measured 228 feet north to south and 226 feet east to west; the tip of the flagpole was just over 225 

feet high. Crenellated octagonal towers were positioned at the corners of the north and south wings, heightening the 

overall picturesque effect of the building. The exterior was faced with tan Prairie du Chien sandstone. The porticos 

of the east and west wings each had ten columns with a short monumental stair to ground level; the columns of the 
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ve FA © ® @ eo BN — ‘é 4.10 Second Madison capitol with dome, circa 1870 
we Meet ent NA alead | When construction was completed in 1868, the capitol measured 228 feet north to south and 226 feet east to west. It set the 

4.08 (above) Second Madison capitol, circa 1866 pee mar er es =e ee precedent for the current Capitol with four roughly equal wings oriented to the corners of the Capitol Square and aligned with 
After the east and west wings were built, the first Madison be : i oe the cardinal points of the compass. 
capitol was demolished and the lower levels of the central oe f ETF F fi a 
portion constructed, creating the connection between the two | ik i if i : 3 
wings. A disagreement over the design of the dome halted Lo | i ree ha | | 

: Pie 2 o  : i F — construction and left the new building unfinished for about a i | ee Aaa | | a _ 
two years. | = P a 

ro Ee see ——' 2 

4.09 (right) Stephen Vaughan Shipman’s design for capitol | ce... _—_—_ -. 
dome, circa 1867 - te |. —_fa #7 
State officials questioned Kutzbock's design of the dome, 626. : oe : 1 , . oo Ye poo which they believed lacked suitable grandeur. Madison fe — 3 oO ay a et oe 
architect Stephen Vaughan Shipman proposed a dome based 8 a8 ie Oe Se a 

. oe SS AO 
on the one recently constructed for the national capitol in fo cere = Po a. . 3 
Washington. Madison's dome was set into place between a ae a 2. 

a Seo TN Ms Nae! 1867 and 1868. oe ee 
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YE?) rT ie ie | Se il es a" te . 3 e z slightly larger west wing were spaced farther apart. Like the National Capitol’s, Shipman’s dome featured a colonnade 
od = Se Le . ‘ os .~ om /% , ee i oa = 2 that lifted the dome visually, behind which arched windows were built into the drum. 

oT aS WS meh ee 
F a p ex ‘ Se e aN i <i i Internally, a long central corridor ran the north-south length of the building and intersected with a shorter east-west cor- if 1 t/ pe 4 = Ny ; Saree 5 ry / 4 Se 4 CY = ridor at the rotunda beneath the dome; spiral staircases were tucked into the corners of the central portion and provided v4 bon Hf ff ey Ne \ & ae ‘ we he i cs ho bf Ba ee. access to the upper floors. On the first floor, the east wing contained five rooms for the governor and the secretary of 
Wa LY be i ots dt NS a =.) hs NSS AA NE ‘a 2 t Naa: state; the west wing was laid out similarly and provided rooms to house the department of agriculture, the bank comp- 
4 Fe “a Ey 7 y 4 AES Lf % * ‘ et ASE | b Ay pf ty 5 ay g troller and the adjutant general. The south wing contained, including space in its octagonal towers, six rooms occupied 

4 Y a ; MA et } a SAA bas | pers = E by the attorney general, the superintendent of public instruction and the superintendent of public property. The north 
8) 4 gig og 4 Vy Be iy oe ee - eG ve Sei <7 a at ; z wing housed two large rooms for the state treasurer and the land office; a small vault was connected to each of these, 

, i fA ize a \ — oS EAA w . cs ne ay me y E and the treasurer had a small private office. The major chambers of the senate and the assembly were the principal 
ye iff 4 My Po) a js} * AES ek a + Ne g, g spaces of the second floor. The two-story senate chamber was located in the east wing with small rooms in the northwest 

i Ay cae ae 2 S. ee oe VCS bee BO aay r, and southwest comers for the chief clerk, the sergeant at arms and the lieutenant governor. The west wing housed a 
hay he Ved Oh y oe XS A ps Sie es if 4 / similarly scaled two-story assembly chamber, its two lobbies, a document room and small rooms for the speaker and 
ns Wey Pye |. i EN = Ae! i nie ‘ } £ the chief clerk. The State Historical Society of Wisconsin was located in the south wing and the Wisconsin Supreme 

“> 5 ps, ty is ; = Ky ANA we YW RY 438k Court and State Law Library were crowded onto the second and third floors of the north wing. In the east and west 
‘pepe LAY 4“ bs ee é a see yee ay be A 4 ¥ F Sa, wings, public galleries ringed each chamber and small committee rooms were located in the northeast and southeast 
Pas g 7 3 UT apy ; a ‘ Za tN =“ - , corners. The fourth floor of each wing was used for storage. Although the “attic” left a great deal of potential work 

4 Is et s h A i) i in ae = a Ss \ ri space, the available room in the new capitol was limited by the fact that almost all second floor rooms opened to the 

FN I eal e Ps aa Additions to Kutzbock and Donnel Capitol 
PNY 1 as a u C is a] att ee iy : , Within twelve years after completion of the new building, the state found itself in the same position it had been in 1858. 
Ls A A | } 4 — od _ in ” 7 a i” : ii - ao & The capitol had become crowded and expansion was considered once again; in the spring of 1882, the legislature ap- 
* be | A | ' l. a [| 4 of | = %, propriated $200,000 to construct extensions to the north and south wings with the intent of providing more room for 

i =e a i if i . a By: | Pe ae. the historical society, the law library and the court. The every-growing collections of the historical society and the law 
= ee Pas Ge eter . oo 7 Fe ] _ 4 ¥ | library had filled their allotted spaces quickly, and the supreme court had been expanded to include five justices in 1878. 

ay a i bs py In the fall of 1882, a commission composed of Governor Jeremiah Rusk (1882-89), Secretary of State Ernst G. Timme, 
: , . ed hg Attorney General Leander F. Frisby, N. B. Van Slyke and John Winan (representing the interests of the supreme court) 

é "s / - and Elisha W. Keyes, representing the State Historical Society, held a competition and selected Madison architect D. 

R. Jones. Jones’s design called for extensions to the north and south wings the same width and height of the existing 

capitol and built of the same type of stone; the design also included small domes on each of the octagonal towers and 

a double colonnade of cast iron columns on the new south and north facades. 

Jones’s design may have fit the existing capitol well, but the cost turned out to be prohibitive. When bids were opened 

on 15 June 1882, the lowest was for $20,000 more than the appropriation allowed. After Jones revised his design, a 

: second round of bids again resulted in no acceptable proposals, and the commission asked Jones to revise his design 

once more. Eventually the commission awarded the construction contract in the amount of $188,370 to John and T. 

R. Bentley of Milwaukee and Oscar F. Nowlan of Janesville, who began work in the summer of 1882. Unlike previ- 
4.11 Construction collapse, 1883 ous capitol construction, work proceeded swiftly. By August 1883, the extension for north wing to house the supreme 
In November 1883, defective workmanship and the use of shoddy materials caused the nearly finished south wing to collapse, court and law library was complete, and the south wing was well underway. By November, the south wing, too, was 
killing five laborers and injuring twenty others. The resulting public scandal provoked an investigation into the accident. The almost complete. 
curious gathered for weeks to view the destruction. 
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At this point, events took a tragic turn. At approximately 1:40 in the afternoon of 8 November 1883, forty laborers Lake ie - I eo eS es a a e Lo oe ee z 
were working on the south wing when a portion of the roof collapsed and brought much of the wing to the ground. - a eng . a ey e oS 2 oe ay oT “ge z 
Firemen and volunteers carried the wounded to makeshift treatment wards inside the capitol; five men died and twenty : -— eee os e oe a ae = ees — = SoG i: of 
were seriously injured. In the weeks before the accident, reports had circulated about slipshod construction and cracked A Uae a ge e ee ee are 8 a 3. or 
walls. On 9 November Governor Rusk launched an investigation and called on several architects and builders for as- PS ee ae : e ee ee oe cs a ae Pe : 

sistance. A week later, these experts submitted an eight-page report that blamed the accident on the use of substandard SS oe tek 2 te ee : oe . aes co 4 g 

materials, particularly the cast iron columns and masonry piers at the end of the wing. In the meantime, the Dane County ee a oe a oe os a anaes. a ee nits 6, ‘ o e a oe a : e » "| $ 

coroner began an inquest with a jury that included builders and University of Wisconsin engineering professor Allan Bs ie a Dae ee 4 ‘i ae A Ue ae AY ae 5 ” is fi. ee oe. “a iy a g 

D. Conover. Robert M. La Follette, the future governor but then Dane County district attorney, represented the state. A - : it A G af ys oN A Kg ve «7 yy Fy] tA aes oy £ 
For ten days, witnesses testified about sagging girders, structurally unsound walls and crumbling bricks. Additionally, Lor 5 8 Ay, Ge “) | vs LEX Ai A Ks j Lie or ANY) hs i po oe S So LAN e 
local newspapers had reported large cracks in the walls that were the result of shoddy construction. The jurors found ee ORE y fe © PA a ae ot NER AY | Y) Ve ee ag i e 5 

the contractors guilty of the improper repair of a second-story pier, which had contributed directly to the accident, and a, : on ‘ J 4 ie , hw hi MH fos ~<a De a WE 
they determined that architect Jones and the consulting architect, H. C. Koch of Milwaukee, were negligent in their ri tes A ’ ig ee 2 
design. A new architect was hired to revise the plans for the south wing and to implement similar changes in the north cen , a pe Las 
wing; the additional work on the two wings was not completed until November 1884.* ~~ : ~ 

e 
The two new wings doubled the length of the capitol and provided much needed space to occupants. The governor P : : a 
moved into a spacious five-room suite on the first floor of the south wing, where the secretary of state assumed similar 7 f Vr 2 ‘ 
accommodations. Offices for the attorney general, the Board of Control, the bank examiner and the commissioner of , - aoe ay pros 
insurance were in the north wing. On the second floor, the south wing had nine legislative committee rooms that also a - ret J yo 7 : 
could be used as offices. A large, two-story supreme court hearing room, consultation room and private chambers for : on ‘a 2. ame cigenn eee zs . . 
each justice were provided in the north wing. The law library had space on the second and third floors and the histori- a. ee ee | 
cal society moved into quarters on the third floor. With its new extensions, it appeared the capitol would fill the state’s ae o i See ee : : Se - oy 
needs for some time. ee NS Bee 

J Ae a a ae ee 
4.12 Second Madison capitol with north and south additions, circa 1900 

First C apitol Ee ompetition - 1903-04 The addition of wings on the north and south sides of the building altered the general configuration of the capitol from an essen- 
The expanded capitol served from 1884 until 1903, by which time it again had become too small to house a growing tially square structure to a long rectilinear building oriented to the north and south corners of the park. 

State government effectively. The number of workers required by the varied agencies increased dramatically between 
1887 and 1909; the secretary of state’s staff expanded from fourteen to twenty-four; the attorney general’s, from three 
to eight; the Department of Public Instruction, from four to thirteen; the Bureau of Labor and Industrial Statistics, 
from four to fourteen; and the Railroad Commission from two to nineteen. During this period several new regulatory 
commissions were established, including the Banking Commission, the Dairy and Food Commission, the Tax Commis- 
sion and the Civil Service Commission. A constitutional amendment that took effect in 1903 expanded the Wisconsin 
Supreme Court from five to seven justices, and the law library had overgrown its quarters. The state historical society 
moved from its rooms in the Capitol by 1901 to its new headquarters on the University of Wisconsin campus, and the 
space it vacated was filled quickly by the Wisconsin Grand Army of the Republic (GAR) as organizational headquarters 
and a museum. Although the north and south wings were in satisfactory condition and the entire building had been 
equipped with electricity and mechanical heat and ventilation, the original 1859-69 portion of the capitol remained a 
creaky relic of the mid-nineteenth century, and plans were underway once again to expand the building and modernize 
its oldest sections. 
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z Capitol Improvement Commission 

2 In response to requests from the supreme court justices, the 1903 legislature authorized the governor to appoint a com- 

: B E mission that would develop a plan for increasing space for the court and the law library. The Capitol Improvement 

r 7 — . i 3 ia : Commission met for the first time on 12 September 1903. Two of the commissioners appointed by Governor Robert M. 

& : i : : ) YW, y 5 La Follette, Sr., Roujet D. Marshall and John B. Winslow, were justices. The others were public-minded men of wealth 

~ mee : 8 with a background in either engineering or business. Orrin H. Ingram of Eau Claire owned interests in several lumber 

_ 5 =" g companies and mills in northwestern Wisconsin. Edwin Reynolds of Milwaukee was a mechanical engineer (he designed 

a : = e the main engine that powered the lighting at the 1893 Columbian Exposition) and was the head of the Allis-Chalmers 
7a ~~ ‘ft a : Manufacturing Company. John Archer (J. A.) Van Cleve of Marinette had been a civil engineer and surveyor who 

dl ~ . 4 g acquired his wealth in the real estate and banking businesses; he recently had been active in the state Republican party 

~~. is and was a member of the University of Wisconsin Board of Regents. Herbert W. Chynoweth was probably the state’s 

a 4 fs most prominent lawyer and recently had argued successfully the constitutionality of the new ad valorem taxation law 

Ny yo before the Wisconsin Supreme Court; he was close to La Follette and he, also, was a member of the Board of Regents. 

d oe j Furthermore, both Chynoweth and Van Cleve had served on the board that oversaw planning and construction of the 

‘ recently completed historical society building on the University of Wisconsin campus. As a body, the commissioners 

1 contributed a wealth of engineering and legal skills as well as first-hand knowledge of the existing building.’ 
J 

. At its initial meeting, the Capitol Improvement Commission appointed Chynoweth, Marshall and Reynolds to employ 

an architect to prepare a program for the expansion project. The commission had ample precedent from which to work; 

twelve other states had recently completed or were currently planning or constructing new capitols or additions.'° A few 

days later, Chynoweth wrote New York architect Cass Gilbert, then finishing work on the Minnesota capitol, requesting 

his services as “advisory architect” to the commission, a position requiring his study of the present building, prepara- 

tion of a program and general advice. Cass Gilbert flatly refused the offer since it would prevent him from entering 

the competition himself; he suggested that the commission need not hold a competition at all and simply employ a 

qualified architect directly, obviously having himself in mind."' 

“, Chynoweth sent an identical letter to Professor W. T. Laird of the University of Pennsylvania. Professor Laird wrote 

that he would accept the position for a fee of $2,000 plus $25 per diem for trips to Madison, in addition to his expenses. 

pen The commissioners balked at the fees: “We think Mr. Laird’s figures are much higher than the Commission ought to 

Cy go,” Chynoweth wrote to Reynolds on 26 September, “and (we) do not understand how the work which the consulting 

: architect will be called upon to do should cost so much.”!? Instead of Gilbert or Laird, Chynoweth and Marshall made 

> an arrangement with Allan D. Conover, a member of the University of Wisconsin engineering faculty and formerly a 

principal with Lew Porter in the Madison architecture firm Conover and Porter (circa 1885-1900). Chynoweth advo- 

: " cated for Conover, writing that “[he] is here on the ground and understands better western character and western wants. 

We can advise with him continuously and get his opinions on any matter that we desire to call on him for without 

correspondence and without the expense of a trip from the east. He is not only able, but a tireless worker.” Moreover, 

as Conover was already employed by the state as a member of the Board of Control, it appeared that he would be able 

4 to perform this function for a mere $1,000. Before Conover signed his contract, however, the commission recognized 

that the law under which he advised the Board of Control prohibited him from taking another position with the state 

4.13 Robert M. La Follette, Sr., circa 1900 and the commission found no way around this obstacle. With some frustration, the commission gathered in Madison 

Although he never had an office in the new Capitol and resigned his position as governor before on 19 October to discuss hiring an advisor and developing plans." 
George Post was hired, Robert La Follette had set the Capitol project into motion. He appointed the 

initial members of the commission, which saw the project through to completion, and his progressive Z y 4 a mie é sh 
reforms were embodied architecturally in the building which included large public rooms and office Despite Gilbert’s suggestion that a competition was unnecessary, the commission remained adamant and insisted that 

space for state commissions. Wisconsin firms be included among those invited to compete. Chynoweth wrote Reynolds that he thought “we have 
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two firms of architects in this state who are as well qualified to design improvements to the capitol building as anybody all ye MB oe 5 a. = 

in the far east. But it was thought best. . .to give the other people a chance so that it might be said to those who think a Po eS ~ 

that a man must reside in the east to be ‘up to snuff’ that we have not put up the bars on any one, and know of no such i J a . 

thing as state lines.”'* Reynolds, more familiar with the workings of the architectural community than others on the 5 nese a 2 _ 

commission, visited several firms on the East Coast to discuss the project. By mid-October 1903, the program began to CARLY” a ee ht 4 

take shape. The commission decided to invite three architectural firms to compete and offered prizes of $1,500, $1,000 i ey i oe a ee Oo . 

and $500 (later increased to $2,000, $1,500 and $1,000 with $300 allowed to each for expenses). Invitations went to RN © / .. - ~~ - . 

two Milwaukee firms, Ferry & Clas and H.C. Koch & Co. (presumably referred by Chynoweth), and Cass Gilbert of an ree iy a ie Z ar of... _. | | 

New York. By February 1904, the committee charged with developing the program had largely completed its task.'* Ee PO | YA ; Jo __- _—  # 

ey | NN | hs eee!” 
Capitol Fire LAS NB NN be (hh: 

In the early hours of 27 February 1904, a gas ict left alight for the night watchmen set fire to the recently varnished ceil- ON 7 we \ ns SS @. 4 rrr 3 
ing of the assembly cloak room of the west wing of the capitol. Nat Crampton, a watchman, discovered the blaze and tN PN NG TX - oc 3 
tried to extinguish it with several pails of water; when his efforts failed, he summoned the Madison Fire Department. iy, See IT™ 4, Y ts ee e oo 3 
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4.14 Capitol fire, 1904 Roe * ‘ a 

While the Capitol Improvement Commission was still discussing additions and renovations, the need for action became critical 4.15 Capitol fire, north and west wings, 1904 
when a fire gutted much of the building on 27 February 1904. Most of the west and east wings were destroyed, as was much As crowds of residents and university students helped carry books, papers and furniture to safety, the fire continued to ravage 
of the central portion and south wing. As a result of the fire, the commission recognized the need for a program that would the building. The conflagration began in the west wing and quickly spread through the timber-framed central portion and 
replace the building. east wing and to the upper levels of the south wing. Only the north wing remained relatively undamaged. 
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/ y oe — z While waiting for assistance, two watchmen attempted to fight the rapidly spreading fire with a fire hose, but there was 

_.: 3 so a 2 insufficient water pressure in the capitol’s internal fire-suppression system. The Madison Fire Department responded 
: a cS Rien : : Fn e within thirty minutes, and at first it appeared that the fire could be controlled. Two unfortunate circumstances, however, 

R SS A — é rendered efforts futile. The day before the fire, workers at the university had drained the water tank that supplied both 

| oS 4 Be the university and the capitol to clean and refill the university boilers, which was why there was insufficient pressure 

PR a ” : : Pe. — 3. in the capitol’s system. Also, for some unknown reason, the valve to switch the capitol to the municipal water supply 

| : : = a Re: i q 4 4 | on “ Be 4 Z was never turned. Hence, the blaze spread rapidly through the timber-framed, lath-and-plaster structure of the west 

: ES a) Me Ag Uo] g wing and central portion. At 4:30 a.m., firemen woke Governor La Follette at the Executive Mansion a few blocks 

L rip vat CN 5 ao ed nt Sees ‘ g away; he and a group of university students and downtown residents entered the building repeatedly to retrieve items 
’ 4 pe So / Se a ee 5 2 5 from the blaze. By 6:00 a.m., Justice Marshall was also on the scene, and with the governor directed citizens who 

en je © e: fs ‘a Bawa oe g ee z carried to safety books, records and furniture as the Madison Fire Department telegraphed for aid from Milwaukee. 
K pene ntee os 8 Se A a ee iS 3 ‘ 3 2 _ ( 3 ) . , ik >) fe i iy = ai as 4 8 Help arrived as requested via the railroad in record time and the extra firemen assisted in battling the blaze, but it was 

\ Bebe ea bee ae. a see / bas not extinguished completely until 10:00 p.m. the following night; by that time, the west and east wings were ruins 

~ a = . PA ey ase se oa a Ms and the south wing badly damaged. The loss to the state was catastrophic. Although many of the state’s records were 

2 ~ oe mS ‘Ss ee Pe “A ra saved, the fire destroyed the Civil War memorabilia collection owned by the state Grand Army of the Republic, which 
‘ le | ee eo 3. ee , ; i ics i i § | 4 & '> AS: es i aaa ny a. was housed in the upper floors of the south wing. The relics included Old Abe, the stuffed remains of the celebrated 

j RE ao ae I ae M4 . S S ‘ é ‘ 
et a a = a ee St | Sees 2 Pay bald eagle mascot of the Eighth Wisconsin Regiment. Most disheartening was the fact that the legislature had recently 

‘Bam is. a \ ay eG ‘ fe BE 6 i ure Z 5 ; 
a ibd RS 4 Va oN i allowed the insurance policies on the building to lapse in anticipation of the implementation of a new state insurance 

ie ee Lie Qo ba wy) | fund. The state was unable to collect on $600,000 worth of policies.'* 

Riis el Pe 4 y { ee | Within four days, state departments had resettled in new quarters in various buildings around Madison and cleanup 

ae) Bie i. ; . hI \ { work began at the capitol. The fire had profound implications for the Capitol Improvement Commission, set to meet 

: iz be : el ie \) 4 again on 1 March. Governor La Follette decided against calling a special session of the legislature to deal with the 

208 wa FT fess a || crisis and instead relied on the commission to continue its work in planning alterations and repairs to the building.'’ 

f Lia, ! 2 $i ‘ zs) f Ii 1 | : The commission met as scheduled in the room of Justice Winslow in the relatively undamaged north wing; the com- 

Lees 4 a: Do, nw 1 missioners immediately adjourned to inspect the building and invited Madison architects Allan Conover and Lew F. 
j DR eg eA oN ee bk. : ‘ é “ 
4 fee Pe Pas rt <a ee: Porter to accompany them. After the inspection tour, Conover and Porter estimated that it would cost no more than 

ao eg ee ee ee ; a $250,000 to restore the building to “substantially as good shape as it was before.” If the commission were to improve 
L gh oe Pre ne nage e ee te ? : 
See gh ee eed J 2 aia: wn y the structure and install a fireproof roof, costs were estimated at $275,000. Conover and Porter further suggested the 

ae aaa oe acs A Wand ef possibility of removing all of the 1858 structure between the two newer extensions and constructing longer wings to 

Ser eee a b —o eee ae ae cm, er the west and east (effectively changing the capitol’s orientation from north-south to east-west). They further suggested 

Ree Spa WORE re a mie that after construction, the north and south wings could be removed if not needed.'* 
Ln aa aa % : belo The ea ae Ne 
ee eal pm i y Se - s a 
co See % ee re mal a Essentially Conover and Porter were promoting construction of an entirely new capitol, moving beyond the commission’s 

oe paige al 4 os ; is purview of providing additional room for the supreme court and law library. But in a meeting the next day the com- 

8 Se . re i ee : mission expressed unwillingness to take any action that would exceed its authority. The commission asserted that its 

ee s an os : responsibilities under the 1903 law consisted of obtaining plans for additions and changes to the north wing at a cost of 

St gn] _ ae : aes not more than $10,000 and carrying out those additions for not more than $100,000. The program to do this work had 

cg been nearly completed. Now, the commissioners discussed whether proceeding with such plans was useful. In the end, 

they resolved to continue their work in adopting and executing plans for changes in the capitol but with the possibility 

4.16 Capitol interior after fire, 1904 in place that these changes could be the first phase of the construction of an entirely new building. The commission 

whe yee eerie tenia the Ce control, ae pie iach: ee further resolved not to spend any of its $100,000 construction appropriation in order to allow time for the legislature to 
of the damage. e assembly and senate chambers were burned completely, the books 0; , = o opie : 19 + 
the Free Library Commission had been destroyed, and the Grand Army of the Republic had decide about a oy capitol. Leek Porter was hired to assist in the final preparations of the program. In ne mesnene? 

lost its collection of Civil War relics. La Follette began implementing plans to repair the structure using his authority as governor to repair public buildings 
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damaged by fire. Workers renovated the portions of the building least damaged by the fire, salvageable materials were z 
sold and state agencies soon began moving back into the capitol. In April, the insurance commissioner fixed the loss : & Zz 
sustained by the state at $185,046.90, a sum that would be made available to the superintendent of public property for y é 2 
rebuilding efforts. The initial effort was directed at the north and south wings, leaving the decision concerning the / 5) fi oy z 2 
ruined west and east wings until later.” : = eS f 

The high cost of repairing the structure temporarily as well as the uncertainty of the Capitol Improvement Commission’s eS ‘ : m ae = 
authority stirred widespread speculation that state government would leave Madison. Milwaukee newspapers quickly : | WE ; es es ae ee ei Ss i 
began agitating for moving the capital to that city, boasting superior railroad connections, hotels and other accommoda- 255s cee : a Sonera Re ee oS q = Ry cee 
tions. Other, more centrally located cities, including Eau Claire, Oshkosh, Fond du Lac and Grand Rapids (later known 3 ei : Acie 3 pee 3 é es 2 - : pe eo = a 
as Wisconsin Rapids), quickly began to assert similar claims. Yet the state constitution required the presence of the Bf ee ey hen Pit elgg ee = SS 
state university “at or near the seat of government” and the history surrounding the Madison capitol were strong argu- a Se ier ia ine 2B = 7 ig fe nn sete Ree es 
ments for rebuilding in the same location. Public sentiment quickly swung behind the decision to retain the capitol on = Zi ree rary | i cee ry) C i: cope i] a arte E Rey i ar ml = : 
the same grounds.’! The committee developing the architectural program completed its work in April, and the Capitol oe Lr Fier. yet 5 ae [FF lS wo 
Improvement Commission met on 27 April to approve the program “for the guidance of the architects and architectural oe eit TU tN NNR te SB SAS Lees ae fsa es ace 
firms chosen to compete for the prizes offered for plans for an improved or practically new capitol structure.” On 10 ae a fe a : — ee = ee ee SS 
May 1904, copies of the program were sent to Cass Gilbert, Ferry & Clas and H. C. Koch & Co.” Rae ee = ee eee see aoe 

Competition Pr ogram 4.17 Cass Gilbert design for the Wisconsin Capitol, 1904 
On 12 May 1904, the commission made public its competition program. It specified that the primary purpose of the Cass Gilbert's bold design for the Capitol was similar to that of the Minnesota capitol, which had been completed recently. Crit- 
project was “to furnish the needed accommodations for the state library and the supreme judicial department of the ics claimed his design was far too large and expensive. 
state,” but actually gave the architects a great deal of latitude in designing what would be a new building, declaring: 

The present building between the transverse wings may be changed to any extent reasonably necessary 

to produce harmony between the same and such wings in such conditions as they may be preserved 
if at all, the purpose of all changes being to produce, with new construction, that harmony of parts 
suggesting an original design of a modern, up-to-date Capitol that will meet the wants of the State 
in future years. 

The directive to use as much of the present building as possible was “not absolutely binding,” however, and the program 
emphasized the requirements for new construction. Further instructions specified that the present north and south wings 
remain undisturbed during construction and that the dome be retrained if in proper scale to the proposed modifications. 
The program included three diagrams that illustrated potential footprints for the building. The first showed a simple block 
plan, measuring 270 feet by 320 feet, which would have filled in the space between the north and south wings. The second 
proposed the construction of two large wings on the east and west sides with extensions to both the existing north and 
south wings. The final suggestion depicted four equal wings, each oriented to one of the four corners of Capitol Square. 
A minimum of 40,000 square feet was required on the principal floor, and the new building was to be five stories with 
the ground floor suitable for offices. The commission had surveyed the occupants and prepared a program for space use 
that responded to the needs of each department, floor by floor. The general configuration for a department was to include 
a lobby, a business room, a private office, a stenographer’s room, a vault and a lavatory/cloak room. Six thousand square 
feet were to be designated to the assembly chamber and 4,500 square feet to the senate chamber; each was to be two stories. 
Proposals were due at noon on 1 November 1904, but the deadline was later extended to 1 December 1904.2 
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Cass Gilbert’s Design supreme court and other offices.2° Enthusiastic supporters of Gilbert’s work in Minnesota wrote La Follette to praise 

Crates containing the plans and drawings arrived in Madison on the appointed day. The commission met on 6 Decem- the finished building and urge legislative approval of the plan for Wisconsin.”’ 

ber and, with the aid of carpenters, opened the boxes and numbered the drawings. The firms’ names were in sealed 

envelopes so that the commissioners did not know which firm had submitted which set of drawings. The public was Local reaction, however, was not as enthusiastic. The two Milwaukee firms publicly charged that Gilbert had disre- 

not allowed to view the plans until after the commission reached a decision. Each set included a perspective drawing, garded the terms of the program and instead submitted plans that called for a much larger and more expensive building 

two or more elevations, two or more sections, and floor plans; drawn on a scale of one-eighth inch to one foot, the than indicated. At a public hearing before the legislature’s Joint Committee on Capitol and Grounds, representatives 

plans were over seven feet long. The program committee employed noted architect William. S. Eames of St. Louis of the firms gave vent to their grievances. A lawyer for Ferry & Clas pointed out that the Gilbert plan called for 76 

as judge. He spent a week in Madison reviewing the plans and writing his report, which the commission read on 12 percent more space than the program specified and that the building could not possibly be constructed for less than $6.6 

January 1905. Eames clearly approved of the commission’s willingness to allow the competitors to develop an entirely million. He also raised several questions regarding Eames’s accuracy in evaluating the plans. Koch complained that 

new capitol and had little good to say about the existing structure: although the program insisted that the plans not be embellished in any way, Gilbert’s firm submitted plans that were 

colored and elaborately decorated. Additionally, it was charged that the deadline had been extended at Gilbert’s request. 

The present building is askew with the entire city, a most confusing and unfortunate condition, in- Chief among the critics of the Gilbert plan was Senator James J. McGillivray of Black River Falls. He chastised the 

asmuch as it destroys the dignity of the building and distorts the important surroundings in such a commission’s decision as impractical and wasteful, saying: 

manner as to present a most painful effect. All three of the competitors have realized this fact, and 

point out the importance of having the dome [coincide] with the center of the square and on the axis What do the people of the state of Wisconsin want of such an expensive and large capitol building? 

of the intersecting streets. The assembly will not increase in twenty years. The senate will remain the same as it now is. The 

Supreme court will not need more judges. The bureaus of the state will not grow 10 per cent in any 

The present building, apart from its being unfortunately oriented, is scarcely worthy of perpetuation, of the departments in twenty years. Then why such a capitol? 

although possessing many details of excellence in design. 

There is no call for it except from those who want to build a monument to their stupidity in burdening 

Its size and plan have already impressed the legislature with its inadequacy, and no extension is pos- the people of the state with a high tax for years to come.”* 

sible which does not contemplate its ultimate extinction. 
Justice Marshall defended the Gilbert plan vociferously and charged that the Milwaukee firms had deviated from the 

Eames recommended the largest (over 16 million cubic feet as opposed to 8 and 9.5 for the other plans) and the most program on important points as well. But the conclusion was inescapable: Gilbert’s capitol was simply too large and 

expensive ($5.4 million, twice the amount estimated for the second most costly plan) proposal to the commission. Not too expensive.” 

only would the design fulfill the immediate and future needs of the state, Eames wrote, but it would compare favorably 

with the best buildings of its type. He praised the use of natural light in the design and the internal arrangement of space, By early March, the battle lines were drawn between those who favored a suitably grand building for the state and those 

which used public and private corridors to separate various departments. The recommendation evidently disquieted who favored economy. While legislators balked at the expense of an entirely new structure, the proponents for a new 

the commission. Following several days of intermittent discussion, the commission remained wary of exceeding its building argued that the present capitol had long been inadequate and that spending $500,000 to repair it was not an 

authority and feared the legislature’s reaction to an expensive new building. After Ingram took the plans to Reynolds’ economy but rather a waste of money.*” The extensions to the north and south wings, wrote Madison doctor George 

sickbed to obtain his opinion, La Follette suggested the commission obtain further information from Eames, who then Keenan to the Madison Democrat, “ruined the structure’s exterior and added nothing more than ill planned, poorly 

appeared before the commission on 27 January 1905. After further questioning, the commission voted unanimously to lighted and badly ventilated rooms. . . . Yet it is suggested that these specimens stand as two arms of a Maltese cross, 

endorse the Eames report. The envelopes were opened, and the winning plan was revealed to be by Cass Gilbert. with $1,000,000 blown into the other arms of presumably similar construction and effectually destroy the present dome 

... Certainly a huge pile of distorted errors costing the state more than $3,000,000.”! Even as opinion began to turn toward 

Even before the commission could make its recommendation to the legislature, the press reported the estimated cost the eventual erection of an entirely new building, some members of the legislature suggested different plans, including a 

of the new building. The Madison Democrat predicted the Gilbert design would require between $6 and $10 million proposal to build a twelve-story steel skyscraper (capable of being enlarged to twenty stories) as a more economical and 

dollars to build and the paper forecast an acrimonious public debate, hinting that the $5 million capitol recently designed practical alternative to the “so-called Grecian capitols” that wasted much space in corridors and open areas.” 

by Gilbert and constructed in Minnesota was unsatisfactory. Further, the article suggested that all three plans submit- 

ted were far too large for the Capitol Square and alluded to potential complications inherent in selecting a New York By the end of March, Gilbert sent a lengthy letter to the legislature’s Joint Committee on the Capitol and Grounds in which 

architect over two qualified Wisconsin firms, a choice that guaranteed questions would arise in the legislature.” On 31 he defended his design and claimed to have followed the program’s guidelines completely. He argued that his plan could 

January, the commission formally delivered its report to the legislature and proposed the Cass Gilbert plan. Gilbert had be erected in sections and submitted five plans for a phased approach to construction. He provided detailed space and 

designed a classically inspired building aligned axially with Washington Avenue and with its principal orientation being cost estimates to refute charges that his plan would require twice the allotted sum and would cost at least one dollar per 

to Monona Avenue (now Martin Luther King, Jr. Boulevard). The central portion was topped with a dome, evocative of cubic foot.? Although cost remained the most contentious issue, in mid-April Senator McGillivray sought to demonstrate 

a Renaissance cathedral, and the wings on the northeast, southwest and northwest contained legislative chambers, the that the Gilbert design would fit the park badly and staked out the footprint of the proposed building. He announced that 
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it would come within twelve feet of the sidewalk at two points. A few days later, he introduced a bill to appoint a new Peaeealthe ee i 2 
commission with directives that only a Wisconsin architect be hired and that the capitol be constructed in stages.** By the 4 bs i =, | “4 ; Jam: 
end of April, the Joint Committee on the Capitol and Grounds reported that the legislature had appropriated $600,000 for : i ERS CE ie 
the immediate construction of a new wing and allocated $10,000 toward a new competition for the design of an entirely 3 ° - Plane | { E 
new capitol, stipulating that the first wing constructed be a part of the larger design. The cost to replace the east and west . ‘hy ; # i m - i a ' z 
wings and to make the north and south habitable until such time as the state decided to build them new was limited to $2.4 i —& 2 Ld ” i es oe * 

million. Hearings on the bill, however, continued to produce hot feelings on both sides. Senator McGillivray continued 4.18 Lew Porter, circa 1900 / Me | : ‘ r, @ y" thee | 
to dominate the proceedings and proposed to rebuild the west and east wings for just over $700,000. He then went on to oF Coe e a 3, ze z a: ie Pi Cs ze rey a 
criticize harshly the work of the commission. “This commission has been bamboozling this legislature all the winter,” he Lew F. Porter for an esti- aa peso Pape os heat ii BS sae ea 
said. “Think of lawyers taking the place of architects and contractors. They could not build a hen house to cover a hen mate to repair the burned- Baer | Bs iG & 
and keep it dry.” After several proposed amendments calling for a referendum on removal of the capitol from Madison i . ri ail Pe] a pe rig 4 | | 
and restricting the competition to Wisconsin architects, the final bill provided an appropriation of $685,000 for construc- children Peal Ve _ =e 2 si a ™ itt it & — & 
tion of either one or two wings, a new competition and the adoption of a long-term plan for an entirely new building that later became the secretary of Aiea Ar ] He ee it oan Ae a) 
would be completed at a future date and incorporate the wing or wings constructed in the interim.* the Capitol Commission and © 4 ie H od Pe cae eo gL 

oversaw the construction isvetiaens ARE RI IK: SEE RE RBCS GR RIESSG Ss SAPP 

aly i Eos ” cs from beginning to end. LS whens : i 
The commissioners, still frustrated by the criticisms they had received over the past six months, found the new law vague 

in describing their task and did not want to risk taking any action that might be held against them. For example, the law es Scapa ady in cht esta ii 
limited the size of the building but did not specify whether the limits included steps and approaches; another provision heh iy a “es | ‘ : 3 z 
prevented any alteration or amendments, even at the commission’s request, to any plan once it had been submitted. ma 4a, Me, bee : u — a g 
Angered at their treatment and at the new law that limited the membership of the commission to five members, Justices . “ep ec. ‘ Ha I ed : - ' ; ph _ ; 4 
Marshall and Winslow resigned. Despite the precarious condition in which the partially ruined capitol now stood, the ng ii i " ; ; prs tay) n \ ' ia oo a ee ] a i 

commission resolved to do nothing until its role and duties were further clarified by the next legislature.” Fortunately, Fin Ph % te fi tf i ft i : 3 f : ’ " ri : 7 7 - | Hit He 3 = 
Governor La Follette called a special session to meet on 4 December 1905 to deal with these issues. Declaring that “the ta ta cs eth ue it J oof i — P| oe .s 3 
commission ought not to be left to grope in the dark,” he called the legislators’ attention to the provisions that needed iti ~ kit rf A Ma | sets i | : — a : i ie A 5 — : g 
clarification. Repeating that the commissioners’ work would be far too important to be open to future challenges, La i i : i ts [ Ko | Pe ats nee ayo Wl Yd 8 

Follette urged several modifications to the legislation as absolutely necessary.** The legislature responded quickly and pl i i ea) HEE / ar | a ql | tC, an EE 
fixed the offending sections. It set a limit of 100,000 square feet on floor space and 6,000,000 cubic feet for the entire . : { 1 hi — te a Hi ra ] ’ i { | ¢ MT ‘ ‘ ; 

building. It did not change the cost limit of 40 cents per cubic foot and the limit of 20,000 square feet for the dome. ‘ ‘ Sn va aes —— i tS ; 7 yi 3 

The legislature also authorized the commission to employ a secretary to act as its administrative officer. al { oe, ' : a yal | fv i d , 

Second Capitol Competition, 1906 Le ? _ ] rr  —. aa 
The commission regrouped as the Capitol Commission (distinct from the earlier Capitol Improvement Commission) and met : ‘Gr Vy , as ; . 2 
in January 1906.“° Under the authority granted by the legislature, the commission hired Lew Porter to prepare a program ha os ; ‘ 
for anew competition. He was to be paid $500 and the work was to be completed in three weeks. Some troubles lingered. i jer > ia os 
Cass Gilbert protested this turn in events, demanding copies of the law authorizing the competition and requesting that — ie i J , 
the commission wait until he prepared a full statement outlining “what I believe to be my rights under the competition Se 'd Z ‘ ‘A ae <— ms 
which was held last year.” The commission refused to consider such a delay, but privately Ingram wrote Gilbert that the OS - i c “™e an 
members of the commission also felt “very much annoyed at what was done by the legislature.” Ingram urged Gilbert to a y oe F ot. aay 
revise his earlier design for submission in the new competition and, further, suggested he talk with former commissioners eae ~~ Sue .. 
Marshall and Winslow.‘' Meanwhile, Marshall was doing some lobbying of his own. At the commission’s 13 February CEC gy aay EI aay etl SREMMRREY TV PEETIN SEMIS BST Ss : 
1906 meeting, Marshall described the advantages of stipulating that the capitol be in the form of a St. Andrew’s cross, 4.19 Roujet Marshall in his office, circa 1900 os, 
with the wings extending from the central dome to the corners of the square. The commission concurred and instructed lis Aes CUTE IUSTTOSS SCENES ailing improventent Reena sree PS leah B. Baslow and Roujet Marshall. The irascible Marshall devoted much time to the commission and afterward continued to make 
Porter to include a diagram in the program showing the proposed capitol in this configuration. emphatic suggestions concerning the court's new quarters in the East Wing. 
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a L : : a As ae Lo ; 0 |: Porter rapidly got to work on developing the program, and at its 20 February meeting the commission made several 

a = pages " ne a P Boe oe pres re : other critical decisions. The competition was to be limited to five firms and each entrant would receive $1,200, with 
a 4 A. t..LUhUhUhmUmrmrm cs 2 the winner’s compensation to be applied to the cost of the plans and drawings. The architect’s fee would be 5 percent 

st Ee ee oe of the total building cost exclusive of decorations and furnishings. The five firms invited to compete were those that 

= — i —_— o . oe ee aes 5 had submitted plans in 1904 (Cass Gilbert, Ferry & Clas, H. C. Koch & Co.) McKim, Mead and White of New York 
——- — —_ bo ae = a Cl? and Shepley, Rutan and Coolidge of Boston. Four additional firms were selected, should any of the first five firms 

a? } ws nie ty " a -: lle a= decline the invitation: Carrére & Hastings of New York; George B. Post & Sons of New York; Babb, Cook and Willard 
—§ “ee re : ‘i * - af eT | n ‘ LS ~ 1 - a ‘ e i of New York; and Peabody and Stearns of Boston. In order to forestall some of the difficulties that had beset the earlier 
A bl | Le <. ~~) <7 per” x CS oe. /“, y competition, each received a copy of the program along with a copy of the laws authorizing the competition.*? The 
to ’ , ‘ A =~ ] Ne b a 7 ‘ i 4 : program was distributed by the middle of March, at which time Porter visited the firms in New York, Boston, Chicago 

fy AN " ‘| 3 and Milwaukee to make sure the terms of the competition were understood. Cass Gilbert refused to participate, finally 

i Se : oa a a y e ending that controversy. Porter personally lobbied McKim, Mead and White and Shepley, Rutan and Coolidge to 
, bf N F a oe 5 j : submit designs. Eventually the five competing firms were Koch & Co.; Ferry & Clas; Peabody and Stearns; Shepley, 

“Ys : 4 tM Fas hs ¢ “ 5 Rutan and Coolidge; and George B. Post & Sons. 

a EE H The requirements of the second building program differed significantly from the first. In the second, it was made clear 

cd | a ; see i that the damaged building would be replaced entirely. The program directed that “it will be necessary that the new 

a PS | '_ g nee me | building be so designed that in its construction. . . accommodations [for government departments] be not destroyed until 
oe. S| | | - i een ee new ones are provided.” The demolition of the existing building would take place in phases tied to new construction. 
a 1 sm s : : le at The program indicated that the west wing of the old capitol was an unoccupied ruin, with the senate meeting on the 

eo ao * = ee eS See ign = SS eS oe ae first floor of the east wing and the assembly on the second floor. The north wing contained what remained of the Free 
a eee ee el Library Commission offices, the law library having been removed after the fire; other state agencies were crowded into 

4.20 George B. Post and Columbian Exposition artists, 1891 offices on the first through fourth floors of the south wing. During the time of the competition, the commission was in 
George B. Post belonged to an extensive network of artists and architects, many of whom worked together at the Columbian Ex- the process of making additional rooms available on the fourth floor of the north wing. 
position under the direction of Daniel H. Burnham, who also judged the second Capitol competition in 1906. Post recommended 

many of his colleagues from the exposition to work on the Capitol, including Francis Millet, Elmer Garnsey and Daniel Chester 
French. Post is second from lefi. The new structure was to be built in five phases. Each of the equally sized wings and the dome would be handled as 

discrete construction projects with work beginning in the West and East Wings. The program called for the new Capitol 

to consist of a full basement, a ground story to house work rooms and minor departments, a principal story to contain 

constitutional officers and the more important departments, second and third stories to contain the legislative chambers, 

their related rooms and the judicial department. The senate chamber was to be in the east wing, the assembly chamber 

in the west and the supreme court in the north. The program included a detailed breakdown of the space required by 

each department, as assigned by floor, with square footage allocations that could not vary by more than 10 percent.*° 

Undoubtedly aware of the controversy surrounding Cass Gilbert’s design, some of the participating architectural firms 

requested clarification. Peabody and Stearns asked about the placement of the principal and other entrances, the size 

of the assembly and senate and for a drawing of the current dome. Post & Sons asked for further explanation of the 

instructions for the perspective drawing and for the space restrictions for the central portion. Space allocation issues, 

for both exterior and interior features, seem to have concerned the architects more than any other. 

Plans and drawings arrived by 15 June, and on 29 June the commission directed Porter to select an “expert architect” 

to examine the plans and prepare a report for the commission. Porter secured the services of famed Chicago architect 

Daniel Burnham. Burnham’s detailed report favored Post & Sons’ design on nearly every count. Burnham appreci- 

ated the broad terrace in the design as being a suitable base upon which the capitol would sit “with much dignity,” and 

while the other designs showed monumental stairs at the end of each wing, Post & Sons created four formal entrances 

in the corners of the wings, at the first story level, positioned beneath shallow domes and above a ground-level porte 
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cochére. Pedestrian entrances were located at the ends of each of the wings. Burnham also found Post’s Dome more 2 
impressive and in almost perfect proportion to the rest of the building. Although he criticized Post’s use of exterior i 
sculpture and tourelles above the pavilions, Burnham found Post’s design particularly pleasing: g 

; 

The Post design . . . shows something more than mere scholarship; it has a quality that goes with 3 
its terrace, which, as I intimated above, is unusually good. This is due to the just treatment of the : ee es 3 
dome and platform through which the dome rises. This general mass is impressive and beautiful. In _ £ 
detail the ribs are too heavy, at least they so appear on the perspective, although Posts’ [sic] eleva- . _ ey 
tions indicate more delicacy. ~~ x ee 5 

Burnham complimented Post & Sons’ interior for its two principal corridors running through the entire length of the 4 ae 
building on the ground floor and for how the architect addressed the problem of dark, windowless interior spaces by ; } | 
creating storage vaults, leaving the spaces along the exterior walls free for offices. On the first floor, Burnham disliked \ ~ | 
Post & Sons’ single grand staircase that interrupted the view through the building, but Burnham noted that this was i = 5 
easily remedied by including twin staircases on either side of the corridor, as had been done between ground and first oC" 
floors.” Porter had been requested to give his opinion, and he, too, found the Post & Sons’ design the most admirable, , . : ‘ 
although he indicated concern about the grand stairs, an observation consistent with Burnham’s.** On 17 July, after a i. ‘ 
much discussion, the commission voted to employ George B. Post & Sons as architect and Lew F. Porter as permanent i 
secretary, beginning what developed into a cordial and highly productive working relationship.” yo 

4 

Capitol Construction, 1906-17 
On 24 July 1906, James Otis Post (a son of George B. Post) met with the commission and discussed the plans for the | 
Capitol in detail. The commission requested some amendments and authorized a survey to ensure the proper placement 4 
of the Capitol precisely in the center of the Square, thereby correcting an error that had existed since 1837. It asked : 
that the Senate Chamber be relocated from the East to the South Wing and that the library be moved from the North to 

the East Wing. The next day, the commission authorized Porter to have the demolition begun on the ruined west wing 

of the extant building.” The commission was required to make some important decisions in the early stages of design ‘ 
that would have a significant impact on features and materials throughout the building. One of the most important aN — 
involved selection of exterior stone. The commission spent five months and traveled throughout the East to make an Le ree ok 
informed decision. — ——— sid ue ial 

By 1906, the configuration of the commission had changed, but it remained a progressively minded body that was 4 
committed to excellence. Justices Marshall and Winslow had resigned from the predecessor group in 1904 and did not _ 
become members of the new Capitol Commission. When La Follette left the governorship to take a seat in the United ot 
States Senate in 1906, his successor, Governor James O. Davidson (1906-11), became an ex officio member. Davidson 
shared La Follette’s progressive political views and as a long-time state official (he had served in the assembly and as 4 
State treasurer and lieutenant governor) was keenly interested in the development of the new Capitol. Edwin Reynolds 

also resigned in 1906 and was replaced by George H. D. Johnson, a partner in the Milwaukee grain business with E. : 
P. Bacon. Johnson was tireless in his devotion to the commission and was a regular correspondent of Porter’s. Upon 
the death of Herbert Chynoweth in 1906, Davidson appointed former United States Senator William Freeman Vilas, 4.21 James Ole Davidson, circa 1908 
one of Wisconsin’s wealthiest men, who was well known for his sophisticated taste and appreciation of the arts. Vilas When aye 4 ue F pee yar Bae eRE a SCAU ae Mic became 

traveled frequently to New York to meet with Post and provide his opinions on some of the more highly finished areas ier) fthe oe oe 1 Behe a ove s aa it Bast Wires 
of the Capitol and the artwork program. and appointed two influential commissioners, William F. Vilas and Magnus Swenson. 
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Ps) /, JTSy a y We g id ea ae f el) - vey) OSS we) | HS Ag YER? On 8 August 1906 the commission contracted with the Madison firm of Corona & Oliva to wreck what remained of 
i ig ae NI cP en" = a a ay Lf Rie ON ry se aaa Pe : a i the old west wing. Work began on 11 August 1906 and was completed by 15 September. A month later, Porter hired 

x Pp en &, Co Pe 2S 4 S i x eee TS q AVN er the same COMPANY, to excavate the basement of the new West Wing. Work began on 18 October. Difficulties were 

ip A Ves ¥ , PSs AN S ee PN oS “ a S = ye \ Cet LZ is be 2 aj x encountered in January when workers discovered an abandoned well and subterranean storage vault that required ad- 

iN hae) RK a PS ARS wy ES Rp IONS, SS BPI] ia ype cw ditional digging and alterations to foundation plans.*' Further complicating the excavation was the steep slope to the 

\ i} H re E38 i = Se OG = eS raWhees eee By Ni Mi 3 west corner of Capitol Park. The corner of Mifflin and Carroll Streets, at the head of State Street, was at an elevation 
iv r Bie eae NOE AS sr = ELEN | Ng Pe 2 24 feet below the center of the park. Also, because the new West Wing would extend 100 feet farther west than the 
| i ¥ re aaa comers Ly es = ah oN c Bs oy | le previous building, additional excavation was required, as were very deep foundations. Once these were in place they 

4 H V4 ; = T E ees a— — aS ae pees Lae | remained exposed until soil from the East Wing excavation and other sources could be brought in to fill the slope and 

if : ——— = Ia) F har bid S a tae A Say ‘ ad) sar establish a base for the terrace. It had been nearly three years since the fire, and the commission, anxious to begin 
; | % 7 L ; : J | os es ae ES ie a ee H i BN a construction, awarded the contract for the concrete foundation walls to the Foster Construction Company of Milwaukee 

i | = - I | ad sa Be ay x Par. ey h a) i \ Ff = in early December, even though Post & Sons had not yet determined how the wings would join with the Central Portion 
Me a a a H 5) 4 ‘ PSS AY E7 | rn and the foundation plans were incomplete when Foster Construction began pouring concrete.** 

an —— F a ; : My nay a ‘ EA aed es TT os te = Selection of an exterior stone for the Capitol presented a challenge for both aesthetic and political reasons. Using a 

| : os (| @ al r i oe | Fi a8 \s at > light-colored stone was a foregone conclusion and thoroughly in keeping with classically inspired, monumental public 
siti ree TP cm | ildi i i H i ; ae oe Se ee | cy — me | buildings at the ae But there was another en to consider. Both of the previous Madison capitols had been 

<<. - Eg — — | = = J . Soe of pyasecnsiy Benes the 1837 structure with stone from a quarry north on Lake isto and the 1857-69 

: rs ee 3 : : structure with Prairie du Chien sandstone. On 24 January 1907, Senator James A. Wright of Merrill and Assemblyman 

a “_  '!.. ——- emir a, eet se fe gore ~ SS \ Edward W. Le Roy of Marinette introduced bills directing the commission to select a native Wisconsin stone for exte- 

Fs: es ee mee ict Eg soe? rosy %, i rior construction. On 25 January the commission placed advertisements in national and state publications for granite, 
ae - a er : : a Poe —_ marble or limestone; a few days later the Capitol Commission advertised in state publications for cut red granite for 

ee ~ : a ic ee the terrace and steps. Bids were due on 16 February.™ 
Kon a : Se 

te ota _ eran George Post was present when the commission opened stonework bids on 26 February 1907 and spent several hours 

x aT — ° ee Ee aac examining them. None of the fifteen firms seeking the larger contract offered a Wisconsin stone, although Post found 

4.22 West Wing under construction, 1909 a local red granite sample adequate for the steps and terrace. The architect had indicated his preference for a white 
Anxious to have the West Wing completed in time for the legislature to meet in 1909, the Capitol Commission pushed the archi- ‘ 5 : i b $ ‘ 

tects and builders to work quickly. The foundation plans had to be altered to accommodate the steep slope, and excavation began stone that would be suitable for delicate carving without cracking; his first choice was white marble, his second, North 
before Post & Sons had completed final plans for the wing's east foundation wall. Jay white granite. Because all of the bids exceeded the cost limit imposed by the legislature, the commission called for 

new bids due on 18 March. In an attempt to forestall legislative disapproval, the commission invited some legislators to 

join a group on a trip to inspect public buildings in the East in order to gather information on potential exterior stones. 

On 25 March, Governor Davidson, Commissioner William F. Vilas, Senators John M. Whitehead of Janesville and 

Edward E. Burns of Platteville, Assemblymen Allen S. Baker of Evansville and Levi H. Bancroft of Richland Center, 

and Commission Secretary Porter met in Chicago and departed for Georgia, Washington, D.C., New York City and 

Vermont. The delegation both visited several quarries and inspected buildings in Washington and New York.® After the 

commission rejected the second round of bids on 10 April, Vilas tried to expedite matters and it was apparently he who 

negotiated more favorable prices with the Woodbury Granite Co. of Hardwick, Vermont. After conferring with Post, 

the commission selected White Bethel granite from Vermont and extended a contract to Woodbury. The Wisconsin firm 

retracted its offer to supply red granite for the steps and terrace, and the commission included this work in Woodbury 

Granite’s contract. On 14 May 1907, Woodbury Granite signed a nearly two-million-dollar contract to supply and set 

the stone for the entire building, including the exterior stairs and balustraded terrace.** 

Concurrently, work proceeded on the West Wing foundation. Post & Sons provided the plans for the foundation wall 

at the east end of the wing where it joins the Central Portion and in May 1907, the commission extended Foster Con- 
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struction’s contract (without the usual competitive bidding) to complete the work. The foundations were completed in oases SS a e 

July 1907, and with the selection of the facing stone, exterior construction could get underway. Additional grillage in - a y a 

the basement floor was added later.°’ The commission awarded the general construction contract to Madison builder : == =~ e 

Timothy C. McCarthy, who had worked with Porter on a number of other structures; the contract included masonry, e i ’ : 

structural steel, roofing and window framing in the amount of $128,668 with a completion date of 10 January 1908. See lf hy e 

The steel was supplied by the Worden-Allen Co. of Milwaukee, and problems with quality and shipping of the steel > en \\ | a 

delayed the construction of the wing. Delays plagued the granite work as well. Post & Sons insisted on high quality be — oes \ ge _ g 

stone free of black spots for the lower courses, and the delay in steel construction prohibited the erection of derricks 7" ~~ : é < = Lae : _ se es nS 

needed for setting granite. Exterior construction was completed in March 1908, although the granite columns and BS ‘A — oe = oe ae oe & 

pediment remained unfinished until dirt could be brought in to build up the terrace.* Bs : : — ’ - oe — i » 2 

In February 1908, the commission let several contracts for the interior. The contract for masonry went to McNulty Bros. 4 Y : : J LJ Ch - oS) c ” i ve iS 

Company of Chicago and the carpentry contract to A. D. and J. V. Frederickson of Madison. The commission hired @ i Gi = the | a 7 4 | : i 
the firm of Heinigke & Bowen of New York to provide the circular, leaded-glass ceiling above the Assembly Chamber. ; EE ak al a ee mo Sy ee | | : : 
Most of this work was completed by the end of 1908, with a few carpentry details lingering until early February 1909. \ oe ee = ane ala ce —— os Me 

The commission’s desire was to have the West Wing finished by January 1909 to accommodate the legislative schedule, are ee = ay a ne a ee oe eget 

and the goal was essentially met. The assembly did meet in its new chamber, and the senate temporarily convened in _, Jaa ce Pa a taco pe Ws ae 
the first floor business office of the state treasurer. Completing the wing according to schedule was important as the as ei 9 ihe 3 eet! es ae 

commission wanted to impress the legislature and gain a continuing appropriation. Zz a Ry a aw a 2 

Installing interior metal and stone proved to be troublesome, and delays threatened the target completion date. The oo mae \ 

stone and marble work was carried out by Fred Andres & Co. of Milwaukee under a $107,500 contract. Post & Sons’ ‘ - a : 

insistence on its approving all stone samples caused Andres to lose time, but Andres also had difficulty employing a large : r 

enough crew. The work in the Assembly Chamber was the most complicated; Post & Sons undertook repeated design s e 

changes, including the stone for the walls. Initially, they were to be sheathed with White Eschallion marble, but this was 5 

modified to South Dover. The architect also made design modifications to appease Commissioner Vilas, who objected : 

to using Tennessee Grey marble in the lobby since the same stone was also being used in the toilet rooms. When it 4.23 Assembly Chamber, 1913 é i Ae ee : F 
became clear that the chamber’s stone floors would not be installed by January, the commission had temporary concrete a” eae os. re ae oh eae eae a 

floors laid. As late as 1911, Andres was still replacing defective marble in the Assembly Chamber and Parlor.° Wisconsin’ past, present and future. Blashfield’s efforts were well received and he established the level of quality expected of 

subsequent artwork in the building. 

The decorative interior metalwork proved problematic as well. Vulcan Iron & Steel Works of Milwaukee received the 

contract for $32,500 and missed its deadline, causing delays in the masonry and carpentry and leaving major portions 

of the iron work unfinished, including elevator fronts and assembly gallery railings. In both instances, temporary 

fixtures were installed and in place when the legislature convened in January.®' Mechanical systems also caused dif- 

ficulty. Post & Sons had designed the heating and ventilating systems meticulously, and in 1908 the commission 

awarded the contract to Charles Wilkins & Co. of Minneapolis for $27,891. Almost immediately Wilkins & Co. began 

proposing changes, which infuriated George Post. Eventually the systems were installed on time and as specified.” 

Most of the plumbing work was completed by January as well, installed by H. Kelly & Co. of Minneapolis under a 

$14,141 contract, but the drinking fountains remained unfinished until April 1909. Electrical and elevator work was 

also completed by the January deadline.® 

Although decorative stone and metal elements were central to Post & Sons’ interior design, the architect also planned 

to feature artwork prominently in important public spaces. In most instances, George Post personally recommended 

artists, many of whom had worked with him on previous projects or were generally known to the eastern architectural 

Aen ees ier sderical Overton ak?



| iw 2 establishment. Some of the artists who provided works for the Capitol belonged to the Century Association, a New York 
VA : SS : Z men’s club in which Post held membership. The mural in the Assembly Chamber was the first major piece of artwork 

i a . — = installed in the Capitol. In 1907, Post arranged for New York artist Edwin Howland Blashfield to develop sketches for 
4 : a historical/allegorical painting for the wall behind the speaker’s desk. Post and Blashfield had collaborated previously 

: emreerts : when Blashfield created a mural for Post’s Manufactures and Liberal Arts Building at the 1893 Columbian Exposition. 
, ce ps oo / 7 £ The commission viewed Blashfield’s sketches in February 1908 and immediately authorized Post to negotiate a contract. J 3 as . aa z A week later, Blashfield signed a $15,000 agreement with a deadline of 31 December 1908. The mural was to depict 

a ‘ F the resources of Wisconsin’s past, present and future. Vilas worked closely with Blashfield on the thematic content 
: ‘ a 2 iS and details of the mural. When Blashfield, known for his attention to historical detail, inquired about the clothing that 

r iy i might have been worn by French explorers, Jesuit priests, farmers, miners, lumberjacks and soldiers, Vilas obtained 
4 Lo : & copies of photographs and drawings from the superintendent of the State Historical Society, Reuben Gold Thwaites. 

Na : } = While in New York in July, Vilas viewed the work in progress and was impressed with the results. Photographs of the 
4 : | completed work arrived in Madison in December 1908, and a few days later the painting, consisting of eight canvases, 

i q ae 7 arrived; they were mounted behind the speaker’s desk on 23 December 1908. Blashfield delivered a lecture that night 
\ ae i ’ Be to explain the long-anticipated mural to the public. 

, | : a L / : Post recommended another colleague for designing and installing decorative finish in the Assembly Chamber and its 
4 1 : L / related rooms. He was Elmer Garnsey, who, like Blashfield, had worked on buildings at the Columbian Exposition. 

wa , ot : a He also had decorated the Library of Congress building in Washington, D. C. and the capitols of Minnesota and Iowa. 
; | - a Q le " The commission directed Post to negotiate a decorating contract not to exceed $10,000, and Garsney at first refused 
a a8 ae. REE ce c to do the work for such a small sum. At this point Post urged the commission not to neglect what he considered a 
e » £ in :) a critical element of the building: “[T]here is no expenditure connected with a building which has as much effect with 
s : a ae a S the public in stamping the character of the whole work . . . as well conceived and executed and properly restrained 
a : ES i = : : fb i _ decorative painting.” Eventually a compromise was reached, and Garnsey agreed to decorate the Assembly Chamber, 

| S| : - a a : i 0 a : the Assembly Parlor, the Assembly Lobby and the row of rooms for the speaker, the chief clerk and the sergeant at 
- a3 oO a a : i 7 arms on the north side of the second floor for $15,500. 

3 : fC iy a 7 a Cf. ee p iP . Garnsey’s work was in keeping with the decorative elements already in place; he painted the plastered portions of the 
a i Po 4 a. ey = is eo a chamber and loggia a “stone color” with details of “dull blue, gray green, old red and other colors” in the soffits and 
2 : i ae oO . € —— ~ a ceiling coffers. He placed four round canvases depicting bald eagles in the pendentives of the Chamber, and on either 
. ‘ = os he meee end of the loggia he painted inscriptions from Abraham Lincoln and historical writer Josiah Gilbert Holland. He used 
a ne rT . 2 ; pl gold-leaf highlights in many areas. Garnsey carefully integrated the images and colors with the marble and woodwork, 
4 bs : y Ci 8 and he recommended crimson carpets and draperies throughout the assembly area. For the Assembly Parlor, Garnsey 
a S . Q : : oo chose a restrained color and decorative scheme to maintain consistency with the chamber. The ceiling was gray-blue 
roe i 1 with a decorative border of garlands and ribbons; the walls were painted crimson with a gilded damask pattern; and 
am lr = J as the raised portions of the carved walnut paneling were gilded. The offices on the north side of the second floor were 

4 ; ~~ i z b 7 finished in varied but harmonious colors with stenciled borders. The speaker’s office was the most elaborately decorated 
; » E / | - with a buff-colored pattern over dark red paint." In January of 1909, members of the assembly arrived to find a new 
i SY a o ’ ie chamber, elaborately decorated with colorful marbles, was the centerpiece of a new wing that included five floors of 

, a : / offices, committee rooms and storage vaults. Despite its adherence to an ambitious construction schedule, the com- 
: mes mission was badgered by assemblymen who wanted a larger chamber and by supreme court justices who demanded 

4.24 Assembly Chamber Loggia, 1917 alterations to the program, a pattern of demands that would continue through 1910. 
Post wanted only the best materials for the Capitol, which he recognized would be his final monumental building. The 
selection of the marble columns for the Assembly Chamber proved especially complicated, and several columns were : ; 
replaced when Post and the commission decided they did not meet their standard of quality. While construction of the West Wing proceeded, the Capitol Commission turned its attention toward later phases of 
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construction, and Post & Sons began developing drawings and specifications for the East Wing, the second phase of ; Ke ; oF Le 7 : : z 

the project. The initial appropriation allowed for construction of two wings simultaneously, and the commission was J 4 Z pe i Se. — a — - g 

anxious to keep work moving forward in order to secure a steady stream of funds. On 18 December 1907, it called piper ta Sy iy ® 4 er _ : g 

for proposals for wrecking the old east wing. Less than a week later, the commission awarded a contract to J. W. ee BE Re Bs a a : ; g 

Mitchell of Madison; the contract included not only the demolition of the wing but also the construction of the tunnel Pe os ee + eee aa. Se a :. Ae, 3 

that would connect the new off-site power plant with the basement of the East Wing.® By late February 1908, the old ‘i e ae Phy RS abe. 44) : a — | A a: 

east wing had been razed and in early March 1908 the commission awarded a $51,932 contract to the Modern Steel F * ae Bee ; grin Le —. ow _— _ * 2 
Structural Co. of Waukesha for manufacturing and erecting East Wing steelwork. On 3 March 1908, William Keyes of r oy - “ & ® i) | ! / | ) ) ; a ai a ae oe 4 jE 

Madison received the contract to excavate the basement and make trenches for the basement walls, and on 6 March, J. —s li We oP ey 2S. i |. 

W. Mitchell was awarded the concrete foundation contract. Excavation began on 7 March, and foundation work began 2 Ze eae tf 4 od) oe ee 5 

in early April. The masonry and carpentry contract went to A. D. and J. V. Frederickson of Madison, and the work ‘ a : i y geoee l ris vA = 3 ie a. i 

included exterior brick walls, carpentry, roofing, clay tile floors and interior walls. Although Mitchell did not finish the = <8 E A a Leth rH ¥ 7 ha grren ey 

concrete foundation walls until late May or early June, the Frederickson firm began laying brick atop the completed 1 hie 4 A i P| DH IM lif ) q j ‘ nt] C Pd tg 

foundation walls as early as mid-April. Masons from Woodbury Granite. began attaching exterior granite facing on 9 aie Lf 1 ‘(a AL | I) 4 | vi | 
June. Bricklaying was completed by the end of September, but the roof was not put into place for several months.” ee See f eee ri 4 : 4 : = = -—— me b 

hii BME ted | IE ea ape ee 
Although the brick masonry was finished in the fall of 1908, the granite facing was not completed until the summer hs a Se ha gs rT | 

of 1909. In early January 1909 a strike at the Vermont quarry halted deliveries and slowed granite placement on the Se ee > 
East Wing facades. The delay vexed Porter who complained to the company that there were too few masons on the ee Fa a ee eee _ RO kl 

job and that the cut stones arrived in such a disorganized manner that the workers could not set them efficiently. In ae a or: Si a -: ete = < ‘ 

March 1909 Porter visited Vermont to investigate the delays. There he discovered that the firm was having difficulty aw ere oe os eg Be Sa 

manufacturing the solid granite drums that would form the columns of the East and West Wings.” By April 1909, oe ee c se ie ‘ 

Woodbury Granite had erected a trestle and derricks to set the stone on the portico of the East Wing. On 2 July 1909, : ae oe oe 

all the stone was in place. The next day, workers moved the derricks from the east facade to the West Wing to begin . ee < co : : 

setting stone on the west portico.” . ee 5 see * 

The stones for both the East and West Wing pediments were set in place before they were carved into sculptures. 4.25 East Wing under construction, circa 1908 
These groups were designed by Karl Bitter of Weehawken, New Jersey. The commission had authorized George Post Construction began on the East Wing even before the West was finished. By the summer of 1908, excavation and. foundation work 
to negotiate with Bitter, who was his long-time colleague, for the design of a pediment group in the East Wing in the had been completed and workers began erecting the structural steel skeleton, with granite work following closely behind. 

summer of 1908. Bitter agreed to design the group and oversee the carving for $16,500 and began work on it in Sep- 

tember 1908.” Bitter completed his model, entitled “Liberty Supported by the Law,” by early February 1909. The 

long delays in setting the East Wing granite frustrated the sculptor, as his carvers could not begin work until the stones 

were in place. This did not occur until the end of June 1909. While carvers worked on the East Wing pediment, setters 

for Woodbury Granite began placing stone for the sculptural group intended for the West Wing. Woodbury Granite 

foreman Daniel Logan, anxious to complete the work quickly, engaged the setting crew on Sunday, 24 October 1909. 

At about 3 o’clock in the afternoon, as Logan and another setter were placing a four-ton stone, one of the stones that 

had already been set cracked and fell eighty feet, taking with it most of other stones in the pediment. Logan was killed 

in the accident and six other workers escaped unharmed; the financial loss was estimated at between $20,000 and 

$25,000. It was unclear what caused the accident, because apparently no stones had been set improperly. Porter came 

to the conclusion that the cornice stone fell because it was ““overbalanced” by the large stones that were to be carved, 

and he confidentially blamed Woodbury Granite and its employees.” 

When the Maryland Casualty Company began investigating the accident, things became difficult. Post & Sons sug- 

gested that Porter had been rushing the work; Commissioner Ingram thought that the men simply had been careless. 
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er 2 a Pa = fi ; eee a gus ae Woodbury Granite manager George Bickford blamed Bitter for failing to rough-cut the stones before putting them in 

e Sie) : ez “4 J Fig te Ge ae a 2 place. Maryland Casualty sought a settlement of $10,000, the statutory limit. Woodbury Granite balked at paying such 

i PK : fe [sf eS Bik / tte s e asum and suggested that the fault lay with Logan himself.’> Mrs. Logan eventually received a settlement of $2,000.” 

Z < a ¥ : A , ie a. 6 vs ee b i As for completing the SCUIp Hare) after much discussion among the commissioners, Bitter, Post and Bickford, a shed 

“ € i ae ss ee a : s og aie = one up on the northwest side of the park for the cutters. By late March 1910, the new stones began to arrive, and the 

pee: fae sil SK) ee a . u ys “ | entire work was completed and installed by the end of the year.” In response to the accident, the sculptures in the 

i Bi “7 VAS ie 4 “e Pee AY fea = ae . ae West eouE ooo Wing pediments were rough-carved in a shed and later hoisted into place for finishing, thereby 

Ye al ee 7 oS ie ns X Ed is 3) /# oh oe reducing the weight of the stones being set.” 

: F : sa Sa v a ey = < s : As construction of the exterior moved forward, Post & Sons turned careful attention to designing the interior of the East 

Cz ae e g : a as cater 3% “ se ts * B Wing since it was to house the offices of both the governor and the Wisconsin Supreme Court. By the fall of 1908, the 

rad ef 4] SY (eos Bc , NS tal ie commission awarded contracts for the East Wing interior. J. H. Findorff of Madison received a $36,500 contract for 

B ys or KS 3 \\ : € ‘ N ‘ % N a interior finish carpentry and Duffin Iron Works of Chicago was hired to provide the ornamental iron work for $24,900. 

es | fe 52 A git * ta i a WANN Bros of Chicago secured the masonry and plasterwork contract for $58,500, and H. Kelly & Co. of Min- 

oe ; os : ‘ i + a 4 ‘V5 neapolis received the plumbing contract for $20,700. Elevators were installed by the Kaestner & Hecht Company of 

eS | . : } @ S Ss : Chicago for $15,174, and the Downey & Kruse Co. of Milwaukee provided heating and ventilating systems for $29,150; 

e I ‘S 4 Ly a" ZA the electrical contract went to Paul E. Harloff of Madison for $14,560. The largest contract, that for stone and marble, 

ee | j eg es ra . d Fis os went to the Grant Marble Co. of Milwaukee for $134,219. The contract for the leaded-glass ceiling in the Supreme 

, ; | pi is, r . re Jiu Court Hearing Room went to James Dougherty of New York.” 

| a ‘ ee 3 4 a or Z - As work on the exterior of both the East and West Wings was being completed in 1909, interior construction got un- 

s : | e y / ee, > fe derway in the East Wing. Installation of galvanized iron ductwork and other heating and ventilating apparatus began 

oY ] , i j cos 4 i ao in late November 1908; temporary heat was turned on in March. By April 1909, the clay tile floors were being covered 

2 a J ye v = a 4 ‘ [2 - in Cenc and ae Marble began setting stone in early June. James Dougherty had the glass ceiling in the Supreme 

4 i Ge : 4 a ‘ o — Court Hearing Room in place by August, despite several changes in the glass and the need to construct a customized iron 

NS \ fs g es 4 < a Ys 4 i a os x framework. By mid-summer 1909, however, progress began to fall behind. A strike delayed the setting of marble and 

may i te “ K . <4 | & a . i : a decorative stone, and Duffin Iron also fell far behind schedule. By the end of the year, the interior masonry and plaster- 

A\) / 4) E : 4 4 1 4 F 4 L : Y K : 2 | ing were complete, but the iron and marble work continued to lag, causing delays to the finish-carpentry schedule.” 

222 bE 7 ; = ; d : _ (ee a i k — Progress on the wing was further delayed by demands from the justices of the supreme court. Although they had re- 

a a if e 4 is A y 4 4 ii S a4 ) a % signed from the commission, Justices Marshall and Winslow involved themselves fully in the design of their quarters 

J 4 E 2 2 4 I 4 ¥ J i - - So and expected to be consulted on most matters. Their involvement led to several changes. For instance, the justices 
\ | 4 4 P a E 5 : . 4 : e a insisted on a pneumatic tube system to connect their chambers with the law library on the third and fourth floors; the 

§ j ae j e i : b og = p a4 ee Con aCy for this system was ence in November 102: Installation led to a delay in pouring the concrete floors since 

a pi Jd of 4 a = <= a rr oo openings for the tubes had to be included. The design of the law library also required modifications when it became 

a] j . a a ow B or | r _— clear wie the vast collection would not fit on the third floor. To make additional stacks on the fourth floor more readily 

— s - F ork eee «= — r i > accessible, the architects added an internal stair.*! 

CS a etd Se 
aa . ey e The most complex room in the East Wing, the Executive Chamber, was finished on the first floor between late 1908 

wae and early 1909. Plans had been in the works for months. On 5 May 1908, Post wrote William Vilas, “we are just 

4.26 West Wing pediment under construction, 1910 starting to make designs for the Governor’s Room” and he sought Vilas’ opinion on using a room in the Doge’s Palace 

a steep slope of the western side of the park delayed construction of the west portico until in Venice as a prototype. Vilas evidently approved, and Post moved forward with the design of the Executive Cham- 
lirt from the East Wing excavation could be used to build up the west terrace, allowing : ‘ ‘ : 

the Woodbury Granite Company to set up its derricks, During construction, the partially ber modeled after the Hall of the College designed by Andrea Palladio in 1575. The Wisconsin Capitol Executive 

completed pediment collapsed, killing one setter. Chamber was finished with cherrywood walls and an elaborate molded and gilded plaster ceiling that richly framed 
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paintings. Paintings were also inset on the walls. J. H. Findorff of Madison installed the woodwork as part of its RGSS NS eS ee gee? 

carpentry contract. The wood wall panels and elements were originally to be white pine but were changed to cherry, eS S Pe ee Pema EN Te te i me 5 
Fe betes Serre ee pale on as Oe ge Oe 

pilasters and moldings were carved, although some of the high-relief elements were constructed of wood composition, SSS a a Be pen MEF | 

and the three-dimensional ceiling was plaster. The parquet floor was installed by E. R. Newcomb, a subcontractor SS doe = Gates: =o Se MF 5 

for Findorff. Newcomb attempted to use %4-inch wood veneer rather than solid wood, but Post & Sons rejected the Se ee rere Soa a eS : ee zee a eee Ae RG oe: 

veneer. Constructed as designed, the floor was composed of a teak field with strips of quarter-sawn white oak and light — : ieee a a silat ee go NY f aR a | fre ee ee 

and dark mahogany.* In the early summer of 1909, the commission instructed Post to begin negotiations with artists SUAS OO O ln Eta ee een AN cl rE Se neaanaal AO MO CREAT RTY >). nce - Sir Se g 

for murals in the Executive Chamber and the Supreme Court Hearing Room. In late July, Post reported that he had 30 ro eee ee \ eo en i 
: ; ° : ONY I cone ne ccceient e ee Ne ee ets] | 1" | ee 

secured Francis D. Millet to paint the hearing room murals, and Millet appeared before the commission and showed aS ii es Te a § Redan! ¥, Ti : uy : ees 1 |i a |e 
a : NMP NGD) 7 ogee, 3 Oar eee IRS GCS aD | | — reais) 9 | | i eS 

sketches depicting the evolution of law." ee Pa ii | te eT 3. a 4 TNH ay we | 4 <. cM i ee 
e i i; H ¢ yt ea | i eames |i rr A pea =a a:| i 

By mid-October 1908, Post & Sons had finished drawings for the steelwork for the South Wing and Cent i A ae | 7 A | Bb y | | Bg 
2 ig ral Portion. tanh GN eam Wiksii oy vot Ee Ae wei 

The commission decided that the firm that received the contract should plan to deliver the steel by 1 August 1909. i | Wer ee cee) IN i | | | ra ae Tee Do Bite = 

Drawings for excavation and foundations for the South Wing and Central Portion were completed by late June 1909. aaa ne re el fa | | comme eetine §-gm P Bl | | | 

; ; 5 Sets ie ‘Gliecrmemmmmmmmmeneres (Face ie) | i a | eee 

In planning the construction of the Central Portion, the commission hit a roadblock in dismantling the old dome. “ae | | E { Pa (a i {| i rt Ls : ; t i, 4 i f ol a 
; Ee a Bh NG | Wy oa ret 

Although Lew Porter had placed advertisements for removing it, no firms offered proposals, so on 25 June, in order ey | \ Nhe 4 | | pat a ea | eae i) | ee 

to keep work moving at a steady pace, the commission engaged a “competent foreman” and a crew of laborers to un- », Sa Bie Anes . ue 2 4 ee Bs Bak | i ; 
sy i ‘ baerea| Bee eee, 7 y es | ees ||| | 

dertake the demolition.** The first piece of the cast iron dome was removed on 31 August 1909, and by 15 September ee So Og 2 3 | oe I i eee 

approximately one-quarter of the structure had been removed and delivered to the university campus, where its instal- ore | —= |} mn eee | OB |: gee 2 

lation on Main Hall was being planned. By December the entire dome had been moved at a cost of $6,000, and the | ‘ ans CU ‘mmc \ a Ih) } | | eed ee 

commission hired the Madison firm of Doran and McDonald to remove the “foundation work under the old dome,” an , - 3 ~~ | | a PE Se: a | , “7° @ | gl 

for $1,000.*° In early January 1910 the contractors had taken down the walls of the old central portion to the level of _ ) re e ise x : Ge. | re | ee ee 

the first floor ceiling. At this point work had to stop temporarily until the Capitol Heat and Power Plant could provi 1 OPO ne ee i, aan ee 
provide RT Caner eee ee a A | Te Pa 

heat to the still-oc ied north wi f th i i ‘ . . aE RES ES Een BS ME ee tS Poo | ok a | Mae es 

cupied north wing of the previous capitol because steam pipes and electrical conduit ran to the north 

wing from the old south wing beneath the basement ceiling under the Rotunda. Continuing demolition would have 

Pron unlities to the old norih wing. rs: -_ 
_— 8 

Before demolition of the south wing could begin, the dome had to be completely removed. On 8 August 1910, the . : i 
a ; ; ? : _— #2 

commission employed J. W. Mitchell to demolish the wing for $3,500 and the salvaged material. South wing occu- _ 3 

pants moved out by the first week of September and demolition began about a week later. Woodbury Granite finished oo lk 

cutting stone for the South Wing and adjoining pavilions by early 1911.8’ By April 1911, the South Wing foundations : : _ H 

were completed and structural steel was in place to the second floor; the ends of the beams near exterior walls were oe . — a 8 g 

temporarily shored with timbers until placement of exterior masonry occurred. Also by April, the foundations for . . — ¢ 

the Southwest Pavilion had been completed, although the excavation for the Southeast Pavilion was still underway. 4.27 (above) Executive Chamber, 1917 es _ iE 

Throughout the summer, exterior construction went quickly and by mid-September, the steel, brickwork and granite coe eee si Oe elbor te Te a Gio a  ] oi f — : — : 
cladding were complete on the wing and the two Awiliges ip/to the comicelevel fs the governor’ reception room. Modeled on a room in the Doge's oe g foe * re \ . . Eg 

5 Palace in Venice, the Executive Chamber contained spaces on the gw | ] i — & 

: : i walls and ceiling for murals depicting the state’s history and attri- eel og ae FS a _ 

Post & Sons’ structural specifications for the Central Portion called for cut limestone in the large piers that would support butes. The room was finished in 1911 and the murals were installed eae | ea, f a 
: : ao 28 FF ( . — 

the weight of the Dome. Porter objected to the expense of limestone and suggested reinforced concrete instead. He Dyan eee oe 6 JES — 

consulted Professor Frederick E. T fneeE Be : f 6 Je SS. t—~*T 
cn ‘urneaure, the dean of the engineering deparineny at the University of Wisconsin, on 4.28 (right) Central Portion demolition, 1909 . vd JA = Ss =| Se 

\dvisabi ity of using reinforced concrete. Turneaure calculated the maximum stress at 260 pounds per square inch Dismantling of the old dome began in August 1909 with the re- ee ZZ de mil i ia a “SS Co 

(ppsi) for dead load, making concrete an acceptable alternative to the more expensive limestone. He also noted that moval of the 32-foot flagpole. The dome was taken apart carefully fi 2 ih Fe. . a - oo 

anil are universally employing concrete and reinforced concrete in preference to stone masonry.” In February, pra nahi uae oe a oo _ : ‘ ie fi it a ‘ole an iN nh 

: : ’ ’ ; eon uilding, bu ara te a eee 
‘ost & Sons delivered revised plans for the concrete piers, which added 900 tons of steel, an amendment that Porter was eventually sold for scrap. 2 eee Rae s: cae A. ia us es 4 sad 2 aR ae Nace Beye 
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Dl ee! found “most disquieting and disturbing.” Porter delivered the revised plans to Modern Steel, and the president of the 
rt—“‘“SO So . -.. |... oa firm estimated that he could have the steel on site by 15 June 1910. The commission’s executive committee directed 

@+;=+;=7%7=§5§]§F§F3F3FSFSFSF=F === retrsrs——r——..:.L...—C—O—i—erCNOiSCiCsS«SNCisié#SCN 
iiééwuB4H&H&§=§#]«7#»=«=«t«C=<‘a=‘CriCesOSsa‘( i smsms—s—s—sOsSCsrs‘shses;<(< <CsiC;C;i;srszrrstrsSCBS the firm to do so. ® 
rm re 2 i lrrlrrs—~sa sCSC«CS 
0 
i. r””C—“#®WQRETC‘(CCCLCOOCOCOCOSO”:CO;*”*;*«*«s*:sé*é=tié‘CNSC#CO(i(‘i‘é;#R In August drawings for the South Wing and Central Portion (excluding those for the Dome itself) reached the commis- 
—  £ £#+#aaa)h—lmr™té<“‘OéOCOCOSOSC*CSC;C*S sion, which began advertising for bids for some of the work. On 21 September the commission awarded the contract 

—_—  f ier Lee oo fe - 2 for the foundations of both the South Wing and the Central Portion to T. C. McCarthy under the condition that he alter 

|. é ae : (oe tlm oe his proposal to provide the reinforced concrete piers rather than the stone piers described in the earlier specifications. 
el Cee P : : : ae 
—rti—“—iéiO—OOCCOOCOC TT cn | | ee 4.29 eo ee ioe . Work on the Central Portion foundations began by early September 1910, and later that month, the commission signed 
eS ae = =— (i_—itsi(;i;i‘i‘<i‘( a:;”:;*;z:;<CS”:stCGG it tl Z i * * 

@@ 7 7=7©=«—~—”””..UTC eee A _— . i oe ay Se Hap sack a $97,000 contract with Modern Steel for the Central Portion structural steel. The Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory was 
”—“‘“a‘—OCOCR ee CE (ing, : : : 

ow “0 De oe gies ang “ SS As construction progressed, later retained to test the steel. Work progressed rapidly. Much of the steel for the drum had been fabricated early and 
Ree ee el = : ae eS ; ‘ : Sass : cos 

ee a nomen * = = Peery wee Me new Capitol stood in stark stored on the Capitol grounds awaiting installation. In May, the commission awarded T. C. McCarthy the contract for 

we ala. hoes aShkea”! L C | iH ~ contrast to the mid-nineteenth- Central Portion masonry after he agreed to reduce the cost of his proposal by using scaffolding already on site. By Ss 4 r Pe century structure it replaced. ids berth 1 f the D selitial lifouchiever medinorin h 
ot an \ it t / By 1911 the pleamins white mid-September, the steel trusses of the Dome were entirely in place, although riveting continued for the next three 

=| es - if Sj granite of the new West Wing weeks; the concrete of the supporting towers had been poured to a level of nearly seventy feet. With the placement of 
ay = es ; : ‘ 2 7 Bs : 4 
“ Same bi at contrasted with the dull the radial trusses forming the shape of the inner and outer domes, the general outline of the new Capitol appeared and 

era yet ey the public got its first glimpse of what the completed building would look like.” 
‘i smaller old north wing. The 

steel beams and trusses of the 

: new Dome dwarfed the dome While the Central Portion and South Wing got underway, completion of the East Wing interior moved slowly for- 

being replaced. ward. The supreme court justices involved themselves fully in the design process leading to the interior decoration 

of their spaces, a situation that often frustrated both George Post and Lew Porter. The biggest issue concerned the 

Ee a pane’ EE ee ? mural paintings in the hearing room. Despite the fact that the commission had hired New York artist Francis Millet 

a oe oe . es - 3 to produce four murals, in November 1909 the justices informed the commission that they would prefer the estab- 

co sey oo ee — g lished custom of hanging portraits of former justices behind the bench. Although the justices’ request challenged 

— : Se eo _ é Post’s artistic vision for the room, he nonetheless produced a scheme for incorporating the portraits; Porter decided 
oe : oe es a * : : ae j 
_ of ee ee ee a. 2 to postpone the final decision as long as possible, hoping to convince the justices to move ahead with the mural.”! 

.. - See 8: Throughout 1910 the justices remained adamant. Their spokesman was former commissioner Justice Marshall, who 

= —t”— “8 . = S wrote Porter of “the great mistake of displacing portraits of the Justices from the court room walls.” Post suggested 
ee — fen yy i. peat! 4 : — = a number of alternatives for the portraits, including hanging them in a “Legal Hall of Fame” at the entrance to the 

ee Ka To a oo 3 State Law Library. In April, Post himself wrote a lengthy appeal to Justice Marshall indicating that the room had been 

a ec ida La i rr I E designed and largely constructed before it was known the justices desired placing the portraits in the room. He also 
> nx = ‘ 5 ; z : - 5 : 

; | || i | | i Fe 430 Capvol construction, reminded Marshall that the space should “be interesting, imposing and highly architectural, and that from this point 

} 2 ' a | 3 1911 of view a better result can be obtained with proper decorative paintings than with a display of portraits of the Judges. 
is » : : . . 

S : s By 1911, construction of the Moreover, Post argued the portraits would be hung quite high and would be hard to see; a crowd of onlookers craning 

1 ill : s ‘ i. exterior of the South Wing their necks to peer up at the distant faces would only distract them from seeing the monumental dignity of the room. 
pete Ce Cs veep neared completion, and the hesusti pised * dth HG ania’ igonideveloni hi th ere Po A Pe ee ee Reelipemniie ohsheumer and The justices refused to accept Post’s arguments, and the architect continued to work on developing a way to hang the 

Ci Adee ee AA f \ | Fe 8 outer domes was in place. portraits as unobtrusively as possible.” 
Seer pew od Ne aig ie ie . . 

i [eae a 5 NY Vg rN Pa Ny | a For the first time, Madison 

oe es 1 [neal eo sea ne if The justices also asked Post to redesign their bench in a way that interfered with his larger scheme for the hearing 

ional er A ES 5 \ - ea - ae it oe a. eed butlding: room. In Post’s original scheme, the justices were to sit behind a bench that sat on a 10-inch-high podium with their 

chairs positioned to correspond to the spaces between the eight polished French Benou marble columns on the wall 

behind them. After the bench was redesigned to be another foot taller, they then complained that it was not long 

enough. In the end, Porter and Post gave into these demands; the finished bench was 28 feet long and placed on a 

platform 22 inches high.* 
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Once this issue was settled, the justices indicated they wanted their consultation room to function also as a reference wee ® GS) Sy aaa Se rears ee F 
. 4 A . : me < . Sue ENRNNRERE TS eee ee ee ee AT S library with ample shelving. Disappointed, Post wrote, “In other State Capitols we find this room to be attractively Lv er = ~ ——SSS—— — = § 
designed and furnished as a meeting place for consultation among the Judges, in which the portraits of the Judges are eee 4 RT ~ ee oe ee menage! ' ‘ oe ; ’ . Pacem vecba : 19 Nie 
hung.” After Post pointed out that the approximately three-thousand books the justices wished to have in the room would | cas = =F i oe é 

require floor-to-ceiling bookcases and ladders, Marshall sent a chilly letter insisting that books should take precedence } Bs | on ‘ Hie! ea y 8 
over decorations. By this time, Post had already altered the design to include 7-foot bookcases around the perimeter gal s eo) iE 1 it ; fi 2B ma Eis re Re yeh 4 ee of the room. The commission also approved the justices’ request for a wooden passageway connecting the old north re " . Li Hy ry e p 4 | & 
wing with the new East Wing so that the justices could move more easily between their old and new quarters.” Y Cl Bee iS ne ae 

Ye AM ee ee ere 
: 7 : hae | ek ed Oe eee ee ee ane 

In the meantime, Post began to make progress on his program for the Supreme Court Hearing Room murals. During © Gow ee Stee ol re aes eae a eae a ee 

the summer of 1911, he met with Chief Justice Winslow to discuss hanging the portraits in the lobby. In late December, sy By | Y ky Fr j al | ihe | Zz 

ae wa . AS 

oo 2 " Sa pn f 

eC i eae inc Mi ea 
oe a — a ee = 4.32 Postcard, Supreme Court Hearing Room (detail), circa 1915 

oe a oe a a ee o. i - By 1912, the justices of the Wisconsin Supreme Court moved from the former capitol to their 
; : oS ae _ ee a “aa g ornate new chamber decorated with bookmatched marble panels and a leaded-glass ceiling. 
S 4 — ce ee ail 3 The spaces intended for the murals remained empty until Albert Herter installed his paint- 

2 . ie ae al i < ings depicting the practice of law in four historic periods. The murals were placed in the 

ee eee oe Ss 
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_ Supreme court hearing room, second Madison capitol, circa 1893 4.33 Post & Sons, Concept drawing for the Supreme Court Hearing Room, 1908 
e need to create new spaces Sor the supreme court and the State Law Library provided the impetus for establishing the Capitol The original design of the justices’ bench had them sitting close together on chairs aligned 
ae Commission in 1 903. J he justices were compelled later to involve themselves in practically every detail of the de- with the niches created by a series of small columns of French Benou marble in the wall be- 

; S ml : os ve oa. che ae the old custom of using the courtroom to display portraits of former justices, hind. The justices objected and insisted on a “more commodious” arrangement with seating 
orter eventually persuaded them to accept mural paintings. that was higher from the floor and more desk space for each justice. 

eee a 
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4 ie eT Z ? Post followed up by sending Winslow sketches of how the portraits might be presented. On 20 January 1912, Winslow 

: : 4 7 af i LA id Cl 3 wrote Post that hanging the portraits in the lobby was “entirely satisfactory.” Post and Porter gave in to the justices on 

eo Ib er / ' ; i Tw? g several smaller issues but were successful in the most important aspect of the room, securing the murals.” 

a8 ae fA SoM j 
os sue oT saad i ; 7 fo As *: ve “ The Executive Chamber, too, lagged. In August 1911, after some prodding by Governor Francis McGovern (1911-15) 

a Y GY a ; ; “ g the commission awarded a contract to Elmer Garnsey for decorating the Executive Chamber and its antechamber. As 

oe \ Y 7 ie At 3 E early as 1909, Garnsey had begun to develop a decorative scheme based on Post’s Venetian theme; he proposed a gilded 

“2 3 life ed 4 ‘i A oe . ’ 3 ceiling and cornice with the walls and pilasters to be painted a reddish-brown and given an antique finish with gold-leaf 

esti‘ it. | ie ; o Y . eo 3 a = ornament. Although he had not yet signed a contract, Garnsey remained attentive to developments and in 1910 warned 

ow 4 r = q - ont a e against putting a white primer coat on the walls. Work began late in September 1911; Garnsey arrived in mid-October 

kee 4 a 4 = ee o ane - a to supervise. Late in the summer of 1911, the commission selected Hugo Ballin of Saugatuck, Connecticut to provide 

| 0 | % f a i 0 rl a the oil paintings for the room. George Post’s first choice appears to have been Howard Pyle, but after this artist’s death 

a _ 7 eC 4 rn a ~ is 4 in 1911 Post recommended Ballin, who signed his contract on 3 January 1912; in it, he agreed to furnish twenty-seven 

 .. -£Le | r 4 / jie / re oil paintings of varying sizes for $25,000. Although Garnsey completed his work quickly, he was unable to receive 

i e ae  . a = J eS - if i final payment until the murals were installed. Garnsey retumed to Madison in October 1912 after the ceiling murals 

oo . Aa if, a ees 7 were in place, and he promised to return after the wall murals also were installed. He was ill in the fall of 1913 when 
po — — p 4 (, | 4 i 7 4 the wall murals were finally affixed; it is unknown whether Garnsey returned to Madison.” 

8 a is — gp 4 | eo ae a George Post was committed to a comprehensive decorative finish scheme for the building, but as the time approached 

ae : _ he : 4 _ | E il P| a for occupancy of the East and West Wings, it was clear that a temporary solution was needed. Elmer Garnsey had 

Po _ / a an P ro o already completed the finishes for the Assembly Chamber and related spaces in the West Wing and was slated to imple- 

 . a. 7 a | 2 . | an ment the scheme planned for the Executive Chamber. The executive committee instructed Porter to secure a general 

: 7 - . | gE 4 a | y bh e plan for interim decorations for the first floor of the East Wing, excluding the Executive Chamber. On 3 June 1910, 

a : _ _. ; a 4 5 2 ee i fa Conrad Schmitt of Milwaukee presented his proposal to the committee, promising to do the painting and decorative 

a  . 4 | r “Ge oe a finish work in three weeks for $2,650. The committee agreed, and Schmitt’s crew began work a few days later. On 

Cc : 3 aaa Ls 23 July, Porter asked Schmitt to develop a proposal for decorating the Supreme Court Hearing Room and Lobby on 

: - Ep ¥ a. u : > the second floor of the East Wing; although Schmitt did so, the commission arranged for him to paint the rooms and 

. 7 7 ty) lege ' = Bund not apply decoration. Schmitt completed the work that fall, at which point he received contracts to paint the third and 

8 . - ee oO 5 ; a 5 fourth floors of the East Wing and first floor of the West Wing. This work evidently took longer to accomplish than 

ee : oe anticipated. The secretary of state complained about the “Jack of rapidity,” and Porter summoned Schmitt to Madison 

2 oo — ” to discuss progress. Work on both the East and West Wings was completed in early January 1911. 

| C ee eee 
i y - ee cs Work on the South Wing exterior was moving forward and by January 1910, Woodbury Granite had cut approximately 

LBL us] ££ half the exterior stone and the commission was reviewing plans for the interior. Earlier, in September 1909, the com- 

: { C - S a . | E \ mission had signed a $16,500 contract with sculptor Adolph A. Weinman of New York to complete the South Wing 
: fo WH Le 2 pediment group. By February 1910, Weinman had prepared his model, and Post sent a photograph of it to Madison 

<—_ ee _——__ ae rs and urged the commission to approve the design immediately so Woodbury Granite could begin cutting the stone; the 

—— —— ewe) 2 yy i commission approved the group the following month. The model arrived in Madison in June 1911, and carvers rough- 

eeeeee .y , : ; a3 J | aa, "4 carved the figures in a shed near the rail yards before the partially carved blocks were transported to the Capitol to be 

4 ¢ vy . > | Prritito td : ¥ : “ installed and finished. The work went slowly due to a lack of carvers. In July Porter wrote Weinman that there were 

ae aa Pune rT ‘ : only four on site (there had been nine on the west pediment) and Porter was anxious to complete the work as quickly 

4.34 Karl Bitter, Faith, circa 1914 as possible. Weinman came to Madison to inspect the group in November, just after the stones were sufficiently carved 

De ee soup STOUnS Py Raed BIC pone ee pene ee Donte ih di. JUsp hen by see eile ast to be set into place and finishing was about to occur. By June 1912, the work was complete and the scaffolding re- 
had seen in Greece, the groups were not designed as independent pieces of sculpture but rather fully integrated architec- Ro 4 4 i . ¥ 

tural elements, carved from the same white granite used for the Capitol. moved. By this time, construction had progressed to the point where the new Capitol dominated the site, with almost 
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three wings completed and the outline of the Dome in place. The old north wing still stood, clearly a relic of a quickly z 
vanishing nineteenth-century past.” 

o >» i 

While Dome construction moved forward, the commission turned to a discussion of the exterior sculptural program. y My \ ; 

In December 1910, at the recommendation of George Post, Helen Farnsworth Mears, a Wisconsin native residing in Ph) ‘ a 
New York, sent the commissioners a photograph of her model for a statue on the top of the Dome. The design showed « 7 i 
a female figure crowned in wheat with both arms raised in blessing. The commission did not receive the work en- -_ x y c g 
thusiastically, and even Post expressed concern that the statue’s detail would be lost when viewed from the ground. A : f_ . | 7 a as e 
Mears responded to the criticisms with a revised model that she presented personally in January 1911. She offered to a : a ot | ae a . "4 ; Be 
complete the figure, now modified to have one hand resting on a shield and a helmet adorned with a badger, and ship . i Pe “ ie | , : 2 
it to Madison for $16,500. Although additional changes were requested, Mears left Madison believing the commis- oS :. Ss Ne | L e a | . & zB 
sion was hers despite the lack of a formal contract. By May, Post learned that his first choice, Daniel Chester French, i ——. ' N\A ai \ - ie =) ae E would be available for the work, and the architect changed his mind as to Mears’s suitability. He told the commission e —— . t itd i ti \e 2 a i C ALG “a i 
that she could not possibly have an acceptable design ready in time, but he urged the commission to compensate her Ph :  <s iy | ‘. .) a . (Zs Pe Be ia : 
for the time she had spent working on the models. Although Mears developed yet a third model, the commission never i : ae ss ee | 3 ’ | ») LE i fo, i’ +. = i : 
saw it. In August, the commission decided to hire Daniel Chester French to design and oversee the casting of a gilded Le a? ccc . 3 P , P iP ae Ve : ae 2 2 7 

bronze statue for the top of the Dome and paid Mears $1,500 for her preliminary work.! core : a4 a A } ™ ek By « | a . ‘ 

At nearly the same time, Karl Bitter was working to develop his models for the four statuary groups that would stand em es. Se - : | “Sa = \ Me ‘ pany ; 
at the base of the drum. In the spring of 1909, Bitter had supplied Post with drawings for the four groups, each to a = c i of es we a = - \ x a om em xe ae 
include one standing and two seated figures, and the architect included these on drawings for cut-stone work, issued a ‘ = ‘ ee ef A es Re eee Pe e i. te 
in March 1909. Over a year later, in December 1910, Woodbury Granite requested that Bitter supply jointing plans so a i a “<4 a | * eg a ee Soe _ 4 a a / 
that it could cut and deliver the stones for on-site carving. In February 1911, Bitter provided Porter with a letter that . 5 : a Ne a Pa A / 
described the symbolic intent of the four groups, each of which represented a quality necessary for good government. x . ee ‘ ~ en < Saee ; a bo cee dl 
Strength was represented by physical power and the idea that “the State has taken part in the past in the great struggles : : ———__ eS oS a fk Ng ae ee 
of our country and has lent its powerful arm to fight in its battles.” Complementing Strength was Wisdom,” embodied A i 

‘ : i eaWs 4.35 Carvers at work on Karl Bitter’s figural groups, circa 1912 by three contemplative men perusing scrolls and books. Female figures symbolized Faith, intended to represent the Between 1911 and 1913, a group of stone carvers arrived in Madison to work on the four figural groups by Karl Bitter. They 
importance of religious beliefs and Prosperity and Abundance demonstrating the wealth and fecundity of the state.” carved them in a shed near the Milwaukee Road depot; when completed they were transported to the building and hoisted into 
Woodbury Granite delivered appropriately sized stones to Madison by 1911, and a crew of artisans carved them in a place. Carvers were photographed working on (left to right) Faith, Abundance and three elements from Strength. 
shed at the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railway station on the west side of Madison. Although Bitter himself 

was an accomplished stone carver, most of the work was carried out by a crew of stonecutters under directed by John 

Grignola, a longtime associate of Bitter's.!"! The work was completed in 1912. 

By late 1911, the commission also began planning for the monumental artwork intended for the Rotunda. George Post 

had called for murals in the pendentives and a circular mural for the oculus, the circular opening at the top of the inner 

Dome. On 23 August 1911, the commission directed him to begin negotiations with painter Henry Siddons Mowbray 
for the murals in the four pendentives; Mowbray was extended an offer of $16,000 but he declined. Post then arranged 
for Ohio artist Kenyon Cox to create glass mosaics for the pendentives; his contract with the commission was signed 
on 23 January 1912. In Cox, the commission employed yet another nationally renowned artist who brought with him 
a wealth of experience. He had recently completed a number of murals in public buildings including the Minnesota 
and Iowa capitols. Cox was also a scholar with published writings on art history and theory, in which he upheld the 
tenets of classical architecture and ridiculed the trend toward abstraction. Cox threw himself into his Wisconsin work 
and by November 1912 had completed sketches for all four mosaics and full-sized cartoons for two. In the spring 
of 1913, Post & Sons decided to enlarge the pendentives, a decision that required Cox to modify his designs. The 

Dk eee eae Seem le Eterna Cseiiog © aes



i poe Kh ‘. os z changes necessitated changing the borders and adding 25 square feet of glass tesserae to each panel.!? The mosaics 

Pee oT sit e Ne ISDOM ” a £ ~ ae Mes zg were assembled in New York by the Decorative Stained Glass Co. with Cox supervising the work. The first panel 

om on : ’ a (so was completed and shipped to Madison in June 1913; the others followed in the summer and fall. Unfortunately, Cox 

y oe i ra a ; th = Loy z outpaced the contractors working on the interior of the Central Portion. Because the Rotunda was not ready for the 

yo Pa & a “= é : a oe mosaics, they remained in storage over the winter and awaited installation until the following year.! 

ke NS ee ee 0—0ClCt : 
ae - | ss 4, Ps oe 4, | be ’ 7 a 4 om i In October 1911, Post recommended Edwin Blashfield as the muralist for the oculus in the Rotunda. In 1908 Blashfield 

2 Sa we ee oe? had completed the well-received Assembly Chamber mural. Pleased with that work, the commission agreed to contract 
at * ae i _ 3 ee oS a : a: with the artist for the even more prominent circular mural. A fee of $8,000 was established and Blashfield signed his 

— a is aS eT as contract in January 1912.'* Post approved Blashfield’s sketches in August, and he began work immediately on painting 
ee: La co ae c. “ ~ the irregularly shaped sections of canvas that would be assembled in Madison. The work was carried out in a rented 

| @ ee _ au _ studio in the Vanderbilt Gallery of the Fine Arts Building on 57" Street in New York. Throughout the summer, Blash- 
" * eer fg of 0 a iH 4 Se ‘ wee ‘ field worked with two assistants, A. E. Foringer and Vincent Aderente, both of whom signed the canvas. Although his 

a Ce ee : o é ne ? = od : a lie eeetee contract stipulated that the painting was to be installed by 31 December 1913, the same delays that prevented the Cox 
er ’ A aati : bf Yr ae ilk be ie tt at aa mosaics from being installed prevented Blashfield’s mural from being mounted until the fall of 1914.!° 

: it. a a Meanwhile, Daniel Chester French continued to work on the statue that eventually would be placed on top of the 

436 Hugo Ballin, Ailecorical paintings for the Executive Chamber, 1912 re After some ee French agreed to is responsibility for delivery and ean of the eS ond 

The Capitol Commission was generally disappointed in the murals painted for the Executive Chamber by Hugo Ballin. Some com- signed a $20,000 contract in August 1912. French’s willingness to place the statue may have arisen from the rapidity 
missioners objected to the painted inscriptions on the murals and had to be convinced by other Capitol artists of their overall merit. of his progress. By that August, he had prepared a half-sized model and believed the statue would be ready for ship- 

ment in early 1913. In late August 1912, Post and his son William Stone Post inspected the work at French’s studios 

near Stockbridge, Massachusetts. Upon seeing the model, Post enthusiastically wrote that it “more than meets our 

expectations,” and recommended paying French half his fee immediately. The Roman Bronze Works of Greenpoint, 

New York pointed up French’s 8-foot statue to the 16-foot final size by late March 1913, and the bronze casting was 

completed by the following May. French, however, was apparently not pleased with the finish and immediately began 

looking into having the bronze statue gilded. He obtained an estimate of $325 from L. Marcotte and Company of New 

York and wrote Post about his concerns. Post agreed with French and urged the commission to approve the expense. 

Perhaps concerned that a bright gold figure would look out of place, Post assured Porter that “after the gold is applied 

to the bronze it is toned down by glazing and varnish until its excessive brilliancy is destroyed—or at least reduced 

to a tone which the gilding would assume after quite a number of years[’] exposure to the action of the elements.” In 

August, Porter approved the extra cost and directed French to proceed.'% 

The selection of artwork for the Capitol took up much of the commission’s time between 1912 and 1913. During 

these years, the controversy over the supreme court finally reached resolution, the paintings in the Executive Chamber 

were speedily completed but caused a controversy of their own, and contracts for the sculpture and art for the Central 

Portion and the Senate Chamber in the South Wing were let. At this point in the Capitol project, issues problematic 

in the early years, including decisions regarding occupancy, style and materials, had been resolved. By 1912, Porter 

had learned how to work effectively with multiple occupant groups and coordinate overlapping phases of construction. 

Increasingly, the problems Porter and the commission encountered were due to scarcity or expense of materials and 

labor conflicts on the various companies’ work crews. The Woodbury Granite Co. began to delay construction through 

slow production of granite for the Dome, the most difficult portion of the stonework, after simultaneous construction 

began on the North Wing. Labor troubles also arose and would cause Porter difficulties for the balance of construction; 

he wanted the work done quickly but also by the most experienced workers, and some firms tried to replace striking 

union workers with less qualified ones. Faced with these new challenges, the commission pushed forward. 
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Although the West and East Wing spaces had been completed two years prior, the artwork program for the East Wing en : a ee a ¥ a 7 a vi e Bs ee i i oe > . z 

did not truly get underway until early 1912 when Hugo Ballin signed his contract for the paintings in the Executive II Sie Sete rR, De a —_ g 
Chamber. The chamber’s ceiling was to receive allegorical paintings symbolizing the accomplishments and virtues of ——— — es Sy Pe i ee alan — eee 
the state. The walls were to depict historical figures and incidents from Wisconsin history. The commission specified SM CER one Sees 2 a sig Binnie Sree = Sy ae cot ‘Se = Ta Nr 
some of the subject matter, including the landing of Jean Nicolet near Green Bay in 1634, the surrender of the Ho- i aA eH Pig RG eee ns Sach dt a ms es FO Sle 5 

Chunk chief Red Bird in 1827 and Wisconsin’s participation in the Civil War. Ballin enthusiastically researched his nie KOO Age Say yee ry Me Xie ase — : 
subjects and even contacted the daughter of Increase Allen Lapham, a nineteenth-century Wisconsin natural scientist ge ce eee tte A ACW (ON Sy x | FO) Sea <i rt : 

who was to be depicted in one of the panels. Also by 1912, the supreme court justices had agreed to murals but insisted ‘ ee een Se ———— J en he er es i be, 

on having some say in the subject matter. Millet already had formulated ideas for the room and wanted his murals Q 5 Berton | 4 ¢ Eo eee ee a ss 
to have broad thematic significance that extended beyond the borders of the state; he envisioned a series of paintings H se yy Be Cane eee i iy | 1 e ts 

depicting centuries of legal development. In late February 1912, Millet proposed three panels representing law in ye ; ee P ~ i ; Hy GMs ey A | ‘ " : | 3 r 4 : 
Roman, European and American periods. He sought advice on the content of the fourth panel, which was to represent w a a OF y a a i A a een bs / Fe F 5 * 

some aspect of Wisconsin legal history. The court appreciated the scheme but disliked Millet’s examples. While the 5 : 1 fe ag a ate ‘a Hi k i) a 3 
content of the murals continued to be debated, Millet departed for Europe and had the misfortune to book his return 5 ; . a ; ‘ 4 i At L { a al Hy 

passage on the Titanic. He lost his life when the vessel sank on 15 April 1912.'” 1 4 4 y 3 £ a i i | ft Pr / { i it 

aI te | a ‘ b 4 ie Ta 

The commission, with George Post and the assistance of Edwin Blashfield, immediately began searching for a new i ¥ ; : iy eee i { i On PRY) : 

artist. Post recommended Barry Faulkner, but the executive committee rejected his $32,000 fee on 17 May 1912. i 4 , | | i he ps a ys ¢ 

This hasty decision disappointed Post, and the committee accordingly reconsidered on 14 June, when it determined = err Be eens ere | \| | i Lease Vig ————— a 
to offer Faulkner $28,000. In the interim, Faulkner indicated he would complete the work for $24,000 and on 10 July cael 5 So | | ie FT ae Boe 

the committee set his fee at that amount. The following December, Faulkner, concerned the schedule was too tight, ea ( eI i | | 1 : t : : 

withdrew his offer. Perhaps with a premonition that the deal might fall through, Post already had negotiated a $28,000 d ny | } | | i F : 4 ' 

fee and a completion date of 31 May 1915 with muralist Albert Herter of East Hampton, New York. Presented with an a ee Po j 4 rl : ; : 

acceptable artist, fee and deadline, the commission acted quickly to secure a contract and bond by the end of January s pee iron de ! | ce Li 

1913. The content of the four murals also was set: the lineage of the court through scenes from Roman law, English : : ni hee : : 

law, American law and Wisconsin law. The specifics were left to the artist.! 4.37 Hugo Ballin, Historical paintings in the Executive Chamber, circa 1912 

Ballin’s murals for the walls of the Executive Chamber depicted events from Wisconsin's past. One of his panels showed Cordelia 

With work on the supreme court murals stalled, the Executive Chamber paintings were completed and in place by early Harvey and other Civil War heroes, and another portrayed the surrender of Ho-Chunk chief Red Bird in 1827. A few commis- 
anuaryi913¥a full year aliead of echedule:ein'the spariofa year. Ballin had painted twenty-nine Canvases! Theres sioners questioned the historical accuracy of Ballin’s paintings, several of which he modified in response to the criticism. 

foot circular panel at the center of the ceiling depicted Wisconsin Surrounded by her Attributes. Rectangular panels 

north and south of the circular panel represented The Seeker of Knowledge at the Shrine of Wisdom and Labor, Attended 

by the Spirits of Rain and Sunshine. Four T-shaped panels between the circular and rectangular panels symbolized 

Pioneering, Charity, Invention and Justice. Two L-shaped panels on the south side of the ceiling depicted religious 

tolerance and the arts. War and Peace were represented in two semi-lunettes above the entrance near the clock; they 

flanked a text panel that reads “7empus EDAX RERUM,” or “Time the devourer of all things.” Two panels with text inscrip- 

tions also appeared on the ceiling between the T-shaped panels: “THE PROGRESS OF A STATE IS BORN IN TEMPERANCE JUSTICE 

AND PRUDENCE” and “THE WILL OF THE PEOPLE IS THE LAW OF THE LAND.” Smaller panels on either side of the fireplace 

contained the state motto: “rorwarp.” The paintings on the walls depicted events and people from Wisconsin’s past. 

Themes included, as requested by the commission, Wisconsin’s role in the Civil War, the 1827 surrender of Chief Red 

Bird after the so-called Winnebago War and the 1634 arrival of Jean Nicolet on the shores of Green Bay. In the four 

narrow panels fitted into the curved walls on either side of the entrance, the four seasons and the signs of the zodiac 

were depicted. On either side of the fireplace Ballin painted female figures to represent Lake Mendota, on one side, 

and Lake Monona, on the other. In these paintings, the artist drew inspiration from The Four Lakes of Madison, a 

poem by Henry Wadsworth Longfellow. Between the windows on the east wall Ballin portrayed distinguished citizens 
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fs agar ie : fe beg 2 t z of Wisconsin including Increase Lapham and Civil War Colonel Joseph Bailey. Also shown on the east wall were two 
i les Nae (i; ie 4 4 : ‘ Z former state capitols, the first capitol at Belmont and Madison’s second capitol that burned in 1904.! 

f ae 4 Pe ae =F 

ui ee A VE a. 2 a ee * F The executive committee reviewed the murals a few days after they were installed, made “certain criticism” and re- 
f bi = ; di ae ee ae a 5 quested alterations that would lead to significant reworking of the canvases.'!° In June 1913, the commission decided 

i y * Ab ce of = . aga Zo © = to withhold final payment to Ballin as the paintings remained “not entirely satisfactory.” Using Post as an intermediary, 
co oe Ae : peg Ww . o a oa : 2 fe 3 the commission requested that Ballin and Garnsey return to Madison to finish the room together to ensure that Ballin’s 
fies MS 3 of “ A o rae hs oe 3 2 io . iz color palette harmonized with Garnsey’s decoration; Ballin tried to schedule a trip in July but Garnsey’s ill health 
Pe Dg be a tM f i ye ee ie - of OTe, z prevented him from traveling. Unwilling to wait for Garnsey, Ballin came to Madison in November 1913 and made 

Nae cyt oe a ee ae ‘ _ s several changes in response to the commission’s criticisms. He reworked the Red Bird painting and made changes to 
| oe fe ae ae — a 2 t ig several figures in the Civil War panel. He also made alterations to both representations of the previous capitols. Fur- 
a” ae 2s ivy 4 Pag Pet a ther, Ballin made adjustments to the figure of “Forward” in the Bailey portrait, changed the background of the Lapham 

ae, Pate ; ung an e ig i ne painting and reworked the “Mendota” painting. Although he altered the drapery of Nicolet’s costume and other parts 
ip 2 “ye a tae So te a 4 1s Ms of that panel, he refused to budge on his interpretation of Nicolet’s landing.'" In fact, Ballin wrote Governor Mc- 

: 4 (2 es Mg stone segment “a ve i _ ya ws = fe. Govern defending his presentation of historical events. Porter was apparently satisfied with the alterations or at least 
‘ a eS i, bo a 8 Li . oe ot sgh 7 a ia - ry) was anxious to have the room finished, and on 19 December 1913 he asked the commission to authorize Ballin’s final 

ah Ly % A sie ey & ry ; 1 ho aa payment of $1,800. The commission refused and instead asked James Otis Post to have Ballin make more alterations 
3 & He i 4 he FR j % ss eS "oe vis : Ea e i " A to the Nicolet painting. The commission’s refusal to pay may have forced Ballin’s hand. After the meeting he wrote 

: ie % i 5 "én A ee 4 : ° i 6 fe McGovern a conciliatory note promising to make whatever changes were desired in the Nicolet painting, although this 
os anal 1 ee é Ss, Uy y A “oe ee work was not to occur in the immediate future." ba eon AN : ie Jo” BIW. 7a oe 

oe es a Foon A ia Pe ci ioe ie a | ha ao - As early as April 1910, the commission began awarding contracts for interior work in the South Wing and the Southeast 
J: es ite Lee 2 ee eee a a 2 and Southwest Pavilions. It signed a contract for plumbing with Charles Wilkins & Co., the Vulcan Iron & Steel Works 

‘ plata Week. : Pg tee 2 es A . es received the contract for interior decorative metal work, the carpentry contract went to J. H. Findorff of Madison and the 
Mae : as a a cs : masonry contract to McNulty Bros. Company. In May 1911 the commission directed the Russell-Erwin Manufacturing 

4.38 Hugo Ballin, The Landing of the First White Man, Jean Nicolet, in the state. . in 1634, 1912 Controversy Co. of New Britain, Connecticut and the Kiefer-Haessler Hardware Co. of Milwaukee to begin supplying hardware 
swirled around Ballin ’s depiction of the landing of French explorer Jean Nicolet at Green Bay. Ballin portrayed a for the wing. On 3 June, the commission contracted the M. T. Lamb Company to supply the stained glass ceiling for 
decidedly unheroic-looking Nicolet firing his pistols before a rather bored group of Ho-Chunks. The commission the Senate Chamber, and that November, it awarded the heating and ventilating contract to the Mueller Company of expected a more dramatic representation. : is 4 we a ds : 5 Milwaukee. At its 23 August 1911 meeting, the commission directed Post to negotiate with John Alexander to furnish 

the murals for the Senate Chamber but not to offer a fee of more than $12,000. Alexander was a New York painter 

and president of the National Academy of Design; he had completed mural paintings for the Carnegie Institute and 

the Library of Congress. No subject matter was discussed, and the negotiations would drag on for almost three years 

before Alexander declined the contract.!!3 

In early 1912, the interior construction of the South Wing was moving ahead rapidly. On 15 and 16 January, the com- 

mission secured contracts for such finish elements as ornamental iron work with the Hecla Iron Works of Brooklyn, New 

York and lighting fixtures with the Mitchell Vance Company of New York. The electrical contract went to the Harloff- 
Pence Company of Madison for $14,000. On 18 July, the contract was awarded to the Wollaeger Mfg. Co. of Milwaukee 

for general office furniture, the same firm that had received the furniture contract for the other wings. A few days later, 

the commission extended a separate contract to the A. H. Andrews Co. of Chicago for the desks in the Senate Chamber; 

Andrews refused because of the tight schedule, and the commission then offered the contract to the Matthew Brothers 

Mfg. Co. of Milwaukee. Another furniture contract was executed with Wollaeger Mfg. for the revolving bookcases that 

were placed behind each senator’s desk in the chamber. Carpets and window shades were ordered from Gimbel Broth- 

ers of Milwaukee, and bronze cuspidors were purchased from Kiefer-Haessler for $14.40 each.!"4 
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Interior construction had advanced to the point that in January 1913 the senate met in its new chamber but without the 4.39 (right) South Wing, West ep 5s Oe Ty fi hs z 

decorative stone and mural paintings in place. In lieu of murals, a large American flag hung over the president’s desk. Wing and Dome, 1910 of skemte  Ny / . sf o Ak 8 

By May 1913, most of the interior metal work had been completed, but as with the other wings, placing the finish stone ani . 7 slog i. a nai he Ep i H it ES hai . oe AA, i) ey ° iN { 

and marble took longer than anticipated. Work was ongoing until October, when a labor dispute sent marble setters Went Goothb, alinbuch i Ser a . me x cI A os anes f i 

working for Andres Stone & Marble on strike. Andres then sent bricklayers instead of stonemasons to the Capitol. Porter Southwest Pavilion, built at the ; : j " oe amie ar Oe a ” Ama = 

permitted the work to move forward for a time but eventually acceded to the Milwaukee Labor Council’s demands that same time, lagged somewhat be- , 4 Le a " 5 We. Vf hy) 4 A i i Hi : 2 

the unqualified laborers be prevented from working. The decision forced Andres to reach an agreement with its work- ind. The galeposis/andistaii—| |i ingle ” ca fants Waa /| AY Ms! ae Lg 

ers.'!5 The commission seems to have been less concerned about getting the South Wing completed than it had the West fe ja 1872 Geneon tn ‘ ite Be snes : iy a Be be Be he ; a “ oe @ 

Wing, and the artwork for the chamber was not expected to be installed until after the senate had occupied the wing. ; % ef oe oe Ps BZ D ” 2 

Kenyon Cox, already under contract for the mosaics in the Rotunda, learned John Alexander declined the commission in 4.40 (below) Construction rf AE aT Wa _ TI “i air UZ ‘ p 

October 1913, and Cox expressed his interest in executing the murals. They offered, Cox wrote Porter, “an opportunity paris ’ : ee as LA i) 4 4 ry my ihe a P ‘ FE Be Ei 

for an especially sober and serious piece of work.” Cox received the contract for the senate murals in 1914."'6 nated effort involving hundreds 1 F Be Se a 4 . Li ed 1p ee ° Ni Ya ry FS 

of workers, and photographers oN] om em at eu / Ly J th a7 a hs ic 

By 1913 work on the Dome began to slow, partly due to delays in cutting and shipping the granite from Vermont. In rn a ly pee ed a as : Y 8 ia * tf a of a . is | e. At i : 

1912, to avoid holdups in the work resulting from the slow shipment of granite as had been experienced with the West They ocomtoncly sre Spiegel rir = ES <a) ee | 

and East Wings, the commission directed Woodbury Granite to begin shipping stone for the North Wing as soon as photos. Here, workers pause in tee SS =. + = 2 

possible. Although work on setting North Wing stone would be at least another year off, Woodbury Granite was pleased Sront of the partly finished Cen- “ oe ees SES orgie 
to comply as it would allow the company to make efficient use of its quarries. This plan, however, caused a number - ‘i eG ng si oe et ce cecal 3 a dee ee 

of complications. First, the sheer volume of cut granite arriving in Madison overwhelmed the on-site supervisors; 

this situation was further complicated by the fact that much of the stone was kept in storage in Madison or Chicago. 

Granite continued to arrive irregularly, and in November 1912 Commissioner George Johnson suggested that it might >a ; e rf is z 

be better to concentrate on the construction of the North Wing and leave the Dome unfinished. Post & Sons expressed ' it, ., Pd Sa 5 /. a n | i 

its annoyance with the situation and chastised the commission for interfering with its direction: d or «pat Tassie af he - 

eS Glee pe 
Once or twice we urged the Woodbury Granite Company to concentrate its efforts on the South ey — a : ee itt bE : 

Wing and Central Portion for the reason that they were apparently wasting a great deal of time in " at i nd “ 4 a | : ft | ; a : ; 3 

cutting work for the North Wing, when the stones quarried were of such dimensions as to be used to es Ras ’ iq | 4 } | iH : : G 

advantage in this way. As an example of this, we particularly referred to the column drums of the ieee pe an iy a Hol ig 

North Wing, which they were turning when they should have been working on the column drums at Coat ‘ie i xZ. oA =~ ee 
the base of the Dome of the Central Portion. . . .”!"” a s ol > # ae “az > . a: 

Notwithstanding these complaints and suggestions, a lack of ready granite appropriate to the task at hand continued _- ie } yo me We =~ A 4 3 3 

to slow completion of the Dome for the rest of the year. Although granite on the Dome remained unfinished, Bitter’s oe - i li @ ¢ ; 4 Coe 6, y ae sae ~ 

groups were finally hoisted into place in July 1913, much to the concern of the sculptor who feared the ongoing place- .* a foul | py ’ é . 4 “ ; : ‘. : — 

ment of granite could damage his work.!' Ef yi i a 4 oe : P : 

With the construction of the masonry exterior moving forward reluctantly, the commission had begun issuing contracts fl ° . | : ss . es 

for interior construction at its 23 April 1913 meeting. McNulty Bros. of Chicago received the contract for interior f H r 4 ae snag 2 

masonry, while those for carpentry and metalwork were issued to J. H. Findorff of Madison and the Hecla Iron Works e a | ye a —— ™ “s : 

of Brooklyn, New York, respectively. The Mueller Co. of Milwaukee secured the contract for heating and ventilation < R| , i L : ; ~ : 4 
and George F. Rohn, the contract for electrical work. The Northwestern Marble and Tile Co. of Minneapolis bid suc- ay Co a we - ee. * ‘ : 

cessfully for the nearly quarter-million-dollar contract to provide and set the colorful and varied marbles and decorative 2 ey ee accion i 3 

stone used in the Rotunda. On 29 April 1913, the commission awarded a contract for plumbing work to H. Kelly & 

Co. of Minneapolis.'!? 
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a — Sy oo \ z The demolition of the old north wing could not begin until the granite cladding of the Dome was complete and Wood- 
_ . : 2 bury Granite removed the derricks that had been used for that task. While the other wings were under construction, the 
es i } 2 north wing of the previous capitol remained occupied and, in fact, a fourth floor had been added to increase its useful- 
a os ness. Many of inhabitants of the old north wing were slated for either temporary or permanent quarters in the South TF en er 2 7 is porary q 

— ; Le  #B Wing of the new building, so demolition could not occur until the South Wing was ready for occupancy. Although the 
ae oe \ oe — 8 commission had awarded the demolition contract to John F. Icke of Madison in June 1913, it did not specify a start 
a -_ F es 2 date with the understanding that demolition would begin when the commission notified him to proceed. Even after 

= Ces | ae ee the South Wing was finished and most of the occupants moved, the intransigence of some building occupants delayed : a ie > =. -; 8 z 8 ie Oc Ur » 
: : oe a | £ ) | i + ae 7 ae a: work further. The bank examiner was slated to have temporary quarters in the South Wing until he could be relocated 

2 “a eta i oe Meee | 7 e to a permanent space in the new North Wing, but he refused to move until he was guaranteed an office with a storage | a eek Liisa Pe : ; iati i iia ee lp Weta asccsisnsattecns a ye ee 2S vault. Porter tried to persuade the examiner to accept temporary quarters. After negotiations failed, Porter called the - be alle 2 nee Ee ad ee LS P P seat g ee bez gsciaaae —— at oy ok 28 A SGC Te oe te 2 bank examiner’s bluff and ordered demolition to begin. By 16 August 1913, the examiner remained unmoved. Porter 
= Oe ay os pane % - 1G $e eventually had the corridor and staircase above his offices demolished, at which point the move was arranged. B es. Vi ae A he , ae y B s y Pe ng raga ‘ * . 7 < Cae ee ee Pie be: % : : Ae 2 5 ae bare. iy {2 = = = Ix ye ce 4 2 2 December 1913, the final portion of the 1883 structure had been razed.'° While Porter supervised the occupants’ 

Pld). ee s - oa : 1 . 4 a f Ae ee ta Faas 7 Per i iirc * . bs e ea Al ti &e eae | 4 ees Fe YET. relocation and the wing’s removal, the architect and commission finalized plans for the new North Wing. a ay es 4 . a eet 

ee ik RO LO so Wl cae eT 
3 en . ee a eT OGURA TAR Ne ge Paes Consistent with the large, ceremonially scaled public rooms on the second floors of each wing, a 1907 drawing shows is | 8 y p g 

4.41 Granite-setting on the Dome, circa 1913 = tg the large room on the second floor of the North Wing labeled “Legislative Library.” This use of the space dictated its By the summer of 1913, the colonnade at the base of the Dome had been completed and Karl Bitters sculptur- ap ‘ E , ea 7 wa eh Gl groups were in vince The Senin Wine Relbcen fated cafiiciently to allow the Wisconsin Senate to meet decorative ee which would include marble walls with murals tucked Se ceiling Ces This intent for the 

in its new chamber, and stone-setters began the arduous task of putting the carefully cut granite on the Dome. space was still in place in 1912, when Porter told Post & Sons that “the large interior space which corresponds with the 

Senate and Supreme Court and must be lit by sky light, can be used for the Legislative Library. . . .” Later, however, 

eg =. ee 3 the demand for offices in the wing raised the possibility that the entire second floor would be given over to that use; 
e (8 ee ee 8 5 8 y x 8 

a are. om a el : 2 the matter was decided in April 1913. The architects submitted a sketch showing the room as a large public space. 
ks a Se oo ae — 3 Considering “it important that this room should be finished in keeping with the other large interior rooms of the other 

F, o is pe : oF a r : = wings,” Post & Sons referred to this space only as “the large interior room of the North Wing,” which suggests that its 
_ Se See — SPE, ee urpose remained unclear. '?! By late 1913, however, it was established that the “North Hearing Room” would be a s est — ; g purp y ig 

, : , thie. - : - F e ublic room under the jurisdiction of the Railroad Commission and used for conferences and hearings between state Pa 7 ee : L g Pl J fe 
. a ro ; oy B regulatory agencies, the public, and the owners of private corporations and utilities. This change from library to hear- ar Pe | aol gulatory ag P P rp ry 
i ay yor = sere ee 2 ing room might have been influenced by Governor McGovern, whose administration strengthened the regulatory arm ae ; —aeaee Se ee Tes iS ‘ : ‘ ee 4 e es) aa “ay 8 oo ; a z of state government with the creation of the Industrial Commission and the Board of Public Affairs. These measures 

a Fi Oy . cys i S| : cle dirs Pe | 3 depended on the cooperation of business, labor and government and the North Hearing Room was intended to provide 
ie 7 ae il a : | ae. 4 ey ——w z the place for these agencies to solicit information and hear appeals. 

2 7 - 6 ae oo FI 

Pes Pe Pd ck es i 7 é | 2 el iH ha % 8 By early 1914, despite the elaborate finishes that had been installed in some of the important public spaces, most interior 
fa » i — AE es ee cat” ie 4 = & R, : 

foe lg 228 9 —% nee z " = rooms of the Capitol had not yet received decorative paint. Elmer Garnsey had decorated the second floor of the West 
> Bgl e oy a ie G ms " = m ‘ * x % a ; met Fi i ei +e t ie | ae Pie Wing and the Executive Chamber of the East Wing, and Conrad Schmitt had painted the first and third floors of the 

as : a s a a Wie iat 1 “aie %, ‘ i : ‘ 5 
. ’ ll di ihlle  sntalucatie f West Wing and the second, third and fourth floors of the East Wing. Both Garnsey and Schmitt expressed interest in a ; ital j g g y P 

; 4 developing a comprehensive decorative scheme for the Capitol, but by May 1914, Post & Sons had selected the firm of “COAL 3 ping P' Pp ry May 
Mack, Jenney and Tyler of New York City. On 20 May, a representative of the firm showed the commission sketches y ¥ Y: Pp. 

of its work in other public buildings, and on 8 June sent Post & Sons a proposal. Mindful of Post & Sons’ implied Pp 8 prop Pp. 
4.42 East Wing and old north wing, 1912 architectural hierarchy of interior spaces, Mack, Jenney and Tyler proposed to apply five classes of finish treatment. 

By 1912, the old north wing was the only remaining portion of the second Madison capitol. The north wing Class I finishes were suggested for the most important public spaces and included the use of as many colors of paint 
had survived the 1904 fire relatively undamaged and was renovated and enlarged to house a changing parade . i i i Id 
of state officers as they awaited permanent quarters in the new building. By the close of 1913, the wing had and as much gold leaf as appropriate. Class II finishes were defined as several colors of paint, stencils and some go 

been demolished to make way for new construction. leaf; this level was specified for the rooms of important persons. Class III finishes provided no more than four colors 
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and simple ornament. Class IV finishes consisted of three colors and simple stencils. Class V called for plain paint Fees unl eae ; 
and was installed in closets, mechanical rooms, janitors’ closets and toilet rooms. Mack, Jenney and Tyler proposed to pect sl Sa I It g 

apply decorative paint throughout the entire building, except for those spaces already finished by Elmer Garnsey, for Hiss i) oO ud e i 

$172,300.'” Lacking an adequate legislative appropriation, the commission approved a partial contract in the amount fret Pe See UES. Teen 

of $10,000 for the upper part of the Dome on 29 September 1914; this work was completed by mid-December 1914. i Ra Nt meus ie : 

Porter was confident that the funds would become available and instructed the firm to begin decorating the Supreme yn biay si ote ce oe ee " ae i ee JES) Ra g 
s : ‘ ive 1] nu - Baie!) SE Pe | | © 

i Hearing Room in May 191 5, after the Herter murals had been installed. By late June 1915, Mack, Jenney and sey and Conrad Schmit inthe West and East Wines, pe sae feral AN Heal : 

yler had done considerable work in the Capitol without a contract, having provided approximately $25,000 of ser- sion hired the New York firm Mack, Jenney and Tyler to create ee a SoZ Pa a 
vices by their account. The funds became available after the legislature adjourned in 1915, and the commission finally a uniform decorative finish scheme for the entire building. The BR i A Zo ‘ (ee j Ra i 

awarded a comprehensive contract to Mack, Jenney and Tyler in the amount of $174,642. Work was ongoing through efi dec Oran cluded pal gote, DIVO OetCan COHauEEa 2d, H De | AY ‘ ie NB 
the summer of 1916, with the last of it completed in the North Wing as those spaces were being finished.'”? ES TOs Caat Ore ete SE ec SSCs Sue Peace 6 Hes z 

as the state seal, the badger (the state animal), county names and Aaa Ne v le Reo ' 

a variety of embellished Ws. ae y iy tal 

Following George Post’s death on 28 November 1913, the construction of the Capitol was overseen largely by his son, : A L = 

James Otis Post. Although most of the design work had been completed, with Post’s death the project lost its most 444 (below) Governor Emanuel Philipp, circa 1918 es DECORATORS Widesah 
a . ‘ cee Be e i 5 ‘ With the1914 election of conservative Emanuel Philipp (far left), bec coma 

persuasive spokesman. This event occurred just before a significant political shift took place in Wisconsin state gov- the Capitol Commission lost the support of the governor. Unlike Hl ie 12. seaaeal _ofj N 

ernment. Progressive Republicans had controlled Wisconsin politics since 1901, and the Capitol physically embodied his predecessors La Follette, Davidson and McGovern, Philipp —— coor a 

their faith in democratic government. In November 1914, Stalwart Republican Emanuel Philipp was elected governor was skeptical of progressive reform and actually intended to dis- | c=G yy pea 

(1915-21), and the Stalwarts also gained power in the legislature. Financially conservative and generally unsympathetic a te te CO oe ge ay Oey Be Nar nine Despite — Se 
his demands for economy, the building went ahead as planned. a “ 

to the project, Philipp seldom attended executive committee meetings and urged containment of construction costs. 

The project also was compromised by the war in Europe, which threatened to cut off supplies needed for construction 

and dramatically affected the cost of certain materials. The combination of Post’s death, a conservative attitude toward on ag As Tee ( z 

state financing and the war in Europe required that Commission Secretary Lew Porter work hard to reconcile artistic Fi ny 2 

vision with economic realities. | yaaa : E 

ie g 
Inearly 1914, the thematic content for the mural paintings of the Supreme Court Hearing Room still remained unresolved : ei . | ] . 

and the justices were growing impatient. On 20 May 1914, Albert Herter, the muralist, presented his sketches to the — | Al | i 

Capitol Commission with the justices present. After much discussion, particularly concerning the sketch of the trial of _ H j | f | g 

Chief Oshkosh, the justices decided to caucus among themselves before approving the design. The commission itself : 4] ye <a V | 1 : | } , | ‘ I 

disapproved of the depiction of English law and instructed the artist to change the subject from the trial of Charles I oo ‘ge a 'g 6 he: nl al ae ae MS 2 

to the signing of the Magna Carta, which Justice William Timlin had suggested two years earlier. This change caused o a. iy 4] celiac ‘ A 7 pet a } 9 Z 
some delay. The justices commented freely on the sketch, suggesting that Stephen Langton appeared too deferential r3 4 % o | F { é 4 =p 2 

to King John as he presented the petition on behalf of the barons, and Justice Marshall suggested that the artist make ~ a @ ; i 

it more obvious that the papal legate protested rather than supported John’s signing the document. Herter adopted the ‘ b= is 4 ie i ee, ; 

suggestions and completed the murals accordingly; they were installed between May and June 1915. With the long 2 Cas i ya eo €. a i 
saga of the supreme court murals finally over, most apparently were pleased with the result. “Every one,” Porter wrote or lis > 2 ; F a 

Herter, “with whom I have talked, including several members of the Supreme Court and some of the Capitol Commis- y n A ‘ “ye Soom f ty 

sion, have expressed themselves as being delighted in your work. It certainly adds greatly to the room and I feel sure 4 Py fae : oe 

they will be universally appreciated.”!4 co 3 eT ai ’ = < a 

The paintings in the Executive Chamber remained a source of conflict. More than two years after they were installed, d if y ‘| ' ms 

the commission remained unsatisfied, and artist Hugo Ballin vacillated on whether or not he would return to make ’ I es = , al 
alterations. After initially refusing to return, he wrote in early 1914 that he would do so but took no action until March sl ae ‘ 

1915. At that time he wrote James Otis Post and promised to repaint the Nicolet panel and remove the allegorical “fly- ; 

ing figure” from behind Joseph Bailey. Ina letter to Porter, however, Ballin expressed his frustration that the additional 
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sik... ; osu” 9?” alll z work was expected to be done without payment. Repainting the Nicolet painting, he said, would take three months 
».- wa YC“ Zz and “as my picture was approved, accepted and paid for, I cannot see under what code you make this demand of me.” 

Ra ; a He went on to defend his interpretation of the event although he acknowledged that the commission’s expectation of 
z “Nicolet jumping out of a canoe, firing his two guns” was as possible as his own. Caught between a disgruntled artist 

"ay 5 and a stubborn commission, Porter tried to assure Ballin that the majority of his work was admired. The ceiling, he 
= — =e : ir 2 wrote, was “unsurpassed.” The paintings of Mendota and Monona were “most beautiful.” The pictures of Red Bird and 

a’ : oe : I z Lapham were “all they should be.” The rest, Porter, told Ballin bluntly, were “regarded as unfortunate.” He assured 

ta py 8 : : 2 the artist that criticism of the work pained him as much as Ballin because “of the fact that I am with it every day and 

a i _ > ae because of my intense desire to have the Capitol all that it should be in every line.” The commission did not respond 
ee a ; # to Ballin’s frustrations, and the issue dragged on for another year. Ballin wrote another letter of protest in February 
ge Se ee. “ Bp 1916 arguing his case and at the same time promising to make changes, but with the Capitol nearing completion the 

Ty ke : ae as a : a iS commission let the matter drop. Ballin eventually received his final payment of $1,800, but apparently never returned 
= cae oe 7 oe ee a 4 to make the alterations requested by the commission.!25 

| = i _ | 4 4 mo By 1914 the work in the South Wing had been completed and this area of the building was fully occupied; the mural 

ee a a ] eS) q ie ; — —— 2 painting in the Senate Chamber remained the only unresolved element. That May, James Otis Post reported to the 
oe fe ti ae i > = ; , i | | J a 3 commission that John Alexander would not accept a contract despite years of attempting to negotiate one. After he was 

af to : i . : i ee ee ihe __ i hired as Alexander’s successor, Kenyon Cox proposed a subject that was timely but wholly unrelated to Wisconsin: the 

et ; : ee 2 es 2. ane opening of the Panama Canal, which was expected to be completed in 1915. The commission accepted his proposal, 

ae a og & pn TMs - and he began work at once, developing sketches throughout the summer and finishing them by August. The outbreak 
Nc ce - ra yo coe of war in Europe added another layer of meaning to his work. “Present European news,” he wrote Porter that month, 

= See a eno , —e— a. at “gives an ironic aspect to my subject. But the canal will be there when the wars are over.” The canal project had begun 
e } Fi yy ‘ w a peta a at the height of European-American confidence, a sense of optimism now shaken by the war. In the right panel, a figure 

ss J a B ss <3 a ae] representing peace greeted Britain, France and Germany standing side-by-side; in the left panel, a figure representing 

- eas Da A commerce faced four Asian figures. The war made the figure of peace seem strangely out of place, and made the rep- 

x i : 1 resentation of Germany, France and Britain inconsistent with the reality of war. Further, the three panels were intended 

Ga ee to represent the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans with an allegorical marriage of the two presided over a figure representing 

Albert Hows murals were nally relied in the Supreme Court Hearing Room in 1915. They depicted the evolution of law; the United States. Cox submitted the sketches and the commission approved them on 29 September. He devoted 

during their development the justices made numerous suggestions regarding exact content after Post and Porter persuaded them most of his time to developing the cartoons in late 1914, expecting to have them done in early 1915. James Otis Post 

to forgo having portraits of former justices hung in the room. inspected and approved the completed work in mid-February. Typically, Cox worked with assistants, but he insisted 

on painting these canvases completely on his own. In taking this approach, Cox underestimated the time required; 

by the end of May, the artist informed Porter that he found the work “bigger and more difficult than I reckoned” and 

that he would not complete the murals by the specified deadline. He assured Porter that he had “never worked so hard 

and so continuously for so long a time in my life” and expressed his optimism that he would need only an additional 

month. Porter agreed to extend the contract to 1 November 1915. On 4 October, Cox proudly informed Porter that 

his paintings were at last complete. After being exhibited in New York for a week, they were shipped to Madison and 

installed at the end of October.!”” 

By the summer of 1914, the exterior construction of the Dome was completed at last. At the end of May, the granite 

was in place and ready to be cleaned. Daniel Chester French’s statue Wisconsin was hoisted to the top of the lantern 

on 20 July 1914. The statue had been shipped from New York in February, and in March the Woodbury Granite crew 

used its derricks to lift the statue, still in its crate, to the roof of one of the wings until it could be placed on the Dome. 

Because the Capitol is without an obvious front entrance, Porter solicited French’s opinion on the correct orientation 

of the statue. French recommended either west, which would have Wisconsin facing the university, or east toward the 
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main railroad depots “and consequently . . . the main approach to the city from the outside world.” Porter queried Post i a : : z 

& Sons as well and the firm wired Porter on 23 June, “We strongly advise facing the statue to the southeast according to a oo — fe : a 3 

father’s desire.”!2* James Otis Post expressed his father’s intention more completely in a letter written the same day: FF 7 Ce « “a5  -. g 

a. Yo 2. | oe ae g 

Father recommended the facing of the statue to the southeast. . . . [H]e and I discussed this matter ts ‘ . 2 

several times in Madison and he always felt that the principal front of the building was towards the a  ..§.-=—se oe yy ws set g 

Lake to the southeast, and referred to the parkway leading to the Lake as being in front of the Capitol. Ceo ee. >. . << : g 

There is no question in our minds but that the statue should face the southeast. . . . = SS er a ae — . g 

. i f oy 2 ae Se 3 

On 20 July thousands of spectators watched as the three-ton statue was carefully hoisted into place, facing southeast. _ : ££ _ _  # 

Some minor repair was needed to the gilding, and the four anchor bolts had to be replaced with longer ones. Shortly : 2 lr z 
: a ; iene _ =: 

after the repairs were completed, Porter wrote to French that “the statue looks very well and I think the majority of 5 a - i r—SS 

people are very well pleased with it. Ee 4 — ui 

i... 

E \ q - baa 4 = Z : a 
. ne ae — . 4 q a 5 
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4.46 Senate Chamber, 1913 4.47 “Wisconsin” hoisted into place, 1914 

Although the senate met in its new chamber in January 1913, much of the marble work on the walls remained unfinished, and the Hundreds of spectators watched on 20 July 1914 as Daniel Chester French's gilded bronze statue “Wisconsin” was positioned 

murals by Kenyon Cox were not installed until 1915. Senators had insisted on larger desks than Post & Sons intended, and to atop the lantern. Although work continued for another three years, this was literally the crowning moment in the construction 

make up for their lack of storage space in the desks, revolving bookcases were placed behind each. of the new Capitol. 
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: a s Sa \ . z Construction of final details in the Rotunda continued late into 1915. At its 20 May 1914 meeting, the commission told 

\ Senne ee d \ 8 the Mitchell Vance Company, the lighting contractor, to begin supplying ceiling fixtures, wall sconces and standards. 

iii \ Se Wf _ tA 3 Light fixtures for the Rotunda Basement, to contain a restaurant, were ordered from E. F. Caldwell & Co. of New York 

r ™ 7" y ve fe ; 1 i eS oe gs i in December. Caldwell also supplied the decorative bronze light standards for the niches in the Rotunda at the ground 
: > ‘* \ \\ 8 ce PAs | if / C. os Be: floor level; these were ordered in August 1915. By the middle of September the interior plaster work was nearly 

an ae A . iM _— J i if On=Z 3 completed, and William S. Post met with the executive committee and recommended that the twenty-four columns at 

ee. nee Sa : C4 cep f the base of the inner Dome be made of scagliola in imitation of Siena marble rather than using the actual stone. The 
o A 2! a é a a —s 2 - ) R a y : 4 i masonry contractor, McNulty Bros., agreed to do the work for an extra $2,675. In addition to its original contract, 

a bel ee 2 Sere SY ay iS : i McNulty Bros. finished the upper surface of the inner Dome with a coat of plaster for $3,200. While plastering was 

: = i i - : g fe ed = , NE cei a S being completed in the Central Portion, the commission set in motion the application of decorative paint and on 29 

Ta i a a). kh a : i oo 4 ’ th t ae September, Mack, Jenny and Tyler began work in the upper portion of the Dome, including the coffers. Charles Mack 

ee RICA ; 7] i 4 e eo a : es presented the firm’s sketches on 15 December and reported on progress. Evidently progress was swift; the scaffolding 

Ce ony a . hi . _ was removed from the Rotunda on 5 January 1915.!3! 

: \. . s Vd MA / During much of 1915, decorative stone was installed throughout the Rotunda and some modifications to the original 

oom on — _ ge design were made. On 24 November 1915, James Otis Post recommended changing the decorative stone pattern on 

4 7 aes Wee) ie ‘hs 2 Seca —— the ground floor to incorporate Siena marble for the center circle, a switch that cost $898. Supplementary efforts were 

a . required to complete the stonework at the perimeter of the Central Portion, especially at the juncture of the wings, 

a — - eo and Andres Stone & Marble did the work for an additional $749.70. The most significant change involved the mas- 

: ss ee ae ee sive ground floor piers sheathed in Berlin Rhyolite in the center of the Rotunda. Shortly after the stone was installed, 

a -. a F.C _ it began to discolor noticeably and the search for a suitable replacement stone proved difficult. Fortunately one of 
ee the commissioners, Magnus Swenson, was able to arrange for sufficient quantities of Norwegian Labradorite, a form 

i sa a hi Pigs) 5s . aie he Faleieah exten 1014. Dieptadies “Liblowy” and the of feldspar. It was shipped from Norway to Minneapolis where Northwestern Marble & Tie cut it The stone cost 

branches of government, each mosaic was composed of over 100,000 pieces of glass. Some of the gold-colored 17,550 kroner, or approximately $4,400. Northwestern agreed to take down the existing piers, rebuild them, and pay 

glass began to discolor after being mounted on the wall. Fearing the news would affect him adversely, Porter the commission $4,500 in exchange for the defective Rhyolite.'” 

insisted the artist not be told about the situation until after he had completed his mural for the Senate Chamber. 

While the scaffolding was still in place in the spring of 1914, Rotunda work had progressed to the point that the Cox 

# mosaics could be put in place. Work began on 14 May 1914, carried out by the Decorative Stained Glass Co. of New 

¥ pay Ms al 3 Fs ) : York under Cox’s supervision. The installation was both technically and economically problematic for Cox. The 

; Oe ) ee lL. 2 Decorative Stained Glass was barely solvent and required Cox’s immediate payment to sustain its workers in Madison. 

ar os ; Cox, short of cash himself, paid th t of hi ket bef ivi ion from the com- . ¢ me « VF ; 3 of short 0: ee ee pau fe company out of his own pocket before receiving compensation rom the co 

- PONTE 66 wis i “ = mission. Technically, installation difficulties were compounded by the fact that the glue had dried too much during 

7 a b. igs z storage, but once everything was complete Porter wrote Cox that he thought the mosaics were “head and shoulders 

4 cf 3 J , . 3 q Vf — : above everything we have in the Capitol, or will have, and everyone is much pleased with them.” Each of the four 

‘ . ae i iy ee qs : Ah = mosaics consisted of a seated colossal figure (two male, two female) within a circular frame of fasces bordered by 
S yA y 2 “ee rt as ' i oak foliage. The figures represented “legislation,” “justice,” “government” and “liberty,” each dressed in flowing 

in ry P if 2 3 —< ae og 2 classical robes and provided with appropriate iconographic attributes. Legislation is as an elderly man with a flowing 

ai roel ENS - ee , z beard writing on stone tablets. Government, also a male figure, is young and powerful and holds a sword in one hand. 

os 4 ee ie e u Liberty is symbolized as a woman wearing a red Phrygian cap, the traditional symbol of liberated slaves dating to the 

: ams Roman Empire, and holding a ballot box. Justice, a female figure, is not blindfolded as is typical but stares straight 

4.49 Edwin Blashfield, Resources of Wisconsin, 1913 ahead impassively as she holds a scale. 
Edwin Blashfield and two assistants, A. E. Foringer and Vincent Aderente, painted the 34-foot-diameter compo- 

sition uy Bl Sete See oe studig poee Pe et 1913. The allegoncel pamting depicts Wisconsin wear, By February 1915, the gold background in the mosaics began to deteriorate, and Porter’s initial elation was tempered 
ing a red liberty cap and carrying a heraldic shield. Positioned around her, eleven other female figures, cloaked 5 ; 3 je 

in an American flag, offer the central figure the natural products of the state. as he contemplated how to make repairs. In order to get the desired gold color, Cox had placed aluminum foil on the 
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back of amber glass; when the aluminum came into contact with the plaster, it began to darken. Porter wrote James CC TTrrrr”rr—“‘OOO : 2 2 : z 

Otis Post of the problem, and Post recommended not taking any action for the time being. In the early months of : i ee oe 3 

1915, Cox was absorbed in his work on the senate murals, and Post did not want to distract him. “We are firmly of : — —. 4 , 8 - oe g 

that if Mr. Cox should learn of this serious condition at this time it would probably lead to a physi- | oF - | f (| | VO _ ee a : 

cal breakdown, for he is as you know of an extremely nervous and high strung temperament, and at . : - 4 ; J F rs: 3 iH oo a 5 

present is devoting all his time, thought and energy to the production of the three paintings for the ’ i PARI Fe ee : = 

Senate Chamber which he thinks and which other artists consider, the best work he has ever done. ae mn 7 a - 8. z 

When an artist is at work upon a masterpiece, he cannot be interrupted without detriment to his work co \ me i i) "y a A _ .. : 

nae cet dis Pa eo as . - 5 

The commission agreed with Post and did not take immediate action. Porter finally explained the situation to Cox “a fa od pe a a oe | _* 
on 15 October 1915, after the murals for the Senate Chamber had been completed. By this time, the commission had a adnate bs 5 FF ij is re fees —ae ; 

even begun considering having the mosaics dismantled and reinstalled. Cox investigated the conditions when he was ii igi sera Stes F i a | | | nop ————— 2. | < 

in Madison in late October to install the Senate Chamber murals.'** aa oA | a / | s 7 5) on agua ays 

Edwin Blashfield’s The Resources of Wisconsin was fixed to its inverted-bowl-like support above the oculus in the fall oe A e | F Cs 7 ie iemeny Rob nae 7 

of 1914. In August, Porter wrote the artist urging him to install the canvases as soon as possible because he wanted to Hy Md 2 : a : oq ae ae P o \ aS i hs og ; 4 ai 

have the scaffolding in the Rotunda removed. Shortly after this was accomplished in September, Porter complained Aq aa : . ee ae : 

to Post & Sons that “white streaks” had appeared along the joints of the canvases; according to Blashfield, this condi- - i ay i 8 wee D ie H ct . 

tion had developed because the canvases shrank slightly while in storage. Afier a flurry of correspondence, Blashfield 7 Fe Ware 4 oat ‘ 

and his assistant traveled to Madison in December to retouch the canvases and complete minor repairs. His invoice oe a i aca : wigan: | 1 

for an extra $122 was quickly paid by the commission.'** Blashfield’s circular composition was oriented toward the co 2 BREE i. Rome Se 3 ee 

southeast, reinforcing the Southeast Pavilion as the principal entrance to the building. The Resources of Wisconsin z i . % “*S . teey a 

depicts an enthroned woman holding a sheaf of wheat and a shield bearing the state arms; she is encircled by other os ee 

female figures draped in the folds of an American flag. These figures offer the natural resources of the state, including 

lead, tobacco, copper and fruit. 4.50 North Wing under construction, 1914 
Exterior construction of the North Wing occurred between 1914 and 1916. Despite the work, the public freely used the rest of the 

North Wing construction began in early 1914. George Nelson of Madison had been awarded the contracts for exca- Eailgunedand dozensiperched of (herootsiand balustrades to\eatch the\Rall-Rextivalparade us1914: 

vation and foundation work on 22 December 1913, and his crew began their efforts in February 1914. The contract 

specified completion by May, and in April Porter reported that the foundation was “practically all in.” Pouring the 

foundations of the Northeast and Northwest Pavilions was delayed until the summer of 1914, when Woodbury Granite 

removed its derricks following the hoisting of Wisconsin to the lantern. As the foundations were finished in April, work 

on steel began. The Worden-Allen Co. of Milwaukee provided and erected the steel under a $66,762 contract signed 

28 September 1913. The commission again retained the Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory to inspect the steel. Although 

steelwork got off to a quick start, a labor dispute slowed progress during the summer of 1914. In early September, 

Worden-Allen replaced the striking workers with non-union laborers. This solved the problem for the firm but not 

for the commission; within a week of implementing this resolution, laborers employed by other contractors refused 

to work with the nonunion steelworkers and went on strike. Porter dealt with the situation by staggering the work so 

that union and nonunion workers were not on-site at the same time. In October 1914 he released the steelworkers and 

brought back carpenters and masons to continue exterior work. In March 1915, Worden-Allen employees returned 

and finished the steelwork by early April.'*° 
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With much of the stone already on hand, the placement of exterior granite proceeded very soon after steelwork began completed 50 percent of the job as calculated in cost, the most expensive portions of the work having been left until 

in the spring of 1914. Throughout construction of the North Wing, the commission placed the highest priority on early summer. Carpentry proceeded with greater difficulty. Riesen & Riesen was to have completed its contracts by 

erecting the wing and pavilions simultaneously, and Porter urged Woodbury Granite to work on both “so that the stone 1 July 1916, but the firm was still at work at the end of the year. In January 1917, when occupants began moving into 

work should be practically level during construction.” This proved nearly impossible and by November 1914, the the wing, despite such inconveniences as missing lights from office doors, Porter complained and Riesen & Riesen of- 

granite was up to the cornice of the wing but far lower on the pavilions. Granite setting on the pavilions caught up ficials in turn blamed the subcontractor, Cream City Sash and Door. Porter threatened to have local contractors finish 

by December when the columns in the Northeast Pavilion were set. Setting the columns in the cold weather caused the installation at Riesen & Riesen’s expense, but the work was finally completed in the early spring.'*° 

several of the drums to chip, so Porter waited until the spring of 1915 to have the columns of the Northwest Pavilion 

put into place. Granite setting continued through the spring and summer of 1915, when the stone was in place for most Additional problems occurred with marble and stone. Northwestern Marble & Tile was reluctant to pursue some 

of the wing and pavilions including the pediment, portico and balustrade.'*’ At this point, the exterior of the Capitol specimens that had been installed in other portions of the Capitol because of increased costs. In June 1916, the firm 

stood substantially completed. claimed it was unable to acquire Pike River Granite from quarries in Marinette County; this was the granite used for 

the pilasters flanking the grand stairs in all the wings. Porter quickly discovered, however, that the stone had been 

Upon the recommendation of George Post, the commission signed a $16,500 contract in January 1912 with New York quarried. “The trouble seems to be,” wrote Commissioner John Van Cleve, “that the Pike River Company is asking 

sculptor Attilio Piccirilli for the North Wing pediment’s sculptural group. Piccirilli was enthusiastic and engaged im- more for the work than heretofore, but everybody knows the cost of furnishing material is much greater than a year or 

mediately in preparing a model, which he completed in April 1912; at nearly the same time, the commission accepted two ago.” Porter expedited the matter by purchasing the granite directly from the quarry and deducting the cost from 

his design and the explanation he provided of the work. In the summer of 1914, a group of workmen directed by F. A. Northwestern’s contract.'*! The procurement of the marble for the North Hearing Room was even more complicated. 

Purdy of Detroit began carving the group in a shed at the Milwaukee Road yards on West Washington Avenue, about In its design for the room, Post & Sons specified panels of Monte Rente Siena marble; in 1915, the commission had 

eight blocks from the Capitol. By then, however, the thematic content of Piccirilli’s design had become no longer requested that Northwestern obtain it as quickly as possible. Now, however, Northwestern stated that it was unable 

suitable because of the modified use of the wing’s principal second floor space as a home to various commissions to get any; Post & Sons refused to change the specification, which it claimed would require substitutions for the other 

and bureaus. Having been told that the principal room would serve as the reading room for the Legislative Reference marbles, which in turn would ruin the carefully orchestrated color scheme that included the room’s murals. A shipment 

Library, Piccirilli designed his sculpture to symbolize “the learning of the world.” A central female figure held a tablet of the stone finally arrived in New York, Post & Sons rejected it over protests from Northwestern. When Post & Sons 

inscribed sapentia (Latin for “wisdom”), with figural groups on either side representing agriculture, science and art. approved another block a few weeks later, Northwestern refused to purchase such a large quantity and attempted to 

Piccirilli’s description of the group identified it as appropriate to a library; Porter wrote the artist in October 1914 ask- sidestep Post & Sons and have Porter approve a different sample. Porter, caught between the architect and contractor, 

ing that he stop distributing the explanation as it “does not at all agree with the uses of the wing.” Piccirilli responded again expedited matters by arranging for another New York firm, Batterson & Eisele, to purchase and cut the block and 

indignantly that he had been told that the wing would indeed house a library and that the Capitol Commission had ship the required panels to Northwestern. Once the correct marble was obtained, the room was finished as designed 

already approved the design. Although Piccirilli’s composition was thematically inconsistent with the objectives of by the fall of 1916.'? 

the predominant occupant of the wing, the figures were hoisted to the pediment in the summer of 1915. After final 

carving was completed in place, the scaffolding was removed in September 1915."** The North Hearing Room was completed with the installation of its artwork and viewed by the public for the first time 

in December 1916. In late 1913 the commission had authorized James Otis Post to negotiate with Charles Yardley 

In 1915, the commission began letting contracts for North Wing interior work. McNulty Bros. of Chicago again re- Turner to prepare murals for the ceiling coves of the room. On 6 January 1914, the commission executed a contract 

ceived the interior masonry contract. The interior carpentry contract went to Riesen & Riesen of Milwaukee, a firm with the artist; he agreed to paint four murals depicting the evolution of transportation for $20,000 with the work to be 

that had not worked previously on the Capitol. The firm subcontracted with the Cream City Sash and Door Co. of completed by 1 July 1915. In February 1914, Turner had completed his sketches and submitted thematic descriptions 

Milwaukee. W. H. Halsey of Madison secured the plumbing contract, the Mueller Co. of Milwaukee received the for the commission’s approval. Turner’s four sketches depicted a group of Indians on horseback, a French trading post 

heating and ventilating contract and the Harloff-Pence Company of Madison again won the electrical contract. The with canoes, a covered wagon drawn by oxen and a colonial-era stagecoach drawing up to an inn. The commission 

metalwork contract went to L. Schreiber & Sons Co. of Cincinnati and included both interior and exterior metal. The approved three of the panels but proposed a different theme to replace the mural depicting the covered wagon. Gov- 

Northwestern Marble and Tile Co. of Minneapolis received the contract for interior marble and stone. The prices of ernor McGovern suggested that Turner portray modern transportation and include in the scene “a harbor, with railroad 

decorative stone and imported marble had increased during the war and supplies were becoming scarcer. In March terminal, docks, railroad trains, motor trucks, automobiles, etc.” Thus the governor from Milwaukee ensured that the 

1915 Porter urged the commission to procure European marbles for the wing quickly, although the commission, lack- final painting completed for the Capitol would reflect the character of the largest and most industrial city in the state. 

ing an appropriation to finish the Capitol, took no action. Commissioner Alfred Clas, an architect, assisted privately The rest of the art in the Capitol was either historical or allegorical; Turner’s depiction of a contemporary Great Lakes 

and consulted some of his business contacts; in April the commission directed Northwestern Marble & Tile to locate port was the only modern scene installed in the building. Turner submitted new sketches in June and July 1914 and 

and acquire immediately the imported marbles. Northwestern had the C. D. Jackson Company in Chicago begin to by February 1916 delivered the completed murals to Madison, where they awaited installation until the marble was 

assemble the order.'*? set in the autumn.'? 

Interior construction of the wing got underway in December 1915 and proceeded smoothly through May 1916. At this Throughout the early months of 1917, the decorators and hardware contractors finished interior work in the wing. The 

point, McNulty Bros. discharged a portion of its workforce. By mid-May, according to Porter’s estimate, the firm had Grand Army of the Republic Memorial Hall, a space assigned to the state Grand Army of the Republic to use as its 
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headquarters and museum, was decorated between February and March and included the names of Civil War battles a S a a: . 2 i : - gi ‘ z 

in which Wisconsin soldiers fought and other martial themes.'* 
: ee : : 

In 1915, before the Capitol was completed, the legislature directed the Capitol Commission to install an automated voting ' », ¥ ’ \ j : 4 J 3 

device in the Assembly Chamber. The idea was to speed up the lengthy roll-call votes in the assembly. The designer . = \e ; | iP .oe ‘ § 

of the machine, Bornett L. Bobroff of the Universal Indicator Co. of Milwaukee, used the state’s interest to promote : gu ee sheeewe it Miscuialll e 

his invention, predicting that it would pay for itself in the course of a few years. He went so far as to suggest that the ~~ a Ln - 

device would cut one-sixth of the time off a legislative session, thus saving the state several thousand dollars each eee ee Se ea E 

biennium. Post & Sons found it challenging to incorporate such a complex system into the chamber since it required : or rr er 3 

a large display board on the wall and buttons on each member’s desk. The architect was reluctant to compromise the At ss a2 al . J 

integrity of the room and proposed mounting the display discretely in the southeast comer, virtually out of sight, where “™ ; sai |e ‘I . 5S 

it could be swung out during roll-call votes, but the Universal Indicator Co. wanted its invention displayed prominently | a eee | i s ” 

and its installation accompanied by much publicity. Lew Porter eventually worked out a way to make the display board ba 4 al le So oS ‘ ve 

a distinctive feature of the room but without significantly disturbing the architecture or decorative finish. He had the Ba ta a Peal a a5 : ' 

board mounted on the railing of the east gallery and finished to match the existing metalwork. Post & Sons noted that : k | o ‘ Dict | cS ies. ae 

the equipment would take up much of the space in the gallery and also would obstruct the view of some visitors. The = ‘ ‘ee i sd t sent 

matter was further delayed by a legal question. The legislature had set a limit of $12,000 on the device. The sum was to pitiinpees ee ee 7) ta 84 ; y EE ae 

come out of the funds set aside for general construction and was not to require a new appropriation, and it was unclear aH He 4 | lee 

whether the $12,000 covered alterations to the room and whether the commission was even authorized to make these Bs el oe. 

alterations. At a commission meeting on 29 February 1916, the attorney general advised the commission to undertake me ss ta ciate i | Ha 

the changes in the Assembly Chamber and provide a frame for the board.'** eo : 

The electrical connections to the legislators’ desks also required consideration. The 1 March 1916 contract with the 

Universal Indicator Co. called for a push-button box at each member’s desk, a display board, a small display board on 

the chief clerk’s desk, electrical connections and a “photographic apparatus” to make a permanent record of the vote. ba om oe or ee 1917 De Naed Hevie toot atinea nae ike 

Work was to be completed by 1 December 1916 (later changed to 1 January 1917) for $11,600. In April, Porter ar- ‘ Bomae oF fess with te ee dhe Wie th fe colin, Sidi the evolution of | sc ie once 
ranged for the ornamental and steel framing of the display board to be done by Schreiber & Sons for $746.'° Schreiber included a bustling industrial port city scene evocative of Milwaukee. 

& Sons experienced delays in shipping the material for framing, resulting in the one-month extension for Universal. 

Technological requirements and architectural sensibilities clashed again once the installation of the machine began. 

Porter thought the finish on some parts of the device “common, cheap and ordinary” and that the boxes did not fit with 

the high level of finish elsewhere in the chamber. The control boxes for each member’s desk raised particular concern 

because they were made of poorly finished birch, and the metal face plates were made of stamped steel with a black 

finish. The woodwork in the assembly was quarter-sawn white oak and the metal finishes were bronze. Universal 

agreed to remake the face plates in bronze, and Porter had the boxes veneered in an effort both to finish the project 

quickly and make it harmonize with the overall decoration. The installation was completed on 27 December 1916, 

and the machinery worked perfectly from the start.'*” 
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Conclusion 
The Capitol was finally completed in 1917, thirteen years after the fire and eleven years after construction began. Wisconsin’s was the last American Beaux-Arts state capitol constructed in the country, and its completion represented 

The State of Wisconsin had constructed a flagship building that, through both architectural and iconographic content, the end of an era. Renowned historians Henry-Russell Hitchcock and William Seale in their 1976 publication, Temples 

expressed the aspirations of its citizens just after the turn of the century. These aspirations were largely defined by of Democracy, used an anecdote provided by a former Madison citizen regarding the placement Wisconsin to mark a 

the progressive ideology forwarded by Wisconsin Governor and U.S. Senator Robert M. La Follette. As governor, La significant milestone. As William Van Deusen recalled, “My father sat in front of our store watching what was going 

Follette had been responsible for establishing the make-up and directive of the commission that oversaw the construc- on—and when the statue was in its proper place at [the] tip [of] the top—he hurriedly came in the store and went into 

tion of the Capitol. Following his departure to Washington, D.C., La Follette’s successors, other progressively minded the back room of our shop—got a big lead pencil and wrote on the wall above the shop door—the date and exact time 

governors, appointed individuals to the Capitol Commission. Throughout its lengthy existence this body demonstrated [and] hour and minute when that statue rested in its place.” Concerning this event, which occurred in 1914, Hitchcock 

a commitment to architectural excellence and a dedication to the expression of the accessibility of government. These and Seale noted that, “An ordinary citizen had recorded the end of the American Renaissance.”' 

objectives were backed with the financial support of the legislature until 1914, when the political make-up of state 

government changed and resources dwindled with the election of Governor Emanuel Philipp. By the end of 1916, the Although the completion of the Wisconsin State Capitol closed a chapter in American architectural history it also es- 

progressive movement, with its faith in democratic government and optimistic view of human advancement, ground to tablished an important connection between the earliest days of Wisconsin territorial history and the state in the twenty- 

a halt as the state and nation were transfixed by the growing tragedy in Europe, events which would draw the United first century. The year 1917 marked an end not only to the construction of the Capitol but also to a long story that had 

States into the war. The triumph that the commission and citizens felt in the completion of the last grand American begun in 1836. After a series of temporary or inadequate buildings, the state at last had erected a building that would 

Beaux Arts building was tempered by world events. Although completed, the building was not dedicated, and no cel- serve as both a grand public monument and function effectively as a statehouse. At first the Capitol housed most of 

ebration marked the construction of the new building nor the culmination of a long saga that began in 1836 when the state government, but by the late 1920s, the familiar overcrowding and moves to temporary quarters had begun again. 

Territory of Wisconsin first constructed a capitol. Every other January when the legislature convened, state officials and clerks packed up their files and equipment and 

abandoned the committee rooms that also served as their offices. Typists and proofreaders took up quarters in entrance 

The design excellence achieved in the Wisconsin State Capitol and the effort required to execute it did not occur lobbies and abandoned bathrooms. In 1930, just thirteen years after the Capitol had been completed, the state em- 

without a price. On 28 November 1913, just as the last section of the previous capitol was being demolished to make barked on another major building project to construct a State Office Building to handle the overflow. Unlike previous 

way for the new North Wing, George Post died. Lew Porter was among the first to be notified; Porter’s subsequent construction to relieve crowded workspaces, no one dreamed of adding a new wing to the Capitol, much less razing 

expression of sympathy elicited James Otis Post’s response, “Father’s life & death are envied by most of us. His life it for a larger structure. As space needs increased during the 1950s, 60s and 70s, additional office complexes were 

so full of action & accomplishment & his death so peaceful & painless.”'** Post had lived to the age of seventy-six; constructed near the Capitol and elsewhere in Madison. By the early 1990s, the state dedicated substantial resources 

his persistent involvement in the design and construction of the Wisconsin State Capitol provides evidence that he to the restoration and rehabilitation of the building even though its occupancy had been limited to the legislature, the 

regarded the building a crowning achievement in an already prestigious career. Post extended keen attention to detail Wisconsin Supreme Court and two of six constitutional officers. The Capitol would remain in place as it was, the 

and participated actively in the selection of artists who he knew would be effective at working within his larger design symbolic heart of government, even if it could not physically contain it all. 

scheme. Post lived long enough to see that everything was in place for the successful completion of his masterwork 

and then left it to his sons to finish. Another individual responsible to a very high degree for the success of the project 

was Lew Porter, who passed away at the age of fifty-six in 1918. Porter had barely lived to see the Capitol completed 

when Bright’s disease led to his early death. The intensity with which Porter honored his commitment to the Capitol 

Commission for the dozen years prior was likely a contributing factor. Porter had supervised the most complicated 

construction effort that had ever taken place in the state, coordinating the directives of one of the nation’s premier 

architects. The process left him exhausted, affected his health adversely and ultimately contributed to his death. 

By 1918, twenty-five years after the Columbian Exposition, Beaux-Arts adaptation of form fell out of use. The tenets of 

modernism came to dominate art and architectural discourse in both the United States and Europe. Modernists considered 

the use of historicized form and its archaic-seeming embellishments irrelevant to the functional requirements of modern 

life. Two very early leading proponents of this ideology were Midwestern architects Louis Sullivan and Frank Lloyd 

Wright; from even before the turn of the century, both had spoken against the implementation of Beaux-Arts form as 

being antithetical to the development of an “American Architecture,” which they advocated be responsive to the unique 

requirements of place and intended use. By the 1930s, although a Beaux-Arts curriculum continued to be advanced 

by the leading academic institutions, the younger generation of architects desired to implement new materials and a 

modern approach to design. With the exception of Cass Gilbert’s much smaller and less grand capitol in West Virginia, 
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Biographical Information T= eee 7 
Wisconsin Capitol Commission e) ne i. = 1b 4 t ie oe i 

, : eae pes ‘ i ‘ollette and others in Execu- 4 es 5 

The legislature first authorized a commission to De a new capitol in 1903; members were appointed by Governor tive Chamber, 1924 ij i 7 : Behearrse oe e 

Robert M. La Follette and included himself, two justices of the supreme court, and four others. The Capitol Improve- More than twenty years after eee a gy j g 
Pp ty y oft Me ; 8 fee j 2. 

ment Commission, as it then was called, first met on 12 September 1903 and decided to hold a competition for additions appointing the first Capitol te ars - oe | = 

and improvements to the current building. After the dust had settled from this 1904 competition and the controversial oa : _ oa ie 2 cg han | 3s 

: ; : ies eae ‘obert M. La Follette, Sr., Fe. ak . 4 zB 

decision to employ Cass Gilbert, the legislature renamed it the Capitol Commission, reduced its size from seven to five who was running for the ; " ' M ote 9 ) g 

members and specified that only the governor and no one else would sit on the committee as an ex officio member. In presidency, posed for pho- io" x ie 

January 1906, the commission employed Madison architect (and past consultant to the commission) Lew F. Porter as tographers in the Executive : i bed « $ 

‘ aba ‘ : S : é Chamber in November 1924. 4 i A i 
its secretary, a sort of administrative post that involved his supervising much of the on-site construction. The member- TeraPn OHEnCL ORE ; ! < 

ae . — = 

ship of the commission changed between 1903 and 1917 as commissioners stepped down or died. The election of new furniture hearkened back to Ps y =) y 5 

governors, too, brought change to the commission. Only two commissioners sat on it throughout the entire project: the Renaissance while the 4 “im 3 

John A. Van Cleve and Orrin H. Ingram. 
radio pointed to the future. . ey, 3 

S Pictured left to right: Isabel 4 

Bacon La Follette, Anna uy 4 

Robert M. La Follette (1855-1925; commissioner, 1903-06) Blaine (seated), future gover- 

Governor La Follette left office before the Capitol was begun and never occupied the governor’s office in the building,. nor Philip La Follette, Robert ¥ 

Even so he was responsible for appointing the commission that guided the initial planning and competitions in 1904 M. La Follette, Sr. (seated), : ~~ 
: s : Governor John Blaine and 2 

and 1906. Already well known when he took office in 1901, La Follette quickly developed a reputation as a reformer future U. S. Senator Robert M. 4 ‘ NP = r 

by pursuing several significant changes in state government. Under his administration, the legislature enacted the La Follette, Jr. si Cee ts 

nation’s first statewide primary election law, a statute regulating railroad service and a civil service act. La Follette 

was reelected in 1902 and 1904; in 1905, the legislature elected him to the United States Senate, an office he held LLL = 

until his death in 1925. He delayed taking his Senate seat until January 1906, at which point he relinquished his seat a et |: oo e 

on the Capitol Commission. La Follette supervised the initial planning of what was to be a much larger capitol that _ ™ 8 

would serve not only as the seat of government but also as a monument to democracy and the progressives’ beliefs in a 4 3 iE a = 

good government. Although never an occupant of the new building, he used it frequently to deliver major addresses, An “ ok a aa. Z 
ee i : : —— re | ~~ UN c 

including one in the Assembly Chamber in 1921 that reasserted his popularity in the face of his controversial opposi- ee a _ | a F - : — ois) z 

tion to U. S. participation in World War I. He died in 1925, worn out by an unsuccessful 1924 bid for the presidency » —) oe — 4 zB 
_ vee fy ‘ _— © 2 

on a formal Progressive ticket.'°° i ss Py oo: pian z 

a os “ae “ £ 

Herbert W. Chynoweth (1848-1906; commissioner, 1903-06) | ; be 5 2 e a 

Governor La Follette selected Herbert W. Chynoweth, who was among his closest political supporters, as one of his : Jf i a El 

initial appointments in 1903. Chynoweth, a very prominent lawyer in the state, had recently argued successfully the “Ps = 2 

constitutionality of the new ad valorem taxation law before the state supreme court. Chynoweth was a native of New 

York and moved to Madison in 1855 to practice law; he served as an assistant attomey general for several years. During 

his later career, he became one of the nation’s foremost specialists in insurance law. As a member of the University of 

Wisconsin Board of Regents, he took special interest in the construction of the State Historical Society of Wisconsin is 

building, which also housed the university library; the commission drew on his experience with that project. Seldom 4.53 Herbert W. Chynoweth, circa 1890 4.54 Orrin H. Ingram, circa 1910 

in good health during the last few years of his life, Chynoweth died after a long illness in 1906.'*! Governor La Follette appointed Herbert Lumber baron Orrin Ingram of Eau Claire 
Chynoweth, one of his closest political sup- was appointed to the commission in 1903. 

y shoe: porters, to the Capitol Commission in 1903. He brought a wealth of engineering experi- 

Orrin H. Ingram (1830-1918; commissioner, 1903-18) As a member of the University of Wisconsin ence from his years as a sawmill operator 

Orrin Ingram, a self-made lumber baron, was the second of La Follette’s initial appointments to the Capitol Commission Board of Regents, Chynoweth had been on the _and from his construction of a large office 

and only one of two commissioners who remained until the Capitol was completed. Ingram was born in Massachusetts, eet that ne NeW resi tects of 7 building in Eau Claire. 

: . : 
tate Historical socie: eadquarters on the 

although his family moved to upstate New York when he was a child. When he was seventeen, he went to work for University of Wiscon: ei 3 ere between 1899 

a New York lumber firm. After working in different capacities for several companies, he eventually gained a reputa- and 1901. 

Sn ileee ape aeeeinelmeeimtmrmaeipera itbiemert eat: 
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Z z tion as a practical and innovative mill operator. In partnership with Donald Kennedy, Ingram established a lumber 
3 iene 2 company in Eau Claire, bringing the first iron planer and iron lathe into the Chippewa River Valley. At the time La 
e | . | S Follette appointed him to the commission, Ingram was an officer of several profitable lumber companies and recently 

Pe i a | , yy : had constructed a large office building in Eau Claire. He died in October 1918 after a brief illness.'* 

5 Le Lf Joh > : = John A. Van Cleve (1846-1920; commissioner, 1903-18) 

2 nn | er —— & John Archer Van Cleve was the second La Follette appointee to the Capitol Improvement Commission, and the other 

a A ~~ \ \ teed “4 4 ; N commissioner to serve for the commission’s entire duration. Van Cleve was born in Michigan in 1846 and was trained 
: A 2 . ) E \ | f. iggy h \ a a coy! engineer a compen a course ce Bey at the University of Michigan. He surveyed and platted several 

~~ 2 i > , “, \ ae f° “ ee \ villages in northern Wisconsin, then settled in Marinette County and served as Marinette’s first mayor from 1887 to 
\ Y 4 i o + 2 Le Pe fy | 1892. Governor Edward Scofield appointed Van Cleve to the University of Wisconsin Board of Regents in 1897, and 

N ay =| } J oes io in | Van Cleve was among those who supervised construction of the State Historical Society building. At the time of his 
— 4 en, ey / ’ a eo RQ, Py i appointment to the commission, he was engaged principally in real estate business in northeastern Wisconsin. He died 
a r : y y . A d y in 1920 following a two-month illness.'*? 

‘ a pl -— ME Edwin Reynolds (1815-1909; commissioner, 1903-06) 

| m > : Edwin Reynolds was one of the foremost mechanical engineers in the country and head of the Edward P. Allis Com- 
\e NSS 4 wl Pe i | pany (later Allis-Chalmers Corporation) of Milwaukee. Born in Connecticut in 1815, he worked as a machinist for 

: : 4 gf sie am ‘ - wr , ig ‘\ several firms before becoming general superintendent of the Corliss Steam Engine Company of Providence in 1871. 
Fi note ee oo / 4 ' i \ i y y A _ In 1877, Edward Allis induced him to move to Wisconsin and take charge of the Milwaukee company. While at the 

supervise construction of the State Historical | A a x Tad 7 . ye P| Allis Company, Reynolds decency a Le O00 Horsepower engine for the Metopoliian Railway in New Vile In ao 
Society headquarters while a member of the | « ’ awe A _ he designed and oversaw the building of the main engine used in the electrical building at the Columbian Exposition. 
University of Wisconsin Board of Regents. He | e * , x When La Follette appointed him to the Capitol Improvement Commission, he was nearly ninety but had recently 
eins Hee e . a os and surveyed >.“ oy aa » \ _ y completed the design and construction of the large new Allis Company plant in West Allis. Reynolds’s work on the 

\ ; rns y | ro \ 4 f y commission was cut short by ill health. He resigned in 1906 and spent the next three years confined to his home, where 
N » 7 in N y he died in 1909.5 
> _ Ff ) ‘Ca 

| a Roujet De Lisle Marshall (1847-1922; commissioner, 1903-05) 
| aa Roujet Marshall was one of two supreme court justices who sat on the commission from 1903 to 1905. Marshall was 

1 rN V4 r a native of New Hampshire, but his family moved to Wisconsin when he was a child. He studied law in Baraboo and 

ie» later served as a judge in Chippewa County and as a judge on the eleventh Judicial Circuit. Governor William Upham 

appointed Marshall to the supreme court in 1895, and he was elected to ten-year terms in 1897 and 1907. Marshall took 

an active role on the Capitol Improvement Commission, and as an adviser he suggested the shape of a St. Andrew’s 

4.56 Wisconsin Supreme Court justices, 1909 cross for the new building. After stepping down from the commission, he continued to involve himself in decisions 
Looe — . S ic sk a eee A Beat pode a regarding the quarters of the supreme court. He died in 1922 after being hospitalized for several months.'*5 

(top). After the legislature reduced the commission from seven to five 

members, both resigned but continued to exert influence on the design of the John B. Winslow (1851-1920; commissioner, 1903-05) 

courts new quarters. Chief Justice John B. Winslow served on the Capitol Improvement Commission from 1903 until 1905. Winslow was 

born in New York, and after his family moved to Racine, he attended Racine College and the University of Wisconsin 

Law School. Prior to his election to the supreme court, he served as a circuit judge for eight years. Winslow also 

wrote a history of the Wisconsin Supreme Court, completed in 1912. After he stepped down from the commission, he 

continued to influence the design of the Capitol, particularly the supreme court chamber, and pushed the commission 

to alter plans to suit the court. Afier an illness of several months, Winslow died in 1920.'%° 
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James O. Davidson (1854-1922; commissioner, 1906-11) 
z z 

James O. Davidson was elected lieutenant governor in 1904 and so took over the governor’s office after La Follette’s 3 —— 3 

resignation in January 1906. Like his predecessor, Davidson left an impressive record as governor and furthered pro- —_ bi ow as ' e 

gressive reforms, particularly in the area of business regulation, signing into law a public utilities regulatory act and a " : ee ee oo a 3 

a corrupt practices act. Davidson was an enthusiastic supporter of the Capitol Commission and brought to it years of : : y i Pr ei os i 

experience as a public servant and elected official. Having served in a number of state offices, including assemblyman, i. | & — 3 3 

treasurer and lieutenant governor, Davidson was familiar with the workings of state government and well-suited to a é "i - on g 

overseeing initial construction of the Capitol. He was reelected in 1906 and 1908. He was the first governor to have hy iE a ‘ jE 

an office in the new building, and he retired to Madison in 1911. Governor Philipp appointed Davidson to the Board : i i } ov 4 

of Control in 1915. He died on 16 December 1922 after a long bout of pneumonia.'*” 8 3 f i 
‘) Z C é 

George H. D. Johnson (1851-1914; commissioner, 1906-14) ° ° % 4 

In 1906, James O. Davidson appointed George H. D. Johnson to the Capitol Commission to fill the vacancy caused by ! \ “— i 

the resignation of Edwin Reynolds. Johnson was a native of Milwaukee and amassed a fortune in the grain business. : m4 , . <s Up 

He served as president of the Milwaukee Chamber of Commerce and championed the Milwaukee firms that bid on . F eS AE ne ¢ vn 

Capitol work. He served on both the executive and finance committees and followed closely every detail of Capitol 4 q is ' « oe 

planning and construction. In 1913, over the protests of his colleagues, he resigned after his health began to fail. He | be . y 4 . 

died at his home in Milwaukee in 1914.' ] P oo / 

William F. Vilas (1840-1908; commissioner, 1906-08) 
. i ; Aa: 

As a former United States senator and cabinet member in the Cleveland administration, William F. Vilas was one of 4 A 

Madison’s leading figures when Governor Davidson appointed him to the commission. Vilas was born in Vermont, a 

his parents moving to Madison in 1851. After earning a bachelor’s degree at the University of Wisconsin and a law 

degree from the Albany Law School, he opened a law practice in Madison, but chose to join the army in 1862. He : 

was commissioned a captain and eventually rose to the rank of lieutenant colonel and was instrumental in the fall of 4.57 William F. Vilas, circa 1900 ; 4.58 Magnus Swenson, circa 1920 

Vicksburg in 1864. He served as a professor of law at the University of Wisconsin until 1885, when he was appointed ‘4 es Pee pe et heecr' cas vn a oe coon ae a Ca at os miles — 

postmaster general by President Grover Cleveland, under whom he also served as secretary of the interior. In 1891, influenced the kinds of marble used in the West Wing, may have 1908. Swenson used his connections with quarries in Nor- 

the legislature elected him to the United States Senate, where he served one term. Returning to Madison, he sat on the suggested the circular Senate Chamber and promoted specific way to obtain the Norwegian Labradorite used to replace 

building commission in charge of the State Historical Society and University Library building and on the University artists. the discoloring stone on ground floor piers in the Rotunda. 

Board of Regents. Davidson appointed him to the Capitol Commission not only because of his experience with the 

library building but also because of his reputation as a man of good taste and aesthetic sensibility. Vilas brought a pro- 

found sense of grace to the design of the Capitol and worked closely with George Post on many of the interior details 

of the West and East Wings. Vilas died in 1908 after suffering a stroke.'° 

Magnus Swenson (1854-1936; commissioner, 1908-18) 

Magnus Swenson was born in Norway and immigrated to Wisconsin when he was fourteen, settling near Janesville. After 

being trained as a blacksmith, Swenson enrolled at the University of Wisconsin, completing a scientific study of Madison’s 

well water for his thesis. After teaching chemistry for three years at the University, Swenson was employed to supervise 

a large sugar factory in Texas. He eventually established his own plant for the production of machinery for agricultural 

and chemical industries. Swenson returned to Madison in 1900 and financed and built two large hydroelectric plants on 

the Wisconsin River at Kilbourn (now Wisconsin Dells) and Prairie du Sac and organized a steamship line that would run 

between the United States and Norway. Fellow Norwegian émigré Davidson appointed Swenson to the Capitol Commis- 

sion in 1908. After chairing the commission until its dissolution, Swenson served as the head of the Wisconsin Council 

of National Defense and as the federal food administrator for Wisconsin. He died in 1936 after a brief illness.'° 
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3 z Francis E. McGovern (1866-1946; commissioner, 1911-15) 
7 3 3 Francis McGovern served two terms as governor, leading progressive reform to its highest point in Wisconsin. During 

3 8 his tenure and in cooperation with University of Wisconsin faculty, labor leaders and social workers, the legislature 
i - z passed the nation’s first workers’ compensation law, adopted the first constitutionally acceptable state income tax law, 
é oe : & established the vocational school program and began a large-scale program of road building. McGovern came from 

0 g ~~ _ Al a Milwaukee, where he had served as a reform-minded district attorney. He represented a new, urban-based form of pro- 
. E i Be SI e gressivism and promoted reforms that benefited urban workers. McGovern was instrumental in planning the Capitol’s 

; be ¥ 5 : ‘a af 3 i 3 North Wing, which contained the North Hearing Room used by the Railroad Commission, the principal regulatory 
—_. 7 4 bil aa agency of the state. McGovern ran unsuccessfully for the U. S. Senate in 1914 and never again held public office. He 
a ‘> : 8 i 8 died in 1946 after a stroke.!°! eae CC al 

, ar 4a y A ~ . Alfred C. Clas (1859-1942; commissioner, 1914-18) 
4 & | a a iy Alfred Clas was the only architect to serve on the Capitol Commission, and his firm, Ferry & Clas, had actually submit- 
< = 4 i ja f ted plans for both the 1904 and 1906 competitions. Clas was born to German émigrés living in Sauk County. After 

“A “4 , r ; 4 serving as an apprentice to architects in Milwaukee and California, he established a partnership with James Douglas 
eo , — FAS Ps a of Milwaukee in 1881. Clas eventually formed a partnership with George B. Ferry, and Ferry & Clas designed the 
as euacoue a ‘ Milwaukee Public Library and State Historical Society and University of Wisconsin library building as well as build- 

: ee ee ee a fe. of ¢ ings for the World’s Columbian and St. Louis Expositions. Governor Emanuel Philipp appointed Clas to the Capitol 
ie Commission in 1914. Clas retired in 1932 and died in 1942 from injuries sustained in a fall.' 

7 el Xf 
a Emanuel L. Philipp (1861-1925; commissioner, 1915-18) 

4.59 Francis E. McGovern, circa 1915 The election of Emanuel Philipp as governor in 1914 marked a turning point not only for the state but also for the Capi- 
Elected in 1910, McGovern signed many ground- ’ tol Commission. Prior to his entrance into politics, Philipp had made a fortune in manufacturing refrigerated railroad 
breaking reforms, including the nation’s first worker j i i 4 : : : Eomnensation law MeGovern embraced La Fonenes cars; he was the first conservative governor elected since 1898, and he pushed a policy of fiscal restraint. Unlike his 

progressive ideology and influenced the design of predecessors, he was disinterested in the construction of the Capitol, seldom attended commission meetings and pushed 
the North Wing that would hold many of the state's for economy. By the time he took his place on the commission, most of the planning had been completed for the final 
regulatory commissions. 4.60 Alfred Clas, circa 1900 stages, and his emphasis on budget did not hamper final constriction, although it did wony Commission Secretary) Lew 

The Milwaukee firm Ferry & Clas proposed designs for the Capitol in Porter. He retired to Milwaukee where he looked after his business interests. He died in 1925 after a brief illness.'® 
both 1904 and 1906. Afier the commission rejected the first design, 

Clas was instrumental in stirring up opposition to the winning plan of Lew F. Porter (1862-1918) 

oe foo Cove One Sova? ats Lew F. Porter was born in Peru, Illinois in 1862. He attended Beloit College and the University of Wisconsin where he 

studied engineering under Allan D. Conover, who hired him as one of the draftsmen for the university’s Science Hall, a 

project that Conover was supervising. By 1887, the two formed a partnership, Conover and Porter, and in 1891 designed 

another university landmark, the Armory and Gymnasium. Conover and Porter had an extensive practice in Ashland 

as well as in Madison. The firm dissolved around 1900, and Porter formed a new partnership with Alvan Small. The 

Capitol Improvement Commission engaged Porter as a consultant in 1904, and the successor Capitol Commission hired 

him as secretary in 1906. In this capacity, Porter supervised all aspects of construction, dealing with the architects, art- 

ists, commissioners and elected officials. He also designed and supervised construction of the Capitol Heat and Power 

Plant. These tasks wore him out, and he died in 1918, less than a year after the Capitol was completed. 

Architects and Engineers 

George B. Post & Sons 

George Brownell Post was born in New York City in 1837, the son of a wealthy merchant family. Possessing unusual 

artistic talent, he was trained as a civil engineer and architect at New York University, and in 1858 began a long asso- 
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ciation with Richard Morris Hunt as an apprentice. Hunt had been trained at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts and passed on z 

to Post a devotion to classical order and proportion. From 1860 to 1867, Post worked in partnership with Charles D. 3 

Gambrill. In 1867, Post founded his own architecture firm and went on to construct a number of significant buildings, i 

including the Equitable Building (1868) in New York City, the first office building with elevators, the Manufactures and ee : 

Liberal Arts Building at the 1893 Columbian Exposition and the New York Stock Exchange (1903). Unlike his chief re A % é 

rival, McKim, Mead and White, Post willingly entered architectural competitions and developed designs for monumental i Z a a “ 3g 

buildings such as the Connecticut State Capitol and the Department of Justice Building. In 1901, his sons joined the pn : 

firm, which was renamed George B. Post & Sons. James Otis Post (1874-1951) and William Stone Post (1866-1940) 4 ig 

continued the firm after Post’s death in 1913. James Otis Post supervised the Capitol project to its completion.'* . co i 

Sk 3 
Daniel H. Burnham (1846-1912) A z 
Daniel H. Burnham was one of the most successful architects of the nineteenth century. He was born in New York, but ne 4 ‘ . 

in 1854 his family moved to Chicago, where Burnham had his major architectural impact. He worked for a series of | ‘ 

architectural firms before forming a partnership with John Wellborn Root. The firm designed a number of residences hs ‘ Pr 

and small businesses in Queen Anne and Romanesque styles but was best known for Burnham’s favored large buildings. a 

After designing several skyscrapers in Chicago (including the Rookery Building in 1885 and Monadnock Building ; 

in 1889), he was the principal architect of the 1893 Columbian Exposition, the “White City,” that launched a wave of 

classically inspired Beaux-Arts buildings throughout the nation. In his later career, Burnham focused on city design, 

and his plan for Chicago is regarded as the first example of comprehensive urban planning. As the judge of the 1906  f 

Capitol competition, Burnham recommended his old colleague George Post who had designed the largest building at fy wy 

the Columbian Exposition, and whose Capitol design presented features superior to the others’ submissions. Burnham 

died in 1912.1 

William S. Eames (1857-1912) ' a “i - 
William S. Eames was born in Michigan in 1857, and his family moved to St. Louis when he was six. After working Ba dia a 

as a draftsman for several St. Louis firms and traveling Europe with William R. Hodges, Eames was appointed deputy y 

commissioner of St. Louis public buildings in 1882. In partnership with Thomas Crane Young, Eames designed resi- ' 

dences and public buildings. His design for the Palace of Education at the 1904 St. Louis Fair brought him national ; 

recognition and was probably a contributing factor to his selection by Lew Porter as the judge of the 1904 Capitol 

competition. Also in 1904 he was elected president of the American Institute of Architects. He died in 1915.'% 4.61 Storm Bull, circa 1900 
University Professor Storm Bull worked on several state-owned power and heating 

John Noten (1869-1937 ano Sone 
John Nolen came late to the field of landscape architecture. He earned a bachelor’s degree from the Wharton School at Power Plant. 

the University of Pennsylvania and worked from 1893 to 1903 for the American Society for the Extension of University 

Teaching from 1893 to 1903. He then enrolled in Harvard’s School of Landscape Architecture and started a private 

practice before receiving a master’s degree in 1905. Nolen combined his dedication to formal landscape design with 

the progressive ideals of civic betterment then in vogue and pursued a career as a city planner in which he sought to 

improve urban life through civic planning. He quickly became the leading landscape architect in the nation and worked 

for the National Park Service, the Department of the Interior, many cities, and several New Deal agencies, including 

the Resettlement Administration and the United States House Corporation. He died in 1937.'% 

Storm Bull (1856-1907) 

Born in Bergen, Norway, Storm Bull attended the Technical School at Zurich, Switzerland before immigrating to the 

United States in 1879. Bull settled in Madison because his uncle, world-renowned violinist Ole Bull, was a resident. 
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He quickly became associated with the University of Wisconsin, first as an instructor in the engineering department Edwin Blashfield (1848-1936) 

and later as professor of mechanical engineering; in 1891, he was appointed professor of steam engineering. In his Edwin Blashfield was at the height of his career when the Capitol Commission selected him to paint a mural for the 

capacity as a university professor, Bull became involved in the design of power, heating and lighting plants for various Assembly Chamber, the first piece of artwork installed in the building. Born in New York in 1848, Blashfield studied 

state institutions, including the one for the university in 1906. In 1907 the Capitol Commission hired Bull to complete art in Boston and Paris under the tutelage of Leon Bonnat. His early works were largely historical genre paintings in 

plans, drawings and specifications for machinery for the Capitol Heat and Power Plant. In 1907, Bull died after nearly which he demonstrated attention to period costume and detail. The Paris Salon, Royal Academy and National Academy 

completing the plans. of Design all exhibited his work. In 1893, he executed a mural of metalworkers for George Post’s Manufactures and 

Liberal Arts Building, a painting that brought him national attention. In later works, including murals for the Library 

Daniel H. Mead (1862-1948) of Congress and works in the Iowa and Minnesota state capitols, his technique of incorporating historical figures into 

Daniel H. Mead was born in Fulton, New York. In 1904, he came to Wisconsin at the invitation of University of Wis- allegorical settings became one of his most distinctive traits as an artist. His painting, Wisconsin in the Assembly 

consin President Charles Van Hise and School of Engineering Dean Frederick Turneaure. He had already established a Chamber depicted figures from Wisconsin’s past (including Jean Nicolet, Charles de Langlade and others) surround- 

successful engineering consulting firm in Chicago, and he accepted the newly created position of professor of hydraulic ing an allegorical figure of the state. Another of Blashfield’s conventions was to paint women with classical features 

and sanitary engineering on the condition that he be allowed to continue his consulting business. Mead had designed draped in luxurious and colorful fabrics. This is evident in his circular painting for the Rotunda oculus, “Resources 

municipal water systems for several midwestern cities when in 1909, the Capitol Commission hired him to advise on of Wisconsin,” in which the central, Athena-like figure represented the state and was encircled by other women who 

the construction of the water works portion of the Capitol Heat and Power Plant. Mead later designed two other power displayed the natural resources of the state. Both of Blashfield’s compositions were enthusiastically received by the 

plants in Madison, one for the city and one for the Madison Gas & Electric Company. His firm, now headquartered Capitol Commission. Blashfield also wrote several books, including most significantly Mural Painting in America 

in Madison and eventually known as Mead & Hunt, became one of the foremost engineering firms in the nation and (1913) that advocated the Renaissance Revival decoration of public buildings. He was a member of the National Society 

opened branch offices in several cities. Mead continued to consult on a variety of projects, including, in 1941, Frank of Mural Painters and president of the National Academy of Design from 1920 to 1926. In 1934 the academy awarded 

Lloyd Wright’s proposed Monona Terrace in Madison. He died in 1948. him a special gold medal in recognition of his contributions and commitment to art. He died in 1936.'* 

Artists Karl Bitter (1867-1915) 

Artwork was to be an integral part of the overall Capitol design and a major feature of exterior and interior public spaces. Vienna-born Karl Bitter moved to New York in 1889 and quickly established himself as one of the leading sculptors 

George Post accordingly wanted only the best artists, those who had demonstrated their talents beyond question and in the United States. At the age of fourteen he entered the School of Applied Arts at the Austrian Museum of Art and 

could produce monumental and architectural works of art under the conditions imposed by himself and the Capitol Industry in Vienna and later studied at the Imperial Academy of Fine Arts. After being drafted into the army, Bitter 

Commission. The role of artwork was to be more than just decorative; it was to inspire, educate and uplift. Usually deserted and found his way to New York where he was quickly hired by an architectural firm to model figures in clay. 

acting on Post’s advice, the commission selected artists who painted in a classical, historical-allegorical genre. The There he came to the attention of Richard Morris Hunt, who recognized his talent and hired him to create ornament 

earliest paintings for the Capitol reflected local themes. Blashfield’s work for the Assembly Chamber and Rotunda for private residences. Bitter produced statuary groups for Hunt’s Administration Building at the 1893 Columbian 

both explored Wisconsin and its resources; Hugo Ballin’s paintings in the Executive Chamber, the state’s virtues and Exposition in Chicago. There, Bitter met George Post, and the two collaborated on several buildings, including the St. 

history; and Albert Herter’s in the Supreme Court Hearing Room, the evolution of law culminating in an incident in Paul Building in New York (1895), the Cleveland Trust Company (1906) and the Wisconsin Capitol, for which Bitter 

Wisconsin’s past. The later artworks in the South and North Wings, however, were national—and even international—in produced two pediment and four free-standing sculptural groups. Bitter also became known for sculptures of famous 

scope. Kenyon Cox’s three-part mural in the Senate Chamber depicted Europe and Asia united by the Panama Canal, Americans, including Thomas Jefferson and Carl Schurz, as well as bas-relief memorials and allegorical sculpture. 

and the four murals in the North Hearing Room represented the development of transportation in the United States. The Bitter’s career was cut short in 1915 when he was struck and killed by an automobile in New York City.'” 

sculptural groups in the pediments and around the Dome were all allegorical, designed to symbolize the responsibilities 

and requirements of democratic government. Topping the dome was the gilded bronze statue by Daniel Chester French Albert Herter (1871-1950) 

Wisconsin (often erroneously called Forward) that in elegant, classical simplicity symbolized the Badger State. Born in New York City, Albert Herter studied art at the Art Students League of New York and in Paris. Herter came 

from an artistic family (his father was a prominent interior and furniture designer) and Herter himself was not only an 

All the artists were men of talent. Most of them were nationally known and had completed significant artwork in other accomplished painter and muralist but also a talented designer who founded Herter Looms, a firm that manufactured 

public buildings. The international character of the relationships between the architectural and artistic establishments fine tapestries and fabrics. After teaching at the Art Institute of Chicago for several years in the 1890s, he became a 

is evident in Post’s selection of artists, and the Capitol Commission usually deferred to his choices. Many were mem- successful portrait artist, painting prominent figures of New York. He was also an accomplished muralist and completed 

bers of George Post’s club, the Century Association, in New York, and many had worked with Post at the Columbian murals for the supreme court room of the Connecticut capitol, the Massachusetts House of Representatives, the St. 

Exposition or on previous buildings. In general the art was well-received by the commission and by the public at large, Francis Hotel in San Francisco and the Los Angeles Public Library. His serene paintings reflected the American Pre- 

the Executive Chamber murals being the single exception. Raphaelite movement, and his Garden of the Hesperides is his most important work. Although this style is evident in 

his Wisconsin Supreme Court murals, the strictly historical subject matter was somewhat unusual for him. In 1909, 

he and his family moved to Santa Barbara, and Herter divided his time between southern California and New York. 

Much of his late career was spent doing portrait work in California. After his wife Adele’s death, he became a resident 

of the Algonquin Hotel in New York where he died in 1950.'” 
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Hugo Ballin (1879-1956) Attilio Piccirilli (1866-1945) 

Hugo Ballin was the youngest of the Capitol artists, and one who possessed the most varied talents. Born in New Attilio Piccirilli was a member ofa large Italian family of sculptors and carvers. Born in Massa, Italy, Piccirilli studied 

York, Ballin studied at the Art Students League under Henry Siddons Mowbray and in Paris, Rome and Florence. He sculpture at the Academia San Luca in Rome. In 1888 his family, which included five brothers, all sculptors and carvers, 

primarily had painted portraits when Post selected him to execute the complicated murals in the Executive Chamber moved to New York City where they established a successful business cutting large works from stone based on smaller 

in 1913, which also had Pre-Raphaelite aspects. A conflict over Ballin’s Capitol murals had little damaging effect on models, such as Daniel Chester French’s marble statue of Lincoln for Washington’s Lincoln Memorial. Similarly, the 

his career. He went on to produce many significant works in Los Angeles, including murals in the Title Insurance and firm worked on carvings for George Post’s 1901 New York Stock Exchange building, including a massive pediment 

Trust Company (1928) and the Wilshire Boulevard Temple (1929), which depicted 3,000 years of Jewish history, the by Paul Wayland Bartlett and John Quincy Adams Ward. As a sculptor in his own right Piccirilli was known for the 

Los Angeles Times Building (1934) and the Griffith Park Observatory (1935). Ballin’s creative energy found other U.S. S. Maine memorial in New York City and for his North Wing pediment sculpture for the Wisconsin Capitol, for 

outlets as well. He worked for MGM as an art director and stage designer, founded his own motion-picture produc- which he oversaw the carving. He died in New York in 1945.'% 

tion company in the 1920s and wrote several novels. Mural painting remained his first love, and he continued to paint 

until his death in 1956. His later works tended to embody sweeping themes and heroic figures, traits seen in his early Adolph Weinman (1870-1952) 

work for the Wisconsin Capitol.'” Bor in Germany, Adolph Weinman immigrated to the United States when he was nineteen. He studied at the Art 

Students League in New York and later under Daniel Chester French. Prior to his commission for the South Wing 

Kenyon Cox (1856-1919) pediment of the Wisconsin capitol, Weinman created sculptures for the Kentucky and Missouri capitols. Weinman 

By the time he began working on the pendentive mosaics for the Rotunda and the murals for the Senate Chamber, is best known for designing two coins for the U.S. mint: the mercury dime and the walking liberty half-dollar, both 

Kenyon Cox was already a respected American artist. Born in Warren, Ohio, Cox studied art at the McMicken School hailed as some of the most artistic ever produced. Weinman’s later career also included a great deal of public work 

of Design in Cincinnati and at the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts before moving to Paris, where he lived for five in Washington, including the frieze in the hearing room of the Supreme Court of the United States and pediments for 

years. There he studied at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts and exhibited at the Paris Salon. Returning to the United States the National Archives building and the U.S. Post Office building. He also had later connections to Madison. A copy 

in 1882, Cox painted portraits and murals and created book illustrations. At the Columbian Exposition in 1893, Cox of his statue of Lincoln sculpted for Lincoln’s birthplace in Hodgenville, Kentucky stands in front of Bascom Hall on 

gained national exposure by completing murals for George Post’s Manufacturers and Liberal Arts building. He went the University of Wisconsin campus. Weinman died in 1952.!6 

on to provide murals for the Library of Congress and the Capitols in Minnesota and Iowa. Cox was also a prolific 

author of art history and criticism; he denounced trends toward “modernism” and abstraction. He died in New York Paul Fjelde (1892-1987) 

in 1919.' The first major addition to the artwork and sculpture at the Capitol was a bronze statue of Col. Hans Christian Heg 

by Paul Fjelde. Fjelde was born in Minneapolis in 1892; his father was a Norwegian immigrant and sculptor. Fjelde 

Charles Yardley Turner (1850-1919) studied at the Minneapolis School of Art, the Art Students League in New York, the Royal Academy in Copenhagen 

Born in Batlimore, Charles Y. Turner studied at the National Academy of Design in New York and in Paris under Jean and the Grande Chaumiére in Paris. Returning to the United States, he exhibited at the Art Institute of Chicago. His 

Paul Laurens and Leon Bonnat. He was known primarily as a watercolorist but became interested in mural painting sculpture of Heg was one of his earliest commissions. His later work included numerous public sculptures throughout 

in 1893 when he was assistant director of decorations at the Columbian Exposition. His acumen with color was dem- the Midwest, such as the Wendell Wilkie Memorial in Indianapolis and the Pioneers Memorial in Council Bluffs, lowa. 

onstrated in the Pan-American Exposition in Buffalo in 1901, where he designed the architectural color scheme that His most famous works were busts of Charles Lindbergh (now in the San Diego airport) and Orville Wright in the Hall 

resulted in the exposition’s being known as the “Rainbow City.” Turner painted murals for the Baltimore courthouse of Fame in New York. In 1929 he became a professor of sculpture at the Pratt Institute in Brooklyn and was from 1951 

and numerous public buildings in New York. The four murals for the North Hearing Room were among his last works. to 1955 the editor of the National Sculpture Review. He died in New York in 1987.'7 

He died in 1919.' 

Jo Davidson (1883-1952) 

Daniel Chester French (1850-1931) Born to a Russian immigrant family on New York’s Lower East Side, Jo Davidson exhibited an early talent for art and 

French was at the pinnacle of his profession in the United States in the late nineteenth century. French was born in 1850 at the age of sixteen won a scholarship to the Art Students League. He studied sculpture under Hermon McNeill in New 

in New Hampshire and was a thorough New Englander, associated with Ralph Waldo Emerson and Louisa May Alcott. York and then attended the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in Paris, where he excelled in portrait modeling, working in a variety 

His sculptures departed from classical convention by depicting historic figures in historic costumes of the period. This of materials including terra-cotta, marble and bronze. He sculpted a number of important figures, including Woodrow 

trend was evident in his first major sculpture, Minuteman (1874) for the city of Concord, to his final major work, the Wilson, Franklin D. Roosevelt and Albert Einstein. His principal studio was in Paris. Davidson was an intimate friend 

colossal figure of Abraham Lincoln for the Lincoln Memorial in Washington, D.C. In 1893, French produced the most of the La Follette family. After Robert La Follette’s death in 1925, his family helped arrange the public commission for 

prominent sculpture of the Columbian Exposition, The Republic. French spent the final years of his life as a trustee his likeness for Statuary Hall in the United States Capitol, the second of the state’s choices there. A bust of La Follette 

of the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York and was instrumental in accumulating the museum’s collection of by Davidson was placed in the first floor Rotunda of the Wisconsin State Capitol. Davidson died in 1952.18 

American sculpture. He died in 1931.'% 
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Helen Farnsworth Mears (1871-1916) cluded the Library of Congress in Washington, D. C., the Boston Public Library, Memorial Hall at Yale University, the 

Helen Farnsworth Mears was born in Oshkosh in 1871. At the age of nineteen she began study at the Art Institute of state capitols of Minnesota and Iowa and George Post’s New York Stock Exchange Building. In 1908, Post persuaded 

Chicago under Lorado Taft; while under Tafi’s tutelage she created The Genius of Wisconsin, which was exhibited at the commission to hire Garnsey to decorate portions of the West Wing, including the Assembly Chamber and Parlor; 

the 1893 Columbian Exposition. Moving to New York, Mears studied at the Art Students League and became a pri- Garnsey later received a separate contract to decorate the Executive Chamber in the East Wing. Although he expressed 

vate student of Augustus Saint-Gaudens. She studied in Paris and Italy for several years and worked as an assistant to interest in decorating the entire Capitol, he did not receive that contract.'” 

Saint-Gaudens in Paris. In 1898, she returned to Oshkosh where she set up a studio and took commissions and other 

projects. Between 1910 and 1911, Mears created three separate models for the Dome sculpture for the Wisconsin Conrad Schmitt (1867-1940) 

Capitol; although she believed the Capitol contract was hers, the commission later awarded the job to Daniel Chester Born in Fussville in Waukesha County, Conrad Schmitt achieved a reputation as a decorator of churches and a designer 

French on the advice of George Post. Mears moved to New York in 1910 and continued to work until her death in of stained glass. After serving as an apprentice church decorator in Milwaukee, he established his own firm in 1889. 

1916. An organization of women purchased Genius of Wisconsin after Mears’s death and donated it to the state. It was Known predominately for ecclesiastical decoration, Schmitt and his firm decorated innumerable churches (including 

placed on display in the Southwest Pavilion on the first floor.” thirty cathedrals) in the United States and Canada. In the Capitol, he applied temporary paint and decorations in the 

East and West Wings, and only two rooms in the West Wing were not overpainted by Mack, Jenney and Tyler. He died 

Jean Pond Miner Coburn (1865-1967) in 1940, but his firm remains active as of 2003.'*° 

Born in Menasha, Jean Pond Miner grew up in Madison and attended Downer College in Milwaukee and the School 

of the Chicago Art Institute. She originally intended to become a portrait painter but turned to sculpture as a student Mack, Jenney and Tyler 

of Lorado Taft. In 1893, as artist-in-residence of the Wisconsin Pavilion at the Columbian Exposition, she sculpted The New York decorating firm of Mack, Jenney and Tyler operated from 1906 until 1941. Its principals were Edgar 

Forward. Shortly after the fair, a group of Wisconsin women raised $6,000 to have a copper repousse copy made Whitfield Jenney (1869-1939), Charles Edward Mack (1876-1945) and Ernest Franklin Tyler (1879-1951). Jenney 

and installed in the Capitol Park. She married Alonzo John Coburn in 1896. Later in life she turned to drawing and was the best-known artist of the three; his watercolors of Nantucket Island were featured in a posthumous, solo exhibi- 

specialized in pastels. She died in 1967 at the age of 101. tion at the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York in 1940. Tyler was a great-grandson of John J. Audubon and a 

prominent New York designer and member of the Century Association. Mack was a skilled draftsman and seems to 

Vinnie Ream Hoxie (1847-1914) have supervised the technical side of the firm’s decorative work. Other important works of the firm include the center 

Madison native Vinnie Ream was born in 1847. Her family moved frequently, eventually settling in Washington, D. C. portion of the Canadian Parliament building, the Weidner House in Philadelphia, George Post’s Equitable Life Insur- 

While employed as a postal clerk in 1863, she met sculptor Clark Mills, who was so impressed with her nascent talent ance Building, the Standard Oil Building in New York, and the Hotel Roosevelt in New York. Jenney retired from the 

that he took her on as an apprentice. She quickly became known as a talented and perceptive sculptor, and made busts business in 1927 to devote his time to teaching and painting scenes of Nantucket. After that, the firm decorated, among 

of congressmen and senators. In 1864, some friends arranged for her to begin a bust of President Lincoln; Lincoln other notable buildings, the United States Supreme Court building and the baptistry of the Cathedral of St. John the 

at first refused, but upon learning of Ream’s poor background he relented and gave her regular half-hour sittings for Divine in New York. The firm disbanded when Tyler decided to retire in 1941.'*! 

five months. Her extraordinary likeness of Lincoln won her a $10,000 contract in 1866 to create a full-sized statue 

of Lincoln for the U. S. Capitol. She personally supervised the copying of her clay model into marble in Italy, and Original Construction Contractors 

the composition was unveiled in 1871. Later commissions included Admiral David Farragut and Cherokee scholar Wollaeger Manufacturing Company 

Sequoia. After her marriage to Lieutenant Richard Hoxie, she gave up accepting commissions, although she continued The Wollaeger Manufacturing Company of Milwaukee was in business from 1894 until 1920. It began as the Bruss 

to sculpt and eventually resumed her professional life. In 1916, Hoxie donated his late wife’s sculpture The West to & Wollaeger Mfg. Co., a millwork company that evolved into furniture manufacturing by 1888. In 1910, the firm’s 

the state. The West, now displayed on the first floor of the Southwest Pavilion, was carved in Rome between 1866 and annual report described its work as offering bank, office, library and courthouse furniture and finely finished interiors. 

1868 and was exhibited at the Columbian Exposition in 1893. The Wisconsin Historical Society has a collection of The company was featured in the 1913 Commercial Milwaukee Year Book of the Merchants and Manufacturers Asso- 

Ream’s sculpture and her remaining papers.* ciation as providers of special furniture and fixtures for banks and public buildings. The Wollaeger Mfg. Co. benefited 

from Commissioner George H. D. Johnson’s promotion of Milwaukee firms for Capitol contracts. Correspondence 

Capitol Decorators reveals that he visited the factory, was in contact with the company’s vice-president, and at least once delivered plans 

Early in the building project, George Post stressed to the Capitol Commission the importance of proper decorative paint- and specifications for bidding. The Capitol Commission and the Wollaeger Mfg. Co. enjoyed a relationship that was 

ing to finish the building. Over the course of construction, the commission employed three individuals or firms: Elmer for the most part cordial and productive. When the company asked Lew Porter for a letter of recommendation to use 

Garnsey of New York, the Milwaukee firm of Conrad Schmitt, and the New York firm of Mack, Jenney and Tyler. in bidding for the Idaho State Capitol furniture contract, Porter accommodated the request. The relationship was ter- 

minated when the Wollaeger Mfg. Co. plant suffered heavy fire damage in late November 1916. In December 1917, 

Elmer Garnsey (1862-1946) when bidding was underway for the Capitol’s final furniture contract, Louis J. Wollaeger wrote to Porter, thanking him 

Elmer Garnsey, a New Yorker, studied at the Art Students League and the Cooper Union in New York City. He became for courteous treatment throughout their transactions. He stated that since fire destroyed the Wollaeger factory the firm 

nationally known after he assisted Francis Millet in decorating buildings of the 1893 Columbian Exposition. In the had withdrawn from active business competition.'? 

later 1890s and early 1900s, Garnsey received commissions to decorate many significant public buildings. These in- 
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Pottier & Stymus Co. 

The firm that created the furniture for the Executive Chamber in the East Wing, Pottier & Stymus Co. was an impor- 

tant New York cabinetmaking and decorating firm from 1859 through 1919, and occupied the uppermost echelons of 

American interior design along with such firms as Herter Brothers. According to Kings Handbook of New York City 

(1893), Pottier & Stymus Co. enjoyed “a world wide reputation for superior grades of furniture and wood-work. . .as 

well as for their artistic conceptions in interior decoration.” The firm showed its wares at the Philadelphia Centennial 

Exhibition of the mid-1870s and received lavish praise.'” The majority of the firm’s work was for imposing private 

residences, many of them the New York City residences of such clients as William Rockefeller, George Westinghouse, 

Jr, Fred T. Steinway, James L. Flood, Henry M. Flagler and Leland Stanford. The firm also decorated Flagler’s 

country house and a number of his projects and personal properties in Florida, including the Ponce de Leon Hotel in 

Saint Augustine, the Royal Poinciana Hotel in Palm Beach and Flagler’s impressive Palm Beach residence, begun in 

1901. Stanford, president of the Central Pacific Railroad, built one of the country’s largest mansions on Nob Hill in 

San Francisco in 1875-76, one of the firm’s largest commissions. This commission may have been instrumental in 

Pottier & Stymus Co.’s emergence as a major force in the development of grand interiors in that era. The firm’s most 

prestigious commission may have been the Cabinet Room of the White House, furnished and decorated by Pottier & 

Stymus Co. in 1869.!? Among the firm’s best-documented work was that for Glenmont, an estate in Llewellyn Park 

in West Orange, New Jersey, built between 1882 and 1884 for Henry C. Pedder but sold shortly after its completion 

to Thomas A. Edison. Edison lived there for forty-five years, and Glenmont is preserved today by the National Park 

Service as part of the Edison National Historic Site.'* 

Gimbel Brothers 

Gimbel Brothers, the leading Milwaukee department store in the early twentieth century, was an important furnish- 

ings contractor for the Capitol. The store provided carpets, rugs and window shades. Gimbel Brothers also sold the 

commission the equipment for the restaurant kitchen and some furniture after construction was completed. Gimbel 

Brothers existed by that name from 1842 to 1986. Adam Gimbel opened a store in Vincennes, Indiana in 1842; his sons 

started the Gimbel Brothers firm, which began doing business in Milwaukee in 1887. It later expanded to Philadelphia, 

Pittsburgh and New York, buying Saks Fifth Avenue and Saks Thirty-fourth Street stores in 1923. Gimbels merged 

with Schuster’s Department Stores in 1962, and Marshall Field’s bought the firm in 1986.'** 

Woodbury Granite Company 

Founded in 1878, the Woodbury Granite Company of Hardwick, Vermont operated quarries around that state and 

provided monument-grade stone for public buildings around the country. In 1903 the company was reorganized to 

incorporate the firm of Bickford, More & Company, a finishing business that cut granite to specifications for shipment 

to builders. In 1903, Woodbury won the granite contract for the Pennsylvania State Capitol, an extraordinary feat for a 

small, inland firm. This first major contract assured financial success for the company, and it expanded by adding new 

facilities and acquiring new quarries. In 1903, the company purchased quarry property near Bethel, Vermont, which 

produced the whitest and hardest granite known. The quality of this Bethel stone convinced the Capitol Commission 

to build the Wisconsin Capitol in granite. The Woodbury Company provided stone for five state capitols and dozens 

of post offices, banks and city halls. 
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sion for Pottier & Stymus in San Francisco,” Winterthur Portfolio 36 (spring/winter 2001), 213-43. 

'88 Kristin S. Herron, “The Modem Gothic Furniture of Pottier and Stymus,” in The Magazine Antiques 155 (May 1999), 762-69. 

'89 Worldcat database, OCLC No. 24558332, available in the Library of Metropolitan Milwaukee County, a result of 

a search for “Gimbel Brothers.” 
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ai ome bar nat — Talis: ! 

4 eee ly °. Av, Po net a ae re @ >. Rope: 
y ped ys ae er e a: Cec. er ea 2 a wa “ ai Es ") ra ‘inl z cholars who have written about the selection of Madison as Wisconsin’s capital generally agree that three factors 
Li A ene ie e re ! ‘a > ii F a ‘ % me if vs Ha \ M5 ce : S led to the territorial legislature’s approval of the site on 3 December 1836 during its initial session in Belmont. 

a al. A] : i ‘ i z y i r 3 aT fom E The first was Madison’s central location between the settled areas of the territory—the lead mining district in 
= 1 oe rebt BN 2 San rn faeries eae Ciel the southwest and the older communities in the Green Bay area in the northeast together with the new, quickly devel- 

; eI < eA ame Se ig “— rc aes 2 oping communities along the shore of Lake Michigan in the southeast. The second was its naturally beautiful site on 
] " LS 7S an isthmus between two large lakes. And the third was a lobbying campaign, often described as bribery, by the site’s 

a im Cf ; P| \ aa P promoter, James Duane Doty, who originated the radial plat for which the city has become known.! 

yy ee oo ee i ay ~). ‘w 

i ll elk UR LU Platting of Madison 
: le z - tte a — = —_* Even though the 1836 ples has pen widely eicuSSe relatively few physical descriptions oe of the pie as it appeared 

ee ee oS ee ee ea ae at that time. The most informative was written two years before the legislature selected Madison and it appears in the 
i eo ee eee om eee ad field notes kept by the surveyors for the U.S. Commissioner of Public Lands. At the time, a systematic survey of the 

Recto clerhands on parade, Capitol Square (detail, circa 1900 entire territory, beguming at the Illinois border, was eres using ihe Sonu ead range system fs Congtess had 

The Capitol Park has served as Madison’s center of recreational, entertainment and political activities from the time the com- selected for surveying all the states of the Old Northwest Territory of which Wisconsin was a part. A principal putycyon 
munity was designated as the territorial capital to the present. This circus parade was one of many parades that have circled the with a crew of three reached Town 7 North, Range 9 East—what became known later as the Town of Madison—in 
park since the 1850s. December 1834. The notes kept by Orson Lyon, who headed the crew, and John Mullet, a crew member, described 

the general character and soil of the township where Madison lies as “Land rolling & 2nd rate.” The trees were “Burr 

— Black & White Oak” with an undergrowth of “Oak & Grass,” meaning that most of the township was covered with 

oak openings and prairie. Lyon and Mullet gave a more specific description of the character of the lakes on either 

side of the isthmus. “The bank of the third Lake [Monona] is high, dry and rich land except a part of the Southwest 

side of the Lake . . . which is low and marshy . . . The bank of the 4th lake [Mendota] is with few exceptions high dry 

ground.” The isthmus had no inhabitants in 1834-36, either Native American or European American. Native Ameri- 

cans and some fur traders lived seasonally on the north shore of Lake Mendota and the south shore of Lake Monona 

at the time of the survey, and Native Americans had occupied the townsite from time to time over the millennia. But 

on the isthmus itself, wilderness conditions prevailed when the legislature chose it for the capital. In the nineteenth 

century, numerous Indian mounds were found on the isthmus generally, though none in what is now the Capitol Park. 

The nearest mounds to the park, including conical mounds and a turtle effigy, were at the foot of modern Martin Luther 

King, Jr. Boulevard and at about 105 West Main Street.” 

The genesis of the Madison plat began in April 1836 when Doty, together with a business partner from Detroit, Stevens 

T. Mason, entered a claim to about 1,360 acres of the isthmus at the federal land office in Green Bay. Then on | July 

1836, Doty “drew up a plat of the ‘Town of Madison’ to be built around a square, centering at a meeting of fractional



CF — a a : : oy sections 13, 14, 23, and 24, Township 7 North, Range 9 East, the precise spot on which the Wisconsin capitol now 

{ Spee ae ae ae fe 7 berry | 2 stands.” In late October, he and John V. Suydam, an editor, teacher and sometime surveyor from Green Bay, visited the 

| re o a 7 ee o i E site and staked it out following the plan that Doty had drawn, with the central square incorporating about 13.5 acres. 

be ee Ek : ; ON . { i Doty and Suydam then went on to Belmont, the first territorial capital, arriving on or about 2 November 1836. Doty 

i eS : a  & = was there as a citizen who had at least one item of personal business in mind—to convince the legislature to select 

| | | _- : 5 . : oe Py : _ rN | i Madison as the seat of government for the territory.’ 

of ae : oa | & The plan submitted by Doty was radial, doubtless drawn from his familiarity with the plans for Washington, D.C., De- 

i rs a aa Ce = 4 troit (then the capital of Michigan) and Indianapolis, the latter two having direct connections to the Washington plan. 

| : = ~~ — 8 FN Oe ae bat E In general, radial plans drew on precedents that date back to the late 1300s and early 1400s in Europe and to the late 

ee CS 1600s in America. They flourished particularly in the Baroque era, roughly from the early 1600s to the 1750s. Plans 
i f oS : i> -hlrtUC from the Baroque era emphasized networks of streets, avenues and boulevards that create vistas and focal points, often 

fe ai oe t oe co | ae : : oh with an implied hierarchy determined by the width of the thoroughfares and the character of the focal points. In the 

_ — oles = ne 7. a - United States, a radial plan was used in Annapolis, Maryland, in the late 1600s, but that plan appears to have had little 

ke ‘ | | . ao x as —- ee immediate influence on further planning in the colonies. The plan for Washington, D. C., by Pierre Charles L’Enfant, a 

: . - YF ee ae 7 i | French-born architect who served as a captain in the Revolutionary War, was far more influential and is the progenitor 
: ee oo | / j 2 A ee oi > > { } 5.2. Map of Town 7 North of the plan for Madison. President George Washington commissioned L’Enfant’s plan, which was submitted in 1791. 

eS | a LZ : cP _ | _ Soy Range 9 East (Town of Ma di- Both Washington ane Thomas See Parca as clients in Eau Une the plan, which was more eae than 

oe | | ! | Oo ? { j son), 1834 ie Doty’s plan ic Seaaal See relatively suai plan echoes rather a) the 1821-22 so-called “Mile Sauer 

Pe Federal surveyors visited the plan for Indianapolis. The Mile Square had fewer circles and squares and vistas than L’Enfant’s plan for Washington, 

i Seman mh Inn Ps po Pn tobe: ee lS | ae ot 4d o ea and it had a direct connection to L’Enfant’s plan through its designer, Alexander Ralston, who had worked for L’ Enfant 

} : Le io a GAdndiraiek Ab ihedime Gd on the Washington plan. Ralston also was familiar with the L’Enfant-inspired plan for Detroit, which was conceived 

' | : : _— 7 oS 2 Se | inhabitants were recorded in in 1807 by Augustus B. Woodward, an associate of Thomas Jefferson. In 1807, Woodward was the federal justice in 

Sone : = what is now central Madison. Detroit, which served as Michigan’s capital until 1847, and in 1819-20 Doty was the clerk of Woodward’s court. At 
the time Indianapolis was being designed, also as a wilderness site, Doty served as a judge himself in the Wisconsin 

Pio en ie Ta a district of Michigan, maintaining a connection to Woodward. Thus Doty was personally familiar with all three of 

oe . : : : . ee ere f ie ee Pt. an = \ Hl these radial plans—Washington, Detroit and Indianapolis. The fact that the isthmus offered a relatively small site with 

ha Ae i bse nee 1 i ; ‘) Ae of tha CY of. fe te significant hills may have influenced Doty’s decision to choose the least elaborate of the preexisting radial plans for 

7 Vides a ec aa Ep 2 A ‘ WASHINGTON. so : capitals in the United States.‘ 
eee cere cep ee cs Serene eae te ee? 

eal Ciaran EE rete i a De S oo iS The Madison plat placed what became the Capitol Square on the hill at the juncture of the four sections near the middle 

oe: ; PARSER oY Fe Scomee renee HEARD ere : of the isthmus, closer to Lake Monona than to Lake Mendota. The plat indicated that the square was a “Donation for 
ee Oe \ Cade ae EE eri W/ PB ED eccrees eae Public Buildings” (similar to various “donations” in the Indianapolis plat), but, having no contour lines, it did not indi- 

os fe ‘ esa Se hc vi PH See at | a cate the pronounced slope on the west side of the hill. The plat’s grid of blocks followed the natural conformation of 

- ee Sa Se Pe ac PS piste 0 Pat ae Cy ile the isthmus, running northeast to southwest, and not in the usual north-to-south, east-to-west pattern of most Midwest 

: 4 oo ‘ CHEE f ad : ee ee Py 5S cities. (Glaciers came from the northeast, and many Wisconsin land features accordingly run northeast to southwest.) 

: : Sa EEE * Raps aoe a “| 5.3 Pierre Charles L’Enfant, From the centers of the sides of the central square, broad avenues with ceremonial-scale, 132-foot widths extended 
oe : KS 4 ‘ fis te Peck an , eee plan of Washington, 1791 to the extremities of the plat: Lakes Mendota and Monona to the northwest and southeast, the Yahara River to the 

SA , Se : es 4 ar ; oe sbieie ori i. oe northeast, and the plat’s southwest extremity. Streets 66 feet wide radiated from the corners of the square, suggesting 

Ts. £ Re ‘a fd ——_ — | fundamental model for James an intention of small-town residential and commercial uses. The city was small, about 230 blocks in all, having an 

eee Hes 6S ae me : | Duane Doty’s plan of Madison average of about twelve lots per block, each measuring 66 by 132 feet—standard for the day. At a small-town density 

fa Bee 5 Bee ous ae oer og ? ee - no Jor ty-five year: S later. Baroque- of four persons per lot, and accounting for businesses, government buildings, stores and factories, the platted area 

ES Sas ae De Ee ey ee ns. could be estimated to accommodate eight to ten-thousand residents in single-family dwellings. Besides the radial 

pose es 2 ee L Enfant plan for the square area, two other diagonal streets were planned on the east side. One ran north to south from Lake 
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Platted Portion of Judge Woodwara’s Plan for Greater WT Hae Phat Company) 
;. THE RALSTON PLAT OF 1821. Detroit, Based Upon the Governor and Judges Plan of 1807 

5.4 Augustus B. Woodward, plan of Detroit, 1807 5.5 Alexander Ralston, plat of Indianapolis, 1821 

L’Enfant’s Washington plan influenced Judge Augustus B. Woodward in his 1807 plan for Detroit, which was Like Madison, Indianapolis was selected as a capital city while the area was still a wilderness. Alexander 

then Michigan’s capital. Doty had been associated with Woodward in Detroit, where he worked as a clerk in Ralston, who once had been employed by L’Enfant, created a plan for Indianapolis based on the plan for 
Woodward's federal court from 1819 to 1820. Washington, D.C., although it was much simpler.



Oe ee = Monona to East Washington Avenue, a block or so from the Yahara; the other ran east to west, from Lake Mendota to iy Sm Sys) m ec} g F Bes ax / Zp x oy f Sr" az foo Bend 2 East Washington. They would have created another set of focal points but were never executed. The plat indicates a PEN pe nett ——— < . de he 5 + cone os | C/o @RuVsee pA KO feces el 2 small mill district and a canal between Hancock and Franklin Streets, but no parkland or public access to the lakes and Ce vita gale <a Weal g 4 ; ae : : petting (ise eC, pan, ip Siscouse Es gure lS ie a 3 river, nor a site for a university. Doty’s plat served as a suitable footprint for both the early town that developed on the ame Oe a AI vcs > (as il Sy arog ts | (en 5 : 3 fess Cee ma (eS es LS, SS Le ros se aes SSE) z isthmus and for the city that grew later. 
ESS Ses S23 eens “Wed . = Gentes es ES a 5 

St Cr ws cet = (res Wa Seana SES viee ut 5 2 
Genie Yi ES 3 Cab Erie eh Goa cae bom ene oN 2 On 8 November 1836, John Suydam drew the plat that was submitted to the territorial legislature. He made the draw- 
cess ee Eee Wa eee eae aes Be ra z ing in Belmont where he also acted briefly as a draftsman for the legislature. Seventeen communities, some of them 
pais Ptaaing [nas ES et ES punt sitse! THEse: vied Lasts by? = : i E : as PUR cl iiss Bias a Eee _¢ US saa s = Yas calf 3 established and some of them paper towns like Madison, were put forward as capital sites in the territorial council (the 
Eiaaa es aa eB 6 Lact! ees iid eee c z equivalent of the senate), which rejected them all but Madison on a vote of seven nayes to six ayes. On 23 November, pein fiir! gs ri fines aes Ciao Ae oen (a ae S Pi a e, , - f je fs Lae Sete ras ENS ae EF he preset Ey Ges as ES S Doty was victorious and Madison was selected with seven ayes. The vote in the house of representatives (the equivalent SEG eee ee fay, are Lk cS a. See aes Pm Cy z ; es hia : ; 

(Gass Eee Se = be Bae cae be pase 3 of the assembly) followed suit on 28 November after three additional potential sites were thrown into the mix. Just how 
Sar rat eis i ee ce Selle ae Ee bee Ss ete Sse Ne Doty brought off the triumph for his town site is not known. He likely trafficked in Madison lots—some free, some RUT ee ee TGS cones Ges bese in i ’ - 

: we ie wike oe Nt ee 4 es se moon for money—and he made warm buffalo robes available to the legislators, who were suffering through an unusually 
z es Satin cold November in badly heated, newly constructed buildings at Belmont. He also employed his “unusual charm” and 

5.6 James Duane Doty, plat of Madison (detail), 1836 verbal skills. Doty’s biographer, Alice E. Smith, sums up the story thus: 
Doty’s 1836 plat for Madison created what would become the Capitol Park. He had persuaded the territorial legislature to 
choose his “paper” town as Wisconsin's capital city largely because of the beauty of its isthmus. The relatively confined site | fiat. x : 
limited the number of axial streets Doty could employ; the fundamental idea for the design likely was inspired by Ralston’s work In the end it was probably the combination of Doty’s warm buffalo robes, the promise of corner De POY : : : ! ‘ 
in Indianapolis. lots, the genial persuasiveness of the judge [Doty himself], the section deadlocks [among other 

competitors], and the personal antagonisms, as well as the real merits of the proposition, that settled 
— : : 5 y the matter and resulted in the choice of an unoccupied and unimproved tract displayed on a scroll 

ie Lifes = o oF : 15 labeled “Madison City” as the capital of Wisconsin.® 

He JencIpy oy Thitken daw, tc eectuat ter Tee fieaes <h <loG, _- z 

: Coe EE ntfs 4 Cae fialtnige — e eadierty of he OrancGined ye eh oo g ; 

ay 1889. te Bay anette? tpl Receive 9 File ergy wf Jé Early Development of the Capitol Park, 1837-57 
: Ge By a He nae Py Gee Fl Ge lS 20.010. , > Construction of the “public buildings at the seat of government,” as the legislation described them, began in June 1837 

_ 7 oe _ : : z and was overseen by a three-man commission appointed by the legislature: James Duane Doty, John Falls O’Neill 

ae ve a A facet eric pl hin 4 2 flere. peal and Augustus A. Bird. Doty was treasurer; Bird served initially as builder, then James Morrison assumed that role in 
I 146 ae jo. 1838. The legislature left it to the commission to determine what buildings besides a capitol might be required, and 

2 - a - a. A ; yy . : : it decided that the commission should report neither to territorial officials nor to officials in Washington, although the 
fret « % . : ¢ a Z a a | o y : federal government appropriated $40,000 to construct buildings. Doty alone kept the records, a circumstance that soon 

6. 47. : oe a ce 7 ; led to lawsuits and political controversy. The commission did indeed spend some funds on other “public buildings” 
1 fe a... — 2 Hawk —— = coe besides the capitol, since the builders required housing, work sheds, a sawmill and other structures. The territorial 
2 2) Oe nt CBee ue ee capitol was barely habitable by late 1838 when the legislature attempted to meet in it and was not completed satisfac- 

AG ae 2. , _ _- - | fee MN effen — f o4. 5. torily until the winter of 1845-46. The basement was not finished into what were by then badly needed offices until 

| o. 4:2) _ _ ” _ a Ah Bid oe Ca4.oe 5.7 Statement of payments for the after statehood was attained in 1848.’ 
a : a _ a 2 ees 3.00 territorial capitol (detail), rig 

. - — : . _ Doty acted as treasurer for the Territorial Capitol 
Po i, a oo 7: <ing@lial— 143.0 0- commission that oversaw erection i F 4 , . P aries : Le ‘ i | _ : : es: boot of “public buildings” in Madison, No evidence has been located to identify the architect of the territorial capitol in Madison, which is generally attributed 2. . _« A : ve Z i . ¢ 7 ol ye, 7 a Fg. including the territorial capitol. He to the commission. Although both James Duane Doty and Augustus Bird have been suggested as the designers, their 
S . « - a» . oe — - - so Ns : . . * . : + 4 : / 3 ; a oe first reported related expenditures biographers do not award the building to either of them, and it may be that an architect employed by Morgan Martin of 

h Hoare Wafer 122.46 fhe U.S. Senate in 1841 when hi : : Agle 40 2 - : Z : dONEe Se Dupenare Hn en i Green Bay drew the plans. The capitol in Madison was the third of Wisconsin’s territorial capitols, the first two having Le, ZL. ; : Fo Biidk>) «1092.00 sought confirmation as territorial b A 1 “ i aS ‘ed 1 . ao governor. This is the only surviving een in Belmont and Burlington. The Madison building was constructed of cut stone quarried at Maple Bluff on the 
1 2G. 4s 4 ee record of payments. northeast shore of Lake Mendota, and it had some Greek Revival traits, notably two wooden porticoes with four Doric 
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: cat ; ri ; icordent? llie d ee eae Oy columns each, a wooden cornice that the commissioners wished to be in “the Grecian Doric order,” and a metallic dome. SS. ll Oe oH 
: ; : ; ee ee 8 Neither of the central entrances had a pediment, a typical element of Greek Revival design, and the central doorways aes oe  . ee ee 3 

on the east and west sides of the building had Romanesque arches. The building was symmetrical in concept, with nine oe Ce Sa es ia 

bays on the principal east and west facades, three on the north and south facades. There were forty-six double-hung oe _ ee : oe. er 
. . Cree ssi‘ e to 8 windows, each with twenty lights that measured 11 by 16 inches each. The tin dome resembled an inverted bowl and i ee : E 

ee ey z measured 26 feet in diameter with a skylight in the center; a wooden octagonal drum supported it. A wooden balustrade oo a % 4, a 
surmounted the walls and porticoes and partially masked a low, hipped roof. The capitol measured 104 feet by 54 feet ae. ar gee 5 os : 
and rose 30 feet above the water table. Instructions to masons and carpenters suggest that the first story had 12-foot . oe ee ie . : r CS ee was : as Ee my 5 ent ee ee ey ne -..." f ee meme > ceilings; the second, 15-foot ceilings. The porticoes were about 30 feet long and 12 feet deep.* | oe dl co aes me ga —e a 

i eS x WOWRRE™ Go 209 3 . : PS eee rN | | e Sobetigt Pe . . oe : si ee "fF oor te & oS aH ies! ated e Se iE <i -_ f- ee D. eee | Lo oe 8 Se 8 x ps ;  < oy’ , a a ee I “S So ne , 8 eT ie ' ger, eS ga et 5 
ONG a a a ge PI . oe ” eee NS i) < . #.. #4. 3 eet ee : es cl a le Ey? : 3 OF ee, | : 

fee ee eo i Pe ae a es ee ‘ Aictian i i ee ee Ceo Se ae a ae eo ee — 5s Betaed o % r i oe a e ee OR eh ee ‘Se a : pa ges ae . et ee a es rrr — SBR 

So Bee session ee 2 g 5.9 Johann B. Wengler, territorial capitol from the east, 1851 ‘ " ei a = nae ia! 2 Johann Wengler, an Austrian artist, drew King Street and the capitol when he traveled in America in 1850-51. The Capitol Park 
amg poebesmar end Le 2 “grove” and board fence appear to the left of the building. 
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5.8 Territorial capitol from the west, circa 1861 
John S. Fuller of Madison photographed the soon-to-be-replaced territorial capitol just after the new east wing of the second 
capitol was erected behind it. The masonry structure on the left is probably the capitol’s outhouse. Posts and chains lined a 
boardwalk as the principal approach to the building. Pi [pal appl 8: 
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_ age ee a eas During the early days of settlement in Madison, improvement of the Capitol Park coincided with growth of the com- 
wi se - oS i ae 8 ee. a munity, which was slow. The community had 142 residents in 1840, 172 in 1842, just fewer than 300 residents in 

ge Pe 1845 on the eve of its incorporation as a village, and 633 in 1846. Nevertheless, by 1839 the clearing of underbrush 
a ae | oo oe ee ee on helped give the grounds “the look of a well kept lawn, shaded by fine white oak and burr oak trees.” In the early 1840s, 

y oe oe ee ee o ry * Madison’s principal street of the period, King Street, still had a sod surface and was interspersed with the stumps of 
sa ee eS Aas ee ee trees. By 1846, the community’s principal intersection of King, Main and Pinckney streets was somewhat improved 4 Cae . one ee ea ee ae Oa and served as the approach to the capitol building. The east entrance of the capitol served as its ceremonial entrance, ha ee i : and most public activities associated with the capitol took place on the east and southeast lawns along Main Street. 

fee ee oo — Cae a ae Mixed forest and prairie still covered the land west and northeast of the Capitol Park.’ The park had a steep slope to 
Pe oe > S : : a oe oe ‘ the west. Between the center of the square and the State Street corner, the land fell at least 25 feet, judging from a 
ee a : ae i aaa s Oe one 88 wa ome Sea A: survey made in 1906 before construction began on the present capitol. The slope may account for the placement of 
: -_ a tn oo? a lit eet Sl bagel the territorial capitol 26 feet east of the established center of the square, making it closer to King Street than to State 

a ele ad ws sn ceissauieasiamacesseusint > is B Street. Such placement would have eliminated the need for fill and extensive steps leading to the west facade, and 
= 2 5 4 a eased the difficulties inherent to construction in a wilderness area. The off-center placement was corrected when the 

ease ' “5 present capitol was erected.'° se : Ee 

: : j i r L £ The first efforts to delineate the Capitol Park appear to have occurred in 1842 when the legislature provided funds to 
: ‘ : a 2 a 5 erect a whitewashed wooden fence around the grounds, as much to prevent incursion by horses and roaming livestock 

: . : a , as to beautify the area. Outside the fence, workmen built a wooden sidewalk and a hitching rail. Then in 1843 the 
. : : a ‘ P : legislature established the position of superintendent of public property whose duties included overseeing work on the 

: : : , capitol and tending its grounds. In 1844, a large brick outhouse designed in Gothic style was erected near the northwest 
‘ - yo corner of the capitol. In 1846 the superintendent arranged for removal of the remaining hazel bushes and oak grubs and 

- for sowing grass seed. He also had the lower branches removed from existing trees, most of which were only about 

12 feet in height, and he had new trees planted, including a row of maples and elms next to the fence. These efforts 

created a park-like atmosphere that reduced the somewhat wild appearance of the grounds and visually separated them 

from the businesses and residences that had begun to ring the Square. Despite these improvements, the legislature in 

1848 considered a resolution to address the problem of livestock wandering into the park, and Madisonians still hunted 

game birds in the park until at least 1852.!! 
35.10 Territorial capitol and east wing of second capitol, circa 1861 

pis ens fa sate leched near}y 19 the roof oj she just capital (rien) but were dwarjed by.the second capitol. Lake As the community grew (1,670 residents in 1850; 8,664 in 1855), the park became increasingly refined. The walks 
leading from the outer fence to the capitol were set off by ditches and post-and-chain fences; benches were placed 

along the walks seasonally. When native oak trees died, they were removed and replaced, primarily by elm trees but 

also by maple, linden and hackberry—common species in southern Wisconsin. In late March of 1857 when a new 

capitol was in the offing, the Wisconsin State Journal recommended enhancing the park with more walks, paving them 

all with gravel, installing “a wide promenade . . . inside the enclosure,” and adding “flowers, ornamental shrubs, &c.,” 

saying that they “wouldn’t injure the looks of the place.” The newspaper suggested that Madison’s municipal govern- 

ment pay for these improvements, underlining the park’s dual function as an official State of Wisconsin property and 

an unofficial Madison municipal park.'? 

Uses of the Park 
Governmental, political and local events assuredly occurred in the Capitol Park from 1837 to 1857, but because of the 

legislature’s calendar the majority of the events were local, not governmental or ceremonial. Until well into the twen- 

tieth century, the legislature met in the winter months, and most of the significant ceremonial events took place during 

these sessions when cold weather prevented outdoor ceremonies. Instead, government ceremonies were held inside 
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the capitol, particularly in the hall of the house or assembly, which was the largest room in the building and probably ad aN ® esis BA 2 hat, * ies § eae Sis Ms. 5 aa NFR SRS 
the largest meeting place in the community until the late 1850s. Madisonians liberally used the capitol’s rooms for a eT ed rs 0 CORN x ce ae oe eee SE 
gatherings of all kinds, and they unofficially appropriated the Capitol Park for recreational and organizational purposes. ig a & ‘ee 248 - » % a Kiger eke A ae Fay Sab 
In the winter months, thawing and refreezing of snow in the relatively flat area of the park along Main Street created aS AN ae A nf eam port Oey Kg " cn Bie way Fs : 

ient i i aa iia Per EN ta ee RE aS sufficient ice for skating, and in the spring boys played marbles in the same area.'? Poesy a # af igen oe ign fr . =p Ki ae * Re $s i & ve Oe = 

Wisconsin-wide ceremonial events and gatherings in the park were few in number until after 23 May 1854, the day t m = 4 2 ss é aes pee 7 ae tae Pe és eS Se 
the first train reached Madison. Before then, the difficulties in traveling to the capital by stage, wagon or horseback Soy a ¥ re * ee ne ry Se re a Sm A Pie ies ey 
mitigated against ceremonies of statewide significance in the park. Not even the achievement of statehood on 29 May = ee Pee ee ra ce oe ie Oe Ke Hy ri H Ba 

1848 occasioned a significant ceremony, neither on that day nor later on the Fourth of July, always a day of public eee | a ed ie : ep Wes S a mers 2% i 
celebration. Instead the legislature, which had convened in early June 1848, adjourned on 29 June and returned on 10 Ty i pe ke oe ee Ps fi ie IM 4 eo A mS 
July, giving legislators a chance to celebrate at home. At least one important statewide event occurred in the park during R23 he : a | (177 g, ue = an x 

a : . " ; chatiyed. . es oo f') g oh ae the early days of statehood—the formation of the state’s Republican Party on 13 July 1854. The convention attracted ls > A RS ae Fa a ) ARES Rae 
hundreds of persons from all parts of the state. Most delegates traveled by rail, making the event an excursion on the " tes] ree j Fo: | AN a ee. 
new rail line as well as a political undertaking. The meeting resulted in the second Republican Party organization under , ‘3 i piers q ~~ Ss . ‘ te 

that name in the United States, a few days after Michigan’s party formed. The fall election that year put Republicans q — pe SS aNd ot ve 
in charge in Wisconsin—the first such outcome for any state." o 3 3 . : BS Re Pe SF oe ied 

Fourth of July celebrations were probably the most important public events around the United States in the first two- : : ae rg Natives a Td y He sae 
thirds of the nineteenth century before Decoration Day (now Memorial Day) superseded the prominence of these : , Bee , 7 a) ee ; a) ¥ { A 

events after the Civil War. Madison citizens routinely used the park for celebrations, which were organized annually a Fe mn fal 8 : i .-< me) ~ 
by ad hoc committees with food furnished by local hotels and restaurants. Madison’s very first public celebration was a ee j si f — : a a Ce 
likely the laying of the capitol cornerstone on 4 July 1837. Although reports of Independence Day celebrations have 4 mae B P| ’ oe i al 
not been found for the years 1838 to 1846, an 1847 report suggests that a tradition had been established and all ele- -_ y oP - Fd ao est a 
ments of the exercises had become somewhat routine. Cannon were fired early in the morning; participants gathered Pie a ad ew eo = ae = cs 
first at a hotel and then marched a block or two to “the Park.” There the Declaration of Independence was read and F :* - Hoa a : 
an oration was delivered. Then toasts were made both formally by the members of the committee and informally by , al Ce — ; : 

Madison residents and visitors from the countryside. One or more local hoteliers or restaurateurs provided a meal. The 4 ey A 
newspapers referred to a section within the park as “the grove” and there much of the activity took place. (“The grove” i. ‘ res, 
was probably the most level part of the park and would have had no underbrush.) Dances occurred in the evening, and y : 
by the 1850s there were fireworks after dark. In 1857, a year of depression, the ad hoc committee did not form, and 

the Argus and Democrat called the oversight “remissness.” Yet two impromptu celebrations occurred anyway. The 

first was in the morning and was organized by Madison’s German community, following the usual American pattern 

of recitations, an oration and toasts, with delivery in German. The second was in the afternoon, called by the mayor 5.11 Capitol Park fence and hitching rail, South Pinckney Street (detail), circa 1868 

who had handbills distributed announcing the event. Toasting was not mentioned in 1857 accounts, perhaps because The board fence and hitching rail from the territorial capitol survived until their replacement in 1872. The presence of horses 
it had gone out of fashion by the late 1850s. Other events also took place in the park in the 1850s, including concerts adjacent to the Capitol Park created foul street conditions. 
twice a week in the summer months. The park was, in short, the place where Madisonians gathered from the 1830s 

until the 1850s for much of their outdoor entertainment and recreation.'5 

Capitol Park, 1857-1906 
The period between 1857 and 1917 encompassed the erection of Wisconsin’s second and third statehouses in the Capitol 
Park, with accompanying changes in landscaping, fencing, other built elements and usage. The park was transformed 

from a natural landscape that served as a municipal recreational space, to a city center devoted to more formal leisure,



‘ nee Ss, and finally to a Beaux-Arts setting appropriate for a large and important Capitol that was far more imposing than either 
2 ae Pe ae of its predecessors. 

f a ‘ Ree yg > ; 

; e ee ee The Second Capitol 
Vr ee Sa eS Us A new and considerably grander capitol building erected between 1857 and 1869 transformed the appearance of the 

<a oe : eS ces, park. From territorial days until the eve of the Civil War in 1861, many mature trees surrounded and shaded a rela- 
& eae s oe oe 7s tively small building at its center. In contrast, the new capitol was at least eight times as large and dominated the park 
foo ae oe camer amen visually, towering over both mature trees and new plantings. Until 1857, the capitol appeared to be almost secondary 

4 Pe a ° ee ee pe, to the park; the size of the second capitol reversed this impression and the park became a setting for a building. The 
oe a y ef 4 or new capitol had indoor plumbing, and the outhouse on the west lawn was removed in May 1866. Construction also pe ES : EB Fr i a ae i “ 7 ee Baas i. Fo @ fe hs prompted the removal of many mature trees and the planting of new ones. Over time other elements were placed in pes oS } : 8 48 . 8 5 the park, such as benches, a fountain and cannon. 

a fe 3 A ‘it : i a es De " £. The new capitol was designed by August Kutzbock and Samuel Hunter Donnel of Madison in a German Romanesque 
awe i a & oe” | om _, ae fc i: (Rundbogenstil) style; the roof was to have had a modest lantern topped by a small dome. The exterior was clad with 
a) Bi - K ie fe if ga ‘e 5h bY A Hes & cut Prairie du Chien stone and had octagonal turrets and elaborate chimneys. It was erected in stages, beginning in 

P| . es i ee ee ee i F 4 eS 4 1857 with the east wing, which was attached to the existing building. In 1861, construction of the west wing com- ae Tees rh | a OTe ae ig) se a ‘ im Tg : eu Li As Se ry 2 ay 4 _ aE A menced, and the rest of the building, except for the central portion and dome, was finished about 1865. Portions of 
F MA ge « ieee oe a ee oe aM f a the first capitol’s walls were incorporated into the structure of the central portion and the basement. The east and west 
shoal at tt ond NS A ea RL ae Se A‘ St 5 wings had semicircular porticos, each with ten Ionic, cast iron columns. The ground story lintels were flat; two-story- 

: shee ‘ Gilat ae " 8 tall windows served the second and third floors and had arched lintels. The capitol had central heating and included 

z | F 
/ 

g 

Se I es 

| g 

pil i 4 oa. : re one _ F ; Naas : a ea 
toad te eB.) LE ae aes © a ry ad) a : se 

5.12 Newly planted trees, second capitol from the southeast, circa 1861 i ees F 3 z 

Construction of the second capitol occasioned some replanting of trees. August Kutzbock f : z 

of Madison, the architect of the building, also was a landscape and garden designer, and ; z 
he may have made recommendations for plantings in the Capitol Park. z 

5 
‘ & 

i i i 

i 4 2 5.13 Capitol and Capitol 

Park from the north, circa 

1865 

Except for its dome, 

: the second capitol was 

completed about 1865. 

wee, §=— The north quadrant of the 
re ee me : . 

: _ ——- nt on Capitol Park was heavily 

—= a , wooded, and the rail fence 

” tt en was not yet replaced. 
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an attached subterranean boiler house on the southwest side of the building with smoke routed through a chimney in am ot ge re... 
- . i 8 Ree, a turret. Donnel died on 18 December 1860 after the first wing was completed, and Kutzbock supervised the rest of _ a oe es a : : ; : ae Pe ae me construction, leaving Madison for San Francisco in 1865.'° Py, ee oe 7 : Le 

CC . | =. >». 
ft ey Wie Aa 

Photographs from the early 1860s just after the east wing was constructed suggest that some new trees were planted y Pe ay aa ew he Way fF = A : 

at the time, and they were planted rather closely together. New trees probably were called for because construction CBee ek Ne aS ae cF Pant} pas Se ip a | Faas | Wt 
had forced cutting the existing trees. Kutzbock was also a landscape designer, and it is possible that he created a new “ : i Ni ; “davden eee) EGY fs Lae ey 4 aK 5 eee tT ee = , ' 

ons ey og VE cd coke eater SN Ry hh ee ea oe F 
landscape plan for the park as part of his work. A surviving account book indicates that he was also trained as a crafts- iy HT ARON oh fig A HES 5 aN Pp eM TABS ‘ne 

. . ‘ . . cM AD, TR toa et 2 ole a re Se a SSN Af ‘ wa OS man, since entries appear in it for carving and finish carpentry, architectural and landscaping designs, and for actual we Srp ie | : ie NOS | | fe a 5 

execution of garden plans. r : AES bree ike 2 

The second capitol finally received a dome in 1869. The state rejected Kutzbock’s original design and instead sought ih Wea eRe y ee hte oA RTS a 

a cast iron dome modeled on the newly installed dome of the National Capitol in Washington. Designed by Stephen q eh a eee * Ji : TA 5 Ae EA a 1 we 3 
< eas. . i i i : eae Res 7) Pe tay; wie | i e 

Vaughan Shipman of Madison, the cast iron dome imitated that of the United States Capitol in both form and materi- ’ ie |e ee te : j i (i Te Ys | Pe) & A ’ 1 g 
4 . 3 = a 5 4 a ite jee Vitae q pe a3 Ve ee 4 s 

als. After the Wisconsin dome was completed, the height of the capitol to the top of the flagstaff, including a cast iron 5 ef ee e ] ¢ Ls U} _ ip 4 j 1 i elle » ae ni > 
eagle, was 225 feet, 6 inches. According to Capitol lore, Kutzbock was despondent over the rejection of his design and a MiG i | i we Li ‘ on i Hee 4 te a Fie a Ce z 
the accepted design of the ill-fitting Shipman dome. He committed suicide by walking into Lake Mendota in 1868. In Wye nos ey a a A it | i ee ead rad t Soke OE ‘ canes Cults “unui od ai HEE UE Perret: 
1873, the underground boiler house was expanded and an adjoining coal vault was constructed to eliminate the heaps of Sr Peer tree re eet DCM mmr TT ETP g 

coal that were piled on the grounds in fall, winter and early spring. In 1882-83 the second capitol was expanded with : http eeererstrensnernectreennetreeeeerett ptt EP tHe : : gi . . Fete i gna ig) SR et ret ca nad ey additions to the north and south wings. The extensions resulted in a building extending 396 feet north to south, making Se ae - $$$ 

the second capitol ten or eleven times larger than the first and contributing further to the impression of the building’s a ee 

ec rere ae Sar tn Aenea igss 
CS ea OR eee 

2 ee ee, : ee ee 3 5 . . I es (ee eo So eee oo — ee 5.15 Second capitol with 1883 extensions, South Carroll Street, circa 1885 Pee Ue ee 4 eS ee aE 
ee BO en “ge g The extensions to the north and south wings were constructed in 1883, and the capitol and the Capitol Park remained in this 
as ee a : . Sa fs eg basic configuration until 1899. The iron fence was in place from 1872 to 1899. 

Bale i ee , : ’ " : DmDrmUrlrCUMr—~—teC (Ce 

i d < he — ee 

Viton 0h)0lUlll! OS 
5.14 Newly constructed i me sammie 3 ee 
dome from the north, “eh D oS ." 
July 1870 i gle Ls : te 
Stephen Vaughan Ship- eta 4 : : seni fee 
man of Madison designed ay ee A . & j oo 
the dome for the second wi ¢ ‘ ale 4 | 

capitol after Kutzbock’s ' eit Z 
design was set aside in F 
favor of a cast iron dome 

evocative of the recently : 

completed dome on the 4 
National Capitol in 4 
Washington, D.C. 
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Ce ; z dominance in the park. The architect for the extensions was David R. Jones, whose initial plans imitated the Kutzbock 

== —Ort—e™e——OE A and Donnel design. Economic considerations led to elimination of some decorative elements, although the wings were 

— —. | gj constructed of the same Prairie du Chien stone as the original portion of the capitol. The carved stone d f th ue _ =... i ._ - ginal portion of the capitol. The carve ‘one doorways of the 

: — _- =~ ll Poe rane i north and south wings of the Kutzbock and Donnel building were moved to the ends of the new wings.'” 

i ot _ —..... _. a : The Civil War era saw heavy use of the Capitol Park for local political activities. When Abraham Lincoln was nominated 

Se re 6 for president in May 1860, Republicans fired a hundred-gun salute in the park, and when he was elected in November 

eee - ~ 2 £ they fired cannon in the park every minute for three hours. The campaign that year occasioned many rallies in the park 
| fo fr ee for both major parties and included famous speakers. Political rallies at night were illuminated by kerosene-soaked 
oo oe 7 ee a _ -— se 4 a 2 cattail torches. After the war erupted in April 1861, patriotic parades would begin at the park and march to the railroad 

||, - . : 2 - . : _ . A pobre i . oe Do . 4 > iS station accompanied by bands. As the war progressed, the park became the scene of protests, and in April 1862 anti- 

Le Sh Ulm — ee te draft advocates demonstrated in the park. On 3 October 1864, pro-war forces knocked several torch-carrying antiwar 

a ay ce. _ KA.) _ | 4 a 2 a protesters unconscious with well-aimed stones, and at a subsequent pro-war rally, the speaker’s stand in the park was 

i Wee " sae». . | r 4 | | . si re ag the target of eggs and stones. On 9 April 1865, Governor James T. Lewis ordered a cannon fired in the park to celebrate 

edit cake a ‘ eee hielo ak cae ke eth the Union’s victory over the Confederates. By July, the park was the scene of marches to welcome returning soldiers, 

2 i ge : re < \ a4 a a oe : ic. usually accompanied by cannon fire, speeches and rallies.'* 

i iS and pi - 4 ‘ i he F BG a During the Civil War, a “Secesh” (Secessionist or Confederate) cannon captured by the Fourteenth Wisconsin Regiment 

i ae ; a¢ 1] fi . fk rf a) » at the Battle of Shiloh on 7 April 1862 found a home in the Capitol Park, the first of at least five cannon that eventually 

os er 4 " $ | i i | : fg & no eS were displayed. It was described as: 

| | t | ] ae a ee : | Ts 5 :, ish x a brass Te POUnCe of rather a mOuRL finish. one carriage heats many bullet marks, showing con- 

: ates amg a e a a3 P fl ear | clusively that it has been where it hailed bullets in great profusion. It was manufactured by Messrs. 

ee i Eo ae oe ee Ue er, y La er 4 Leeds & Co., of New Orleans, in 1861, and is a trophy of deep interest to our people. Crowds are 

~ | } . constantly huddling around it. It is thoroughly spiked [by Lieutenant George Staley of Company D] 

po] one 7 - with a rat-tail file, and we understand that is contains a full secession charge of powder and ball. 

sl pd snes —< q The charge was later removed. A dispute arose in 1896 when a retired general from Ohio claimed that an Ohio regiment had 

, f ' fe : ss Se actually captured the cannon, prompting Wisconsin figures to produce historic documents proving Wisconsin’s claim." 

7 < , 1872 Landscape Plan 
ig ir eee ‘ The incongruity of a new, elegant building surrounded by a relatively rustic park, a white board fence and a hitch- 

ing rail was not lost on either the public or state officials. In his January 1872 annual message, the new Republican 

i governor, Cadwallader C. Washburn (who served from 1872 to 1874), suggested that the legislature provide for both 

5.16 Capitol fence and sidewalks, from West Washington Avenue (detail), circa 1872 an ornamental fence and for general improvement of the grounds. (The need for a solid board fence had dwindled 

An iron fence with stone gateposts surmounted by statuary and gas lamps was constructed in 1872, based on a design by Stephen because by then fewer animals were apt to escape confinement from downtown stables and barns.) The legislature 

Vaughan Shipman and promoted by Governor Cadwallader C. Washburn. Brick walks on both sides of the fence were installed, accommodated his suggestions by appropriating $40,000 for a fence on 5 March, then followed with a law creating a 

but the outer walk had not yet been laid when this photograph was taken. Board of Park Commissioners to see that the Capitol Park was “surveyed, aesthetically designed, laid out and platted, 

and hereafter . . . improved and beautified in accordance with some fixed plan.” It appropriated $500 for the board’s 

expenses and another $1,000 for a plan and a survey. Governor Washburn signed the park board legislation on 23 

March and subsequently appointed three commissioners, all from Madison, to six-year terms. In that same session, the 

legislature also adopted a law calling for removal of the old fence and hitching posts around the Square and providing 

a fine of five dollars for hitching horses to the new fence. 
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- o 5 Tees ae ae a LL ee a ~* 9 ae ee ae ee ee eee F ee ae ES i. Saat F ‘eli ae =a ee oe oct q CO ae eee | oe eS eee: Pe Sen a ae Ee Ee yp z oe ~ AS ee eg eee Be ete — CRT ee Roet oan 3 

a “Oy Ys Sees ai ee a keel CRN RG RC et Gk. BP Se RES Raed oan See ae ff tf ag ge abt [cc et —y heed ua ee ; Ses es ae 5 pn aa if Ce a SE fee | ley id ar ee ee Bs ee | Pl oda = 
bee = ‘ See ad Sn EY, Ab Se ee Fg odd a “ah FF . a ke < = ia P| ee Tea ae = ee 0G Naaek Se her A Oe Se Salting ey ft ot MR ds tat iat Cie  §ees “ | ote | ae ee ek oe . a8 ra | = Pets 2 bo. 5 : Age CN EE eee ta egg GT a aac Se OF a! eee fae icy | ae Te ? ee si : ry a a mae t 
pts oe Sa a! ON Yate oe te AS es he a: M ie | c o 2 3 -— . 4 a a al | ee Pape SE i ge .— oe as * es Pg. ET) Oe eg ae eee «is 2 ee a oe : - ae. «¢ |) ae ld ome Pees Re eT aS sili th ea ghee aed | oll, it - . 7 * & ge Po apr: be OBR NIE eS Sa SA ne aN gece. Ot tia he beat (io ae —_ oF ae a hone. Coe oa Lee ae : Ny RR eB I SR a a en ts ae z ae TO . i ae s — a ee > ee ‘ REE Sa SA SNES sigh a 2 Fd a a egrets eee aa = tC ifait - — _ ae ee ee 8 ~  e an ee a ct Apa a ae a gy Tate, Me Be ToePnee | re | i ae | 4 , s a — = 6=—66g he é oe Oe NS ae s Oo VAY A Rt asian) Sse sah Mee eatagEee Bi eS | a i, Pr . ee F , oi .F 

i aoe Pay oS aN oo PR aS ee ae ~ tae NES sm. Lie via 4 = ci ome os 3 ty ee. ate e PRS 7 hes @ ps cy ae eae € 2 , a Pa ue i <B| @ i| seem: pO IEE SEN a. ARS ay, oe SS es has , a a ot sae 3 Pelee ls 2  e fy nid [oe 6 ll 3 ie ee Oe a rad: are 4 AR : 2 Ct. 2. ae hl Pes oe | |) og i SR ae a ean i 5 ff Pop gece be ee . ae 6 a Y . ae 8 fli 
ie RE a ; ! ei 3 5. a SS ia el. mee, 
get RS s ee ea KS). 4 . 4 gg RS reek i ee a , Ae ie ‘ mi & SS a ah he 

oe LA -  eeree * boy oe ae Pete LAD q a oF af 2 Eee ee ae es : ko 1 =. *. aE ra 8 lS Ee ee Es Bee ee age > 2 ea po i ee ee 28” ere ee aN Fs oS ee ae a 6 Cd %. ck ola) ome : uaa e- E tii fn a - i eae} | 

| ” F “ es | os we 4 - FS ae. —_ ae Sil ae {| Hae § L ls e ‘ ’ oe a+ a aa a ee Ph Ww ae A ee 4 { Z eles = “ . Eo oe ee 8 bey 4 Pe bi Fe . . eet oS PE . — Yi _™ 2 ! Liege ia 4 s x P . 3 x Pee ee bl os 4 ae . % “ ‘ ore | — pe a : 8 oo ee ae <iie oh 

Hy ge = am *E a aie : ais eo ree ae en) Bd oe 
a ee wey = ee | Hee y eg ee bs — — nl. Loc oe 

com ae oe eee, |[) | | betwee pT an | ce te en La Lise we eee F iL: | ll ihe gestae een a! Hoe 
Be came ie eo SA  ———_——ey  e ' SL PE he lg ee ES A ee a) 5 os” ce y fit —— Sie elie A a ec ee - 2 1‘. es * mi oe aS . i aa ge mo ee se ~~? e Pa PR a ME | .* i ee ? eS 7 ere ee : a ee ee ee ee ei ee 

ee - as & BM pes : 2 2h naan tell aa cM > a ae | Sete ee a —— ae ~ ee ——— 
ee ESR ne a ee i woe S 7 A : : ee é es rare foamed eo i — en eae 5.18 Horace William Shaler Cleveland (attributed), plan of the Capitol Park, 1872 

=e ee ee ne cent ee ecawde, vaceeew ol ez ee Cleveland’ plan for the park included numerous serpentine walks, fountains at the four junctures of the capitol’s wings, a ge = ae i 1 | yp Pe bey PUR T4294 er eigiet : aie ee 5 mo oy. os ie ioe ei! pee aoe ee See RG odes se bandstand and other destinations for visitors. Cleveland endorsed the perimeter fence as conceived by Shipman and Governor = sf - ae, 4 —, Tre) a SEC oe oc lo aee = ARR =er Tee Washourn eed ; ¥ Wa see Peas t ttt GL i aka vis rt . : oe / las a ee 4 rite saad Bay a on ATT , : 
ee Soon et ella stent at be ie i 

— a ne poe nn Se ON ase ree wie al Pr 
> * 2 ae oS ee a 

WO Re ear ee ee 

5.17 Pedestrian entrance to the Park, Main, King and Pinckney Streets, circa 1875 

The enclosed park with a partially realized landscape plan by Horace William Shaler Cleveland had amore formal appearance 
than the earlier park. A double row of trees, or allée, provided a shaded walk around the park inside the fence. Pi P 
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ee ere nt Aes is ya eee O SE On 11 March, even before passage of the commission act, Washburn had advertised for architects to submit designs for 
wo 61\9| 257 |5 8 | | a7 MWe ’ 3 DESSaE! 2 

. 2 ° 5 a fence, specifying iron as the material with a stone coping to match the capitol and four carriage and twelve pedestrian y 9 2 a ANAL 5 : * ; - ' as se ae e ve ee z\2% fe gates, each of which would require a pair of stone posts. The fence was to be 760 feet square, a dimension that put it at 

& g Oo g the location of the existing hitching rail, with walks both inside and outside, thus eliminating the stableyard conditions 
—- HANCOCK g 2H Ko z e e 

Real Z a z = around the periphery of the Square. Architects had until 10 April to submit plans, and the winner would receive $200. 
‘262 |. WW W2 3 1G U4 S| 270 é P P 

frre s| NS = | S 2 Some time between 26 and 30 April, Washburn chose Stephen Vaughan Shipman, the architect of the dome, to design 

N #4 RPTLER gg 2S SUEEe ig the fence. Other of Shipman’s buildings existed around the Capitol Square, and his fence design thus was expected a z 8 Pp gn Pp 

z Rn = Ln 4, to harmonize with the capitol and neighboring buildings. Estimates of the cost of a stone coping proved too high, 

95 |S| 96 7 WWEBSTER Sw BSTER /0¢ z and instead the fence was constructed at ground level with iron posts every 30 feet. Granite foundation blocks were = 30 é 
s| 3 g ww} xe buried every 6 feet and pickets were inserted in them and secured with poured lead, thus strengthening the stretches of 

| Ww c PINCKNEY” 3 4 PINCKN pickets between the posts. Spear-shaped finials topped each picket. The eight large stone gateposts at East and West 

a 5 5 3 ; a y ‘ab 8 Se 5.19 Sanborn Per ie & Washington Avenues, Wisconsin Avenue, and what was then Monona Avenue received cast zinc statues of female fig- 

2 wi 2 alt LW) ie SC Bi i a haus me rae ures in classical garb, purchased from Gould Brothers and Dibblee of Chicago. Only four figures were selected, and 

VISCONSIN AV. ay LS > MONONA _ AV! | An 1898 insurance map each was used twice. Gaslights on iron standards were placed on the sixteen pedestrian gateposts. An eight-foot-wide, 

| eee Ble > Zz Sl a > indicates the extent to yellow-brick walk with a stone curb was constructed outside the new fence. Another yellow brick walk circled the 
Tero llonn: 2 lo] e2 (O} 431% uy 6a\tl es || 66 which Cleveland's design ee ee eae 

i ead ae id 1 19 iE i 4 Zz a 2 | Wor walls was executed park inside the fence. The decisions about the walks aroused controversy locally because of ite loss of pine Bpace: 

Sere ae CN 2 < SRAROLL S. °< “Gar ROLL | Only curvilinear carriage Flagstones were used as pavement at the entrances to the park, and both the flags and the brick harmonized with the 

Tah Wi ol 3 oO [%, i 1 DE 2 Nels turns were constructed, buff-colored Prairie du Chien stone of the capitol and gateposts. The fence project was completed in June 1873, and 
Beers a 63 | | 0% B Gal. wk rN W 70 | oe ihe a , the walks were completed a year later.”° 
Ope 04 N B ILD | of serpentine wai 1e ha 

fu SEeCE RRS eae: LEA ETO a Tageve eae pn | proposed. ; ee q : 
On 30 April 1872, the commission secured the services of one of the most famed landscape architects of the day, Horace P’ Pp y: 

William Shaler Cleveland of Chicago, to design the park. Cleveland’s credentials were impeccable and included, or 
ease eT) “208 a say sb oe 9 Pp 

PM CK A inden GEL co a ay 2 came to include, the Minneapolis park system, the Omaha park system, Washington Park in Chicago, Como Park in mea  e: i i polis p g e 
, Bere a ‘a Bet see. ce wo a g St. Paul, and the Brookside suburb in Indianapolis. Even though Cleveland had no part in the design of the fence and 

bail 2 ae eye Tyo a Ree nef adams gE sidewalks, he endorsed them. In an exchange of letters between Governor Washburn and Cleveland that was published 
aT * beh tke Me Si Deg ee Oe 2 8 P 

Lee ee BRE BS Re oe cs a So Seine > in both the Madison Democrat and the Wisconsin State Journal on 11 July, Cleveland quieted local opposition, saying 
eo! ad Cas cae es hee yb g PP! ry 

on I Se ee Ea ee 1 oS aly z the fence and sidewalks would eliminate “the incongruity of an ornamental park, surrounded by a stable yard occupying oe se MR tee es = g Mf y P. 
i ae eatin . & : ; : f 

os Pe a = 5.20 Postcard with “Walk a third of the width of the roadway.” And he declared that the lawns, plantings and embellishments of the park that he * prone i £ 1 8 
: “ j Den a8 in Walks” sign, Carroll intended to design would be seen best from such walk. 

* : 5 Ee Street, circa 1900 
’ s i 8 r The formality of the park 5 : ; : i s S “ 

p aS a: ‘ i eveland apparently submitted his plan between ril an uly. Besides incorporating the perimeter walks, i : iD 4 ; led to protective measures Cleveland apparently submitted his plan bet 30 April and 11 July. Besid ting th i Iks, it 

“ ; ery: oe A ee about its use. Casual called for serpentine walks within the park itself which were to lead to destinations such as a music stand (bandstand), Herat ciel aa P r 
ry Pee at we ae et. ee meandering on the grass a summer house, fountains, statuary and urns. (No cannon appears as a destination on Cleveland’s plan, although at 

ons cB SAE, ln 4 pee oo sei i iesccins ee i least one was likely to have been in the park in 1872.) Small fountains were to be tucked into the comers of the capitol 

& te ee fe a Po he ee Co a aD i at the junctions of the wings. Each of the quadrants received two features, with the bandstand to have been erected 
st : | Yn Os ae event, like Grand Army q 

je : eo iaiag 2 oe os te i of the Republic encamp- on the southeast lawn. To prevent destructive behavior against these features, Cleveland’s plan provided for impedi- 

i a ss Feet mmcon ne Cease §— MNS, opel k eam ments like trees and earth berms. Cleveland also recommended concrete and asphalt drives and walkways leading to 

a rere gan ye a gn dae Be ee the capitol and around it. Only one drive or approach, that at Monona Avenue, was to have had a carriage turn. The 

walks and drives vary from quadrant to quadrant on the plan, but the idea for each appears rather similar. The walks q pp 
for the west quadrant may have accommodated the slope, but no contour lines or topographical measurements overlay q y P' pograp 

the plan, so it is impossible to determine the extent to which Cleveland designed the park with the slope in mind. The Pp iP P Pp 

design seems to have been imposed on a rather flat plane, not one with a 25-foot drop. 

As for trees and plantings, Cleveland recommended removal of the “gaunt, unsightly specimens” of trees that detracted 
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from the “great many fine specimens” of oaks, hickory, hard maples and basswoods. He also suggested transplanting ae re BY Fs ~ : i re Caen Re 2 ae it. es eye z te ea oe LS: ee) Sh a? 

some of the overcrowded trees, especially maples, elms and box elders, to other locations where they could develop Sater igo i ke ba drags ee Baa ge Sate tee oP) ear Penmaes hci © 

fully. He believed this would provide “contrast of light and shade, and . . . occasional concealment or closing of views, Me, he. at ere ve Pe ec eto : io Ve ba He e 

by groups of trees left together in a mass.” The rest of the park was to be given over to green lawn except for the ey oe ad a sh ae a Ge : | Se 4 : a ne So ad 
foundation areas around the capitol. There he wanted “thick growing flowering shrubs of four to six feet high, such He ee ioe.. * Ed i ale oe es ae PS a os a 0%: ea athons Be oe s 
as Weigelia Rosea, Syringa, Tartarian Honeysuckle, Persian Lilac, etc.” 7! ee | a a Be een ren ee 

Cleveland’s ambitious vision for serpentine walks and attractive destinations was not realized for the most part, and Pes? et a ee bess a sire ci J -. : ee! 2 & soe : Bs a hae rat oe e 4 

some of his ideas were modified. By autumn of 1872, an asphalt walk around the capitol was completed, as were ba Rs | oe | ie ae Z : a ee Ee -_ = = e es aes wee mi 
radial walks and drives from the perimeter of the Square to the capitol. Judging from plans of the park drawn on an F eo ke EL 1 = wa uesestheeinir i ae ae een ae Ws ea le Fe 

; insurance map of 1898, each of the four broad avenue entrances at the centers of the sides of the park (not just one | he i a le roo OU Se 3 nea _« a 5 

at Monona Avenue) received a carriage turn that surrounded a serpentine-shaped grassy plot, and each of these plots ns be “ | i a & | i — A ot - | | Hi A i. a: 

was shaped somewhat differently. But no serpentine walks traversed the lawns in the four quadrants of the Square. ne ce es 1] iF — ao = 2 eo ieee 

In 1873, many trees were cut and sod was laid where they had stood. Other trees were trimmed and thinned. Despite _ ee ee ee oS oe ith age ee | \ esi: “9 o He 
local fears that the work might have gone too far, the park remained nicely shaded and the Wisconsin State Journal ae ei a Leo ca VEN SEN alm Pe ey ve Sa le ie oe: 

reported that, unlike the past, “one [now] can see the Capitol and look across the Park under the trees.” A few flow- = ses | iF Foe re ee Re {= i hea 
erbeds were planted, but foundation plantings were not. (Indeed, a fairly substantial embankment seems to have been aes a ; f es Gil ela aes = 4 a j G5 ies 4 

created around the foundation, as appears on the 1906 survey, although the date of its creation cannot be determined.) 1s : al Nee ————————— —— al . we = “cai ies 

The superintendent of public property initiated regular cutting of the grass and protected it from trampling by placing a is q | ocr ve ————— eo z= rn 

stones on the edges of the driveways and installing posts and chains along the walks. Cleveland’s ideal of a park with "4 rn \ =. ie N cant 6 face ees . . . ae a ar 

many walks was not met, and signs eventually discouraged walking on the lawn.” ee i ES — 

As for the proposed destinations, only a bandstand and one fountain were installed. The bandstand was erected near oe ——— 2 oe : —a = —— ee 

the Monona Avenue entrance on the West Main Street lawn in 1877, about where Cleveland recommended, and it en, - << >= ea a a i a eee 

seems to have accommodated regular concerts in the summer months. It was followed in 1878 by a large fountain on mn : eT 

the same lawn, but nearer the capitol. The fountain was a duplicate of a fountain exhibited by the manufacturer at the 5.21 Fountain and cannon, southeast corner of the capitol (detail), circa 1900 i Anos 

U.S. Centennial Exhibition in Philadelphia in 1876, was made of cast iron, had four tiers, and weighed about ten tons. ee ea aa lo le commen: pach in ong heap sek i sie srl 

A stone basin circled it. Making room for the fountain required grading and removal of a cesspool and some trees. 

Water spouted from an ornament at the top and cascaded from tier to tier to a basin below. In the summer, speckled 

trout and other fish swam in the basin and tempted Madison children to mischief. In the winter, a cover was placed 

over the basin. Just in front of the fountain, a Civil War cannon was affixed to a post, and several iron benches were 

placed nearby. In 1873, the Norwegian immigrant community proposed another feature for the park, but it did not 

come to fruition. That year, a group from Madison launched a campaign to raise $10,000 for a statue of Leif Eriksson, 

one of the early European explorers of the North American continent. Violinist Ole Bull from Norway, who was then 

a Madison resident, gave benefit concerts to raise the funds, but ultimately the efforts failed.” 

The Shipman-designed fence and the partial realization of Cleveland’s landscape plan effectively finished the gradual 

transformation of the Capitol Park from the rustic, wooded site it had been since the 1830s into a “romantic landscape 

park, planned in accordance with the fashion of the time to be aesthetic and healthful.” It was a suitable setting for the 

capitol and at the same time retained some of its old characteristics as a spot for Madisonians, who by the 1870s numbered 

more than 10,000, to engage in the types of activities for which they had always used the park—tecreation, community 

events and civic gatherings. But the transformation had added a trait not previously obvious: the park had become a 

beauty spot. It was no longer a grove to which Fourth of July celebrants would retreat for oratory and a picnic.” 
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of aa) = i vee ee itl , ee a WE Late 19th Century Development of the Park 
jl pas is Vi oe / a The park’s role as the principal government-owned recreational space in Madison changed considerably in the years 

Hl 4 | i’ a a” i : | 2 before the present Capitol was erected. Various public and private parks and spaces were developed before 1900, and 
il il i | | V / | i ' i from 1900 to 1910, the city acquired a remarkable park system that became known throughout the United States. By 

i i i Ah el Wir A ; z then, the Capitol Park had lost its status for casual recreation in the center of the city. Various public and private entities 

4 i / } f i * vr 1 i 3 had both deliberately and inadvertently provided other options for recreational areas beginning in the 1870s. During 

a al | ie (| | H | 1 } ‘| g that decade, the city created a park on the east side, Orton Park, which had been the community’s cemetery until Forest 

i Rie! - | le i ie Hill was platted in 1856, and it designated two other public parks as well—the block between Hancock and Franklin 

i / i] | ' | | ’ £ Streets on Lake Mendota and the street end of Monona Avenue. Residents also turned to other publicly owned loca- 

| Pe i | : ' z tions that were not formal parklands such as the University of Wisconsin campus, and they patronized private parks, 

| le Fi Ht 5 particularly on the shores of Lake Monona. The private parks became popular after the Civil War and persisted well 

ae — S into the twentieth century. After 1892, electric streetcars made some of these public and private spots even more ac- 

, : cessible. By 1895, Madison had attained a population of nearly 16,000 and the need for more municipal parks had 

‘ ™ become acute. It fell to a private organization, the Madison Park and Pleasure Drive Association, to mount a campaign 

ona all ee to create several parks that eventually would be overseen by the municipality. Tenney, Vilas and Brittingham Parks 

= Cd oS were created as part of this effort between 1900 and 1910; by then Madison had grown to 25,000 residents. Use of the 

F q ome? a C3 i 5.22 Jean Sag ae Coburn, Forward, east Capitol Park lawn for strolling and more active recreation was discouraged by signage and local convention. However, 

seas 4 oe St 2 3 eae Gi raised fundsia have Caburne the walks and steps were used for public events such as in July 1902 when Carrie Nation, the famed temperance ad- 

Perr ee — | statue produced in copper repoussé after a clay vocate, mounted the steps of the east wing and delivered an address. Civil War veterans, however, had a special status 

Le a : version had been exhibited at the 1893 World’s when it came to use of the lawn. The 1905 encampment of the Wisconsin branch of the Grand Army of the Republic 

tos oe . ce ea oe oes _ oe t took place in the park, and the veterans received carte blanche to use the grounds.” 

ieee : ated ona fas granite ee 
Several changes occurred in the park’s appearance between 1872, when the H. W. S. Cleveland plan was partially put 

es into effect and Shipman’s fence was erected, and 1906, when construction began on the current Capitol. The extension 

. ; , : of the capitol’s north and south wings in 1883 occasioned relocation of walks around the building, although the carriage 

ae i i, ue E drives appear to have been unaffected. In 1895, a statue, Forward, by Jean Pond Miner Coburn was placed on the East 

‘ lz Main Street lawn opposite the fountain and between the King Street and Monona Avenue approaches. Its position did not 

~ , | > , 3 correspond to Cleveland’s recommendations for placing fountains and statuary. Forward, named for the state’s motto, 

mm : s = was the first significant work of outdoor sculpture located in the Capitol Park. A clay version had been exhibited at the 

| : wee : World’s Columbian Exposition in Chicago in 1893, and the women of Wisconsin raised the funds necessary to have the 

} he e i aod oo a g work reproduced in copper repoussé for the Capitol Park and placed on a pedestal of rusticated granite.” 

r pee eer sewn ie eee oe a Advances in transportation technology and increases in Madison’s growth resulted in electric streetcars traversing the 
a a > , tm A eT ms center of the right-of-way on three sides of the Square; and an escalating numbers of stores, service businesses and 

- ‘ Eo " ; Re — Bi: a. ie ado offices put pressure on state government to relinquish its double walkway and fence. In May 1899, the fence and outer 

. ge ge : ae a & 5.23 The park and capitol walk were removed and stone curbing was laid, narrowing the park by eight feet on all sides and restoring it to its pre- 
a F Pt i : ee) - a ‘, ns ie — . vo ee 1872 dimensions. The twenty-four stone gateposts were retained. (Sections of the iron fence were sent to the School 

| die * bet f eae ete for the Deaf at Delavan and the Wisconsin Public School at Sparta. The Sparta fence was removed, rehabilitated and 
nes Co 2 ahd for a downtown street fair, an installed around the Executive Residence in Madison in 1970.) Special lighting on the capitol dome also drew people 

i ee event that was repeated the next to the park and to downtown Madison. In 1900, a thousand bulbs lit the dome during a four-day street fair from 15 to 

i “ few years. An illuminated wel- 19 October, and an estimated 75,000 visitors came downtown for the sight. The grounds retained gaslights until 1905 
ee . come sign invited visitors into p . A . ——— a ee the bare (The letreats of 1icht pen they were placed with electric arc lamps at the order of ey council that ace on a report a eae pas 

ee ee i eee "through the image were created gaslights “gave the city too much of an appearance of a country village.” At the same time, the council prohibited 

Se Soe § bya passing streetcar. erection of poles on the streets surrounding the park. 
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By the late 1800s four cannon, each supposedly a captured Confederate weapon, were positioned in the park, one near . i ee Pe z 

each of the carriage approaches. In 1907, their undercarriages and wheels were repaired by the Wisconsin Wagon es a ‘fc _ a aN 1 é 
Company, and they drew attention when they were returned to the park in a caravan on Main Street. In 1900, the U.S. \ a. r 2 - a - - 2 . i Le NN ale . : 

War Department “allotted” a Spanish-American War cannon to the city of Madison, and by 1907 it, too, was placed | : oe ee ee. PS A irs si 

in the park adjacent to the fountain, creating what local commentator Jud Stone facetiously called “a nice little village | i : i — 4 ) \i 7 = 
around the fountain.”” _ | = ee > 7 uD 

Cote oe (x! 
Only small-scale changes occurred in plantings and trees in the park during this period. In the late nineteenth century, a he ig ‘ g 4 FE me wl of ey 4 i 2 
the capitol’s gardeners created flowerbeds around the edges of the park in patterns referred to by landscape historians gv os ‘ if oe o~ < “ oe 4 A 
as “gardenesque” beds. These were ornate, complexly shaped beds, sometimes overlaid with symbolism. In 1899, i f\] a 4 rf 3 e af) . “ar — ag , i 2 

for example, the Wisconsin State Journal suggested a seven-pointed star as a flowerbed to honor the Seventh Army ff "wae o LEP VA — een 
Corps—a suggestion that may not have been heeded. By July 1901, there were fourteen geometric beds in the park, oes Pag ‘ < © 'Z ] : a ad Pe: 
some in the shape of stars, crosses and at least one planted to resemble a U. S. flag. The gardeners used mostly gerani- : a Vp F a r 4 > 1 : é ae 2 ‘ 
ums and foliage plants, not flowering plants, but they also used tulips seasonally. Tree maintenance continued in ways : os ie — , ed ee oS 

that prevented a return to the early rustic appearance of the park. Groundskeepers pruned trees and planted new ones 7 - a ee : 
when required. They also kept the lawn mowed, installed several more iron benches, and created an atmosphere for a rc 8 
strolling in dappled shade—but only on the walks. The park was also home to gray and fox squirrels, some of them : ee oo 

descendants of eight that were introduced in 1872. They attracted occasional newspaper attention, and groundskeepers 

erected special houses for them in trees around the park.” is Cannes, Jountatn ged a oe Mig, winter 1908-07 ; 
‘aptured during the Spanish-American War of 1898, the large cannon on the right was placed 

in the park by 1907. As construction of the new Capitol progressed, all the cannon were re- 
Capitol Park Extension Proposals, 1905-07 moved and eventually installed in Camp Randall Park at the University of Wisconsin. During 

By 1903, state government had outgrown the capitol, and the 1904 fire made the need for a new building even more construction, the fountain was taken to the Executive Residence, where it remained in place 
immediate. The debate over what kind of capitol to place in the Square centered particularly around the issue of the srl Wari UAE Nee NS SOA ESET, 

relatively small, 13-acre park versus the size of the building that it could accommodate with satisfactory aesthetic effect 

while still meeting the practical requirements of the government. The first capitol competition in 1904 (conceived before 

the fire destroyed substantial portions of the building) drew attention to the dilemma. The program for the competition 

did not require a site plan, a circumstance lamented by of the American Institute of Architects president, William S. 

Eames of St. Louis, who judged the competition. He drew attention to the off-center siting of the capitol: 

[T]he present building is askew with the entire city, a most confusing and unfortunate condition, 

inasmuch it destroys the dignity of the building and distorts the important surroundings in such a 

manner as to present a most painful effect. All... the competitors have realized this fact, and point 

out the importance of having the dome coincident with the center of the square and on the axis of 

the intersecting streets. Your Commission must not fail to insist that the proper axis for the new 

building be adopted. 

Eames also cautioned that “the execution of any of the designs submitted in competition will necessarily involve a 

complete change in the character of the block [Square] on account of the removal of the trees and the substitution of 

an entirely different treatment of the landscape.””” 

Between the first competition in 1904 and the second in 1906, consideration arose to extend the park southeast to Lake 

Monona. Making more of the Monona Avenue approach to the lake had been under consideration since 1893, when the 

Madison Improvement Association hired Olaf Bensen, a Chicago landscape architect who had designed Lincoln Park, 

to prepare a design for the avenue that went unimplemented. Then in 1904-05, the winning design by Cass Gilbert 
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annem TC E in the first competition drew attention to the small size of the park for a building that would meet the government’s 

-". 5 programmatic needs. At that time, Dr. Clarke Gapen, a Madison physician and lawyer, proposed extending the park 

‘ PARK, : along the avenue, keeping the size of the capitol in suitable proportion to the size of the original park, and erecting 

= supplemental government buildings on both sides of the blocks leading to the lake. James Huff Stout, an influential state 

foan = senator and lumber baron from Menomonie, advocated a similar plan in 1905. Stout headed the senate’s committee on 

34 5 the capitol and its grounds, and he quietly formed a group of allies to pursue the idea. On their behalf, Grant Thomas, 

SG &S i. a local real estate figure who was associated with the Madison Park and Pleasure Drive Association, began securing 

He options on properties in the six blocks involved. While this work proceeded covertly between 1905 and 1907, other 

CrReLe activities affecting the capitol and the park were more overt. Many citizens and visitors had for some time pointed to 

(ecco. sae squalid conditions in the streets around the capitol because they were largely dirt or gravel and were routinely fouled 

e haw , 5: are Than t by waste from horses. The legislature agreed, and in 1905 forced the City of Madison to pave the streets before it 

> PARK (i eo PARK would release the 1905 appropriation for the new building. The city complied and began laying asphalt pavement late 

: 1 ms { i that autumn. Then in February 1907 the story broke about the Stout and Thomas activities. It was reported that they 

: ' (C aed y , had acquired $1.6 million in options, and Stout and nine other wealthy men from around Wisconsin were said to have 

lx. es) SAY: D already pledged $100,000 each to carry out the scheme.” 

a o ; fermen a 
en ST ‘ oe “at ARiny 3) Newspapers, politicians and business interests promptly took sides about extending the park. The Milwaukee Journal 

. “ey advocated an extension not only to Lake Monona, but down Wisconsin Avenue to Lake Mendota and down State 

¥ qe Street to the university campus. If such plans were carried out, the Journal wrote, “future generations would bless 

ae : = | the memory of the men whose wisdom, liberal mindedness and far-sightedness had changed a beautiful dream into a 

; ‘ proud reality.” Madison attorney C. E. Buell said the plan “would give Madison the finest Capitol site in the United 

ie, FF Me States.” An anonymous Madisonian said he bet a friend “a new suit of clothes that Senator Stout’s gigantic plan will 

D ot = ¥ ‘ et meet with popular favor.” Others said the expanded park would keep the capitol from being overwhelmed by “sky- 

r ee ax . ¢ boty) scrapers” around the Square. But Daniel Kent Tenney, a real estate entrepreneur with $50,000 worth of property in 

: ty 4 - ba 5 the district, opposed the scheme because it would close streets and “cut the city of Madison in two.” Tenney thought 

Pd 2 | the Capitol Park was the largest state capitol site in the country. “The New York state capitol at Albany has no park 

K ees os 4) setting at all,” he said. “I believe our park . . . is abundant for the purpose.” By May, a bill a had been introduced 

a & : FT A a y bal in the senate for the Capitol Park extension, but it failed, and for a short while the issue disappeared from the press 

ie 5 = ; J é m while the legislature debated the capitol itself.*! Unlike the 1904 program for the first capitol competition, the second 

4 { 4 , A program issued in 1906 tackled some site issues but did not mention expansion, despite the fact that at least some of 

Ren @ : , the commission members must have been aware of the activities taking place behind the scenes. In its program, the 

we , : : nLGon S commission specified that the Capitol was to be designed for the existing scale of the park and called for a cruciform 

x ‘ Pte = os plan that would fit into a 420-foot-diameter circle. The commission also asked competitors to offer “possibilities of 

> P AR R K ‘ oa landscaping the park” and required that the plan of the principal story also show the park with “approaches, terraces 

{ % fs, > : thin : and other suggested accessories.” 

4 i. © Landscaping George B. Post & Sons' Capitol 
Ye . aca According to Daniel H. Burnham, the famed Chicago architect who judged the competition drawings in late June 1906, 

q' x = «ata ga - George B. Post & Sons of New York best fulfilled the elements of the program related to site. Post & Sons’ plan of 

ae ei : me ee 5.25 Clarke Gapen, plan for extending Capitol Park, 1907 the park included a “broad platform” or terrace for the Capitol, which drew Burnham’s admiration. He noted that the 

- = a7 @ | Between 1905 and 1907, Clarke Gapen, a physician and at- other competitors had designed terraces that simply followed the outline of the cruciform Capitol and did not create a 

cee x gj forney in Madison, Suggested developing (Monona avenue (0 broader platform like Post’s. Burnham said “the building will [sit] ... with much dignity” on it. “It is handled with a 
PS 2s Pp A K > ba cA ) the lake through the acquisition of almost six blocks directly Senseok di > 5 : ; i x * 

mies ch pe 38] southeast of the park, He envisioned this land be used for grace and is practically direct and fitting for its purpose and superior to any of the others.” Burnham believed 

MAA WALL parkland and supplementary state office buildings. the scale of Post & Sons’ scheme fit the relatively small site appropriately and did not crowd the building as the “gran- 
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diose” plans of the others did. Nevertheless, Burnham reacted negatively to one element of Post & Sons’ block plan, ae aa a ee ae ee ee i 
“namely; the winding foot paths on the eight large lawns. They are out of harmony with the formal architecture of Hae nn a 4 ae 

the building and its terraces, and are unnecessary, as can plainly be seen on the perspective drawing,” submitted at the [ ay & ee | = 

same time. With respect to “lawns, approaches, terrace and entrances,” Post & Sons “grasped the problem and found te ie. i Cae ee Ie 

a satisfactory solution, which cannot be said of the others.” In a second review of the plans, Lew F. Porter, secretary of ee ‘ Bn : Ag et ae : 

the Capitol Commission, wrote, “In the comparatively small park it is desirable that in order that as much as possible bee = ay. me x Wena | ia g 

of the site be left for landscape and park purposes, the building should be compact.” oe Ee eee a aS Rigen i ok IS 
OP ee fe: 

i i il EO Re ae |e 
Post & Sons’ 1906 proposal for landscaping was less formal in concept than its plan for approaches and walks. The et , b Stes Po fRS PN i i Ee 

winding paths were reminiscent of H. W. S. Cleveland’s unexecuted plans for serpentine walks and demonstrate the te | : y RAY Sink fy % ph as ; iy 5 

likelihood that Post and his staff may have been familiar with Cleveland’s earlier work for the park. For other park be Fi : Po LON SE ie se 2 : fe 

features, both the ground floor block plan and the perspective drawing prepared for the competition show the entire [ee | Ley Te OSI Pa ee eee sk 
ee OP ES a 

park surrounded by a stone coping, outside of which was a perimeter walk. The coping was broken symmetrically in age eae aoe ae gies ares Ere oma 28a e 

each of the eight blocks of the Square for two sets of flower urns and benches. At the corners were circular flowerbeds. Ee a ia a a ER aii 2 
i ae : : coe Be AOA CREAR a 

The walks from the comers to the wing ends were divided by a grass median. Shrubbery, trees, and other plantings [oS a a POSTERS 8 ADs Z Peg j e 
oe oS MANS RAMEE RE AL RRA as ee Se 

were sketched minimally in both the perspective drawing and the landscape plan.** Once the commission chose Post & 5.26 Post Competition Draw- at ee SS > SiO oe We Ce eee 
i : i ‘ : ing, Plan of Principal Storyand | & A SIR NEEDS AS eee ee 

Sons, the firm quickly began work. One of its first steps was to acquire a fresh and detailed topographical survey of the Park, 1906 Ore a GES eS CIES eer ere 2 

i wot ; : rahe ey re We SON PO Eas BS 
grounds to which it assigned the project drawing number of 518-0—the first drawing in a series of hundreds of drawings The ‘arosramn for the Capitol | Rye s te ae aS ED fs | a 

for the Capitol. After the survey, Post & Sons adapted the competition plans in general. The architects lengthened the competition required a plan ae c] is pe te Loan pee hy oe ae “ Poo a 
Pict aap gD a4 Lage Fe ee ec em ok a 

wings, and this step affected plans for both the terrace and the topography. The topographical reconfiguration called for showing “possibilities” for hee es bg Xe pes eee ON 
i 7 ‘ 5 landscaping and “approaches, 8 ee ee gee 28S. Gale a ee 

an approach with a grade of no more than 10 percent, meaning that considerable fill would be required for the west slope ferpucesiand olen suecesied 1 BRD 4 a ae ai See Nea oo a . 

of the park and the terrace for the West Wing. In August 1910, Post & Sons prepared a “General Plan of Grounds.” It accessories.” George B. Post& |i. a : be apa ve “ee 
: le au 3 , Teo i bot eae iis mers Ri ye 

went through six revisions that concluded on 27 September 1915, which is the only version that survives. Sons’ drawing illustrates wind- Lee : a CGMS, oe 
ing paths through the park with be SE ae Coen ete ee ee oe 

; : : ; . ; coping and benches around the Lo ee ie a Se oo 

Excavation and cutting of trees began in October 1906 to prepare for construction of the West Wing. Thereafter, until perimeter. ee eS See 

completion of the Capitol, changes to the park involved making way for the new building and planning for eventual 

landscaping. While the Capitol was being built, the parts of the park adjacent to construction were effectively closed ; s ‘ eae , aa 

to the public, although barricades do not seem to have been erected. Scores of trees were cut to make room for each of eee Se A ; ‘ , faa ie pe: 
im et a La ae ua — eee "2 ney « T Qantas > the wings as well as for considerable fill and changes in topography for the west, south and north quadrants. But parts <i — : at =e ae a a te ee OE 

of the park adjacent to the wings of the old capitol that were not immediately affected continued to be used as before, aaah a as an 37 ae TE ee si S ; ‘ i 2 4 as Sy Sm 2 ij fo -g i apparently receiving only routine maintenance until their turn came for construction. The usable sections of the park Beg i t 4 a a i | | | { H : s 

continued to attract the public, so much so that the legislature adopted a regulatory statute in 1907. The law specified a = «be : = geet: gee i | / | Ft | & 

$25 fine or ten days in jail for park vandalism, “reckless making of pathways hither and yon across the grass,” shooting | ea T - We b I b b | Bu \ ma = 2 
of ices and explosives, and ee Hoses ing, The issue of the public’s une across the lawn had been ES 5 a Ber ZS ys nf i =] iF . FI i fe 

the previous autumn by Jud Stone, in the Wisconsin State Journal, who wrote: “There is some excuse for people cutting ia Mt = ae a eS me, ea PAS Hb FEE? + SR é 

across the west portion of the capitol park to get to the post office and the city hall, now that the regular walks are cut moan tas ae smo 2 Pan 
ae ae? " 7 re & 

off by the excavation for the new west wing . . . but it is an utter shame that so many other paths are made.”°° ss oF ay aS =e, i . 
ag 4 6 Pe | oa : "A ji 2 : e 2. . : 

Newspapers continued to cover developments in the park. For example, the park’s squirrel population received press sonia : inihliediiiamamaeer eats Seen a m 
coverage, and throughout construction the state subsidized feeding them at a cost of $10 to $15 annually. Groundskeep- 

e 8 : B : : “ 2 P ae esd 
ers placed the food into feeders around the grounds, and squirrel houses still nestled in trees.” Additionally, entertain- 

ment continued to be a feature on the grounds, as when circus performers fascinated the public with a wire-sliding act See Come OTe uEaey cee Sere OL, Ce ol and ae (etait), foe wos ? 
< . ‘i eee e ok ‘ i The landscape treatment for the Capitol Park depicted in Post & Sons’ competition rendering included a stone coping, benches 

outside the old north wing while the new building was under construction behind it. Crowds continued to view parades and urns around the perimeter, statuary at the exedrae, low-growing shrubs and evergreens in the park. Essentially, trees are 

around the Square during the entire period of construction, and in some ways the Capitol Park retained its status as a absent. The balustraded terrace surrounding the building provides a unified base and a suitable transition from the park. 
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eee sean NSE ear gar RaTelEh ae SR LT tt ae 5.29 Post Drawing 518-3000a, Capitol Park: General Plan of Grounds, 1906 

: ‘ i ee } : . ee 5 aga In Post & Sons’ earliest site plan, contour lines again reveal the very steep slope to the west towards State Street in addition to 

evra tert main | staeer | ms the firm's general intent for placing the approaches and steps. 

5.28 Post Drawing 518-0, Survey (detail), 1906 

The first drawing in Post & Sons’ numbered series for the Capitol was a survey map of the grounds that indicates a fall of 25 feet 
1S 

or so from the west wing of the old capitol to State Street. It also suggests the off-center placement of the previous capitol. 

po ST ea es 
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place for leisure and entertainment, despite the constant changes in its appearance. The public seems to have been ex- 3 i . * — eee - : hapa ey, ee ‘ ome 

pected to avoid the hazards of the construction areas without the aid of barriers, since a 1908 photograph of East Wing = in aoe ae ns vs a = Bi ae ae e 

construction gives no evidence of a fence, merely of a temporary walk. State laws governed the safety of workers, but ed ale il or-ewnil an me ee, 7 z Tea 2 a oS , A 

no laws existed to guarantee the safety of curious members of the public. Even the planting of new trees beginning in mt Ro oe , - Ag, oe | “ ie ‘ ‘ oo : oll ae z 

1911 and 1912 did not discourage public use. Perhaps the most extensive use of the park during construction occurred rat iat 4. — a - oe canguatenTt lo “ paleo? 

in June 1914 when the state’s Grand Army of the Republic encampment took place on the grounds. The Capitol was 8 ? wih a tee 2a ' 0 r 4 eg be rn a: 

outlined in electric lights, and the flowerbeds were given patriotic designs. Outdoor concerts were scheduled on the = eel Oia j | ‘ ae Be aS a B 

lawn as part of the encampment.** oe . eh 3 Pe a — ae . ie 

oa s rata a 
The John Nolen Plan and Park Extension Proposals, 1907-13 o — as . : 

What to do about the Capitol Park remained unresolved until 1910 when the Capitol Commission engaged John Nolen, as —— me ~ en . Be 3 

a famed landscape architect then living in Cambridge, Massachusetts. By then Nolen was already a familiar figure in “ar ats Ler Pet i. -. a 

Madison. In 1908, he had accepted an offer from the Madison Park and Pleasure Drive Association and the City of 5.30 Aerial kite photograph of central Madison (detail), 1908 

Madison to “study park system issues.” Nolen articulated his conclusions before hundreds of citizens in April 1909, During construction, the public continued to use the park much as before. A temporary pedestrian walk built to skirt the East 

and resurrected the recommendation to extend the Capitol Park to Lake Monona, where it would connect with an es- Wing construction area appears in this May 1908 view. 

planade along the lakeshore. He said: “The Lake Monona approach to the capitol is certainly unexcelled and probably 

unequaled in any American commonwealth, and is as good in its relation to a state’s needs as the capitol at Washington ae Se me aa 

is to those of the national.” A Lake Monona esplanade, he said, “might equal the best that has been done in Europe.” aa hi, g ted a oe . is : 3 

A year later, in June 1910, the capitol commission’s executive committee approached Nolen about planning the Capitol ee a ic oak iY S ¥. ee Pa of 3 

Park, and on 20 June both Nolen and George Post attended the full commission meeting. It was agreed that Nolen : eee ae — ee af Bening i 

should prepare a preliminary park plan for $250 and expenses. A week later, George Post refuted his firm’s initial, A - 4 ie oh : ya wt : 

“picturesque” concept, writing to Nolen, “We are not in favor of any picturesque treatment of any irregular winding i ri i = , Tak St é 

paths which were shown on our competition drawings and criticized adversely by Mr. Burnham when rendering his 4 P We 2 ii me Pal om ud ae ee : zB 

expert opinion on the merits of the plan.” : oh me ect hia aaa, : = ie 

Nolen worked quickly. On 15 July he sent his schematic plan to Lew Porter. He noted that the principal distinction oe - é ill 227 ee ee a 8 

from Post & Sons’ competition landscape plan thus: Mi Bees fost) eee ae a * 3 
Re ce ce cae z 

[There is a] division of the Terraces and [a] ... reduction in this way of the elevation at the front of Pea Py : lf ae <= y: ie : ‘ F 

the Terrace, where such reduction is necessary, as along Carroll and Mifflin Streets, of from five to oe Me q i re ens “ e i le be - fi . @ a > 

ten feet. In other words, this plan is an attempt to differentiate the treatment of the Terrace levels so Vom > aa a 4 e Z oo 

as to conform with the natural levels of the ground and thus moderate the serious problem of steps, £ & " es ‘ gs we ; oa 

especially at the State Street approach. : = ma nm 
Pe. PP ~~ ~ — . . Fy 

His plan also altered the topography by reducing the grades for the approaches from West Washington Avenue to about 

5 percent and from Wisconsin Avenue to about 8 percent, which meant more pedestrian steps at those approaches. At the 

request of Porter and the commission, Nolen did not design sites for statuary “except at the four corners, where I recom- 

mend ... fountains or... statues. In my judgment, these are logical places for such treatment and would be well justified.” y : 

He proposed a grassy divider in the walks leading to the ends of the wings (as had Post & Sons), but he designed a larger, : 

formal approach to the Southeast Pavilion than to the others, making it the principal entrance to the Capitol from Monona 

Avenue, where it would have linked to an expanded park, should such a scheme have been realized.” 5.31 Cireus act, north wing, circa 1910 ‘ F Pgs 
A circus performer slides down a wire suspended from the roof of the previous capitol while the new building rises in the back- 

ground. Crowds continued to gather at the park during construction, using areas not affected by building. 

Nolen thought simple trees and shrubs would be best: “rows of well spaced elms at the eight approaches and along 

the streets, some selected hardy shrubs or hedge plant . . . for the bounding of sidewalks; perhaps Bay trees in tubs 
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y x za lee Ble! = | = a Au eee a IP = E along the four approaches at ie corners and on Hite Terraces, and some mixed planting of hardy shrubs ao the base 

io = aS RAS) Onn — ir! pe the pence: thus connecting them naturally with the ground.” However, Nolen also prepared a preliminary plant 

bear L - Atos J Aca a — 5 list that included both native trees (hackberry, pin oak, red oak, American linden and American elm) and nonnative 

| Eo ee Ee hae ut Bet td -  #f “exotic” trees (Tartarian maple, Norway maple, red horse chestnut, Bechtel’s crab, flowering crab, mountain ash, and 

| La ed eS ee oh oo ag ae fe tree lilacs). His list of shrubs also included both native and nonnative species; one of the latter, buckthorn, has in more 
tl Cs SZ oe HIER ae al SIE fs a 4 ae & recent years has become a difficult to control a pest in the state.*! 

if A Ee oe a ‘“ a. Mee oe = On 26 July 1910 George Post’s son and partner, James Otis Post, and Nolen appeared before the commission to present 

Ld fa pe havent their initial proposals for the architectural design of the terraces, approaches and a coping along with the landscape 
Cw _ NEW oe si : oe ne : | plan. The commission accepted the architectural design except for the sections of coping that would have ringed the 

fo # 4 ae park, but did not adopt a landscape plan. Between then and August 1911, Nolen outspokenly advocated a wholesale 

EEE EE plan for transforming Madison into a “model city” with the capitol building and its park as a centerpiece. In a widely 

5.32 John Nolen, “Lake Monona Approach, New Wisconsin State Capitol at Madison” (detail), 1911 quoted and reprinted article, he wrote in February 1911: 

In 1910, the Capitol Commission engaged well-known landscape architect John Nolen to 

Gd iene cs nee ycegelermaes ea Madison, Wisconsin, is an illustration of a city that might easily become a worthy expression of the 

a park-like setting for future governmental buildings. pride and glory ofa great state. Its main function is to serve as a state capital. For that purpose it was 

selected, for that first settled, for that it should be planned and replanned as new needs and changing 

a ___F, conditions and rising standards require. This applies first of all to the state house itself, but it applies 

Ge pera talc i i : FE ee ees ns ace Ay Z ] it with equal force to those other features of the city that can only be appropriately developed through 

yee uy Tee : ; ‘ the power and cooperation of the state. 

es ee tle 
| | (a, ae toe = i N = s, oe ee O oe | i ila That August, the commission again took up the question of landscaping the Capitol Park and instructed the executive 

. | 2 ss) Paes : ie BN ae = 3 | | x i g committee “to secure the services of a professional land scape [sic] architect in assisting the Architects . . . in preparing 

| é : & ss SS Who ee A Men pl : | | : le a land-scape plan of the Park and a planting diagram.” Nolen was tendered the offer and he accepted it, including the 

‘ : F “Re eee ‘ A vA i AV = a | i H provision that he would work under the direction of Post & Sons. Between the acceptance of the plan for terraces and 

i a 3 Yj ie) &) X. S STi! ' ; iz approaches and Nolen’s selection as landscape architect, crews working for James S. Grady of Madison, the contrac- 
| e f “4 cs . Ls x B | | : i: tor for grading the park and the site of the power plant, began filling the void between the West Wing and the concrete 

el q zat ‘| le a “ | Es wall of the west terrace that had been erected in 1908. So much fill was needed that Lew Porter sought dirt from the 

; t PIS Se Marge) i } A ig excavations for new basements in Madison as well as from the excavations elsewhere on the grounds. Porter hoped the 

i : Ee 15% CARY re == i? : grading and filling would be finished by the autumn of 1911, but the work did not conclude until the fall of 1912.7 

7) BR & jhe ; es Des 
a ON “*% oe BA. TG Collaboration between Nolen and Post & Sons began immediately. Post & Sons told Nolen that it envisioned a park 

| ; & Nemiir BS) \ Y Wi 7 | | s : “fringed with trees” and that “there should be trees in the eight spaces formed by the intersection of the approaches,” 

ae 7 ka. oy 5 fa ee ee 5 og J Oe: E : ne : planted to create vistas on all eight approaches. The firm noted that few existing trees were “specimen trees worthy of 

| 5 & a Lop aN —9) CF ee BK Py [ h preservation, but we realize that the sentiment in Madison is strong to preserve as many of the trees as possible.” Porter, 
ei dh ELS ao & ge : oN Ro ak too, made some suggestions, mostly about walkways. He thought the outer perimeter walk could be built at the curbline, 

| le Gy: Bae TESS & ee $2o) F000 40) 2 ; with no intermediate grassy terrace or trees, or that it could be eliminated altogether in favor of a walk around the base of 

ete See & i the building’s terrace. Nolen’s plan, however, did not employ Porter’s ideas. It had a terrace and trees at the curbline and 

[oi : an ac fines E H no walk at the base of the terrace. Nolen’s plan did, however, propose shortcut walks diagonally across each quadrant of 

| ee = Ex Se te eee a vt i | FERS rere | ne 2 the park connecting the broad avenues in the centers of each side of the Square. The broad, formal approach at Monona 

eee ———oew —— Avenue did not appear in this proposal. Post & Sons reacted negatively to the shortcut walks, saying “they would save 

5.33 John Nolen, plan for Capitol Park, 1911 : little or nothing in distance and certainly would mar seriously the effect of the lawn,” but the firm seems to have approved 

harps aia, vee ake Cae rae 2 ee ss cay of the terrace and trees at the curbline—a feature ratified by the executive committee on 25 September 1911.” 

commission rejected these features. 
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Trees and Shrubs in the Nolen Plan s 

With Post & Sons’ approval of the plan in general, Nolen began to establish specifics for trees and plants for the park. p 

Nolen had two surveys of trees to consult, one made in 1910 and the other in August 1911. The latter survey identified SS : 

“all decayed, misshaped, and undesirable trees” and was conducted by Porter with a member of the executive commit- 1 <4 passe, : : or z 

tee and a representative of the governor’s office. Nolen’s plan (submitted in late summer or early autumn) identified a lid. 2. ~ a8 

total of 414 trees, a figure that included those to be retained, those to be removed, and those to be planted. All of the [ea we YS wer NE oe | i le 

proposed new trees were to be planted along the approaches or between the curb and the perimeter walkway. Nolen ce ee Ls a3 Pe. 3 i 

wanted red oaks on the outside of the park, planted in a rhythm that matched the coping, which was still under consid- i eed 3 ei \ eG lo i P y9%, aie 

eration although never built. He also desired a single tree species along each of the eight approaches to the building eee : Lng ge Ss _ 

and he suggested sugar maple, red horsechestnut, pin oak, American elm or American linden. The plan also preserved be oH Se cee | e 3 le 

suitable existing trees, even along the perimeter of the park, despite their obvious contrast with the recommended red ee Se ye a 4 |g 

oak border trees. He made this recommendation with public opinion in mind. Nolen suggested moving one large, es ie al: * AG - 5 oe oye ani: 
; i ook ee Fk ee le pas 

existing elm at Monona Avenue, and Porter arranged this effort, although the ball of earth required was 20’ in diameter a ad Me I ee Oa “i ia 

and the hole needed was 6’ deep. In October, Nolen revised his suggestions about the perimeter trees and suggested a ie a ale | ta ye a 

symmetrically planted row of red oaks inside the coping around the entire Square with the surviving trees remaining 5.34 John Nolen, “Planting Design for Wisconsin State wy i. 

b he sidewalk and the curbline. For plantings, hi ted lining the outer edge of the t ith fl ee etween the sidewalk and the curbline. For plantings, he suggested lining the outer edge of the terrace with flower- This warereoloc metanre earn I Yee eaieie cna details 

ing shrubs and perennials arranged in beds. He recommended evergreen shrubs at the corners of the building and in trees, shrubs and other plantings. It shows a modest number 

back of the granite seats along the approaches. Plants like bay trees and hydrangeas were to be placed in tubs along of large specimen trees on the park lawn but delineates the 

the balustrade of the terrace and the pedestrian walks. In all, the design fulfilled Nolen’s initial goal of simplicity in Perimeter walk wil double maa) paola isd eae da 
i proach with double rows of other trees. 

arrangement and in choices of species.“ 

Most of the plan met with the commission’s approval in November, although hesitancy occurred about the border of red (ee? 

oaks around the perimeter. Nolen eventually persuaded the commission to plant red oaks, setting in motion an unsuc- Sb io Z, a 2 J — ie i 3 

cessful five-year attempt to transplant suitable trees. For both shrubs and trees, the commission contracted in late 1911 es | foe | a : 3 

with Ellwanger & Barry of Rochester, New York, who had been highly recommended. In late fall and early winter, | . ol ioL ie 

the commission had the existing perimeter trees cut, making way for oaks to be planted in the spring. Tree cutting led a oe reer He 

to “considerable criticism and a lot of explaining,” Porter told Nolen. The commission also decided to eliminate the on : . : | a pM 
aN , : S| a. 

granite coping around the perimeter of the park, occasioning a repositioning of the trees. Nolen’s subsequent revision ( x \\. ie | ; sel per ye 

called for a double row of trees with a walkway between them, the outer row being 6 feet inside the curb, and the in- / i J oe j oe le. & 

ner row 12 feet from the outer edge of the walk. The trees were to be spaced 19 feet apart at first; then, after they had ae LL. S me - f oe Q | atbel 3 

grown for about ten years, every other tree was to be removed, resulting eventually in a double row of seven trees per papers FN file P . [|i 

block, spaced 30 feet on center. : : yy © Uh iE ' : (tN es E Pa? 

Pe _— eo . oN = = 
Post & Sons was displeased by the decision to eliminate the coping—‘“a decided blunder”—and by the double row ieee OPN Nee 

of trees—“a mistake”—because the trees eventually “would shut out all possible view of the Capitol except its base be ee oe 

and possibly the top of the Dome from all points not almost exactly in line with the approaches.” But Post & Sons © emer cese lg tees — : a A 
EL Sue Sc 8 Oe oe Se oe Bee 

> . Shi a + . one os reluctantly concluded that Nolen’s plan was adequate given the commission’s decision about the coping, which saved 5.35 John Nolen, “Revised Plan for Typical Quarter Sec- | Se oe eect: — ea 

about $400,000. The Wisconsin State Horticultural Society also expressed skepticism about removal of trees and at first tion,” 1912 || | eg rey aaraseemmmne || 
about the red oaks, but eventually supported Nolen’s choice of trees, as did Ransom Asa Moore, head of the University The revised plan indicates increased spacing for trees along || ea a | 

of Wisconsin’s horticulture department. the perimeter and the elimination of some trees at the avenue || {== atime 
‘ approaches. Bubbling water fountains adjacent to the wings TF oo — | 

were not included in either 1912 design. fos ee ee 
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Ces. % 2 Implementation of the Nolen Plan 

i gs ay “ a Planting was delayed slightly in the spring because of cold weather, a delay that enabled James Grady, the contrac- 

és oa iP Ss S tor, to finish grading the park, work that had begun in late 1911 but was curtailed during the winter months. The job 

+" oe. a vs : entailed cutting many trees from the park in October 1911 and February and March 1912 and removing the squirrel 

: p | L : 2 houses, which were not replaced. Many Madisonians protested the tree removal and wrote directly to the governor 

4 : | i” g and the commission. Shipment of the stock from Rochester to Madison took eleven days by rail, and the plants looked 

$ distressed upon arrival on 5 May 1912. Many roots had dried. Further, Ellwanger & Barry had erred in filling the order. 

; ‘ a = Shrubs did not meet requirements, the chestnuts and pin oaks were not the specified size and many perennials “were 

f i aa An es Ree att as ee Zan be xe é nearly all ruined.” Nevertheless, crews planted the stock by 8 May. They also seeded the lawns in the two southern 

ge ae Bye et aes : i ee se PEER EP iat Sy eles & ey Ne f quadrants, leaving the northern quadrants until completion of the west terrace, the North Wing and related pavilions. 

wo eo hay a : bag : oe ee o on ie ue ey & 3 ¥ 4 ao % es is a i t ‘ ve gk a 5 No tubs for annual plantings were acquired, and that part of Nolen’s plan never was implemented.“ 

ea teat oye re eee CAG SREB oe Maas 
Be A a HH oe eo ce Nz a a uk .! eae shh a St at: me ii ot) oe +” 4 aA In connection with the work on the south lawn, the cast iron fountain was removed in March 1912 and reinstalled on 
né@ a ay aera : ¥ eet sic. rs F ¥ Fe : Pate A il oa ages o% a 8 7 the lawn of the governor’s mansion at 130 East Gilman Street. It was sold for scrap in 1943 as part of the salvage effort 

eal Y 2 Ee ay pA 5: me Ia | | Pag Say eo) , fe ai during World War II. It is likely that at least two of the five cannon in the park also were removed in 1912, taken to 
enna AE Sy diame a re a. i A re z ot ba ~ vr i Camp Randall and installed behind the new Civil War memorial arch that was dedicated in June 1912. A letter reporting 

Saree eee eee oo " , ee 5 od “a a on the dedication stated that two “war-time cannon—as harmless dogs of war as if they were muzzled” stood west of 
fe oa an See coe : er rs = me " fs gic é * encampment tents erected for the occasion. And finally the stone gateposts that stood at the entrances to the park were 

soci eS ; ‘ < ee : : = removed in December 1912; they were given to the Board of Control for installation at state institutions like Mendota 

é : : * . Sear ae re - = : State Hospital, although some eventually found their way into private hands.*” 

5.36. Flag pageant crawl, North Caroll Sireci, 1912 The newly planted trees did poorly. Many red oaks ed after they put forth some leaves; most of the pin oaks and 

In the spring of 1912, the unfinished park attracted a large crowd that sat and stood in the street to view a flag pageant on the chestnuts never leafed at all. By autumn, two horticulturists from the university examined the 216 red oaks and declared 

lawn. Before long, new sidewalks were laid and trees were planted in the area in front of the crowd. that a hundred were dead or “worthless.” Fifteen of the sixteen pin oaks were dead; nine of sixteen chestnuts had died 

as had eight of sixteen sugar maples. The eight American lindens survived. After considerable correspondence and 

pressure exerted by Porter and the commission, Ellwanger & Barry agreed to replace the dead trees at half price. The 

replacements were delayed and arrived in bad condition on 7 May 1913. That same month, an inspection revealed 

that only about 30 of the original 216 trees showed any signs of life. Porter wrote to Ellwanger & Barry: “I fear that 

we made a serious mistake in undertaking to have nursery stock sent from so great a distance.”** In conjunction with 

the major landscaping effort, the commission contracted with George Nelson of Madison for new concrete drives and 

walks. Nelson had installed the concrete of the West Wing terrace, beginning his work on the Capitol in 1908, and 

he had kept a small shed on the grounds near the North Wing that he used as an office and for tool storage. In May 

1912, Lew Porter asked him to move it to the East Washington Avenue approach directly in front of the old gateposts 

to make way for shrubbery. In August that year, Nelson was awarded the contract for the new walks and drives, and 

was instructed to inconvenience the Capitol’s occupants and the public “as little as possible.” The east quadrant terrace 

and the approach walks were still being poured in October.” 

Throughout the design process and early stages of plantings, John Nolen’s plans for the Capitol Park retained indica- 

tions that a possible extension of this area along Monona Avenue to Lake Monona was still under consideration. His 

plans called for parklike plantings on the Main Street edge of the drawings, not trees. Early in 1913, an assembly bill 

reached the legislature that would have issued bonds to acquire the six blocks between the Capitol and Lake Monona. 

The proposal would have facilitated the implementation of Nolen’s 1908 plan, which incorporated ideas presented in 

the slightly earlier scheme advanced by James Huff Stout and Clarke Gapen. The Capitol Commission strongly pro- 

moted passage of the 1913 assembly bill. In a letter to legislators, the commission acknowledged that the land might 
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not be used immediately as a park, but “when used it will furnish the necessary setting for the new Capitol to make it “ ; : z 

the finest in this country if not the world.”*° oe a 

ee g 
: ; : : ; ‘ 5.37 (right) The park from the Northwest ae ems MRE 8 Cas 2 

While efforts remained in place to extend the park, the unsatisfactory experiences with a distant nursery led Porter and Pavilion, circa 1917 CD ee ire ae g 

the commission to seek trees and shrubs from a Chicago supplier, Swain Nelson & Sons Co., which had nurseries in Young trees appear on the freshly graded , Ses oe ee 3 

northern Illinois not far from the state border. In April 1913, Porter ordered eight elm trees from the company, replac- slope oe, Mifflin maar Y at ai . eo 3 
7 A A ss outer side of the perimeter walk. Several at- : ater Nees oe: g 
ing trees that had died after having been moved to the State Street approach. More of Ellwanger & Barry’s red oaks tempts had been made to transplant red oaks : ee. g 

also died; by the spring of 1914, only 84 of the 216 oaks and none of the 25 Ellwanger & Barry chestnuts survived. at the outer edge of the park, but each failed: mite ee ee & 

The results “sincerely disappointed” John Nolen, who expressed a willingness to give up on the red oaks and substitute in 1916, Norway maples were planted in this . ek Vo ee é 
A 4 Pe a er Re re ae, 

either American elms or lindens. Porter, however, persisted and ordered some small red oaks from Swain Nelson for aren. “A circular flowerbed was created be- | fit LS Ie re Bo OR g i . : tween the West Wing and the pavilion, similar hot ee Be Py = elsewhere on the grounds. In April 1914, Porter turned to Orrin H. Ingram, an Eau Claire lumberman and member to the location of seven other beds planted = a ee wicreeuetiedl AN ons ek 5 

of the commission, for help with replacement of the perimeter red oaks. Ingram let Porter take trees from his cottage around the building. a ae toa it bie, < an es 

property on Long Lake in Washburn County. Porter had them transported to Madison by train and planted in the park. x wae erates i? 3 
Additionally, he had some extra trees planted on University of Wisconsin property in case they were needed in the ee _ arkjrom Norte Carroll Bt Be sae ue me ae ta i 

future. Unfortunately a drought imperiled all these trees as well.*! Rone pai and some newly planted trees 8‘ : leet Al Pe ae +E hres ey 

mark the Carroll Street lawn where less grad- Ca ide 1 con bs 4 

In 1915, Porter continued his quest for oaks and asked Nolen about substituting black or scarlet oaks. Nolen’s office ing occurred. The row of Norway maples net i "7 
fi 4 ieesbut d Get anit alana lat ‘Suidisctiminately.” tine that th ities choala't between the curb and sidewalk has been — — MOP “> Yeon 

‘avored scarlet, but warned against mixing red and scarlet “indiscriminately,” suggesting that the varieties should be plantedsand hoterk GucPncte lemncds ae es 4 ("roe 

alternated or that one type should be used at corners and the other in between corners. Porter thereupon arranged a have been installed. A sign asked the public 3 1 ae f te | 

contract with A. L. Cornman of Madison for 56 red or scarlet oak trees at $50 each. They were to measure 6 inches to stay off the grass. —_—" a 

in diameter and 25 feet tall, “symmetrical, well formed, and . . . uniform in size and shape.” In the early spring, 

Cornman removed trees from woods belonging to nearby landowners, but did not fill holes or repair fences as he had a 2 eee re 2 

promised, arousing the landowners’ ire. Porter told Cornman, “I do not regard the way you are using these people as — a re a 3 

right,” and he threatened to turn over the problem to the attorney general “unless you take immediate steps to keep ' \ ee 3 

your promises.” Unfortunately, about two-thirds of these trees had died by October. Porter then advertised in The oe _...... — o i 

National Nurseryman for red oaks. — i oe oo: 

The red oak saga concluded in 1916 with a decision to replace the oaks with Norway maples. Alfred C. Clas, who ——— a oe =< —— EB 

was appointed to the commission in 1914, wrote to Porter in March that “the planting of oak trees around the Capitol 8 ee | ees 4 n — Po hl —  : 

Square, as a side walk tree . . . [is] an absolute failure, especially so if they are not nursery grown .. . I would highly i £ . | Nee — oe soe eos 3 

recommend the Norway maple. While it is a slow growing tree, it is hearty and formal in aspect.” Responsibility for Peace 7 |. Nee | fy : fe a Y é 

a decision then rested with the Executive Committee, and by April, Porter had received authority to order Norway Say ae 8 | Hil HE 2 A | Lo ae a 3 

maples, as well as the other shrubs and plants to finish the grounds, from Swain Nelson. The stock arrived on 8 May 2 A] a Ba a Oo : ak g 

and was planted by 12 May, including a row of Norway maples between the sidewalk and the street around the perim- |e Pe tie ae: ie ee 8 
ae Pd Ce Da coca i ele 4's 

eter of the Square. Nearly all the trees survived the winter of 1916-17 and many have survived to the present. As for ie ee ] ; ee Sree tase ease % bh 

the red oaks, some appear to have survived, and one large specimen along West Mifflin Street near State Street was a aN Poy 1A Lay en a ee ee rsa : b ey 
co a. CP Soa Bo il ‘Pack Maen eee WE OW REZ 

removed on 11 June 2003.% Wee & q iy ue aN Ay en ys 4 ! He Ne a: Ms a ey om 
= Ra Fae a ear aeeeng ol Ge aw, Fi 
Sef \_ LNA | (ee aris [ee The placement and arrangement of the trees, shrubs and perennials complemented the American Beaux-Arts design “= in| = \8 iM Wh Ay ya Pay Pett a Pe 

3 Sed E ‘ Ba taal i= meee omer — aw ) of the Capitol. Despite disagreement between Post & Sons and John Nolen about aspects of the design, the resulting a \ | F ! y | sais pai ra. LE Ay j a = sl od 

landscaping became part of an integrated composition that included the Capitol, its exterior sculpture and the axial rg aaa! : eo ale a =—— 

relationships of the whole to the city. No single element detracted from the composition, and the classical proclivities % : 2 

of Post & Sons were, in the end, brought into harmony with the naturalistic tendencies of John Nolen. Three distinct TTI 

zones resulted: the open terrace around the Capitol, the expansive shaded lawns and a tree-lined promenade around | if Pots 
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the Square. The reconfiguration of topography on the west, south and north sides of the Capitol provided for relatively lawns of the new Capitol became truly public only on occasions such as conventions and ceremonies when the rules 
gently sloped lawns, dotted with mostly young trees. The lawn served as a stage for the terrace and the Capitol. At the were relaxed. On an everyday basis, the public was taught to accept that the lawns and foundation plantings were for 
base of the terrace, below the balustrade, Nolen arranged for a mixture of shrubs and plants, most of them low-growing looking but not touching. But the terrace, approaches, walks, copings and benches on the approaches and the perimeter 
and not in symmetrical beds but in arrangements that complemented the overall concept of the site. Nolen’s choices existed for everyone to enjoy freely, and they were heavily used.* 
were familiar in Wisconsin: deutzias, lilacs, privet and barberry. He eschewed banks of colorful annuals and used them 

only at the corners of the park, allowing the landscaping to assume its assigned role in the overall composition. Other Elements 
Post & Sons designed granite copings, flat benches, semicircular benches (exedrae) and pedestals for bronze urns along 

The extent of the transformation of the park between 1912 and 1917 is made clear in photographs taken in the years each of the eight approaches. In May 1913, Porter instructed the granite contractor, the Woodbury Granite Co. of 
immediately following completion of the Capitol and the landscaping of its park. The west quadrant, bounded by North Hardwick, Vermont, to begin constructing the facing of the terrace walls, the terrace balustrades, the copings and steps 
Carroll and West Mifflin Streets, had noticeably smaller and younger trees, an indication of the number of mature trees along the approaches, straight and circular seats and granite bases for proposed statuary, streetlights and eight drinking 
removed for the terrace and the reconfigured slopes. The small, sapling-sized Norway maples along the perimeter gave fountains that flanked the ends of the four wings. The work began in the summer of 1913 and reached completion 
visual evidence of the effort to achieve an appropriate planting to separate the park from the Square. Those parts of around July of 1916. Similarly, concrete walks in the approaches were installed beginning in 1910 and concluding in 
the south and north quadrants close to the west quadrant also lost some trees in the regrading of the park, but mature 1916. Throughout this process, state employees besieged Porter with suggestions about the walks, causing Porter to 
trees dominated the remaining areas of the south and north quadrants as well as the east quadrant. The formality of complain that “the employees of the State purpose to dictate to the Capitol Commission.” In 1913, for example, John 
the setting, together with “keep off the grass” signs, reinforced the tradition that the lawns were off-limits in the Nolen S. Donald, the secretary of state, “requested that the walks about the Capitol be painted green.” In addition to cop- 
park, although the perimeter walks, approaches and terraces around the building encouraged pedestrian activity. The ings that begin at the terrace and terminate at the perimeter walk, each approach has two semi-circular exedrae with 
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5.39 Post Drawing 518-3012, Terrace Balustrade Plans and Elevations, 1910 5.40 Post Drawing 518-3011, Coping and Approaches Plans and Elevations, 1910 
The terrace and its balustrade provided a pedestal-like platform for the Capitol. Post & Sons made detail drawings for the ter- Post and Sons specified that the walks and drives approaching the Capitol be lined by copings, exedrae and benches. The draw- 
race and balustrades at the time the East and West Wings were being completed. ings indicated both structural and design features. 
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backs, scrolled arms and bracketed bases. They are positioned midway between the perimeter walk and the terrace. & y re iE 
In front of each of the sixteen exedrae is a bronze flower urn on a granite pedestal. The uns were designed by Post & = ey z x —- sen - wn: 

Sons, cast in bronze by Hecla Iron Works of Brooklyn, New York, in the spring of 1916 for the sum of $4,332, and put cp € SEO. i : oof : 8 ops < > ee we 3S 
into use in 1917. Besides the exedra benches and urns, the pedestrian approaches each have four recessed flat granite in Cinta E + | _ ee : = ie - E 
benches on bracketed bases, two on either side of the approach. At the time the Capitol Park was nearly completed “a z ~ Fi, ~ co oe oe 4 
in 1916, iron benches appeared prominently on the inside of the sidewalk around the perimeter. They were removed i a x 2. ve ee 
in the winter months and put into place every spring in late April or early May.°” i Wilt a _ a . ce . o $ 

In 1913, Post & Sons designed a scheme for a perimeter lighting plan that conformed to the placement of trees on mnt i rn 8 
Nolen’s plan. The architect also called for lighting on all eight approaches, an idea the commission rejected, opting i er cha ig 7 | i ~~ —s — - ae ae 

instead to install lights only along the four pedestrian walks. The commission desired light poles for the approaches | fee ak | | SU ae oe a i 
similar in design to those placed along the perimeter walk with the lights placed behind the seats of the exedrae, not ll Jae wen | aos ——— — oe 3 
in front of them. The lights, which were manufactured by Hecla Iron, had single globes and stood atop tall standards i = i ~< ee 2 
that were placed on granite bases; the bases of the lamps had small doors for maintenance purposes. Eight lights <a — on er Sg 
were installed along each length of the perimeter walk for a total of thirty-two; each curved bench or exedra on the Lochearsanee Cie) a a el 
pedestrian approaches to the wing ends received one light, for a total of eight; no lights, however, were placed be- 5.41 Post Drawing 518-1654, Schedule & Electric ee : > “ ere & ees : 

hind the exedrae on the approaches to the pavilions. Additionally, sixteen large seven-globed bronze standards with Fixtures (detail), 1914 ae Cg gC ry : i € 4: . ae 
lion-paw feet were placed on the balustrade of the terrace, two each at the four wing ends and pavilions. The lights Post & Sons designed special lighting fixtures for Capitol : one Ky r ? ee} So 
were controlled by a panel in the utility tunnel and power reached them through buried conduits, not overhead wires. : se p ce pores a to acing gual F ge 4 cae. ge 
Installation of wiring occurred in late 1914 and the lights were installed in the spring of 1915. They were turned Fane tiie ye ee as ee oe ~ fs i, oe ’ bis G: 
on for the first time on 19 June. (Lighting of the exterior of the dome was accomplished with floodlights mounted a oF ae a é os aa ie D, i 
behind the pediments of each wing.)* SE EF y —_ eee ne Pea ee iM F 

Post & Sons submitted preliminary drawings for the eight bronze drinking fountains located at the ends of the wings 4 ae omer! “tah z i 2-4 ar a wt cee bai A adel 
in November 1912 but final full-sized drawings were not completed until May 1914. The fountains were fabricated in LS ad gee Se ae " EN AE at te ec CC one 
New York City by Jno. Williams, Inc. Williams shipped them to Wisconsin in February 1915 with installation that year fet ak se orotate "2 Bate # 8 §. 
or later as construction permitted. The fountains were placed between the terrace walks and the building, requiring a se ees ae os oe : | | Ea >», ee a es oe 
concrete pad that extended from the sidewalk into the lawn. The fountains are triangular and sit on granite bases, with fe ae re beeoy i _ Lo ete . L a oe baer 3 So . oo 
an overall height of 31 inches. Three panels form the sides and have figures in “very flat relief,” as described on the fe v bess oe Le al oe % é ee eT ~S a ee ae ee a 
architect’s drawing. They appear to represent a satyr, a nymph and a woman signifying grace, all of them associated as a ee f i ee eee ‘ f _ e oe a ee 7 oe a 
with activities conducted in parks. At the top of each side is the head of a fish with an open mouth. A bronze bowl for Bat ig it ie aad pe ea ee a 
the Beno giechanieny (later replaced by a modern apparatus) caps the fountain. During winter months, each was | . ry Ss a f ts Ay Zl : _ a Es Ch Soe waleg d fontacta tthe pare, 1024 

outfitted with a protective cone over the bowl.” os a re H ; oN ii a, oF “ee 0 The fountains attracted heavy seasonal use. The projecting element 
ef an ol 44 = = fe “e—- A he . * at the top and center of the base is the head of a fish, originally 

As construction progressed, Forward had to be moved from its position on the south lawn to a number of temporary x + BESTE nea. py conceived as a drain but never used as such. 
locations. By 1912, it was on the east lawn adjacent to the old north wing. When construction began on the North q + ee ve 
Wing in 1914, the statue was moved again. On 12 May 1916, the Executive Committee of the Capitol Commission & ae a aes nets | . 
decided to place Forward in the center of the north approach at the first flight of steps from Hamilton Street and to Satan oS , ae 
supply it with a new pedestal of white granite of approximately the same size as the old pedestal that had been made é Sak Beale Deine OT 
of gray granite. In 1917, Forward was affixed to the new pedestal as the only freestanding piece of sculpture then 5.42 Post Drawing 518-3018, Bronze Bubble 
in the park. While considering the question of Forward, the commission also dealt with a proposal to purchase a Fountain (detail), 1914 
fountain by Wisconsin sculptor Helen Farnsworth Mears, who had died in 1916. The commission rejected the idea, Two triangular bubbling water fountains were placed 
explaining that John Nolen’s design did not include such features and that appropriations were not sufficient for such ee . hee igri onl elec 
a project. themes appropriate to a park setting.



; ne os ponte ie eg a From 1912 until the early 1920s, the State Street corner of the park was home to a 4-foot-square, 8- to 10-foot-tall 

Le a ae ue ys bf) wooden U.S. Weather Bureau kiosk of a standardized design that was used in cities around the country. The kiosks 

if Be a eee, wa : oe BA were intended to inform the public about daily weather conditions, educate them about weather generally and promote 
es, : ‘ Ae (Ss ‘ae Zz VJ 7 Jp Pe i the Weather Bureau. The Commercial Club of Madison was behind the acquisition of the kiosk and in 1911 appealed 

‘ ae eee ee ie A PE: . 3 to U.S. Senator Robert M. La Follette, Sr. for support. That May, the Weather Bureau complied and instructed Eric R. 

GS “4 Se *s Lesae sy uae » pie? a es ; g Miller, the bureau’s local forecaster with offices in North Hall on the university campus, to handle arrangements. Miller 

ceo ue ex. Coe bs ue Sel Gi eee e. approached the Capitol Commission to place it in the park, the commission approved the idea conditionally and sought 
ES 2 yg Mi Sie oe CE = i> tae is a i my Fy & the approval of the architect, who disliked the design. Instead, Post & Sons suggested a stone kiosk “in accord with the 
ks Se) A ii Ps my : = st Ups = ae " en: rest of the work” and provided a drawing that shows the kiosk on the King Street corner where John Nolen had specified 

ens a Mihy ee): Bice ee go oe , . s a circular flowerbed. The Weather Bureau declined to redesign the kiosk and build it in stone, and suggested painting a 
an a bee nt fe a ul 3 ve ~ ARE Bay ; y 5 standard wooden kiosk to harmonize with the Capitol and erecting it on a granite base, for which it agreed to pay. The 

: | ge Ps = ‘ ge : ae : Pees Fee as oe i= commission approved this proposal on 23 August 1911 and decided the kiosk should be placed at the State Street corner; 

eH! Tae se aE A P| | 3 i ete Rs go rie & further it authorized that electrical conduit be installed for night lighting. It was in place by June 1912 and featured a 

Pe as a hae \ y ee ee 2 gg Lt a Te Free a recording thermometer, a barometer, a rain gauge and a hygrometer. Labels explained the instruments and readings.*! 
a Peas = i — ella re | —a eeN ee. , SP ee 

Be yO etree i 4 fer In 1913, concern with protecting the view of the Capitol and its visual dominance within the city came to the fore. It 

——— © Q | Steer ee was proposed that the heights of buildings around the Square be limited to not obstruct the Capitol. The question was 
eee Bp. eee is prompted by Leonard Gay’s 1911 proposal for Madison’s first “skyscraper” at 16 North Carroll Street on the Capitol 

me s = ' 4 Square. In reaction to the nine-story building, a height-limitation bill was introduced in the assembly in 1913. The —— pa j : Capitol Commission supported such a measure but urged substituting a bill that would have limited “all the buildings 

Se ao in the city of Madison” to 90 feet. Neither bill succeeded, and the attorney general ruled adversely on the question, 

stating that the state could not regulate the aesthetics of construction, only related matters of health and safety. The 

cs Gay Building was completed in 1915 before the issue was resolved. As had been recommended by the Capitol 

i = c a Commission, in 1921 the legislature passed a law limiting buildings around the Square to 90 feet in height. The Piper 

ete. = oo a me family was contemplating construction of the Belmont Hotel (now the YWCA) at 101 East Mifflin Street, and took 

5.44 Forward, north approach, circa 1920 the law to court. In 1923, the Wisconsin Supreme Court upheld the statute and grandfathered in both the Piper hotel 

Jean Pond Miner Coburn'’s Forward was moved to the north approach in 1917 and provided a new granite pedestal in keeping project and the Lorraine Hotel at 123 West Washington Avenue, which was then under development.® 
with the Capitol’s design. It was the only freestanding sculptural work in the park until 1926. 

Capitol Park, 1917-88 
Modifications, 1917-59 

A prominent addition to the park occurred in 1926 with the unveiling on 17 October of an eight-foot tall bronze figural 

statue of Hans Christian Heg (1829-63) at the King Street approach. Heg was a hero among both Norwegians and 

Norwegian-Americans for his gallantry during the Civil War as a colonel with the Fifteenth Wisconsin Regiment, a 

solidly Scandinavian unit. Heg lost his life in the Battle of Chickamauga in September 1863, and the statue honors 

him as an individual and as an embodiment of Norwegian-Americans’ general contributions to the development of the 

United States. The Norwegian Society of America began the movement for the statue in 1920 and hoped to have it 

erected in 1925, the centennial marking the onset of significant emigration from Norway to the United States. Raising 

the necessary $25,000 took longer than expected, and the work was not completed until 1926. Funds were contributed 

around the country, especially in the Midwest states with large numbers of Norwegian immigrants, such as Wisconsin, 

Minnesota, Iowa, North and South Dakota and Nebraska. In Madison, the local committee raised $5,000. The 

sculptor, Paul Fjelde (1892-1987) of New York, was of Norwegian descent and had been born in Minneapolis. Fjelde 

trained in New York and Paris and studied with Lorado Taft in Chicago. Other of his works appear in the Indiana State 

Capitol and in Bryant Park in New York City. ® 
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5.45 U.S. Weather Bureau Kiosk, west approach, circa 1915 é Ce va, oll : td " a i me mS 

As the result of a request by the Madison Commercial Club in 1911, the park received a prefabricated U.S. Weather Bureau kiosk i ci ae Poa - oat. “in “*\8an. o 
in June 1912. It informed the public about temperature, barometric pressure and precipitation; it was removed in the early 1920s. 3 An Tit ace es, oo nd ~ —— 4 uP 

0 ae te ae ee a 4 hice tl 

5.46 Park and surroundings under development, circa 1915 

The Gay Building (now the Churchill Building) on North Carroll Street at the lower left was completed in 1915 and prompted 

a state law adopted in 1921 that limits the height of buildings around the Square to 90 feet, thus protecting views of the Capitol 
from a distance. At this time, the exedrae of the west approach were under construction, and blocks of granite for the coping 

were laid in the West Mifflin Street median. 
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: : 2 In 1939, the legislature approved a private organization’s effort to erect a statue of Jean Nicolet, the first recorded 
/ i, 3 European to visit Wisconsin; he traveled to the Green Bay area in 1634 in the company of Huron Indians. The Jean 

‘ g Nicolet Memorial Commission tried to raise $10,000 for the statue, a portion of which was collected in pennies from 
. 5 >: ; / ’ i Wisconsin school children. Sidney Bedore (1883-1955), a Wisconsin-born sculptor with a studio in Lake Geneva, had 

: a oa S ce i completed a clay model by August 1941, but the commission lacked the funds to move forward. The entry of the U.S. 
a / _ ‘ ae i - S a into World War II in December 1941 curtailed many such projects, and the statue was not completed despite support 

: : oe Ships 26 . : ¢ from the governor, the Catholic archbishop of Milwaukee and the president of the University of Wisconsin. 

' . ee : : _ og 1 : . oo : Go vam ee é Until 1917, Lew Porter had seen to it that the Capitol’s groundskeepers continued to implement and maintain Nolen’s 
. 4 — 4 « som Nein 5 is é ; : ae ie design recommendations and extend respect to the terrace and the granite elements of the park. He was concerned 
Sor . ee : : . Z> sf shee es 5 about proper treatment of plantings and made certain waste was not burned near new evergreens; he also supervised 
ra co 4 ve | - Bets Bae 2 snow removal so that metal shovels would not damage the copings and balustrades. With Porter’s death in 1918, 
ie ‘ er jess . . eS. tix We aah aie S adherence to the plantings recommended in Nolen’s plan began to wane. In 1921, at the instigation of the Gold Star 
«ae Sith oo ee i - aren , Mothers organization, a star-shaped flowerbed planted with gold-colored annuals was created on the sloping lawn 

me ate a 1 a adjacent to the Wisconsin Avenue approach. The bed was dedicated in 1922 as a memorial to mothers’ sons who had 
ee : e | : / ae : : ol oer “ : died in World War I. On Armistice Day in 1921, the Dane County Star Service Legion added a spruce tree near the 

was a ag a al so af ms Pa fe % gold star. The tree was transplanted from the grounds of General Pershing’s headquarters in France. In 1931, a hickory 
5 ee 7 Bs Be oie an E = Fg tae tree was planted in memory of Senator Robert M. La Follette, Sr., who had died in 1925, and that same year several of 

‘ = marae : , ae yi ‘ , the park’s existing buckeye trees were dedicated to the honor of “national leaders not native to Wisconsin.”® 

* , 5 Te eee es “S Re aly ee. eg By 1920, the increasing use of automobiles prompted Moritz F. Blumenfeld, the superintendent of public property and 
Sti oi io ee : meore heen re the person in charge of the Capitol and its park, to establish new parking regulations for the perimeter and approaches. 

Piss 2 Re " é si ae 4 : | j = 4 : ed hee ae is A “Autoists” were informed that “no vehicles of any kind will be permitted to be parked within any of the circles leading 
“ pts ug ‘ ee bg 6 ay 3 y ; ; oo to porticos, nor will any machine or vehicle of any kind be permitted to park within a limit of 15 feet of any crossing of 

PP a i, eek 4 ee x ks ee ry wn the Capitol Park or any hydrant or water plug.” Pedestrian use of the sidewalks, approaches and terraces continued to be 
: _ vP Rg ~ ea : YY £ pe eee heavy. Crowds stood or sat on them to watch the annual array of parades—circus parades, Memorial Day parades and 

3 ¥ es > vel : Pal = 4 + 2 hi en 3 ey the like. In 1920, a state senator used the West Wing steps to address an audience of 1,300. That same year, Frederick J. 
ot i ao en ae . ‘ | ze Vi : . ; 2 “ iF ; Kehl, operator of a well-known dance studio, received permission to hold a “dance carnival” on the lawn on the Fourth 

i ev ag D pert il velar wt ‘ + of July, and in the 1920s university students staged tableaux and performances on the terrace. Such events varied from 
fe i eee w= ae iE a, te - pm ok | the earlier, more spontaneous uses of the park, but still kept the paved surfaces routinely available to the public. Events 
a bed ak ee a i | a ciel sae ee typically were planned to minimize damage to the grounds and plantings. Blumenfeld rejected a series of ten free band 

e Ps a 2 gee “a — #8 } i | or ai i. - concerts in 1920 because they “would destroy all the care that has been put into [the park] . . . and for which the money 
ag a g:t —— po nn = A ois Satay of the state is expended. Occasional use of the lawn is all right, but we can’t let it be overdone.” 

y , eg, i a? ta Be) p lena UP ¥ ‘ZF ‘ 3 ve wy 4 a 4 This mixed use of the park prevailed until the post-World War II era. Following the war, the State Street corner 
ce aes ‘ i y a7} NY rie ve Ri an % y-3 F at z ¢, was used for annual holiday displays and trees, and on 29 May 1948 crowds swarmed the Capitol Square for a huge 

na ee yh Px esate (i ry a Y ; G = 2 ot eee Wisconsin centennial parade. But in general, people did stay off the grass despite ever-growing numbers of shoppers 
6 ai We ie Meads ae As P eye é YY ae + als ; » en a : downtown. By the 1950s, the trees in the park had matured so much so they began to form a dense canopy that ea 4 ae ~ TERM, ge , a by é Y¢ . od ke Pr . 425 : discouraged the growth of grass, shrubs and perennials, and also masked the view of the Capitol from the streets. 

aiteg aes : Sot Ue ic a pa a a on ar Bots aA + Gardeners planted annual beds of tulips and cannas at the corners of the Square and trimmed the hedges behind the Fs OO OE Fe SA x Pe ee Tok aa Te benches, but the foundation and balustrade plantings became overgrown, even draping over the pavilions’ grand stairs. 
5.47 Paul Fjelde, Hans Christian Heg, circa 1940 In 1959, a front-page Wisconsin State Journal story commented negatively on the park’s appearance. It blamed the 
: eis Hi ips a weather for poor spring flowers, explaining that early cold in November had “wrought havoc” with the roses that 
manded the Fifteenth Wisconsin Regiment. The statue was dedicated in 1926. had previously flourished along the Monona Avenue approach. The article cited other problems, including the lilacs 
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5.49 Wisconsin centennial parade, 1948 

Wisconsin s centennial parade on 29 May 1948 drew thousands to the Square. The throng confined itself mostly to paved areas, 
honoring what had become a tradition of not walking on the Capitol lawns. 

a Og eee 
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3 ——_—| ee ; Elta 3 z next to the building that, it said, were “old and scraggly.” As for the lawn, “it is virtually impossible to grow grass 

CLEA) ae 7 : EY oy cooler r 2 on some sections of the Capitol park because heavily-leafed trees prevent the sun from shining on the lawn.” That 

= z = é a | wee | ' | i ae Be = e same year, the legislature instituted parallel parking, eliminating angle parking on the Capitol side of the of the 
aS oe a) \ : | | t 7 tir Hs Pie i Square’s perimeter, thus bringing the state’s parking stalls into compliance with the parking regulations of the City 

§ ee a i \ | | y i i + ae e 5 a Be ms : : , . = of Madison—a point of contention since 1955. Sidewalks, too, received attention in the 1950s. Six thousand dollars 

aan eae 7 F | ba ie | aa iff Six ioe oS a A were appropriated in the executive budget of 1957-59 to cover the cost of sidewalk replacement during that biennium; 

oes —— a ae ee ss oe ee ee the work was evidently carried out.” 

| r hk i S Sar fae An Era of Change, 1960-88 
= : ‘ _ Me - & a3 eae t | es Sea # ae National and local movements led to significant changes in the appearance and use of the Capitol Park between 1960 

: ag ce De cas ae : : ee ys r J gee and 1988, the year that restoration of the Capitol began. Nationally, by the late 1950s an era of social revolution was 

ei ——_ Pie o— r a i — : = = Ox : By underway that affected civil rights, attitudes toward social mores and the right to use public space. The presence of a 
al — . =a 4 | = ee q 2 : Bk major university in Madison contributed to the accelerated change in attitude in the city compared to other metropolitan 

Pr. Ln . J ie esd ye ‘Soe ay Ba seo areas of similar size around the country. Social change, the growth of the city to well over 100,000 residents, increasing 

ce il i ae , ' e & “ ae i : = = 48 traffic and the development of the surrounding countryside led to a transformation of downtown Madison that was 

/ : = ¢ y 4 j Po a ea : b: SS «Se : reflected inevitably in the park. Along with the social and population changes, professional specialization arose that 

i - i é — i | " rm bse. ae a dealt with urban planning, traffic engineering, landscape architecture, urban forestry and historic preservation. In turn, 

| ba oe . , acum Rae these professions altered their standards or developed new ones to accommodate the new social sensibility. By the 

a e148 ae 2 fo c hy — a “ early 1960s, Capitol officials eased regulations surrounding the use of the park and began to permit local celebrations 

- * ‘ - i _ oS ; : : a : ‘. such as Dairy Day, where cows and tents were permitted on the grass, and the Art Fair on the Square, an event at which 

ame eS - : 8 exhibitors set up tables and tents on the lawn, walks and approaches. Madison civic and commercial organizations 

Bn & ae . promoted such events, which brought visitors and shoppers downtown, provided income for arts and promotional 

td 7 organizations, and improved cooperation between the city, its business community and Capitol officials. 

5.50 Traffic and parking on the Square, Mifflin Street, 1950 

By the 1950s, traffic created congested conditions on the Capitol Square, and parking became an issue requiring resolution be- More intensive use naturally escalated pressures on the park. Simultaneously, budgets for the park remained at 

ee a Se nee See laniarig Jor the outer side 0} the sects surroundiis dhe deferred-maintenance levels, as they did for the Capitol itself, a situation the Wisconsin Legislative Council began 

to address after its creation in 1957. The council’s Building Maintenance Committee promoted the pointing of the 

exterior stonework, including terraces and approaches, work that was accomplished between 1957 and 1964. In 

1962 the committee sought lighting for the park, its perimeter and balustrades, plus “accent lighting on the dome 

and colonnades.” These plans were realized in 1964 and resulted in replacement of the original iron light poles with 

modern fixtures. Replacements for the ornamental balustrade fixtures were tried, but were deemed unacceptable. The 

replacements prompted a critical letter to the editor (“Save Those Beautiful State Capitol Lights”) in the Wisconsin 

State Journal. Also in 1962, the committee endorsed recommendations by the State Building Commission for the 

1963-65 biennium to spend $12,000 for bronze handrails at the State Street approach, $10,000 for replacing 10,000 

square feet of sidewalk, and $7,000 for shrubbery, planting and new sod. Accordingly, handrails were installed on 

stairs of the State Street approach in 1967, and likely on the North Hamilton Street approach at the same time. In 1965, 

the granite in the terraces and approaches was cleaned with a hydrofluoric acid solution (4 percent acid, 14 percent 

detergent and 82 percent water) under 1,200 pounds of nozzle pressure, after which the stone was flushed with water. 

This process damaged some stones, mortar and surrounding grass and shrubs. The damage was repaired in late 1965 

and early 1966 and the plantings were replaced. In 1966, an underground lawn sprinkler system was installed, and it 

was replaced in 1985 at a cost of $70,350. These projects reflected the ongoing concerns and fiduciary responsibilities 

of the executive and legislative branches of government relative to care of the Capitol and the Executive Residence. 

In 1967, these concerns manifested themselves in the creation of the State Capitol and Executive Residence Board 

(SCERB), whose responsibilities included oversight of modifications proposed for the Capitol Park.* 
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Effects of Protests, Dutch Elm Disease and Policy Change aes oe at Te ee Ci Pe EO: 
SCERB was created at a time when pressures on the park were growing in several ways. Challenges included the eS ar 532 nd TN ier eS ee Ney eS Pai a a eke 
social and political protests of the late 1960s and the early 1970s, especially the anti-Vietnam War protests; the onset i eee ae g EF 1 ee EN YL] se a Fd = i ae Bi 

of Dutch elm disease in 1971, and a deliberate internal action in 1979 on the part of SCERB and the Department Aa ee ‘3 ta EL a oles ke eB id eae ty > 
of Administration (DOA) to open the park to broader public use. The large social protests that took place between ge eas os a i a enn a Tal as yi ae } Di a = 

1969 and 1974 frequently damaged the lawns, trees and plantings. Participants took a toll on grass that was already : x - cS Se ie ann fo A om o Ps aa 3 ve i 

struggling because of shade, and they both intentionally and unintentionally destroyed concrete and granite elements ee le 5 SS "iii | omer (fm : 2 ae 
in the park. Notable marches and protests included one in May 1969 over welfare cutbacks, which involved a sit- Ee ae ea ie: | lll te MM cn SC 
in on the lawn; a week of protest concerning welfare in late September and early October 1969; a 15,000-person ba isa te / ee Seen ry oe : ET antiwar march on the Capitol on 16 October 1969; a five-day antiwar protest in April 1970, which involved 6,000 eae 3 a PR ee i | ES 
demonstrators and the use of tear gas; the events that followed the Kent State University deaths in May 1970; more A | : ie ed wei i SR od 
antiwar events in February 1971 and May 1972, the latter involving 7,000 persons; and protests against President im ae | a bisa Sy a s < a ti nT eg 
Richard Nixon’s administration’s energy policies in 1973 and 1974. At the same time, scheduled and well-controlled ‘ - : = Z mer = ee ‘| i —_ — = a Be a e ee 

events took place that also put pressures on the park. These included the annual summer art fairs beginning in the early ts eae _ “ i <a . og . i CT . co ‘ > - i aa ~ 

1960s (40,000 patrons by 1974), an upbeat “Up with People” concert in August 1969, regular drum and bugle corps E < os 7 a ne a =< i .. me , Neils. ay 
parades and Memorial Day parades throughout the period, a YWCA “Blossom Day” plant sale in May 1971, the Dane oo ee re — — " — 
County Farmers’ Market every Saturday from June through October beginning in 1972 (attracting a total of 100,000 5.51 Lamp replacement, West 5.52 Handrails on the State Street approach, 1986 

stopper forthe season by 197) and netine concer byte Mabon Symphony Ores inthe summer 174, ee ed ee ee as ee ee 
Vendors at the Farmers’ Market set up their booths in the sparse grass in the medians between the walk and the curb. part of the exterior light- ilton Street approach, probably at the same time. 

ing scheme designed by Post 

By the middle 1970s, vendor and buyer activity had nearly destroyed the grass and compacted the soil around the & Sons were replaced with : ea 
Norway maples, which threatened the trees’ health. When it rained, the medians turned muddy. Reseeding grass and modern alum tnuns lerures, The - Pye 5 ae g 

posts were painted black in the é ae eS 
installing sod both failed to solve the problem, and the City of Madison’s planning process for a pedestrian mall and late 1970s. _ Ps ee a 
concourse delayed a decision until 1979.® Additionally, elms constituted approximately 60 percent of the mature x ; 3 ae x ae Prt 4 2 
shade trees in the park, and Dutch elm disease destroyed nearly all of them between 1971 and the early 1980s. The : Pi oes ; _ an 3 i 
1979 policy change made by SCERB and DOA not to maintain the “originally designed format” for the perimeter led ) . Roc [ | CECE iy ne = og ate z 
DOA to accommodate and even anticipate public demands to use the park. DOA met the challenge with redesigns and . a ae t t = ree ¥. 

new management techniques, finding ways to create attractive lawns and plantings while still permitting broad public % i. : ts f sok A abe a Py i = Fy WL fi “ 

use.”” DOA further expanded public use of the park by authorizing Concerts on the Square beginning in 1983. In a eee 4 ‘ |e Pe . bs at zs it, 
connection with the concerts and other events, DOA sought to protect the lawns by prohibiting plastic groundcovers a % Pa @2 : —. Baris. * ai ei yi Sa a 

and coordinating cleanup with municipal agencies. State and municipal cooperation in park maintenance constituted , rd oF ie Bee Py ae — at Ss At . ¢ 

another contrast to the immediate past. The new uses reflected a return to the park’s earliest history as a municipal cg crc ess dat vs baat Me ides Al ye beets 4 ne A pnering round” i eR a a 5 | 
La Ce ieae eae Bh Pew OED Pan nd Pee ke apitol Concourse and Park Development, 1970s and 1980s er tre SC ee ae aa elt Poh i falc 

In 1973 the City of Madison unveiled plans for a “Capitol Concourse” around the Square and a mall the length of State j ae id ¢* : a Fits 0 al (pet od cae i oat ee 
Street to improve downtown shopping and traffic. The concept was inspired by Nicollet Mall recently completed in os ee a ‘ g as ih i Co ie 

central Minneapolis. In 1974, the city commissioned a design from M. Paul Friedberg and Associates of New York Sas: ie ae oe : wn 4 
City, whose recommendations included revising the perimeter of the park in the area between the sidewalk and the eat nied _— [Cee — — a 

curb. Without consulting SCERB or DOA, the city proposed a change in street levels around the Square, affecting the ——— ra niet a ok oe = 
park. SCERB responded by requesting a more fully developed proposal created “in cooperation with” DOA; SCERB aPer eae Sera Tn alert te 
also established a Capitol Park subcommittee. The redesign, released later in 1974, called for paving the park’s 5.53 Welfare demonstration, Wisconsin Avenue, 1969 

. s P 4 ? oy ae So ee : S : : A period of protest in the late 1960s and early 1970s put unprecedented pressures on the ans and installing historical exhibits and markers, building seating “at regular intervals” and installing new park's lawns and plantings as demonstrators used the Capitol Park to advocate a variety of 
cast iron lamp posts. The consultants said the promenade and lamp posts would harken back to the designs of Post & causes. In 1969, protestors assembled on behalf of welfare rights.



oy ee. ae A ao a aa . Par 2 Sons. In response, SCERB noted that “we have had virtually no input into the design and cost estimating process,” 
ae Me ofl 3 bar g Pp’ Pp’ 

Ee se ey A ig 3 8 and they did not endorse the revision. State officials thereupon formally sought participation in the design process, but 

] EA esos 7 : oo ¢ : ¢ . 

a eB 2 , 4 Se. bd 2 the request came too late, since the city had approved the concourse plan on 24 June 1974 and planned construction 
a » : itn. g : Pe z : ; ‘ : 

; ’ y & Yin ng yn Peas for the period 1974-77. The city then asked the state for 4.5 feet of the park’s perimeter. SCERB did not accept the 
Es q - rl ? ie iz rN “ 4. E Pi Pp 

Pre Ong rh: s | 3 oe Mig ay ae proposal based in part on a study by UW-Madison horticulture professor Edward R. Hasselkus, who demonstrated 

_— 5 x, ’ 5 md . arian? We 4 soul a” the city’s plan would destroy the root systems of the Norway maples that lined the park. The speaker of the assembly 
if ° : Eas con 7 Oe aed H i won Ue ee . aie s . + z 

1 : fe ; :. & ie a << ote 2 conveyed SCERB’s decision to the City of Madison, and the city responded that it hoped the state would cooperate by 
Go Ba Sx POP acgcgui ial Ue en, co es : ee 

: iy = peppers 5 4 E {fl ~ instituting a Capitol Park landscape plan that would harmonize with the concourse.” 

2 ee” ce Ps: 2 Ss 

ee : y * i 4 , . 7 ' > In 1978, SCERB hired the Madison firm of Edwin A. Sanborn and Associates, Inc., to devise a plan for improvements 

| ea Mma i te i “— of the perimeter walk. The resulting document noted that the Norway maples had suffered from soil compaction, 

ee as a > ar Pe. og ; : poor nutrition and girdling roots and drew attention to unsystematic placement of signs, lights and trash barrels. The 

Jf Pad ° Pe bd | : Ms —e cs : consultant recommended three options, all of which would have raised the area between the sidewalk and curb 6 inches 

ee a Fa ut i. a above the existing grade. SCERB adopted none of the proposed options and decided on a simpler solution, which was 
ee” Ke vow 7 a P prep P 

; Pe: > i os P : em aS : approved on 13 March 1979. The plan retained the 4-foot walk at the curb and the 9-foot walk on the inner side of the 

wo... ; Bia ; ee a median, which was to be surfaced with Florock, an “epoxy bonded rock on a crushed gravel base,” which was promoted 

gee ae era a ae) i5 oe as “puddle-free, non-skid [and] mildew-resistant” but yet was pervious to water for the benefit of the Norway maples. 
Pa a beg 4 : x te a u e 
Mina ‘NR aed i “a | ee ‘. Benches were to be mounted on the epoxy surface, and trash containers and drinking fountains would be installed at the 

J La i iy og : s en corners, designed to blend with those being installed as part of the new Capitol Concourse. The project was completed 

] ¢ y a N in the summer of 1980 at a cost of $350,000. In addition to the epoxy and gravel surface, modern benches and trash 

A : | uP containers were installed, as were wheelchair-accessible drinking fountains at three of the park’s four corners. Each 
ae i a ce ee ee 

PO n. S se DRG 5.55 Bare and compacted soil in the median, circa 

. oe o Raseoy, «1975 : 5 : Fy a = 3 
A | & Ce sin “f- Pedestrian traffic and special events at the perim- : oe f Y g 

f . ee 4 aa, pai eter of the park threatened the health of the Norway #8 ; a: aammet 2 

be! =. BY le a es - maples that had been planted in 1916. A permeable " —% f ae Fe 4 ia 

Jose a gi , . = es i mS ws ‘ epoxy and gravel cover was installed in the summer es a : ~ es 

-~ —, Se ‘ iA Wie RR ~ of 1989 to remedy the problem. BEN an a E. 

gt a Fy “ a ep. ral Nee oy 4 Ree ‘ r j s S 

: Fore Wa ee ee p 458 i) 
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5.54 Dane County Farmers’ Market, 1973 BU pean, us wae eas pao OP age egg 9 a NCI ef Fea ibe" 

Heavily attended public events including the Farmers’ Market damaged de rate ss Fees a gy rts Oe eo WU es CO ee RE il i MIB: fis ee 

the shaded and sparse turf in the median between the curb and the perim- Ps & ee ee feo eee 5 a Bot, i ae , a3, > By 5 3 hae 

eter walk. Throughout the 1960s and 1970s the use of the Square for such foil a foo Ba aan & lev tae if) oly aaa a eee Fe es eo 

regularly scheduled events increased markedly. a e ares ed i SS ¢ te Pw fue are sot, ‘ ssi A mS 

Aes ti nt es Shae ce | I Pa Ze ees r CA a sex 

PR ee rey a ee ee a i Scie ae ye e ¥ “ ae att : = ee : a 

Oo” we, . & ym Gi Ae 2 OP pes 4 bs _ 

eo. SRS, ses, Yi e = w ig 
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5.56 Concerts on the Square, North Hamilton Street, 1986 

A change of policy in 1979-80 led to broader use of the Capitol Park for events like Concerts on the Square, which began in 

1983. The public was encouraged to use the lawn appropriately, and plantings were placed to prevent the development of paths 

and bare patches in the grass. 
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length of the perimeter received four benches with backs, four flat benches and two trash containers. The benches were f 

made of slats affixed to steel frames with two steel supports set into the ground. They were designed to harmonize with a 

the Capitol Concourse elements across each of the four streets that define the Square.” sli-. 2 

During this period, Dutch elm disease had taken its toll and the lawn and approaches suffered the effects of large a rt A z 

assemblies. A 1975 study of the park’s trees indicated that five types dominated: elm, maple, basswood, oak and ye i & 

ash. There were also small numbers of Ohio buckeyes and horsechestnuts. Types represented by only one specimen : : S i : 

included quaking aspen, shagbark hickory and beech. The study pointed out that overplanting of trees had obscured s i < Pe : 

the view of the Capitol from all vantage points on the Square, and in that respect the loss of the elm trees had had a aa aZee2A i eae i \ 

positive effect, since views were improved and the lawn was improving gradually. In 1977, a follow-up inventory | O i 0 ig ‘ 

located 177 trees in the lawn and 45 on the perimeter. The study, conducted by a University of Wisconsin graduate | | 4 i: 3 ey 

student in forestry, provided planting recommendations that included “forest giants” for the lawn, planted randomly, | ‘i ' 1, 

but in close proximity to the approaches and the perimeter walks. The recommendations suggested trees native to = = ie zt 
Wisconsin as replacements and proposed large shrubs or small trees immediately adjacent to the approaches, with a o iA a 

parallel row of intermediate-sized trees to form a gradual transition to the large trees in the lawn. For the perimeter gues t ee ' \ ‘ 

Norway maples, he suggested replacing them when they died with different species that would be resistant to exhaust igeactousit yt i 

fumes, soil compaction and salt. SCERB adopted these recommendations, but funds for implementation were in is 45 

short supply. That same year, budget cutbacks led to simpler plantings at the corners of the Square. Where cannas : 1s i 

traditionally had been put into the circular flowerbeds, petunias took their place.” ' : i 

a vith 
In 1980 DOA hired a full-time, professional landscape architect to oversee the maintenance and development 9 4 fl» i i 

of the park. Shortly thereafter, the Division of Buildings and Grounds studied its options for planting hedges to e soy a L V/ 

“discourage pedestrian paths,” caulking walks and curbs to prevent displacement from frost, creating new flowerbeds = é ie 4 \ 

and reinstituting tulip beds at the four corners where tulips historically had bloomed in the spring and cannas during | ra ail i 

the summer and fall. In 1981, DOA through the Division of Buildings and Grounds proposed a modified plan | i A 2 ; 

for tree planting and maintenance to SCERB that included suggestions for removing several diseased, damaged | | : ip 4 V" 

or misshapen trees and replacing them with new specimens positioned not to interfere with views. The plan also | pager, nae! i i 

suggested gradually adding twenty-one new trees in the lawn, placed to allow healthy turf to develop, and proposed a La i 

a greater variety, recommending thirteen new species, including exotics like the ginkgo, cucumbertree magnolia and zeae eae 2 i 

Amur corktree, plus some Wisconsin species not previously in the park, such as American hophornbeam, common (Each Corner) { \} J i 

hackberry and swamp white oak. SCERB rejected a recommendation for replacing the perimeter Norway maples BENCH DETAIL oS YY eee i 

as they died, with one species for each quadrant, and decided to retain the Norway maples, replacing dead trees as PESOS hey 
necessary.” coe 

The Division of Buildings and Grounds also created a plan for shrubs and perennials with evergreens located near 

the building and below the balustrade and formal beds of flowers at the terrace. These beds would have included 

flowering shrubs, small evergreens, annual and perennial flowers and roses. These formal gardens were to have 5.57 Renovation plans for median areas, 
names associated with the ieuasittene of the wings—such as the (SENDS) Garden for the West Wing. At the pavilions, 7 i ek: 1974 and 1977, the City of Madi- 

small evergreens and flowering shrubs were recommended and flowering trees and shrubs for the approaches. An son implemented its Capitol Concourse 

increase in the number of annuals for existing flowerbeds was also planned. The plan for the terrace gardens was project. In conjunction with this effort, CaPTIOL TERRACE RENOVATION 

not implemented, but in 1982, the park’s floral displays doubled in size, with “more than 13,000 annual plants of 59 which affected the blocks around the Square ioe Gee 
varieties.” The Division of Buildings and Grounds reinstituted the types of figural beds that were planted in the late LISI AD OEE AG PN PROJECT NO. 7804-07 

: designed the park's perimeter to harmonize. 
nineteenth century, a compass on the southwest quadrant, for example, and planted beds where people had created These bench designs and their placement 

paths across the grass. In 1983, the park received a National Award of Excellence from the Professional Grounds were proposed in 1979.



a ae im ia ue : ra? Maintenance Society of America and a citation of excellence from the legislature. In 1985, SCERB approved the 
ve ( : 5 > .)  B ae ae ‘ 
we Kees & oi peer ; , 8 general concept developed by the Division of Buildings and Grounds and adopted it as a master plan for shrubs 

. o “ a 

ce j * ie and plants; it authorized testing the scheme along the King Street approach and the east lawn. The project was 

: Lane a | ; : awarded to Tillmann Landscape-Nursery of Green Bay for $24,560. SCERB considered the outcome successful 

" ’ Fal ad ' t uae yi & 2 and authorized full-scale implementation in 1987, phased over a four-year period. Public reaction was mixed, and 
’ a 

ay re lace 4 ? U he a ae a one letter writer complained that Si effect verged on mee much busyness.” By 1988, implementation of the plan 

me i ; ‘ 3 Pec] * Ft alana | for flowers and shrubs had resulted in 50,000 annuals in the park.” 
! pe A ree fet ee had bh oy NG: 

eA a f "I eas <s Van 44 3 

a i Z rer gi ‘ . mt i (Eee uti oe z In addition to trees and plantings in the park, the granite steps of the pedestrian approaches received new 

hi: My be 4 TUL ee re aL, 2 foundations and the displaced granite copings were repaired in the summer of 1986. Bachmann Construction Co., 

a fe Chee ae) ° ia ~ Bs ie iis as Inc. of Madison received the $64,160 contract. The original foundations, constructed of brick, had deteriorated 

Tie ‘ : a ue me Oi Aa Nee » because of moisture and the steps, particularly at the State Street approach, had displaced. Each tread had to be 
, & 4 ‘ th oS Ns PS.P y 

: 4 SS lO oF i an Nes removed, a concrete foundation laid and the tread replaced. Sealant was installed at the joints to prevent further 

ae ee P ' Cyynedyiine et pens ran ese, \ deterioration. When the treads and deteriorated brick were removed, workmen uncovered rubble fill along the State ro Cg YS Spa ay rx g 
4 / me «aes bet re LY ag See a Street approach, consistent with the regrading associated with construction of the park in the 1910s.” 

" 5 _ mere ee a Zag ¥ re oy 

2 : net : , A mga ~g 4 “on cae ee : . PED i fi — ¥ ett A SUR: trp al ae Ns The deteriorating condition of artwork and bronze elements in the park also was of concern during the 1980s. In 

om oe fer - Me! | ys pet ba ? i ; ey 1986, DOA engaged the Conservation Group of Washington University Technology Associates in St. Louis to 

eh 2 ; : , ae less " 3 sae : undertake a conservation survey of the metal statues, urns, light stands and fountains in the park, on the terrace 

ee oie: : i. } 2 , > balustrade and on the Dome (Wisconsin by Daniel Chester French). It was reported that the Hans Christian Heg 

OMS eg te ‘ ae : eo: Bi bronze had lost “all original patina and coatings” because of weathering and corrosion, and that its original brown 

ey io ie — 4 a ee gail a a Ree coloration had turned green from corrosion. The survey proposed cleaning the statue, restoring its patina and 
remee 6 Ata wet re ee BA i ae oman \ sce a ers » " t : : ae : i 
wy H a ee ; be oe eee | Se | Ee = pee Y +N applying a protective coating. The statue Forward also had lost its original patina, was covered with “green sulfate 
ipsa Ay © L ass ae ane eatoma ert crea Sea . corrosion crust with black speckles,” and cracks and splits in the copper cladding had been repaired “in a hard, 

gray plastic putty” similar to the body putty used to repair automobiles. The report recommended inspection of 

Se! ate i hE of A > eon oe pips “ee Pr a h, i ed the statue interior, removal of corrosion, resoldering where necessary, repatination and a new protective coating. 
<4 2 Sea Bi ew ee ee, eS the Is ani s, the trees planted durin; “ ; * : 
ms er |i. a Fe, he: ae ie yg Ae? Oe ‘4 é Co et ime landscaping laa 4 The sixteen bronze urns at the exedrae and the sixteen bronze light standards on the Ce were covered un 

es eee ee ae a a resulting in forest-like conditions. Grass, shrubs green and black corrosion, and iron elements had rusted. The report recommended removing corrosion using 

uk. Yi ay & we eee Tae ba 8 and flowering plants grew poorly in these shaded “glass microspheres” at low pressure, rebrazing welds as needed, repatination and a protective coating. The eight 

ae ta aN ee ge 4 Lf cd : a a Bh peta 5 conditions. triangular water fountains had the same kinds of corrosion, and the treatment proposed was similar to the treatment 

43 : SE oe eee 4 me proposed for the Heg statue. The report also addressed the bronze handrails. Despite the fact that they were only 

ace 01 ee is a hy eccid Be - 3 $ 5.59 (left) Effects of Dutch elm disease, Capitol twenty years old, the railings were corroded, and similar treatments were proposed.” 
ee wie te Te Pate ee Beas Park, 1974 

gael | led wai a et ye — A he ee = 5; ‘a “On 15 April 1974, just as trees were beginning to 
eee: ci M43 Ee 4 : i leaf, the Department of Transportation took this Capitol Park. 1988-2003 

—acree =<) NS oy eed Seo he see a “ aerial view of the Capitol Park. The relatively apito ark, a 

: ee) oe ec. K eee recless condition in areas of the park illustrates As the interior of the Capitol began undergoing restoration in 1988, the Department of Administration continued 
: oe Ore | the loss of approximately two-thirds of the trees to developing the Capitol Park landscape according to the 1981 guidelines for the removal and planting of trees and 

fee ce tLe ot,  ~SCODutch elm disease. Bae e 5 : S 
ig graeme we \ Ne an Ale ‘ those adopted in 1985 for shrubs and flowering plants. The west lawn was landscaped in 1990 and 1991, the north 

Wee eee ad qt SG eee a : : E 
ss a ee nee B: if pe) —— Re ee lawn in 1991, both along the lines of the east lawn project that SCERB had approved. Work on each quadrant cost 

Pe oe iene - Se a ae = approximately $25,000. In 1996 a research project was launched to collect archival material about the park and its 
eg 1 ae od am See if ‘ . aie = . . : . . . Fine) Me wae Py Py We ts Be > Ei Ld xe 4 history, and in 1998 DOA began a joint project with the University of Wisconsin-Madison Department of Landscape 

: Pe ae Ne ee ee Bers) xc Qe 7 2 8 : seer é 
eae r ae =. a fi = - > a Architecture to prepare a full-scale landscape history of the park, along with a master plan for rehabilitating it. 

ae oF 2 MB i” ae ae sate 2 : Posing Ee 4 Funds for the landscape history and the master plan were included in the East Wing Restoration and Rehabilitation 

ear ae. ie ieee 0 ae OM project budget. The master plan appeared in 2000; the historical report in 2002. SCERB accepted the master peo ra ib | Sk Te Bea de aa Se, 8 P PP P 
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plan’s general goals with the provision that DOA would involve SCERB in approving the specific plans for each to repair and conserve the Heg and Forward statues. The contract was awarded to Venus Bronze Works, Inc. of 
phase. The study made seven principal recommendations, many of which contribute to the larger objective of Detroit and the work was accomplished in the spring and summer of 1990. The statues were washed with solvents, 
imparting historic integrity to the park by working toward reintroducing the spirit of the Nolen plan. First, the cleaned with ground walnut shells, repaired as necessary, and repatinated and waxed as deemed suitable for each. 
study recommended replacing epoxy-gravel pavement around the perimeter of the park more in keeping with the Forward, being in worse condition, was removed to an off-site facility for treatment and then retumed to its position 
historic plan, “while accommodating current social use and functional requirements.” Second, it suggested a return at North Hamilton Street, where it remained until 1995 when, because of the fragility of its copper cladding, it 
to a planting plan for shrubs and perennials “that restores the sense of harmony and order reflected in John Nolen’s was conserved again and removed to the Wisconsin Historical Society headquarters on the university campus. A 
planting design of 1912.” Third, the report advocated a planting and management plan that would maintain “the $60,000 bronze duplicate was cast and installed at the foot of the west approach to the Capitol at State Street. Sue 
health of the tree canopy and turf” and emphasize species native to Wisconsin. Fourth, it recommended adding new Ann Thompson, the wife of Governor Tommy G. Thompson, led a fund-raising effort in the private sector, and 
safety and security elements to the park. Fifth, it sought replications of the light posts designed by Post and Sons, those contributions paid expenses.*'! The North Hamilton Street approach then became the site of the Wisconsin 
supplemented by “unobtrusive, contemporary light fixtures where necessary.” Sixth, it advocated “restoration Law Enforcement Memorial, which SCERB approved on 15 May 1995. Designed by KEE Architecture of Madison 
of ornamental flower beds” adjacent to the wing ends on the terraces (eight in total); and, finally, that the bronze and built at a construction cost of $390,000, the project began in the fall of 1997. The memorial consists of a raised 
fixtures and statuary in the park be conserved.* flowerbed surrounded by a circular granite memorial on which the names of 195 fallen officers were engraved, with 

more names added annually as appropriate. The memorial has a complex lighting system and an extensive watering 
Concerns remained about the freestanding bronze statuary in the park and other bronze elements addressed in the and drainage system, which accounted for much of the cost. It was dedicated on 30 June 1998; recommemorations 
1986 survey and in August 1989 an internal DOA survey of the statuary preceded approval for a $46,000 project occur each May.” While the freestanding statuary was conserved or replicated, the other bronze elements in the 
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5.60 Heg statue with corrosion and graffiti, 1986 5.61 Detail of Forward showing speckling and corrosion, 5.62 Condition of a typical urn, 1986 5.63 Condition of a typical water fountain, 1986 
The deteriorating condition of statuary in the park led to an 1986 The sixteen bronze urns in the exedrae also had developed Similar corrosion problems affected the eight fountains, which 
evaluation in 1986 by the Conservation Group of St. Louis. By 1986, the copper surface of Forward was covered with “green serious corrosion problems, and the consultant recommend- _ also had suffered damage and loss of parts. The consultant rec- 
The figure of Heg was discovered to have lost “all origi- sulfate corrosion crust with black speckles.” Over the years, ed cleaning them with “glass microspheres at low pressure.” ommended cleaning and repairs. 
nal patina and coatings” and its original brown color had various splits and cracks in the surface had been repaired with 
turned green. Also, the base had been defaced with graffiti. “hard, gray plastic putty” like that used on automobiles. 
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park were not. As funds become available, light fixtures and urns will be restored and missing elements will be SCERB has not yet approved any of the surface treatments or lights. In the fall of 2002, Cullen & Sons received the 

replicated. Unlike the statuary, they will retain a patina of age, with further corrosion prevented by routine cleaning contract to install a $650,000 security camera system throughout the park. A subterranean construction project at 

and maintenance.* the Southeast Pavilion known as the Southeast Stair project, completed in 2002, added other elements to the Capitol 

Park. A skylight now abuts the balustrade to the south of the pavilion, and ventilation shafts were constructed in 

The masonry of the approaches and walks was rehabilitated during the larger restoration project. In 1993, the north the lawn to the east. 

terrace and portions of the walks and drives around the entire park were resurfaced as part of a road and sidewalk 

maintenance project. The work was completed by Parisi Construction Co. Inc., of Verona for $130,423. Parisi Although the recreation of John Nolen’s plans for trees, shrubs and flowers awaits implementation, in 2002 the 

had some difficulty matching the brown color and pebbly appearance of the “poultry grit” sidewalk surface that eight circular flower beds at the wing ends were reinstated. As they had been for many years, tulips were planted 

had been installed in the Capitol Concourse and other parts of the terrace. Additional work on walks and drives for seasonal display and were replaced with annuals following the late spring bloom of the tulips. In 2003 new 

occurred in 2000 and 2001, when the general restoration contractor, J. P. Cullen & Sons, Inc. of Janesville was evergreen shrubs were planted behind the exedrae and flat benches. Tulips, and then annuals, were placed in beds 

awarded a contract to replace pavement and walks for the west, northwest, north and northeast approaches; to along the four diagonal approaches, and modest flowering shrubs were planted at the terrace at the ends of the 

install new foundations for the granite steps, coping, exedrae and benches; and to repair and reinstall these granite approaches. In connection with the completion of the Monona Terrace Community and Convention Center (based 

elements. Similar projects for the remaining approaches were deferred for fiscal reasons.** Approximately fifteen on a design by Frank Lloyd Wright) in 1997, the City of Madison redesigned and reconstructed the southeast 

different surface treatments have been installed in the median along East Main Street as potential replacements for approach (the name Monona Avenue was changed to Martin Luther King, Jr. Boulevard in 1987) to the Capitol, 

the epoxy-gravel surface that exists in that area. Three types of reproduction or replacement lampposts have been bringing to partial fruition Nolen’s vision that the stretch of land extending to the lake be integrated visually with 

tried in the park, each having been subjected to extensive photometric testing to ensure adequate security lighting. the park. Some of the decorative elements, such as the light standards at the entrance to the boulevard opposite the 
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E Sek ae ae 5.66 (above) X-raying Forward in advance of restoration, a Pees 3) er ul \ te 

. y " nd The fragility of Forward required more extensive restorative Ta te re ee pe eee mc ee 23 . treatment than the Heg statue received. Before cleaning ‘ eae Be PS fe 
we ; : i ~~ Forward, conservators x-rayed the statue to learn more about Ce SS ee eee I} 

a SU | ~~ its construction and condition. Restoration and conservation ama Saa acs fo ee a wis ib fi 
_ <=—. © ) se yf took place off-site. at a rT" 

a ~ 75 Oe ee a “ey “ay (3 5.67 (right) Forward being returned to the park after a ae Pe ite iaitisAd 
Bice oe — cleaning, 1990 oe ey cee we x ae eet ee Seat 

5.64 Conservation enclosure for the Heg statue, 1990 5.65 Cleaning the Heg statue, 1990 Conservator: s successfully restored the patina on Forward i i cece al bie “ 
In 1990, Venus Bronze Works, Inc. of Detroit conserved both Crushed walnut shells applied under pressure were used to and repaired the breaks as the COREE TER OISSe shell. They no mane te 

Forward and the Heg statue. The Heg figure was enclosed remove corrosion; this procedure was followed by various recommended eventual indoor display, but in 1990 the statue | 
and work conducted on-site. hand-cleaning methods. Scaffolds were erected inside the was returned to its outdoor pedestal. - 

plastic enclosure. Wid 
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Capitol, were designed to harmonize with details of the Monona Terrace’s ornamentation; others, such as grates : z 

around the bases of trees and fixtures and globes atop light poles, echo Wright’s design vocabulary generally. The Z 

redesign eliminated parking down the center of the boulevard (though it retained parking at the curbs), widened the , of F 

sidewalks, and instituted a true allée (double row) of trees along the two blocks to Monona Terrace, a feature that ‘ EM: 

Nolen had sought for the Capitol’s perimeter walk. Most importantly, the designers, including Madison landscape as Z 

architect Ken Saiki, made a conscious effort to connect the Capitol, the Capitol Park, and the Lake Monona shore a 

into a unified composition, an objective both Nolen and Frank Lloyd Wright had promoted decades earlier for the : 3 iB 

Capitol Park.*° 
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5.68 Casting of the head for a bronze replication of 5.69 Replicated Forward at the State Street approach, 1995 pleted in 2001, the Southeast 
Forward, 1995 The bronze casting of Forward was installed on a new pedestal Stair addition yy so required 
Five years after conservation, Forward was replicated in at the State Street approach in 1995. Sue Ann Thompson, wife Hew VenHloHGh struchnesin = Ps 

bronze, and the original was moved to the headquarters of the of Governor Tommy G. Thompson, led the effort that raised Capitol Park os x 

Wisconsin Historical Society. $60,000 for the replicated statue. : 
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5.72 Martin Luther King, Jr. Boulevard redesign, 2003 

The City of Madison undertook extensive redesign of the boulevard connecting the Southeast Pavilion with the Mono- 

na Terrace Community and Convention Center at Lake Monona. Monona Terrace, dedicated in 1997, was based on 

earlier designs by Frank Lloyd Wright, who had intended the building to be in full axial relationship with the Capitol. 
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Cel ti“ Te Wisconsin State Capitol dominates the skyline of Dane County and is visible for miles in each direction. 
a = ; cap — - ty 4 : oo oe : 5 Rising to a height of over 280 feet, the Capitol has the only granite-clad dome in the United States and one 

te ee oe A i. ! Rd A = ia yy [ a ° of the largest domes by volume anywhere in the world.' The monumental scale achieved in this building, ex- 
r as ce ; 2 pa = ‘ ee pressed in the massing of the exterior and in the large open expanses of interior space, results from the use of structural 

AX Sx N | | y Ly i} ba Ly (2. steel. In fact, it is the use of steel that makes the construction of this inherently difficult design possible. Although 
oe vo /| PN | Ppa A ey le the Capitol is clad in granite, a material associated with strength and endurance, the stone bears only a portion of the 

3 .) (| if ~ we | i Gi we. te WA? SN weight of the building, which relies upon a steel superstructure, in combination with concealed load-bearing brick 
a - i PN 4 ke Si PRC UI A a Hes aa walls, for its internal support. 

Jina Poostot Peat I he i Digee —e OS o EN fen! Historically, constructing a masonry dome presented a complicated structural challenge and represented an architectural 
RE [pres e A ~ i Bt ae » e ie te ~ ve achievement that was reserved for buildings of the highest order—most typically those dedicated to governmental or 

er RAO NEE : religious purposes. Since ancient Rome, designers and builders challenged themselves to make domed buildings taller 

e is ~ . a “ Shee = * and larger; symbolically the theme has always been one of aspiration, be it political, social or spiritual. This was true 

- : i he ‘ : 1 or Pe especially when the dome became an important architectural element during the Renaissance and was used extensively 

‘ : \ i Sn iN vy : throughout the Baroque period. Following its adaptation in the United States as a symbol of democratic integrity, its 

‘ s . es use on governmental buildings remained rather humble until architectural metals, first cast iron and later structural 

FE “ é ; el ae , steel, came into use. The cast iron dome of the National Capitol, completed in 1866, demonstrated a scale which others 

A ; i - As ; sought to achieve. With the widespread use of structural steel by the 1880s, large domed buildings could be built at an 

: , unprecedented scale at a time when an interest in the use of form adapted from the Renaissance dominated architec- 

; ‘ tural style. Following the great architectural display at the Chicago World’s Fair in 1893, academically inclined yet 

: } an Ane ‘ highly exuberant American architects strove to design buildings that were “correct” in the application of historic form. 

} eu Fi rm co : Dedication to proportion and motif was critical, although historical precedent was set aside in the matter of scale. 

6.1 Construction of South Wing and Dome, circa 1911 

Structural work on the Capitol began with the pouring of the West Wing foundations in 1906 and continued until 1916, when Structurally, the granite of the outer Dome is supported by a steel arch system consisting of twenty-four radial ribs, 
structural elements were completed on the North Wing. Building the Capitol in five phases meant that structural work often oc- while the inner dome or Rotunda ceiling is supported by a second system of twenty-four arched trusses. The central 

curred simultaneously on different portions, as with the Central Portion and South Wing between 191] and 1914. circular opening of the inner dome, or oculus, is 52’ below the top of the outer dome. The oculus was once a feature 

essential to the structural design of a masonry dome, but with the use of steel it became more important as an architec- 

tural motif. The same is true for the stepped recessed panels of the coffered ceiling, which once functioned to lighten 

the weight of the masonry components and provide small structural systems to help offset the effects of gravity. The 

ground floor is 200’ below the oculus of the inner dome. In the lower stories each of the four wings and pavilions 

converge at the central Rotunda, which is architecturally defined by the podium wall (or towers) that support the Dome 

substructure. The Capitol was constructed in phases, and the Dome, each wing and the pavilions have independent 

structural systems; the whole is tied together at the podium wall. Each wing is 125’ wide, 187’ long and 85’ high; 

each pavilion is approximately 63’ in diameter and 85’ high. The wings and pavilions are supported by composite 
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~ ie . z masonry exterior walls of brick and granite and an internal steel skeleton and the wings have the additional support 

+ i a : : 5 

OE oe 2 of the masonry bearing walls of the grand stairs and galleries; both the walls and the steel columns rest on concrete 

: : 5 ‘ ‘ 
4 a} : foundations and footings. 
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Boe ee ] g Design and Construction of the Capitol, 1906-17 

= 4 H a) / S Each of the four wings and pavilions was constructed using a steel superstructure supported by concrete footings and 

7 ' q He a : : exterior and interior load-bearing brick walls. George B. Post & Sons designed the Capitol using the latest in steel 

uF Ts ise ie er ‘p = = . - : g technology, and introduced Bethlehem wide-flange shapes just as they were coming into use when the building was 

5 Be Pi cei ry fh : oy in the early stages of design and construction. Floors and most of the non-load-bearing walls were constructed using 

a on nel ee } ee ad) at - S clay tile blocks, which had the added purpose of providing fire-resistance, a key requirement for the design. The use 
Bit he oe be vin sie song ome ee ~ ‘* * . i + 

' Od e ht ro of non-load-bearing brick walls in the basement and clay tile blocks on all other levels represented a feature that would 
| : Riemer dh. te nba is ry 

ie hoe ae 7 gt m aae ee allow the interior configuration of rooms to be altered without affecting the structural systems. As a result, the struc- 

a SS soy) “ic ros cen eal EN LS en vy tural systems in the Capitol remained unchanged between construction and the restoration work undertaken between 

= Pe se alg ™ OR aaa a, 
; F . . : 

= fies Per oa ee A te Me tg, Pe is ‘ 1988 and 2001, even though many of the interior spaces had been modified. During the 1988-2001 work, only minor 

nm iu ks 7 ih . Fs i 4 My , alterations were made to the structural systems. 
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6.2 National Capitol dome section, 1859 
_ 

Thomas U. Walter, the architect of the dome of the National Capitol in Washington, D. C. used a series of cast- 6.3 Capitol under construction, 1911 

iron trusses held in place by a cast-iron tension ring to support the dome. Post adopted a similar design using By 1911 the structure of the new Capitol took shape as three of the four wings neared completion and the steel skeleton of the 

steel trusses. 
Dome was in place. Completion of the Dome and North Wing took another six years. 
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WZ ay Pees ge Bi i es : a y ps i) a a Wy ed uaa: ey \ 4 LA a f z Construction of the Capitol began with the West Wing (1906-09) and proceeded with the East Wing (1908-11), South 

es cs - be oY a PET en Sue Se a) iN es AN . Wing and Southeast and Southwest Pavilions (1910-13), Central Portion (1911-14) and North Wing and Northeast and 
fad OR es ans AW d i : we de? eS zg Northwest Pavilions (1914-17). The overlap in the phases of construction meant that structural work on the Capitol 
£ x ye d id 6 ‘ f é Nhe ‘ ee i was nearly continuous between the groundbreaking for the West Wing in 1906 and 1916, when the roof over the North 

o3 a os a ie _ fa =p Hrd x Wing was completed. Construction of the Central Portion and South Wing occurred nearly simultaneously (contracts 

ots a : at eee “ 4 Sg ; jee ak rf i I | ie Sea IL a for individual firms included work on both building portions), although work on the South Wing concluded earlier than 
a va Mis ay aie if Lt rr TV A ee on the Central Portion. Generally, ae Capitol Commission extended separate contracts for excavation, foundation, 

all a, eas | ’ es ar ae steel fabrication, exterior masonry, interior masonry and granite work. 

Petes ie eet 5‘ ae Wings and Pavilions 
ater OE - Fe cmcae EN = a | Oy Each of the four wings radiating from the Central Portion is structurally independent; they each contain a full basement 

oe : ee Fe ET  — Sy and five stories (ground through fourth floors) with the fourth level (or “attic”) stepped back approximately 20’ from 
o Pe os mi - 7 ye i 7 os the exterior sidewalls. The four pavilions are located at the junctures oe the yanes a Central Portion. Each pavilion 

Ea ee —— f | S features a porte cochere on the ground floor, a monumental granite stair to the principal entrance on the first floor, and 
fe ce se : bi 4 i. a shallow domed roof. The Southeast and Southwest Pavilions were erected with the South Wing, and the Northeast 

ae : oe : ae if ‘Te ce Re and Northwest Pavilions were erected with the North Wing. 

oo ee ae Se a od ae & ae ¥ Excavation 
cinta ee a een pes p es : / 4 Be ee ‘ Excavation for the Capitol began with the West Wing in 1906. At that time, the west corner of the Capitol Park was 24’ 

"ee : Bek : : e a i 4 me ie ‘ : lower than its center, and a large amount of fill was required to build up the steeply sloping site. The previous capitol 
: P os ber ep aS a ye ; i ee =e was located east of the park’s center in part to avoid the steep slope. The initial excavation estimates were for 1,411 

az 2 Pe 4 0 cubic yards plus 690 cubic yards for trenches and another 760 cubic yards for stripping. Post & Sons needed to revise 
Bias e Pia / .. Peed eS excavation plans to address the slope and amount of fill after abandoned underground structures likely dating to the 

: aS eg  ) | 2 2: 1840s were discovered. These structures required additional excavation and demolition work. The total excavation 
oy ere J A en i A required nearly three months’ effort and extended through the fall and winter of 1906 with nearly 4,000 cubic yards 

: 4 — oe, s a ms of soil removed. The amount of soil excavated and amount of time required was twice what Post initially estimated.” 

Excavation for the other wings went somewhat more smoothly. Work on the East Wing began on 7 March 1908 and 
6.5 West Wing foundation, 1906 s f ‘ ; : 
Foundation specifications called for keyed construction joints at 16° intervals. Because of the slope to the west, the foundation was completed by the end of that April. The dirt from the East Wing excavation was used to fill the slope and build 
walls were initially exposed before the terrace was built up with dirt from the East Wing excavation. Fill soils are visible beyond up the terrace around the West Wing, the principal fagade of which could not be completed until this occurred. The 
the foundation and the dark area on top of the footing probably is spilled tar that had been used for waterproofing. South Wing excavation occurred in the spring of 1911, and North Wing excavation occurred between February and 

March 1914. The work was done manually and with horses, and the dirt was removed to build up the terrace sur- 

rounding the Capitol.’ 

Concrete Foundations and Footings 

After each wing was excavated, work began on the reinforced concrete footings and foundation walls, which support the 

brick masonry walls and internal steel skeleton. Construction of the West Wing foundation walls began in mid-January 

1907 and was completed by early July, considerably longer than the effort required in subsequent wings because of 

several change orders that were issued to compensate for the previously abandoned underground structures. In addition, 

Post & Sons had provided incomplete foundation plans for the West Wing because the commission wanted to begin 

the work quickly. The architects had not yet designed the juncture of the wings with the Central Portion at the podium 

wall, the structure that provides support to the Dome. The contractor, the Foster Construction Company of Milwaukee, 

received a total of $16,501.48 ($7,086 for the initial contract, $7,468.98 for the extension, and $1,946.50 for change 

orders) for setting the West Wing foundation.’ Once the architects and contractors settled on a method for building the 

foundations and established how the wings would be joined, subsequent work was completed more quickly and for less 
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money. The contractor for the East Wing, J. W. Mitchell of Madison, finished the work in less than two months between I 4 Co es ; i. , z 
a —rrt—es—e > April and May 1908 for a total contract price of $11,780. T. C. McCarthy of Madison received a single contract that : y a. oes g 

included foundations for both the Central Portion and the South Wing and the Southeast and Southwest Pavilions; work 3] ay Ges 2 
for the wing was completed sometime between February and April 1911, although the work on the Southeast Pavilion a a. a : = . 

lagged behind. Foundation work for the North Wing and Northwest and Northeast Pavilions was completed by George : a -. : a BS. z 

Nelson of Madison as part of his contract for excavation and foundation work. Foundations for the wing were put in : te ae ‘ 

place between March and April 1914, although the foundation for the Northwest Pavilion was delayed approximately : — # ; 
‘ two months to allow granite setters to finish their work on the Dome before removing their derricks.° a aa 

Foundations for each wing consist of poured concrete walls on concrete strip footings; stepped footings were provided a yw ; A : 

for the interior steel columns. The strip footings are constructed of four stepped levels. The base of each footing is [Pe ! ae y) re ey _ 

9’-6” wide; each side of the footing is stepped back 1’ vertically and 74” to 8” horizontally. Steps are sloped to allow 2 i pe Wf a ois —— 

groundwater to run off. At the base of the concrete foundation wall, 3’ below the basement floor, the footing is 4’-6” oo th ae ses " 
ae e as PY ee, 

thick. At the end of each wing, the foundations are 7’ thick to support the exterior wall and the mammoth granite ia : ae oii ore hen Sa a 

columns of the fagades (which carry the weight of the pediments). During construction, steel bars were placed at the a i). t — er ; 

bottom of the footings as reinforcement. The foundation walls rise from the footings to 7’ above the elevation of the ¥ a en 

finished basement floor. Generally, the walls were cast monolithically with the footings in 16’ sections; vertical con- ! i & ey é 

struction joints were connected with %” square twisted reinforcing rods anchored 12” into each side of the joint and a rt “ af i 
: a 1b a 

placed 12” on center horizontally and vertically. The use of vertical construction joints allowed the contractor to man- i e i * Ro 

age pour sizes more efficiently. It also provided the benefit of compensating for shrinkage and subsequent cracking. a be Oe j 
pay eo i 

This typically occurs as a result of the chemical reaction present in curing concrete and is most dramatic when a long, mei es . I 

continuous concrete wall pulls from its ends toward the middle; a series of phased pours minimizes this shrinkage. 3 7 ‘ 4 ; Y : ee 

Horizontal joints were prepared by wetting the set concrete and applying a “neat cement” mortar to bind the layers _ y i a 

together. The foundation walls contained large openings where the wings joined the Central Portion; additional open- | : y S 

we Finished Heer Ground Heer blev.+(20'09 = fe La bei ae 

iv Z ae Af , | hace a 
° i 2 Seg a j 7 

pee a 

A laasuap chy eer nt 
Tee dca eu iL: se ea ee ; 

po -nSaa ree : a 4 
“I be besos é 
broth occay Br. iagsik : 0 fal 4 IM Pie, sap e - WO Fi 

(meee | ie 4 on ple — el 

6.6 Post drawing 518-512, Transverse Sections C-C Fac- od Rett ae ae Pe ee - L gerne 
ing East Wall, D-D Facing West Wall (detail), 1908 Be BeBe es an) 2 4 r 
Posts drawings indicated vast reinforced concrete footings SAM AINORTISET Ooh He, Pi TS VIT 6.7 Exposed Northwest Pavilion foundations, 1993 
to support the weight of the interior steel structure. The ee Excavations carried out between 1990 and 1999 to construct a new utility tunnel around the Capitol revealed the 

top surfaces of the footings were slightly sloped to allow Section tro. side walls, « depth of the original foundations. Post specified the foundations reach hardpan soil, which sometimes required 

moisture to run off. adjustments to his foundation plans in the field. 
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eS : : s z ings were included to connect the north wall of the East Wing with the tunnel to the Capitol Heat and Power Plant and 

° = ie . . “ z to accommodate mechanical connections through the pavilions.° 

Pee ' j y aa if 
- eee b »* a wh : es 2 5 The steel columns that support the wings rest on spread concrete footings extending from 6’-6” below finished base- 

aaa : a oo < z ment floor to 2’ below the finished basement floor and bear on hardpan soil. The footings were typically cast with two 

ee 3 Be “ - ae layers of steel grillage, with beams laid longitudinally to distribute the column load equally, and they varied in size 

ot i a ee from 7’-6” x 3’-6” to 10’ x 10. The number of column footings varied from wing to wing. 

pee He ; a = si The foundations for the pavilions are similar to those of the wings. The rectangular spread footings of the interior 

‘ * & ‘ 5 : columns are reinforced with two layers of grillage beams and also rest on hard pan soil; footings typically extend to 

2 q ic between approximately 2’ to 6’ below the basement floor. Foundation walls are concrete and measure 2’-7” beneath 

: oe oS z the exterior grand stair and 3’ around the perimeter of the building. They rest on reinforced concrete footings that 

‘ a eee Ri, es ul : | typically extend approximately 6’ below finished basement floor level. The Southwest Pavilion’s footings extend to 
as = eee é ’ nd ¥ 2 26’-6” below basement floor level, the excavated footing elevation from the boiler room of the old capitol.” 
eae foe oh : co oe s ye ce 

: Ue F : irr SN ae _ ee nee Steel Superstructure 
woe ae bd oe a yi .. > Supporting the roof and interior structures of the wings and pavilions, the independent steel superstructures of each 

egos | 2 : “na ee : . ‘ aad ie “a wing extend from the top of the concrete footings to the roof trusses above the attic story. T. C. McCarthy, the general 

So eo f ¢ : aa = 1 oN = “ contractor for all but the East Wing, erected the steel for the West Wing, which was supplied by the Worden-Allen 

en . ad a , Company of Milwaukee. For the East and South Wings and the Southeast and Southwest Pavilions, the Modern Steel 
/ a t : oe = ee . Structural Company of Waukesha received the steel contact; Worden-Allen received the contract for the North Wing 

pe | ay ae ’ a and Northeast and Northwest Pavilions. Steelwork was carried out in the West Wing from the summer of 1907 through 
' 2 i ane , 8 oe March 1908; in the East Wing from early summer 1908 through April 1909; in the South Wing and Southeast and 

‘ ‘ Mer P os ba j Southwest Pavilions from March 1911 through November 1911; and in the North Wing from April 1914 through July 

EReExposed column jaatinge) Sowh Wingrcirea 1995) 1916. Throughout construction, Post & Sons complained of slow delivery of the steel to the site. Once steel arrived, 

During the Restoration and Rehabilitation of the South Wing, the basement excavation revealed the cast concrete footings for the erection usually went fairly quickly. The long delay in the North Wing was the result of conflicts between the nonunion 
interior columns that extended from 6°-6” to 2’ below the finished basement floor and ranged in size from 7/’ x 314° to 10° x 10°. laborers employed by Worden-Allen and other, unionized laborers who refused to work on the site at the same time.* 

All steel for the Capitol was tested by the Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. Specifications for 

the wings called for steel manufactured by the open-hearth process and required that it not contain more than 0.08% 

phosphorus or 0.05% sulfur. The steel was to exceed 60,000 to 68,000 Ibs. per square inch for ultimate strength and 

have an elastic limit of not less than 32,000 Ibs. per square inch. A test bar was to bend cold 180° without fracture to a 

curve the diameter of which was equal to the thickness of the piece tested. The West Wing specifications called for a 

sulfur content of not more than .04%; the specifications for subsequent wings increased the allowable amount to .05%. 

All other requirements remained the same.’ 

During construction of the Capitol, a new development in steel technology affected its structural design. Standard “I” 

shapes were used in the West Wing (between 1907 and 1908), at the same time that Bethlehem Steel Company began 

to manufacture a new kind of shape with wider but thinner flanges and a thinner connecting web. The “wide-flange” 

sections, as they later were called, meant that less steel could be used to carry greater loads, and since the price of steel 

is directly proportionate to its weight, Bethlehem shapes were less expensive and more efficient. Bethlehem shapes 

were used first in construction of the East Wing, where a degree of structural redesign occurred to accommodate their 

use, and with greater frequency in the South Wing and Central Portion. By the time of the construction of the North 

Wing, Bethlehem Steel shapes were used extensively. 
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bees ea Bal. ae | eae 6.10 (above) Steel girders and columns on Capitol grounds, \\ g 

na a ae fF : va Wy ; circa 1911 2 “ a Lo z aes e 5 QL ’ oo = 
By En Ae ie oe ' & A * Modern Steel Structural Company of Waukesha and the Worden- ee. &. ge 3 

. Fe Cs West ee en Allen Company of Milwaukee delivered steel for use in the South i item sé 
a * Jp ™, A a “ => oo 

eae a Po sav >» NN Wing to a staging area between the new East Wing and the north “ - { s e : ie i 

7 end /€ | SO wing of the burnt capitol. As part of the general procedure, : or pe = 
. p i 2 | o~« ee We carried out under the supervision of commission secretary Lew : : = — 2 

peo ns a a re = ee ‘ i Porter, material samples were tested by the Pittsburgh Testing . he 1] uate = f yi i iF lig; *s “e - , \ 3 
» * | & a ee Lo t et e Laboratory. : | : od 

y bata | i & gs ey Ret 6.11 (right) Workers erecting steel, South Wing, circa 1911 ee ie ’ 
‘Sbir a gee <I aM be pin aR meaner | Erecting the steel superstructure for the Capitol was painstak- 

a ae a titan) mat A aCe ras Eee ee ae pee: ing and dangerous work. Once cranes hoisted steel columns and ‘| . 

beams into place, steelworkers riveted the members together. a 
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Post & Sons designed the wings and pavilions of the Capitol using a structural framing system in which the steel beams % : i z 

collect floor loads and distribute them to the steel columns at regular intervals.'° Steel columns carry the weight of the : 5 : me 8 

floors back to the concrete footings. Construction of the steel framework began after the footings were in place. The : = f I EB si 7 % i 
; ‘ . a =z 

first stage of column steel was erected to 2’ above the second floor, and after the ground, first and second floor beams yi ql ; i e 

were in place, the second stage of columns was erected, extending the steel to the third and fourth floor roof levels. The - ji q : 3 

two stages of steel columns were connected by riveted splices. Two types of steel columns supported the structures: I- 7 | j rh * g 

shaped columns fabricated from a plate with four attached angles and box-shaped columns consisting of two channels : y.4/ \ & : g 

connected by a lattice of plates forming an X-shaped pattern across the channel flanges when viewed from the side. giisereth Co. hr nrTeRG ag eet : ha Hd Ee 
ai s 5 ne ines {i iF ’ > 

All columns were encased for fireproofing; brick masonry was used in the basement and clay tile on the ground floor a als ae zal : a 

and above. Some columns rose only as far as the ground floor beneath the fourth floor barrel vault; some rose only to Season ce e a me = as 2 

the second floor in order to accommodate the large open spaces required for the second-floor chambers. a8 % a ty Ge = sare =“ Ss 
OM eae \ ee SB 

Since the steel framing was erected prior to the composite stone and brick exterior walls, beam ends were temporarily ; \ _ - 

shored around the perimeter of the wings at each level and then pocketed into the brick as it was constructed. Special cae re tit ; Saad 

header beams collected beam ends beneath the windows and were framed into longer beams on either side. These es oo a ae ee Sagem 2 se a = 

were then framed into the masonry, allowing a space beneath the windows for mechanical systems. Beam depths vary igen a> ameameee ||| q ee 
ee ee 4 ! sro ates 

considerably. Typical floor beams on all floors were 12” deep; 15”, 18” and 20” beams occur on the second floor and eZ | a = : ae _= N= 

above to support the second floor chambers, grand stairs and skylights and in other spaces that required greater floor loads Lm P| a oa Ea ee 
we a em _ ey 

such as the Legislative Reference Library and the State Law Library. All were encased in the clay tile arch system. ae Th 1 a 

The steel roof structure occurs at both the third and fourth story levels. The third story roof was constructed using a . A | ! 

clay tile arch system similar to that used for the floors. The clay tile was covered with a sloping grout infill, waterproof : a ey | es 
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i 6.14 Steelwork, North Wing, 1914 
6.13 Post drawing 518-511, Main Transverse Section B-B, Structural (detail), 1908 Not all beams extended to the exterior walls. In order to provide mechanical service spaces, spe- 
The fourth floor roofs are partially framed in steel trusses. Post's drawings indicate sizes for angles, chords and gussets. cial header beams collected the beam ends beneath windows and connected to adjacent beams. 
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The Capitol Commission hired the Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory to inspect the steel used in construction. In one of his 6.16 Post drawing 518-2053, Sections and Elevations (detail), 1909 hs hallow i ee ‘ : an AO : ie : ile 4 Aan reports on the East Wing steel, inspector John F. Kline noted loose rivets in the roof trusses and authorized they be cut The pavilions were framed in a manner similar to the wings, although the roofs were shallow domes supp 
steel I-beams encased in concrete. out and replaced. 
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asphalt bedding and pavers. The South and West Wing third floor roofs were constructed without skylights, but the East ” ty on he 6 Cees : : z 
Wing contained four and the North Wing fifteen. The skylights were flashed in copper. The fourth, or “attic,” story a es Se. ae ae Z is stepped back from each side of the wing about 20° (12’ at the pavilions). The 72’ wide roof was framed partially ‘ha oe arene ae to — g with flat beams and partially with sloped steel trusses. The triangular truss framing over the middle section spanned — - Oh aed . sf <, Sue ~~ 5 
approximately 36’ with a peak elevation of 82’-1%”. As with other structural steel elements, all connections were re net De Nee Ct z 
riveted rather than welded, as was conventional for the day. The top chords were covered in clay tile as a fireproofing i Pa. 7 i o 
precaution although the lower chords and web members were not. The roof structures were finished in two ways dur- . 3 ts bd ~ . ; 
ing original construction. The West and East Wing roofs were covered with brick placed in cement mortar and grouted Cp As La ' : — 
with a liquid compound made of cement, sand and water. After this method proved unsatisfactory and leaks developed hes a ' 4 ae a “ie . 
in the East Wing, a new method was used for the South and North Wings. Roof tiles were laid in asphalt, and the joints Lo - Aad wd a Bi = ~~ 
were grouted with asphalt.'' The middle section of the roof was covered in copper, and its skylights were also flashed Pd ea eee ; ‘. 3 —— ‘ 
in copper. Each fourth story roof contained two large skylights above the grand stairs and second floor chambers and Li oeeige” : fof 2 ‘ “4 “a | 
several smaller skylights over fourth floor office spaces and the secondary stairs. | ‘ aoe — as 

The pavilions have a similar structural system made up of steel columns and beams. Columns are H-shaped, riveted <a ‘ ved / dies Ame ee ‘ i”, . 
sections and vary between 10” and 12”; as in the wings they are encased in either brick masonry or clay tile. In the “ A | | pe heme eS 
pavilions, 12” I-beams support 12” purlins spanning 12’-6” that in turn support the floor structure. The monumental "y F +s | nein Be. . oe ~ 
Stair, porte cochere and stair landing are framed with 15” I-beam girders and purlins. The roof of each pavilion is a : : Be at {a ay ree ~~ 
shallow granite dome supported by steel rib I-beams encased in concrete. PONS a : ev |. ne a ntl a te ~~ 

The stone and brick composite load-bearing walls of the wings include the exterior perimeter walls that partially bear aoe “~ 4 aw 4 a Vo 
the weight of the roof and steel floor beams. The perimeter walls of the pavilions are also constructed of load-bearing aa | ae oo, 
brick masonry and function similarly. Each wing also contains two systems of interior load-bearing walls constructed r co | “gr? ea : 
of brick masonry; one of these is the pair of interior walls located on either side of the grand stairs of each wing and y ee & | a : \ 
the other is the podium wall, which encircles the Rotunda and supports the weight of the Dome. The walls adjacent aa en Ae ‘ 7 
to the grand stairs were constructed of brick masonry continuous from the foundations and bear the weight of the 6.17 Exterior brick wall, interior view, West Wing, third floor, circa 1993 
fourth floor barrel vault; Post & Sons’ drawings indicate pockets where steel framing was placed into these walls. All Exterior walls were constructed of brick masonry, and inside, the walls were usually covered in plaster. In some 
load-bearing walls were erected as part of the structural contract. T. C. McCarthy of Madison constructed the brick cases, as in the unfinished space below the Gita ey Meas asacreiniy Gallery, the exterior brick rematted exposed. 
walls for the West Wing (August 1907 to March 1908), South Wing and Southeast and Southwest Pavilions (March to 
November1911) and North Wing and Northeast and Northwest Pavilions (May to December 1914). The East Wing 
masonry contract went to the A. D. and J. V. Frederickson Company of Madison and was completed between April 
and September 1908.!? 

Exterior walls were constructed of load-bearing brick simultaneously placed with the granite. The masonry portions 
of the walls begin at 3' below ground level and rest directly on the concrete foundations. The granite cladding was 
integrated into the brickwork, the brick being toothed into the granite, filling the irregular spaces behind the stones used 
for the fagade. During construction, pockets were left in the brick masonry to allow the steel beams that extended to 
the exterior walls to be set directly into the brick; the steel along the building perimeter was shored temporarily with 
timbers, which were removed as brickwork progressed. The exterior walls of the wings and pavilions extend to the 
roof of the third level, at elevation 59’-8”, where the exterior walls of the attic are set back and carry the attic roof at 
an elevation of 75’. At the third story roof, the brick masonry bears on the steel framing. The thickness of the brick 
walls varies from 6” to 4’. Masonry was thickest between the windows and functioned like piers collecting the floor 
loads and supporting the beam ends of the steel superstructure. On the principal fagade of each wing, six Corinthian 

an ae ee eee ee ee see



4 Le ene om 2 columns, 4’ in diameter and approximately 43’ tall, are load bearing in that each supports the pediment above. The 

se a Ss E sangeet " 2 columns are constructed of solid drums of granite and rest on the rusticated stones of the ground floor entrance step. 

a 4 ey = ; : 3 The weight of the columns is supported by massive concrete foundation walls. The four smaller, (4’ in diameter and 

Eaee = rem ~ 1 36’ tall) Ionic columns of the pavilions are also constructed of solid granite drums and bear the weight of the fourth 

FSP Y ae 1B story balustrade and contribute to the support of the shallow domical roof. These columns are supported by standard . Bee |e pp y 
ne mv oe eae 15” steel columns resting on concrete footings. . TEEY.: ae 

Loree 17, fe eee 
sae Ao Ps ete Floors 
oe LL je as The basement floors of the wings and pavilions were constructed of concrete slab on grade; the floors above, in both 

sto Ly ce a con a a areas, were constructed using a highly versatile clay tile arch system that had been patented by New York manufacturer 
me yy . Gee wg Balthazar Kreischer in 1872. Put into immediate use, this advance in construction technology facilitated the design 

ones e ar yy} — Ed and construction of taller buildings since it provided a lightweight and fireproof alternative to wood flooring. By the 

jee Pa) 7 ets 1880s, clay tile floor systems were the standard in construction of large buildings. 

kis ST a7 Bot tee In the Capitol, as was fairly typical, a series of hollow clay tile blocks spanned the spaces between the purlins that run 

re s dh LZ telgse, 42 + q between the steel beams in the form of a flat arch; the arch distributed the floor loads back to the beams. At the edges of 

= te =e yy i ee 4 e the building, the thrust from the arch is not resisted by an adjacent bay, so in these locations, tie rods connect the edge 

ee LZ... wage Se $ ae purlins to the adjacent purlins to hold them together. The clay tile blocks form the base for the concrete floor topping 
ee hy pe ras =ae = and provide fireproofing for the steel since the hollow tiles completely surround the beams and insulate them from 

Cr Ld ies See temetad 2 Et? 3 ; : . : ‘ : eae tip as heat.'? During construction, the space between purlins was infilled with clay tile blocks using forms that allowed the 
nO RR eee ae s 5 : 8 4 

willie By = Sagem masons to place the clay tile quickly and at a uniform elevation. The blocks were specially cast to fit around the flanges 

Fagan wy i 75 of the steel beams and were grouted together. A continuous cementitious barrier protected against fire and provided a 
ad... WW se FOL i _ fe : : esa a) Pid fee a Ee : a ene ‘awing 518-1508, Structural Elevation strong support system for the subsequent layers of floor construction. Over the top of the grouted clay tile, a layer of 
Ser A nce ed letail), : ; ; : ‘ ; eae “oe Wy p yak ie “4 eas crenines show homie sirucraralmiacones cinder-concrete typically followed with a final layer of smooth concrete ready for flooring. Floors were finished with 

vast ae LZ re vay sps'{ (hatched) was to be integrated with the granite facade marble, other decorative stone, carpet or wood. 
pe ? WW = eee ek if i “| (stippled). The lintels above windows were constructed 
Ser, 7: ee i i ae A : . Baa O) Nee Steel Channels i7uilled ys COMCE ELE The lower edges of the steel floor beams were kept in uniform alignment and were completely encased in the clay tiles. 

When larger beams were needed that were too deep to conceal in clay tile, their bottoms extended below the ceiling 

f surface and were encased separately, as in the first floor business offices. Generally, floors in the wings and pavilions 

an g have the capacity to carry a minimum live load of 100 Ibs. per square foot. Higher load capacities (up to 250 lbs. per 

Ca : if LER ORO era naar eee eee As CE square foot) were used in designing the Legislative Reference Library on the second and third floors of the North Wing 

a was rere Beane 5a sey ay z and for the State Law Library on the third floor of the East Wing. This was intended to accommodate the weight of 

Sig - : ; nude 8 shelving and books. Floors were constructed as part of the general construction contracts the commission held with T. oe : i : ry "ae ig Pi gi 
LEB p ener see eee os oy 2 C. McCarthy, except for the East Wing, the contract having been awarded to A. D. and J. V. Frederickson. 

ie eae t rd e y: pI 

Po a AO ee eer eet Oya ayes a ls Interior Partition Walls 
FS A UM NE cata Nk Pics Se Peli Far ree eee elena Fy 4 = : . : 5 é 2 7 
A me \ Vy ee i} ; = With the exception of the brick walls on either side of the grand stairs and the podium wall belting the Central Portion, 

ue Neg X as iat 2; ee 7 alin = : . : aa is ae een por] ae ere] | oe | § the interior walls were constructed as non-load-bearing partition walls, usually between 4” and 6” thick. They were 
ees Is built of clay tile blocks directly on the floor structure. Some walls were clad in decorative limestone or marble, but most 

is were plaster-coated and painted. Decorative elements, including wall coves and ornamental friezes, were constructed 

in either plaster or Keene’s cement, a hard, fast-setting finishing plaster used for casting decorative elements. Double 

6.19 Clay tile arch system, 1873 ; partition walls were located behind toilet rooms and bathrooms to allow room for mechanical chases that housed equip- 
The clay tile arch system developed in the 1870s was revolutionary and allowed large buildings to aol Th 6 f inter ile ; diately aft hewhi lesed= MeN 
be built of fireproof masonry rather than timbers and lath-and-plaster. Post adapted the clay tile ment and plumbing. The construction of interior walls began immediately after each wing was enclosed; McNulty 

system for the floor structures of the Capitol. Bros. Company of Chicago worked on all wings and pavilions. Work in the West Wing occurred from early spring to 
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December 1908; in the East Wing, from April to December 1909; in the South Wing, from April to December 1910; eS a s z 

and in the North Wing, from October 1915 to May 1916."* 8 rtr”t~t~i‘i‘CS oo ee: 

Central Portion and Dome : . a i : _ - a f 4. ae 7 
A structural feature that contributed directly to the dramatic height of the Dome was Post’s use of separate structural a \ ae | | s 

constructions for the inner dome and the outer dome. The inner dome, finished in decorative ribs and coffers, is visible ; H S i Zo : a i g 

from the Rotunda. It is supported by twenty-four radially placed, 3’-deep trusses. The outer dome begins at elevation ZS, ,f 4. 28 

173’, approximately 52’ above the inner dome, and also consists of twenty-four radially placed steel trusses anchored of ng ry se a... 8 2 

to a tension ring connected to the steelwork of the Drum, the cylindrical area directly beneath the Dome. Loads are ees Sy, CO 2. 

transferred through the arched trusses to the tension ring and into the steel columns of the Drum. The truss chords : 4 * 1 = | i = 

are encased in clay tile and clad in granite. The structural system supporting both originates with foundations that are : KS 7 : i 4 ol - G £ 

constructed on hard pan soil with bearing capacity established at up to 4% tons per square foot. The massive founda- : A AS nt) Pe a - a” 

tions consist of four L-shaped concrete blocks that are 16’ thick, 50’ long on each long side and 30’ to 35’ long on &> hd CO a A : 

each short side. These anchor the structural columns, which are encased in tile and concrete, and carry the immense A : i Sa Vi AA a 

The Rotunda, within the Dome, is a vertical space 200’ in height. It is defined at its lower levels by the podium wall, : A Zs aot wR x “ \ - | : 

or towers, which contain the steel substructure that transfers loads to the foundations. Above the podium wall, the ‘ i if a ig ih anes Dey’ NY So | | ae oS | 

cylindrical Drum rises from the sixth level, starting at an elevation of approximately 83’, and is indicated on the inte- AK TA Wh ee NUN NY Ay Py — 

rior by the trumpeters’ gallery that circles its base. The Drum consists of a steel superstructure encased in brick walls; te rr | . < oS _ 
the interior is finished in plaster and pierced with cathedral windows, and the exterior walls are clad in granite. Four : 7 ) i hit oe en Ki \ : = - 
spiral staircases are located between the inner and outer walls of the Drum providing access to a stair landing at the it ase a ae a 

ninth level, from which two staircases span the area over the inner dome to the circular stair landing at the oculus. The CaN xi N ‘i H K | co] b | 

space between the Domes is finished with a simple plaster surface and is illuminated by a ring of twenty-four windows i | , i NT TL | ( so a : 

at the base of the outer Dome. Access to the lantern is provided by a spiral staircase suspended from the structural any i A iG 4 | DEN ¢ S| . oo 

framework of the outer dome that is directly above the oculus. Atop the Dome, at an elevation of 269’, the uppermost | atl tie J | a a : 5 
platform of the granite lantern provides the base for the 3-ton gilded bronze statue Wisconsin. | \ eo ean el] i Ce 

Post & Sons completed excavation and foundation drawings for the Central Portion in June 1909; these called for the Ce | | Ly ims os 7 _ 

large piers supporting the Drum and Dome to be made of coursed limestone. Capitol Commission secretary and Madi- a ei ewe Yt t ; a ' ~ q PI ‘ Pe 

son architect Lew F. Porter objected to the expense of using limestone for the piers, and he consulted with University 3 v | Wd = “FP ~e i | Th ae 
of Wisconsin College of Engineering Dean F. E. Turneaure on the efficiency of using reinforced concrete instead. | ‘ | | | | N ] Y | ( F a 
Professor Turneaure calculated the maximum stress for concrete piers at 260 pounds per square inch, which made 

them capable of supporting the Dome superstructure and the weight of the granite, and he also noted that “engineers — 5 

are universally employing concrete and reinforced concrete in preference to stone masonry.”'> Reinforced concrete shapes bande me a) 
was also more adaptable for anchoring the tension columns. The Capitol Commission awarded the contract for the mee z . i 

structural work to T. C. McCarthy based on concrete rather than stone piers. Post & Sons later added approximately : foe 4 + 

900 tons of steel reinforcement to the footings.'® en ai J ky : 

Structural steel was supplied by the Modern Steel Structural Company; the firm received a $97,000 contract on 22 6.20 Steelwork on Drum and Dome, 1911 
September 1910. Steel inspection was done by the Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory. By April 1911, concrete and steel Steelirusset fp ae pred Dolls ve taner and the outer domes. Steelworkers alsed an Ereching iower 

E & (center) to hoist the trusses into place. The tower was designed so that the trusses could be con- 
piers and the Dome substructure (or tower) were in place up to a level of 78’, and much of the steel for the lower section nected through it without interfering with the operation of the cranes. The completed steel of the 
of the Dome had been fabricated.” By the fall of 1911, the steelwork for the Dome was entirely in place. Throughout inner dome is visible behind the top section of the Drum. 
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6.22 Post drawing 518-65, Borings for Foundation Under Dome, 1907 2 ee. a ON eo 
Careful planning went into the design of the Central Portion. In 1907, Post issued drawings directing the boring of soil samples os ag el .* f I I [ Soe i _ fe 
to determine the excavation and foundation specifications for the Dome substructure. In some instances the new borings were oy ee | : 1 by a eer ; Cs W 
laid over the foundations of the burned Capitol (hatched areas). | a IL _ = G “ a : a cl “ 

6.23 Granite setting on Dome, circa 1912 

Granite setting on the Dome began shortly after the steelwork was completed. The slightly protruding beam extensions 

would be integrated into the granite and form the support for the ninth level walkway near the top of the Drum. 
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S Well of Worth Wing ty i 1912, however a delby in Seluniiaerants to Medea eed setting the stone on the Dome, ee delaying Soe 

NW. TE - [8 -Y rT rr NE. S of we butldings since the North Wing could not begin until the Ncodbury Granite Co. of Hardyicle Vermont, finished 
Corner h: : ro | : | Bom fi Gorner ES setting granite on the Dome and removed their derricks. Not wih May 1914 was all ie granite in place and ready to 

Favilionk J j ji 0-8 ” iy ) Pavilfors : be cleaned; that fall interior plaster work concluded as the scagliola columns were fabricated and placed between the 

a7 5 7, H yy << fe cathedral windows at elevation 107’. On 20 July 1914, the gilded statue Wisconsin, by Daniel Chester French was 

7, Ty) ip / A eae foie 7 Tf Bi hoisted above the Dome and fastened atop the lantern.'* 

Sy AY ‘ MiP» Vhs 2 : 
s y 5 (%, MY fi Ye 8 Mf i HY 8 8 Foundation 

4 iY il] SMI € | a KY S hl) 4 Y ri Four large masses of reinforced concrete, each approximately 780 cubic yards, form footings for the eight concrete 
dS = Hifi JP Age ' ’ eS. ‘4 ly & piers.'° These footings are reinforced with straight reinforcing bars laid in two separate mats 3” apart; each mat contains 
= ie i yey ia eereseee 77+ 6 peed “A>: non =  VIH a = 1” square twisted steel bars placed in both directions and spaced approximately 12” center to center. The steel columns 
UD | roe nM * of the Dome substructure are embedded in these footings. Separate from the footings for the Dome substructure, twenty 

$ | ey Ue LZ5,7 Anchor Gols. 8 steel columns support the floor of the Rotunda; these columns rest on spread concrete footings 3’ square x 2’-8” deep. 

= i S| i £4 68 Main» avy All footings rest on hardpan soil. 

BhOME co a 
Wall and Floor Structures 

6.24 Half Plan of Steel Tower and Masonry Piers, 1913 The basement floor structure consists of concrete slab-on-grade approximately 5” thick. The ground floor structural 
The supporting towers for the Dome bear upon massive piers constructed of reinforced concrete. The footings for the piers are system is similar to that employed in the wings; a steel frame, supported by steel columns, supports 12”-deep clay tile 
16° thick. arches spanning approximately 4' between I-beams or channels. Beams span radially from the center of the floor and are 

connected by perpendicular channel girders, which are riveted to the steel columns. At the brick masonry walls, beams 

are pocketed 12” into the brick and rest on steel bearing plates. The floor is topped by a 4” concrete slab over 24” of 

cinder fill. The typical live load capacity of the clay tile arches exceeds 400 Ibs. per square foot, although the capacity 

of the steel supporting it is much less. The first floor is structurally similar to the ground floor, although no framing ex- 

ists within 21’ of the center because of the circular Rotunda opening. Floors on the second through fifth level are also 

structurally similar and exist only around the perimeter of the Rotunda, extending approximately 12’ into that space. 

Supporting Towers (Substructure) 

The supporting towers of the Dome, also called the Dome substructure, consist of steel columns encased in concrete 

piers forming four irregular octagonal masses (the sides abutting the wings are 42’ long and those at the pavilions are 

22’ long) and form the podium wall on which the Drum and Dome rest. Two types of structural columns were used 

in building the substructure. The main structural columns support the cantilevered girders at the top of the tower, at 

an elevation of 78’, on which the Dome superstructure rests. Each main column consists of a pair of steel channels 

riveted together with cover plates to form a box shape; each tower has four main columns arranged in pairs for a total 

of sixteen. The second type of column is an anchor or tension column, which holds down the back end of the cantile- 

vered girders above each segment of the podium wall, or tower. Each tower contains four anchor columns positioned 

behind the main columns for a total of sixteen. 

In addition to bearing the weight of the Drum and Dome, the substructure within the podium walls supports portions 

of the floors that belt the Rotunda and connect the wings and pavilions. The main columns are connected at each story 

by beams, which carry the floor framing for each level, and primarily are made up of 12” I-beams. The substructure 

terminates at elevation 78’-6” in a ring course of 8’ plate girders forming an octagonal platform (or podium) for the 

Dome superstructure. Across the ring course of double and triple plate girders at the top of the substructure, twenty-four 

cantilevered girders are positioned radially and project outward approximately 5’ past the substructure. These offset the 

load from the columns of the superstructure to the columns of the substructure. The cantilevered girders are partially 
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supported by the two 8’-deep steel ring girders bearing on the main columns of the substructure. The ring girders, like Cirders z 
the support columns below, are encased in concrete. The concrete laterally braces the steel structure, counter balances the Aiee” c* “3 pe a 1 ion oi ee te . 
anchor column uplift forces and fireproofs the steel. The cantilever is necessary to balance the weight of the steel trusses AS ioe | : ee a Sean reeves corte Deg 5 
of the inner and outer domes and that of the twenty-four exterior granite columns and balustrade that ring the Drum. : 5 bi ete | tat Sy Hele ares qth » ie 

AGW < eof) [il $8) eerie Dome Superstructure (Drum) i nS el oot { 8 g lgeiiever TASS : 
i 0 u { she fee The Dome superstructure consists of a steel skeleton encased in brick and clad in white granite. The inner ends of the é } $ i ° es Lai | | Ka | Cirders : : 8 a 

cantilever girders carry twenty-four steel columns about 90’ in height, to an elevation of 175’, and support the trusses zs ee i i et | | pre Ber eet i: Z g 2 
of the outer dome. The outer ends carry another twenty-four columns that extend to elevation 106’ and support the ae 4 XY Ss “ Re we Mel | PB 3 © 

steel grillage beneath the granite colonnade that encircles the Drum. Each pair of columns is latticed together from 8 i 5 34 . f RS 
elevation 135’ to 170’ with steel angles; steel pins connect each column with one of the twenty-four steel Dome trusses i : 49 1 | : te ; 4. 

through a 44” diameter hole in the column. 
; i ¥ K ape en ; 4 | 

i toy h 8 
The Drum is pierced by twenty cathedral windows at an approximate elevation of 110’; each is approximately 19” tall. i Ae ues f th i Ss web i run upte 
Smaller, rectangular windows circle the Drum at an approximate elevation of 170’ (or the ninth level) but the inner ©. , £64 hh b{* ; R ae ee 
dome blocks their view from the Rotunda. Four steel spiral staircases scale the Drum to elevation 157’; from this ¥i Sot tt cd 4 8 between Girder 

point two steeply sloping stairs provide access to the stair ring landing at the oculus of the inner dome. Two shorter rfp) } 3 4 LS el 
stairs lead to elevation 203’, where a spiral staircase begins its ascent to the interior of the Lantern, the floor of which : ty me S ie ey 
is at an approximate elevation of 244’. : # 2 3 eee 

ak Ae 

Inner Dome H A Se Section X-X 

The inner dome consists of twenty-four arched steel trusses. The outward thrust of the trusses is contained with a tension i i Se ; ‘ 
ring girder at elevation 148’-6”. The inner dome trusses and tension ring girder are riveted to the main columns of the 7m eae 
superstructure framing. The inward thrust at the top end of the trusses is resisted by a 4’-deep steel girder compression at] Esa 64 and 78 
ring; the ring forms a 26’ diameter opening or oculus. Seven feet above the oculus is a disk-shaped concave ceiling, Ce ts i 
36’-3” in diameter, which has been suspended from the center of the outer dome. A mural by Edwin Blashfield is af- rd Be 5 
fixed to the underside of this circular ceiling and is visible from the Rotunda floor below. . 8 Eh i Eve Pog ee 

poh faa SSPE ES? 
Outer Dome 's tot ' u , i = iz # == i 

The exterior granite Dome also is constructed of twenty-four radially arranged arched steel trusses. The thrust of the SI os Hi) F 1 a) ee % Sy cane 
trusses is contained with tension ring girders around the base of the Dome at elevation 174’-8” and a compression ring & eee 3 A 2 Te aS? K © ee 
girder circling the summit at elevation 231’-4”. The compression ring beneath the lantern supports both that structure 2 ive & [: nae oe a Koy , = =< 
and the statue above, in addition to the hanging stairway and suspended ceiling above the oculus. The Dome trusses we ee RETF: : ve 8 —— rs Gi > 
carry the granite cladding with purlins of angle sections laid truss to truss. Within the plane of the top chords, the steel ® cts ah x S coer Passos 8 =a 8 
is protected with a 3” layer of clay tile blocks covered in plaster, the top surface of which is waterproofed. The bottom i Section rh Rw if # = ook == i chords of the trusses are X-braced to adjacent truss bottom chords with steel angles, every other bay. The Dome is : MN % be ¥ gah) oo a5 2S aos a } 
topped with light steel framing encased in load-bearing granite forming the lantern and statue base at elevation 258”. 6.25 Details of tower column, ; z- aero Somes ¥ |= : 

1913 ; We Re ce SSS 3 Se ES | 
Each pier contains four support- - > D - 5 ee 5 pe YY. 

Modifications, 1912-88 te weigh ofthe Dome andar EA Mal) pg In general, Post & Sons’ structural design of the Capitol more than adequately served the building, and only minor anchor columns (cap), which hold ase Se Ge ae Le eHom x Tepairs and modifications have been required. During construction, Post & Sons made some alterations to the design, in place the cantilevered girders at : nal Mlle eae GY including revisions stemming from the shift in the use of structural steel from standard I-shapes to Bethlehem shapes; pide ete 4 EREE n ; the architect also oversaw some minor repairs. While work on the building was still underway, a problem became ap- supporting columns in pairs. 4 ark aT ty 
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C eed ee eae rs f re l G z parent in the completed West Wing with the treasurer’s money vault. The original framing did not adequately support 
od ) ee eo RY r . : PS 2 the substantial weight of the steel vault door in the opened position; the sagging door damaged plaster, concrete floor 
> me ane a 7 " A e topping, clay tile arches and steel floor framing. In October 1912, Post & Sons prepared specifications and drawings 

Tt ri 4 | i ‘aia a u { ' | / g for a new steel column to extend from a new footing in the basement to the first floor. The damaged beam beneath the 
; | hike “ l i vault was shored and leveled, and the column was bolted to the ground floor steel framing as it passed through. The 

ee ie : y 5 treasurer’s vault was a rare occurrence of under design, probably because Post & Sons did not have adequate informa- 
cs 3 Sh ¢ tion about the vault before the wing was completed.” 

— pages g 
: D { gee 3 g A 1980 investigation into cracking plaster in the ground floor of the North Wing found no evidence of structural failure, 

i = bake be aw e floor deflection or excessive movement.”! In the late 1990s, engineers noticed slightly sloping floors at the east end 
a ae x 5 of each floor of the East Wing where the foundations had settled approximately 114”, but no damage was found. The 
tl j “ad e probable cause for the settling was the unexpected weight of the State Law Library, which contained a much greater 

Sy F re 4 number of books than originally anticipated. Slight cracking of the concrete floor on the fourth floor was also attributed 
a F to the large number of books on metal book stacks. Electrical renovations severely tested the floor structures of the 

“ id r MU Capitol as new conduit was attached to floors and ceilings, sometimes resulting in the removal of the top and bottom 

shells of the clay tile blocks. Throughout these modifications, structural failure did not occur.” 

Ths 
idee eee Some parts of the building’s exterior suffered because of exposure to the elements. In 1983 after an inspection revealed 

me that the stones of the East Wing pediment had been pushed away from the wing due to thermal movement of the roof 

components, steel straps were added to the back of the pediment stones.” In 1986, some of the brickwork on the Dome 

; = : 6.26 Supporting towers, circa 1913 at an elevation of 175’ was found to be deteriorated, but the structural steel behind it (the critical location where the 
—  e The four massive supporting towers were completed twenty-four trusses join the superstructure) exhibited only small amounts of rust. Further inspection revealed that the 

Ae Su dd 13, Anse rowers were constructed, pockets trusses themselves were in good condition and only some minor steel members near the lantern required replacement.* eg a were cast in the concrete to accommodate steel beams a s 5 on : . 
Se a of the North Wing and the Northeast and Northwest etween 1982 and 1984, the four monumental stairs outside the pavilions were rebuilt sequentially. The steel members 
a . : Pavilions, which were constructed later. had deteriorated probably due to deicing salts applied over time, and the entire brick-and-steel structural system was 

removed and replaced with concrete. The concrete work at this time included new bearing walls for the stairs as a 

ee backup for the exterior granite walls and a new slab below the landing and upper run of stairs. Two new piers, a cross —— : 0 sore, bo fp oe 2 wall and curbs adjacent to the side walls were also installed. The existing coal tar pitch membrane over the first floor 
a - ee y a ee : portico was replaced with 60 mil EPDM (ethylene propylene diene monomer) that is laid over a 15” flat slipsheet of 

Co \ Leal oe >. 2. = g Because most of the interior walls were constructed of non-load-bearing clay tile, changes to the building s internal 

4 : WS et configuration rarely affected structural systems. The renovations that did affect the structural steel most often involved 
"4 : /\ VX | ee | fj “ae ch & the removal of internal stairways between former departmental offices and vault spaces. In 1970, interior staircases were 

le N aoe ae) = 3 removed from the South Wing, between the ground floor and basement in what was originally the storage vault for the 
oe Ke BB Xx | [Vi - | a Tax Commission and between the first and ground floor of what had been a storage vault for the Insurance Department. 
| 4 | | | | ye el | I] iz eg _ * : In 1983, two private interior staircases that provided access from the first floor to the secretary of state’s ground floor 
a : r a ee ' ‘” / S a y oe 3 storage vault on the north side of the West Wing were removed. The resulting 4’ by14’ opening was patched with a 
ei . | | | ate . A £ 6.27 Erecting tower in Central Portion, reinforced concrete slab and the adjacent structural columns remained in place.” 
ia: Fen A eS iv 3 mi circa 1910 

ey Rect ay er: Ree pt = 4 temporary tower, over 200’tall, en- Although openings were constructed in the basement of each pavilion to allow electrical and mechanical connections 
Ga - F p> ESM iH | * on TL ie al J : a wines oe ne a ARES SOE to be routed around the perimeter of the walls of the building, these proved inadequate during an electrical upgrade in 
1 i" << ss ‘= = er a ae = place. By 1910, the steel substructure the late 1950s and early ee Anew opening was cut in the basement foundation walls of the Southeast Pavilion to 

We Oe ER Go AS ee ‘ ; was partially in place. allow access between mechanical systems in the East Wing and South Wing, and small portions of the basement floors 
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= — SS a —< es a mS) of 4 z were excavated to provide more room for electrical equipment. When construction of the first wing of the State Office 
4 : & “3 =o ~ = : Ss Be 5a » es , ail Zz Building was begun in 1930, a similar opening had been created in the south wall of the East Wing to allow the Capitol 

———- %: Ss. : Re Satins, se . 2 ee al i Heat and Power plant to furnish steam and electricity to the new building through the East Wing tunnel. 
ee a Re Ra PRP ee Oe, = 

> Pg ee . es ae gh Nh oF : Pe. fe 

. 4 és ey i : ey, oo ™ eG ad © z . aus . we ey Se — ee Restoration and Rehabilitation, 1989-2001 
*e. 3 : sk f iL te Although the Capitol required only minor structural modifications in the decades after it was finished, by the late 1980s 
aS a ee = = — s / ce > Aw os eo a the building required updated mechanical and communication systems that in turn required some further alterations 

a 5 = = eens — . oA ee z Hoe to the building’s structure. Beginning with the Primary Electric Renovation in 1989 and continuing with the Capitol 

rm ale a. Lae si al a ve a 4 > J eB restoration that occurred between 1990 and 2001, new equipment was installed requiring structural modifications. 

es “a. ere ea Wem: 

oS Ee ES oats Pi, 3 Primary Electric, 1989 
2 OS S a oe a : Ping, “ , As a precursor to the later restoration work, the Division of State Facilities Management (DSFM) decided to route all 

* i. ve a = . i building systems through the North Wing rather than the East Wing, which had been the mechanical hub of the build- 

, i eg ee % a an Ti eae ing since 1911. This required a new branch to the existing utility tunnel that connected the Capitol Heat and Power 
. . = 3 ee 4 Bi, a . 4 = ‘eo Plant tunnel under East Washington Avenue and new openings in the wings’ foundation walls; a new utility tunnel 

. Pt oe : coe: i - was constructed around the perimeter of the building to allow conduit for new systems to circle the building. For the 

o. se ee ie a Primary Electrical Renovation project, DSFM established guidelines for basement remodeling that would be used for 

g 8 ee . future projects; these guidelines indicated how the foundation would be treated, described the process for creating new 

to exterior wall openings, and detailed excavation procedures for areas near column and foundation footings. 

= A a Se Capitol Restoration 
eo os oa Beginning with the North Wing in 1990, each wing of the Capitol was modified to accommodate new electrical, mechani- 

< a PS sas : cal and communication systems. New equipment required more space in the basements and in the chases above, and 
— a aS . : i A larger openings were required just to move the equipment inside the building. As mechanical systems were upgraded 

" . wing by wing, incorporating new systems into the building presented more challenges. 
6.29 Interior of eighth level pipe gallery, 2003 

The interior of the small pipe gallery that wraps around the Drum at the eighth level (directly above the colonnade) provides 5 i : 

visual access to several structural elements. Radial steel beams are pocketed into an exterior brick wall, and clay tiles span the To accommodate new systems and provide space for offices, the basement floor in each wing was lowered approximately 
space between beams to form the ceiling. The beams are partially encased in clay tile and support an electrical conduit that runs 2’. The original column and wall footings had been cast 3’ to 4’ below the basement slab elevation, which allowed the 

along the ceiling of the circular space. existing basement slab to be removed and the fill beneath excavated. Not only did the basement excavations provide 

additional headroom for equipment and offices, it also provided room for future upgrades. Rigid conduit was laid after 

the excavation was complete to provide routing for electrical and communication cables. Between the column foot- 

ings, large concrete chases were constructed to provide space for mechanical and electrical equipment. An innovative 

approach was used for filling the space once the complex conduit system had been installed. An excavatable, cemeti- 

tious grout (called CLSM, or controlled low strength material) was poured to fill voids in the excavation around new 

conduit. The intent of the mix was for it to be weak in strength and easily removable with a shovel but still provide 

support for the slabs and walls similar to compacted soil. It contained fly ash, a by-product of coal-fired power plants 

that reacts with water to form a cement paste. The flowable fill provided a solid contiguous mass between the bottom 

of the conduit excavations and the slab subgrade without damaging the conduit and could support foot traffic within 

hours of placement. Trucks parked just outside the building pumped the flow into the basement. The process provided 

a suitable dense base beneath the slab without the labor-intensive effort of compacting soil. This was the first time 

DSFM used this method of backfill, which was adapted for use in subsequent state projects. 

The new mechanical systems also required new foundation openings. Where new openings were created, steel lintels 
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were installed to support the weight of the floors above. The foundation walls are thick, typically 4’-6”, and the lin- 2 
tels were designed to be as wide as the walls to evenly distribute weight to the foundation. The massive lintels were — z 
composed of steel tube sections welded to a steel plate and inserted as a single element into an opening cut with large a 8 £ 

concrete-cutting band saws. The lintels were initially placed loosely, then grouted solidly to put steel in direct contact 4 7 7 : | _ o _ a 5 

with the original concrete walls. The injected grout minimized movement from the load transfer. oa a : of gy bE ge. : 

Above the basement level, structural modifications were minimal. In the North Wing, channels were cut in the concrete oe 

floor to provide room for conduit and ductwork; this proved unsatisfactory, and in subsequent wings, the entire con- 

crete floor was removed and replaced. The clay tile walls were non-load-bearing and therefore required no structural LE _ | : 

modification; new walls needed to be placed only to accommodate steel columns. In the North and East Wings, several : ~ : 

interior stairs were removed as were the book stacks of the Legislative Reference Bureau and the State Law Library. [ 

In the East Wing, new stairs were installed between the basement, ground and first floor, which required new steel | ; — 
framing that was bolted onto existing framing; a similar process was used to provide framing for a new limited use, ™ ws, : ” . 

limited access (LULA) elevator between the third and fourth floors. During renovation in the North Wing, selective - 3 as ae 7] 

removal of interior walls caused some instability, and wood bracing was erected to support walls temporarily during om a ae a . 2 

replacement of mechanical equipment. During subsequent work elsewhere in the Capitol, more preventative measures Le - ~ tgs so P| — 

were taken to ensure the protection of existing structures. Beginning in 1998, new roofs were installed on the North and a a Po - 
West Wings of the building. The existing EPDM and flat-lock copper roofing system (installed in 1984) was replaced - a 
with a new EPDM and flat-lock, terne-coated stainless steel roofing system. Similar work was completed on the South eee : SES RCO Nee : 

Wing and East Wing as part of those wings’ restorations.?” : ae ice a, 

6.30 Excavation under Northwest Pavilion, 1991 

In order to accommodate the installation of new mechanical and electrical systems, a utility tunnel was 

constructed around the perimeter of the building. The tunnel required new openings in the foundation 
and excavation along the driveway of the porte cochere beneath the pavilions. 
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os ye SA AWWA Mm, «9 2d conduit. The walls of the Where new openings were created in the foundation walls, steel lintels constructed of tubular shapes 
os Nea . i. 

: 

e@ s Waa en My Chases and tunnels were back- mounted on plates were installed to support the masonry above and protect the concrete. 
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au os ; ot ae ao - 6.34 Clay tile construction, Ground Floor, South Wing, 1997 
6.32 Foundation opening, West Wing, 1993 During the Capitol restoration and rehabilitation, workers relied upon construction methods similar to 

Foundation openings varied in size. Some were small to provide ventilation for mechanical those used when the building was first built. New interior walls were constructed of hollow clay tile 

equipment. Others were large enough to accommodate construction equipment. blocks as the original walls had been. 
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Endnotes 
' Author Willis J. Ehlert asserts that the Wisconsin Capitol dome is “probably” the only granite-clad dome in the United '° See structural steel specifications in boxes 39, 40 and 41, Capitol Commission records, ser. 833; Post & Sons Struc- 
States; certainly it is the largest. Ehlert also states that it is the largest by volume in the U. S. and third largest by tural plans for West (518-09 through 518-20), East (518-501 through 518-514), South (518-1001 through 518-1013), 

volume in the world. See Willis J. Ehlert, America’s Heritage: Capitols of the United States (Madison: State House and North (518-1601 through 518-1613) Wings; for pavilions, see Post & Sons Drawings 518-2050 through 518-2058, 

Publishing, c. 1993), 120. all in Capitol Archives. 

2 W. G. Kirchoffer to Capitol Commission Secretary Lew F. Porter (hereinafter Porter), 8 October 1906 (folder 5, '' Porter to Post & Sons, 6 November 1913, folder 4, box 20, Capitol Commission records, ser. 833. 
box 43) and 7 December (folder 1, box 14); Corona & Oliver contract and bond and Kirchoffer excavation drawing, 

both in folder 5, box 43, all in Capitol Commission records, ser. 833, Archives Division, Wisconsin Historical Soci- " For the West Wing, see T. C. McCarthy contract and bond, folder 2, box 43; McCarthy application for payment (12 
ety (hereinafter Capitol Commission records, ser. 833). See also George B. Post & Sons Excavation Plan, no date, March 1908), folder 5, box 44. For the East Wing, see A. D. and J. V. Frederickson contract, folder 5, box 42; Con- 
Wisconsin Capitol Archives. tract Account Summary ledger, vol. 3, p. 47; Lew F. Porter, memorandum or report for 11 September 1908, box la. 

For the South Wing and connected pavilions, see Porter memoranda or reports for 21 September 1909, 6 April and 20 
3 For the East Wing, see “Jud Stone’s Gleanings,” Wisconsin State Journal, 7 March 1908, p. 7; and “Many Watch September 1911, box la. For the North Wing and connected pavilions, see T. C. McCarthy contract and bond, folder 
Work on Capitol,” Wisconsin State Journal, 21 April 1908, p. 8. The South Wing excavations are harder to date; T. 2, box 43; Porter to O. A. Ingram, 26 August 1914 and 10 August 1915, folder 17, box 11; Porter to J. A. Van Cleve, 
C. McCarthy received an omnibus contract for excavation, foundation and masonry work for the Central Portion and 10 September and 9 October 1914, folder 4, box 26. All sources ibid. 

South Wing. The South Wing was razed beginning in mid-September 1910 and ending in December 1910; concrete 
foundations were complete by April 1911. See Porter memorandum or report for 6 April 1911, box 1a, Capitol Com- 'S Sarah Bradford Landau and Carl W. Condit, Rise of the New York Skyscraper, 1865-1913 (New Haven, CT: Yale 
mission records, ser. 833. For the North Wing, see Wisconsin State Journal, 10 February 1914 (no page number) and University Press, 1996), 28-29. 

Porter to Woodbury Granite Company, 25 April 1914, folder 2, box 7, Capitol Commission records, ser. 833. 

‘For the West Wing, see McNulty Bros. Company contract and bond, folder 2, box 43; McNulty Bros. application for 
* Capitol Commission minutes for 30 April and 1 May 1907, vol. 1, and Contract Account Summary ledger, vol. 3, p. certificate for payment, 9 December 1908, folder 5, box 4; and Van Cleve to Porter, 22 February 1910, folder 6, box 
397, both in Capitol Commission records, ser. 833; “Begin on Walls of Capitol July 1, Wisconsin State Journal, 28 May 25. For the East Wing, see McNulty Bros. contract and bond, folder 2, box 43; Porter memoranda or reports for 14 
1907, p. 1. The company’s contract was extended to cover the east foundation wall without competitive bidding. October 1908 and 30 April, 7 June, 5 July, 31 August and 1 December 1909, box la. For the South Wing, see McNulty 

Bros. contract and bond, folder 2, box 43; and Capitol Commission minutes for 7 April 1910, vol. 1. For the North 
* For the East Wing, see Contract Account Summary ledger, vol. 3, p. 18, Capitol Commission records, ser. 833; “Many Wing, see McNulty Bros. contract and bond, folder 2, box 43; Post & Sons to McNulty Bros., 29 October 1915, folder 
Watch Work on Capitol,” Wisconsin State Journal, 21 April 1908, p. 8; “New Capitol Wing Ready Jan. 1,” Wisconsin 2, box 34; Porter to J. A. Van Cleve, 13 November 1915, folder 5, box 26; and Porter to L. C. Whittet, 16 May 1916, 
State Journal, 17 May 1908, p. 4. For the South Wing, see Porter memoranda or reports for 21 September 1909 and folder 8, box 29, all sources are in Capitol Commission records, ser. 833. 
6 April 1911, box 1a, Capitol Commission records, ser. 833. For the North Wing, see Porter to Woodbury Granite 

Company, 25 April 1914, folder 2, box 7; Woodbury Granite Company to Porter, 31 July 1914, folder 5, box 28, both 'S Porter memoranda or reports for 24 June and 15 September 1909, box 1a, ibid. 
in Capitol Commission records, ser. 833. 

'6 Porter memoranda or reports for 21 September 1909 and 15 March 1910, box la, ibid. 
° The specifications for foundation work are in boxes 39 (East Wing), 40 (North Wing) and 41 (South Wing, Central 
Portion and West Wing), Capitol Commission records, ser. 833. "7 Capitol Commission minutes for 20 September 1910 and 18 May 1911, vol. 1; Porter memorandum or report for 6 

April 1911, box la, ibid. 
7 The figures are from a survey conducted by Affiliated Engineers, Inc. of Madison. See Wisconsin, Department of 
Administration, Division of Facilities Development, et al., Historic Structure Report, Book IV, Wisconsin State Capitol: '8 Porter memorandum or report for 20 September 1911, box 1a; Capitol Commission minutes for 10 June 1912, 20 
South Wing and Southeast and Southwest Pavilions (Madison, 1995), 353. May 1914, and 10 September 1914, vol. 1, ibid. 

* For the West Wing, see Post & Sons to Worden-Allen, 1 November 1907, folder 2, box 21; Capitol Commission min- '° The description of the Central Portion structure derives from historical documents, first-hand inspection, and “Dome 
utes for 25 January 1907, vol. 1; Post & Sons to Porter, 7 October 1907, Capitol Commission records, ser. 833. For the of the Wisconsin Capitol,” Engineering News 70 (28 August 1913), 389-95. 
East Wing, see Post to Modern Steel Structural, 2 July and 27 October 1908, folder 12, box 35; Porter memorandum or 

report for 20 March 1909, box la, all in Capitol Commission records, ser. 833; and “To Finish Roof of New Capitol,” > Post & Sons to Porter, 10 April 1907, and Post & Sons to T. C. McCarthy, 17 June 1907, both in folder 1, box 21; 
Wisconsin State Journal, 7 April 1909, p. 7. For the South Wing, see Porter memoranda or reports for 15 March 1910, Memo Specification for Reinforcement of First Floor Money Vault for the West Wing..., 23 October 1912, folder 8, box 
6 April 1911 and 20 September 1911 all in box 1a, Capitol Commission records. For the North Wing, see Porter to 38, all in Capitol Commission records, ser. 833. 
Worden-Allen, 5 and 25 February 1915, folder 2, box 34; Porter to William Kinsella, 19 March 1915, folder 13, box 
14; Kinsella to Porter, 11 March 1915, folder 6, box 28; Worden-Allen to Porter, 20 June 1917, folder 8, box 28, all in 7! John Freeman to K. Lindner, 11 January 1980, unknown provenance, copy in Capitol Archives research files. 
Capitol Commission records, ser. 833; and Wisconsin State Journal, | and 7 July 1915. 

» John Freeman to Art McClure, 26 August 1986, drawer B. 33, Capitol Archives. 
* The steel specifications prepared by George B. Post & Sons are located in boxes 39, 40 and 41 of the Capitol Com- 
mission records, ser. 833. 3 Contract change order for project 7912-03, 17 October 1983, in “Capitol Roof/Skylight” folder, box 5, Pre-1987 

Capitol Renovation Papers, Capitol Archives. 
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4 Freeman to McClure, 26 August 1986, drawer B. 33, ibid. 

25 Tbid.; “Exterior Survey and Analysis of the Wisconsin State Capitol Dome, West Wing and Northwest Pavilion,” 7 
March 1994, B.19.05; “Rebuild Entrance Steps (West Washington and Wisconsin Avenue), specification for Project 

No. 7912-03-08,” B.27, ibid. 

26 Untitled and undated drawing from Greg Bares’ Division of Facilities Development files, ibid. 

27 Robert Brandherm to Mark D. Brugher, 20 July 1998, in “Roof Replacement” folder, box 11, Pre-1987 Capitol 

Restoration Papers, ibid. 
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i ag Se a MNO 
Le — Bent) aren ny ye 
Le esi i, a a, eS RA) A 4 phee § 3 lh a Be Poe aE ‘ N yith its gleaming white granite exterior, soaring Dome and classical facades, the Wisconsin State Capitol 
ad ta ‘ Woo es eR | H Tg a Ee ae | oe ye ‘ a is a premier example of the Beaux-Arts tradition in American public architecture and one of the most 
VEL Se \ CS SV // Ce wn ree " ae A Pos ee et significant achievements of the New York architectural firm of George B. Post & Sons. Situated on an 
Ee eT ee UN \ sg ir ‘ ie e etn. = 85-foot-high hill on an isthmus between Lakes Mendota and Monona, the Capitol is the most prominent landmark in 
ie e i Pg eit ENG ae we g P - Ree s a: the city of Madison. At the behest of the Capitol Commission, Post & Sons designed the exterior of the Capitol to use 
- | hes ' a : i tee , Ah y ‘ i . z : bs ¢ the configuration of the existing site most advantageously. Four symmetrical wings radiating toward diagonal streets 
a We an ae yo \) Wi i ‘“e F Hi : : Tits converged at a central rotunda beneath a 269-foot-tall dome, which Post insisted be situated at the precise center of 

ne oe yi Te ) a iN iC eae. : { ed the Capitol Park, the earlier capitols having been constructed off center. The Dome was in studied proportion to, and 
oe ee} Pe oer | | E aa a fy ia : a formed an integral part of, the overall building. Each of the four wings was five stories in height, beginning with a 

| ae | feat — f : rar] rubs | oles i s ground story and culminating in an “attic” story stepped back from the exterior walls and hidden behind a balustrade. 
ae ene ns eee Bes = = cart ee ls The principal facade of each wing contained a classical pediment and entablature supported by six colossal Corinthian 

“ Serene : 2 : columns resting on a base of rusticated masonry. These served as monumental pedestrian entrances to the building. 
oo ——— In the four corners formed by the wings, pavilions topped with shallow domes supported by four columns provided 

ee aoe os a = ba or ree = the formal, ceremonial entrances to the Capitol, with grand granite stairs leading to a first floor entrance lobby in each 
: ee See quadrant from drives that connected to the city’s principal avenues. The entire exterior was clad in white granite, the 

ae ee Se 2 = oS 8 ‘ color of which was made even more striking because of the contrast provided by the more somber surrounding build- 
7.1 Capitol from North Pickney Street, 1917 ings, the green of Capitol Park, the gilded statue atop the Dome and the metallic bronze railings on the wings. 
The Wisconsin State Capitol was one of the last major public buildings erected in the United States to exemplify the American 
adaptation of French Beaux-Arts principles, a trend that dominated public architecture at the turn of the twentieth century. The The Wisconsin State Capitol and George B. Post occupy significant places in the history of American architecture. By 
exterior exhibits the hallmarks of the style: classical facades, carved ornamentation and symmetry, all integrated into a fully uni- the late nineteenth century, stylistic preferences for public architecture were dominated by the aesthetic of the Ecole 
Jied composition. des Beaux-Arts in Paris. American architects trained at the Ecole, or in the studios of French graduates of the Ecole, 

returned to the United States and started architectural practices that reflected this training and the associated stylistic 
preferences of the French academy. Post was a member of the second generation of American designers trained in this 
manner, and his design of the Capitol reflected a deep familiarity with Beaux-Arts tradition. By the end of the century, 
hallmarks of Beaux-Arts architecture included the use of Renaissance revival form with symmetrical arrangement and 
classical proportion; exterior masonry was designed using classical elements, columns and often sculptural groups. These 
large, formal buildings became the accepted form of public architecture in the United States and appeared as capitols, 
courthouses, libraries, banks and other important buildings. Post’s design for the Wisconsin State Capitol incorporated 
many of the customary Renaissance revival elements preferred by the Ecole and epitomized in the U.S. Capitol, includ- 
ing symmetry, a great dome and principal facades marked by a classical entablature and pediment supported by colossal 
columns. One feature set the Wisconsin Capitol apart from its contemporaries, its cross-shaped footprint. The program 
for the architects’ competition prepared by the Capitol Commission specified that the building was to be in the shape 
of a St. Andrew’s cross and oriented toward the comers of the square Capitol Park. This important directive provided 
Post the opportunity to design a building that was fully integrated within both its natural and urban contexts.! 
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72 Wren = Ce Z- «af "E Exterior Construction, 1906-17 
BE 4 YS ee a lt Gs 4 The construction of the Capitol exterior was carried out in five overlapping phases: West Wing (1906-10), East Wing 

RATE vey Fe | 7 a UL pi: (1908-10), Central Portion (1910-14), South Wing (1910-12), and North Wing (1914-17). The Southeast and South- 
N ef ct , i j N / vy | : SF 8 west Pavilions were constructed a the South Wing; the Northeast and Northwest Pavilions, with the North Wing. 
‘ ihe = cit 4 | ha : - oe : 8 Construction in each phase began with excavation, usually carried out by hand, after the corresponding portions of 

Qe Ts SG Le : oe Se lC—*t* oe. & the old structure had been razed. Proceeding in this manner allowed portions of the old building to remain in use, and 
A — Be TN ee — + |. it spread the cost of construction over multiple legislative appropriations. As the process was carried forward, each 

Ms iG — ee 8 2 5 basement section of the Capitol was excavated, and workers poured concrete foundation walls and footings using forms 

: “Oh NY RR —— . 8 and steel reinforcing rods. With some of the wings, foundation work began before the basement was fully excavated. 
b aN x = ao SN 2 hl The foundation walls and footings supported the steel skeleton and the load-bearing, brick walls. With some excep- 

[ S a Ro ee. 5 tions the commission let separate contracts for each portion of the work. The most significant deviation occurred with 
tO 4 eae mL = N a the West Wing, for which contracts for steel and masonry were let together. Because of the overlap in construction of 
, ar NG i the South Wing and Central Portion, major contracts (such as masonry) included work for both areas. Although new 

' » . “ f a Pt ~\ ; ; z bidding was required for each phase of construction, some contractors, such as Timothy C. (known as T. C.) McCarthy 
. ae , ‘ “4 Ee of Madison, worked on each phase. 

i 4 \ . ba Te FC fee : ee : . % The exterior walls were constructed using a composite wall system. Brick walls built directly on poured concrete foun- 

: ! a hg : (4 . | ‘| f aS laa ay Ges dations had anchors that enabled integration of the exterior granite cladding. Steelwork generally preceded masonry, 

ey iia il ih 7 i. Led = ae - Z Hae and beam ends were shored temporarily with timbers until they could be pocketed into the brickwork. Bricklaying 
1 - ‘i q - Lm : a ba : oe ae : a and granite setting occurred nearly simultaneously. For the ground and first stories, masons used breast derricks (a 

y ms p =| & - i: a = = i small-scale hoisting system used to lift granite blocks short distances) to set the stone; above the first story, boom der- 
i q ' | a - — 4 3 “f _ : q = < am 4 ne ; Sod a : i ricks (larger systems designed to lift blocks of stone to greater heights) were used to hoist the stone. A steel erecting 

| 1 1 Le | a Ea 0 Fe eo = ie A Py, ‘— — eS : a tower in the area designated for the Dome also was used for the Central Portion steelwork. Granite blocks arrived in 
if ae A RE Die Fe oe - a ‘ a Ps Madison from the Woodbury Granite Co. of Hardwick, Vermont already cut to specifications. The complicated process 
3 _ apa —— es att) ih ea p< Gee a of installing in Madison granite stones that were cut in Vermont based on drawings made in New York caused some 

F oi AVL ee | oe 2 -— Pt en delays, especially when construction phases overlapped. Despite these minor inconveniences, the process of exterior 

| iu a —— : “Ma, ¥ S = ie ~ construction generally went smoothly for such a large, complicated structure. 

- 
a _— oe 

e : . : = — : Much of the exterior ornamentation, such as column capitals, cornices and window openings, drew upon conventional 

j : iets : . designs for the period. The exterior artwork program, however, included sculptural groups designed specifically for the 

emai eet Sr _ Capitol. Each of the pediment sculptures installed in the four wings was designed by a well-known European-American 

: a Se ores sculptor and carved under his supervision. The groups for the east and west pediments were designed by Karl Bitter; 
oe ee ome ae See the south, by Adolph Weinman; and the north, by Attilio Piccirilli. For these, Woodbury Granite provided appropriately 

——— aS cei sized stones that were carved in Madison. A significant shift occurred in the production of the pediment groups while 
2 ° i the East and West Wings were under construction. The stones for the East Wing were hoisted into place after which a 

crew of stonecutters carved the group under the direction of Bitter. A similar process began on the West Wing, but an 

accident sent the pediment stones crashing to the ground, killing the Woodbury Granite foreman. Subsequently, as a 

. safety measure, the stones for the west, south and north pediments were first rough-carved on the ground before being 

lifted into place, where finishing touches were applied. In all cases, the designs of the sculptures were approved several 

: : : years before they were installed, allowing the sculptor ample time to create a plaster model, have it pointed up in stone 

; and installed on the wing. A similar process was used for the four statuary groups at the base of the Dome designed by 

fed NOTING EE Z ae : ‘ : ; y pee Karl Bitter. These groups were carved under his supervision and then assembled at the base of the Dome.” One of the Capitol 's exterior features that received praise from Daniel Burnham of Chicago, the Capitol Commission's 

hired consultant, was the use of pavilions at the corners between the wings for the principal, ceremonial entrances. 

Monumental grand stairs led to circular entrance lobbies on the first floor above the portes cocheres. 
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Selecting the Exterior Stone : Sa a. “wr. Se... z 
Once it had approved Post & Sons’ design, the commission faced a significant decision in selecting the type of exterior ‘ - 7 a: te — a 2 Sa > 2 

stone. Consistent with the Beaux-Arts aesthetic of the period, Post desired a very white stone for the building and 3 * : x on dee : a on % . 

recommended a “material of sufficiently fine texture to admit to delicate carving.” He had used white marble to good ; =. ve ers a. 7 8 ‘ee _ g 

effect in his past work, including the New York Stock Exchange (1901-03), a Renaissance Revival structure the prin- { = Ft Pos 5 a e i — ies = 

cipal facade of which shared several design features with the Wisconsin Capitol, including carved pediment statuary oo Pe 4 ae 7 ; Py & ~~ a a < . 7 aE 

by Attilio Piccirilli and his brothers. For the Capitol, Post recommended white marble, with white granite his second 2 ‘ ‘ rs 88 ss 2 - ™ - . a! 

choice. Despite some agitation for a locally quarried stone (the previous capitols had been constructed of buff-colored . eo a oe re eS lhlmlmlmlt~*~—””~”~—~C SAS 

Wisconsin limestone) the commission placed advertisements for bids in national trade publications.’ t . % es acre | ee . — 4 aE 

Ff a) —  rrr—< i‘ 
Two rounds of bidding, however, failed to produce a satisfactory result. To assist in making this critical decision, mem- ) we saga : es ie ne Y =—S ete . _ _ a 5 

ber ofthe Capitol Commission and members of the legislature embarked ona tour of quarries and ofboth marble and jie Sy 7q  rrlrlc( lll—le 
granite buildings. In late March, the group assembled in Chicago where it examined several buildings, then traveled to Pe 2 - ha cs ba « a | i 2 ees — a 4s 
Georgia, where it visited quarries that produced several varieties of marble and inspected buildings in Atlanta. Traveling Se re en L | el rr. a ae 
north, the delegation saw buildings in Washington, D. C. and New York City. In New York the commission overruled + s2eeee "ASR BT | rr .., Ol 
one of Post’s recommendations; upon seeing Grant’s Tomb, constructed of North Jay granite that Post suggested as an ae  S uo j near p ca : | 8 @Ii als P| F __ 7 y 

alternative to marble, the commission “was most disappointed with this piece of work and refused at once to consider f “~a _ ne i e Ri yo ‘ | ae eT mt =| D { i | eda bed 

North Jay as a possible material for the Capitol.” Some members traveled to Vermont to visit granite quarries, where f 1 ¢ oe ae es [a - aH | ts : : o i : a i" er 

they heard presentations from the Ellis Granite Company and the Woodbury Granite Co.* pe = : E ; 7 4 a -. a) — i i ir : ss = * 

After returning to Madison, the commission still could not reach a decision; commissioner William F. Vilas and others iia a ae oe ee Me i Me : oh eT P 

gathered more information and consulted with Post. The commission eventually selected White Bethel granite from - 3 

quarries in Hardwick, Vermont owned by Woodbury Granite. The difficulty in reaching a decision involved concerns e 

over price (the legislature had imposed strict limits on cost) and also may have been caused by Post’s reluctance to use er ee = 

granite instead of marble. Post’s insistence that the stone be fine-grained enough to allow “delicate carving” elimi- ee. — : ; i 

nated most granites; White Bethel evidently had a satisfactory grain. Post also was concerned about color. White — 

Bethel granite contains black specks, which Post thought would mar the exterior coloration, lending it a mottled-gray 7.3 East Wing, circa 1912 

appearance instead of brilliant white. During early construction of the West Wing, Post specified that the stones on The Captiol was constructed in five overlapping phases while portions of the old capitol remained tmuse: The East Wing was 
x . i : completed between 1908 and 1910, although the granite approach remained unfinished for a few more years. The north wing of 

the lower portions of the wings be free of any black spots larger than a dime. Post may have been convinced to use ihe formenbuldien is vusiblevs te mahi ofihe newly completed wines 

White Bethel granite because the stone contains enough quartz to counteract the appearance of black spots; with the 

flecks of quartz reflecting in sunlight, the overall appearance was that of a dazzling white stone.’ Four years after the 

commission selected White Bethel granite, Porter expressed his satisfaction to businesses considering it for their own 

construction projects. “The Facing of two Wings of the Capitol has now been completed,” Porter wrote one company 

in 1910, “and I think I speak advisedly for everyone connected with it when I say that the decision reached with regard 

to the Facing is regarded as a most fortunate one. The granite compares most favorably with the marbles which are 

used for artistic effect but which do no approach the durability and permanency of appearance.”* 

Construction 
Construction of the Capitol’s exterior began with the West Wing in October 1906; excavation was followed by the 

pouring of foundations. This initial phase of construction was delayed by the steep slope of the site, which required 

extra excavation to reach the specified hardpan soil. Further, the commission insisted that foundation work proceed 

before Post & Sons had completed foundation plans showing the connection with the Central Portion at the east end of 

the wing. By early July 1907 the foundations and footings were complete. The excavation contractor, Corona & Oliva 

Co. of Madison, exceeded its initial estimate, and the Foster Construction Company of Milwaukee, contractor for the 
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al z foundations, received a supplemental contract to cover the east foundation wall. General construction was carried out 

aid WN ie by Madison builder T. C. McCarthy, whose firm erected masonry, structural steel and roof elements; structural steel 

nye AI 5 was supplied by the Worden-Allen Co. of Milwaukee. The exterior was initially slated to be complete anu: anes Vif a lied by the Worden-Allen Co. of Milwaukee. Thi lly slated to b pleted by 10 January 

a ie. , but slow shipment of steel delayed the work. Most of the steel was in place by the middle of Janua: , when i] ze 1908, but slow shi f steel delayed th k. Most of th 1 place by the middle of January 1908, wh 

i | ren z brick-and-granite work had progressed to a height of 48 feet. The wing was enclosed by March 1908.’ 

Cr coe ! t g 
Haw AV. ~. i 

ine : ie, Construction of the East Wing began in March 1908. Without the slope that existed in the west corner of the park and 

eM a = Lt with many design precedents already established in the West Wing, excavation and installation of the foundations pro- 

la f=} EA 3 ee > S Re ceeded much more rapidly and efficiently than with the West Wing. As workers finished one portion of the trenching, 

y Ye, =f ft — Fl ey ee others followed to pour foundation walls and footings. Excavation was completed in late April; the foundations were 
jet hyp -1 ff ft Thetis o. cars N Z : i A 

Vi, F- i If f Ea ae ee aN in place by early June. The masonry contractor, A. D. and J. V. Frederickson of Madison, began exterior brickwork 

if ii LS i] i ae I Neat : ws aN as early as late April, and masons from Woodbury Granite began setting granite facing in June.* Some aspects of East 

We Til 1h Hf Hil ead ae Wing construction occurred quickly; brickwork, for example, was completed within six months. Setting the granite 
ood hp Spe aR Roy BRS Abt? A, 3 m . * . : : 

| im { th -t ce Ee ia \ proved more challenging. In January a strike in Vermont delayed deliveries and held up exterior construction. The 

Pe al 4 [PEE PICEE as ie ae i oe! NM granite sheathing of the wing, except for the portico and pediment, was completed by March 1909. Between April and 
LET od ree HE alll ' ; ; 

i ! aa f Bary che Fie i 4 | July of that year, setters working for Woodbury Granite erected the columns and pediment, and the steel superstructure 

eae as aaa ee ea 5 sepia a a a and roof were completed as well. Carving of the pediment group began in July 1909 when scaffolding was constructed 
ae ee ere ee oe eet MU eau Set ae terns i 5 : t 

aie as Ges qe ES a ae at 4 i to allow carvers access to the stones in situ. The eight or nine carvers completed their work on the East Wing pediment 

ie Sere eS : Ee fo by late January 1910. The exterior of the East Wing, although the second begun, was the first completed.’ 
ER eae races Se mares ame estat tar OR SE enya ay a ae 

era eak aha San dee ay eee ee a EE i il eee 

i i a a (| ‘| [i Be a Lo Despite the exterior “box” of the West Wing having been completed in early 1908, the columns and pediment remained 
i yy |e BRST cofcoa! yisacpe deal atte Ba 3 zi 4 § : z 
i JPG | & Pe lit ou EAL , ae i unfinished. Before the derricks could be erected on the site to lift the massive stones into place, dirt from the excavation 

[ape ps (loses pests 2. te E ae for the East Wing and other fill were required to build up the west terrace. Accordingly, construction of the portico and 

weed eee ee eS of a BOE es pediment was deferred until July 1909 when setters working on the East Wing finished their work and the scaffold- 
con oma ards ee ws = ibe a ee ee ing and derricks could be moved to the West Wing. The six columns for the West Wing were completed in August, 
rg ee ae i agit Vy ee line but work on the pediment was delayed by construction mishaps. In late August, one of the corner stones broke while 

re rie | “i re fe aa he ae ee 7 being loaded at the railroad depot and had to be replaced; the replacement stone did not arrive until October. That 
i I: { | i ( | ea [Ese 1 ee | seat & ieee te uh a month, a fatal accident claimed the life of the Woodbury Granite foreman, Daniel Logan, when 300 tons of stones in 

| | | i ia i fan Wee ee ak e ate mal “Rey Ge the pediment crashed to the ground. New stones began to arrive for the West Pediment in March 1910. However, as 
| feat | tr | iy } ie \: BE a sets ‘ ae . ee Q c (| a a result of this tragedy, the remaining pediment sculptures were first rough-carved, based upon a model completed by 

lt |: HE ! SHES) ERE: pe Eee fe a es Eble Bitter in January 1910, before being hoisted into place, when finishing occurred.'° The entire work was completed by 

Wee tt | Aedes 7 ce the end ofthe year." 
eesti Ne Le Rete eT i Se Bl tn eters ce 
SS ea a i Ep ee ee a eat Cae é é : : nie pes ee SE ie Et an Bue Construction of the Central Portion and the South Wing began at about the same time, and several contractors received 

4 ae pe : || aa ] peapeeia lta See a enamel aR Ee h li a single contract to cover both portions of the building. Post & Sons began preparing drawings soon after finishing the 
sropeesredl cl SA oops anginal yoaasle poate peel eas eA ASH I. iit a ee E a wee cal) Riis eel HI Ee ld He Hach Ei Pa East Wing drawings; the firm completed drawings for the steelwork by mid-October 1908 and for the excavation and 

oe deere Se see cle ae | pa cer the foundations by late June 1909. The commission called for an ambitious schedule, but its time line was threatened 
Reo RE Sint eee oe Tas tetera ars ei ete eras ied ieee 4 Ftd vf s oes . 

ae Paes aad i Bi : me el eae etl by the need to dismantle the old dome; although Porter had called for bids, the commission received no proposals 

b au Se. ose CAE oer ea sata ae for its removal. On 25 June 1909, in order to maintain its schedule, the commission engaged a foreman and crew of 
Sahih Paige doi £o48 a tas Pee eae es sabe Sin) iestetsta CUT: rr Anite Re 5 2 

Pecei UO OS F800 UAL iinet ETA te eRe ae HE Hime laborers to remove the old dome.'” The first piece of the cast iron dome was removed on 31 August 1909, and by 15 

7.4 Post Drawing 518-2014, Elevation and Section of Superstructure ... (detail), 1910 September approximately one-quarter of the structure had been removed. By December the entire dome had been 

In designing the Central Portion and Dome, New York architect George B. Post used an architectural vocabulary taken down at a cost of $6,000. The pieces were moved to the University of Wisconsin campus where they were to be 
that dated back to classical Greek and Roman times. A Corinthian colonnade circled the Drum; the colonnade : a 

es ; if : stored temporarily and eventually to be used to replace a smaller dome on Main Hall (now Bascom Hall). The masonry 
was topped by a traditional entablature of architrave, frieze and cornice, a decorative element repeated on the = i rer i 
exteriors of the wings as well as in the interior Rotunda. structure that supported the cast iron dome was demolished next; the commission hired the Madison firm of Doran and 
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McDonald to remove the “foundation work under the old dome” for $1,000.'? In early January 1910 the contractors ee oe < - - - 2 : . es ee Me ae oe? 

had taken down the walls of the interior rotunda to the level of the first floor ceiling. The remainder of the previous — : oe ee 4 ae oe 2 : e : ey ee 

capitol was removed by that spring.'* oS e 7 — . a ee co : oS = a 

The first part of the Central Portion constructed was the podium wall that would bear the weight of the Dome, but signifi- Po. ee E Sei ; - 3 

cant changes were made early in the design process. Post & Sons’ specifications originally called for massive footings to ee ee q hl g 

be constructed of limestone blocks. Porter objected to the expense of limestone and suggested that reinforced concrete Ce a eg Bae ee z 

be used instead. Porter consulted with University of Wisconsin School of Engineering Dean Frederick E. Turneaure, ee 8 ire a re 

who confirmed that the use of reinforced concrete for the footings was an acceptable alternative to limestone. He also oe nw : a ee. i 

noted that “engineers are universally employing concrete and reinforced concrete in preference to stone masonry.” In ee Ne , ee i ys ae a 

February 1910, Post & Sons provided revised plans for the footings, which added 900 tons of steel. Porter delivered we MANS ee ea = 

the drawings to the steel contractor, Modern Steel Structural Co. of Waukesha, and the president of the firm estimated ae oh oe fe K a MGS g 

that he could have the steel on site by 15 June 1910.'° oe q s = \ a 

Although the contracts for excavation and foundation work (covering both the Central Portion and South Wing) were 

awarded on 21 September 1909, work on the Central Portion foundations did not begin until early September 1910, ’ Z 

when the footings for two sections of the podium wall were started. Work progressed rapidly. By early April 1911, ee 

the footings for all four sections were complete, and the steel superstructure (also referred to as the supporting towers) gi 8 

was constructed to a height of 78 feet. Throughout the summer of 1911, the steel trusses of the Dome were hoisted hot. P 

into place and riveted; by October the steel skeleton of the Central Portion was essentially complete. While the Dome a 

trusses were being placed, workers poured concrete to encase the steel structure of the supporting towers; the concrete i Sone Wing ena Domaunder consiruction, cee 1B 
‘onstruction of the South Wing and Dome occurred simultaneously. By 1912 the steel skeleton 

of the podium walls reached a level of approximately 70 feet in late September 1911.'° of the Dome and the sculptural group for the South Wing pediment were largely in place. 

Construction of the South Wing began after the Central Portion, but it was completed more quickly. On 8 August 1910, 

the Capitol Commission employed J. W. Mitchell of Madison to demolish the south wing of the previous building for 

$3,500 and the salvaged material. Occupants moved out by the first week of September and demolition began about a 

week later. Woodbury Granite finished cutting stone for the South Wing and adjoining pavilions by early 1911.'7 By 

the following April, the foundations were completed and structural steel was in place to the second floor. The Southeast 

and Southwest Pavilions also were included in the construction of the South Wing, although they lagged behind the 

wing by several months. In part this was due to the necessity of having the podium wall and wing completed to the 

fifth level so that the structural elements of the pavilions could be tied into the adjoining structures. By that April, the 

foundations for the Southwest Pavilion had been completed, although the excavation of the Southeast Pavilion was still 

underway. Exterior construction continued rapidly throughout the summer, and by mid-September, the steel, brickwork 

and granite cladding were complete on the wing and the two pavilions up to the third level cornice.'® 

As work progressed on the wing, artist Adolph Weinman (who had signed his contract in September 1909) developed the 

design for the sculptural group in the pediment. The following February the commission approved the model. Despite 

Porter’s complaints that too few carvers were available to work on the figures, the sculpture was set in the pediment 

and completed in June 1912.'° The pediment represented the last major element of South Wing exterior construction; 

the wing had been enclosed and interior work begun in early 1912. 

Simultaneously, construction continued on the Dome as masons installed clay tile between the steel trusses and set 

granite facing on the exterior. By 1913 delays in cutting and shipping the granite slowed work. This was caused by 

Woodbury Granite’s cutting stone for the North Wing at the same time as that for the Central Portion. Although con- 
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ee . a Urmrr—“‘COCO”SOCSC Se 3 ries; as pieces of stone were extracted, some of them were easier to cut for the wing rather than the Dome. Woodbury 

a  -srs—s— — 4 Granite moved ahead with cutting blocks for the North Wing and shipping them to Madison. Granite for the Dome 

— a. mn 2 ae oe 8 g continued to arrive irregularly, and Post & Sons expressed its annoyance with the situation and chastised the com- 
: a oe a — ee : 5 mission for interfering with its directives to Woodbury Granite. Post & Sons complained to Porter after the architect 

; ee = . 2 g discovered Woodbury Granite was turning drums for the North Wing columns rather than for the columns that were 

_ a cE iL o — = - : 2 to be placed at the base of the Dome. Nonetheless, the slow delivery of granite continued to stall completion of the 
: oe re f 2 | ee g Dome for the rest of the year.”° 

" Gta ‘ a ao as. : . é 

re : * es , es : e Even before the Dome was completed, the four sculptural groups were installed at its base. In the spring of 1909, Karl 

6 a 1 i i : ¥ ee ae 2 Bitter supplied Post with drawings for the groups, each to include one standing and two seated figures; the architect 

es : . i i s | fi ee oF = ¥ # % included these on drawings for cut-stone work, issued in March 1909. Over a year later, in December 1910, Woodbury 

be Se aee : 3 gO DE ae = a _. ; 3 Granite requested that Bitter supply jointing plans so that it could cut and deliver the stone for on-site carving. Woodbury 

Em wits Ag * _ Re : ve — ee i 3 eT : of 3 Oe delivered appropriately sized stones to Madison by 1911, and a crew of artisans carved them in a shed at the Chicago, 

vo ts i) 96 Y S <— i ‘ i ; ee ; Milwaukee and St. Paul Railway station on West Washington Avenue. Although it was Bitter’s normal practice to carve 

Pee : | ny k he 4 .E oe 4 : == the stone himself, the actual carving of the Dome groups was carried out by stonecutters directed by Bitter’s longtime 

. a : : By : Pn ee = ; % ; associate John Grignola.?!_ The work was completed in 1912. Despite granite placement on the Dome remaining 
: y 3 cS ne . . = = | sok incomplete, Bitter’s groups were hoisted into place in July 1913, much to the concern of the sculptor who feared the 

ogi pte ea | cy i 2 A ae s Son Bo a ee) ee ongoing setting of granite might damage his work.” By the summer of 1914, the exterior construction of the Dome 

at ray : | : = : fy ft c Ad E i Gi. was complete. By May all of the granite cladding was in place and ready to be cleaned, and Daniel Chester French’s 

- : e=- 1 =e ‘ statue Wisconsin had been shipped from New York and stored temporarily on one of the wings. On 20 July thousands 

| See as i. . =e ! — of spectators watched the three-ton statue be positioned at the top of the Dome. After some minor repairs, Porter wrote 

7.6 Capitol from West Main and South Carroll Streets, 1930 to French that “the statue looks very well and I think the majority of people are very well pleased with it.” 

When completed, the individual exterior elements intentionally led the eye upward toward the Dome, the lantern and ultimately to 

the gilded statue Wisconsin. George Post demonstrated widely acknowledged mastery in this compositional arrangement. The final phase of Capitol construction was the North Wing, which began after the Dome was largely complete. On 22 

December 1913, George Nelson of Madison received the contract for excavating and setting the foundations for the North 

Wing and Northeast and Northwest Pavilions. His firm began work in February 1914 and completed it by late April. 

The foundations for the Northeast and Northwest Pavilions were not poured until a few months later since Woodbury 

Granite’s derricks were still in place on the northeast and northwest lawns until granite cladding was completed on the 

Dome that summer.** Steelwork, carried out by Worden-Allen under a $66,762 contract, began that April and continued 

for the next year; work was discontinued for a few months that fall and early winter to allow masons the opportunity 

to begin constructing the exterior walls. Steelwork resumed early in 1915 and was completed that April.” 

By 1914, Woodbury Granite already had much of the North Wing granite cut and shipped to Wisconsin where it remained 

in storage. Thus the placement of the exterior stone went quickly. The granite was set up to the third level cornice 

of the wing by November 1914, and had reached the same height on the pavilions about a month later. Although the 

columns in the Northeast Pavilion were in place, having them set in the cold weather caused a number of the drums to 

chip. Porter accordingly decided to wait until spring to place the columns of the Northwest Pavilion. Work proceeded 

quickly the following spring, and all of the granite was set, including the pediment, portico and balustrade, by early 

August 1915.76 The final exterior feature to be completed was the pediment sculpture, designed by Attilio Piccirilli. 

The commission had approved the design in April 1912. After Piccirilli’s half-sized model arrived in Madison in early 

1914, Detroit sculptor F. A. Purdy headed a group of carvers in pointing up and rough-carving the figures. The group 

was installed in the summer of 1915, after which finishing touches were applied.”’ 
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Although exterior construction was completed by the middle of 1915, work on the interior of the North Wing contin- 6083—-SCENE ON CAPITOL TERRACE, MADISON, WIS. Z 

ued into the summer of 1917, when the Capitol Commission was formally disbanded and the responsibility for the 3 = " ag : : eg a 

new structure turned over to the state Bureau of Engineering. After 1914, when World War I broke out in Europe and : ae Cs oo : a ee ; a 
a conservative Republican, Emanuel Philipp, became governor, the progressive ideals and optimism that marked the — e - alg ie a : : : 7 - a se 2 
beginning of Capitol construction were no longer in place. In the frantic months after the United States entered the oe OE a cd F rey 2  . = em ee . Tee i 
war against Germany the completed building was not even dedicated. ae ao — a ee ae rx B |e 

Building Description a eel a a = : 
The Wisconsin State Capitol represents the culmination of the career of leading American architect George B. Post. It ‘ : %& 4 én Po Vlg it | = i 
also represents an approach to architectural design that had already reached its zenith and begun to fade in the United T , is y ’ ~ i a | | a ; 
States as the building neared completion and the country embarked upon its involvement in World War I. As a building ie ae Ua & ee a a a z 
erected at the close of an architectural era and at the end of a highly accomplished architect’s life, the Capitol expresses ae aa : r ae ag po SY < ae coat eee 8 

a high degree of stylistic resolution on a number of levels. During the years of his involvement with the design of the a Ae Her Ege, * =e {Lise otek F ee ee a & 

Capitol (1906-13) and although George Post was advanced in years, he was as facile a professional as he had ever been. ere * Petite = im ay mit f j _—_ —— aa be a 
He continued to secure some of the choicest architectural contracts in New York and ran a large, successful office. aie ce 2 ., Ml 6 ms 4 seis a xg es eee eee 

Indicated by his high degree of involvement and his own comments, it is clear that he saw the Wisconsin project as an eee st f Mw ee aan, Pw We J By OP oie eater 

opportunity to create a definitive statement about that which he found beautiful and appropriate in architecture. Within oe atl (ese Ue 4 —— 
a larger national context, the Wisconsin State Capitol stylistically denotes the end of an era most scholars believe was eee ti‘ . 

pushed into full swing at the 1893 Columbian Exposition in Chicago, an event that also fostered the City Beautiful eal MM = Se.—l CO 
movement. During this time, the influence in America of the French Ecole des Beaux-Arts was drawing to a close. Ar a Ur oS oe 
Modernism was taking hold in both the United States and Europe, and by the time the war ended buildings such as as. Souk ee ee a 

the Wisconsin State Capitol were very rarely constructed. Post was awarded the job in part on the recommendation 

of Chicago architect and the principal planner of the Columbian Exposition, Daniel Burnham. As a consultant to the 7.7 Postcard of Capitol Terrace, circa 1920 
Capitol Commission, the renowned architect expressed his admiration of Post’s exterior in his 1906 report, saying “The In his evaluation of the Capitol Competition, Daniel Burnham found Post's design for the Capitol’s terrace superior to those of 
design shows something more than mere scholarship. . .. The general mass is impressive and beautiful.”* pe main fee eal ae pee ae ee Dimon lo rl [Es TS: 

A feature important to the visual integration of the building with its site, an element that Burnham found particularly 

successful, is the terrace Post designed. It functions as a base for the larger composition, introduces a level surface on 

a steeply sloping site and enhances accessibility by providing a broad promenade around the perimeter of the build- 

ing. The stone balustrade surrounding the terrace is roughly octagonal in shape and positioned between 30 and 40 feet 

from the building. Night lighting is provided by ornamental bronze standards with milky glass globes, mounted on 

the balustrade at regular intervals. The overall design lent an air of formality that appealed to Burnham, who observed 

that “the building will [sit] . . . with much dignity” on its terrace. He noted further, “It is handled with a sense of grace 

and is practically direct and fitting for its purpose.””? The architectural elements of the terrace and walks provide 

detailing that successfully extends the building into the park and connects it with the city. Granite coping delineates 

each of the eight approaches to the Capitol, and walks into the park are punctuated by semicircular benches (exedrae) 

located opposite one another at the midpoint; in front of each exedra, a large cast bronze urn is positioned on a granite 

base. In addition, each pedestrian approach has four recessed, flat granite benches, one pair located halfway between 

the exedrae and the building and the other located halfway between the exedrae and the sidewalk. Because of the 

uneven slope of the site, the number of steps given each of the pedestrian approaches varies. The steepest, from the 

west, has three flights of ten steps and one flight of fourteen, separated by level walks. The north approach has three 

flights of three steps separated by level walks and eight steps at the terrace. The east and south approaches have the 

same configuration: a long, level walk that ends in three steps at the terrace.” 
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_ Situated at the precise center of the park, the Capitol rises at a scale that signifies its importance. Its size is further 

, Zz emphasized by its location on a prominent hill, which places the Capitol at an elevation that makes it visible not only 

ee hlti(‘i‘isOSOCULH from throughout the city but from the surrounding countryside as well. This far-flung visual accessibility expresses 

Bee rr Hy the building’s most significant and fundamental theme, one that is carried through to the most intricate details of the 

Ur os z interior. It provides a statement of progressive-minded accessibility of government and general democratic intent. 

 « .. 2 6h.h.hUmlt~™ I In its classical bearing, it evokes the oldest of western European architectural iconography in what had been until Sk rrti‘“‘i‘“‘:SCC.CWWN!€#~*~*~*S 8 P graphy 
i. 6 &. wees ee a es recently a wilderness landscape. The Dome of the Capitol imparts the volume, mass and an overall form that signify it 

tae Licibits + omens 7.8 Capitol from i i iti ing vi i i ee i a= iil 0 er seh Park, 2004 as the concn of the park the city and, symbolically, the state. a addition to being visually accessible front a distance, 

: ete The Wisconsin Capitol is a the Capitol can be physically approached and entered from virtually any direction through three different types of 

presence that dominates the entrance, each repeated four times. 
local cityscape. Addition- 

D b ‘i i a 
aingile Dome can Be seen Of the twelve entrances into the Capitol, those on the first floor of the pavilions are somewhat more formal. Post 
Srom rural areas throughout ; We a s (ees : 
Dane County. considered the Southeast Pavilion to be the principal entrance to the Capitol because of its orientation to Lake Monona. 

These grand entries are positioned inside a circular granite deck, their doors nested within the curved exterior wall of 

o the pavilions. The broad, balustraded granite stair of each pavilion encloses a porte cochere intended for carriages and 

8 automobiles. Each grand stair has two granite piers at the base and rises to a landing just above the midpoint of the 

2 story, then continues to the circular platform or deck at the first story level. Bronze light standards rest on the newels at 

2 the top of the stairs. The stair and platform railings feature vase-turned balusters with solid piers at the corners. Each 

i i entrance portico consists of four 36-foot-tall Ionic columns and two engaged pilasters that rise to the cornice above 

ah, a the third story windows. The shafts of the columns have a diameter of approximately 4 feet, 3 inches; a decorative - Z ry PP y 
; iy g cornice and balustrade surmount the columns and extend from the pavilions to the sides of the wings, providing the 

a Te ile 2 larger composition with unifying elements. Ground floor entrances are sheltered beneath the first story deck. 

ie iy Peat, E ‘ e ; ihe é - 
i geal 3 : The four classical facades at the ends of each wing provide access to the building that is clearly intended for approach 

ih ptm al) Sg iintig = by foot through the walkways of the park and across the terrace. Reminiscent of the arrangement of the principal 
: PY iirc i i fagade of Post’s New York Stock Exchange, entry into each wing is provided through a classical portico dominated b Se g 9 2 gis p g P y 

: ma i & 3 a 5 ‘ a 5 A - 
; \ A te Toi, ‘ = the six massive Corinthian columns and crowned with a triangular pediment; the north, south, east and west facades 

: y = “ie S ee all are organized similarly. The ground floor is distinguished from the upper stories by rusticated masonry, and a belt 

= re — *. course separates it from the more smoothly finished stone above. The five openings of the ground floor, three central 

a F A ra wt . openings for doors and the two outer openings for windows, are arranged symmetrically and enclosed at their tops 

STaispee Be ... | Me a =e by shallow segmented arches with prominent, decorative, scrolled keystones. The wood framing of the doors and oe Se. ee y gm P y s 
: : 3 ae ty he << windows conforms to the curve of each arch. 

‘ PE ho Lo, While the approach to the building through the pavilions is appropriate for visiting dignitaries and formal events, the 
. sia ee : eel . ial ; oa 
. Say ae S 1.9) Southwest Pavilion and ground iSyelen tiie nshers the Sano citizen into ihe halls of government with a grandeur that equals the pavilion 

: a eer. a — approach, 1948 entrances. Six 43-foot granite Corinthian columns dominate each fagade. The columns stand on bases that are evenly 
pt a te ce ee Ne = a is As the ceremonial entrances, each spaced on a ledge at the first floor level; they are 4 feet in diameter and spaced 8 feet apart; six corresponding pilasters 

o : Cia | cones ape a so te iets Y are positioned on the wall behind, providing vertical definition to the five window bays.*! The first story windows 
yee ome es Eee ee te || adaecerti ale acm nt on the west, south and north fagades are topped with segmented lintels. Those on the East Wing are capped with a ahs Pees ; : is monumental granite stair. The stair i i ae ‘ a 7 ae 
pad a es ees r ideat{ noe 5 Stele \— ag mw. OE. : leads to a large, first floor circular pediments to provide additional height that accommodates the ceiling of the Executive Chamber inside. Second story 

re | [7 Se r ad % ie deck, with colonnades and porches windows vary in size from wing to wing. On the north and south they are almost a foot taller than on the East Wing; 

bo oe = LL, == behind. From the porches, doors the second story windows of the West Wing are different still, being a full two stories tall. Despite the variations : me Yi 6 ae _ curve to match the radius of the wall ‘ toothy d . ; ‘ ing eaehi d jab a Th: await en a oe sb a that opens into elaborately decorated in scale, the carved ornament is consistent from wing to wing; each second story window has been capped with a 
ia EE ee first floor entrance lobbies. segmented arch that has a decorative keystone and carved swags at the corners. The third floor windows are identical 
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on the east, south and north fagades. They are smaller paired rectangular openings separated by stone piers. The z 

two story windows of the west facade negated the need for third story windows there. On either side of the central ' > 
: *. : ‘ x 3 

colonnade, flat walls sheathed with smooth granite flank the dominant central area. Except for two small windows . g 

on the ground floor, these walls are unadorned to the level of the third story cornice that circles the building. Post & J e 

Sons originally intended that statuary be placed in niches on these surfaces, but abandoned the concept early in the 4 & 
: a 

design process. s 

Within the classical entablature and pediment, which are detailed identically for each wing, Post & Sons used fairly ‘ 3 3 | P| a) 
: . i e i ee 7.11 (right) South Wing columns, circa | - os 

conventional elements. The entablature consists of an architrave, frieze and cornice. The detailing in the gable of the 1995 3 : ‘ - 

pediment is handled similarly. The themes of the sculptural groups of the pediments were intended to reflect the prin- Each Corinthian column was con- | 4 y . 

cipal activity of each wing. The east pediment features a central figure representing “Liberty” protected by “Truth,” pores : aia ag cee a. og | F E : 
Care § nits S a . 3 : rums. Pilasters line the wall directly / —f- =e ? aoe and other figures signifying law; the design is to represent American liberties protected by the executive and behind theleahmmeend ene verical Es 7 a ‘ A Le 

judicial branches of government. The west pediment depicts the resources of the state, which have been entrusted to definition to the window bays. Deco- ie a 2 : ee 

the stewardship of the assembly. A female central figure intended to embody Wisconsin is flanked by a cow and an rative bronze railings are positioned a a BS = le 
. 5 ‘ : : i . De PF Fe. : ox; other figures suggest farming, lumbering, fishing, and hunting. The pediment of the South Wing, which houses the Dee COs a cf | a. a _Eeer 

Senate, signifies the virtues and traits of character to which Wisconsin residents should aspire A central figure represents 7.19 (hetasjiNatah Wie Hulse bE re = F . : : 4 : 

wisdom and holds emblems suggesting thought and reflection; other figures depict diplomacy, eloquence and prudence. circa 1995 “ee a = | 3 a3 
The north pediment was to be a symbol of learning and education and signify the library originally intended for the At the wing ends, Post provided an aa ay te 4 

entrance consisting of three arched He fs | s heer 
openings with large scrolled keystones ‘i = EE te 2 4 

. a surmounting double doors. Two small > e-F | ee 
F aie . a 

| 5 : 2 windows flank the entrance doors, con- oe =~ s rE 
ae Boe 04 2 sistent with the rhythm of fenestration ea eerste | » | a 4 

: : ee ee | & Sor the rest of the facade, which has five PS Ler , 

. S ee ee : 2 bays of windows from the first through et a | s 3 

= —rrrrt~—r—“ *$RR..e t Z the third stories. i | 
ll COC a: 

— ,r—“—“‘“ ‘iE : ital: - . ; aes ae ; 

a — Geer aes) x Ze : 2 4 a 3 | | ae a - Se ve : - oT saul : me Z 2 4 a : 4 : = a 4 7 2 

Qe eee .  e Soe Pee 8 a a — a 4 [ &£ 

a ; ae oe | ee ee ey ene Age a ae 2 = —— = a= | 

ey 3. Be ge | | yee ees ~ | = | a | (ps i 

4 eS le B , or Re PET a aes | — 4 — | oS -_ | ip 
mote) Fe | tgs’ im: a x Ee 4 . — rm ii—_ i, 

| es é — age _y a = ane 

a | i — —_ a 
Fee feats Soush Wing, 1917 ——— ee Aside from the Dome, the most dramatic and recognizable features of the Capitol's exterior are the principal facades of the ee —— ore 
wings, especially the six Corinthian columns fronting each. They are set on a base of rusticated masonry and supported a classi- SL  —— : cal entablature and pediment. Se i : i 
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| 2 principal chamber on the second floor. A central female figure holds a tablet engraved “sapentia,” “wisdom” in Latin 
i z and is surrounded by other figures representing agriculture, mechanics, arts and sciences. i 

i 9° 
i 3. | _ 5 The four wings of the Wisconsin Capitol are each approximately 187 feet long by 125 feet wide and 85 feet in height; 

: ; each consists of five stories, the ground through fourth floor (or “attic”). The axial facades of the four wings are identical 
! . and correspond to the traditional use of a base, middle section and attic. As at the entrances into the wings, the ground 

. I story is faced with rusticated masonry and provides the base. There are eight windows on each face at this level, one 
batt : ee of which is located within the adjacent portes cocheres; the outermost seven are adorned with scrolled keystones with 

i sate . . : all Ee double helixes and acanthus leaves, and thosewithin the portes cocheres have simpler stone framing without ornamented 7 ae 
a a r hn ie rg keystones. Above the ground story, the fagades are constructed of smooth ashlar and remain consistent with the ground 

ed oe story in the placement of window bays. The architectural treatment for windows established in the principal facades of 

he ‘ CF ae 

bom Mi Cee r 

: 2 lag oe ee — ae 
‘ es oe —— ee ; ee 

| 3 is BS re —— . ay - x : 7h re a io) Bs es . ie 

ie a a he * oni 

— tale lige 
i | 6 be ccc Poon = = 

se oe ee 7 ee = 
rr t Pe A Ly a eat: dl i 

7.14 North Wing principal facade, circa 1917 
7.13 Entablature, West Wing, 2000 The pediment of each principal fagade contains a sculptural group designed by a noted im- 
The columns of the principal facades of each wing support a classical entablature that is composed of an migrant artist. The North Wing group was designed by Attilio Piccirilli, originally from Italy, 
architrave, frieze and cornice. This detail is repeated at the third level just below the entablature on the to represent “the learning of the world.” Karl Bitter of Austria designed the east and west 
principal fagade, the sides of the wings and on the pavilions. pediment sculptures and Adolph Weinman, originally from Germany, the south pediment. 
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7.15 South Wing, circa 1995 
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which was designed for storage rather than as office space, does not contain windows. The pitched roofs at the fourth : an 

level were finished with standing-seam copper and skylights that were set into the roofs of the attic. ; . 2 tegen > 
he Pr ce 3 

Pee ik eS 
That George Post did not designate any one of the four pavilions as the principal entrance to the Capitol contributed a8 So oe ‘s st cn : 
to a pleasant ambiguity surrounding the orientation of the building, a quality that becomes even more pronounced a. rhrrrr— ge = Es 

inside. From virtually any vantage point, the design of the exterior appears fully symmetrical. In the pavilions, bands ae eg a . 

of ornamentation extend themselves around the curved surfaces and maintain a rhythm of bays and a system of fenes- oes, ee a, | 

tration consistent with the axial facades of the wings. Beneath the portes cocheres, at the ground level, three curved oo oe oS 4 

double entrance doors were built into the radius of the masonry base. The principal entrances on the first floor were Pee a , oS = 3 

configured similarly to those on the ground floor, although at a larger scale and framed more decoratively. Similar to Re oS a fe > a Ws 
: ak ‘ : ; oT E =" Bol Lin J 

the windows positioned along the length of the wings, scrolled keystones with helixes and acanthus appear above each — a] | 4 a. i . iA 1 ye 
: es : 5 Se P = Bear ee : 

of the arched second floor windows; the carving in the spaces between the arches consists of swags of fruit, scrolls and a ee YN LE ss Pr or ae ae j 

carved wreaths. A continuous molding above the windows, spanning the pavilion facades, separates the windows of the ee oe So) FY r- ea 
second and third levels. The third story pavilion windows are not paired, as on the wings, but are single. The molding | a ee 
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7.19 Southwest Pavilion, circa 1995 

7.18 Central Portion and Dome, Section, 1997 The entrance to each pavilion featured a series of four Ionic columns, in contrast to the Corinthian 
The granite dome of the exterior rose to a height significantly higher than that of the internal Dome that formed the Rotunda columns of the wings. A cornice with balustrade wraps around the entire building at the third story roof 
ceiling. The Podium Wall (or Supporting Towers), Drum (or Superstructure), Dome and Lantern comprise the elements of the line. The second story pavilions windows, although larger than those of the wings, are enclosed with 

Capitol elevation. similarly detailed arches. 
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9 above the third story windows constitutes a final horizontal course. Seven small windows pierce the buttressed drums 

oe : beneath the shallow domes at the fourth level. 

YP lz The four wings and pavilions provide a suitable and proportionally correct base to the massive granite Dome that rises 

y i above. The Drum rises from the Observation Deck at the sixth level; the deck marks the termination of the podium walls 
oe = that enclose the structural system that carries the immense weight of the Dome to the footings beneath the Rotunda. 

7 i Another balustrade circles the Observation Deck, which provides an elevated public walkway. Access to the deck is 

a 2 provided through four rectangular projecting bays, which are aligned with the pavilions and provide a base for the 

mn 4 ay M . | 2 figural groups designed by Karl Bitter. At the seventh level, a circular colonnade consisting of twenty-four Corinthian 

| r i & a columns rings the Drum; each column is approximately 42 feet high and is mirrored by a corresponding pilaster affixed 
| ee : XM q z to the wall behind. Twenty cathedral windows are positioned between the pilasters; in the spaces above each pavilion, 

| ra ; ~*~ = S 8 the opening is infilled with granite rather than glass, providing a backdrop for Bitter’s groups. Scrolled keystones and 

| i a g moldings surmount the window openings. Above them is a course of egg-and-dart molding and recessed panels. 
w i ; \ Zz 
z 4 aa iB The Drum extends to an elevation of approximately 185 feet. The architrave that is supported by the colonnade consists 

= ‘ ra oe NE he S s of three fascia of increasing width supporting an unadorned frieze. Ovolo molding separates the frieze from the cornice, 

z f x + Biles above which is a balustraded walkway. The balusters are separated into groups of eight by piers that correspond to the 

2 pee i \ Ss 2 placement of the columns below and the pilasters that separate the twenty windows in the uppermost portion of the 

a { ( zl 2 Drum behind the balustrade. As a transition between the Drum and Dome, projecting scrolled brackets create another 

4 es 4 4 § decorative horizontal band. The brackets provide a base for the twenty-four ribs that spring vertically and continue 

2 7 f ; o Z to the base of the Lantern. The spaces between ribs are filled with a series of fourteen rectilinear panels that decrease 

5 | i { | a 2 in size as they near the apex. At the top of the Dome, a balustrade circles the base of the Lantern. It was designed 

9 | j i | e 5 with eight engaged Corinthian columns interspersed between eight tall arched windows, each beneath a garland and 

3 j i a e keystone. Scrolled brackets above a projecting cornice at the top of the Lantern support the base of a pedestal for the 

~ 7 ) 4 K 2g z gilded bronze statue Wisconsin. 

EH 5 awed i Sai Ce hae ah hese es ee. & / oe c ee e 5 The construction of the exterior culminated with the placement of Wisconsin in the summer of 1914 and was completed 

hes } SCALE IN FEET { a nl in 1915 when Piccirilli put the finishing touches on the north pediment group. The Wisconsin State Capitol was one 

a 4 ! eee i s ¢ S28 of the last major Beaux-Arts inspired structures erected in the United States. Post’s Capitol epitomized the grandeur 

| ' i | of an American architecture that was slipping into the past, even as the building was being finished. 

| { i | 
| i | 

( a } Modifications, 1917-89 
I ' i Ll: Early Repairs and Cleanings 

! : i ESPLANADE LEVEL | | Although maintaining the white appearance of the granite was a concern from early on, little documentation exists 

[a ea: s Cee a. cael] regarding cleanings or repairs carried out on the Capitol’s exterior during its first forty-five years of existence. By the 
7.20 Outline drawings of three capitols, circa 1925 time the exterior of the North Wing was completed in 1915, the older parts of the building already had begun to appear 

The Wisconsin State Capitol is often compared to the National Capitol in Washington, D. C. This dingy. When the commission complained to Woodbury Granite, the firm blamed the stains and discoloration on seep- 
historic drawing shows that although the Wisconsin Capitol Dome was larger by volume, the total age from wet leaves trapped on roofs and in gutters. The most likely cause of the staining was soft-coal smoke from 
height of the building was, by design, slightly shorter: buildings around downtown Madison. The superintendent of public property led an effort to control the underlying 

problem, continuing a campaign begun by the legislature in 1909 to abate the smoke nuisance damaging the building 

while it was still under construction. Immediate measures were taken to clean the exterior; one effort included wash- 

ing the stone with a mixture of soda water and gold dust and scrubbing it with wire brushes. Nonetheless, the exterior 

walls continued to be marred by soot and other dirt, a problem exacerbated by water in the form of rain and melting 
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The Capitol ’s four wings and pavilions converge at the base of the Dome, which rises to a height of 269 feet. In 1906 when the : . o 
Capitol was designed, domes had become a standard feature of state capitols and were used on many types of civic buildings. TT . : oT " : me : ior. an << 
The Wisconsin Capitol has the tallest granite dome of any in the United States. SS sf — yl ae saedd eS 2 
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7.23 Capitol at night from South Carroll and West Main Streets, circa 1917 

Although the approaches were not fully completed until spring 1917, by the previous winter the Capitol and its surrounding park 

constituted the holistic composition envisioned by George Post. Dramatic night lighting emphasized the building's classical ele- 
ments and promoted it as a public space, even after dark. 

SSS ee 
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ed = . = ad oe a NE snow that left unsightly streaks and blotches as it flowed over the granite surface.” 

ae 1 3 ane a : ; 
Pe i u \ 4 —o ; ? Between 1935 and 1941, the federal Works Progress Administration (WPA), Bs part of its program to provide ou 

Hock ae” atl 3 3 for the unemployed during the Great Depression, funded some repairs to exterior masonry, roofs and skylights. In its 

| ie z dete ae ae 4A ae co 1 ; first application for federal funds dated 10 August 1935, the Bureau of Engineering requested money for pointing and 

See Vee Se : x a , ees : : Qa i repairing exterior stone and for repairing roofs and flashings. In 1941, additional money was awarded for roof and 

] i aS + Po * MON 4 soak ae skylight work. Records providing an account of the work that actually took place no longer exist.* In 1957, the Bu- 

: 47 “ = Se eee ‘i cf aos eS a ad ae . reau of Engineering prepared specifications for repointing the Dome. The contractor was to cut out mortar and repoint 

Fi A s f a eS a ee ‘ i Cy an 2 ‘A Bae = ‘ : P weathered or otherwise defective joints; a defective joint was defined as one that showed over a 4 inch of erosion or a 

i So f i 4 Se eg ner? se 5 fees Pn visible crack. Joints were dug out to % inch and replacement mortar was to be “Dryjoint Waterproof Pointing Mortar.” 

§ i é Exe sae ee ‘ y ; e Ft: Replacement joints were to be slightly concave at the surface of the stone. Work was carried out in 1958.** 

ee tee 7. s 3 

‘ a ‘SS y ; ns & ¢ | SF .. é Building Maintenance Committee, 1959-65 

aS” iN ren & ‘a ye Ke . In 1957 the legislature created a joint committee to supervise “physical plant maintenance” in order to abate the dete- 

; ene et ase fal ai = . ws : : . ne rioration of the Capitol, State Office Building, Executive Residence and other state-owned buildings. Between 1959 

Capitol project CAP™MES - : ee es and 1965, the Building Maintenance Committee was responsible for the Capitol’s general upkeep and made recom- 

: Nata i os ae Eas ee es 2 Ae a ae mendations to the Legislative Council.*> In a January 1959 report, the committee recommended cleaning the exterior 

P cee Set ret ss oy fork on the _ T-yearold red -briek eoraieoss wil reasool after pointing and caulking the stone. Repair of the Dome had begun already in 1958, and work continued around the 

Caplio eb ecbecnled oe seagate i mld-Sept ee: oe eee then resmeemmbled 7 ous building in stages. Lists of active projects maintained by the Bureau of Engineering indicate that this effort continued 
Dh SU aaa = aan th into the early 1960s. 

7.24 Northeast Pavilion stairs under repair, 1984 

Between 1982 and 1984, each of the pavilions’ grand stairs was dismantled and rebuilt because of deteriora- In October 1964, the Bureau of Engineering prepared specifications for cleaning the exterior of the Capitol. The State 
tion and displacement. The original brick and steel structural system was replaced with reinforced concrete. was ane yas 4 

Building Commission approved funding in the autumn of 1964, and in January 1965 the contract was let to the R. F. 

Sa Doebler Company of Milwaukee. The specifications did not indicate a precise method and simply called for a cleaning 

Se A z solution capable of removing accumulations of “grease, oil, soot and dirt from masonry surfaces.” Sandblasting or any 

eo iy g other procedure that caused the removal of masonry surfaces was prohibited. A solution (4 percent hydrofluoric acid, 

i. a aN 2 15 percent detergent and 81 percent water) was applied to the granite. Because of the high acidity of the solution and 
: — — a : a = the inherent inability to control wind-carried spray, the Bureau of Purchases warned individuals with nearby parking 

- - | a e [ z assignments of potential damage to vehicles. Before applying the solution, Doebler employees first rinsed the build- 

ee . ee ie Ss ing with water to remove loose dirt and foreign material. A final rinse using 1,200 pounds of nozzle pressure washed 

- i  ] ’ ee away the acidic solution. Both the cleaning solution and the high-pressure spray caused considerable damage to the 

ee a ees ee. building, including broken balusters, etched window glass, discolored metal and broken roof tiles.*° 

. cee 

“Se “a “7 Granite Pointing, 1966-69 

ae” RS ae pee 2H The 1965 cleaning also apparently damaged the recent mortar repair and pointing efforts since additional work on 

Seale q gm bg Ls ali of the granite was undertaken soon after the cleaning project was finished. In 1966, the Bureau of Engineering prepared 

oi 4 ae specifications for pointing exterior masonry, with work evidently undertaken over the next three years. The specifica- 

Le (a ae : a : tions directed the contractor to remove mortar from weathered or defective joints; these and other designated joints 

jo Ss = iil 2 : were then to be repointed. According to the specifications, every joint exhibiting over % inch of erosion and every 

re eta 5 joint with a visible crack was to be ground out to the full width of the joint and to a depth of at least % inch. Joints to 

7.25 Granite inspection, Drum, 1993 _ 7 i be tuck-pointed were be raked out to the full distance between the transverse joint and finished in a slightly concave 

oe ied tose ee shape flush with the surface of the stone. Wash joints and other joints that exhibited little damage were to be ground 

tions concerning the restoration of the stone. Most of the building was accessible out to a depth of % inch and replaced.” 

though lift vehicles, but suspension from upper decks and rappelling down the Dome 

also were techniques used to access the building surfaces. 
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Roofs, Windows and Skylights, 1966-85 z 

Prompted by a variety of concerns between the late 1960s and early 1980s, including energy loss and public safety, ge Z 

the Building Maintenance Committee and the State Capitol and Executive Residence Board (SCERB), organized in a. <1 ee g 

1967, recommended a series of repairs to roofs, windows and skylights. Between 1966 and 1969, the flat roofs on the saa oe oh : 

third and fourth floors of the wings were replaced. In order to make them more waterproof, the tile roofing material 2 Bie: s ; 

was removed and replaced by a level layer of mortar covered with a thin layer of asphalt. 5 oi el | 

ae 
te 

Skylights on the third and fourth floors also caused continual problems with leaks and heat loss. Projects involving : i a Me 

their repair or replacement appeared on DOA project lists from 1968 to 1974. Department of Transportation aerial pe cf 

photographs of the Capitol indicated that by 1968 most skylights, except those over the second floor chambers and the 7.26 Bird damage, South Wing, 2000 a , e Siar 

grand stairs, were covered. In 1977, the Bureau of Facilities Management considered several alternatives for correcting The horizontal elements of the Capitol’s exterior i ai | ay uae 

skylight problems, and in 1982 a full-scale project was undertaken to repair or replace skylights. Work was carried out ee Mis Nest- 5 ee pe Be a ae Ace 

between 1982 and 1985. Sections of the third and fourth floor roofs containing skylights were stripped, insulated and ie es # i Anne Le Eee an . ao ae t. : 

sheathed in elastic sheeting. The sections of copper roofing on the fourth floors were stripped, insulated and replaced. the South Wing pediment sculpture. Sal ea ae 

Skylights, skylight curbs and flashing were replaced, but the number and location of skylights replaced is unclear. New 

skylights were constructed of tempered glass and extruded aluminum alloy. The entire project cost approximately $3 or ee a 

million.*® By 1993, roofs and skylights throughout the building again had been replaced with more advanced materials. ae a a 6 

Tremco “Dymeric” (two-part urethane) sealant was used to recaulk skylights and roofs.” 5 Sou Te i 2 

In late 1970, concerns over security and energy efficiency, prompted by the August 1970 bombing of Sterling Hall on “i j * eta q Me a A 3 Si : ‘ a. : i i 

the University of Wisconsin campus, led to the installation of shatter-proof plastic storm windows on the ground, first ee a ae Fe ge me ¢ 2 . : ae a & 

and second floors of all wings. The State Building Commission released $60,000 for the project. Installation began ae cg ar * ¢ M oo 

in the spring of 1971. Problems with windows continued when condensation collecting between the glass windows her aa > FY ‘ ee . 

and plastic storm windows caused some window frames to rot. Between May 1981 and February 1982, the Build- Ne oe oo 

ing Commission struggled over whether to replace the original cherywood windows and plastic storm windows with , ae a a: 55 A 

modern, energy efficient windows. Cost estimates for three different options were prepared: $955,000 to restore the ‘ . : . — 

638 windows, $1.7 million to install new aluminum-and-plastic windows and $1.9 million to add aluminum storm ike ee | 

windows over the existing wood frames. The commission eventually opted to remove the plastic, restore the windows a a a 5 

and install weatherstripping to make them more energy-efficient. Work was completed in 1984.*! ; y : ‘ x 

Grand Staircase Reconstruction, 1982-84 oe : 8 

Between 1982 and 1984, the four monumental stairs outside the pavilions were rebuilt one at a time. The structural 5 oe : 

steel had deteriorated likely due to deicing salts, and some masonry displacement had occurred. For each pavilion, the / 5 — 

entire system was removed and replaced with concrete. The concrete work included new bearing walls for the stairs as ca 2 : 

a backup for the exterior walls and a new slab below the landing and upper run of stairs. Two new piers, a cross wall a a a : . 

and curbs adjacent to the side walls also were installed. The existing coal tar pitch membrane over the first floor deck y eae = : 

was replaced with 60 mil EPDM (ethylene propylene diene monomer) that extended over Styrofoam insulation.” ve ; 

Granite Examination, 1990 ates | om granite, Nordhwett ys 

In June and August 1990, state-employed geologists examined the Capitol’s exterior to assess exfoliation, staining and Just as sunnier portions of the Capitol exterior _. pe : 

other problems affecting the granite surfaces. On 15 June, acid rain was eliminated as a possible contributing cause of attracted birds, the shaded portions became sites are pe nee Re Peay oe ee 

exfoliation, and it was determined that discoloration was caused by variation in stone porosity. Findings indicated that ell A ve cia : hme : a Powe Re Epes ace Be § MS ts. 

the south face of the South Wing suffered the worst exfoliation, and the geologists noted several conditions that needed ae S Hh fp be ft ie West Wing g aa athe ‘ oa ae a ae Ry a a eed 

to be addressed, including pitted surfaces, non-directional or “free-working” stones, discoloration caused by variation Northwest Pavilion. ek a MAG Pee ee ee 
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g in porosity and damage from the 1965 acid cleaning. On 10 August, specialists from Wank Adams Slavin Associates 8 
z of New York examined the granite and suggested that exfoliation and discoloration were related to water flowing over 8 

ie the building surface. They recommended locating sources of water (such as roof drains and toilet rooms) and finding 
3 paths that moisture followed along exterior granite sections. They also suggested that the feldspars on the surface of 
2 the granite might be breaking down and trapping moisture, a process known as kaolinization.”? 

S ee ° Ce ee a ey ee < ee 8 . ee 4 eee ee RR pO PR aaa eg toa Se uae — ce 4 : ee Oe) ae a OG ee cae es Os le 

Ea Ce SS E e aoe ee ee FAC oe SP Et et eee POND Gy eo gre — 

fe . ee eee ees es Be ee re ee 
eee : Og ae hee pee Re ee Po oe ee : eo cg SS ae a ea oR Nn Ee Os a ae ee ge eee pea oO ee a ER ee e ee Re OO ie SON gn a ee ee ss | ee a a a ee Po. ; Sa ae oe a ee ee ml ee a i cet AR eee I ORE EA eres ee Rm RT LAGS Cee ee Cand Bf ys oa eS eee EN ST eigen Me CE aE OS tee eB On ON RR Br id = PO ee Be PE PS seat IRAE Sor Sie ee ag Oi ah aoe SP en, . * . 2 oe 6 ee Be Ey ee UA 7.29 Cracked granite unit, South Wing, oy ee oe oe oe a eee een eS ne ed ee ee eS ee (2000 

2 ee 8 | Sa bee es ee | eee ee ee ee ee a ts po eee In 2000-01, restoration specialists By Re a a ge Ep ee as a ee . ie ; oe oS ee paired and restored the Capitol’s gran- FE poe ee Cite cladding, working stone by stone. FF aa Be Cracked individual units (a term used Ef ee ee Ne to describe individual cut st of all ae Pa be - ae ar ee 24 : ee ae Shee ee ee eo ibe individual stones of al 

. | ee 1708) was. a common problem, usually oe ol cased by stress from inadequate expan a gs en DR a ee EE) sion joints. 

Were Be ee 
Se eo Ts Eee 2 ee SESE a ed ee 3 a oo ee ee siete ei ee z 3 Be Lee repeat en nner ce cin aneereemeerindemiiiiens ek § 6 ree : ee eee Seep cae ger tT ee PRE mee 2 a 

hee a Beata Oe i ce gang ee <M ek Me eee gS 
a Do eee rer, he ci MS Se Pay a eee ee > Oa - Bee on area eG tote ai Ae a ee UD a Bee es bee ON er Rar en En em BABA ee Gia = 

a Me a Ace 
ted : es Ce ie * oe . : Bea ae ot Be es oe Se aia Re Roa as Eee =< be oo cee 2 bees ae 2 
~ ; Bei Fea, apr et OB NE a Mi ie ete, LBS SS i SS CEE LOR Pe eee nee ee eg eres gat ctor. | ce pe ee es Sa ae be ce Be ae ee | Pa eee 

a 
ewes es eas pee Oe 

pe ee bi a ee 4 7.30 Repaired crack, South Wing, 2000 
eA a se Sty eae Oe a eg -~ Often cracks were repaired by installing 
Behe soe ee fanaa fo Se a ee are i iti ak ies: Wipes maa ses eee ny oe through-pin anchors, then pointing the Oe Rae Soe ees in ae ie er ee eae e - aes 

Bee es. S ee pee eee eee ies cracks with mortar as in this instance. 
7.28 Mottling, South Wing and Southwest Pavilion, 2000 bo ee oe i eee “= However, repair techniques for all the Se ee oe Se ME ed, See hee Sahn Bere Sees i se + Mottling or discoloration affected many areas of the exterior. Mottling was caused by exposure to the elements Poe Se See oe kinds of damage and conditions varied ig y iS "y EXP Pe A Ra SR eS No Sy one ee Bt and by pollutants that produced variations in coloration and an overall grayish appearance. .......ss—i ‘ae... list according to the situation. 

ee pare eee ana ne eee ete 
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Restoration, 1993-2001 ee z 
Wiss, Janney Elstner Associates Inspection, 1993 NS can Z 

In 1993, the Division of Facilities Development undertook a more in-depth survey to assess the condition of the exterior eo a g 

granite. DFD engaged the Chicago engineering firm Wiss, Janney Elstner Associates, Inc. (WJE) to survey the granite Ne > 

and roofs of the West Wing, Northwest Pavilion and Dome. These three portions of the building were assumed to be iS oS ve i 
representative of conditions throughout the Capitol, and WJE was to make recommendations for the entire building = aS _ - % a) : “ 
based on its findings. The scope of work included researching original construction, preparing base drawings, inspecting ; Se ee : 2 + ” j 

all facades from a distance and up close, and inspecting roofs, balconies and decks. The inspection of the stone was — Oe poe a ; 
to include microscopic and chemical analysis and installation of monitoring equipment to track temperature cycles, : ye ee a ee ot 

moisture and movement. WJE was also to provide recommendations for bird control and graffiti removal and to develop . Ne 4 rg — a 

acyclical maintenance plan.“ The survey was carried out in the fall of 1993 and early in 1994. WJE documented the | » a Ne pi 

exterior with field notes, sketches, photographs, and survey forms. ios Oe : 

The firm’s report, dated 7 March 1994, indicated that the granite in general was in good condition, with few localized fee 

problems of displacement, spalling, cracking or discoloration. Relatively few places needed intensive restoration, and Lo kN : 

the WJE report described a number of conditions that required short-term or long-term remediation. In rare instances, i. Nod 

WJE noted some evidence of granite unit displacement. The Capitol was constructed without expansion joints, which are : a ao a. 

needed to accommodate building or wall movements; otherwise cracking can occur. The granite balustrade of the Northwest a 

Pavilion showed outward displacement, and granite units had cracks at the first story setback on the west elevation of the 7.31 Spall, West Wing, 2000 

West Wing. Localized cracking and spalling of individual stones were more common. Of the nearly 7,000 granite units “Spalling” means that some surface material has fallen away from the masonry unit. This 
5 : r ce z is a condition that occurs for a variety of reasons. Spalled granite units were found in all 

surveyed, approximately 100 instances of cracked and spalled granite were found, the majority of which were small. The areas of the exterior. 

most visible cracks occurred at the first story window sills and the scrolled granite units at the base of the Dome. WJE 

judged that about half of these cracks and spalls had the potential to become loose if left untreated. WJE’s report also eecocaerecereen . 

noted previous repairs, including several “dutchman” repairs, meaning that a small portion of the stone had been replaced oe oo 3 5 
with a new piece. Of repairs occurring in the area of the Dome, most had been made to the Karl Bitter statuary groups. io . So ; a 

Other dutchman repairs had been made to column capitals and to the west pediment sculpture. WJE found mortar joints a a 5 e 

between granite units throughout the inspected area to be in good condition, although some joints exhibited slight separa- Seo ee. Y z 

tion, deteriorated mortar or missing mortar. Joints that had been repaired typically had not been ground out but simply ONS ve a 
repointed. Some joints were covered in sealant, which in most cases had deteriorated. i oe . 7 : LC 

WJE noted damage to the building’s exterior caused by rain and other weather conditions. This damage included i ee. ge 

exfoliation, or a roughening of surface texture and loss of surface in thin layers. Some areas seemed to be particularly a ae j 
vulnerable to exfoliation, including balusters, column shafts and modillions, or areas where water can enter the stone , - 8 oe hi 

from above. Exfoliated areas such as balusters sometimes exhibited extreme variation in color, leading to an overall So ‘ ‘ | < . 
blotchy appearance. Severe erosion, or weathering, of stone surfaces led to highly roughened surface texture; erosion ~~ : ‘ i a x : : 

was observed on projecting elements, such as column capitals and statuary groups. Mottling, or discoloration of the ~~ a ay Ee Be 
stone, also was caused by exposure to the elements and was most obvious on the Dome. Although most vertical surfaces >» a oS «& : : : 
did not exhibit significant dirt accumulation, projecting horizontal elements such as column capitals were both dirty NS a : “ < 
and had suffered bird-related damage. Some of the granite was marred by organic growth, such as lichen or moss, ue oe 
particularly the north facade of the west wing and the steps to the Northwest Pavilion.‘ ~~ : 

Based on the firm’s report, DFD requested WJE to prepare plans and recommendations for cleaning and repairing the a. ei ced spall, Wess Wing: e000. i ne ; j 
. : - i n conspicuous areas, spalls were repaired by securing the failing material to the granite 

entire granite exterior of the Capitol. WJE’s specifications, dated 17 April 2000, recommended cleaning the exterior unit with mortar. In less conspicuous locations, spalled material was removed and the 

using the Sponge-Jet process, grinding out and pointing all mortar joints, repairing stones and dutchman repairs, and edges smoothed. 

redressing some surfaces. 
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Seley .: ‘ ey Oe Cleaning and Repair, 2000-01 
' ae a oe. : ele On the basis of WJE’s 1994 report and 2000 specifications, on 11 May 2000, DFD awarded the firm the contract to 
a 4 tes oe ky * Ae supervise the conservation of the exterior. First, the granite was cleaned. The entire exterior was cleaned using the 
Peo . et < > Sponge-Jet treatment to remove dirt and “surface alteration minerals, soiling, stains and organic growth.” This process 

eae - as vas: ; A was carried out before repair so that the dirt would not mask areas that needed attention and so that the cleaning would 
Bk ae A ne oe not damage new repairs, mortar or sealant. The work was done by JSL Pressure Washing Inc. of Franklin Park, Illinois. 
Pat = : x Glee aS \ 4 After a portion of the building was encased in tarpaulin-covered scaffolding and its windows covered with plywood, 
me . eo ee . . a hi _ small particles of sponge, ranging between % and % inch in size, were impregnated with a cleaning agent, then sprayed 
aes . tee * a ‘ en , ss ; r under 80 psi nozzle pressure against the granite. The sponge pellets flattened on impact and then constricted to trap 
Bee a . eee i , : . dirt or other particles that would otherwise become airborne. Sponge pellets were cleaned and reused up to six times 
Goes = iY ! - before being discarded; some 208,000 pounds of sponge were used in the cleaning. The Sponge-Jet process offered 

uate 2 ; [ S : | several types of sponge media for various levels of abrasion and cleaning.*® 

eds : a ~~ eee Once the building was cleaned, WJE specified the types of repairs to be made to individual stones, recorded initial 
wor ee See x eee conditions with a digital camera, and maintained a daily log of work completed. Repairs were carried out by E & H 
28 ce y 4 ie ee Le Restoration, Inc. of Davenport, lowa, which repaired about three-thousand individual stones. Work began with the 
Lae oe as West Wing and proceeded in a general counter-clockwise direction as repair crews followed the cleaning crews during 

7.33 Cracked and spalled granite unit, East Wing, 2000 the summer and fall of 2000. Work halted during the winter of 2000-01 but resumed in May 2001, with work being 
Spalling often occurred near cracks, because cracking weakened the granite surface. carried out on the Northwest Pavilion, North Wing, and granite elements around the park. As individual stones were 
drsoite cases. Wedkened sone fell Guay iii the Inulding in small portions, repaired, WJE documented them with digital photographs; over 5,600 pictures were taken.*” 

z Workers ground out and pointed mortar joints, applying sealant where appropriate. For cracked granite units, through- 

z pin anchors were installed to rejoin stones. In some cases, the attempt to insert a pin in the stone caused it to break, 

2 in which case a replacement dutchman was carved. In places where granite elements were badly damaged, masons 

5 fabricated and installed dutchman repairs. Dutchmen were used especially in restoring carved and decorative elements 

z of the exterior. In cases of spalling granite, the failing pieces were removed and the edges of the spall were blended. 

In rare places where WJE discovered significant deterioration of granite surfaces, including badly exfoliated stones, 

workers redressed the surfaces using a brush-chiseled finish to match the original surface appearance. The principal 

facades needed the most work because of the exposed colonnades and the intricately carved capitals and pediment 

C sculptures. On the sides of the wings, damage tended to appear in vertical sections along window bays near the end 

of the wing; this was thought to be caused by water seeping from the third story roof and moving downward across 
: the building surfaces. In general, the northwest quadrant, extending from the north fagade of the North Wing to the 

_ — south fagade of the West Wing, needed the most work. Cracks and spalls in this area were likely caused by rapid 

on : temperature changes from morning to afternoon and greater exposure to precipitation. WJE also received a contract to 
oversee waterproofing the exteriors of the Northeast, Northwest and Southwest Pavilions to “eliminate water leakage 

and reduce premature deterioration of the granite.”** 

The exterior restoration work carried out during 2000 and 2001 ensured that the Capitol would be maintained as a 
7.34 Repaired crack and spall, East Wing, 2000 masterpiece of American architecture. As scores of technicians examined each stone and skilled masons repaired them, 
In some inconspicuous cases, spalled granite was removed entirely. Here, the af- thousands of Madison residents and visitors watched, and a new appreciation for the Capitol developed. Every day 
Gara ices Neer (enover aii edges Ulended aa tie eocks giated. people approached the building as the architect intended, glancing up at the Dome in appreciation of its beauty. The 

Wisconsin State Capitol endures as a monument to Wisconsin’s democracy and the career of George B. Post. 
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7.35 Exfoliation, North Wing, 2001 7.37 Prior epoxy repair, Southeast Pavilion, 2000 

“Exfoliation” is the term used to describe the loss of surface material, which con- Prior repairs to the exterior sometimes had been carried out using ill-advised meth- 
tributes to a roughened appearance. This condition often was found near windows ods or equipment. In this instance, a spalled piece of granite had been reattached to 
or other locations where water collected. the unit with epoxy, a repair that led to additional damage. 
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7.36 Repaired exfoliation, North Wing, 2001 7.38 Reversal of epoxy repair, Southeast Pavilion, 2000 

Masons repaired exfoliated stone by recreating the finish typical of original cut stone. Previous repairs that were judged to be unstable were redone using more advanced 
techniques. In this case the epoxy was removed and steel pins were used to reattach 
the spalled element to the unit. 
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833. 
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4 Capitol Commission minutes for 25 April 1907, vol. 1, ibid. 
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5 George H. Bickford (hereinafter Bickford) to Post & Sons, 1 July 1907, folder 1, box 22; Bickford to Lew F. Porter Weinman contract, folder 2, box 44; Weinman correspondence, boxes 27 and 29, all ibid.; “South Pediment Figures 

(hereinafter Porter), 6 and 15 July 1907, folder 9, box 26, all ibid. White Bethel granite, still in common use, is a quartz Done; Weinman Here,” Wisconsin State Journal, 26 June 1912, p. 1. 

monzonite from the middle Mississippian Period, approximately 335 million years old. 

20 Post & Sons to Porter, 11 April 1913, folder 4, box 22, Capitol Commission records, ser. 833. 

6 Porter to Dollar Savings & Savings and Trust, 11 July 1910, folder 25, box 7, ibid. 

2! Bitter to Porter, 15 February and 12 May 1911, box 5, ibid. James M. Dennis, Karl Bitter (Madison: University of 

7 Capitol Commission minutes for 25 January, 17 May and 29 August 1907, vol. 1; Timothy Mc Carthy payment appli- Wisconsin Press, 1967), 140. 
cations for 3 January and 12 March 1908, folder 5, box 44, all ibid; “New Capitol Wall Will Rise Monday,” 11 January 

1907, p. 1; “Jud Stone’s Gleanings,” 29 June 1907, p. 7; and “Granite Arrives for New Capitol,” 12 August 1907, p. 1, » Post & Sons to Porter, 5 June 1912 and 11 April 1913, folder 4, box 22; Bickford to Porter, 10 June and 30 November, 

all in Wisconsin State Journal. Page numbers for newspaper articles will be provided when known. folder 7, box 27; George H. D. Johnson to Porter, 27 November 1912, folder 1, box 13; Porter to Bitter, 3 July 1913, 

box 5; Capitol Commission minutes for 29 April 1913, vol. 1, all in Capitol Commission records, ser. 833. The lack 

® Capitol Commission minutes for 22 May, 10 June, 1 July, and 11 September 1908, vol. 1; Porter memorandum or of granite was a topic of discussion at the commission meeting of 10 June 1913. See also “Heroic Figures Are Placed 
report for 21 July 1908, box la, all in Capitol Commission records, ser. 833; Wisconsin State Journal, 7 March, 21 on Capitol,” Wisconsin State Journal, 9 November 1913. 

April, 17 May, 14 November 1908. 

3 Porter to Daniel Chester French, 1 August 1914, box 9, Capitol Commission records, ser. 833. ““Forward’ Placed on 

° Wisconsin State Journal, 4 and 28 January, 7 April, 3 July, 16 July and 19 July 1909; Porter memoranda or reports Pedestal,” Wisconsin State Journal, 20 July 1914. The newspaper mistakenly referred to the statue as Forward, thus 

for 20 March, 30 April, 5 July and 10 August 1909, box 1a, Capitol Commission records, ser. 833. beginning nearly a century of confusion as to its proper name. 

'0 “Jud Stone’s Gleanings,” 7 March 1908, p. 7; “Big Derrick Fixed After Havoc Caused by Great Stone’s Fall,” 9 24 George Nelson contract and bond, 22 December 1913, folder 4, box 43; Porter to J. A. Van Cleve (hereinafter Van 
August 1909, p. 1; “One Killed, Six Escape By Miracle in Capitol Accident,” 25 October 1909, p. 1; “Seek Cause of Cleve), 25 April 1914, folder 4, box 26; W. C. Clifford (hereinafter Clifford) to Porter, 31 July 1914, folder 5, box 28, 
Logan’s Death,” 26 October 1909, p. 1, all in Wisconsin State Journal. Porter to Orrin H. Ingram (hereinafter Ingram), all in Capitol Commission records, ser. 833. 

29 October 1909, folder 15, box 11, Capitol Commission records, ser. 833. For Bitter’s selection, see Capitol Commis- 

sion minutes for 4 June 1907, vol. 1, ibid. Bitter was annoyed at the delay in finishing the west pediment since his final 25 Worden-Allen Co. (herinafter Worden-Allen) contract and bond, 13 September 1913, folder 2, box 44; Porter to 

payment was contingent upon completion; see Bitter correspondence in folders 1 and 2 in box 5, ibid. Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory, 7 October 1913, folder 4, box 20; Porter to Van Cleve, 2, 10, and 19 September and 9 

October 1914, folder 4, box 26; Porter to Worden-Allen, 10 March 1915, folder 6, box 28, all in Capitol Commission 

"' Bickford to James Gormley, 22 March 1910, folder 1, box 30; Porter to James O. Davidson, 23 December 1910, records, ser. 833. 

folder 25, box 7, Capitol Commission records, ser. 833. 

26 Porter to Bickford, 2 April 1914, folder 7, box 29; Porter to Clifford, 25 April 1914, folder 2, box 7; Porter to Van 

Porter memorandum or report for 10 August 1909, box 1a, ibid. Cleve, 3 December 1914, folder 4, box 26; Porter to Van Cleve, 27 April 1915, folder 6, box 25; Porter to A. C. Clas, 

21 July 1915, folder 3, box 7; Porter to Ingram, 10 August 1915, folder 17, box 11, all ibid. 

'S Porter memorandum or report for 1 December 1909, box la, ibid. Main Hall was renamed Bascom Hall in 1920. 

The building was constructed between 1857 and 1859; a south wing was added in 1898 by Ferry & Clas, who also 27 Capitol Commission minutes for 23 August 191land 23 April 1912 ; Attilio Piccirilli contract and bond, folder 5, 
designed the dome that the capitol dome was to replace. A fire in 1916 destroyed the existing dome, and the old capitol box 43; Piccirilli to Porter, 3 July and 3 November 1914, folder 11, box 19; Porter to Piccirilli, 26 October 1914, folder 

dome remained unused and was eventually scrapped. See Jim Feldman, The Buildings of the University of Wisconsin 5, box 20; Porter to Van Cleve, 15 September 1915, folder 5, box 26, all in Capitol Commission records, ser. 833. For 

(Madison: the author, 1997), 22-25. biographical information on Piccirilli, see Josef Vincent Lombardo, Attilio Piccirilli: Life of an American Sculptor 

(Chicago: Pitman Publishing Corporation, 1944). 
' Porter memorandum or report for 1 January 1910, box 1a, Capitol Commission records, ser. 833. 
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plied by the Hecla Iron Works, the firm that also provided them for the South Wing. Those for the North Wing were binder, Wiss, Janney, Elsner box, Capitol Archives. The State Building Commission approved the release of $241,000 

provided by the L. Schreiber & Sons Co. of Cincinnati. of building trust funds for the project on 16 June 1993. A $4,000 change order was approved in November 1994 to 
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53-2550, reel 152, box 949; Official Project 165-53-345, reel 2554, box 959; and Official Project 465-53-2-338, reel www.spongejet.com. The daily work logs of WJE note which type of sponge media was used at each location. 

172, box 959, all in Record Group 69, Stack 53, Row 66, compartment 8 or 9, National Archives and Records Admin- 

istration II, College Park, Maryland. General descriptions of work to be carried out appear in the bureau’s applications “7 WJE, Wisconsin State Capitol Restoration and Rehabilitation, Exterior Conservation (Northbrook, Illinois: the author, 

to the WPA. 2000), Daily Field Logs, Capitol Archives. 

+4 Wiss, Janney Elstner Associates, Inc. (hereinafter WJE), Exterior Survey and Analysis of the Wisconsin State Capitol 48 WJE, Wisconsin State Capitol Restoration (Northbrook, Illinois: the author, 2000), A-1, B-11 and Section 01010-1 

Dome, West Wing and Northwest Pavilion (Chicago: the author, 1994), 6, in B.19.05, Capitol Archives. and 2; Construction Bulletin No. 1, 9 August 2000, all in unprocessed addition to the Capitol Archives. 

35 Wisconsin, Laws (1957), 611-612. 

36 William C. Adams, “Capitol Gets Acid Treatment—Cleaned For First Time Since 1917,” Wisconsin State Employee, 

June 1965, no page number; “$41,000 Scrubbing Started on Capitol,” Milwaukee Journal, 9 April 1965, no page num- 
ber. For the specifications and Bureau of Purchases memorandum, see Wiss, Janney, Elstner Associates, Inc., Exterior 

Survey, 6. The cleaning project was DOA no. 6410-22. 

37 WJE, Exterior Survey and Analysis of Wisconsin State Capitol Dome, West Wing and Northwest Pavilion, 6. The 

project, DOA no. 6512-27, appears on DOA active project lists between 1966 and 1969. 

38 “Roofs and Skylights Replacement,” preliminary draft including photograph; SCERB minutes, 27 February 1968; 
Bureau of Facilities Management, “Evaluation of Alternatives for Treatment of the Skylights in the Wisconsin State 

Capitol,” 1977, in “7912-03.5, Capitol Roof/Skylights 1982-1984” folder, box 5, Pre-1987 Capitol Restoration Papers; 

Bureau of Engineering and Bureau of Facilities Management project lists for 1968 through 1974, project 6707-87, and 
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: s Ne RG Do eS ae a z Chapter Eight 

a — « / 5 : C sg a : 

4 | \ yl ao a = 7a + i : he artwork that completes the Wisconsin State Capitol demonstrates architect George B. Post’s skills as a 
& | q vd a <4 = > "ab 7 V : e | consummate designer. More than any other feature, the symbolism of the fine art in the Capitol established 
c a | —y tN # o rts . Yaa » Ws — : ; ; the principal themes that impart meaning to the building as a whole. Through its iconography, the Capitol 
= = a a ae es i ea — | : embodies the ideal of civic pride, democratic duty and the functions of good government. Each of the many pieces of 

a ‘ i E = M : | 4 it | sculpture, the pendentive mosaics and the murals are complete as objects in themselves, but as building elements they 

a 4 e ww | | eee S| | oT ; | 7 are thoroughly integrated within their architectural context. The distinctive qualities of each, the circumstances of their 
i | TL EF sa p 1 q r : 7 . tl a : 7 creation and the level of care extended these objects over the years, or not, makes each unique. Since the preservation 

“< a 4 b 7 of m J . x 7 ‘ , ' of the public spaces, including the exterior, was mandated as a part of the Capitol Master Plan (1987), the monumen- 

| c= i . es |. tal artwork intrinsic to these areas of the building was slated for restoration. The conservation of the Capitol artwork 

; Be : se Ss 1. — ' took place as a part of the restoration and rehabilitation that occurred between 1988 and 2001, when each piece was 
] a. ¥ _ ae = evaluated individually and treated appropriately. 

} y, ; “ “ K Throughout his work with the Capitol Commission, Post successfully advocated hiring artists of national significance 

A 7 i, to complete a rich and varied fine arts program. Within a collaborative atmosphere, Post established a process that al- 

i lowed him to maintain a high level of control over the content and the execution of the work. Artistic themes and their 

presentation elicited a great deal of interest on the part of the Capitol Commission, and it was customary for each artist 

81 Assembly Chamber, 2001 to provide sketches or photographs indicating intended thematic representation. Since it was through the artwork that 

Edwin Howland Blashfield's large, 1908 mural above the assembly speaker's desk, Wisconsin: Past, Present and Future, was the the didactic themes of the building were expressed, the success of this component of the work indicates the positive 
first major work of | either exterior or interior art installed in the Capitol, and it setahigh standard, | for other works in the build- interaction, directed by Post, among the parties involved. Conceming this relationship, commission secretary Lew 
ing. The public and critics admired it, especially for its juxtaposition of historical and allegorical elements, another trait other i ies ks 
Capitol artists employed. The mural also was the first work restored (in 1988) during restoration of the Capitol. Porter’s wife Carolyn wrote in 1914: 

Mr. Post was a man well advanced in years and the new Capitol furnished him with an opportunity 

for completing his life work with this, his greatest monumental building. The attitude of the Com- 

mission encouraged him in determination to make this his masterpiece in design, construction and 

decoration. With this in view, he provided spaces for mural painting and sculpture, and sought for 

the work artists with world wide reputation.! 

The artists Post assembled for the work were mature and accomplished, essentially members of the East Coast establish- 

ment, who shared Post’s familiarity with and taste for Beaux-Arts tradition. Several of the artists had worked with Post 

on similar civic-scaled projects and, most significantly, at the 1893 Chicago Columbian Exposition. Post recommended 

that the contracts for exterior sculpture and interior murals and mosaics be given to a network of artists and designers 

well known to him through professional and social ties. Contributing, with Post, to the architectural sumptuousness of 

the Columbian Exposition were Daniel Chester French, Kenyon Cox, Edwin Howland Blashfield and Karl Bitter. Of 

these, Blashfield and Bitter were connected socially with Post through membership in the Century Association of New 

York City, a men’s club whose roster included U.S. presidents, other leading politicians and some of America’s finest 

De Lae ee ae Oa a OTL eenSET|



So ez ? artists. Several others hired for work on the Capitol also were members of the Century Association including Charles 

a SS > — ay Ye ce Me : Yardley Turner, Albert Herter, Adolph Weinman and Ernest Tyler, of the decorator firm, Mack, Jenney and Tyler. 

Mee Ss r oe ae 3 
mone ~ = oe : In 1906, when the earliest plans were being developed for Wisconsin’s Capitol, French, Blashfield and Cox had just 

y ‘ 2 . : i os F finished work on the Minnesota State Capitol, which had been designed by architect Cass Gilbert, who was another 

: pe eit 4 . e contributor to the Columbian Exposition and a member of the Century Association.” It is likely that these social and 

ee :3 ge SEE a — ee, os _ Pe professional ties were based upon camaraderie stemming from a shared appreciation for the symbiotic relationship 

= 4 se ee Ss Cee between architecture and artwork. Within monumental Beaux-Arts buildings were placed monumental works of paint- 
2 ae Vi Ze 1) SN a E, ing and sculpture. Like-minded artists of very high caliber worked gladly under the direction of Post, each willing to 

a Vip a a J Se. <I \ “i ‘ fe subsume individual elements to the integrity of the whole. Several of the artists who worked on the Capitol, particularly 

— Vm J iii ee ARE ee, Kenyon Cox, had published writings that expressed their aesthetic predilections surrounding the monumental Renais- 
‘ | yy Vi]; es >» og Sy, Aw \ , \ yy sance-inspired imagery. Cox was adamant in advocating an ongoing cultural commitment to Beaux-Arts architecture 

\ if Vi) Li 2 s cc ANY AN y and its related art forms and a rejection of modernism. 

Vial’ 2 = \N\/) 
WO Hi | 8 . cy i) Wwe i Exterior Artwork 

ii a : We pt iy | ae The exterior of the Wisconsin State Capitol was conceived in sculptural terms and realized in scholarly, classical form. 

i id ih _) : ; s : / (e i Hil me) In the building’s reliance upon architectural principles that many architects of the period thought represented the height 

j 4 : ‘ ‘eS “ae _ 4 i 4 i | ‘] i ay of western culture, it evokes the ideal of classicism in all its forms. While it serves as a symbol that ties Wisconsin’s 

; \ Vane yj Che ; i) i} HI i 4 state government to ancient democratic tradition, the Capitol also is integral to its man-made landscape, an urban en- 

ea Lan : 7h Hae ie \. vironment designed to take advantage of Madison’s natural beauty. The building rises on its hill, preeminent within 
‘ AN . \ \ x VS Cy if i] /| the city, and Post maximized the impact of the preestablished approaches when he set the Capitol upon the platform 

lA A x DK = s CA , Sb WA AA of its terrace. The white granite sculptural groups, one in the pediment of each of the four wings and another four at 

gi é AY Re SS a a, fy Vf Yee the base of the Dome, are visual extensions of the granite surface of the building; they do not compete with, but rather 

re oo ANN \ SS Qi. a J y Gi a Re complement, the larger structure. The exterior established the precedent for a level of high quality in artistic finish that 

‘ q aS ST Va NS is consistent throughout. Largely because of the attention that Post paid to its artistic program, the Capitol’s exterior 
. ee SK ae = eee J e Lf, : oS. is as exquisite as its interior; the themes are executed more abstractly on the exterior but with a clarity that evokes the 

Se, : SS mana Se oe great Gothic cathedrals of Europe, buildings that convey values in a symbolic language that is broadly understood. 
oe ae . ——— =— se le eet. The sculptural groups in the pediments were intended to give symbolic expression in the loftiest possible terms to the 

4 a "i es) activities that occurred inside the Capitol. 

oO Se LS Og Pediment Groups 
ae oe A a Se, 8) East Wing: Liberty Supported by the Law by Karl Bitter, 1910 
BP eo Karl Bitter (1867-1915), a New York artist who had been trained in his native Vienna and emigrated from Austria in 

2.2. Rotunda with oculus painting and pendentive mosaics, 2001 the late 1880s, designed and oversaw the carving and placement of the sculptural groups in the east and west pediments 

The Rotunda is the most opulent public space in the Capitol and includes five major works of art: an oil-on-canvas mural in the and the four freestanding groups at the base of the Dome. From the time he established himself in the United States, 

oculus by Edwin Howland Blashfield and four glass mosaics in the pendentives. Post personally selected artists who shared his he was associated with the leading American Beaux-Arts architects, beginning with the most highly regarded of the 

vision that the building be a composition in which the whole was greater than the sum of its parts. period, Richard Morris Hunt. It was while working on Hunt’s Administration Building for the Columbian Exposi- 

tion that Bitter met George Post. Subsequently, Bitter and Post collaborated on a number of buildings including the 

Saint Paul Building in New York (1895) and the Cleveland Trust Company (1906). Karl Bitter died prematurely in 

1915 after having been hit by a car as he left a theater in New York City. Like Post, he did not live to see the building 

completed. The groups were restored in 2000, the work carefully overseen and documented by Wiss, Janney Elstner 

Associates, Inc. of Chicago.’ 
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8.3 Post Competition Drawing, Perspective of Capitol and Park, 1906 

Post's vision for an exterior artwork program changed during design development. Acting on the advice of the competition ~ prog iS IS Ig) p 1S ip 2 
judge, Daniel Burnham, Post eliminated the tourelles above the pavilions, substituting sculptural groups; he also eliminated gains, s 
figures placed in niches at the sides of the facades of the wings. After Post's death in 1913, it was decided as well to eliminate the ; ; £ 
sculpture at the bases of the pavilions’ grand stairs as well. es g 

i i : i 

3 a ee, = 
8.4 (above) Capitol from the southwest, = =, 5 

circa 1940 , -— os | zg 
Just as Post intended and as indicated in : _ p | g 

the1906 perspective drawing, the sculpture Ne! 2 
atop the lantern, and the tympanum groups ‘ § 

were integrated seamlessly into the whole. é 
The deleterious effects of coal smoke on the bias = 

building and the sculpture were apparent by ; 3 

this time. )  ) : 

8.5 (right) Karl Bitter, 1907 coe ty, 
George Post arranged for internationally ~ ~ e 

recognized American and European-American 7 i: ie 

artists to create the integrated artwork for i Fe ; ne 

both the exterior and interior of the Capitol. . earn ‘| 
Sculptor Karl Bitter created groups for the ‘ age RO 

pediments of the West and East Wings as well ~ rng Is 
as the four groups at the base of the dome. iy 

Like several of the Capitol artists, he had col- - "i 

laborated previously with George Post. lie cll wees 

eR Re 
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E z On 10 August 1908 and on the recommendation of Post, the Capitol Commission contracted Karl Bitter to sculpt the 

: group in the pediment of the East Wing. Bitter already had been hired for the West Wing pediment group in September 

a a 2 1907 when that wing was in its early stages of construction. However, as work on the West Wing was underway, it 

4 i e became clear that the excavation for the East Wing needed to proceed so fill could be transported to the west side of 

. fom £ : the building to build up the steep slope. Although the West Wing remained incomplete, heavy construction machinery 

il: rt was relocated to the east side of the Capitol Square and work began on the East Wing. Eventually, the construction 

goat. of the East Wing advanced beyond that of the west, and the east pediment was ready for placement of the blocks for 

- L L a carving before the west. Although Bitter designed the west pediment group first, the completion of the east sculptural 
y / ; [in group occurred several months before the other. 

ss Tan ey —— Pe | = co = | \ Bitter had completed his model for the east pediment by early February 1909. The artist typically had assistants ex- 

 é oo at _ : = eins — —— aS ecute the preliminary carving, and then he finished the facial features and surface refinements. Once his design for the 

Cum Px. pi Pre Ow 31 - s af im = — Sr ™ - pediment group was completed and approved, the artist became frustrated that the Woodbury Granite Co., the granite 

: eT oe ir ar [| P Ee eA se oa an Es c contractor, had not installed the blocks so the carvers could begin their work. Woodbury Granite had missed delivery 

<= ZBI oe — dates both in April and June. Finally on 30 June the stone was in place, a scaffold was built and work began. The ef- 

ern fort continued into the winter months, creating difficult conditions for the craftsmen, many of whom were immigrant 

——— oe . ‘ : sn Italian artisans, unaccustomed to the cold of the Wisconsin winter. A stove was installed within the canvas shelter on 

ie : ‘ > the carvers’ scaffold, and it provided a measure of comfort. While the carvers were at work several stories above the 

——— —— ee eet ae a ee - rc ae ground, complaints arose that they were careless in disposing of stone fragments, endangering passersby. Lew Porter 

bee es nl > ic ‘ a goo complained to John Grignola, Bitter’s subcontractor who provided the carvers, and extracted a promise that Grignola 

iPod OP Bae i a 4 would urge the carvers to work with greater care.‘ 

On 24 October 1909, while carving was underway on the East Wing, Woodbury Granite’s crew was placing the stones 
8.6 Karl Bitter, Liberty Supported by the Law, East Wing pediment, circa 1960 5 ; ¢ i 

Although the West Wing was the first constructed, the East Wing pediment was the first one carved because the West Wing terrace to be carved in the pediment of the West Wing when one of the granite cornice stones became dislodged and fell from 
required a great deal of fill before scaffolding could be erected. The east group, Liberty Supported by the Law, was carved in its position. The accident killed one of Woodbury Granite’s workers and nearly all of the blocks that had been placed 

place. Liberty at the center is flanked by Justice and Truth, all symbolizing the executive and judicial branches of government, in the pediment for the sculptural group fell and were badly damaged or broken. This calamity delayed the completion 

which were housed tn the wing. of the group by nearly six months. Following the accident the commission insisted that the rest of the exterior statuary 
be carved in sheds on the ground. Accordingly, the west pediment was carved in a temporary shed on the northwest 

side of Capitol Park; the other pediments and the sculpture groups for the base of the Dome were carved in a shed at 

the West Washington Avenue rail yards.5 Thus, the east pediment group was the only one carved in place. The deci- 

sion to carve groups on the ground was made over objections by Woodbury Granite as the firm was concerned with 

the safety of the completed figures during installation. Woodbury Granite declined responsibility, so the sculptor and 

the architect assumed it.° 

Bitter was on hand to provide the finishing touches to Liberty Supported by the Law, for which he received final payment 

in April 1910. Thematically appropriate to the wing housing both the State Supreme Court and the gubernatorial offices, 

“Liberty” stands centrally, a female figure holding a torch and shield. “Justice,” seated to the right, is enlightened by the 

glow of the torch, and “Truth” to the left, is protected by the shield. The subordinate groupings consist of two figures. 

One carries the Magna Carta protectively and the other, a mother, instructs her family, indicating the importance of both 

written law and the ideal of moral character. Bitter described his symbolic intent, in a letter written to Porter. 

To interpret this subject on lines distinctly American I placed a statue representing “Liberty” in the 

center, reasoning that without Liberty “there can be no justice.” Liberty is represented in the act of 

bringing light to “Justice” and shielding and protecting “Truth.” Both Justice and Truth are represented 
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by seated figures, the former holding aloft the scales, the latter the mirror, being long accepted and oe ee? 

customary symbols of these allegorical figures. : a Z 

& 

Grouped with Justice I show the figure of an aged man with the tablets containing the Ten Command- — re a So ee a 

ments, intended to point to the origin of our conceptions of the moral elements in law, while as a counter : a - i = sy . —— : 

motive on the side of Truth I have a figure of an Anglo Saxon youth holding the Magna Charta [sic], j a oe 

thereby introducing the other principal sources whence sprang the laws by which our race is governed. | Po = ae to 

| Ul 
The composition is completed on the left by a group representing “Tradition,” a mother imbuing her 7 —— ue ee a 

children with the first and primitive ideas of right and wrong, while the extreme right shows a group | i &e ‘ >. . ee 

of men engaged in the study of practical law. By these groups I intend to point, on the one side at the | as >. 

hereditary and instinctive ideas of right, which are not the result of special training, but lived and do live | . Ns 4 - 

for generations as characteristics of our race; while the other side leads to the intricate details which the ; ; ay “ 

practical application of these ideas necessarily brings about.’ i ae ve \2 

West Wing: The Unveiling of the Resources of the State by Karl Bitter, 1910 A : 7 ., 

Post approved Bitter’s sketches for the west pediment, the first group designed, by August 1906 and the artist signed a Oe y Th i i : _ oe a ‘ 

formal contract with the Capitol Commission on 19 September 1907.* In addition to the delays resulting from the need oe 4 | | oe i i “ ies a 

to build up the west grade and the accident that occurred in the fall of 1909, work was subject to other postponements. Te. : | ee ye AY 

In April 1909 Woodbury Granite claimed that problems related to insufficient electrical power and a ten-week strike at = — a . Pie Dy - 8 : a 

its quarries prevented it from finishing the columns needed for the east and west fagades. The following month Porter : A : a rl | cf 5 . oo T s 

expressed aggravation that little progress was being made on the setting of the stones.” The columns were finally in a La . | A ee a 8 

place in August 1909 end work on Enea the pediment began. Another See See at ine railroad depot &7 Detail of East Wing pediment showing i. 2 . ae ee : * & 5 

when a fifieen-ton stone intended for the pediment (a “kneeler”) broke the derrick that was lifting it into a cart. The existing conditions, 1993 7 a 1 a y if Pa. af . 

replacement stone did not arrive in Madison until early October, setting back construction another several weeks.'° When consultants Wiss, Janney Elstner As- : Mo ad et 14 A 

Since Bitter had planned to carve the figures in place, the delays in setting the pediment stones infuriated the artist, sociates, Inc. of Chicago examined exterior Lie Was ” m le _ f Q id 

breakage. The granite figures, with their ood | : = 7 i 2 

The late October tragedy, when three hundred tons of stone fell and killed Woodbury Granite foreman Daniel Logan, many protruding and heavily worked ele- : ' \ Ss i. bob 

occurred as Logan and another setter were placing a four-ton stone. Six other workers escaped the accident unharmed. ments, had been particularly vulnerable to | Na ge. : 

The financial loss to the state was estimated at between $20,000 and $25,000. Although it remained unclear what wea { rr : 

caused the accident, Porter believed the cornice stone fell because it was “overbalanced” by the large stones yet to be 

carved; informally, he blamed Woodbury Granite and its employees.’?_ When the Maryland Casualty Company began z 

investigating the accident, Post suggested that Porter had been rushing the work, and George H. Bickford of Woodbury ele g 

Granite blamed Bitter for failing to rough-cut the stone before having it put in place. Maryland Casualty found blame a in + Q i a | a a ity eae ig 

with Woodbury Granite and sought a settlement of $10,000, the statutory limit. Bickford balked at this amount and Be og. AN = We > 

suggested that perhaps the fault lay with Logan himself." It turned out that Logan’s wife eventually received a $2,000 —. a ‘ i: — rg i BY SS : 

settlement, indicating that Logan had not been determined responsible.'* Much discussion ensued among the commis- ; . co Le Peo i an oa i 4 Yd a 

sioners and with Bitter, Post and Bickford about how to complete the sculpture, and they decided to have the shed for pus a - ss A a oo AG wo iy u en Ol : ae et Ay Pr A : ere 

the cutters constructed on the northwest side of the park. The new stones began to arrive in March 1910. The entire Ser aaa I Te end ES es Se OS 

work was completed and installed by the end of the year.'° 8.8 Karl Bitter, Unveiling the Resources of the State, model, West Wing pediment, circa 1908 
The central figure symbolizes Wisconsin, only one of many symbolic, feminine depictions of the state in the Capitol artwork 

The Unveiling of the Resources of the State established a theme seen repeated throughout the Capitol; a central female program. Wisconsin partially removes her veil to reveal agrarian resources, suggesting that the state had yet to explore all its 
Fie eipresteding Wisconsii,is shown eurrounded by the symibolio representation of thie natural products ofthe state. oa : - — were rough-carved in a shed on the Capitol lawn after a fatal disaster occurred while installing the stones 

1g. 
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ee z The following description was presented in an early edition of The Wisconsin Capitol Official Guide and History (1921), 

o a 3 edited by C. A. Holst. It was likely paraphrased from a description provided by the artist. 
ere 3 

: | eS : In the center is a female figure representing the state, and in throwing back her veil she proclaims that 
_— . Po 3 ; 

. a aa a i. 5 her resources are only partially developed. The horse, the ox, the sheep etc., represent the wonder- 
-_ § nit z : : vidi ‘ ‘ ; : 

[_ ¥ eA <p g ful advantages Wisconsin offers for stock and dairy industries. Domesticated animals of the highest 

> : yp | g type, for which the state is admirably adapted and already famous, form a conspicuous part of the 

- : ‘ | c le group. Agricultural interests are typified by the growing wheat, through which animals are being led, 

2 _~_ , 4 z and by the corn harvested and evidently being saved for seed. No doubt it represents pure bred corn, 

7 y ; which has already done much for Wisconsin. Forest products are seen in the lumber being carried 

: —_ a by another figure, as well as by the walls forming part of the background of the scene. The wealth of 
A _ _ . the lakes and rivers is shown by two figures toward the left, handling fish nets and securing the haul. 

+ -_ : . ‘ Hunting finds its symbolism in the Indian and his dog. The badger at the extreme left represents the 
Ae 4 a 8.9 Adolph Weinman, circa 1920 bl A 

i eS The South Wing pediment group was designed by Adolph emblem of the state. 
* . — wg Weinman who had completed similar work for state capitols in 

. 2 = = Kentucky and Missouri. Weinman also sculpted a seated statue South Wing: The Virtues and Traits of Character by Adolph A. Weinman, 1912 
1 3 ne Aas Hea ia ye a i ie OO reyes eee In 1909 Adolph Weinman (1870-1952) was a well-known German-American sculptor residing in New York when Post 
—. a copy of which sits in front of Bascom Hall on the University of . nas i . ‘ ‘ i 
[SOOO oe Wisconsin Madison: recommended that the Capitol Commission hire him to complete the south pediment. He had arrived in the United 

ap me (ei ae a “ é a 
{Se Fa -— 2: Pe ea AN : oS hs »f 

. a 4 y 1 4 ’ fe g | ae ft .. fife fG ; \Ses 
re x F 4 4 | Ge Fs eon = 3 F Pw ee ae lc tl ‘ > 

a a a . sf eek i for en ees : aS 

. 2 6 ee a oe ea Re oe 
= Fe ety aC eee eS i 2, > ' 

‘2 oe a ae Oe 3 Se ie ek) 
ee en RP or ee ee mas ae ee Pe ae ‘iis a. os 

2 — ee ESD cA CY a ee i ? i 

“ees en Pos sae re ores oe at : hee se ait a ite : : 
“ede a pa cme 5 arta 5 ae 5a sos iy 7 ae : 

A , pore ig een a _ ; ee as is é 

oo | ~~ 4 a a _— 4 : a 4 ; : 

8.10 Adolph Weinman, The Virtues and Traits of Character, South Wing Pediment, circa 1930 8.11 South Wing pediment conditions, 2000 

Weinman selected virtues appropriate for the Wisconsin State Senate, the principal occupant of the South Wing, as Roosting birds contributed heavily to erosion of heavily tooled surfaces of the sculpture. Exfoliation is particularly 

subject matter for the group. The central figure holding a winged skull and a lamp signifies wisdom, while other figures noticeable in the folds of the cloak at the bottom center of the photograph. 

represent thought and reflection. The group was rough-carved in a shed at the West Washington rail yards, as were all 

the remaining granite groups. 
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States from Baden, Germany in the late 1880s, at nearly the same time as Karl Bitter. In the United States, he studied oe SS a? 

under Augustus Saint-Gaudens and assisted in the studio of Daniel Chester French. Two other of Weinman’s works had Ce oS Ca 2 — 3 ae : - a . a ak : a 

close connections with Madison. In 1906 Weinman completed a statue of Abraham Lincoln for the former president’s lee Be ee 

birthplace in Hodgenville, Kentucky. After it became known that a single replica of the statue was to be cast, Madison ee om: a ——~ © ; 

newspaper editor Richard Lloyd Jones, who was involved with the restoration of the Lincoln birthplace, secured a a 2 ae 2 “ - . 7 : ; b 

copy for the University of Wisconsin campus. Weinman’s Lincoln was placed prominently in front of Main Hall (now ee - a pa - : A ae a 

Bascom Hall) in 1909. Also in 1912, along with the pediment group, Weinman was completing a portrait statue of Bee 2 Pe po -_ — ae g 

former Capitol Commission member William F. Vilas. Vilas’s widow had commissioned the freestanding figure for Lee 4 - a 7 Bi Hoe fs 

the Vicksburg battle site in Mississippi to commemorate her husband’s involvement as a lieutenant colonel with the oe 4 ; a fs 7 : oo ‘ ee i 

Twenty-third Wisconsin Volunteer Infantry.’ oo aes = ee oe _ . a : a : 

In September 1909 the commission signed a $16,500 contract with Weinman for the South Wing pediment group, and CF Gy | ee : Poe. : — wii | — . oS 

by early 1910 the artist had completed his model. Post inspected the work in February; he then forwarded a photograph eS oF on . a 
to the commission and urged it to approve the model immediately so that Woodbury Granite could begin cutting the ff a _ ” . oe. . 

necessary stones. The model arrived in Madison in June 1911 and craftsmen rough-carved the figures in the shed near eo. < ' Coe ee : a So 

the rail yards before the granite was transported to the Capitol to be installed and finished. Porter became frustrated oe —— lc oul E a oo 

that the work went slowly due to a lack of carvers at the site. In July Porter wrote Weinman that there were only four eee ba et a ee 

men at work (by comparison, nine had been engaged on the west pediment) and Porter was anxious to have the group oe =. 8 Pol Ae 
placed as quickly as possible. Weinman came to Madison to inspect the work in November, when the stones were ready oo . 8 _. — aor ee. 

to be set in the pediment, where finishing would occur. By June 1912, Weinman completed the final carving and had - 7" oA . oo, ae a os 

the scaffolding removed.” Entitled The Virtues and Traits of Character, the group has “Wisdom” as its central figure, _ ‘ al fo oe 

portrayed with the attributes of equity, righteousness, power, meditation and prudence. Depicted as a female figure eT _ a 

in front of a mass of foliage, “Wisdom” holds a winged skull and mirror. Standing with her, one male figure holds oy a ‘ oo 

an equilateral triangle and, another holds a square, representing equity and righteousness. Two groups of three seated ae oo - . x i 7 

figures each are positioned in the corners of the pediment; on the left, diplomacy, eloquence, and the clear vision of . - A » \ re 

progress are represented, and on the right, power, meditation and prudence. > . 

North Wing: The Learning of the World by Attilio Piccirilli, 1915 »* eo 
The Learning of the World by the New York artist Attilio Piccirilli was the last pediment group designed and installed; _ | 

it was set into place in 1915. Piccirilli (1866-1945) was born in Massa, Italy and studied art at the Accademia San Luca . : 

in Rome. He moved to New York City in 1888 and established one of the most reputable stone carving studios in the = . 

country. It had worked recently with Post, carving the group for the pediment of Post’s New York Stock Exchange 5 . 

(1901-03). Later, Piccirlli’s studio carved the monumental marble statute of Abraham Lincoln designed by Daniel ; 

Chester French for the Lincoln Memorial in Washington, DC (1922). 

On 23 August 1911, again on Post’s recommendation, the commission decided to hire Piccirilli for the north pediment 

group. The following January, the commission signed a contract with Piccirilli for $16,500, stipulating that the model 

would be completed by 1 October 1913 and the entire group be in place by 1 July 1914. On 23 April 1912, Piccirilli 8 1 2 Autilio Pi iccirilli, circa 1910 : 2 F 
pas ; : aed 5 Attilio Piccirilli was one of several Italian-American brothers operating a well-known stone- 

appeared before the commission to show photographs of his model and explain the significance of the design. The carving business in New York City. The brothers had completed the pediment group for George 

central female figure symbolized “enlightenment” and held a tablet inscribed sapientia, a Latin word meaning “wis- Post's New York Stock Exchange in 1903 and later carved the marble statue of Lincoln designed 

dom.” At this time Piccirilli had the impression that the large interior space on the second floor (to become the North by Daniel Chester French for the Lincoln Memorial. 

Hearing Room) was to function as the legislative library as had been indicated on an earlier floor plan. The sculptural 

groups designed by Karl Bitter, for the east and west pediments, and Adolph Weinmann’s group for the south, themati- 

cally reflected the function of the principal rooms of those wings. When Piccirilli wrote to Porter and made reference 
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<a 2 to his belief that his group would signal the entrance to “the library of the new State House,” he was not aware of the 

— <a > changes in space allocation. Porter replied, requesting that the sculptor not send copies of his description of the pedi- “Hg ~~ 3 ges in sp p questing Pp P p P 
>< Za St io ment group to the commission because it was no longer consistent with the revised use of the wing. Piccirilli indicated 

P< tn, es eS Ss Se = dismay at not having been told of the change earlier and observed that he had read the description to the commission 
Pe ye lo z 3 : ee 

~. Linge M ae iN SP, 2 in April 1912 and not encountered criticism. 
a 5 a on aT a 3 - 

_ irre i La SS 
gi ee | Lie ‘ea >) Se ™ : ; ‘ Renda : ‘ 

aie a Ne wee he : on » os, The pediment group was modeled in half-size by Piccirilli, and then carved at full scale in Madison by F. A. Purdy, a 

; Ce | | ) vr “ee eis Va tor’ a Detroit stone carver, and his assistants. Rough carving began in the summer of 1914 in the shed at the rail yards. Once 
Uh 5 if eee |, i a ie 4 A 4 } Py, ey & Bee ¥ 

Coe 7 dileagst 5 . @) Ve | ey Ee A yA completed, the stones were transported to the Capitol and mounted in the tympanum; a scaffold was erected, and the 
_ wi La ae «& ) ie 3 <a a” | a Pp P P P 

ee 4 vee) lee | tl | i aa f | 1s — carvers applied finishing touches. When the scaffold was removed in September 1915, the entire process had required 

\% Bees, | | ee | See i VEE | Va 4 ithe ba Fae Ses | slightly more than a year.'? The Learning of the World represents human history from the earliest time to the present 

_%. ~~, TIS kl lUlUlc( ié‘i OCU Oe fellas *s day and celebrates the collective knowledge of western culture. Enlightenment is portrayed by the central figure that 
“= eee ee ieee oe eee a ‘“ . = $4 . ee *: * : : . 

RRS a holds the “sapientia ables esreulinal activity and the family, fe Dreeentne ihe foundation of BOSIETY, are ano in 

the secondary groups on either side of the central figure. The smaller figures in the corners are intended to personify 

the fine arts, philosophy, geometry, physics and the sciences. 

- a oo P a ae Cleaning and Repair of the Pediment Groups, 1993-2001 

4s : J “ In October of 1993, Wiss, Janney Elstner Associates, Inc. (WJE) of Chicago conducted a thorough inspection of the 83 y gh insp 
NS mS granite facing the West Wing and Northwest Pavilion. The firm’s findings were presented in a report to Department of 

 ~ee Facilities Development in March 1994. The study of the building exterior focused on the West Wing and the Northwest ‘EE: P y g g 
. wade: Pavilion with the goal that information pertinent to conditions across the Capitol’s surface could be extrapolated from ; 3 Pp iP. Pp 

e the more intense analysis in these locations. Although the granite generally was found to be in good condition, WJE 

~~ | observed extensive erosion on the freestanding statuary, consisting of roughened surface texture and loss of surface 

: | & material. Laboratory analyses indicated that micro-fracturing of the granite caused by the carving process had made the 

eek < a surfaces of the pediment groups more vulnerable to erosion than other exterior granite elements. Another factor was 

ge 2 | | that the statuary was exposed to weathering to a greater degree than most other stone elements. In addition to surface 

oe ee fo iy ate erosion, the WJE report documented dirt accumulation, including bird-related damage, and open and/or deteriorated 

> Ce Or TS Ct joints on both the pediment and Dome groups. The firm recommended cleaning and repointing the statuary.” 
a ae oo eroue s Py 8 my 

: oe . oo 4) ri et WJE’s 1994 recommendations were carried out when the pediment groups were conserved as a part of the repair and 

i . Lo an a Livre i | 8.13 (above) Attilio Piccirilli, The Learning of cleaning of the exterior in 2000 and 2001. For each of the pediment groups, every stone was inspected and documented 

ie ate ef NES A i abet bt : er emeccmng A : 4 using data sheets and digital photography. WJE made specific recommendations for each damaged stone. Common 

: 7 PSO pe . y 4 4 P| i i / a listen lacie eee Wecea a it pointed up repairs included removing surface exfoliation, cleaning and blending spalls, grouting cracks and pinning loose stones, 

i ef | to full size. The central figure, “Sapientia” or using either copper wire or helifix anchors. In some cases, most commonly on the east pediment, Dutchman repairs 

ae Ee So a f wisdom” in Latin, dominated a group intended to were executed to replace badly cracked carved elements, and heavily exfoliated stones were recarved to approximate 
as te 8 he i _f£ © © honor library-related themes, reflecting an earlier See ee 21 ; p 2 ‘ é 
oo gir Pe Fin | (eet. their original appearance.”' Great care was taken in cleaning the exterior statuary and the pediments were designated is oe} fs OP gee er EF intended use of the large, formal space on the ‘ 5 Das . 

ay a fe i 3 : ie a . fe . second floor, which before construction was trans- “special treatment areas,” requiring additional treatment samples and approval by the architect before full-scale work 

at aa a ig a iF . formed into the North Hearing Room for the use of was carried out. The exterior granite, including the statuary, was cleaned using the Sponge-Jet process, in which tiny 
oe US le Ok ae ee i feel A js r 5 * A i ‘ é 

i F hae } oa fl ee I oe ee, A the Railroad Commission. bits of sponge impregnated with grit were applied with water at low-pressure. The specifications for the project required 

; : A Le 4 a a i . ip a & 8.14 (left) North Wing pediment conditions, 2000 a nozzle pressure no greater than 85 psi with a flow rate of no greater than 15 pounds per minute. Early in the process, 

. Proe 8 oo i i : a 7. Pea "4 The North Wing group suffered less bird dam- the subcontractor, JSL Pressure Washing, Inc., of Franklin Park, Illinois, determined with WJE and DFD, that a nozzle 

ai ae Fi oS — | — ge and more weathering than the other groups pressure of 80 psi applied from approximately 24 inches proved satisfactory in removing accumulated dirt.” 
| MSE Fu & Coe ee because of its location. Pitting resulting from 

eek fe eo ef % — exfoliation is particularly evident on the shoulders { id eee fo FR of - P 
o oS ee Be es Ae 2 and heads of the figures. 
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8.15 West Wing pediment restoration, 2000 ’ 

During the restoration highly detailed photographs were made to document conditions. In this >». 

instance, distressed areas were found in the folds of the garment worn by the figure on the right, 

especially near its foot and the sharp fold at its hip. 

* 8.17 East Wing pediment restoration, 2000 

ella, g The central figure required two Dutchman repairs, meaning replacement of failed elements with new stone. The 
VS oS ee < 2 a < 

, i foe — = z sides of the headpiece had separated from the rest of the sculpture and were recarved and pinned into place. 
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] oe oe a Lae ee RS wee ea 
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8 Bee ner a ne?" oy "aes — 

= Lh Tee . . ae og WF i Few 
be lee Ba 8.18 North Wing pediment restoration, >... . = . 

Ah Be ae Wee 

K role er eet es The nose on one of the figures was é meg 2 ot el 
— ee cracked, and it broke off during an at- ee ae 

oe ch re 
8.16 South Wing pediment restoration, 2000 tempt to pin it into place. The restora- 3 - . bee doar - 

After the winged skull was cleaned, WJE determined that a pin needed to be inserted to anchor tion masons then carved a replica and F Be ick 1. gee 4 Ph 

the skull to the extended hand of wisdom. pinned it into place. ci 
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Le eri te ae Soe ie : : z Dome Statuary Groups: 
Pes ee is Sah “ a EROS ea eee i aa res : ae Strength, Wisdom, Faith and Abundance by Karl Bitter, 1911-15 
a ae a 3 if . <7 : 7 i ave ; : “F ie tf MY ; 2 George B. Post & Sons’ rendering for BE Capitol don in 1906 Hiillentiss that the enue envisioned a much 

ede eae Pe x a rh en “ “ft per oee : e, : 2 grander sculptural program for ne exterior (ice as put into place. i his earliest conception, Post had placed figures 

ad: oa ae 7 eonlle. bee Toe mS ee a Sad seem ea al un | aa 2 on the bases of the staircases leading iB the pavilion entrances and Hong on the balustrade of the ground-level serrace, 

% ha Ke oy oe 4 ae ie : ee ete My 3 : he ; | & Post also had called for small tower-like structures, tourelles, to be positioned at the base of the Dome; however, Chi- 

shy el CA i KY | ae : LL " = ; SS al cago architect Daniel Burnham advised that the tourelles, which he considered too large, be eliminated and sculptural 

lee a hs ? eA {pease Pie | im a Hd if groups commissioned for this location.7 On 29 October 1907, Post spoke to the Capitol Commission concerning his 

A 3 persia pa yeh ie Soe eee ‘ll ate a . : heey : & proposed change and on 16 July 1908 the architect wrote of his general intention with the sculptural groups.** Further, 

hoct}ore ke See setae fester he : at Pete): «| he advanced the idea that Karl Bitter would be the appropriate man for the job. 

ee a we Dilger ae a } Be ili 2a French and Bitter both agree with me in the opinion that it is essential to the artistic effect of the 
: i , 2 k ‘ il i cee 1 ce H | eee : Capitol Building that one man should be employed on all four of the groups flanking the Dome, which 

vy oh |. Hl oN ele ; : : le : (eee take the place of the tourelles which originally flanked the Dome. It is essential that while the groups 

a Sg PRStet, Biase er ae e sy b. should be different in character and design they should have practically the same silhouette and ab- 
Seles : ue ees » Gtaemint Satuanent Bare Bhat solutely the same scale. I am strongly of the opinion that it will be wise to fall back upon Bitter for 

F a : i Ae ae ets these groups, for he has a better appreciation of the architectural effect of sculpture than any of his 

hol 2 re : fellows, although he may not be a greater Sculptor, and the grand architectural effect of the building 

e 4 : : as a whole will be largely made or marred by these four groups of sculpture. We have an estimate 

elie ‘ j from Bitter for these groups, to which he will adhere, and I do not believe we could get any other man 

nie |etbe : ae : cee A SOWTION of recognized ability (and for this work we certainly cannot afford to trust to luck with a youngster) 

° eS sy mal _. WISCONSIN STATE for two or three times the price for which Bitter will do the work... .. His price was $10,500 [per 

pp itpmnee ae Cy ais WI Daeg ah a area a i Pereeyre group]. At this price the work complete costs less than the tourelles.”* 

fea eae ka iy ee py [foie neces? GRANITE, WORIC -" 4 ae : : 
pias lee i i is ft rode “Ts "es ‘ “nll elle pate pats Tove Grouns ect Subsequently, Woodbury Granite contracted with Bitter for the work, for which he was to receive a total of $42,000.” 

l a wy os ae ct “} | ao ae tot , yt , Roetagine roewehies Bitter supplied Post with sketches that were incorporated in an architectural drawing of the Dome (sheet 518-2010) 

a et. oN Neary eb ee ie - o™ are 1S eee ene aes ie issued by Post & Sons in March 1909. In December 1910, Woodbury Granite requested Bitter to supply jointing plans 

Hi ee Q velils Flan enn oak a og saints Socom es | ga a a oo ee so that it could cut and deliver the stones for on-site carving, which occurred during 1911 and 1912 in the shed at the 

jee ane eer Lees =e rang mere Le a a re Bee thie ty Se ie rail yards. Much of the work was carried out by a crew of stonecutters under the direction of Bitter’s longtime associ- 

ie sae ae P ae ade PALE ig SSRs AE gait Sh doen ee Siete eet ate, John Grignola.”” The groups were installed before Woodbury Granite had finished placing stone on the Dome, a 
Basen | Gere se reds es Ta ee tee, Tae PER Te Py oe li ge ect hae hee nOPBie, «ORE DTI MER Mage mney situation that caused Bitter concern about the safety of the groups; despite Bitter’s anxiety, no mishaps occurred. 

8.19 Post Drawing 518-2010, Granite Work for Four Groups of Statuary on Pedestal at Base of Dome (detail), revised 1910 

Post & Sons provided a drawing that indicated the placement and general composition of the statuary groups that would re- Each sculptural group is composed triangularly with the base reinforced horizontally by an eagle with out-spread wings 

E The ETE CT ee De OL Ps Der dear 20 Scrrerel pil for te four Brokps, that connects the arms of the seated figures’ chairs. There are two female statuary groups: Faith on the Dome’s southeast 

side and Abundance on the northwest. Male figures comprise the two other figural groups: Strength, also referred to as 

Force by the artist, to the southeast; and Wisdom to the northeast. The four groups were installed between 1911 and 

1915.8 On 15 February 1911, Bitter wrote to Porter, offering his own “perhaps clumsy words” concerning his intent 

with the four groups. He wanted them to “illustrate certain fundamental qualities which must be logically possessed 

by the people of the State to make them great and powerful.” He further described the symbolism this way. 

By “Strength” I have in mind the virility and manhood and the physical force which is evident in the 

common industries of the state, the muscle and sinew which is the requirement, or at least one of the 

chief requirements, of a people that shall be called progressive. I also have in mind the fact that the 

State has taken part in the past in the great struggles of our country and has lent its powerful arm to 
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fight in its battles. which is the stimulus for the wealth of a people and the basis of its earthly welfare. The fruitfulness peop: 

: ; i ; : ; of all effort and labour shall be shown and the abundance which comes as a result of the other 
By “Wisdom” I shall refer to the prudent mind which guides the powerful arm, which must direct all eaecare ta ened 

oes : ; x ualifications I have mentioned. 
labour and effort to make it right and advantageous. A wisdom that is based upon the experience of q 

the past and is fostered by institutions of learning and which is part and parcel, and not the smallest Bitter indicated that his comments should not be taken too literally, that they were offered only to illustrate the ideas 

one at that, of all human activity. that guided him. He closed, “it will be impossible for most people to read off these precise sentiments, which I here 

a Y ‘ : i ‘ ; ; explain, in the architectural granite statues and ornamentations which will be placed upon the building not as an 
In choosing “Faith” for one of the groups I wish to point to the religious life of the community which Pe : 5 Ee e 7 : 

: pal ae oo , assemblage of art objects but as organic parts of the structure. 
has equal importance with, in the opinion of many perhaps more so, . . . any other phase of man’s 

aspirations and efforts. It is the broadest word I can find to cover the existence of a soul and its hopes Cleaning and Repair of the Dome Statuary Groups, 1993-2001 

and fears. ... In its 1994 report, WJE cited general deterioration, including exfoliation, mottling, erosion and dirt accumulation. 

d : i Shortly after this study, it was observed that the surfaces on which the groups were placed (roofs enclosing the short 
Lastly I will speak of “Prosperity and Abundance.” In this I mean to cover that hope of success v 2 ore a ¢ : 

|| Oa | : ' > 2 es : S 2 

Y\ eC [_ Foe : <a A: ee ,* g 
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8.20 Karl Bitter, Strength, above the Southeast Pavilion, circa 8.21 Karl Bitter, Wisdom, above the Northeast Pavilion, circa 8.22 Karl Bitter, Faith, above the Southeast Pavilion, circa 8.23 Karl Bitter, Prosperity and Abundance, above the North- 

1966 1966 1966 west Pavilion, circa 1966 

Bitter created two groups of male figures, and two female. All The second of the male groups referred, in Bitter ’s words, “to the This female group represented to Bitter “the religious life of the This group is usually known only as Abundance, but Bitter called 
featured a standing figure flanked by two seated figures. Bitter said prudent mind which guides the powerful arm, which must direct all community which is equal [in] importance with... man’s aspira- it Prosperity and Abundance. “Jn this,” he wrote, “I mean to cover 

this group reflected “the physical force which is evident in the com- __ labour and effort to make it right and advantageous.” tions and efforts. It is the broadest word I can find to cover the that hope of success which is the stimulus for the wealth of a people 8! 1 p peop! 
mon industries of the state.” existence of a soul and its hopes and fears.” and the basis of its earthly welfare.” 
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" = a= 7 z a . ee Sr anes A : ae ar ? hallways that provide access to the seventh level observation deck) were compromised and water was infiltrating the 
A Poe eee Ss interior. Copper sheet roofing had been used originally and this material, which extended beneath the statues, had been 

: os y as . - . 5 covered later with a rubber membrane. Because of deterioration that had occurred to both elements, the installation 

; ual | i as - eS a] ; of new roofs was recommended by Kahler Slater Architects, Inc. of Milwaukee and Madison. To accomplish this, it 
Pe v : oe ; E : ius es = was necessary to remove the statuary groups. The project was undertaken in August 1996 by J. P. Cullen & Sons, Inc. 
“a 3 | é ee g of Janesville, the general contractor for restoration. The contractor rented a 25-story-tall, 500-ton crane to remove 
y f= p ee : 3 : - is the groups, each of which consists of nine distinct granite pieces. The granite elements were crated and stored on the 

2 Ae soe Capitol grounds for the three weeks required to complete the roof replacement. After the installation of the new terne- 
y . fa : é ~ é coated stainless steel roofing, each of the statuary groups was retuned to its original location. Prior to the disassembly 

. , - - a 4 : : : # of the groups, the mortar joints were studied so they could be replicated. Shims were used in reassembling the groups 

. a — = : » a: to ensure the proper mortar width.*° 

4 ’ . 3 7 oe : oe es The Bitter groups at the base of the drum were subject to the same type of cleaning and repair as the sculptural groups 
: | | _ a a - ae in the pediment during WJE’s exterior conservation project of 2000-01. The most common repairs included removing 

a : | : : : : eo 2 eo surface exfoliation; cleaning and blending spalls; pinning loose stones, using either copper wire or helifix anchors; and 
ua 7 oe _ - | es - a : a grouting cracks. Dutchman repairs to replace badly weathered or damaged stones were used in a couple of instances. 
bee — | - Ss o> oe 2 oe The SpongeJet cleaning method was used. 

ee , Eee cs ee . a 2 oF ee 7 a ears Figure surmounting the Dome: Wisconsin by Daniel Chester French, 1914 
a Ee le fake i re : oe be - 4 é oe ae 4 3. a By the time the Capitol was under construction, Daniel Chester French (1850-1931) had achieved recognition as one 

_ ] ee ee Be of the most accomplished American artists of the period. Born in Exeter, New Hampshire, he studied sculpture in New 
am ithe ee Po York and in Florence, Italy. His reputation was established with the Minute Man (1875), placed in Concord, Mas- 

a | a a a ee ae sachusetts to commemorate the American Revolution. Becoming increasingly well known for public memorials and 
ol a See ae a ge ee oe monuments, French established a studio in New York City in 1887. In 1892, French was called to Chicago to execute 

ae ee Co eer) ee ‘ two of the most prominent sculptural works at the Columbian Exposition, The Republic and (with Edward Clark Pot- 

Seen nee  - ae ko. : ter) The Triumph of Columbus. The Republic was prominently positioned above the waters of the Main Lagoon, along 
ee eo Co Te a ee which the most significant buildings of the Fair were placed. It represents an important prototype to Wisconsin, which 
Ce As EO ee surmounts the Capitol Dome at an elevation of 269 feet. 

8.24 Daniel Chester French, The Republic (rep- 8.25 Helen Mears, circa 1900 

lica), Chicago, 2002 An Oshkosh native, Helen Farnsworth Mears offered three different French was not the first artist considered for this important work. Late in 1910, as Woodbury Granite began cutting 

Daniel Chester French, the sculptor of Wiscon- designs for the statue surmounting the Capitol Dome before the com- stone for the Dome, the commission began negotiations with Helen Farnsworth Mears.*! Although a Wisconsin native, 
poi: elects bole sane po oe Apes Cn. - sree Mears was residing in New York and had been a favored pupil of the hi ghly regarded sculptor Augustus Saint-Gaudens. 

lumbian Exposition of 1893 in Chicago. French's women purchased for the Capitol a marble version of Mears'’s Genius of In 1893, she completed The Genius of Wisconsin, which was exhibited in the Wisconsin Pavilion at the Columbian 
Republic stood at the head of the principal lagoon, Wisconsin, which had been displayed at the Columbian Exposition in a Exposition. The piece had been relocated to the Capitol and placed in the Rotunda following the fair, giving Mears 
a setting that was considered to embody the Beaux- _clay version as it had been sculpted originally by Mears. local presence and recognition. In December 1910 Mears supplied the commission with a photograph of a model she 
ie tpt Ob Kae Hairy Thee rep lice is i Gras prepared as the figure to be placed atop the Dome. Post supported Mears in this effort, both for her association with 

Saint-Gaudens and for the time she had spent preparing the model, a female figure crowned in wheat raising both arms 

in blessing. The design did not impress the commission, however, and even Post came to express his doubts. Assuming 

she still had Post’s support and with the belief she had the contract, Mears responded to the commission’s criticisms with 

arevised model that she presented personally in Madison in January 1911. Mears’s second model, somewhat resembling 

the figure Freedom by Thomas Crawford on the dome of the National Capitol, showed a female figure with one hand 

resting on a shield and the other upraised with a scepter; she wore a helmet adorned with a badger. Mears offered to 

complete the figure and ship it to Madison for $16,500. Again, the commission was not enthusiastic, requested changes 

and Mears revised the design.” By May, Post told the commission that Mears could not possibly have an acceptable 
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a AN Se 8.28 Daniel Chester French, circa 1915 ay ek” Se } 2 oe 
a i \ eg i French was one of America’s most influential sculptors : od re ~y ; An 

Le a : we Hz & a ne of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. He soca pew eet a) pees ea : 

r ee = ie ed and architect George Post had encountered one another oe : es ond ON cee - 
ae « \ MR ee : 545 5 rk con : ae 
ON iz em os at the Columbian Exposition where French’s statue The 2 AS 4 wae 

ae F ee Republic was displayed prominently. This earlier work ees pene 

oe oe i a oS ie tah 3 omen ie 8.29 French’s Wisconsin being hoisted from the roof to the Dome, 

8.26 Helen Mears, proposed model for Wisconsin, 1911 8.27 Helen Mears, Genius of Wisconsin, 1893 finial for the entire desi » 1914 sign at the top of the Dome. Wj A z fae 
Mears modeled a finely detailed figure in clay for the lan- Mears '’s nine-foot figure, carved in marble by the Piccirilli broth- Fi rench s Wisconsin was shipped to Madison in Fe ebruary 1914 and 
tern. The figure drew upon Thomas Crawford's Freedom ers of New York, now stands in the center of the first floor of the stood in its crate on the roof of ES until July. A oisting occurred 

on the dome of the U.S. Capitol, which has an upraised arm Southeast Pavilion. on 20 July and attracted significant public attention. 

and the other resting on a shield. Mears employed Wiscon- 

sin motifs, such as the state’s coat of arms, on the figure. 
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pees aes 2 have her design ready within the required time frame but he urged the group to compensate Mears for her work on the 

nd : cee model. Mears developed yet a third model, but the commission never saw it. In August the commission decided to 

os 3 employ Daniel Chester French to create a statue for the Dome and paid Mears $1,500 for her preliminary work.** 
2 = 

i = Post had consulted with French early in the process concerning the appropriate sculptural treatment for the exterior 

al ., : 3 and potential artists for the work. In 1908 Post wrote to William Vilas, a commissioner, that French had tentatively 

: : iy Pe eg proposed “the colossal figure which forms a finial for the entire design at the top of the Dome.” He continued, “it will 

: Sa i Hl ‘oer : Bee 4 tax the ability of even as great an Artist as French to produce a figure which will be entirely satisfactory.”** Although 

be a oo : a - aH French’s contract for the piece was not formally established until 12 September 1912, he was selected as its sculptor 

| : Be aS s os at the commission’s 23 August 1911 meeting, at which George Post and his son James Otis were present. French 

we 5 SS — - &E already had begun work on the model and, on 13 May 1912, submitted a contract to the commission that was prepared 

Co Fh fy : EBER _ a - 3 by Post’s firm. In that document French did not assume responsibility for placing the statue, an oversight for which 

. f2 4 pa B 14 i | Porter later admonished Post. In August, French indicated that he was willing to sign a contract that stipulated he 

oe = ee oa would be responsible to place the statue. He also wrote that he had completed his half-size model and that his work 
2. Bee a : a i , z 
> s Oe ne ul al . was progressing at such a rate that the bronze statue would be ready to be installed the following spring. The contract = yor be progr is Di ig Spring: 

: SO that was finally established between French and the commission included the clause that “the sculptor shall transport 

4 is the casting to Madison, Wisconsin, cart it to the Capitol and set it in place.” For his services, French was to be paid 

é = $20,000 in four installments: $2,000 upon completion of the sketch, $8,000 upon completion of the models, $8,000 

8.30 Wisconsin being lowered into place, 1914 upon delivery of the castings, and $2,000 after completion and acceptance of the entire work.*° 
George Post had indicated his preference before his 

death in 1913 that Wisconsin be placed to face south- In late August 1912, Post and his son William inspected the work at French’s studios near Stockbridge, Massachusetts. 

east (180 degrees from her position in this photograph) Post approved the model and recommended French be paid half his fee immediately. The Roman Bronze Works 

dawns Lake Monanes marking He Seay of Green Point, New York, pointed-up French’s figure to full size by late March 1913, and the bronze casting was 
the Capitol’s principal, ceremonial entrance. The statue " i : y < 
was gilded with antique-looking gold leaf to give the im- completed by the following May. At this point, however, French apparently was not pleased with the finish and began 

mediate appearance of age. 
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rs : i Poe i rd arm, 1993 

‘ on. os ae Sl . “2s See Ss Ce mae SL pe =. 2, —.. brushes to clean the : 8 A =i Pee oe 4 oY pe a) ‘Re — statue before making Oe eo a ee pr ed _~ KK. ™* 
4 Be 4 we a i) SN wears and applying 

Sen. og 8.31 Regilding of Wis- \ — NE | SN erercoatings in prep 
ney et \ \S= consin, 1993 Ss a es 2 = —~ N ration for the gold leaf. 

red fe ay NN Scaffolding with a plastic a i Sate ~ ~® fs The enclosure reduced 
C4 ff Ph & YF \ “SS enclosure was erected a a Oe) es US fain the winds that routinely 
emf gi \ Ww around Wisconsin in 1993 ; es wie re ay EN ek buffet the Dome and 

VA ee . e ee \ \ % 4 during a complex restora- ioe y) c ae. rs mK = : EN provided a reasonably 

V  e_ i \Y tion process. All coatings ae i _\ Ss s weather-controlled 
eo ie rey \ ‘ of gold leaf, paints and : so oN : : environment for the 

b rR base : ; ae é : 
6% e i a eS | other substances were a s a] : Fd work, which took place 
i = 1% removed, the statue was A\ 4 : LAS rf during the inclement 

2 re ; D fa % o y A ae ‘ repaired, and new sur- —_——n o oi eo month of November. 

poereenl 1 1 NN faces were applied. © —— PXSN 
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looking into having the bronze statue gilded. He obtained an estimate of $325 from L. Marcotte and Company of oe oe 3 

New York and wrote Post about his interest in having Wisconsin gilded. Post agreed and urged the commission to _-F oe 7 oe Ue : 

approve the expenditure. Post assured Porter that “after the gold is applied to the bronze it is toned down by glazing _ 1) pa | Ke . 2 

and varnish until its excessive brilliancy is destroyed—or at least reduced to a tone which the gilding would assume _— <> = So : e 

after quite a number of years[’] exposure to the action of the elements.” In August, Porter approved the extra cost.** oo iN c 4 pe A : 

By the end of May 1914, the construction of the Dome was at last completed; all the granite was in place and ready to — Tage.) lw 4 ) - - 1 — 

be cleaned. In what was seen as an important culminating event, Wisconsin was hoisted to the top of the lantern on 20  - pe ty) 3 f i. 

July 1914. The statue had been shipped from New York in February, and in March the Woodbury Granite crew used _ oo coe = se 9 = eh - : / a 

its derricks to lift the statue, still in its crate, to the roof of one of the wings until it could be placed on the Dome. As = Se — ~ po a y hs, 

Wisconsin awaited installation, Porter became concerned with her proper orientation since the Capitol was without an ; a Ss a AY 4 i 

obvious front entrance. Accordingly, he solicited French’s opinion. French recommended facing Wisconsin either west ae os : : 4 

(toward the university) or east (looking toward the main passenger railroad depot). Porter extended the same inquiry i 

to Post & Sons (George Post had died the previous November) and in response the firm telegraphed Porter on 23 June, ; 

“We strongly advise facing the statue to the southeast according to father’s desire.”*” James Otis Post expressed his : . 

father’s wish more fully in a letter: , > 

Father recommended the facing of the statue to the southeast... . [H]e and I discussed this matter 

several times in Madison and he always felt that the principal front of the building was towards the Se 

Lake to the southeast, and referred to the parkway leading to the Lake as being in front of the Capitol. " 

There is no question in our minds but that the statue should fact the southeast. . . .** z 

On 20 July as thousands of spectators watched, the three-ton statue was carefully set into place on top of the lantern. . + a 

Some minor repair was needed to the gilding, and the four anchor bolts had to be replaced with longer ones. Shortly 3 — 4 S 

after the repairs were complete, Porter wrote to French that “the statue looks very well and I think the majority of Pc 7 Fic ") 2 

people are very well pleased with it.” P i . : : 

The great gilded figure stands at a height of 15 feet, 5 inches and holds her right arm outstretched with an open hand r / ~ ae 

gesturing toward Lake Monona; in her left hand, she holds an orb on which an eagle, dwarfed by her scale, is perched. She i | ) OM } 

wears a classical chiton or robe that is covered with a cape and fastened in front with an ornamental breastplate that bears an ‘ff . : 

elaborate W motif. Her headdress incorporates symbolic iconography that refers to the attributes of the state. Abundance 2.33 ( . iis | ; oo e “| 
3 ‘ Z 2 .. above) Wisconsin with re- ri Ee re 

and agriculture are represented by a pair of cornucopias, ears of corn and decorative flowers; a badger, the state animal, gilded headdress, 1993 i 3 vi 

peers over her forehead from the crown of her headpiece. Cast in six sections, the hollow bronze statue is positioned on a A badger, two cornucopia and two Poe | 

convex base inscribed with the words “D.C. French, Sc. 1912” and “Cast by Roman Bronze Foundry, N.Y.” ears of corn comprise the headdress pear ah 
and were among the first sections A : | 1 A 

Cleaning and Repair of Wisconsin, 1932-1998 to receive new gold leaf. Here, the i : . | 

Partly due to its inaccessibility, Wisconsin has had comparatively little conservation over the years. In 1932 the A. E. fe aS of the statue has received the f : | i 4d 

Olson Steeplejack Co. of Janesville regilded the statue, along with the Capitol flagpoles, for $444. In 1957 Wallace ee da preparation Jor : i i i i ai 

JaKa of Milwaukee spent two weeks cleaning and regilding the bronze, applying 9,500 sheets of gold leaf. JaKa first ’ Al 1 

washed Wisconsin in an acid bath and scrubbed the surface to prepare it for a coat of plastic aluminum, which was : : ‘ ‘ | e 4 | 5 

followed by a size of zinc chromate. JaKa also repaired a hole through the thumb and right finger with a silver solder. cadngnies ee Se oree ' 4 1, 4 ‘ 

Twenty-three-karat gold leaf was applied and the surface burnished with cotton.” By the late 1980s, it was observed Fully restorediantiresiided wit 2 | { 
that much of the gilding had worn away, leaving surfaces degraded by metal corrosion and paint failure, conditions bright gold leaf, the statue gleamed wt Gy 4 

present across the surface of the figure. Also, previous efforts at regilding had resulted in surface unevenness that more bri a2 it a a = 

obscured some of the details. In May 1990 the State Capitol and Executive Residence Board (SCERB) voted in favor teil ine . ee 
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o 2 8.35 (left) Edwin Blashfield, circa 1900 of conserving and regilding the statue as proposed by the Division of State Facilities Development (DSFM), and the 
- g The Capitol Commission had hired Edwin Blash- Wisconsin Building Commission approved funding for the project in June 1990.*! . a field in 1908 to create the Assembly Chamber 
‘+ jz mural, then hired him again in 1912 to complete On 4 September 1990 the contract for the work was offered formally to a joint venture comprised of Christine Roussel, 
Oy Bs i ve as of ing Sa i pales Cy: Inc. of New York City and Venus Bronze Works, Inc. of Detroit, Michigan.*? Anton Rajer of Madison and Sheboygan, 

ve C 2 was then at the height of his career, having recently who had been involved in some preliminary planning, was employed as an art conservation consultant to the state and 
‘at g completed murals for the Minnesota and Iowa assumed responsibility for documenting the condition and treatment of the statue throughout the project. As a part 

fare g pee He later painted a mural for the Library of the contracted work, the consultant team was to provide information to the state that would lead to an informed ? 1 v 3 of Congress. decision concerning the most appropriate gold leaf to use. Christine Roussel had contacted Peter Sepp of Sepp Leaf 
¥ y iz 8.36 (below) Edwin Blashfield, Resources of Wis- Products, Inc., in New York to learn of the availability of “SEPP 23.5 kts. XX Deep, DBL. 21.75 grams 1000,” 

Ay e é i consin, oculus of the Dome, circa 1998 which the consultants recommended preliminarily. Instead, possibly on the advice of Rajer, the state acquired the gold | = Plashfield’s oll-on-canvas mural was attached to a leaf directly from the manufacturer. On 10 September 1990 Art McClure, the Capital Architect for the Department of concave surface suspended above the oculus and is ea i ial e - oriented to the southeast, like Wisconsin atop the Administration, wrote to Christine Roussel, Inc. “We have selected the SEPP SL23.5 DA Antique Double 23 1/2K 
Dome. The central figure holds a Wisconsin coat gold leaf. . . . Please have us billed directly by SEPP.” On 24 September the first change order was issued by the state 
of arms and a sheaf of wheat while her attendants for its purchase of gold leaf, which had been itemized as $9,500 in the consultants’ proposal. With scaffolding erected 

Ia S ie and display other resources by Joe Daniels Construction Co., Inc. of Madison fully in place, work began the same day. 

_ — _ = Si The conservation and regilding of Wisconsin began with a prewash using a nonionic detergent that loosened dirt and a ype ENN ats Sy lie 2 N. é debris; the statue was then hand-cleaned with bronze and bristle brushes. In order to obtain a clean surface without : HE OSA) & A AEP 
: : . Fs : Ny aS Fee AN a G Dj 2 the use of solvents that could leave residue on the metal or potentially stain the granite Dome, a high-pressure water oy CT SE I RN ETS . of one . « : - 

tC eS bs KA a FE Z ERY, TP meee 3 ye ‘ - 5 wash was used to complete the removal of remaining paints, size, gold leaf and other residue. The bronze was repaired we XS Ce a eee ee = = SG _ Z as needed and the statue was given a “neutralizing wash” of a nonionic detergent followed by a water rinse. A final - EF A eae SRG CGE & _ wash with benzotrianzole, a corrosion inhibitor used in the protection of copper and copper alloys, completed the SRA AOS Hae f : Beet CS Wa AN 5 ic : , ates 3 : Ee. LN hg ~~ EEN )) cleaning. At this point, the scaffolding was enclosed with insulated thermal sheeting to create a tent-like work space : 4 Ss oy TEP fice a EA Or Ws where temperature control was established and a wind-free environment was created for the successful application of 
AY AT fee SAYA e/a the gilding. The next steps involved the application of primer coatings. Two coats of CheckRust Fabrication primer 
ies 1 OY / fi AAD We gilding Pp pp Pp ig P DS aay /- 4 . EA \\ EN MP-9095, a zinc chromate, completely covered the statue. Light sanding occurred between applications. This was Ada fae fe : a Ca OT 

Sieh ve kpat ” o A i 
= is f oH | fj ‘ “ = \ eS \% bys followed by the application of “teinte dure,” a coating that seals the metal and prepares the surface to receive the size G bea | wy a \ Wy nA | ts 2 and result in a highly reflective surface. The size recommended was a LeFranc & Bourgeois product, which was to 

| i |) e ee a % Ve \ | oe be applied in the late afternoon to guarantee a twelve-hour dry time before the gold leaf was placed. The size and leaf 4 BSG | i 4 Vy BSA were applied in sections in which the gilding of the area could be accomplished over the course of a work day. The Ba Cte eo] ida) S, . 3 eS HM s _ S % if ah Ph ia ye a u a Wi leaf was applied with brushes with tips made of badger and rabbit hair. Even with the protective barrier enclosing the xe tba i 2 ee « a PSs ee PP P 8 P iS iy ROS | -~ £. ai] EA Bx scaffolding and team from the elements, by October the weather had turned inclement, creating conditions unsuitable ry (| \\ ee ! | | gee 8 be iS 2 ¥: 1 7G \ : Vy i Py 4 BS to the application of gold leaf.“ The regilding project was completed successfully in November. In 1998, additional Ne. Y A iC . 4 a) ag | a work was undertaken to repair and regild the projecting hand, which had been damaged by peregrine falcons landing SN EC Nes a i hoe) Roly : 14: ‘ . . LES) Mo RN Vs y/ [oy Bile S on the statue. The birds had been encouraged to nest at the building in the 1990s, when nesting boxes were set up on yn NS “ yo L/S | ES the Capitol, but they later were removed. 

- Fas , et ad .. PM LE SAE he i — 
— OFAN a BP LAF OD 
+ CE ON ee OI hie Interior Artwork A YORE heap op oN oS The monumental spaces of the interior were given their artistic finishes with the close involvement of Post. Artwork SOON ORO, “as. 6 OC ee : 3 Sods e i PO GF fas Se, hee gl ef s oo and other decorative features were conceived intrinsically, and the architect determined the placement and configura- 

: Ey roe ig : 33 e, Y: Pp gur SSS eS eee? OD \ 8 : Heed : ; ‘ ; UL ay REE \o3 tion of the murals and mosaics installed in most of the public spaces. The themes established in the sculpture of the 
: fem NS pe eh) Ay oy Wy exterior were repeated and amplified in the interior art program. The opportunity to depict allegorical and historic ene Nae BS LE ee 

; i i i 
we =o ‘ : scenes could be accomplished to a much more literal degree than with the exterior figural groups. In most cases the 

a al le li 
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content of the art was established through tight collaboration between the artist and the Capitol Commission with com- = 2 

munication facilitated by Post, or after his death by his son James Otis Post. Because of the representational quality sae —— — - s : « 5 7 

of the work, frequently animated discussion ensued in response to the sketches and statements the artists provided - — oS a g 

concerning thematic intent. The murals and mosaics of the Wisconsin State Capitol represent the work of a number —- en. ——— - ae = > 
of the most significant American artists working in monumental public art at the time, a trend fueled by the popularity . oo ” ay pe ee — |. — 2 

of American Beaux-Arts architecture following the Columbian Exposition. Pe oe We eee. oe : 

The most elaborate works were installed in the Rotunda, the most significant public space in the Capitol. Not only the — Se a . lis 

center of the building, the Rotunda also is the center of the city and symbolically the center of the state. The mural : Sa : of. 2. _ 

in the central circular opening at the top, 200 feet above the ground floor, reiterates the theme of Wisconsin’s natural ; Ve __ ‘ 

bounty and the rich glass mosaics in the pendentives are intended to evoke Byzantium splendor. The principal public os Ae 

spaces in each of the wings also were provided with large and elaborately conceived murals. The Assembly Chamber 3 =a 

mural in the West Wing was the first monumental piece of art completed in the Capitol, and it was received with en- | d y 

thusiasm. In the East Wing, murals were installed in the Executive Chamber and the Supreme Court Hearing Room; a - | 

in both instances difficulties emerged among the parties involved and perseverance was required. The Senate Chamber | - . : 

murals in the South Wing completed in 1915 show the recent opening of the Panama Canal and by 1916, the North — a 

Hearing Room murals were in place, depicting the evolution of transportation. - ‘ ov : : 

Central Portion: The Resources of Wisconsin by Edwin Howland Blashfield, 1914 7 - : = — s | 

Just as an allegorical figure representing the state crowned the Dome, “Wisconsin” played a similarly prominent role —— ie F | =. si _G r? Fe. ’ } 

in the interior, being represented in several ways, but most especially in a mural in the oculus at the top of the Rotunda. a oe _ . ek | SF, eg | 
Edwin H. Blashfield (1848-1936) had only recently completed a large mural for the Assembly Chamber, Wisconsin, ee | ee a a, oa oa 

Past, Present and Future, when the discussion concerning the commission for the mural in the “eye of the dome” a corenseetsninisi oo Aa eh 

was initiated by Post. In October 1911, Post reminded Porter that the oculus mural was yet to be commissioned, and 8.37 Conservation of The Resources of Wisconsin, 1998 

would need to be soon if it were to be finished on time. Post recommended Blashfield, based partly on the enthusiastic Conservators cleaned and repaired the oculus mural as part of the Central Portion restoration in 1998. Nearly 200 feet of scaf- 

reception his assembly murals had received. Also, the two men had an existing relationship through their work folding was erected to provide a platform from which to evaluate the mural’s condition and complete its conservation. Inacces- 

together on several of Post’s other buildings including the Manufactures and Liberal Arts Building for the Columbian SHB Over te yc Ve ei REBATE Dt OF ea ea ee 

Exposition (1893), the Bank of Pittsburgh (1895) and the Great Hall of the College of the City of New York (1903- 

07). By 1911, Blashfield was one of America’s foremost painters of historical scenes; he was known for the careful 

attention he extended to costume and furnishings and for the integration of allegorical figures. On 5 January 1912, 

Blashfield signed a contract with the commission; he was charged with completing and installing the circular mural, 

which would become the centerpiece of the Capitol Rotunda. Blashfield’s $8,000 contract stipulated that the painting 

be in place by 31 December 1913, and his payment was to be divided into three installments: 20 percent upon the 

completion of his sketches, 40 percent when the architect deemed the painting 50 percent complete, and the balance 

when the work was entirely in place.” 

Blashfield worked on the mural throughout 1912 and 1913. Post approved the artist’s sketches in August 1912, and 

Blashfield immediately began painting in a rented studio in the Vanderbilt Gallery of the Fine Arts Building in New 

York. Throughout the summer, Blashfield worked with two assistants, A. E. Foringer and Vincent Aderente. Although 

Blashfield's contract stipulated that the painting be installed by 31 December 1913, delays in finishing the interior 

prevented it from being placed until the following fall.“° In August of 1914, Porter wrote the artist requesting that he 

proceed with the installation quickly because the scaffolding required represented a fire hazard and its presence gener- 

ally impeded work in the Rotunda. The circular painting (a tondo) was composed of five canvases that were put into 

place in September, but Porter later wrote to Post & Sons that additional work was required to retouch them where 
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z “white streaks” had appeared. The following December, Blashfield and an assistant traveled to Madison to correct 

Z the problem and complete other minor repairs. The commission paid Blashfield $122 for the extra work.” Shortly 

2 following its installation, the mural was described enthusiastically by Carolyn Porter: 

z The picture itself is the apothesis of Wisconsin, wrapped in an American flag, surrounded by figures 

~ who hold specimens of the State’s principal productions. The bright red and blue of our flag are 

oe softened as if by time and resemble the coloring of a stained battle flag blending into the general 

. coloring of the picture. The painting was completed over a year ago and sent to the Commission in 

_. five sections with the paint fresh upon it. It was opened and allowed to dry and then encased in heavy 

> | sacks, re-crated, and placed in the corridors. They have recently been placed in the Dome.** 

oO 
7 In Blashfield’s composition, “Wisconsin,” a robust blond female, dominates the design centrally; she is dressed in a 

2 white gown adorned with a metallic breastplate attached to a red hood. In one hand she holds an escutcheon depicting 

’ the state coat of arms and, in the other, a sheaf of wheat. An adolescent girl huddles up against her back, and with a 

. companion drapes the American flag over ten female figures. With outstretched hands, the secondary figures offer 

J 3 : “Wisconsin” the resources of the state, including lead, copper, tobacco, fruit and a fresh water pearl. Blashfield utilized 

y S - + a formula in designing his tondo that was inspired by such preeminent High Renaissance muralists as Botticelli (1445- 

y 4 v8 1510) and Raphael (1483-1520). In a book published in 1914 by Blashfield’s long-time associate, Kenyon Cox, Artist 
' at ” | and Public and Other Essays on Art Subjects, Cox asserted that using the dominant figure in a circular ceiling mural 

a _ . se A . to mark the central axis of a room, especially ambiguous in the case of the Capitol Rotunda, was seen frequently in 

| ; J - a ’ the paintings of these Italian masters. The Resources of Wisconsin assumes an orientation that establishes an axis 

> ‘ e % — a with the southeast that is consistent with the orientation of French’s Wisconsin. The painting again signaled Post’s 

y —. ‘ ee ¢ Z | intention that the Monona Avenue (now Martin Luther King, Jr. Blvd.) fagade be the building’s primary entrance since 

i ‘ m2 ¢ | Post and Blashfield obviously had discussed the orientation privately before Post’s death. But Post had had no similar 

ats a” — ; 7 discussion with Lew Porter, or else there would not have been a question about installing French’s Wisconsin on the 
% i lantern. In his essay, Cox quoted Blashfield, “When a modern painter has a medallion to fill . . . he inevitably realizes 

- Pe that it is Raphael who has found the best ordering that could be found. . . . The greater the practice of the artist the more 

complete becomes his realization of Raphael’s comprehension of essentials in composition.””” 

Modification and Restoration of The Resources of Wisconsin, 1968-1999 

As with French’s Wisconsin at the top of the Dome, the mural placed in the uppermost area of the Rotunda, Resources 

of Wisconsin, has undergone few modifications because of its relatively inaccessible location. Research undertaken 

in 1998 by Preservar, Inc. of New York as part of the Central Portion restoration revealed only occasional and 

fairly nonintrusive interventions prior to 1968. The first occurred almost immediately after its installation and was 

8.38 Retouching Resources of Wisconsin, 1998 undertaken by Blashfield at the request of the commission. The joints of the multiple, irregularly shaped canvases 

The alba was jaund io tei generally Road condiliary aitiauah ay Byer) Narnish were poorly aligned and, in 1915, Blashfield overpainted these sections. Unfortunately, over time the paint used for 
from the 1960s had become opaque, and discolored seams were visible where the seg- ; ; : 
ments of canvas had been “stitched together” by Blashfield on-site. Grafitti disfigured the repairs darkened and resulted in a “network of ‘suture’ lines” observed by Preservar. A thin layer of grime beneath 

edges of the canvas within reach of the railing around the oculus. Conservators two coats of natural resin varnish suggested to Preservar that the painting was not varnished when completed although 

inpainted where necessary and saturated the varnish to make it transparent. the relatively slight accumulation of dust and dirt suggests that the first coat of varnish was applied shortly thereafter. 

Unrestricted public access between 1915 and 1931 resulted in a significant amount of graffiti on the outer edges of the 

mural that could be reached from the landing around the oculus. In 1968, The Resources of Wisconsin was cleaned, 

retouched, and revarnished with an oil-resin varnish (and possibly a light coat of shellac) as part of a general cleaning 

of the Dome that also resulted in the overpainting of decorative stencils at the trumpeters’ course and the repainting 

and recoloration of the coffered inner dome. 
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In 1998, The Resources of Wisconsin was cleaned and conserved by Preservar. Its earlier study had revealed that the z 
canvas was well adhered to the plaster and the paint was in stable condition. The amount of surface grime that had 3 
accumulated since 1968 was less than expected, probably because of continuous air circulation around the mural. z 
However, the mural presented two major challenges to the conservators. First, the varnish applied in 1968 had yel- z 
lowed and become opaque. Second, overpainting done to mask graffiti was poorly executed and had darkened with : 
age. Tests to determine the feasibility of varnish removal, performed by Richard Wolbers and Constance Silver, indi- £ 
cated that removal potentially could result in surface unevenness and possibly damage some of the thinly painted flesh a 
tones. Based on these results, varnish removal was not attempted. To correct the opacity, conservators resaturated the 

varnish by applying an 8 percent solution of Soluvar, a stable varnish reversible with mild solvent, diluted 50 percent ™ 
in xylene and 50 percent in mineral spirits. The treatment resulted in a dramatically clearer finish. To compensate for ty, a 
the discoloration, blue-green filters were installed in the lights at the base of the oculus. Surface grime was removed \ - . 
with water. ‘ - * 

a. 
More challenging was “reintegrating the visually disturbing joints between pieces of canvas by inpainting with stable - “ : “ 
and reversible paint.” Conservators used Polyfilla to fill gaps between the joints of the canvas. The filled gaps were a vy 
then inpainted with Goldens MSA colors, pigments ground in reversible and stable acrylic resin, a product made spe- 

cifically for fine art conservation. The existing discolored overpaint could not be removed and was toned with Goldens : . 
MS colors. The repairs to the main field of the canvas were so dramatic that the decision was made to treat the lower ‘ 
register (not visible from the Rotunda) as well. The process of correcting the overpaint proved difficult because the % 
original work was characterized by texture and translucency; the heavy overpaint eradicated both qualities by obliter- 
ating the canvas weave and creating a “dead-opaque substrate.” The corrections created a close approximation of the wii. 
original “by layering multiple coats of Goldens MS Colors over the overpaint, each layer separated by BEVA isolating 4 
varnish. In this way, it was possible to create a semblance of the original glazed and translucent quality of the original.” 
Graffiti could not be removed; most were masked in the course of toning the overpainted areas on the lower register. Bo 
Conservators completed their work in the fall of 1998, but some of the overpaint remained visible, becoming evident a 
only after the scaffold was removed and new lighting installed. Preservar recommended toning those areas in a similar a 
manner at a future time when access to the mural can be provided.*! 

Central Portion: Pendentive Mosaics by Kenyon Cox, 1914 
On 23 August 1911, the commission directed George Post to begin a search for an artist to complete the painted murals 

intended for the Rotunda pendentives, stipulating that they cost no more than $16,000. Post first contacted Henry 8.39 George Of, Portrait of Kenyon Cox, 1897 
Siddons Mowbray, another New York artist, who declined the work. On 28 October, the architect wrote Porter that Kenyon Cox, an Ohioan, was one of the foremost American artists at the turn of the 
Kenyon Cox would be willing to create glass mosaics to fill these spaces for $20,000; the architect assured Porter twentieth century and was also a widely published scholar and critic who decried : ‘ i 3 cote i trends toward modernism and abstraction. He designed the four mosaics in the Ro- this represented a “moderate cost” for work in this medium. On 23 January 1912, the commission signed a contract tunda to reflect classical Byzantine art. 
with Cox to provide four glass mosaics for the offered price, $20,000. Cox was another nationally known artist who 

brought with him a wealth of experience; he trained at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in the 1870s, following which he 

worked primarily as a book illustrator, teaching drawing at the Art Students League in New York. His first large-scale 
mural project was for George Post’s Manufactures and Liberal Arts Building at the 1893 Columbian Exposition, for 

which he created Ceramic Painting. His reputation greatly increased after working at the exposition, and he installed 

a number of murals in public buildings, including the recently completed Minnesota and Iowa capitols. Cox was also 

a scholar and published several works on art history and theory. Like Post, he was traditional in his approach to art 

and architecture and decried contemporaneous trends toward modernism and abstraction. 

Cox dedicated himself to the mosaics and by November 1912, he had completed sketches for all four mosaics and 
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prepared full-sized cartoons of two. He took pride in the project and once spoke to a friend of the “designs for the The ornamental parts of the scheme are alike in all four pendentives. Each pendentive has a colossal 
great mosaics, which I am rather prouder of than anything I have done.” In the spring of 1913, Post & Sons decided seated figure on a gold background, surrounded by a circular border based on the fasces with its reeds 
to enlarge the size of the pendentives, requiring that the artist modify his general design. The changes required an and crossed ribbons. On either side this central circle is in a panel of oak foliage, and the whole 
additional 25 feet of glass tesserae for each panel; the commission eventually compensated Cox $750 for the extra panel is surrounded with a simple guilloche border in gold and purple. The four figures symbolize material and work. Cox supervised the assembly of the mosaics, which was carried out in New York by the Decora- the three divisions of the powers of the state—the legislative, the executive and the judicial—and 
tive Stained Glass Co. The first panel was completed and shipped to Madison in June 1913; the others followed in liberty, the foundation of all power in a free country. 
the summer and fall. Because the Rotunda was not ready for the installation of the mosaics, they remained in storage pier at : re ‘ ? Ae ak: é F i Legislation is represented as a powerful old man with a long beard, reminiscent of the accepted type until well into the next year.5> On 14 May 1914 Cox began supervising their installation, which was carried out by i : : : of Moses, the first lawgiver. He has a yellow gown and a blue mantle, his left hand rests upon the Decorative Stained Glass. After they were completed, Porter wrote Cox that he thought the mosaics were not only oir 7 : ve ‘ ns A ‘ cern : F table of law, his right hand holds the stylus with which he has been writing. His seat is supported beautiful but the best artwork in the building. “They are head and shoulders above everything we have in the Capitol, A P ; : ‘ 2 ‘ ( by a sphinx symbol of wisdom. or will have, and everyone is much pleased with them.”5* The four pendentives each contained a seated colossal figure 
(two male, two female) in a circular fasces frame bordered by oak foliage. The figures were entitled (and represented) Government, the executive power, is a man in the vigor of his age armed and holding a leading staff 
Legislation, Justice, Government and Liberty. in his right hand. His left hand rests upon a great sword, sheathed and bound, only to be drawn in 

cases of necessity. He wears a buff leather cuirass, ornamented in gold, a scarlet tunic, and a crimson The four mosaics were described eloquently by the artist/author: cloak with a broad collar. 
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8.41 Kenyon Cox, Justice, circa 1998 8.40 Kenyon Cox, Legislation, circa 1998 
Justice, Cox wrote, “is represented in the purely judicial function of weighing the one cause against the other, the sword of pun- Cox wrote descriptions of each of the large mosaics, which were made of glass by the Decorative Stained Glass Co. of New York ishment being left to the executive arm of the government. The “attitude of the figure” was “taken freely from a fresco by Giotto and installed in 1914. “Each... has a colossal seated figure on a gold background” with borders of “fasces with .. . reeds and in the Arena Chapel in Padua.” crossed ribbons.” Legislation is “reminiscent of the accepted type of Moses, the first lawgiver.”” 

a ep ee ge le 
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Justice is represented in the purely judicial function of weighing the one cause against the other, the recommended not taking any action at that time. He was concerned that if Cox knew about the problem, he might 

sword of punishment being left to the executive arm of the government. Seated upon a lion throne, delay his work on his murals for the Senate Chamber. Post recommended temporary measures including applying gold 

she looks forward in an abstracted mood, while with either hand she tests the weights in the scales to the glass on one corner of a panel to determine the effect. The commission agreed to take no immediate action.* 

of the balance which is let down from heaven. She is robed in scarlet and reddish purple. While the Porter finally explained the situation to Cox on 15 October 1915, after the murals for the Senate Chamber had been 

attitude chosen for the figure is unusual, it is not without precedent, the hint for it having been taken completed. By this time, the commission had even begun considering having the mosaics dismantled and reinstalled. 

from a fresco by Giotto in the Arena Chapel in Padua. Cox investigated the conditions when he was in Madison in late October to install the Senate Chamber murals. The 

bl ith the amber-colored til ved and, i i inati 
Liberty wears the traditional Phrygian cap of red, but is otherwise dressed in two shades of green, pa <a Be ee See i and, in Yeats ORE eee a erption 

color of youth and hope. With her left hand she guards the ballot box, while with her right she y i 

Bes a to say that “Under a republican form of government, the voice of the people is Cleatiing and Repair of the Pendentive Mosaia 1008 

‘ i In addition to issues with the aluminum-backed tiles, another aspect of the installation process compromised the aes- 

thetic quality of the mosaics. During installation, the cement-based grout was not fully cleaned from the surface of 

the mosaics, imparting a slightly frosted appearance to the glass. To counteract this problem, il-based material 
By February 1915 the gold background in the mosaics had began to discolor. In order to achieve the desired luminos- : S i . eh me Z ae e A a : Cat eae oe 
3 A : fj f : ' : was applied, saturating and clarifying the thin layer of grout. Some years later, this coating also became opaque and 
ity, Cox had placed aluminum foil behind amber-colored glass tiles; when the aluminum came into contact with the : : ; ‘ : 

; ‘ A : i discolored, and another layer of oil-based material was applied. By the 1960s, structural problems had become evident 
plaster, it began to darken and lose its reflective quality. Porter wrote James Otis Post about the problem, and Post 5 : 5 a: 

as tesserae delaminated from the mortar and began to bulge and displace. Epoxy was applied to the grouted joints 
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8.42 Kenyon Cox, Government, circa 1998 8.43 Kenyon Cox, Liberty, circa 1998 

Government, “the executive power, is a man in the vigor of his age armed and holding a leading staff in his right hand,” Cox Except for a red cap, Liberty is “dressed in two shades of green, color of youth and hope.” She “guards the ballot box” and 
wrote. “His left hand rests upon a great sword, sheathed and bound, only to be drawn in cases of necessity.” points upward, Cox said, “as if to say that .. . ‘the voice of the people is the voice of God.’” 
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“ —_ ae 7 oe —r = er eal z to hold the tesserae in place. As a result of this repair, however, epoxy was smeared over the surface of the mosaics, 

. & ee, 2s oor eee 3 gluing to the surface the accumulation of grime and the earlier coats of the oil-based material. Around the same time, 

cs < _ . we , = = I —: a coat of polyurethane was applied to the mosaics. Another attempt to stabilize them occurred some time after they 

: EN Veg eS os “a eran — E were coated with varnish, when repointing with a cement-like grout was carried out. This treatment left visible grout 

=. 4 ie Zo pe mee s ee y a i lines and cement residue smeared over the surface, obscuring the glass in places. 

oh, \ wt. * co J : | = a z The stability of the mosaics was further questioned when a tessera was jarred loose while scaffolding was being erected 

3 Ae a Ms 4 are le : in preparation for the restoration of the Central Portion. When Preservar began cleaning and examining the mosaics in 

Zz ~~. ® Whar y | a A , 64 | early 1998, conservators discovered several areas in each that were “out of plane” and sounded hollow when tapped. A 

i H > f hi, % y i 4 thorough examination was undertaken in March 1998 by Jerry Podany, an art conservator from Los Angeles. Inspection 
= : a oe 4 i | of three of the mosaics revealed extensive delamination of the tesserae, with Government in the worst condition and 

<< <2 J i i 2 | G up to 50 percent delaminated. Conservators attributed the delamination to the poor quality of the bedding grout and 

~ - Ai Wy : = the failure of the grout to bond with the glass and foil-backed tesserae. Warned of “catastrophic collapse,” the state 

| if a ] was presented with several options to stabilize the mosaics immediately.*! 

a | | a As the Division of Facilities Development (DFD) wrestled with determining the best approach to offset further delami- 

OG nation, cleaning continued through the fall of 1998. The surfaces first were cleaned lightly with ammoniated water 
a Sie to remove accumulated grime, and then rinsed with distilled water. The polyurethane and oil-based varnishes were 

: es = = removed with a 50-50 mixture of xylene and alcohol, and the epoxy was removed with methylene chloride paint strip- 
pers. The oil-based varnish that had been placed directly on the glass tesserae proved resistant to other treatments and 

‘ was removed with dimethylformamide. The whitened surface substance was treated with mild acidic solutions and 

. 3 scraped with stencil brushes, but conservators were unable to remove it completely in all places. Grouted joints were 

‘A : : cut back and inpainted with Goldens reversible and stable MSA colors in acrylic resin. The final step was cleaning the 

e Ig tesserae with distilled water applied with a cotton swab.” During the summer of 1998, three firms undertook extensive 

wm E testing to determine the best method of stabilizing the mosaics. Core samples revealed extensive failure of the mortar 

i: bed, which had adhered badly to the plaster of the false wall behind the pendentives. Conservators installed a protec- 

a 5 tive plastic barrier over the surface of the mosaics to hold the tesserae in place, attached to the substrate by screws 

Lae z and washers. Additional core samples were taken from Government and full-scale mockups created to test different 

ae é 2 adhesion methods. After the tests, DFD hired a team of art conservators from Franz Mayer of Munich, Inc. to inject 

2. : : epoxy resin into the hollow spaces between the layer of glass tesserae and the bedding mortar. 

- || 8.44 (above) Conservation of Justice, 1998 

118°" Dendrite ics alco are suii/ering rom West Wing: Wisconsin: Past, Present and Future by Edwin Howland Blashfield, 1908 
: b=) structural problems by the 1960s. Epoxy repairs 4 : i 

‘ ‘ were made, which created more problems. In Prior to securing the contract for The Resources of Wisconsin, Blashfield had been employed by the Capitol Commis- 

, ee F) 1998, experts determined inferior bedding grout sion to create a mural for the Assembly Chamber, which he called Wisconsin: Past Present and Future. As the first 

Lk. i Ege) 12d caused the problems initially, Conservators monumental mural for the Capitol, it established a high standard for the later work implemented by artists throughout 

eg ems 670 te urzces of grime, expoxy and a stub- the building. Post’s design for the Assembly Chamber called for a large mural positioned behind the speaker’s desk; 
Z van early in February 1908, the architect showed the commission sketches for an oil-on-canvas mural prepared by Blashfield. 

Je FF | 8.45 (left) Taking a core sample from Govern- The commission immediately authorized Post to execute a contract with the artist, which was signed on 16 February 
, a ment, 1998 1908. Payment to Blashfield was to be in the amount $15,000 if the work was installed by 31 December 1908, with 

j. By 1998 Government was nearly 50 percent de- : A 
Se jaminated. Core samples were taken to determine the fee reduced by $100 for each day installation was not completed. 

how to reattach the tesserae in it and the other 

mosaics to their grouting beds. Eventually it was Blashfield was concerned with authenticity in his treatment of historical subject matter. He wrote to Commissioner 

Bg lecided Ee SORE ENP er Ie yah turtiel Ger William F. Vilas requesting information concerning René Ménard, Jacques Marquette, Jean Nicolet and Pierre Radis- 
many to inject epoxy resin into the spaces between a Ff f : i i i i 
he lesserae aid the mortar son, all individuals important in the early exploration of the Wisconsin region; he asked about the clothing they might 
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have worn and also asked about the garments typically worn by Wisconsin farmers, miners, lumbermen and Civil War vs SS ———— 2 
soldiers. Vilas passed along Blashfield’s request to the superintendent of the State Historical Society, Reuben Gold ee = =e oo i 
Thwaites, who recommended that Blashfield additionally include other early figures, Claude Allouez, Nicolas Per- y é a EC emmmpmmannarnn & .s f 

rot, Pierre Le Sueur and Charles de Langlade, in his mural. Thwaites described the clothing each figure likely wore, @ SF “ we TI TTT Se ? 

including Nicolet’s “grand robe of China damask,” and provided photographs of drawings to Blashfield.* Working in VE pl a EEE SSS —— eS 
his New York studio, Blashfield had completed enough of the work by the middle of July to have George Post inspect TY e a LS — ; ee NS ms ey z 

it. Post pronounced it “by far the best thing that Blashfield has ever done.” At that time, Blashfield expected to have ' itt fe ie oa i AN , OS 
the mural’s component eight canvases installed around 1 November 1908, and Post requested that Blashfield receive a yi , 5 —— Se . ma: 
a $5,000 payment for his work by early August. One month prior to its installation in the Capitol, the painting was Ba hi I a 7 Te : 3 2 
exhibited in Blashfield’s studio at the Fine Arts Building in New York and was the subject of a complimentary letter iy (2 | " ee : wt bm P 
written to the New York Herald by the prominent American muralist, John LaFarge. He wrote: d — F ah 4 bbe ad ig NS no: 

The painting is meant for the Assembly Room of the new State Capitol of Wisconsin at Madison. In a te vA ‘ed — fa & 7 Pe 5 
decorative form we see the ideal of the State in its past, present and future. The imaginary scene is set Lo ? 2 Li / — oe oy) a i. 
among great pine trees, and here the artist has become for us a landscape painter. The suggestion of a : v4 _ — | 

height and size and distance in this grove of ancient trees is in itself'a triumph. Therein is set the noble a a I | ly, i 
figure of Wisconsin, seated with the attendant allegories of the great two lakes and the Mississippi. __ - ; Ce ee MELE EEE. : EES SSS oSSeSSe a | 
About them again the early explorers and a symbolical Jesuit missionary of these who first directed | L a =] isle ee a 
the dread Indians into the paths of peace. They, too, are in the picture, blinking before the new light 2 ———— oo 
of our manners. There are soldiers of the Civil War, another most successful group. To all of these of a _ Pt : a Fa ; a | 
the past a figure steps forward, messenger and explainer of the present and possible future. = gs oy @ : : 7 i. 

Her cortege is that of lumbermen, farmers and miners—the present and future of the State. And these | : _ 
very realistic figures, as well suggested as if they had stepped out to us before the camera, help the ee : _ 
more ideal and hence unreal images. Even the tin can carried by a little child helps the idealism of 3 yn . 
the picture, é 2 : : 

8.46 Edwin H. Blashfield, Wisconsin: Past, Present and Future, circa 1934 
As I write, I see sufficient and capable notice in one of the newspapers, so that I know that apart from In Blashfield’s Assembly Chamber mural, a figure representing Wisconsin, arrayed in white, presides over a gathering of Native 
mine there may be a sufficient tribute of acknowledgement. But it is pleasant for a brother artist to salute Americans, European explorers, Civil War soldiers, all representing the past, and lumberjacks, farmers, and miners, representing 

another in his fortunate career. For Mr. Blashfield has, I think, gone one step or several further.” the present and future. 

There was great interest in Madison surrounding Blashfield’s work and the artist sent photographs of the completed 

mural, taken in New York, to the commission. He told them that he planned to have the mural in place before the group 

met again on 18 December. But before Blashfield had the opportunity to ship the canvases, Post suggested that he incor- 

porate a badger in the composition to increase interest in the picture. Blashfield thought this an “excellent” idea, and, 

characteristically, had Post send him photographs of badgers and went to the New York City zoo to sketch them from 

life. The photographs of the mural Blashfield sent to Madison generated much excitement, and Lew Porter requested 

a written description of the work to send to members of the commission and to use for general publicity. A few days 

later, on 3 December 1908, Blashfield sent his description along with the eight canvases. (They were stored in an empty 

room on the third floor of the West Wing where they awaited installation as a single unit.) Blashfield wrote: 

The decoration is entitled “Wisconsin.” The setting is a pine forest with an effect of late afternoon 

sunlight (the westering sun). 

A female figure symbolizing Wisconsin is seated on a rock in the midst of figures which are intended 

Te Re RE eaten ne eet? eer ec ee



ee ee A =a z to suggest her past. About her (with aquatic plants twined about their heads or bodies) are women 
fo . access gc — = : ? standing and seated symbolizing Lake Superior, Lake Michigan, and the Mississippi River, the bodies 

Z = ae as a he to. = ie of water in the lap of which Wisconsin lies geographically. 

a ud < wl Py i << = Beside the figure of the latter is seated Father Claude Allouez and behind her are Nicolet, Radisson, 

a e Se a o oo To So De Groseillers, Le Sieur [sic], and De Langlade. Further to the right is a color guard from one of 

- ee — —— eo SX. NS the Wisconsin regiments of “61.” Opposite Wisconsin a female figure “Today” points through the 
a a | Le = = er as. . woods towards the Capitol which is dimly seen in the distance. Behind her is the “Present” typified 

stock ; oe tinsel ee MF a 
i i i ili oe —_ LEEDS ae a ali < <2 by figures of lumbermen, miners, and farmers with their families. 

4 emer i comeaians <r ip aaa 7 oh \e 
‘ wie Cer ee as oe Le . 

d A “e a ip ca Se 2) Zee bi bes At the extreme right of the picture is . . . an Indian who, shading his eyes from the light, suggests iim_——-. aS ee @ : ; ; sot fa: Bisse CSRMEON A ae ics eo Se SS a gh ice the order of things which has entirely passed away and at the extreme left a figure symbolizing “the 
HE a o b = : =— Gs Fee eee ie : Future” shelters her little “Lamp of Progress” with her hand and listens to a figure of the “Conserva- 
ie. Se = | at ~<a a 6 oS ee i ic]” 2 = = : ee CL eae, Si ‘ tion of Force [sic]” who tells her to take care of her trees. 

é 7) Sunenennnmnen, YESS tnisunen ce Sa “ a : At a lecture delivered on 23 December 1908 Blashfield told his audience that he had spent about a year on the work 
tr lor Qe rane monument . é ca 

gree a8 bee A SS meee aa and enjoyed the effort very much. The public was encouraged not only to attend the lecture but to come to the building 
pce sr a feet AI Se eee Ce eatt ; ‘ 4 n . 

ee ¢ we fof nae 2 ge fens Bs) and see the painting, thus setting the precedent that the Capitol artwork be highly accessible and intended to educate 

Be 8 : oe and uplift rather than simply provide ornament.” 
(| | e 

mr | Py 
| i Cleaning and Restoration of Wisconsin: Past, Present and Future, 1988 and 1995 

. ‘ a ‘ Analysis that occurred as a part of the Assembly Chamber restoration and relighting project revealed that prior to 1988, 

ee Blashfield’s mural had been cleaned and repaired at least twice. A report prepared for the state in 1988 by Anton Rajer 

of Fine Art Conservation Services (FACS) indicated that the mural had been cleaned in 1966 when a synthetic varnish 

‘ Ba) ‘ ua was applied to its surface. It was cleaned again as part of another conservation effort in 1971, when the painting was 
j ? = 8.47 (above) Assessing conditions . 4 Ara nees 
; ; rf oo & of the Assembly Chamber mural, coated with a layer of alkyd resin that gradually yellowed and darkened.” Later examination in 1995, as the West 

q Ss ’ - a 1988 Wing restoration and rehabilitation neared completion, was performed by EverGreene Painting Studios of New York. 

q Co S The Assembly Chamber mural was The conservators used ultraviolet light, which revealed minimal inpainting located primarily along the seams of the 
a Z a. > the first major artwork restoration A ‘ ; Bis - 
a zg i 3 canvases, likely carried out when the mural was first installed. Inpainting also was revealed along two repaired cracks 
4 — =. project undertaken during the se- i f , o y \ 
a fa 4 a & vies of art conservation projects in running vertically through the center-right section of the mural. Additionally some repair had occurred in the center-left 

a y = the Capitol through the late 1980s section of the painting prior to 1988, but the inpainting was limited to areas that were abraded during cleaning.” 
a ir a and 1990s. Scaffolding enabled 
a , 6 6UNS me 4 La le ination, which led : : P ‘ 
a ae \ mee perusee ee men, FACS cleaned and restored Wisconsin: Past, Present and Future in 1988 as part of the Assembly Chamber Restoration 
7 rl LS | evidence that the painting already 
oo a 4 ES had been cleaned and repaired at and Relighting. The most formidable challenge was removing the alkyd resin applied in 1971, since it had bonded 

a SS 2) coe : 3 least twice, and had been coated with the original pigments. After initial tests using conventional solvents failed to dissolve the resin, conservators 

2 ee : = ee a the darkened the sent samples of the resin to the Winterthur Museum for analysis. Eventually an enzyme was obtained that removed 
a bd 3 overall surface. a a = 5 2 ; ‘ s = 

- > _ the resin without damaging the underlying paint layer. Conservators applied the enzyme solution in viscous gel form, 

Va 7 allowed the gel to remain on the surface of the mural for one to two minutes and swabbed the resin away with water. 

e The inpainting of damaged areas was carried out using LeFranc & Bourgeois restoration colors, after which a thin 

layer of Soluvar vanish was applied. The entire effort took approximately two months.” In 1995, conservators from 

8.48 Inpainting the Assembly Chamber mural, 1989 EverGreene found that the mural remained in good structural condition but needed cleaning following the construction 

The alkyd resin coating on the mural proved a challenge to remove, but eventually an 

enzyme solution was found to work. Then damaged areas were inpainted to approximate 

original colors and the mural received a varnish coat. Dust from selective removal and 
construction soon dirtied the painting, and conservators cleaned it again in 1995. 
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that had occurred in the wing. Initial examination from the Assembly Chamber floor suggested an uneven varnish SSeS ie gn ON. er ee z 
finish, but closer inspection revealed the intermittent matte/gloss finish was the result of the range of impasto used a. ac a ee “ = . i oat ee ae < =f ; Ce : 3 

by Blashfield in the original application of paint. The varnish was evenly applied and well integrated. Conservators — eyes gS ae ee SS g 

fae mame in Ange 1995." Ss i ee a, ee 
East Wing: Executive Chamber Murals by Hugo Ballin, 1913 peat eee NI =, ———-: 

The construction of the East Wing had been underway for only three months when in 1908 the Capitol Commission Se, Me SS eee UE 
began to plan the murals for the Executive Chamber; on 10 June it instructed the architect to begin the process of hiring — hae S <n - eee nc, a ae 2 | | ; e 
a suitable artist. A year later, on 21 July 1909, the painter Francis Millet appeared in Madison to address the commis- aa | ‘ RAT a ly u | é ey) - | ve 
sion on the possibility that he complete paintings for both the Executive Chamber and Supreme Court Hearing Room. — Fy | a 2 , > ie | | . Be o 4 | "a j a oe dl | pe 
However, two years transpired before the commission settled on an artist for either room. In August 1911, the committee rae Ge yh eee | | 4 io Ee _ er J ] 1: 
selected Millet to complete the murals for the Supreme Court Hearing Room, and chose Hugo Ballin for the Executive : :) yy a 4 ,, L a a \ A 7 / / , io i | : 
Chamber. Hugo Ballin, of Saugatuck, Connecticut, was contracted for twenty-seven oil paintings on canvas for a sum 8G nd . | i iM a a | ' : ‘ta tl | = 
of $25,000, although the room actually contained twenty-nine spaces for oils, including two small lunettes and five b i es —. | , ; a : : a , | i 
panels of lettering. He signed his contract on 3 January 1912 and promised completion by 31 December 1913.75 rit | ae { i a it a J oot A 7 i | | a | 

Ballin appeared to have been an excellent choice, although eventually his work would become the subject of dispute. At i | | » a 2 . 4 | i 3 1 | | | : 
the time he was hired, Ballin’s recent qualifications included a number of prizes: the Shaw Prize in 1906, the Thomas B. wal \ | al Ol re ee ee 
Clark Prize in 1907 and the Hallgarten Prize in 1907. He also had won three medals from the Architectural League of ne e | Prema fl & ee ’ Y H | f 5 
New York. Shortly after completing his work in the Capitol in 1917, Ballin relocated to Hollywood, California, where | ( . é. |. fit 4 a} | / 
he became a movie director, production designer, writer, producer and actor. He worked on more than one hundred ) P| \ 4 4 : a : o | : 4 
silent films and in 1921 directed both Jane Eyre and East Lynne. With the advent of voice in film, he returned to paint- | <1 : a  .. eo A | ' = 
ing murals and decorated, among other spaces, the Carew Memorial Chapel in San Francisco and, in Los Angeles, the oT | “ = a Is spe Pye | GIS SS 

Griffith Observatory, the Warner family mausoleum and B’Nai Brith Temple. At the time of his death at the age of 77 en a ee 

he was working on murals for a Catholic church in Hermosa Beach.” 8.49 Hugo Ballin murals in the Executive Chamber, 1917 
The most controversial works of art both during initial construction and subsequent restoration were the twenty-nine canvases 
by Hugo Ballin of New York for the Executive Chamber; they were installed in 1913. Capitol Commission members demanded 

After signing his contract in early 1912, Ballin asked Lew Porter to have the walls and ceiling of the Executive Cham- changes to some of the murals, charging historical inaccuracy and lack of artistic merit. Ballin complied in part. 
ber photographed and the artist also began research into appropriate themes. Ballin’s contacts included the daughter 

of Increase Lapham, one of the historical Wisconsin figures depicted. Presaging complaints to come, following the 

commission’s review of Ballin’s overall concept for the ceiling panels, some of its members questioned “the wisdom of 

having descriptive lettering on some of the paintings.” Post and his son James, French, Piccirilli and Cox all supported 

the lettering, calling it “customary, desirable, and artistic.” The commission also established some historical Wisconsin 

themes for the wall paintings, including Nicolet’s 1634 visit to Wisconsin, a suggestion William Vilas had presented 

in 1908, the surrender of Red Bird in 1827 and a Civil War theme.” By early January 1913, all the paintings were in 

place, a full year ahead of schedule. Even before they were finished, they were featured in the September 1912 issue 
of Art and Progress, reviewed by Louis Untermeyer, a distinguished critic.” 

Ballin was proud of his work and immediately prepared a booklet about the murals that was printed in New York in 1913. 
The publication described the work in detail. “The ceiling is purely symbolical, depicting the State and its attributes; 
the side walls illustrate instances in the history of Wisconsin.” The circular central panel of the ceiling “represents 
Wisconsin surrounded by her attributes.” The four T-shaped paintings provide allegorical representations of Pioneer- 
ing, Charity, Invention and Justice. The rectangular paintings to the north and south of the central panel represent “the 
seeker of knowledge at the shrine of wisdom” and “Labor, attended by the spirits of rain and sunshine.” Two L-shaped 
paintings address religious tolerance and art; two semilunettes depict war and peace. The paintings on the walls illustrate 
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f a eee tees 2 “important events in the development of Wisconsin.” On the west wall, Nicolet is shown meeting Wisconsin Indians 

i 2 ” a : ae: in 1634 and Major Whistler accepts a peace calumet from Red Bird after an 1827 incident in southwest Wisconsin. 

 . eens J A / od 2 The large canvas on the south wall addresses Civil War themes, with the central figure representing Unity, “the spirit 

= a : A bales a S “| ee - : Fo: of the Civil War.” It also depicts heroes of the Wisconsin effort in the war, including Cordelia A. P. Harvey, who con- 

Cg oe uitty . : vinced President Lincoln to support her in opening a veteran hospital in Wisconsin. On the east wall, two tall, narrow 
ij eh ace ae tnt b 3 . i é 

4 eee , | : eo “on paintings illustrate two of the three previous Wisconsin capitols and two rectangular canvases portray Increase Allen 

: santo a gn ~ ©: Lapham, an important scientist and naturalist, and Colonel Joseph Bailey, who saved a fleet of Union ships during the 

. ee I ae , Civil War. On the north wall, two tall feminine figures signify Madison—the Lake of the Morning (Monona) and the 
y ‘ 7 a os ant 8 A i ‘ Lake of the Evening (Mendota), as suggested in a poem about the city by Henry Wadsworth Longfellow. Finally, on 

Bie er: i aA) lUCUU ' ts 7 e the west wall, under the clock, four narrow canvases depict the seasons and the signs of the zodiac. The signs of the 

8 A : ws a - Fr 4 zodiac decorate the clock face in the council chamber of the Doge’s Palace in Venice, a source acknowledged by Post 

ee ee | BD & Sons in designing the Executive Chamber. ” 
3 ry ee a3 8.50 Hugo Ballin, Wisconsin Sur- 

aie es es oe 4 | rounded by Her Attributes, 1913 r ‘ z re - : i 

iy 4 yi ee 2 i f Ballin painted allegorical themes on On 15 January 1913, immediately after the panels were installed, the commission’s executive committee examined them 

4 ae i a” : a a the ceiling and historical subject mat- and apparently made “certain criticisms,” deciding to ask for “possible alterations.” That same day Ballin requested 

Very we hd A 4 ___ teron the walls. The central ceiling payment.*° At the first full commission meeting in April 1913 the daughter of General Starkweather “appeared at her 
; 7 Pd oni a F ——_ painting was circular, with Wisconsin es : ‘ 55 ‘ 

, ent Hi . ae a > , j : request . . . and made some criticisms of the picture and likeness of her father.” If changes were to be made in the 
; : Vv ner t mee ~~ ~—_ holding an open book that lists such mt c a i oa: 

i a P ‘ Ms a * a - | attributes as justice, charity, invention, picture, the commission agreed that Ballin should consult her.*! The incorrect rendering of historic details was partly 

Ce a P \ hy y  _—__ wisdom and art. The ceiling paintings the result of information provided by General Charles King of Milwaukee, a Civil War veteran and prolific writer of 

a SS a cn P= SC~were ia idea oe ee, P military history and novels. By 18 January 1913, Lew Porter learned that King’s statements strayed from fact, and 
Oe - Delage aa - ~~~ sion in contrast to wall murals, whic. < kali z - - ate ‘i 
eet * Va - ee 5 — a) prompted arguments concerning the members of the Grand Army of the Republic (GAR) organization in Madison provided solid information to refute 

ee os oe representation of historical scenes. them. Porter wrote, “I found that with reference to General Starkweather, the facts were very different from what we 

had been led to suppose.”*? Remaining disappointed, the commission withheld final payment in June 1913 “because 

z the paintings of Mr. Hugo Ballin are not entirely satisfactory,” and requested that Post & Sons ask Ballin and Elmer 

7 % . > Garnsey, the interior decorator, to come to Madison “at the same time and finish the room together.” Post made some 

. 2 : - = specific suggestions to Ballin about improving the murals and Ballin tried to schedule a visit immediately, but Garnsey 

: “ e was ill and could not make the trip. Meanwhile, some of the canvases loosened from the wall and developed bubbles, 

ie D requiring releading and reattachment, tasks that an employee of Ballin completed. 

2 
. z 

o = Ballin waited several months before attempting to reschedule his visit with Garnsey, but in the interest of finishing 

; \ . the job by the 31 December 1913 deadline, Ballin traveled to Madison alone that November and made a number of 

. a changes to the paintings. He reworked all of the Red Bird painting and partly remounted it. For the large Civil War 

Lue : os painting, he reduced the central female figure “in value,” put the cannon into perspective and modified Mrs. Harvey 

Le ; f eS . a e * = A ve <i and the small boy. He “toned” the paintings of both previous Capitol buildings. On the Bailey painting, he made the 

a <& ‘ { a, Lei figure in the background “much lighter in character and somewhat darker in tone.” He altered the background in the 

— a - o Py : Ay Lapham painting and “considerably worked” the Mendota painting, especially the background. And in the painting of 

Lee Se Screens tacsauenee a Nicolet, he “reduced and softened” the drapery of Nicolet’s costume and retouched “other parts of the work.” * Ballin 

: =>... — " Fd _ - » completed these modifications in early November and Porter responded by telling him “it will give me great pleasure 

; od ; % a0 . : to bring the matter of your final payment to the attention of the Commission or its Executive Committee at the very 

/ ae is earliest opportunity.”** 

8.51 Hugo Ballin, Charity, 1913 Sachets sue bee ON ras Porter suggested to the commission at its meeting on 19 December 1913 that it authorize Ballin’s final payment of 

i i ee ce aes ee ade yeaa J 8 Oe a ee Ss from $1,800. The commission declined and suggested that James Otis Post tell Ballin “that it was the opinion of the Com- 
a ceiling in the ducal palace of Venice, an important Italian Renaissance building. In addition to e i : ree i 4 ee : y 

“charity,” Ballin’s themes for the paintings included religious tolerance, art, and war and peace. mission that he could improve the Nicolet painting.” It is possible that the commission took this action because earlier 
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Ballin had written to the governor stating “it is absolutely impossible for me to improve the Nicollet [sic] picture,” 5 z 

the panel that had become the source of the greatest dispute. Ballin cited the opinion of an Indian expert, DeCost : z 

Smith, that the Nicolet painting was “most convincing.” The commission obviously did not concur. J. A. Van Cleve, . E 

a comission member from Marinette, stated outright, “Personally I have not been very favorably impressed with all | e 

of Mr. Ballin’s work,” but noted that the commission had no provision for a referee and therefore should pay him.* ; ul : : 

After the December meeting, Ballin wrote to Porter in early 1914 saying that he had told Governor Francis McGovern : : , & 

that he “would do anything he might suggest concerning the Nicolet picture.” McGovern did not reply. This time the : : vet: a . oo = 

commission awarded payment, but the matter dragged on.** : YY : r 

. : . Po 
At that point, other events intervened. Emanuel Philipp took office as the new governor, the war in Europe was under- : Ps ies 

way and the Capitol Commission had become less active. These developments did not facilitate resolution. Ina letter : > = : 
to Porter in March 1915, Ballin complained that the governor had not responded to his letter of a year earlier and he ( Ge me io : 

repeated his promise to repaint Nicolet, but now claimed injustice in the expectation that he complete the work without : . eeemenneraresp tit _ 

additional payment. He believed the new painting would take three months and said, “as my picture was approved, ; & xy a . 

accepted and paid for, I cannot see under what code you make this demand of me.” He went on: 4 : i 

After it is all done, will your commission give me any sincerer appreciation than it has, and will it aioe 

approve of my new effort? How are we to determine what Nicolet was like when he went into the then \ _ 

back-country, to show two pistols to a group of Indians who were not half as surprised with Nicolet : 

as was Nicolet with them. Any explorer confronted with a colossal miscalculation and receiving the 

impression of his fallacy through oriental needlework, would hardly care to meet a Winnebago face 

to face. I have gone into this very carefully and feel that my interpretation is commendable, but if 

you desire to have Nicolet jumping out of a canoe, firing his two guns, which most likely did not 

explode the first time he tried, with a group of astonished Indians taking flight, it can be done. I do 

not believe it happened in this fashion. Each version is correct. Dramatically you are more so. 

Despite his annoyance with the situation, Ballin succumbed to a complaint made by Blashfield. Ballin had been told ~ it eet : ss na 

that Blashfield questioned “the significance of this painting.” Blashfield’s reaction, Ballin wrote, “clearly illustrates strc ese jn ince 

that the subject needs an explanation.” Ballin concluded his letter by requesting a response from the commission.*’ 8.52 Hugo Ballin, Increase Lapham, 1913 

The following month, Porter wrote to Ballin “unofficially” and indicated the ongoing discontent of the commission: In preparation for painting a portrait of Increase Lapham, an important 
Wisconsin naturalist, Ballin consulted Lapham’s daughter. Criticisms 

The universal opinion among those who have expressed themselves is that your work on the ceiling eee eee a ee ig me a 

is unsurpassed, that your paintings on either side of the mantel [Monona and Mendota] are most please the commission. 

beautiful and that the pictures of the Surrender of Redbird and Lapham are all that they should be. 

The rest are regarded as unfortunate. Whether or not this is because of the choice of subject, in the 

execution, or in the conception of what the pictures should portray, I am not able to state. I trust, Mr. 

Ballin, you will pardon my writing you frankly. . . . [A]ny general criticism pains me as much as it 

possibly could the artist. This [is] because of the fact that I am with it every day and because of my 

intense desire to have the Capitol all that it should be in every line.** 

Another year went by and, presumably, Ballin had heard nothing. In February 1916 he wrote again to Porter and the 

commission to report that he had made a sketch for a newly revised Nicolet painting that was “a more dramatic and 

improbable representation.” He indicated already having shown it to the architect, even though the prospect of making 
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ne ig ae" Tie. @ ne, all PS |z a new painting continued to bother him. He also revealed to Porter that he did not want to replace the “flying figure” 

ph u t eo we te Al 2 8 behind Bailey. “That change would completely ruin the composition. ... I beg of you to remember that the original 

: r J ers : 2 é ¢ r A ig 4 eo a sketch was approved.” He reminded the commission that the figure represented “Forward,” the state’s motto and “the 

a =n : 1 4 ee? great spirit back of the modest man, the thing that lies within and that is hidden and shrouded under a noncommittal 
eo er “oe ed ta 3 expression.” He concluded, “[M]y heart is not at ease over this matter.” The commission did not respond; the construc- 

: . aan “AS ial e . tion of the Capitol and the commission’s charge respective to the work drew to a close and the new governor, Emanuel 

i by 7% I - . a) M4 2 Philipp, did not assume the same level of interest in the Capitol as a succession of earlier governors had. Nicolet still 

Figo y . a ; | Ps lO Pe i is presented in the less dramatic fashion that Ballin desired (and the commission regretted) and “Forward” hovers still 

j CO L 2. i | | ie 4 A behind Colonel Bailey.” 

ad da | pe 4) » 
ie a ; ae / / i / a | fg Cleaning and Partial Restoration of the Executive Chamber Murals, 1998-2001 

“a y / Eo I I / E | he on In 1988, Anton Rajer, then working on the conservation of paintings in the Assembly Chamber, evaluated the Executive 

: ee Oi) Ti s iL De Zz Chamber murals and determined that they were in “relatively good condition,” exhibiting only “minor wear and tear.” 

Stee, / B EF 4 1 ie ai 2 The fact that there was less dirt on these paintings than others in the building suggested recent cleanings, and Rajer A , 1 / eS A a ; i 1 > i Me, noted that two interventions had occurred in the previous thirty years. According to Rajer, the paintings were cleaned in 

y ‘ a | z | : 1 | : ' | a By) Nad 1966 by an East Coast conservator named Hiriam Hoelzer and in the mid-1970s by Capitol painters, whom he claimed 

r A ci) i hye : 1 ' | : ke We 3 | a] had applied a layer of starch as a surface protectant. He proposed a modest conservation treatment consisting mainly 

: rm ‘ Ca | a . YY , Al ee of cleaning the paintings, reattaching any loose canvas and applying a new coat of reversible varnish.” 

d ed : iz q | : | e | : if As part of the East Wing restoration and rehabilitation, a second examination confirmed some of Rajer’s findings but 

oe i e q : | is e | / i 4 \ led to the recommendation that a higher level of conservation occur. In 1998, Constance Silver of Preservar, Inc. found 

oy Ye | | Re Me i / | oS the paintings to be “quite dark and muddy” and found overpainting in at least one painting. Preservar’s conclusion 

to be a ; ae j | j was that some paintings were in good condition and needed only to be cleaned and revarnished but that some others 

ve A ES | j | ; ia Fi rs needed to have overpaint removed and still others needed to be reconstructed.®' In 1999, a third examination by another 

: eg @o , » 7 bs 4 : || a A conservator challenged Preservar’s assertion that some murals had been overpainted and needed to be restored through 

ans Ft i] : Pe a i od the removal of nonoriginal layers. Conservators from Cunningham-Adams Fine Arts Painting Conservation of Sandy 
d i fy -y (| e 4 cy a 1 Hook, Connecticut reported that the paintings had been cleaned in the past, as indicated by some areas of minor paint 

rs ry | ] i: 4 | . | i; loss and a relatively small amount of accumulated dirt. Additionally, the paintings had been covered with “a homog- 

aN < ; ye 7 ? ie = = i 4 enous coating of polyurethane or similar varnish” which had yellowed with age. Cunningham-Adams, too, referred to 

ye ' hese i oy Ls a “Hiram Holtzer” but dated his intervention to 1975. Unlike Rajer’s conclusions, Cunningham-Adams’ report did find 
| es ] b = i P 4 that the murals had been repainted by another hand after installation, but attributed the overpainting solely to the artist 

a es) | _ himself. Research provided by the East Wing project team revealed the extent to which Ballin had been requested to 
es | K s) a a rework the murals in order to make them satisfactory to the Capitol Commission. According to Cunningham-Adams, 

be ; = ‘i j re 4 a all paint layers were original and “no other non-original modifications in the paintings examined were identified.”” 

E = * {i | ; j é . i Ee a Shortly after the examination by Cunningham-Adams, conservators for Preservar returned to the Governor’s Confer- 

eae | a ms a | b > | i u ence Room to install protection for the ceiling murals, which the firm had not investigated. In contrast to previous 

Ee i Niro ee ee ee i ce | hee i findings, the conservators discovered that the ceiling murals had undergone major repainting and that this had not been 

iP (aR ee it. in Ballin’s hand. Presevar based its conclusions on the poor condition of the paintings, citing extensive paint abra- 

8.53 Investigation Datasheet on Lake Mendota, 2000 sions and a perceived shift in artistic style. Following these observations, Preservar and Richard Wolbers conducted 

Paint probes of Ballin’s murals were conducted during the restoration of the East Wing. The probes re- additional tests on the wall murals. Laboratory analysis revealed that some of the paintings had been overpainted in 

vealed that many of the murals had been overpainted in both oil paints (the type Ballin used) and synthetic modem synthetic paint developed after Ballin concluded his work, thus making it impossible for Ballin to have been 

ee yrs Serer Pennant en Vee responsible for all changes, as the Cunningham-Adams report had asserted. Preservar concluded that the original 

surfaces had been damaged during cleaning at some point in the past and that extensive overpainting had occurred to 
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hide the damage.” Preservar found that the wall murals were in “quite poor condition,” and although the canvases z 

and paint were generally stable, the original surfaces had been badly abraded and overpainted on at least two different ‘ 3 

occasions in oil and modern acrylic paints. Being less accessible, the ceiling murals were in somewhat better condi- " g 

tion. Tests conducted in 2000 indicated that the ceiling murals had been abraded and selectively overpainted in oils; ' : 8 \ z 

all were covered in discolored varnish, some with polyurethane.” is | = 4 : ° 3 

Jae ee : 
The murals of the Executive Chamber were cleaned and treated during the 1998-2001 restoration of the East Wing by * | : ee } Mid 5 

conservators from Cunningham-Adams. Since tests indicated that removal of the polyurethane varnish would endan- 8 4 | - t A haere : : 

ger the underlying paint layer, the firm left the existing layer of varnish in place; to compensate for its discoloration, 2 | . - ‘ "8 DC Ss 7 

they applied a reversible, stable synthetic varnish on top of the existing layer. Recent damage that had been caused : 2 ] i Li Z 4 a ae > 

by cleaning tests in two panels was retouched and glazed to blend it. Areas of detachment were repaired by injecting ~ : 

conservation consolidant.** Because of the conflicting conservation reports generated between 1998 and 2001, a “pilot” . 3 : 

conservation treatment was undertaken on three murals to test the possibility of more complex conservation work in ef : 

the future. The work included removal of overpaint followed by inpainting with reversible and color-stable paints; ac- » 

cretions were removed with a solvent, and cleaned areas were varnished with conservation varnish. This process was é oe —— 

first undertaken on a portion of Unity on the south wall of the room. Results were satisfactory, and the decision was ‘ I ey 

made to move ahead with the conservation of an entire painting. Conservators first selected Spring, one of the murals numaans 

near the main door illustrating the zodiac, but found that too much of the original paint had been denuded. Instead, a 8.54 The Spirit of the Arts before restoration, 2000 

ceiling panel, The Spirit of the Arts, was selected for a complete conservation treatment. Conservators removed discol- During the East Wing phase of the Capitol restoration and rehabilitation, most of the 

ored polyurethane and overpaint, revealing the original blue and green hues. Inpainting was done using Goldens MS murals in the Executive Chamber (renamed the Governor s Conference Room) were cleaned 

restoration paints. After cleaning, the mural was varnished with conservation varnish. Satisfied with the appearance oa scsi lerepatinh ¢ Rs eee eon i : SEAS se 

of the restored The Spirit of the Arts, conservators recommended the remaining murals receive similar treatment. No and red and that shades of brown and gray had replaced the original palette of green, blue 

other murals, however, were restored as part of this effort, although surface grime was removed from all the murals, and purple. 

which were varnished with a combination of gloss and matte finish conservation varnish.® = : ¥ 

— ‘i a & 

East Wing: Supreme Court Hearing Room Murals by Albert Herter, 1915 e é bi é 

The complicated and protracted story of the Wisconsin Supreme Court murals involved three different artists (one of ox <2 i iy 

whom perished on the Titanic), justices who needed to be convinced of the desirability of murals in their hearing room we tel . , yn * 3 

and an architect who was determined to implement his scheme for the space. The justices, accustomed to portraits of % . 6 me) Be 3 

former justices on the walls in the hearing room of the previous capitol, wanted to hang the portraits in the new hearing . : Z é ‘ z 

room, while Post made earnest attempts to advance his artistic program and have a series of four murals created for the Q ™ 2 

room, one for each wall. Both the portraits and murals eventually were placed within the spaces designated the for the - - “2.7 ‘ 3 

supreme court and the hearing room was completed much as George B. Post and commission member William Vilas es : 

had envisioned it in the spring of 1908. i. 

Following a meeting with Justice Roujet Marshall in April 1910 Post wrote a lengthy letter in which he attempted to ‘ 

convince Marshall and the other justices to abandon their insistence upon hanging portraits in the courtroom or its 

lobby. Post expressed regret that he had not been told at the outset that the justices “considered this matter of hang- : Ce 

ing the portraits . . . of fundamental importance.” Had that been the case, Post offered, “We might have attempted to oe i 

study the Supreme Court Room in such a way that the portraits could be hung with effect in it. Unfortunately we had a een 7 

no such information until the room had been entirely designed and its construction almost entirely completed.” Post 

then attempted to sway Justice Marshall with both social and artistic arguments. He pointed out that the room was 8.55 The Spirit of the Arts after restoration, 2000 
actually for the citizens of state, “who certainly have some right in the matter,” and that for them the room should “be Conse vainrs removes are ae ve IRCA EERIE NT 
: mite e z i determined to be original colors and textures. The overpainted background was restored and the 
interesting, imposing and highly architectural, and that from this point of view a better result can be obtained with subtle shadows original to the cloth draping the figure were re-created. 
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: = 2 proper decorative paintings than with a display of portraits of the Judges.” On the artistic side, Post argued that “with 
A Sa : a the room completed as it is . . . the portraits hung in the high panels would be evidently improperly placed, and the ef- 

2 fect from an artistic point of view would be far from satisfactory.” He went on to say that he doubted if it was possible 

Z to have designed a courtroom that “could properly serve as a picture gallery.” He suggested the third floor corridor 

3 at the west end of the library as an alternative space, indicating he believed that “it would be one of the show rooms 

aS / : : ue oo : 5 of the Capitol.” He appealed to the justices’ vanity with respect to European precedent: “It would be following the 
ae au — —— > Lif <4, “ ia general idea . . . of the greatest portrait gallery in the world; that connecting the Pitti and Ufizzi Palaces in Florence 
" Y. | 4 Pe Ye A wee ae , a which runs across the Amo.” The justices did not budge, objecting to the loss of room and shelving space. They had 
: A ; = a L é ae) on a: | convinced Post, at least temporarily, as he wrote Porter a few days later, “that it is idle for us to attempt to avoid having 
a ” .. pe ah the portraits hung in the Supreme Court Room.””” 

a Ba ee | Re Al 
E a Mi — he = ) th Post and Porter agreed that it would be advantageous to delay a decision for as long as possible on hanging the portraits 
i | AG | | ‘ | ; : : in the hearing room. Then in June 1910, Post proposed that Porter have the room painted “with a creamy white prim- 

a "|: \ | S ing” and thus “let the Jugdes [sic] do what they please about hanging their pictures until such time as we are permitted 
i hs a | to do the real decorative work, when pictures would necessarily be removed.” After the justices had moved into their 

H eee faa caso n I a eS i quarters, Post met personally with Chief Justice John B. Winslow in late summer 1911. They discussed hanging the 
iiipeenacnitc : ee. portraits in the hearing room lobby. Post did not act immediately on the suggestion, and in the interim reported that 

8.56 Albert Herter, The Signing of the American Constitution, 1987 he had “exhausted” his “ingenuity” in finding a way to hang the portraits in the courtroom without “destroying” the 
Coes z LS and the ora Syst choice e, aay cue manele the ay ie CC ec gar Was effect of the room’s design. On 28 December, he yielded to Winslow’s suggestion that the portraits be hung in the Francis Millet, who was a victim of the Titanic’s sinking in 1912. The commission then engaged Albert Herter of New A i L 
York to paint four canvases for the room that depict a broad sweep of legal history. The principal mural over the lobby and submitted some sketches proposing such a scheme and also wrote a long letter. On 20 January, Winslow 

bench shows the signing of the Constitution in Philadelphia in 1787 and portrays Washington, Madison, Hamilton replied on behalf of all the justices that reframing the portraits, putting new nameplates on them and hanging them in 
and Franklin as well as Jefferson, who was in Paris at the time. the lobby would be “entirely satisfactory.” He cautioned that the justices wanted to review the subject matter for the 

murals during planning. Post moved quickly to “clinch the matter by getting estimates for the necessary frames . . . 

ce 2 and having the pictures hung in conformity with the sketches.”** 

S a ‘ Se 7 : 5 e Once it was determined to proceed with the murals, an agreement with an artist and subject matter needed to be es- 
: 7 3 - i ve 1 as : tablished. The commission already had selected Francis D. Millett on 23 August 1911, but he had not been engaged 
: i i a a 4 & ’ 7 | : AG a A 3 formally in the work until the struggle over the portraits concluded. On 15 February 1912, Millett wrote Chief Justice 
: men UD eo / oe ~, I a i Winslow and suggested that “the themes should be wider in interest than any incidents of local history and should be 
: 1h ete ‘ 7 aay : ae selected in order to show how law is based on accumulated experience on record and in tradition.” He went on to propose 

E3 wee OS - > ay | 3 that the four murals depict the evolution of law. About two weeks later he suggested as subject matter: “Hortensius 
lB : Me : i the Advocate” from the JIiad, as an episode from the Roman courts; “King St. Louis in the XIII century holding court 

iP it a == -— a? A under a tree” as an example of European legal history; the trials of Anne Hutchinson and Peter Zenger together with 
4 a é ” -— La a the Dred Scott decision as episodes in U.S. history. He sought assistance determining a Wisconsin subject.” 

Ll Sng site a 
HT na ’ i Again demonstrating a difficult nature collectively, the justices reacted without enthusiasm to Millet’s suggestions. 
| : ee a Justice William H. Timlin said Millet’s ideas were “strained, farfetched, fantastic and small.” He held out for “the 
7 oo en : : | trial of Christ before Pilate” over “St. Louis holding court under a tree.” He liked the Roman trial, mistakenly rejected 
3 | ; ae E gage = ts SE ee ‘ Anne Hutchinson as the defendant in a witchcraft trial and decried Dred Scott’s trial as one that “showed the impotency 
station crprneonosnetntate roman ninsan a eaaana ane NRT ES SS and lack of foresight of courts.” Justice Timlin made two separate recommendations for the series. The first included 
8.57 Albert Herter, The Signing of the Magna Carta, 1987 depictions of the trial of Christ, the trial of Charles I, the landing of Columbus and the signing of the Declaration of 

The mural on the north wall gives the artist's impression of what might have occurred in 1215 at Runnymead, England. Independence. His second alternative included the judgment of Solomon, a court in the Roman Forum, the signing of 
King John faced his angry barons while Cardinal Stephen Langton presented the charter to the king. Consistent with the Magna Carta and the signing of the Wisconsin constitution. These suggestions impressed Post favorably and two the involvement the justices exercised in the appointment of their spaces, they contributed thematic criticisms, which 5 . 
Herter adopted. of the subjects were eventually incorporated into the final murals.'° 
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Before intended thematic content could be resolved, Millet lost his life in the sinking of the Titanic on 15 April 1912. = = = : 

The commission experienced some difficulty in finding a replacement but eventually selected Albert Herter. Initially a 

it attempted to engage painter Barry Faulkner, as recommended by Post. However, the Executive Committee rejected : : 

Faulkner on 17 May 1912, because his proposed fee of $32,000 exceeded what the commission wanted to spend. Post : ‘ 7 ee td 5 

responded on 3 June that he was “disappointed at the action of the Executive Committee, with regard to Mr. Faulkner’s : - . : ¥ a 2 : 5 

appointment.” Then matters turned around. On 14 June, the committee reversed its decision and offered a contract to : Ci ~~ f | : 4 : > 
Faulkner for $28,000; Post authorized him to prepare studies for the murals. In the interim, Faulkner had reduced his : : . Cc 7 : ” : : 

fee to $24,000 but this information did not reach the commission before it tendered its offer of $28,000. So on 10 July, : : : é ' PQ be 7 : ; ay ae E 

the committee reduced the contract fee to $24,000.'°! What happened between July and December is unclear, but as of 3 — a _ iy oy ha ay ] , 3 

10 December 1912 Faulkner and the commission had not reached terms about the schedule for the work and Faulkner 2 a _ 4 : PA Pe aN PA Q S 

“refused to enter into a contract.” Post suggested Albert Herter as an alternative; the artist was willing to complete : | : er en ve pon Me ag (Py AL Phat : y : 

the work by 31 May 1915 for a fee of $28,000; a contract and bond were executed on 30 January 1913. Herter’s four E eS of | mS £7. oe nos | 
murals were to depict historical themes related to law, with “one representing the Roman Law, one the Anglo Saxon or a . ee aT : a 
Common Law, one the establishment of Federal Law, and one the application of Wisconsin Law.”! A = epee err <3 [ 

Albert Herter (1871-1950) was the son of Christian Herter, an interior designer, cabinetmaker and one of the founders idncnmmnmetes fe EER eS 9) | Saeseeaeahien ae eats 

of the internationally known Herter Bros., a decorating and furniture-making firm prominent in New York in the late 8.58 Albert Herter, The Appeal of the Legionary to Caesar Augustus, 1987 

1800s. With the encouragement of his father, Albert Herter studied at the Art Students League before moving to Paris Opposite The Signing of the American Constitution and over the entrance door, Herter created a work that harked back 

for additional instruction under J. P. Laurens. After returning to the United States, he taught at the Chicago Art Institute to Roman law and the legend of a legionary named Scutarius. He had fought for Augustus and appealed to him for help 

through much of the late 1890s. With an entrepreneurial bent similar to his father’s, Albert Herter returned to New With @ legal matter; Augustas GWwarded Mie clemency) 
York and established Herter Looms, a manufacturer of fine fabrics and tapestries. As a painter, Herter was well known 

for his works both as a portraitist and muralist; his murals included works for both the Connecticut and Massachusetts ra Se ee 
capitols. In undertaking the murals for the Wisconsin supreme court, Herter appears to have had studio space at both 1s oR ae as 
his Herter Looms headquarters on Madison Avenue in Manhattan and also at his East Hampton, Long Island home. | E : g 

: a: 
Nearly two-and-a-half years transpired between the execution of the contract and completion of the murals, provok- 2 nag : : PTT 3 3 

ing some anxiety on the part of the justices. In April 1914, Chief Justice Winslow inquired about the schedule and 1a pe Pi ana ee : z 
put Lew Porter on notice, “When the artist comes here to lay his sketches before the Commission the Judges will, of a 4 = ha bl ° 

course, expect to be consulted.” On 20 May, Herter made his presentation with the justices in attendance. “Consider- - 2! P’ ce 4 ia 5 
able discussion” ensued and the justices decided to meet about the “appropriateness” of the trial of Chief Oshkosh as a Ady 7 ~~ “ a 

the Wisconsin scene, which they eventually approved. The commission also suggested a change in subject matter in a v | : ae 7 a 

the mural representing Anglo Saxon Law from the trial of Charles I to the signing of the Magna Carta.'° Develop- ' cy : : o - ae \ a 
ment of the Magna Carta sketch dragged on until October, despite Porter’s plea to Herter in June for early completion. A Li — a 

Reviewing Herter’s work in October, the justices made some suggestions about the demeanor of Stephen Langton, the it o } - - | 

figure presenting the charter to the king. Winslow wrote, “His attitude in the sketch gives the impression . . . that he is : | ‘ = a 

humbly petitioning for something. While that was nominally the fact, I understand that he was in truth stoutly insisting i | :  . A 

on the King’s signing the Charter and was conscious that he had behind him the power to make his insistence good.” ie | _._. 5 : eo L 

Marshall suggested further “that Pandulph, the pope’s Legate, be moved a little further to the right of the King and quite | phenpivemtmereatteaaes eres eaten ntact etn Ne NR cement vio stash annie ae 

apart te the pishons with whom he had no sympathy ita should be given an expression of Drotesy rather [than] 8.59 Albert Herter, The Trial of Chief Oshkosh Before Judge Doty, 1987 

supporting the King’s reluctance.” The completed painting indicates that Herter adopted both suggestions.'* The mural on the south wall draws upon a well-known 1830 trial in the Wisconsin area (then a part of Michigan Terri- 
tory). Federal Judge James Duane Doty presided over the murder trial of Oshkosh, a Menominee Indian chief. He ruled 

Completion of the murals and their installation occurred as planned. By mid-May 1915, the hearing room was made that while Oshkosh had violated American law, he had not violated Indian law, which took precedence, in part because 

available to Herter, the murals were ready and the decorative finish painters were notified they were to complete their dhe ibe SH ved the Lert RORY Gi had eer eee 
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Ca Bo work immediately following the placement of the paintings. The Signing of the American Constitution takes the most 
er = 3 prominent position in the room, above the justices’ bench on the east wall. Set in Philadelphia in 1787, the scene 

3 shows George Washington seated behind the table, with James Madison, Alexander Hamilton, Benjamin Franklin and, 9 B ei i 
3 mistakenly, Thomas Jefferson, who was in Paris at the time, elsewhere in the painting. There are portraits hung on 

i the wall behind the low dais with the table where Washington sits; they may provide an ironic reference to the earlier 
- | 44 > controversy between Post and the justices. On the north wall, The Signing of the Magna Carta depicts this event as it 

ae : g | ' 3 might have occurred in 1215 on the meadows of Runnymeade, England. King John and his prelates are on the right Le . Ce : De 
|... : 7 : yt iy 2 with Stephen Langton and the angry barons on the left. Herter’s son Christian sat for the mural and appears as the Lo, en, Ue oll es 3: f : on 
a. ~~ y : wae) cs ili iemiiniaiac. | young man with the dog in the left foreground. Christian Herter later became governor of Massachusetts and secretary 

tT 2 4 a 4 > | PF of state in the Eisenhower administration. 

ia A | 2 A ae a On the west wall above the door, The Appeal of the Legionary to Caesar Augustus, portrays the legend of a legionary 

Son —. 71.8 a. e Scutarius), who as a youth had fought for Augustus and, as in the painting, successfully appealed to him for his hel Oe es ra ¥! g! 2, Pp 

i jg in a legal matter. Finally, on the south wall, The Trial of Chief Oshkosh Before Judge Doty represents Wisconsin law. 
Cees ME = as Stas L It is based on an 1830 case in what was then the Michigan Territory. In the case, James Duane Doty was the sitting 

23 oil ice / . U.S. judge for the Wisconsin region and decided in favor of the Menominee chief, Oshkosh; although Oshkosh had 
~ oat eee Pa killed a Pawnee Indian, Doty ruled that he had acted in accord with Indian law.'°° By 9 June 1915 with his work done, 

: P ‘ oe a 2 Herter slipped out of town before Porter could thank him personally. Porter later wrote to express his sentiments of 
: is En. ol “appreciation of the work which you have done and the manner in which the work in the building was carried on. 

Every one with whom I have talked, including several members of the Supreme Court and some of the Capitol Com- 

— ae mission, have expressed themselves as being delighted with your work. It certainly adds greatly to the room and I feel 
RETIREE ba relbnab tices 8 sure will be universally appreciated.”!° 

ness 2 

ie . g . (above) Fr abn group in the Restoration of the Supreme Court Hearing Room Murals, 1999-2001 
i tituti tora- : : Y . 2 Te, : 3 ee 2 a ae mural bejore restore In 2001, Preservar submitted a report that detailed its analysis and subsequent restoration of the Supreme Court murals.!” 

, ‘i me al i 8 Conservators identified Herter's The photographic documentation and paint analysis conducted in 1999 revealed a number of interventions had occurred 

Be a / Wy 2 murals as being among the most that modified the four murals significantly between their installation in 1915 and the time the East Wing restoration 
i Saad iii! ’ : ee a eel ed in i. se P ee began in 1998. Preservar found that relatively soon after their placement, the four murals were cleaned with a highly eee _. _._._ § cleanings and repainting efforts : A é fe : i i dll i | Ae 7» i - e aes igaing a Fite Ae Pees alkaline agent, which compromised the integrity of the paint. This led to subsequent attempts to repair the damage by 

ee Wa i i A Constitution resulted in a back- overpainting. Apparently earlier attempts to restore the murals in the years following installation were thwarted by a 
— a i 1 i i / : © ground that was too light and that misunderstanding of Herter’s use of color, presumably based on analysis of black-and-white photographs that did not 
ie LES ae a —_— pale Oe Je rec as document color values accurately. Blue and green both appeared as light gray while red, browns and purple showed 
ee il ee “he portraits on the walls and the : : : ‘ : ati | a) ae _ eee. marble panels above the walls. as black and, in general, the colors applied by the repainters shifted to warmer hues. In the reworking of the paintings, 
a “\ oS oe — ae the color scheme of the backgrounds of each, originally peach and gray-green to suggest backlighting and highlight- 

4 \ ad | 8.61 (left) Franklin group in the ing, was sometimes modified through the use of darker, hotter colors out of harmony with other elements within each 
q = - : Constitution mural after restora- . ; , ‘ tion, 2000 mural, with the others, and with the decorative finish of the room. 

4 ‘ : Restoration efforts were directed 
4 toward reconstructing what analysis In The Appeal of the Legionary to Caesar Augustus, the interior columns had been repainted too white and the sky was 
= s oe oe as i f ie eos repainted a blue-green color that flattened the visual planes. Further, many of the figures had been badly abraded and 

composition. system Of Shadows gsi : , > : : : an ve ackground oon was imple- repainted. Similar alterations had been made to The Trial of Chief Oshkosh Before Judge Doty. The split-log interior 

t mented to replicate the original was repainted a drab, muddy brown and other interior features, including the chimney bricks, mantle and fire were 
| — state of the painting as closely as repainted several shades too bright. A greatcoat on Doty’s lap had been painted over and his assistant was altered to be 

. 7 a! F P ele pide fees anis Hie shown wearing historically inaccurate clothing. In The Signing of the Magna Carta, alterations were made that made AS tionship of the paintings throughout . ‘ , ‘ ‘ chicks ‘ ‘ . des I the woom. the figures seem stiff and lifeless. Figures including the principal barons and King John were overpainted in colors that 
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were too hot and in a way that blunted the original tension of the scene. Many elements, including the royal standard we z Le .. z 

and the drapery were in darker tones that were discordant with the overly bright elements in the background, including : Cs . : 7 | c g v a ro te : 

the bluish leaves, yellow fields and white river. Furthermore, the foreground border, originally green and strewn with : Pees S ' e , ba . : ae E " | ' 8 

flowers, was modified to show autumn leaves against a drab ground. . ie ae eon of | a i Bo e : Z 

Of the four paintings, The Signing of the American Constitution suffered the greatest number of well-intended modifi- Su eS — are aaa es : a : 

cations over the years. Wigs and stockings were overpainted in bright white, in heightened contrast to shoes and hair ee =e ro 5 

ribbons, which became stark black. By 1941 overpainted areas included parts of the central figure of George Washing- Q a ae ae : aun : 

ton, and by 1952 the mural essentially had a new surface. Other figures were repainted in inappropriate, pastel-colored : : 7 Ps . - 

clothing, more reminiscent of French courtiers than American colonists. Additionally, the portraits on the wall in the ~~ i 

background had been repainted and overly defined and other elements, including the floor, were changed in value. The < a a : 

cumulative effect of this repainting was to obscure Herter’s careful use of shadows and highlights. Sometime in the i 

1960s, the murals were cleaned and in some places “scrubbed down to the point where all paint, both overpaint and 

original was utterly destroyed, leaving preparation, under-drawing and raw canvas exposed.” Two heavy coatings, one 

a varnish, the other a polyurethane, were applied. eS ; 

The first phase of the restoration involved removing the discolored surface coatings, one a natural-resin varnish, the . : - 

other a heavy coat of polyurethane. Preservar applied solvent mixtures (including benzyl alcohol, pyrrolidinone, and : a 

xylene) with small stencil brushes to remove the thick and gummy coatings. After removing the varnishes, conserva- : seers : . 7 

tors discovered that most of the overpainting could not be removed. In some cases the overpaint was insoluble, and r 

in other areas the original paint had been completely removed and replaced. Accordingly, Preservar presented three oS : 

options for the restoration of the murals. The first was to conserve the murals in their current condition, which rep- 3 

resented the least expensive option but would have resulted in, as one conservator put it, “quite grotesque renditions : ’ 
aw eas er ti 8.62 Judge Doty in the Oshkosh trial mural before resto- 8.63 Judge Doty in the Oshkosh trial mural after restora- 

of the original paintings and an historic room that would have been profoundly out of harmony.” Option two was to ration, 2000 tion, 2000 

determine the original colors and composition through research and reconstruct the murals in place. Option three, the Like the Constitution mural, the Chief Oshkosh mural had Conservators repainted the clothing of many figures to 

most costly, was to determine original colors and have the murals replicated in a studio. Option two was selected as been abraded and overpainted as part of earlier conserva-__ restore a more historically accurate and dramatic scene. A 
the most cost-effective alternative and one that provided an acceptable level of restoration. tion efforts. The clothing on the figures of James Duane heavy coat worn by Doty’s assistant was re-created, as was 

Doty and his assistant had been re-created anachronisti- Doty’s, which lies folded across his lap. 

cally, and the assistant’s hand (resting on Doty’s chair) had 

To determine original colors, 186 cross sections were taken. Gradually conservators began to discover long-buried been all but obliterated. 

color schemes and extrapolated their findings among the paintings to create as accurate a reconstruction as possible. 

A key finding was the observation of Herter’s use of the gray-green and peach combination in all four murals. In The 

Appeal of the Legionary to Caesar Augustus, conservators reconstructed the columns in a correct shade of gray-green, 

changed the sky to blue and adjusted lines and shadows in the composition. Figures that had been overpainted were 

reconstructed. In The Trial of Chief Oshkosh Before Judge Doty the figures were reconstructed wearing the correct style 

of clothing. Original colors for the log house’s interior walls, fireplace and mantel within the scene were replicated; 

on the ceiling, gesso was applied and the original highlights and shadows reconstructed. In The Signing of the Magna 

Carta, overpainted figures such as King John and some of the barons and bishops were reconstructed. The sky, fields 

and drapery were restored to approximate their original colors and the overpainted border was glazed extensively to 

tone it down. The Signing of the American Constitution required the most work to reconstruct the background and 

floor to their original colors. Most of the figures were repainted in colors that more closely matched the originals, with 

whites and blacks toned down. Painters made full-scale cartoons to re-create original forms; some areas were so badly 

Overpainted that they had to be covered with a reversible gesso in order to be reconstructed from an accurate cartoon. 

Inpainting and reconstruction were carried out using Goldens MS paints, specifically designed for artwork restoration 

and the murals were surfaced with BEVA isolating varnish and sprayed with ConserveArt varnish. 
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= s i. 5 ee South Wing: The Marriage of the Atlantic and Pacific by Kenyon Cox, 1915 
ey, é ns a Seed PAS ae z In October 1913, Kenyon Cox learned that Post & Sons’ first choice for the artist of the Senate Chamber mural paintings, 

j S - ‘ rn = Siti ae ‘i oe & John Alexander, had declined the commission. Earlier, George Post had considered Cox for the work and, after complet- 

ey s om === ssi : oem — oo 3 ing the Rotunda mosaics, Cox presented himself as a possible replacement. He wrote Porter that the project represented 

ye] nr - re Sp ee “an opportunity for an especially sober and serious piece of work.”!* By 1914, the construction of the South Wing had 

| a ! " iP ees are im J a been completed and the building was occupied by state agencies and the state senate. The outstanding piece of work left 

os } “a | n re a < iB unfinished was the triptych mural planned for the Senate Chamber. In May, James Otis Post reported to the commission 

: a ON | A ; ia oS — =e that he had engaged Kenyon Cox to complete the work in accord with a previous understanding. Cox proposed a subject 

: 1 he ay A t 2 | a 4 t i. a Seo _ x, i that was timely but wholly unrelated to Wisconsin: the opening of the Panama Canal, which was due to be completed 

: oe | a - cy fa : - _ _ oe a in 1915. The commission accepted this theme, and Cox went to work immediately, developing sketches throughout the 

: =A Ve . a Fe >. i summer, In August the commission formally entered into a contract with Cox under which he was to be paid $12,000 for 

Et 4 a | ma) | a as is | Ce ‘ 3 aoe oo the three panels. The outbreak of war in Europe added another layer of meaning to Cox’s work, about which he wrote 

=~ oe é _ Et wi ; x Uhr Porter, “Present European news gives an ironic aspect to my subject. But the canal will be there when the wars are over.” 

- 4 : es Ae Lee Cox submitted the sketches in September, and the commission approved them on 29 September. For the three-panel 

ee . set . : = = ——— x ss ae coe scheme, centered behind the president’s desk, Cox proposed a panel each for the Atlantic Ocean, the Pacific Ocean and, 

’ 8 ie ‘ ie p =| Sa : in the center, an allegorical marriage of the two, presided over by a figure representing the United States.'° 

aE — So mm i=. 5 as . ee _ | . Cox devoted most of his time to developing the cartoons through late 1914, and he expected to have them done by 
KA -— Ed ’ A a] Pe ee A i 4 early 1915. James Otis Post inspected and approved the completed cartoons in mid-February, and Cox recounted 

i * ' ae sepnencnes siesta : o o> : jf a proudly that fellow Capitol artist Edwin Blashfield had declared them the “finest thing I have done.” Until this time, 

| Fil . : Le ( fom) = . oe ees Cox routinely had worked with assistants, but he painted the canvases for the Senate Chamber completely on his own. 

_ 2 i i gooey ee Se This unavoidably slowed the work, and at the end of May, Cox informed Porter that he found the work “bigger and 

j Pee oe ma cs aa — more difficult than I reckoned” and requested a deadline extension. He assured Porter that he had “never worked so 

a oe >. : 0 a hard and so continuously for so long a time in my life.” Porter agreed to extend the contract to 1 November 1915. On 
=~ a : . a = — = 5 om é 4 October, Cox proudly informed Porter that his paintings were at last complete. After being exhibited in New York 

vr - > ——w—-¢ + : for a week, they were shipped to Madison and installed at the end of October. 

on ee : eee eens Senate Chamber murals after George Post’ first choice declined. Cox described the completed work and the description was reprinted in the early versions of the Capitol guidebook: 
In 1914, he received the contract and proposed to honor the Panama Canal, an international subject unlike any other in the Capitol. The 

three panels, arranged in a triptych configuration, show the Pacific Ocean on the left, the marriage of the two oceans in center (with a U.S. The three panels are to be taken as one picture, symbolizing the opening of the Panama Canal. In the 

shield at the bottom) and the Atlantic Ocean (with a British shield) at the right. center, America enthroned, blesses the union of the two oceans. The Atlantic, typified by the figure 

of Neptune, places a ring on the finger of a goddess with a steering oar, who represents the Pacific. 

Below two children support the shield with the arms of the United States. 

In the side panels Peace and Commerce welcome the nations of the world to the ceremony. To the 

right, behind the Atlantic, Peace welcomes France with the artist’s palette, Germany with the book 

of Science, and Great Britain. A muscular boatman drags at the barge with gilded figurehead. In 

the opposite panel, Commerce, with the attributes of Mercury, beckons to Japan and China, behind 

whom is a figure symbolizing Semitic races. Seated in the prow of the boat is the garlanded figure 

of Polynesia. A water nymph of the local stream plays beside the barge.''° 

Cleaning and Repair of The Marriage of the Atlantic and the Pacific, 1995 

Relatively little intervention occurred to the Senate murals between their installation in 1915 and their examination by 

conservators in 1995, when it was learned that they had been cleaned and varnished most recently in 1969. Abraded 

paint in some areas suggested at least one earlier cleaning, as well. The 1969 cleaning was done selectively; highly 
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soluble areas like reds and oranges were not treated and other areas of the murals were cleaned. Cross-section analysis a : sh " a a i sirnincieeel 

revealed a thin layer of synthetic resin that was applied at the same time. Abraded paint also was discovered along the zs C 4 = ee if SC Esk bes pede, Df ae 7 

edges of the paintings, consistent with years of careless cleaning of the mural frames. Preservar’s 1999 report further ae oo ea ae ee 4 ae: Pa Me OT Ts oe 3 

indicated that the construction carried out during the South Wing project had a deleterious affect on the murals and : agen ee ey fo hi x oot oe} boxe fe w Y s 

resulted in “an extensive network of cracking throughout the lower registers of the two murals.”!!! \ ' \ e “ a . \ ‘ Ay u 2 $ ' R Be ee ‘i a be eae a A] 5 C : Koy a 4 : 

Wie BR CTSA CUS p 
The Cox murals were repaired and cleaned as part of an artwork conservation program for the senate that included Ee eres eee lennon ea chs Le 

ceiling and wall paintings in the Senate Parlor, Lobby and vestibules. Conservators first removed heavy dust by dry 4 = es " 

brushing and then cleaned the surfaces with mildly ammoniated water applied with cotton swabs. Chemical analysis ( aA a CE ee To er Cerner ee aaa _— 

revealed xylene to be the most effective means of removing varnish and grime, although heavy deposits of grime were \“ 2G SESS POC OOS OOOO ce Oo hoe es oF 

removed with a 3 percent solution of Triton X 100. Damaged and abraded areas were inpainted with Goldens MSA (Sr corse, i sauce acac a a: arer-aiept ana ienSarst a aCcI=IC RE oe EOC cee eanaeeameeaeeaearaces OA 

colors. Following cleaning and inpainting, the murals were coated with Soluvar gloss varnish, diluted in a ratio of one Ne : Va 8 a. : on / if 4 

part varnish to three parts mineral spirits applied by spraying." A Ei 4 bs Bt eo ac ’ 4 2 ‘Se ; 

North Wing: North Hearing Room Murals by Charles Yardley Turner, 1915 2 7 { Saw . Be 
By the end of 1913 it was established that what has come to be known as the “North Hearing Room” would be a public » a a . ft J i A E | 

space under the jurisdiction of the Railroad Commission, and its purpose would be to provide a location for confer- : : i at ie i i 

ences between state regulatory agencies and the owners of private corporations and utilities.!'? It seems likely that 4 & : ie 4 

Governor meGovem advocated the mocification of this space from 2 library, ag anihally intended, to a public pearing é 3 | > ae 2 Pe ee — a ao = Re ; 

room. His administration had been active in establishing the Industrial Commission and the Board of Public Affairs, reer i dail Coast “ti Os ea bese 
and McGovern also had participated in the enactment of the nation’s first workers’ compensation law and state income 

tax. These measures depended on the cooperation of government, business and labor, so it follows that the North — 

Hearing Room was established as a place for regulatory agencies to solicit information and hear appeals. In this way, 

the space embodied architecturally the changes that the progressive movement had brought to state government.'"* By 8.65 Charles ¥. Turner, Native Americans Striking the Trail, circa 1980 

the time the commission authorized James Otis Post to negotiate with Charles Yardley Turner to execute the murals, Chars fener ate TEE or Ne Dai Heine Kooman We coon gr cite Nara es we ee aCe aa ie 
5 Fk ae commission contracted with him in early 1914 to complete a series of four murals for placement in the ceiling coves of the room. 

the purpose of the room had been finally and unequivocally established and the theme of the paintings, “transporta- The theme of transportation was considered appropriate for a room used principally by the Railroad Commission. The Native 
tion,” was considered appropriate to the room’s use by the Railroad Commission. On 6 January 1914, the Capitol American panel, Turner said, represented a “primitive form of transportation.” 

Commission signed a contract with Turner to paint four panels that would be placed in the concave coves at the base 

of the ceiling. His contracted fee was $20,000 and work was to be completed by 1 July 1915. A month later Turner x ae ms re TAS - ak mF = = - es s ei : re iat i — i ao z 
submitted a proposal outlining his intended subject matter. cee oe st weiinaitarci witninnn ietiaiacecelraek a e aa gg maint : 

First: I have made a sketch of a number of Indians [on] horseback on the uplands . . . with the trail- _ ——aan.. i, = = =  , Ff: 
ing poles attached to the horses upon which they placed their goods and chattels. They are seen Vy d . -. ee a oY » J oo 2. |. E 

against the mountain tops and sky. I think it will make a very good design for the primitive form of PE ie eo 6. _ a. | ao Y a : : | 

transportation. iy : ; ene | — : sd 4 

Second: I have represented the French and Indians trading for furs, etc., etc., the canoe being very [> gag — : . — | S 

much in evidence with the stretch of the blue lake in the distance. The trading post is also indicated s “=p oe “ —- §6h fia ee 

with a number of French and Indians in the foreground. va : ro a , eee ica 

8.66 Charles Y. Turner, A Lake Trading Station, circa 1980 

Third: I have represented the prairie schooner drawn by oxen and other wagons disappearing in the Canoes were standard methods of transportation for early fur trading in the Upper Great Lakes region until the early nineteenth 
distance, down the slopes, into the valley, and into the distance. century. The mural attempts to capture the ambiance of an early northern Wisconsin trading post in the wilderness. 

Fourth: Represents the Colonial Period. The use of the stage-coach drawing up to the Inn discharg- 

ing and receiving passengers. 
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i sai at cs a i % cancion apteenne scatman = The commission approved the first three sketches and descriptions, and McGovern suggested that the fourth should <esecsesee pp P ee ere ms ee ee : FF : ee Z represent something modern, such as “a harbor, with railroad terminal, docks, railroad trains, motor trucks, automo- 
‘ ee | ee a i. { Ee biles, etc.” Thus, the governor who hailed from Milwaukee ensured that the final painting completed for the Capitol 

4 5 : - ee ci. : b — iC be > would represent both his home and the largest and most industrial city in the state. Porter urged Turner to revise the 4 ie a i ee: i * ‘ ine * is . gg ey —— a nee. -< ge sketches as early as possible and Turner quickly complied, submitting modified drawings in June and July 1914.!'5 
oe — : . @ Oe es . 3 ‘ ei ne. : _ | ae He completed the panels and had them delivered to Madison by the end of February 1916; they were installed in July. - oa eC iP. P Me ary yi y. 
ay a | ee Turner’s depiction of a busy port became the only modern scene represented throughout the building and provided an 
aa e — e indication ofa changing aesthetic, since the other compositions were based either on historical or allegorical references. i | js ee. eget sgt e i saath q & on 7 i The public viewed the panels for the first time in December 1916. It was reported that the “story of transportation” 
as P ~ 4 gies gee | ial GB. impressed visitors with its color and warmth.''® 

eer SACS \ elas. | ke i o eon i ee eee Sancta RS iii i ‘ 
| [a TT Cleaning and Repair of the North Hearing Room Murals, 1991-1992 
ea re i yeah Because of their relatively inaccessible location in the ceiling coves of the room, the four Turner murals appear to have . arles Y. Turner, The Stagecoach, circa : 5 : peo fs i 
Throughout the early nineteenth century, various forms of horse-drawn conveyance dominated transportation. Turner chose a undergone comparatively fewer modifications than the paintings in other Second floor chambers. The pereetyed rela- late colonial stagecoach scene as being representative of this period. tive significance of the other rooms, too, may have led to more frequent cleanings than were undertaken in the North 

; uf 2 Hearing Room. Sometime during the early 1970s, the four murals were cleaned and coated with a modified alkyd resin, fs coy. i pan a = ae Nata x 5 see ke _ % J ~ a Stn a es op wegen ie. ee similar to polyurethane. Over the next fifteen years, the varnish discolored and became insoluble.!!7 The North Hear- 
pre ot otnthensetemtesteaneet noe : iti a ing Room murals were cleaned as part of the North Wing project between 1991 and 1992. Anton Rajer of Sheboygan 

eee EN Re £ received the contract and completed work on three of the murals by late 1991 and on the fourth in early 1992. The old aS ee a . va % soe B. P y y 1 x etna eg Re eS Ee OD Na Eee ee ee Zo oss s Se i varnish was removed and the canvases touched up. Several small stress cracks were found; during restoration they 
2 i i i i ied.!!8 a ee a 8 _— ane ore & were consolidated and filled. A new coating of conservation varnish was applied. 

Take ie a lc Cl BB 
- a ee we —  ,~, ie. ®@: Sh, CL Cs FS 

ee: we oo - » i a 

| re a Pe ee ae e \ 

8.68 Charles Y. Turner, A Modern Transportation Scene, circa 1980 

At the urging of Governor Francis McGovern, Turner discarded plans for a panel that showed a covered wagon on the plains. 
Instead he painted a modern scene, as suggested by McGovern, who was from Milwaukee, illustrating “a harbor, with railroad 

terminal, docks, railroad trains, motor trucks, automobiles, etc.” An airplane is included at the center of the painting. 
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Conclusion SS = z 
The thorough study, careful analysis and thoughtful conservation given to the Capitol’s artwork as part of the restoration oo = a ha : ; 
and rehabilitation matched the careful consideration given the development and execution of this work in the Capitol a. s — ee . ' - : e 

by George Post and the Capitol Commission. Although the sculptural groups, murals and mosaics were conceived - : . : aa : 

independently of one another, each was set into an architectural context established by the architect, who played a 7 ~— : a. = ’ - : ee . a z 

pivotal role both in hiring artists and in developing the thematic content for the work. As a testament to Post’s design oo : a eae Soe oe 

skills, a successful integration of art and architecture has been achieved in each instance. This integration occurred ee eS 2 = . 

with equal dexterity in the grandest of Post’s interior spaces and in the embellishment of the Capitol’s monumental = —. . oS : ee — a - _ 

exterior. As the years passed, the colors of the murals became muddied through well-meant intervention, technical : —_ ro 2a. oo a - 

difficulties that occurred during the installation of the mosaics revealed themselves and needed immediate attention and os ae = ee 
the exterior statuary had weathered during decades of Wisconsin’s extreme climate. The successful conservation of - Ns <— 

these invaluable and irreplaceable works of art was an appropriately serious and well-studied aspect of the restoration i es aa S - -~esrnegam 

of the Capitol. As with other aspects of the project, an increasingly refined understanding of the nature of the work . ] NS ~~ So oe 

and processes for its analysis and conservation evolved throughout the course of the project. ' % : 2 — ‘ . 

8.69 Plot of restoration plan, A Modern Transportation Scene, 1991 

The North Hearing Room murals were found to be in relatively good condition, compared to the murals elsewhere on the second 

floor. This was likely due to their relative inaccessibility. The white lines indicate areas that conservators identified as needing 

treatment. 
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C—O tt rchitect George B. Post wrote to Capitol Commissioner George H. D. Johnson in April 1909 after questions 
—.—r—rrr—— ee oe 
— ee arose concerning plans for the installation of decorative finishes in the building. The architect offered his 

= i — = _— assessment: “After the appointment of proper artists for mural paintings there remains the question of paint- 
| Oza cS rrtr~—“S—~—~SO ing the walls and ceilings to harmonize with both the architectural design and the decorative materials [such as marble 

of Ae i -§===smeEeM Fi i i i is painti i i id oS: a ee _- / and stone] which are an essential part of it.” Post continued, “This painting should serve to unite the work in one 
AR ee a — . i i#&2~€©§} i 2 E : sas 

Nace ee - a harmonious whole. To secure a perfect result requires not only mechanical skill and thorough appreciation of color but 

4 | gg | oo great experience.” He believed that decorative finishes in the public areas of the building—the ornamental painting, 

: ‘ : a 3 a _ stencils, gold leaf, color choices and even flat wall painting—were essential to achieve a capitol “which would be a 

8 a | , : model for buildings of its class, and which would as such exert a great educational influence throughout the land.”! A 

: : | ; year earlier in a letter to another commissioner, William F. Vilas, Post indicated his view that large public buildings, 5 
: : particularly in the West, were often “over-decorated.” He indicated his preference for “well conceived and executed 

; and properly restrained decorative painting” and added, “I lay considerable emphasis intentionally upon the words 

: ‘properly restrained.’”? Post’s sentiments were echoed six years later by Kenyon Cox, the artist responsible for the 

ee a Rotunda mosaics and the murals for the Senate Chamber. In a 1915 interview, he remarked on ornamentation in state 

oe 1 : capitols throughout the nation and Wisconsin in particular: 

- : 8 Wisconsin, and in fact all of the other western states now building capitols, are particularly fortunate. 

a Q : ae ... They are constructing their buildings at a time when American art and American decoration has 

a a reached an artistic height never before attained. Many of the western statehouses are hideous con- 

ok 3 S glomerations of mussy color schemes and haphazard architecture. Wisconsin, I think, is building a 

d capitol which would have pleased the old masters.* 

; Post’s intentions for the highest quality of decorative finishes in the Capitol were largely achieved, despite his death 

4 = in November 1913, a year before the majority of the decorating began. The comprehensive decorative finish program 

4 for the building was not, in fact, developed until September 1914. When completed three years later, the installation 

— oo f : included about 250 oil-on-canvas decorative paintings that were attached to walls, pendentives and ceilings, and many 

” . hundreds more decorative panels, patterns and stencils that were painted directly on plaster.4 The ubiquitous coal and 

: tobacco smoke of the era, however, soon discolored the work; and moisture, plaster failure, vibrations and general wear 

also affected it. Deteriorating appearance led to several attempts at cleaning and retouching some of the more elaborate 

9.1 Coffered ceiling of the Rotunda with conservators, 1997 surfaces, while less highly finished walls and ceilings were overpainted with new colors and stencils. Modification to 

The scale of the ceiling coffers in the Rotunda becomes apparent when seen at close range. Working from a scaffold the interior spatial configuration of the Capitol and the “modernization” of the building also had deleterious effects. 
that was in place for the restoration of the Central Portion, the conservators opened “windows” to reveal the colors Alterations that affected the historic paint scheme began in the 1920s and continued into the 1980s. The major resto- 
of paint and gold leaf as originally applied. The colors and glazes identified as original were installed in test panels i : Hea Se funieh vaesaevi OTA Ne 
before they were applied throughout. The original colors were intended to harmonize with the decorative stone of ration project that began in 1988 attempted to restore the decorative finish program as conceived in aoe} 

the Capitol s interior; they had been overpainted with lighter colors in 1968 reversed the negative impact of these earlier modifications. In preparation for each phase of the Capitol restoration, 
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i 7 me ' z decorative finish elements were surveyed to assess condition and analyzed to discover original appearance. Probe 

yo VA SS ~ : work determined wall and ceiling colors; the types of paints, glazes and gold leaf used; methods of application and the 
| " 7 a SS = stencil and pounce patterns installed when the Capitol was constructed. Following technical analysis and in accordance 

. / / vf _— = : with accepted preservation standards, the conservation of many surfaces that had survived intact (particularly in the 
AA ‘ | A  cremrencins & public spaces) was undertaken, replication of many more occurred, and adapted historical designs were installed in 

| / —_—~_ : the rehabilitated parts of the building 

. ee. a 

. a ae: Decorative Finishes, 1908-13 
€ oF iS As determined by progress on Capitol construction and the necessity of applying finishes to walls and ceilings so that 

Ae é fo 3 occupants could move into their quarters, the Capitol Commission contracted with three firms to create and install deco- 
‘ - id | a 7 - a rative finishes in the building. The first was Elmer E. Garnsey of White Plains, New York, who decorated the Assembly 
i Dp : ny 4 an i Chamber and its support areas in 1908-09 and the Executive Chamber, now the Governor’s Conference Room, in 1911, 
a ta . | Bed with some follow-up work in 1912 or 1913. Garnsey’s work became a permanent part of the Capitol’s decor. The second 
Vy ee. ‘ : A ae - a . was the Conrad Schmitt Co. of Milwaukee that mostly applied flat paint to the walls and ceilings of the West and East 

; si : “a <a ra a3 7 Wings between late 1909 and early 1911. In some rooms, Schmitt had applied decorative stenciling, but his work was 
, ros i. if i . ¢ . ho al intended to be temporary, subject to overpainting when the entire Capitol would be decorated in an integrated manner 

Ss 7 a ' i 3 ‘ a4 near the completion of construction. The third was Mack, Jenney and Tyler of New York, the firm that designed and 

Ls - ae a 4 ‘i a ‘ i a executed the vast majority of decorative finish painting in the Capitol, completing the comprehensive decorative finish 
p - : ; - be Wag ob . scheme that George Post envisioned. The work began in 1914 and concluded with the completion of the North Wing 
d | . oe . . erga as : i a in 1917. Probably because of the wishes of the secretary of state, Mack, Jenney and Tyler did not redecorate his private 
a : % ig : a i a of office and its reception area and left the Conrad Schmitt work intact—the only such instance in the Capitol. 

A i : : _ Pe j / et 7 8 George Post was successful in directing the Capitol Commission toward a network of artists and designers with whom 
x : 4 a” a ia ne : he was familiar through both professional and social ties. Many of those he had recommended to the commission, 
& : ‘| ba He D a _ : ee including designer Elmer Garnsey, had worked with the architect at the 1893 Columbian Exposition in Chicago and 
a i 3 7 d 4 - tag a - Ce e shared membership with Post and other important artists in the Century Association, a prestigious New York men’s 

: - oe |) cl = — : La ‘ club. Additionally, Garnsey had completed decorative finish work in Post’s New York Stock Exchange (1901-03) and 

ag 4 L q as BS ee es = <a - even more recently in Cass Gilbert’s Minnesota State Capitol (1895-1905). In 1908, the Capitol Commission pressed 
a a § : a ‘ aes Slice oot ies _ for the completion of the West Wing so that it would be ready for the legislative session of January 1909. The urgency 

. eels , Le “ ere aes |. ey surrounding this matter may have led to the commission’s not seeking bids for decorating the assembly’s quarters, and 
| : 2 bs y Doone 74 Pe instead merely authorizing, on 10 June 1908, that “Mr. Post . . . arrange with Geo W [sic] Garnsey for the Decoration 

a : — oe i ee Je e of the Assembly Chamber[,] Loggia, Parlor and Lobby at such a reduction from the price proposed as he might be 
et 5; Cl , tg } able to secure.”° 

id ” oS ao fa > aa s ; George Post immediately began consulting with Garnsey about his fees and the intended scope of the work, and re- 
be woe : <= : yf io ported on 7 July that he had secured a quote of $15,670 from him that excluded painting the Assembly Lobby “until 

i e " a A ‘ i the decorative work in the Staircase Hall is done.” Later in the month, Garnsey reduced his fee to $15,500 as negoti- 
: , aa us i ated with William Vilas in his role as the chair of the commission’s executive committee. According to the agreement, 

re Garnsey was to provide “all the decorations in Assembly Chamber, Loggia and adjoining rooms and corridors, Parlor, 
9.2 Elmer Garnsey, Assembly Chamber colonnade ceiling, 1917 Speakers Room and Corridor, Chief Clerks Room, Document Room, and Sergeant at Arms Room” with a completion 
Lime Garhscyaa New York inierior designer, decorated ihe Assembly Chamber and its related spaces. His ap: deadline of 13 December. Although he had no contract, Garnsey designed the decorations at his studio in New York plied gold leaf to the column capitals, painted and glazed ceilings and cornices and applied stencils like the gold-leaf or . ier " 
fret on the colonnade ceiling. and sent a team to begin installation on 28 September 1908, the same day the commission executed its contract with 
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him. Garnsey attached to the agreement a specific description of the finishes to be applied, although it noted that the z 

“final decision” would be “determined by the painter with the approval of the Architects.”° 3 
. e 

According to Garnsey’s proposal, walls and ceilings were to receive four coats of paint made from white lead and oil; Ss . as _ | z 

the gold leaf was to be “first quality.” In the chamber, loggia and corridors, the plaster areas of the ceilings and walls a a =< S | : 7 

were to be painted “in shades of stone color, enriched with dull blue, gray green, old red and other colors, in the ceiling = ; a 7 g 

coffers, soffit panels, pendentives and elsewhere.” Plaster moldings, flowers and modillions were intended to be “dull : ee r e 

gold or in color tending to bring them into proper relation with the general color scheme.” The colors and ornamental gy | . u & 

details were to “co-relate . . . with the Edwin Howland Blashfield mural” above the speaker’s desk and were to be ie > x : 1 | : / iE 

painted “either directly on the plaster, or painted on canvas and mounted on the wall with white-lead.” For the loggia | ae i : g : | | : : i? 

Garnsey suggested an overall buff stone color, “the ceiling coffers . . . violet blue, with borders of gray yellow. The | : 1 oe i | . ' g: 

general color of the cornice to be buff stone,” with the capitals of the columns in “dull gold” and the frieze in violet | TP ey . | (ie 
gray. In the parlor, the plaster ceiling was specified as gray blue “with painted borders and gold lines. The cornice in | al u | | ae) _ oe rea ae | j 7 = 

gray buff, with its decorated members rendered in dull gold.” The plaster walls were to be painted an “old crimson | : AN _ a Ce eh Le I , i a 

color, with an all-over damask pattern in dull gold.” The two small offices at the north and south ends of the loggia and » rE “ <i * A j | oer i ’ 

a small office opposite the north loggia office were to have ivory gray ceilings “bordered with frets or similar patterns a Ws seat & : ty. 4 b ' i i 7 

in gold,” and the walls were to be gray green “with panel lines around each wall panel.” = ; = ee a as : . : 4 | 

il eS 4 y A “d k S a io 
North of the Assembly Chamber, the ceiling of the Speaker’s Corridor was to be ivory gray, with “a border of laurel : | : f . |] Se : - { i : 

and lines of gold” and the walls gray green with panel lines. The decorative schemes for the four offices along the i _ ch ; | / 

north corridor also were indicated. The speaker’s office in the northwest corner would have a buff-colored ceiling oS A. ow e i oe 

with “borders in blue and gold,” and walls painted “old red” with “an all-over pattern in buff, each wall to be paneled A i a oo " i, a 

with a border of interlacing lines in buff and gold.” A buff ceiling bordered with a gold fret and walls of gray green 3 yo j : - ss el ie 

with buff and gold panel lines was planned for the next office to the east, the chief clerk’s room. The next room east, t : 8 - = eS 

the document room, was to have a buff-colored ceiling with an “interlaced border in gold” and walls of a “tan leather 7 4 2 4 a ES 

color.” At the east end of the corridor, the sergeant-at-arms’ room would have a buff ceiling with a gold border and Lo 4} st : SS 

terra-cotta red walls with buff panel lines.’ 9.3 Elmer Garnsey, Assembly Parlor decorations, circa 1917 
Garnsey created a gold-leaf damask pattern over the dark red walls of the Assembly Parlor. The abundance of gold leaf on 

In December 1908, the Capitol Commission’s Executive Committee accepted Garnsey’s proposal to decorate the As- capitals, pendants and borders drew some criticism, but architect George Post defended Garnsey, with whom he had worked 

sembly Lobby for an additional $800. Garnsey proposed “creamy grays” for the ceiling and cornice, “harmonizing with 1 

the . . . marble walls.” A gold-leaf “band of double Greek fret” about fifteen inches wide was planned for the ceiling 

panels, and gold leaf was to be used on the columns. Gilding was “to be lacquered to an old gold tone.’”* 

Paint probes made by conservators in early 1988 of the Assembly Chamber and Loggia indicate that the initial scheme 

was followed in general terms, although the painters substituted a gray-green shade in the loggia vaulting for “buff 

stone,” and in the frieze the background color became a muted gold instead of violet gray. Similar probes were made 

in 1993 in the Assembly Parlor, Lobby and offices along the north wall. These probes also indicated that Garnsey’s 

contractual plan was followed closely, although no probes of ceiling finishes were made in the north corridor. A de- 

viation from the contract occurred in the office of the sergeant-at-arms, which received a border of stars as part of the 

original work as well as the proposed panel lines.’ The contract provisions for the basic color schemes and locations 

for using gold leaf do not fully describe the decorative borders and frets. For the Assembly Chamber ceiling, Garnsey 

filled the twenty-four rectangular plaster panels between the ornamental grilles below the glass ceiling with a repeated 

design consisting of wreaths, branches and ribbons. The east and west gallery walls had simple borders, but the south 

gallery wall had an elaborate scrollwork and a fleur-de-lis pattern as a border. 
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ees : : as es ee Co = oe ie ae : ; BE In addition to the finishes applied directly to plaster, Garnsey created eighteen oil-on-canvas murals for the chamber 
a . a : £2 G fa ole Ba eae 2 and loggia. Each pendentive in the chamber received four canvases. The tondo at the center of each featured an eagle 

a . ag ; Fe with outspread wings, and the remainder of each pendentive was filled with three triangular canvases that encircled the 
ee : . * SI a8 ; > tondo with patterns of leaves and ribbons. Indicating the work was completed by a team of artists, the southwest tondo 

8. ae Ng Sa Ee appears to have been painted by a different artist than painted the other three. Additionally, there were canvases in the 

i. S ae 4 lunettes at the ends of the loggia’s barrel-vaulted ceiling; the north lunette bore a quotation from Abraham Lincoln (“Let 
i co a ‘ OS 4 us have faith that right makes might and in that faith let us dare to do our duty as we understand it”), and the south, 
- | 2 4 a quotation from historical writer Josiah Gilbert Holland (“Laws are the very bulwark of liberty. They define every 
— : _— 2 : an EB . man’s rights and defend the individual liberties of all men”). The inscriptions were depicted as though in plaques, and 

ae | . — 8 - : s oa 7 the background consisted of patterns of leaves.'° 

a The work received mixed reactions, although generally favorable. The Wisconsin State Journal published an unusu- 
ee ee 1 4 ally large front-page photograph of the corridor between the chamber and loggia. George Johnson of the Capitol 
. 3 a ; : Commission expressed “appreciation of the excellence of [the] work,” and George Post himself wrote to Johnson that 

be oe iJ : - a “a result has been achieved which in its simplicity and grandeur combined with dignity and harmony of proportion 

ae a 4 and color may safely challenge comparison with anything of character in the country.” Criticism involved perceived 
— . : ere ' 5 be oo ay overuse of gold leaf, especially on the capitals of columns. Post addressed this issue in his letter to Johnson: “[I]f the 

oo - ae Ss omy = e | : caps of the marble columns in your Assembly Chamber had been in marble in lieu of mat gold[,] . . . the columns as 
2 a — : s ae e: f seen in connection with the work surrounding them would not only have been marred in form but the beautiful Breche 

ee : os x Violette of which they are constructed would have seemed relatively colorless.” While the balance of Garnsey’s work 
_ se Toy 1 . . oe : a : . was appreciated, the finishes applied in the Assembly Parlor met with some disapproval. Post brought this up in his 

Lee - eS 4 - es = _ letter to Johnson: 

Co oF oo 5 on _ a oe x ee) ‘f I understand that the Assembly Parlor is severely criticized. It is certainly the least satisfactory part 

S ae o ay i -. 8 ae a. ES of Garnsey’s work. I do not believe that he himself likes it and I am inclined to think that if he has 

_. ey 2 ON en Pesan aD = — Og q an opportunity when again working in the Capitol he will of his own volition make some serious 
ee ES ee modifications. Nevertheless as it stands it is I think a monument to his skill for it was painted in 
9.4 Assembly speaker's office decorations, 1994 parts while the untrimmed room was full of workmen of different trades, without the possibility of 

Conservation painters probed paint layers on the speaker 8 office walls and ceiling to determine the color scheme and motifs making any trial of the relative value of different colors or of testing the effect of the final lighting; 

se oem > ih Aes anise ‘ ae and gold in a damask pattern with a contrasting border: The and that the result is not far worse than it is I consider almost an artistic miracle. 

Some technical problems about paint adherence occurred in the offices, and Garnsey recommended “putting a small 

quantity of Venice turpentine on the loosened paint and the plaster, laying a blotter over the paint and holding a warm 

iron against it.”"! 

Elmer Garnsey’s last work in the Capitol was the decorating of the Executive Chamber (now called the Governor’s 

Conference Room) and its lobby in the East Wing under a $5,000 contract. The room received architect George Post’s 

very careful attention and he made provisions for twenty-nine oil-on-canvas murals on the walls and ceiling, elaborate 

plaster work, carved and ornamented cherrywood walls and trim, a parquet floor, a gilded marble fireplace with an 

inlaid hearth and custom fixtures. Additionally, Post specified custom-designed mahogany furniture, light fixtures and 

draperies and the purchase of Oriental rugs selected for their size and colors. Post desired a room that was finished 

and furnished opulently, but one in which no single element dominated; accordingly, the colors of the walls and ceiling 

played a critical role in tying all the elements together. Garnsey determined the colors and types of finishes for the walls 

and ceiling that would achieve Post’s goal. He chose varnish, not paint, for the walls, using an opaque red-brown satin 
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varnish that has been called red-brown, maroon or the color of porphyry, a stone that was used in the hearth. For the i Psi Pe Ge er =e SS £55 gp z 
a ae meee eee’ : : =e a es : a Se eS 

interstitial portions of the plaster ceiling that required paint, he selected a color that matched the walls. The gold leaf —o | m et oe 3 

on the ceiling, capitals and ornaments was dulled to give it an antique character. The decorating took place in the fall =e Sten ee ie : : e 
‘ i . . — : sa Sa Ee “ pt = 

of 1911 and was supervised by Max Philipp, Garnsey’s foreman. Because of delays in mural installation, the work did ee ag, eS Acie a a a 3 : 

not conclude until 1912 or 1913, having required additional attention to gilding and some painting once the murals were ; : as ee aI ee icc rid mae Ce ere ee, 

in place. In the lobby, the woodwork was painted a cream-white color with gilded highlights, the wall panels were tan mee : . Sg a nares Pe Cae : , pret a yet ce aS 

with a gold-leaf border, and the ceiling was a cream-gold color with a fretwork and floral border in gold leaf. '* ¢ cy a Se Sa " eee Boe ag. 
oe Y ete “ . es ae arnt " g 

. Sama ep ee 6 i ceog ate he fe > 
Conrad Schmitt Company : Ae f | His ees eee ai z 

With the East and West Wings of the building completed significantly earlier than the rest of the Capitol, the commission PNiioe A oy = = Best —— ee ee : 

ie . : : as ae Oe Re ll a —— RSE 
needed to finish those spaces, at least minimally, for occupancy. While Garnsey had been hired to decorate the public a KS x tes oi | : 4 ice ee ee og ae 5 

ss : oj Sie | t U eo a 0606UlU CY So 
spaces dedicated to the governor and assembly, provisions had not been made for the general painting of the wing or e al ease / si a Es . (Zz 5 

the installation of decorative finishes in offices that were to be occupied by the governor, attorney general, secretary of oe 4 M4 (eine = | ' « a 2 

state or state treasurer. The contract to complete this work went to the Conrad Schmitt Co. of Milwaukee. Schmitt’s = | Te epee ie asses a 
Hekay ii ang FE Satine a Pa at PE 

| i | poe ali l | ¥ : i | IRA vas Re Pe, A 

2 | eel | | | A ee 
ea ‘ ~ 5 | | | Wa | 28 | | ak: ay 4 a | 

4 : 6 / | a r Sten |) ge 5) Me Se. | 

on Me z Li i | +. 3 ee a ne) | i 
- AW i = He! i | Ae [ f bea | te | i 1 i Ra i i 

on “ = P| i | i oy a WD ine | 
i \ : s 2 ae el er ; / ae as | re | 

x & i 1 He E cs eo 

ie ; ; i a wo NS 
a v 4 g [bg H EE Spee | =e eo ' Hi = : 5 “i | F i 
ee (Ca he 1 ‘ 

pei] ae We ; = ae oe we ke “aa 
q HAL ‘So Hh | [ers ic eS us ce Epes" aye he ao: aes 
Bill ee “ee HH i a De ee ol ce AE i : 
Lg ees a a L WE a Cee es 

: q Y i, Z ut Ht 1 oe UL AW a s 9.6 Elmer Garnsey, Executive Chamber decorations, 1917 

| it | uo. i | ie ' A _ | Ci Deeply colored red walls, the color of porphyry, were created by using a dark varnish over the cherrywood paneling; portions of 
| eid ie re § iit i | Hh “ pu A | ; the plaster ceiling were painted a similar color. Gold leaf was used heavily on frames around the twenty-nine paintings on the 
a ; a ia a Tt | WH 4 a A ceiling and walls and, also, to highlight elements of the woodwork and the composition ornaments. 
Bi Lae... fi FA 

|) Sa eee i | a a 
Hi A ee Il | ae 
Al eee | Bhi ee) bowel 
BU) fe ee |) lil ts oF : au) ce | 
4 i el oa | Hil a 

9.5 Elmer Garnsey, Executive Chamber Bi wi | oe Hil! uh] 

Lobby decorations, 1917 Bil) gee Bn A | a 
Garnsey used ivory and gold in this space, 1 i Ay 4 Beg oe es 
similar to the colors in the antechamber of the Re a oe aa 

council room of the Doge's Palace in Venice, ae oA ee 

the precedent used in designing this area of Eo UB oe : oo - 

the Capitol. The palette contrasted with the 7 St ‘ ~~ a Ee a 

dark red and gold colors in the Executive Pe. oi 4 i? 

Chamber (now the Governors Conference - a ce Mo 
Room), which were derived from the council : cl, - Pa 

room in the palace. ae Fs 
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5 _ eee Fe oe SELL ONS agreement with the commission stipulated that his firm paint portions of the East and West Wing, essentially those SS se oe Ogg pe, 1B ‘ fis : oo \ a ae eee ae ‘g spaces not decorated by Garnsey, between December 1909 and January 1911. Schmitt may have been promoted for 
a > : Pe E » Le et 48 the work by Commissioner George Johnson of Milwaukee. He actively advocated firms from his city as contractors s i. ... yeu a. ga As ; ; : F : ; ; ios es _ .. ak 2. La: = 2 1B and suppliers, and he particularly tried to advance Milwaukee artists; this advocacy prompted George Post to write 

ag Pe ——— Se ad i Za be ag Tt = Johnson a lengthy letter on 21 April 1909 explaining the necessity of engaging only highly experienced artists and > | ae —_— 2 eh mee 2. gg g decorators for a project like the Capitol. Post did not name the Schmitt firm specifically and merely addressed the ae : 2 ge Ne ae 2 Proj P P EI a ...... — “2 WER: “ag eee a a issue of experience, but the timing of the letter is suspicious because Schmitt had begun pursuing a Capitol contract 
x | or ‘ i ye ee amy t ee) four months earlier. 
fo | eal ose | aa —: ee | “ss 1 | we : issi inti i 
| ; | : ie A boot a wy Wie i He In December 1908, Schmitt wrote to the commission and proposed painting the first floor of the West Wing for $3,750. ig e aa: lhe 6hChCUF Ri. Mig Rae a : : ee . 
qe | ete] pe A ¥ t ae pa i Ai v, | Hl ee z As the commission had not solicited bids for this work, it did not respond, but a year later on 10 December, acting {| — oa = OE | aes s 3 aes s49 : ‘ i | | ‘ uy (a ne | i ee Tl a ae. | i a We unilaterally and without a bidding process, Johnson and Lew Porter engaged Schmitt’s company to paint the committee cb Ph i a ATT | _at Lguannanerary ‘(4 ( ia au rooms on the third floor of the West Wing for $1,225. Johnson and Porter reasoned that haste “was necessary in order a oo a carl) Ahk EAS a Or eel et ety i ty He le eee La ‘ é ~ : * : A H = " ‘ San, nV ae PO ivig yy da at to have rooms ready for the approaching session of the Legislature and there not being time to lay the subject before the 
‘ br 9 ~_ | eee oo \f j LEA in oe ‘ : members of the Executive Committee.” Schmitt began at once. Judging from room assignments indicated on a 1909 
4 ih 8 es ih SE-y {jp a , , : floor plan, Schmitt painted all the rooms along the north and south outer walls of the third floor that were designated one me LL , . P P g g <A S ge oma ae Ok : as large and small committee rooms. A report on paint probes conducted in fourteen third floor offices in 1993-94 , 4 ; S ; 

iN wins * ad : wie CA F states that they all “had the same color scheme,” a “standard” dark brown dado, a light cream color on the walls and EN > or x i . y 8! Vig ae 4 ee a ‘ an off-white ceiling and cove. The report, however, is inconclusive in attributing this color scheme to Conrad Schmitt mes y ae eae : . Ze i ‘ - =e sas Nog oe P ae since this treatment is consistent with the later work of Mack, Jenney and Tyler. ie : iwi. #qi ¢ 5. oe 

( ee oe ee Sa Halfa year later, on 1 June 1910, Lew Porter wrote to Schmitt soliciting a proposal for the “simple decoration” of rooms 
: pe Ss ae Pe gah = ns —" in the East Wing, and Schmitt responded on 3 June with a rapidity that suggests Porter and Schmitt had discussed this i all ee ee Pt i i : 7 - : : Cee ee Bs es ae. c work earlier. Schmitt offered to decorate the first floor rooms of the East Wing, excluding the Executive Chamber, its 
Pn Oe a Ra ees nae pwns ag lobby and various vaults on the floor for $2,650, with completion by 20 June. The commission accepted this offer, ee Me Ee rem bee. Poe ee ees) ak Ges aes lo < y P Pp ice reac ao and Schmitt completed the work by about 1 July. Porter described it as “most satisfactory.”!* Schmitt does not seem to 
9.7 Conrad Schmitt, governor’s office decorations, circa 1916 have decorated East Wing corridors, but only offices, judging from paint probes made of the corridors in March 1999, In 1909 and 1910, Conrad Schmitt of Milwaukee installed temporary decorative Finishes selectively in the East and West Wings. h x Vs offi 2 Schmi aihedvil fled Gord ith Id leaf Although his contracted work consisted predominately of applying flat paint, he provided stenciling in some of the offices. Schmitt's In the governor’s aoe attorney cae 50 , Co SINLES OC: mute created heavily stenciled borders with some go : eal work is evident in the governor s private office above the dado, below the picture rail and surrounding the ceiling panel. These accents on both ceilings and walls. His choice of colors varied. He preferred gray, green and blue tones and refrained 
Jinishes were overpainted by 1917, as part of a comprehensive finish program installed throughout the completed building. from the design of special ornamental treatment for pillars and pilasters in both the business offices for the governor 

and attorney general.'> 

On the basis of having completed this contract successfully, Schmitt submitted a sketch on 23 July 1910 for decorating 
the second floor Supreme Court Hearing Room and its lobby, a more ambitious project that he bid at $3,000. He wrote 
that he would make all necessary plaster repairs and apply four coats of oil paint, the “last coat to be genuine imported 
French zinc, ground in poppy-seed oil, and to be stipple faced. The ceiling panels are to be laid in solid XX gold leaf 
and then to be lacquered.” The “staff work,” or ornamental plastering, was to be “toned down in glazing colors to a 
dull ivory tone.” All painted and gold-leafed surfaces were to be “over lacquered to assure a permanent and artistic 
effect.” He proposed handling the vestibule or lobby in the same way. The commission met on 26 and 27 July, with 
James Otis Post in attendance. On 27 July, it accepted the proposal with the proviso that the architect supervise the 
work. Schmitt and James Otis Post evidently discussed the proposal immediately, because two days later Schmitt re- 
ferred to a conversation with him in a letter to Porter.'* Paint probes undertaken in 1998, 1999 and 2001 demonstrated 
that a different scheme than Schmitt had proposed initially was undertaken. In the chamber, the first layer of paint 
appears to have been a casein-bound paint in “an off-white base color.” Over it there was a “rust-colored or reddish 

a a a a re 
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brown oil wash” that served to “emphasize and/or pick out certain elements,” thereby increasing “the illusion of relief : Sa oe ig 

(shade, contrast).” Elements that received this oil wash included long linear beads of plaster and the higher relief areas “S 4 Waa LS f as ES 

of the scroll brackets. The reddish-brown color looked “sketch-like,” as if it had been “quickly applied,” which was eo | or Ly q \ oo i oe ae} 

“entirely consistent with the notion that a temporary or quick decorative treatment was installed in this space in 1910.” ‘ / Sig = AN . ~ eres ee a e i 

From the floor of the hearing room, the effect would have been “one of high (and dramatic) contrast between certain i : / | <— >. case ee 6 Gt 7 i - E 

elements picked out with the reddish brown wash, alongside those areas that carried the more off-whitish base paint | i — ok ae ae? C —_—— g 
only.” Little oxidation or soiling of this painted surface occurred before the second decorative scheme was applied. ne ' a a a —t 7 rs : i 

The probes indicated a similar initial treatment by Schmitt in the lobby.” : : ; eet eit : 3 1 - > 

Since it was expected that these areas of the building would be repainted as a part of a comprehensive finish scheme | : ; : ' ' e ty e pe a 

to be installed when the building was completed, much of Schmitt’s work involved the simple application of flat paint 4 j ‘ . oe rr) | @) a a i g 

throughout the East and West Wings. In October 1910, he submitted a proposal to paint the ceilings and walls of the | : a “a I Hi | | ' _ a" ae _ g 

third and fourth (“attic”) floors of the East Wing for $1,550, “excepting main corridors, light shaft over court room, | : ‘| f ; A | l L I 3 

and electric fan room.” Again, he would repair plaster and the walls would receive “three coats of oil colors in the matt | SS i i a 5 , i : i | 

finish, and walls are to be stipple faced.” The commission accepted Schmitt’s proposal, and the parties agreed that | ; ‘ i F - Da 

Schmitt would finish the work by 25 November, less than a month after the contract was signed on 31 October.'® The | ‘ ( | Sit \ : . 

nature of Schmitt’s work in these spaces is ill-documented. Stratigraphic probes conducted on the walls of the central | ;  ———_-* 

room of the third floor law library in 1998-99 indicate that he first applied a light gray undercoat and then covered the | | | ; : © my 

undercoats with a salmon-colored paint. On the ceiling, he used the light gray undercoat and a shade of tan over that. i | | ot Sane 

In a library cove, he sized the plaster with glue and then painted two coats of “an off-white or light tan paint,” which : as . j 4 7 

he likely glazed reddish-brown. On the fourth floor, only one such probe was done—again along the east wall of the ' : \ ” . ; 

library. There was an initial coat of light gray paint, followed this time by an application of light tan.'? = . . a | = 

At the same time Schmitt received the contract for the third and fourth floors of the East Wing, the commission awarded —— Rim es b Sy : re : oe ee 
him a $3,025 contract for painting the walls and ceilings of the first floor of the West Wing. The first floor rooms in- Le Rd, | y C3 = oe 

cluded the suites of offices of the secretary of state and the state treasurer, with access from the octagonal lobby area in a : a ; 
the center of the wing. James Gormley, Post & Sons’ on-site representative, also asked Schmitt to paint the ceiling of 9.8 Conrad Schmitt, governor’s business office decorations, circa 1916 

the toilet room adjacent to the Assembly Chamber on the second floor. By December, the work was behind schedule Schmitt also decorated the walls, cornices and ceilings of the executive business office. Stencils nearly filled a wide plaster band 

and the secretary of state made “much and serious complaint” to Lew Porter about Schmitt’s “lack of rapidity.” Porter in the soffits below the ceiling. The office was entirely redecorated by 1917. 

asked Schmitt to visit the Capitol personally to discuss the problem, indicating that Schmitt was rarely in the building 

but instead spent most of his time in Milwaukee. Schmitt completed the work in January 1911; this represented the last 

of his contracts in the Capitol.” In the business office of the secretary of state on the north side of the wing, Schmitt 

appears to have used simple striped borders on the walls, a more elaborate border at the ceiling cove and relatively 

light colors. Paint probes completed in 1993 indicated a gray border above the oak wainscot, with a terra cotta stripe 

above the border, on walls that were tan. The piers had both horizontal and vertical gray borders on their edges with 

a terra cotta stripe on tan walls. A more elaborate border in gray, blue and gold leaf was used for the cornice, with 

shades of yellow and tan for the cove and ceiling. Comparable studies of the original paint layers in the treasurer’s 

business office on the south side of the wing were not prepared, but analysis shows that the initial paint colors on the 

piers were red or deep ochre; the walls were tan or buff. In addition to his business office at the west end of the wing, 

the secretary of state had a private office and an adjoining reception area, both of which Schmitt decorated. The walls 

were painted light green with darker-green and gold-leaf borders above the wainscot and just below the cornice. On 

the cornice, Schmitt used a scroll and mosaic design, also with gold leaf. The borders consisted of a running Greek- 

key design with gold-leaf highlights. The mosaic motif was derived from work already completed in the offices of 

the attorney general in the East Wing. 
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e In contrast to the relatively highly decorated office of the secretary of state, the private office of the treasurer was painted 

3 without stencils or pounce patterns. It had a gold-tan ceiling, tan walls below the cove, a terra cotta stripe above a 

2 light-brown border over the chair rail, and dark brown paint below the chair rail. Schmitt seems to have repeated these 

— i color choices in most of the offices along the south and north walls of the wing’s second floor in both the treasurer’s 

a i and secretary of state’s areas. The finishes in the secretary’s private and business offices were overpainted several 

g times, but at dates later than the implementation of a comprehensive scheme for the building. Since the Schmitt work 

i : had been retained in this area historically, it was replicated in these spaces in 1993-95.?! 

3 Mack, Jenney and Tyler, 1914-17 
, g 4 >. r ‘ S- * ae: : As completion of the Central Portion and South Wing neared, the Capitol Commission again took up the issue of hir- 

~ ; a » 7 4 31 e Ee rs e q F | i L a” kf os = | r id z ing a decorative finish contractor to implement the comprehensive scheme architect George Post envisioned for the 

‘ ‘J uy \ | 4 i] ne < . “ . building. In December 1913, the commission instructed Post & Sons to obtain bids from Elmer Garnsey “and other 

oD a : , ws | , . ‘ Ef . . decorators” for all four wings and the Rotunda. Garnsey replied in January 1914, saying that he had not sought the 

ey au bs Od \ ¥ a <i f 4 ‘hy contracts for important commissions like the Capitol, “nor have I competed against others, my only care having been 

q : . . « Fe A mY g ae 4 pe . to do the best I could when the opportunity came to me.” He offered to finish the building for $203,000. The com- 

8 _— . gel a \ aS Ae a _¢ A mission did not accept Garnsey’s offer and requested that Post & Sons recommend other decorators. On 20 May 

f FF 2 -_ Ve ae : , ‘¢ f . -_ : 1914 representatives from the New York decorating firm of Mack, Jenney and Tyler appeared before the commission 

* B - i . : s ‘ and showed sketches of “interior decorations of public buildings” it had implemented elsewhere. (Mack, Jenney and 

[\y _ | 4 5 i Tyler was a New York City firm that formed in 1906 as a partnership of Charles E. Mack, Edgar Whitfield Jenney and 

a. nance —— ae mei _ : Ernest F. Tyler. It closed in 1941.) The commission thereupon asked the company to submit a proposal at the next 

roan rae meeting, which did not occur until September 29. By 8 June, Charles Mack sent a bid of $172,300 to Post & Sons, 

9.9 Conrad Schmitt, secretary of state’s office decorations, circa 1915 along with a detailed list of what kinds of decorations the firm proposed for “certain rooms” which would be painted 

day Dangle te secretey Clete Nada lar vae aitice aioe Were Wing sar retained tt Ss ued Sch ie decorations “in color . . . [with] restrained use of dull gold, so as to conform with the architectural treatment and the purpose for 
despite a contract provision to replace them between 1915 and 1917. Although eventually overpainted, Schmitt's scheme was e 
replicated when the West Wing was restored. which such rooms are designed.” To complement the architectural hierarchy of the spaces, Mack, Jenney and Tyler 

proposed five classes of decoration: 

CLASS 1 

Decoration of class I is work of the highest type and is to be the equivalent of the decoration already finished 

in the Assembly Chamber and adjacent rooms. This class provides for as much variety of color and such use 

of gold leaf as may be found desirable. . . . 

CLASS II 

Decoration of class II is of a somewhat simpler type, although still permitting of great variety and the use of 

gold leaf in ornamental borders and diaper patterns. It is work of this class which we propose to use in the 

Executive Suite and rooms of similar importance. . . . 

CLASS III 

Decoration of class III is still simpler and would consist of the use of not more than four colors in one room 

and borders of simple painted ornament with comparitively [sic] little gold leaf. This class is designed for 

Secondary offices, Minor Corridors and Minor Committee Rooms. . . . 

CLASS IV 

Decoration of class IV is simplest. It consists of stripes and borders of not more than three colors in one room 
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and the use of simple stencils where desirable. It is specified for all work where something a little better than 9 

plain work is necessary. .. . 
: 

Macn,Jennex & T R = 

CLASS V Gianna tae East sow Sraset g Soce © corer = 
Class V is plain paint, to be finished in four coats of lead and oil paint, the last coat to be stippled. It is un- 7 pRaeSial Giut of toll dinea’We ice Rew Soceing Onis ce etineet tty 2 

derstood that the use of one color for ceiling and another for walls in each room of this class is provided for z ; . 7 
Building Arehitect 8 

in this estimate. Morgan Library Annex, New York City Benjamin W. Morris 
Essex County Hall of Records, Newark, H.J. Guilbert & Betells 

Gepito Shastre, Aglentg, Ga. : Starrett & Yan Vleck 
5 . s . Aeolian 8ut ze, # P. Ave. , N.Y.C. Ws Wet 

The proposal broke down the spaces into ten groups, and in a twenty-six-page addendum specified proposed treatment Ho'¥. Telephone Go. Blag., #140 Woot St. 3.¥.0. stents, Yoorhees AQT, CR & Shelin 
room-by-room and by group. The schedule excluded specifics about the North Wing, with the exception of the base- French Buitding, $951 F4ith Avo., 1.¥.0. va toe 

‘ : : : : * Pal H + Chicago, Ill. &R 
ment, since it remained under construction and issues concerning occupancy had not been resolved fully. The Class Stanfori das't dlectric Uo. B1as., Stanford, domi. loward dhopaen : ‘ : 7 ; ; . i _ Brooklyn Sdison Co. Bldg., Brooklyn, W.¥. Voorhees, Gmelin 
I finishes were to be applied in public areas, including the Rotunda, the main corridors on the ground floor, main stair Seunea’e Sank, for Saving, #79 Mold St. Bo¥aoy | ee 

alleries from the ground through the third floors, main stair soffits, the Supreme Court Hearing Room and Lobb: Seaboard Wat, Bk., Broads Bearer Stas, Hf... Alfred G. Boros gi 8 8) P! is 'Y> Union & Planters Bank & Trust Co Mem>hia man. Moki Mead & Whit 
i ; Union & Planters Bank & Trust Co., Mem his, Tenn. McKim, Mead & White 

the Senate Chamber, Parlor, Lobby and galleries as well as the senate president’s office suite. Class II through Class en a, SER SRN Eh Be ee ree 
Sat. a. St. Joh th i N.Y.c © F : IV treatments were assigned according to the prominence of the individual associated with the space or the extent to Park sve, a8, Ohareh, Sct StarNet Gs Henry 0. Seiten 

5 : EB . : : St. Peal's Charch, Zlkins Park, Pa. oe 7 ; 
which the space was publicly accessible. Class V finishes, the least elaborate, predominated and were to be applied ee Gongragat toned itest, “Gremvish, cee Saoe3.Fout & Sona Pei People’s Trust % Guaranty Co., Hackensack, WJ. Helmle, Corbett & 
throughout approximately 40 percent of the building. The proposal does not mention special raised plaster work, pas- Comadian Houses of Parliament, Ottawa Jonald, Boaseoa 
tiglia, that Mack, Jenney and Tyler evidently planned to include in the decorations. In that era, pastiglia was a fairly 210 Mock Jerie) Gilly ler mare Hationsl soptew of Solentes, aéoningtou, 9.0. Bertram Goodie : i : : ae wall circa 1925 “adsworth Atheneum, Hartford, Conn. Benjamin %. Morris 
common adjunct to fine interior design, and the firm specialized in it.”8 In 1914 the Capitol Commission engaged Men ee pieerip es 

the New York decorating firm Mack, Jen- Noolwor th las, “Tow York City: Main Corridors fase Giver’ 
ree : i . - d Tyke / id. . 2 Suaranty Trust Co., Sth ave. & 44th St., N.Y.c. Cross & Gross 

On 29 September, the commission entered into “considerable discussion” and decided to engage Mack, Jenney and ney and Tyler to apply decorative finishes Honea eres hes See peered 
a : = f throughout the Capitol except for those i ree re * 

Tyler to decorate “the upper portion of the Dome” for $10,000, work that was to be completed by mid-December of Union Central Lige 31az.,Cincinnati, Ohio Sess Gilnert : : : : 7 spaces already decorated by Elmer Garnsey. Standard Oil Bldg., New York Oity Garrere & Hastings 
1914. The issue required speedy resolution because of the construction scaffolding that made the upper reaches of the Charles Mack, Edgar Jenney and Ernest Hea oN oo nde Darling & Pourson : : i: ee oe : : ? Z ia Bank & Trust Co., New Orleans, La. Pavrot & Divaudi as 
Rotunda accessible, but only temporarily. Due to constraints imposed by the lack of legislative appropriations until Tyler established the firm in 1906; by the Soy en en ee 
May 1915, the commission did not enter into a formal contract with Mack, Jenney and Tyler for the balance of the work ae e a a ECE CO 

F ote Y 7 ished record. 
until 2 October 1915, by which time the firm’s price had risen to $174,642; $39,362 for the East Wing, $42,015 for the a 

South Wing, $34,163 for the North Wing, $29,116 for West Wing, and $29,986 for Central Portion. Contract negotia- 

tions began in August and took two months because of concerns over deadlines. In the end, the decorators were given z 

ninety days to complete their work throughout the entire building, those parts that had been constructed and those that 2 
had not. This deadline proved to be overly optimistic since the decorating work was not completed until 1917. The i S 
lack of a formal contract for work beyond the $10,000 for the Rotunda decoration did not prevent Mack, Jenney and * 3 g 

Tyler from staying involved, nor had it precluded payment. By July 1915, Mack, Jenney and Tyler had received nearly Py 7 A 5 
$25,000 for work that included the Rotunda Basement and the Supreme Court Hearing Room. Lew Porter wrote on 11 \f os * Z 
March that he had found Mack, Jenney and Tyler’s work “absolutely correct” and authorized decoration of the Rotunda 3 
Basement, saying, “I . . . appreciate the way you are carrying out your contract,” though none had been signed. a * 

The schedule that Mack, Jenney and Tyler submitted as a part of their proposal was, at best, an outline of intentions 3 
based upon space assignments as they existed in the spring of 1913. As the work unfolded, exceptions occurred, and \ 4 
recent probe work has identified at least four deviations; there were likely more. The South Wing senate offices adjacent 
t : : : : ’ 
‘0 those of He lieutenant governor (also the senate president) Ecole only Class III finishes without gold leaf, not 9.11 Charles E. Mack, circa 1910 
Class II finishes as scheduled. The State Law Library on the third and fourth floors of the East Wing was scheduled Charles Mack (1876-1945) was both a decorator and architect, and the 
to receive stencils as a Class III space, but it did not. The offices of the justices and their clerks on the second floor of Capitol Commission sometimes relied upon him for technical as well as 
the East Wing were to have received Class II and Class II finishes respectively, but they all received Class III finishes. A EC aa ere ea aacecreaa " Hees ene peeve i Sagem 5 we in World War II. He was a harbormaster in the South Pacific well into 
And the south offices on the ground floor of the East Wing, which initially were to have been occupied by the Civil his late sixticy, 
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Bt? - K { Te ; AS _ x Be 5 ED an KS E ay c j : Service Commission but were not, received only two or three colors of paint and no stencils, finishes which were one 
W495 y fs: id . a KS Se ee “ ‘ 24 co ~ Te 3 or two classes lower than those scheduled. These exceptions indicate that representatives of the contractor, architect, 

wo Fg te So ee os SO 74 a Capitol Commission and occupants made unrecorded decisions as the decorating progressed, most of them apparently Aa oe a ed ae : \ ; if o i Y z favoring more modest finishes than those proposed. The schedule, therefore, can be seen more as an initial set of 
S i “Ks, ao So  ) & es a \ {| J Fg 3 guidelines, not as a description of the actual finishes applied throughout the Capitol.?5 

a $ i ’ ae y ; FOSS gar hie ge , ‘ i i post | f coe Following its work in the Capitol, Mack, Jenney and Tyler received a similar contract in 1919 for decorative finish work 
i i Mj Hy : x Veh i oe ‘ ’ ae | ‘le oe Wo in the Houses of Parliament in Ottawa, Canada, where it decorated the principal chambers for the House of Commons 
u ea y eT | i | i yy i iy a ji . , S| ‘ re i + i and the Canadian Senate. The firm also decorated numerous important buildings in the United States, including the 

Ee | | rE aay a eS E hie ap - di re gi i 7 oh r hy | National Academy of Sciences (1921) in Washington, D.C., the Palmer House (1924) in Chicago, the Morgan Library 
4a | | | (4 red My, : “i Pena, i Ae | ad bike pi Annex (1928) in New York City and the Tennessee War Memorial (1925) in Nashville. The firm’s work in Wisconsin 
b= | F, | 8 i a be oe Py? B, 1 a: ee b occurred relatively early in its existence and remained one of its largest commissions.?6 

fea Gg) EO ee ee ee ae! 
i==——-- E *. . 1 om _ a a ee ae ea =o aa al ae Methods of Work 

oo. ann ral mun ay i a fees tae a taney ie. pe Once the contract was approved, painters employed by Mack, Jenney and Tyler began their work in the portions of 
nes \ i 1 ari a a i | pe ba Chee the building that had not been painted already. An October 1915 article in the Wisconsin State Journal stated that 

ae = a1. Reo cet il = ie eae i i SS 7; oe the Senate Chamber, third floor barrel vaults, the column capitals in the wings, first floor ceilings, the Supreme Court 
Le ae Fi i ‘| ie a “ SS < be ee af xe nee : abot pe ye ai , i Conference Room and the Rotunda Basement were all in progress. The article noted that gilders and painters in the A 5 wi Hl & LA es wie dentes _ . URES, ee Dip we hh > Senate Chamber were using more gold leaf and brilliant colors in areas closer to the Kenyon Cox murals, “thus giving 

| | Neg a ea yes : ee » oa — a i ey at = Ht] Fa a ys Mt | ) a restful and truly beautiful effect of the whole.” Throughout the building, “more than $15,000 worth of [gold]. . . leaf 
| | eo” *9t aN OA aK Ly - a es oe a ae) : Be] rod RS = ss > i] has already been applied . . . and nearly twice that much will have been used before the work is completed.” The article 

i aA © A Les ‘ee Key” . Lies i bs: oat 7) my FS e>4 alll | stated that the leaf “is guaranteed to last 50 years without peeling.” In the Central Portion, “[t]he beautiful gold, which 
eo o- et. ch Ly Bien Sareccee \ ee, ye om ‘at | & dl has taken the place of the ghastly white plaster, sets off the beauties of the Blashfield center picture [in the oculus] and 
a s ae 2 Zi C a ta L 2 f ty As ‘ eh & i the Cox glass mosaics in the dome, and the various colored marbles in the gallery cornices so advantageously that any 
" oa ey € cia >A SA < ) . 6 previous feeling of inexpressible dissatisfaction is instantly dispelled. There is no hint of gaudiness or suspicion of a 

. 7 4 ae | ra a. ‘ desire to spend money for something that costs a great deal. It is rich and wonderful: that is all.” 

si ae ee eh The article also described the decorators’ methods for applying canvases to ceilings and for painting directly on the 

ie — vo ion aoe received the contract for decorating the ceiling of seme eget eee tino ses aamhnal taeda inhanba aap Santas the House of Commons, located within the Houses of Pavliom ent B Ottawa. The firm implemented a grid at a forty-five degree painting the decorative oil-on-canvas panels in their studios, beginning with a watercolor sketch. When completed, 
angle with floral and heraldic motifs appropriate to Canada. the panels were sent to Madison for installation. Either pounce patterns or stencils for both oil paintings and wall and 

ceiling finishes also were developed in New York. Canvases in the third floor groin vaults show evidence of pounce 

patterns, indicating that many painters, not just one, created them. According to the Wisconsin State Journal, “The 

workman puts this stencil on the ceiling and goes over it with chalk or charcoal, which leaves an impression. He then 

fills in this impression with the colors selected. And the colors are selected to harmonize with the marbles, floor color- 

ing and the lighting at that particular point. Many of these panels are allegorical representations of Plenty, Commerce, 

Labor, and other subjects. This work is especially beautiful in the Supreme Court counsellation [sic] room and the 

restaurant down stairs.”?” 

Six months later in March 1916, the Wisconsin State Journal gave further insight into the work processes. It reported 

that Edgar W. Jenney was in Madison, “armed with all sorts of designs which are being ‘tried out’ on the balmy walls 

of the capitol. These designs are created in the New York office of the decorators . . . on huge canvasses, and are then 

sent here, fastened on the wall or ceiling . . . and the effect noted. They may not be used at all, they may be changed 

to suit the architectural surroundings, or they may be transferred at once to the panel.” Jenney said, “We have to per- 
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form a sort of marriage ceremony between the parts of the capitol and the decoration.” He explained that the public : 2 a : ; Se ee = ew a 

had become accustomed to the white plaster walls, “and when we started the decorating some of them said, ‘oh this is —— ie a , Se : oe : pe - Z 

good enough of use.’ . . . It was the changing of a woman’s dress from eight skirts to hoops. The decoration is a sort e  . Ts eae oe e a a : 2 

of dress to the capitol. ... We have to conform to the color scheme and lines of the building. In a certain sense, our ' we 4 ee oe ra wg . Pe ts Z - — > : 

work is laid out for us.” oS J a —. # . gs a é 

Accessibility of the Capitol’s spaces contributed to the approach taken by Mack, Jenney and Tyler in decorating areas . - So Z a :  . : ig ea ae ‘s < = - as = 

throughout all parts of the building simultaneously. The firm could advance in its work, in both public and private o. 2 a go a sig rans Feet ——— om oe a nian ae 

spaces, only as Lew Porter or James Gormley approved. For example, in May 1916, Gormley made thirty-three rooms a : — : : ee =. : oe oe : = = = 

available in the South, West and North Wings, a burden of work that led Charles Mack to suggest increasing the size gq os : oe PS j Se : 

of the work force. Change orders, too, affected Mack, Jenney and Tyler’s progress, as when marble was added to the 7 : oa de 22 Sth S ES ee 

walls of the Rotunda, about a year after the space had been decorated. New capitals had to be gold-leafed and the ed Se es es “ é ef. 

adjacent walls and decorative plaster had to be repainted. Shifting occupancy throughout the building also influenced | ; fae = ae e 2 : 

the decorating schedule. Only when occupants vacated a previously decorated office could Mack, Jenney and Tyler é po se ee " : : 

fulfill its contract to decorate it. In at least one instance, the reception area and private office of the secretary of state : : 

were not redecorated.” 

Work Force 

As part of Mack, Jenney and Tyler’s work force, the firm brought at least six experienced decorative finish painters 

to Madison. They included Mark C. Kinney, supervisor; John F. Byrne, a Pittsburgh native with a degree in art from 

Georgetown University; and John’s brother Thomas Byrne, who was a gold-leaf specialist; this was in addition to three 

finish specialists whose homes were in Germany (Munich, Hamburg and Baden Baden), one of whom worked as a fore- 

man. Mack, Jenney and Tyler also engaged painters from Milwaukee and Madison, including the Socialist assembly 

representative from Milwaukee’s fourth district, German-born Carl Minkley and his son Eric. Like the three German 9.13 Decorator’s signature, second floor corridor ceiling, West Wing, 1994 
Painters, Carl Minkley had received technical training in Germany, in his case at a Berlin trade school; he had joined a . ce o : pagtacs 2S ne ape iny - ee a ie i aa as ae ae 

trade union in Germany in his early twenties, and after settling in Milwaukee in 1893 he was active in the Brotherhood penciled their names on the ceiling on Easter Day, 1916. Byrne remained in Madison and helped clean Capitol paintings in 
of Decorators and Painters of America. A newspaper account also mentions five men from Madison: Harry (Henry) 1936, accounting for the second date inscribed near his name. 

Caesar, Alexander B. Ennis (whose surname is spelled “Elmier” in the newspaper story), Gustave M. Johnson, Arthur 

Larson and Norman Moll. Caesar and Larson were family men with young adults in their households; it seems that 

Ennis, Johnson and Moll were younger men. All were listed in Madison city directories as painters who maintained 

this type of employment over the years and all were members of Madison Local 802 of the Brotherhood of Painters, 

Decorators and Paperhangers of America. The evidence of union membership seems to indicate that Mack, Jenney and 

Tyler hired unionized workers for this project; however, the firm was not always union-minded. In September 1920 

it was among thirty-five signers of a letter protesting a strike by the Brotherhood of Painters in New York, suggesting 

that the firm accepted contracts for both union and non-union jobs. In addition to these men, a German-born painter, 

Franz Rohrbeck of Milwaukee (1852-1919), is said to have been among the decorators in the Capitol, although he is 

better known for his independent work as a muralist and fine artist. He may have been engaged by either Mack, Jen- 

ney and Tyler or Elmer Garnsey. These findings suggest that Mack, Jenney and Tyler hired experienced painters and 

decorators to work on the Capitol.*° 

John F. Byrne and at least one other painter and their girlfriends inscribed their names on the easternmost ceiling panel 

on the north side of the second floor principal corridor of the West Wing. The inscriptions read: “J[ohn]. F. Byrne,” 

“Stella Callahan” (also “Estella C.”), “Willie [Wilbur B.] Callahan,” “Jennie Spencer” and a mostly indecipherable 

signature that reads something like “1916 JAYMM&.” Estella Callahan signed twice and included “Easter 1916” with 
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“i a mm 2 her “Estella” signature. Byrne included “1916” after his signature, then later added a dash and “1936,” indicating that 

e 3 he had participated in another project to clean or restore the work twenty years later. In 1916, John F. Byrne had not 

\ g been in Madison long. He and his brother Thomas arrived in Madison that year. After leaving Madison they both 

z worked on the Canadian Parliament building in Ottawa. When in Madison, John Byrne met Estella Callahan, the sister 

Py 4 os 3 of Madison painter, Wilbert Callahan. John and Estella eventually married and lived out their lives in Madison. Wilbert 

ae ; , 2 f Callahan became a sign painter in Madison and married Jennie Spencer. John Byrne became a sign writer and painter 

Ry , A Z . a - = for the University of Wisconsin and also painted portraits and landscapes. Neither woman was a painter, although 

} i % Kw a : [ my a LPN the existence of their signatures on the ceiling has misled conservators into believing they were. The signatures are 

5 Po. ee \ © , i e ; jt - a ° noteworthy because during the various surveys and analyses of decorative finishes throughout the Capitol from the late 

i \aey YH I : 4 fr 4 le 1980s until 2001, no other signatures were found from the period of initial decoration.*! 

an 3 Rae! ae ld wy 
. \ Sal 2 — “ae 4 In addition to the “1936” annotation Bynre made near his earlier signature, the inscription “F, Armstrong” appears on 

Peery apse yo the ceiling of the Senate Parlor in the South Wing. “F. Armstrong” was doubtless Frank C. Armstrong of Madison, 

- ar 6 , i a. a y } Pe, a painter who later worked for the Bureau of Engineering, which was the agency that administered and maintained 

8 oe \ : } — vo j a 7. | \¥ the Cepiton fue type of specialty painting done by Byrne and One cueny was aot part of the wider Wee 

| \| \ fio fF Aven projects done in the late 1930s and early 1940s but was merely associated with it, since their names do not appear in 

3 £ _ - Al a | re the time book for the projects in the building that began in October 1935. The appearance of the inscriptions in two 

pf : ‘4 a fo distinct areas of the building indicate that cleanings or modifications to the decorative finishes were made throughout 

: | is 3 oe id the Capitol that year. 

9.14 Jennie Spencer, Wilbert Callahan and Estelle Callahan, circa 1916 Class I and II Decorations in Public and Private Spaces 

Mack, Jenney and Tyler hired Wilbert Callahan, who was from Madison, as a painter. Later, he married Jennie Spencer, and his Mack, Jenney and Tyler’s most important work in the Capitol were the complex finishes the firm applied in the most 

sister Estelle married John Byrne. Although both women signed the ceiling, neither had worked as a Capitol painter. highly decorated spaces, those described as Class I and Class II. The majority of these finishes had survived relatively 

intact when restoration efforts began in the late 1980s. Those which had been overpainted in the seventy years between 

1917 and the 1980s became the subject of intense investigation during restoration and were analyzed in numerous 

reports. Accordingly, it is possible to describe the historic appearance and colors of these finishes with relative ac- 

curacy. Mack, Jenney and Tyler chose motifs and colors that were compatible with the Beaux-Arts tradition of the 

Capitol. Many of the designs emanated from nature—flowers (rosettes and three-part bell flowers were particularly 

common), fruits, leaves (especially maple and oak leaves), grains (notably wheat), animals and sea creatures. Other 

designs derived from classical mythology, especially the Greek and Roman gods, and from standard motifs from the 

Greek and Roman periods, especially the signs of the zodiac, the caduceus, fasces, classical masks, various Greek 

letters and Latin phrases, and designs of borders. The numerous figures in paintings were often garbed in classical 

robes and assumed poses drawn from classical art. Wisconsin itself provided motifs: various state seals; the letter 

“W” in many configurations; the date 1836 that marked territorial beginnings; the names of the counties and county 

seats; agricultural and industrial products for which the state was known; the badger, and more. Backgrounds, on 

both canvases and plaster, were often painted in damask or checkerboard patterns. Ribbons, swags, vases, standards, 

decorative rods, shields and plaques literally tied together various elements of the designs. 

Rotunda and Central Portion 

The most approachable and compelling public space in the Capitol is the Rotunda, where Mack, Jenney and Tyler 

began painting for the practical reason that construction scaffolding remained in place. At the very top, the decorators 

applied gold leaf to the elaborate plaster border that frames the oculus. A patterned border of bell-flowers and leaves 

intersected by eight rondels that contained gold-leafed “W’s encircled the gold frame on a blue-green background. 

The ceiling of the dome featured twenty-four rows of coffers, with five coffers in each row for a total of 120. The five 
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actulic iridescent, gold to #45 9.16 Sketch of pounce pattern at sixth level walkway, Central Portion, 1997 
leaf st The wall at the sixth level walkway within the Rotunda, known also as the trumpeters’ course, was decorated with an elaborate 

396 swag pattern that was created using pounce patterns. The palette harmonized with the buff colored stones. The pattern was 
overpainted in 1968, and the configuration shown here was discovered through paint probes. 

Probe No. R-12 Coffers and Dome Page TA 

9.15 Probe report on Rotunda ceiling, 1997 

Paint probes revealed the colors of paint and the shades of gold leaf used by Mack, Jenney and Tyler in the coffered 

ceiling of the Rotunda. In the original work, completed by late 1914, gold leaf was applied on the inner faces of the 

coffers; by reflecting light, this technique contributed to the impression of the coffers’ depth. 
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_—— Z coffers increased in size as they descended from the top of the inner dome to its base at the top of the drum. Each coffer 
ooe=le==oooe=———— EEE . . . . : . PS ee. ae ta consisted of four fields; the innermost was painted blue-green, a color that harmonized with tones in the glass mosaics 

ee ———————————— : of the pendentives. The faces of the returns in each coffer and the ceiling separating the coffers were painted a light 
aOR SeE SU a peetan SSeS en eet oe TET To ee i . . : . . . CS OMNI SPR he TE 2 tan that harmonized with the Kasota stone walls in the Capitol. The top horizontal and vertical sides of the returns 

z were gold-leafed; the flat surfaces of the returns were painted bronze. The effect of the gold leaf and bronze increased 

2 a a sense of depth in the coffers and cast reflected light on the innermost panel. The light tan of the ceiling was carried 

downward and used in the sash, frames and surrounds of the twenty cathedral windows and other elements of the drum. 

Some courses and panels received darker tan shades. Between each of the windows and the four stairwell bays was a 

large, engaged column (twenty-four in all), each the height of the windows and made of scagliola, a gypsum product that 
Fag took a highly polished finish. They were made in 1914 by the Rotunda’s plaster contractor and had intrinsic coloration 

and veining in shades of tan and beige, intended to evoke the coloration of the Siena marble used on the Rotunda floors. 
vies Mack, Jenney and Tyler drew upon the colors of the scagliola columns, as well.** At the trumpet course, a pattern of 
Reak mS, ab 3qd¢ swags, ribbons and rosettes was painted in six shades of tan, brown and gray on the gray ground of the walls. The 
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v4 eed oe =| ing panel, ground floor, 1917 

ey eS - se ee | Dark green and gold were the domi- 
| eal ed i. 4 : re | nant colors in the ground floor ceiling 

Prens. NO RV st oe - a | panels encircling the Rotunda. The 
gn sa ee 8 cS | | dark colors heightened the impact 

Page no. | al - I of the light-filled Rotunda when ap- 
9.17 Probe report on pendentive area, Central Portion, 1997 og os a ae . & ~ | This p cat vay a fore) ii Ae 
A relatively complex paint scheme by Mack, Jenney and Tyler for the pendentives was uncovered during probes of the Oe aa . Cental Portion Since mos had been 
Central uboieis The oe ‘is received contrasting colors keyed to the glass in the mosaics and the tones in the i retouched but never fully overpainted, stone walls, columns and pilasters. 

they typically required cleaning, con- 

servation or restoration as opposed to 

replication. 
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narrow walkway at this level was visually supported by an elaborate gold-leafed cornice made of Keene’s cement and i es CAN? 2 
; c . i : << m “SS Vre e 

plaster, ornamented with twenty-four lions’ heads and ninety-six anthema, surmounting a course of dentils. Beneath a — Ce -— 8 z 

flat plaster course painted in a darker tan contrasted with the predominating pale tan of the Kasota stone. i. ._< SS  - .. Ff p 
Sf mrt r——“‘“_—OSOCOCOCOCOC tl zB 

oS Ll— C(O z 
2 Ss 8 } }3§=_ ee? fe 

At the third and fourth floor levels, gold leaf highlighted the plaster frames around the pendentive mosaics and the arches oO . — DU €§= z z 

of the barrel vaults, painted in a color scheme consistent with the ceiling of the Rotunda. Between the gold leaf and 7 a — , _ oo a i 

the mosaics a gray border repeated the ground color of the trumpet course. The entablature between the pendentives oo Se S / / : 5 e , E 

and the two-story engaged columns and pilasters in the Rotunda were decorated intricately. The cornice was painted a -_ : : SO a 

in two shades of tan, with gold-leafed elements. The frieze was red marble and the architrave was painted tan with — | : _ 

gold-leafed plaster omamentation. The Corinthian capitals surmounting the green Tinos marble engaged columns and = se o i ‘ | ; | 

pilasters were heavily gold-leafed. Four monumental vaults created the transition from the central Rotunda into each oo con 

wing. In each, the interior of the arch was designed with two different ceiling treatments. In the first narrow band, ae - e i . 4 

contiguous with the Rotunda, thirteen shallow coffers were painted with two shades of tan; one was a shade of dark 3 . 
tan similar in color to the band of plaster below the trumpet course, and the other was a lighter tan that suggests the oo 

color of the Kasota stone. The inner vault consisted of forty-five coffers arranged in fifteen rows of three. Each coffer Se : 

contained a gold-leafed, three-dimensional rosette and the innermost field was painted the same blue-green that was a & 

used in paining the coffers in the Dome.* i 

. a . 
Highly ornamented ceilings were provided in the corridors surrounding the Rotunda on the second, first and ground aad 

floors and in the Rotunda Basement. In total there were about 150 individually painted ceiling and wall panels in- 

stalled in the Central Portion. Generally the panels were recessed inside plaster soffits or stone frames. Mack, Jenney 9.19 (above) Restored ceiling panel, second ceo Se 

and Tyler typically painted the plaster soffits or frames, often using gold leaf on frames, while soffits were painted in floor northeast corridor, 2003 ( 

colors that harmonized with both the stone walls and floors. Many of the ceiling panels had light fixtures, which were a ce nr and ie ms i in- : ™r™”~—-—=" : 
. . . . : cluded in the decorative scheme for the secon —rti‘“OiCOOTCrsC—i‘CS;isC—i—s—SC.....—.—§s—W3SMS<~sS<—sSsS<—“'iii: 

ee babi eo cecomive finish scheme. floor corridor ceilings. In the panel shown, the — — ~~ Cy es i, _ “ ees i 
Greek-key fret was gold-leafed; the shields and ee 3 

On the second floor of the Central Portion, three ceiling panels were installed in the corridors adjacent to each of the scrolls were reminiscent of the heraldic symbols fs — a gp ij | ; wee oe 3 
four pavilions. The palette in the panels was tan, brown, gold, gray and red. The outer two panels in each of the four used in the state's coat of arms. oF as v7 cS 
sets were nee ad they were painted similarly in each asa peeoaaa compositional oe throughout 9.20 (above right) Restored ceiling panel, sec- a 

the Central Portion corridors. At the corners of the rectangles, pastiglia rosettes or paterae were painted in the ground ond floor corridor, East Wing, 2003 : - 

color. The motifs were scrolls, shields (reminiscent of the state’s coat of arms) and five-leafed anthemia. The center The integration of decorative brass light fixtures o : - 

light fixture in each panel was surrounded by an octagonal pattern. Stone soffits separated the two rectangular panels oS _ abe aan and walls was er a] : | 
. . . * '° fo the finishing oO, é interior spaces as wii ie es 4 

on the central Hae panel that followed the angles of the corridor. The relatively long center panel, directly repeated le aa atiorn in the a and panel. , : L 

outside of the pavilion contained three light fixtures, each surrounded by a wreath of maple leaves entwined with Throughout the building, Mack, Jenney and Tyler a 
wheat. The border consisted of a Greek-key fret, and there were shields as accents at the termini of the design. The were responsive to the architectural and other . 
corridors adjacent to the pavilions are linked to the gallery bridges that span second floor open spaces at the juncture MEELIS TERENCE TE a - 

of the wings and Rotunda and are directly beneath the barrel vaults on the primary axes. 9.21 (right) Restored Wisconsin coat of arms, i : 4 

oil on canvas, first floor southeast corridor, 8 

In each of the four quadrants on the first floor, the corridors connecting the Rotunda to the circular pavilions, which at | haved Fe ances a - 

this level are intended to provide formal access to the building, feature oil-on-canvas ceiling paintings depicting the esis Hien eo) Bane a elmer u ' : 
e i " plaster throughout the Capitol, Mack, Jen- : 
‘Arms of the State of Wisconsin.” The emblems nearly fill the panels and the corners contain an ornament of leaves. ney and Tyler created about 250 oil-on-canvas 

The arms were painted in the colors called for by the heraldic description in the statutes and the depiction resembled that murals that were applied to plaster surfaces 

used in the 1880s version of the coat of arms created by the secretary of state. A series of three ceiling panels were with nae : oe coat of e a : —— 
‘ . #42 Oke: appeared on the first floor ceilings in each of the —rrr—™——C—=#*EU 

painted adjacent to aoa of the four pavilion entrances—a central rectangular panel flanked by two six-sided panels at four identical corridors between the pavilions 2 ee 
the angles of the corridors. These panels were painted using darker shades of red, brown, green and gold than those and the Rotunda. 
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z on the second floor. The six-sided panels featured oak leaves, paterae in the corners, and a background consisting of 
& : ; 
Z a checkerboard pattern of terra cotta and gray squares. The rectangle was ornamented with two beribboned “W”s for 

F Wisconsin, borders with stars, and the dates 1836, for the year Wisconsin achieved territorial status and erected its first 

3 capitol, and 1915, the year the new Capitol was intended to be completed. 

5 
g A series of five ceiling panels (four rectangles and one square) spanned the corridors between the pavilions; passing the 

5 Grand Stairs in each wing. The designs of the central square panel at the base of the stairs and the two identical rectan- 

gular panels in the corridor were repeated in each wing; but the two rectangular panels adjacent to the stairs varied from 

ree wing to wing; each pair of rectangles was painted similarly but featured a different theme. In the North Wing “Thrift” 

s = a = ee was expressed with motifs including a distaff with flax and fruits. In the East Wing, “Labor” featured two axes, a pickax 

’ OT ry and pine cones and needles (a reference to the state’s white pine lumber industry). The South Wing theme was “Indus- 

XH oe try” and included a beehive and roses. In the North Wing, “Peace” featured sheaves of wheat with oxbows and hames 

LMI OY (equipment associated with draft animals in a reference to agricultural production in Wisconsin during the Civil War 
7a i aw 9.22. Restored “Peace” panel, first floor cor- era). The panels were painted in tones of gray and tan. The square panel between the two rectangular thematically varied 

Ses: : ; ridor, West Wing, 2003 panels had a border of oak leaf branches springing from vases, all painted in green and gray green. Paterae decorated 

ie In each wing, at the foot of the grand stairs be- the corners. An octagonal design surrounded the light fixture; the outer border repeated the egg-and-dart pattern of the 
tween the first and second floors, Mack, Jenney adioini laster él fe eidthed bard fated of anther al lex bell-fl tt Th al 
Gnd Tyler installedunemate manele thee con joining plaster elements and the inner border consiste ie anthemia and a complex bell-flower pattern. The groun 

veyed positive character attributes. “Peace” pattern repeated the checkerboard pattern of the panels adjacent to the pavilions. The two outer, rectangular panels for 

featured agricultural symbols; other themes the wings were identical and featured oak leaf borders like those of the central panel with elaborate cornucopia spilling 

included “Thrift,” “Labor” and “Industry. fruits and flowers. Light green and gray, in addition to darker terra cotta tones, were used. 
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9.24 Restored Rotunda Basement mural (detail), 

2003 

The Roman mythological god of the sea, Neptune, 

9.23 Restored Rotunda Basement mural, 2003 painted with a dolphin at his feet, represented “fish.” 

For the grotto-like Rotunda Basement, which was designed as a restaurant dining area, Mack, Jenney and Allegorical representations of grain, fruit and game 

Tyler created a circular oil-on-canvas mural that included food-related themes. It was composed of five also were included in the mural. Grapevines, gro- 

sections of canvas, and the palette was selected to complement the light-colored stone walls. The mural tesque masks and the Greek letters for the signs of 
was restored in 1998. the zodiac further embellished the composition. 
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On the ground floor, the ceiling panels in the corridors surrounding the Rotunda were in dark tones of green, gold, OE r—<i—i—ts——SCC “SS # 

brown and red. Although enriched with gold leaf, they were the most muted colors in the Central Portion and provided — ae ee : 

a dramatic contrast when approaching the brightly illuminated Rotunda. There were three groups of panels—the inner = E 

ring on the ceiling below the first floor Rotunda platform, the middle ring between the massive piers supporting the : perry = 

Dome, and the outer ring in the corridor belting the Rotunda. There were sixteen panels in the inner group and they 5 

were in three shapes: a four-sided polygon or trapezoid, a five-sided polygon and a long trapezoid with steps on its wider : : 5 

end. The two styles of trapezoidal panels were on the ceilings of the corridors leading from the wings and pavilions. : * a 

The trapezoids had the more elaborate designs, featuring eagles, borders of wheat, urns overflowing with grains and 

fruits, and paterae and anthemia. Octagonal designs surrounded the light fixtures. The five-sided panels had borders of 

laurel and ribbon, with a gold fret and terra cotta band; paterae were at the corners and in the centers of the long sides 

and gold-leafed oak leaves surrounded the light fixture. The sixteen panels in the middle ring came in three different sacl 

sizes, each with its own design. Long, rectangular panels with a dark green ground led from the pavilion entrances es om e i 

toward the Rotunda. Their borders consisted of a guilloche pattern, whose links formed hearts at the corners with a ya - 2 ‘ 

gold stripe separating the border from the ground. The light fixture at the center was positioned within gold-leafed oak ae - | i 

leaves. A series of three panels were located between the piers, in a transition space between the long axial corridors we : : 

and the Rotunda. In the central rectangular panel, gold-leafed wheat and ribbon border surround the light fixture. The 9.25 Restored Rotunda Basement teduve panel ‘ @ 

two side panels in the niches where telephones and sales stands existed were octagonal and had a guilloche border 2003 

with designs of oak leaves and acorns. The center of the panel consisted of two oval tablets. The thirty-two panels in Besides the central mural, the decorators painted 

the outer ring were divided into two groups—one associated with the pavilions, the other with the wings. The palette thirty-two more Ol Gis Calas Maal yay ia ealla 
ing. They were arranged in two concentric circles 

was consistent with that used elsewhere on the ground floor. The pavilion group had three panels—one rectangular of sixteen panels, with four more oil-on-plaster 

and two six-sided. The rectangle was at the center and had a geometric guilloche border and an inner pattern of wheat murals in the outer bays of the room. In the paint- 

and ribbons. The six-sided panels flanking the center rectangle were more ornate and featured the letter W with laurel ings of the inner circle, the theme of masks was 

leaves in the corners anda guilloche border. The center light fixture was placed in a six-sided polygon decorated with FUE 

a pattern of oak leaves and acorns. The ceiling panels associated with the wings were composed of five panels—two 

large rectangles at either end, contiguous with the pavilion panels, two smaller rectangles in the area of the Grand SS oe 

Stairs, and a central notched rectangle. The outer rectangles and the center rectangle repeated the patterns and colors ae ANT, FH 

found in the five-sided panels in the inner ring of panels adjacent to the Rotunda. The rectangles opposite the Grand 2 

Stairs repeated the pattern used in the rectangular panel in the middle course of panels between the wing ends and the z 

inner course. a 

Studies made in the 1980s and '90s concluded that the Rotunda Basement had one of the most ambitious and elaborate ( ; 5 

decorative programs in the Capitol with thirty-seven oil-on-canvas paintings on the ceiling, plus four oil-on-plaster f \ ; 7 

panels. The room had been designed as a restaurant dining room, and the iconography implemented in the decorative | i 

finishes celebrated food and conviviality. The central circular painting consisted of five butt-joined sections. The color ‘ y 

scheme was influenced by the light gray-tan Eschallion marble from France that sheaths the room’s walls and pillars. 5 i j 

The pink and gray of the Tennessee Grey marble floor also were echoed in the colors used in the room. A conserva- " ; 

tion report prepared in 1998 describes the effect as “perhaps the most classical, yet also the most playful, space in the | 

Wisconsin State Capitol.” The description states: : 
9.26 Restored Rotunda Basement ceiling panel, 4 

It is really designed in the mode of a classical grotto, in which the fresco-like murals appear to be painted ea e Coiling panels of ihe cule rine) ritbone and 

within carved stone niches. The murals manifest an iconography appropriate to the original use of the leaves dominated the pattern. A subtle rectangular 

room as a restaurant and common space. The central dome presents figures that represent the classical grid implemented as the ground was a device used 
gods associated with specific foods, such as Neptune, god of the sea, with fish. They are flanked by gar- By MGs Tewiey an Ter nn ee ROR Base 

ment panels, as well as in other ceiling paintings 
lands, flowers and grotesques. The [other] panels . . . repeat the theme of garlands and grotesques. . . . from the ground through the fourth floors. 
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Se 0 z The mural paints share an identical palette, a golden-beige base tone and subtly painted designs. This 

SW a a 4: palette almost certainly is intended to imitate a fresco or fresco-like painting on aged plaster. The trompe 

—ett~*# S .. Ff Loeil coordination of the murals with the original [incandescent] lighting is subtle but well planned. 

we t—“‘iO FF yf 5 The 1998 report notes that Mack, Jenney and Tyler painted the murals on linen canvas with a fine to medium weave. 
Se errr _ g The canvas was sized with glue, and painted with a “light-gray or white priming layer composed primarily of lead white 

NOW -—. ee E in an oil medium.” The oil paintings were then completed, and they were not varnished. The decorators adhered them wer? i ( sts—sws—~s—~s~s—i‘_OOCsiSMSSCOLK ee <a: nia 46 5 i : aj - tas Wee (_ Sy Te aw to the ceiling with “lead-white adhesive.” Besides fish, the other figures in the central circular painting represented 
So _ . a ey game, fruit and grain. Female figures were used to evoke game and fruit, male for grain and fish. Greek letters for 

. NC Ne ye : the signs of the zodiac appeared in shields associated with the figures. Each was flanked by vases of grapevines, and 

Note. S87 grotesque faces were painted below the vases. The central light fixture was surrounded by bell flowers, fantastic fish, 
Saree: laurels and berries.*° 

Sixteen trapezoidal panels constituted the inner ring of paintings, alternating between simple and more elaborate panels. 

The more highly decorated panels featured laurels, ribbons and theatrical masks that resembled the jacks from a deck 

of cards—a motif suitable for a common room. The less elaborate panels had shields, laurels and ribbons with a center 

of plain paint. The sixteen trapezoidal panels in the outer ring were identical to one another, having borders of ivy, 

oak leaves and acorns. A pattern that resembled twisted wire with suspended pendants surrounded the light fixtures, 

and a checkerboard pattern of beige and gray squares served as the ground. Ceiling paintings appeared in four niches 

at the outermost edge of the room, spaces that corresponded to the pavilions in the upper levels. In these paintings, 

the oil paint was applied directly to the plaster and imagery featured Ws in shields, each with a ram’s heads at its base. 

Other motifs included oak leaves and cornucopia with leaves. Mack, Jenney and Tyler also decorated the capitals of 

the inner piers, which feature plaster swans in very high relief and swags of garlands. 

| Se | Ground Floor Corridors and Pavilions 
gf=..6.6.6smemm: The decorative painting on the ceilings of the ground floor main corridors and pavilions honored the seventy-one coun- 

a = ——hirt—‘=‘i‘“‘OSC;CS ties and county seats existing in Wisconsin at the time of the Capitol’s construction. The names of eighteen counties 

—rr——Ee ti “( ir é 

we 8 oe 5 3 

ft : a. 5 9.27 Restored ground floor principal corridor ceiling § 
panel (detail), West Wing, 2003 g 

The names of Wisconsin counties were included in the oes a gon Ee 
Pn Me be Peg 

ae decorative program for the ceilings of the public ground ej Ed Pll af = 
floor corridors. Based on the location of the county within Ls rs Ro z 

sae: the state, its name was integrated in the appropriately ] i 2 
e : : . A L Bevery E ae corresponding wing. For instance, Pierce County located ae > 5 

] ! . in western Wisconsin, was cited on the West Wing corridor | oe eo 
ye ceiling. Greek-key frets, Ws, stars and gold-leafed styl- | e on , 

. 2 e ized scrolls accented the border moldings. i Po ON y | 
= EER Eee Pere 

9.28 Restored ceiling panel (detail), ground floor, West ce ia é ep ae é 9.29 Conserved ceiling panel (detail), ground 
Wing, 2003 oS a floor, West Wing, 2003 
Aquatic motifs were included in the ceilings of the cor- i > In the corners of the ceiling panels near the 

a ridors adjacent to the elevators. Stylized swans were elevators, aquatic motifs included a dolphin, a 
. painted in gold leaf on opposite sides of the circular, seahorse, a swan and a lobster. Pounce patterns 

gold-leafed stencil pattern that was derived from a ship's Sor these figures survive in the Capitol. These 
wheel. The repetitive bows and bell flowers at the border paintings required only cleaning, not restoration 

evoked waves. or replication. 
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appeared on the ceilings of each of the North, East and West Wings’ principal corridors, the South Wing ceiling featured z 

seventeen counties’ names plus Madison (the Dane County seat). The names of sixty-four county seats appeared on the , UN g 

ceilings of the pavilions, with sixteen cited in each pavilion. Five county seats, Milwaukee, Ashland, Barron, Florence, FT 4 Eg 

Green Lake, likely were not given mention in the pavilions since the counties’ names and those of the county seats are - - |, ie 

identical. A sixth, Black River Falls in Jackson County, may have been excluded since it had a long name that would Ee Em, a 

not have fit the allotted space. In fourteen other instances, identical names of counties and county seats were repeated, bm - ae _ s 

including Eau Claire, Fond du Lac, Jefferson, Kenosha, Kewaunee, La Crosse, Manitowoc, Marinette, Oconto, Ra- ‘, 5 5 

cine, Shawano, Sheboygan, Waukesha and Waupaca. The county seat of Wood County, now Wisconsin Rapids, was A Oo 

represented by the city’s name at the time, Grand Rapids. Menominee County, established in 1961 (Keshena, county Moet, a 

seat), was not represented.*” 

The ground floor corridors were painted in a light-colored palette with extensive gold-leaf stenciling. The county 

names, in gold leaf, were arranged linearly along either side of the corridor, each positioned within a reddish-brown 

tablet, with stars in squares on a pale blue ground. Ws in the comers, gold fretwork between the stars and tablets, and : 

an inner gold-leaf border of floral motifs completed the design. The cream-colored palette of the principal corridors 

was used, as well, in the ceilings of the transverse corridor just inside the entrance to each wing. These areas were 

treated as a single panel, each with three light fixtures surrounded by gold-leafed borders. The center fixture had the / 

larger, more elaborate design that included scrollwork and vases with flowers springing from them. The two outer eS : : 

fixtures were surrounded by borders consisting of a Greek-key fret, paterae, a twelve-pointed star and floral motifs. rey Se 3, : aes : é 

The cornice was painted reddish tan, a shade drawn from the darker tones in the Kasota stone walls. In contrast to the x) Co, oo — 

single ceiling panels of the transverse and main corridors, the ceilings of the cross corridors, which extend to the eleva- fe o Pod >. ‘ * 

tors just before the grand stairs, were divided into three panels separated by soffits. The center panels were painted in Sy ~~ ae 

two colors, cream in the center and tan on the sides. Gold leaf designs included vase forms, laurel leaves and swans me i \ ee ’ : 

around the center light fixture, four corner ornaments in the shapes of a dolphin, a seahorse, a swan and a lobster, and of - Na af ‘ 

a scrollwork border drawn from a bell-flower motif. The panels opposite the elevators and those at the end of the Ne De ' 

corridors containing the secondary stairs were identical and included gold-leafed stencils of eagles with “W”s, bell BS NY NY 2 . 7 wx Se a ‘ i : 

flowers and stars. The center panels of the three in the stair corridors were decorated with gold-leafed eight-pointed Ss i Nid 

stars, cornucopia, and caducei. The soffits of the stairs leading to the basement in the North and South Wings, directly ef NRO ER CART T ORs 
; ' Z = — LG pe OS UC 

beneath the grand stairs, were painted in a tapestry pattern surrounded by a gray border with a gold-leaf fret. The pat- — ie oe i a AS CN ‘ 

tern utilized a gold ground with terra cotta-colored crosses; in an illusionary effect, the crosses, which are repetitive of -. = bra fh Se WAG w So) | 

the Capitol’s footprint, became the ground. co _— = Sf eS Os ee 

tc, SS ae 
The circular ceilings of the pavilions were remarkable for the quantity of pastiglia or raised plaster elements used by x — oe 2 wt! yy mo VO 

Mack, Jenney and Tyler. Virtually all discrete elements of the ceilings were either outlined or formed in pastiglia, > ~~. — Se ye, Ova 

including the sixteen stars around the central light fixture, the fifty-six stars in the outer border, eagles, scrolls, badgers i. ~*~ — SS _ -_ 7 YS YL, lad 

and shields, and fasces (bundles of rods with axes that were carried by Roman magistrates). The palette consisted of _ —s ij = Viegas oy 4) 

a dark green ground, elements in red and blue, plus liberal use of gold leaf. ee ee _ oa» 

Grand Stair Soffits and First Floor Corridors and Pavilions Ge Se a t—‘i‘C—CiCSCSN — 

The sloping soffits of the paired grand stairs between the ground and first floors, on the principal axis of each wing, were Se a > $$$ “oe — 

decorated as a single panel that measured approximately 30' long by 5' wide. Each had nine oil-on-canvas paintings Be Te eae 

that were surrounded by decorative elements painted directly on the plaster. The compositional treatment was the same yout errs Nees yiavelion coutie, Soares eo eas : ° 
Heavy use of pastiglia (raised plaster elements) was characteristic of Mack, Jenney and Tyler work, and a specialty 

for each of the eight panels. Beginning at the foot of the stairs, the oil-on-canvas paintings included a dolphin, a male of Edgar Jenney. The ground floor pavilion ceilings featured a dark green and gold palette with accents in red and 

figure in classical dress, a theatrical mask, a classically robed female figure, another mask, a second female figure, a blue. Pastiglia designs included stars, eagles, scrolls, badgers, shields and bundles of rods with axes called fasces. 
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7 ET 0 = 3 m SOE a y MV A z third mask, a second male figure ad a griffin. The animals were painted in tan and Seay against a terra on ground, 
| \ Ky | ie — | ys at e hae \ z the figures were tan and brown against a green background, and the masks dark green with black shading against terra 

ey | Ve = ] _ « ae F cotta. At the edge of the soffits, light tan stripes were followed by darker stripes of the same color, then a dark gray- 
be \ We — s | ; eS j is green ground with laurel branches and leaves in light and dark tan. The plaster frame for the panels consisted of three 
a ‘ ww _ 2 me fl. gee ; i fields—tan, then light gray-green followed by a deeper gray-green. Although the iconography remained consistent in 

ee Se. 2 OU / £ each of the eight applications, Mack, Jenney and Tyler presented the motifs with variation although repeated some of 

a Ae _— — . 2 Ly Lig, EB the standing figures and masks. Several figures appeared posed in different attitudes but similar dress, and the masks, 
a ~ Se | : 7 SA : dy i too, were reused with somewhat different expressions. At least six of the East Wing figures were painted in reverse in 

: ie Oe a 2 st 4 the North Wing grand stair. Several West Wing figures were repeated in reverse in the South Wing. 

a ; is — —— cove . earl ANN VA . The first floor corridor ceilings were painted identically in each wing. The ceilings at the head of the grand stairs were 
s ) 1 ee - —— ‘ Sao - =} aN ae - j hes divided into three panels: a long rectangle in the center and two square panels at the elevators. The motifs were similar 

Re pe Lon ae : Se 7 Oe in all three: gold-leaf fretwork borders with scrolls and floral patterns inside. The background color was cream, and 
ee teal blue highlights and borders were used inside the panels. Between the ceiling panels adjacent to the elevators and 

ee ee — 3 & along the corridor between the grand and secondary stairs were two additional panels. These two panels had a grid of 
\ 0 UO fh . f a glass blocks through which light was borrowed from the second floor. The plaster elements of the grid were decorated 

: —— = Ay we with gold-leaf paterae and fretwork. The ground color was cream. One large rectangular panel filled the ceiling of 
eRe ee Ce the four principal corridors that led into the office areas of each wing, and a single ceiling panel was implemented in BOR Pe ee pHaeipe ig, fs ig Pi ip. 

eer ee ro ia aa 4 the octagonal termination of the corridor. These areas were decorated with the same patterns and colors employed in 
: FE og ce re = : Z Z the panels at the top of the grand stairs. 

‘fa \ 5 The first floor pavilions were considered the principal entrances to the building and were located atop a formal exterior 
: , granite stair that sheltered a porte-cochére. The four circular vestibules each received elaborate pastiglia and painted 

ea decorations. Figural representations of the signs of the zodiac (a theme that appeared in the Rotunda Basement and 
ee the Governor’s Executive Chamber, as well) provided the principal subject matter for the ceilings in these spaces. The 

in zodiacal signs (twelve in each pavilion) were painted in oil on canvas and installed in the centers of alternating, gold- 
9.31 Restored Southwest Pavilion ceiling, first floor, 2003 leafed pastiglia-framed hexagons and circles along the outer edges of the circular ceilings. The painters used a dark 
The signs of the zodiac, painted in oil-on-canvas, were the principal motif in the ceilings of the first floor pavilions. Flying palette of green, black and gold, and inscribed the symbols for the signs behind the figures. Moving toward the center, 
swans, swimming dolphins and masks of three women and three men also were included in the designs, which were surrounded a second band of decoration consisted of six ovals and six interstitial triangular shapes. Flying swans and swimming 

by seid egies nastetia. dolphins were alternated in the ovals and, in the triangular spaces, the masks of three smiling women were paired 

with three frowning, bewhiskered bald men. Pastiglia frames surrounded these elements. The central light fixture 

was positioned within a star-shaped pattern with twelve rays, alternated with ribbons, paterae and leaves. The palette 

included dark green, tan and terra cotta with gold-leaf highlights. 

First Floor Business Offices and Reception Areas 

Mack, Jenney and Tyler applied the original decorative finishes in all the first floor reception areas and business offices 

of the East Wing, with the exception of the Governor’s Conference Room and Lobby. According to plan, Garnsey’s 

work was left intact, but the governor’s private office, his secretary’s office and the business office, which had been 

decorated by Conrad Schmitt, were repainted. In the governor’s private office, Schmitt had used a palette of ivory, 

shades of gray-green and gold with a wide band of stenciling above the chair rail in brown, gray and green. Mack, 

Jenney and Tyler simplified the stencil and applied a gold-leaf pattern of geometric flowers and leaves, using a shade 

of gray-green on the walls that was reserved exclusively for the governor’s office and was not used elsewhere in the 

building. Below the picture rail, the decorators included a yellow-tan Greek-key fret with gold-leaf paterae inter- 

spersed.** In the governor’s outer business office, Mack, Jenney and Tyler applied elaborate decoration to the pilasters 
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with motifs including oak and laurel leaves, fasces with single axes, a shield with the letter W, ribbons, flowers and a z 

classical female head. The palette consisted of gold leaf, gray, green and brown. Other stencils were implemented in : 3 

green, gray and ivory and some gold leaf; patterns featured Greek keys, paterae, and geometric flowers. The pattern g 

above the chair rail resembled that in the governor’s office. The walls were painted light gray-green and the ceiling, A a : i 
i. ee 

2 a color termed “chamois.” Schmitt had decorated ancillary offices in the governor’s area with decorative bands at the / | wah ws eT ©. 2 
chair and picture rails, using tan and gray with gold-leaf highlights. Mack, Jenney and Tyler provided stenciling with . a I | f t= |e hated : g 

similar placement, but used light brown or tan on the walls, “thyme green” in the dado and “waxen yellow” on the j a“  €3 a : . >| , : & * e _ @ 
ceiling and molding.” In the attorney general’s offices, on the north side of the East Wing, Mack, Jenney and Tyler Y - i ey 4 fe a “4 _ oy ne ¥ E 

replaced the Schmitt finishes, using a scheme similar to the governor’s suite, although with a warmer palette of tan : j . ry ‘ faa! a bs J A ’ Vv af z 
and brown, warm colors that were suitable for the north side of the wing. In the business office, the firm decorated the c. % #] . é Md & 6 oe «a 3 
pilasters with motifs that included the scales of justice, laurel leaves, panels, scrolls and paterae. The painters stenciled zi Z B ‘s ‘ye 4 eS) g 
floral motifs as surrounds to the plaster panels in the principal offices.” : . y 4 eA . 

on Ps a > ae 
In the South Wing, the Board of Control and the Insurance Department business offices were on the west and east sides ro A a i f ee 
of the first floor, respectively, with access from the central octagonal lobby. Limited paint probes made in 1994 and oo . 7 

more extensive probes completed in 1996 document the historic appearance of these spaces. The Insurance Department : 

business office walls were painted yellow-tan and the panels were outlined in a modified bell-flower and Greek-key 

pattern in gray and tan. The pilasters received a flower-and-leaf stencil in the same colors. The reception area at the 

south end of the corridor was painted a similar color and stencils were applied above the chair rail and below the picture 

rail. Although the business office of the Board of Control was painted in colors that were similar to the business office oo 

eS . A . Pee ee 8 9.33 Mack, Jenney and Tyler, Insurance Department business office decorations, first floor, South Wing, circa 1919 Oe 2 - 8 
oe a = 6 Business offices were decorated less elaborately than board rooms. Modest stencils surrounded single-color wall panels. Ceil- 

Bo A g ings typically were painted a lighter color than walls and sometimes had stencil borders. 
i nS 
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9.32 Board of Control board room decorations, first ‘ { “ z 
floor, South Wing, 1917 —— * 
The first floor housed the state's principal bureaus, sy cal 
boards and commissions. Their business offices, i 
meeting rooms and directors’ suites were decorated as 

public and semi-public spaces. The Board of Control “ 
oversaw state institutions, and its meeting room re- 

ceived multicolor wall panels and rich stencils. 
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= _ 2 of the Insurance Department, stencil patterns varied considerably. The wall panels featured leaves and berries with a 

=. fe z geometric guilloche as the outer border; pilasters were decorated with a scrollwork pattern.*! 

ay 3 In the West Wing, the secretary of state’s business office and reception area, plus the business office of the state treasurer 

7 o eee a are all accessible from the principal corridor. The pilasters in the business offices were painted with imagery suitable to 

| a 4: : ‘ P Z the work conducted in these spaces. In the treasurer’s office on the south side of the wing, a shield with a large dollar 
ey  &€& 9.34 (left) Replicated secondary stair landing decorations, second floor, East Wing, ‘ : i : 5 ane ‘ i 
_ : 5 2003 sign was installed on the pilasters in shades of tan and gray with green laurel leaves, within a stenciled border of flow 

| - “| | Since the second floor housed the principal chambers in the Capitol, the secondary ers and leaves. The panels in the room were painted tan with a green border and a gold Greek key in the corners. A 

| | Hee gene Aca more Cpu ate — nied ~~ » Sas - ee f pattern of rosettes and anthemia ornamented the cornice. The pilasters in the secretary of state’s business office were 
_ 7 >) ae . - a yak es ee ee ie wel ak decorated with a Guill ant sero) design surrounded by a wreath of laurel over a tapestry pattern in shades of tan and 

original patterns and colors were replicated during the restoration. gray. fits wall panels were pated Bi an with a ao border. if contrast to placement of sence asa Dore as 

|. a ree ; ‘ was typical throughout the building, in this office stencils were applied over the ground color inside the panel using 

os __ oe (below) Mack, Jenney and Tyler, Supreme Court Hearing Room decorations, a floral motif. The reception area for the secretary’s private office was not repainted, although it had been scheduled 

rie — ihe rapes aruinal che weurals in the Supreme Court Hearing Room Were cold lejed to be.” Consistent with placement in the other wings, the principal first floor corridor in the North Wing led to three 

i and the cornice and the ceiling were elaborately painted with some areas glazed. This departmental business offices—the bank examiner’s on the west, the superintendent of public instruction’s office at 

- treatment enhanced the sense of depth and relief in the coffers, recessed panels and the end of the wing, and the engineering department’s on the east. Historic photographs of these spaces have not been 

BSE CHGS, located, nor have paint probes been completed. Because the North Wing interior spaces were not completely assigned 

when Mack, Jenney and Tyler prepared its schedule of finishes, these rooms were not included. It is likely that they 

Sta Wa 2 received Class II finishes like the other business offices on the first floor that included stencils and gold leaf. 

— 2 i 
a : 3 Second Floor Corridors, Chambers, Parlors and Lobbies 

a The grand public areas on the second floor demonstrate an elegance and complexity of finish that vied with the Rotunda 

: a and the Governor’s Conference Room. The corridor walls were sheathed with stone, leaving the ceilings for decora- 

: See iy t tion in a palette of tan, yellow and gray in which a variety of motifs were implemented. The ceiling panels adjacent to 

ae . k g the elevators and the pavilions featured maple leaves and ribbons. At the head of the secondary stairs on the second 

<a . ie 3 i floor of each wing, a single painted panel on each side wall and two similar panels on each end wall were provided 

vi 4 : 3 with decorative motifs that included swags of maple leaves, columns of leaves with berries, winged dogs and columns 

y ee eg surmounted by eagles with spread wings. Three ceiling panels existed between each elevator and the corridor belting 
oo o 6 : 4 : 2 the Central Portion. These had maple leaves, shields, ribbons and the letter W. 

ee ‘ as ig 

eae Seas an . a - E & : acetate ee Mack, Jenney and Tyler bore responsibility for decorating the large chambers on the second floors of the North, East 

ess. ee : S : a a ; ie and South Wings, while the Assembly Chamber and adjoining areas in the West Wing retained the finishes applied by 

————— | A ri me Elmer Garnsey. The Supreme Court Hearing Room and its lobby in the East Wing relied for effect on richly figured 
ae 16ers, = eS ———e— a ‘ eee marbles, murals whose palettes were coordinated with the coloration of the stone and a color-matched glass ceiling. 

’ : s el <4 i : : i] | aes 2 Only the plaster elements of the ceiling and cornices required paint. Mack, Jenney and Tyler replaced Conrad Schmitt’s 

‘ _- : yy = Le ce ee zg earlier paint scheme in the hearing room with what was described in a 2001 report as “a tan base paint .. . bound ina 

3 Ga ae Rect casein/resin binder, and a ‘salmon’ or reddish-orange glaze (oil/shellac) . . . applied to its surface in certain areas . . . 

——— m oer ed i to emphasize or pick them out. There seems to be some intrinsic variation to the base color in terms of light to dark. . . 

a | Le 4 z be le EOE : from element to element. ... The ‘salmon’ glaze appears very consistent in color and application . . . [and] appears to 

pO ae ee ne ge ee =e be applied to highlight or emphasize edges, or the relief to certain elements, and follows closely on to the ‘model’ laid 

pa y . \ & SE ~ pe down in the first generation of decoration. . . .” The report also noted that bronze powder paints were applied to the 

i c = Nw tan base paint in some areas, and that much of this paint still survived in 2001. “The visual effect from the floor . . . 

em \ ‘ eis Dem) would be to perceive a high and reflective contrast between gold [bronze] painted elements and surrounding paint and 

‘ glazed/painted areas, and a very subtle or soft transition between ‘salmon’ glazed areas and non-glazed areas of the 
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exposed base paint.” The central square recess, which housed the room’s glass ceiling, was painted a medium gray. In / gg Fe 3 by s\ ‘| : PE ee 
the lobby, the cornice was painted in similar colors and featured a single ceiling panel using the same tan, brown and ae UK We ee 

gray tones with a border of ivy and berries. The centrally positioned light fixture was surrounded by laurel branches . i - & Wie? 
and berries, eagles with ribbons, vases, flowers and entwined branches. Four oil-on-canvas panels were worked into the 3 oF eee 
larger composition; two eagles in small horizontal panels were positioned on either side of the fixture, and two nearly : 2s i 

square panels at either end of the rectangular space contained pairs of tablets that were left blank, suggesting that they Rigs > : 5 

may have been prepared for lettering or scenes but were never completed. The use of oil-on-canvas panels included Ln eee a 2 

in the ceiling indicates the high level of importance attached to this supreme court space.’ = : i 4 z 

The rectangular ceiling of the justices’ conference room, the walls of which were lined with bookcases, was painted Ti van) 4 5 

with symbols appropriate to both Wisconsin and legal history. The wide outer border of the ceiling featured eight 9.36 Mack, Jenney and Tyler, | = ae aa a | ? 

circular paintings in oil on canvas, and its four corners contained iconographic elements drawn from Wisconsin’s ter- Supreme Court Conference ie ao dies oe os fet s i 7 ja E 

ritorial and state seals (an anchor, a plow, the joined spade and pick, and an upraised arm with a hammer in its fist). Room decorations, 1917 Udine TT eae ' we le z 

Other imagery in the outer border included the seal of the Wisconsin Supreme Court, the shield of the United States, : We gies see i Hill ape at TTY a a Hl i ry i | 

the nation’s Latin motto, e pluribus unum (from many, one), and “1915” in Roman numerals for the year the Capitol Cee a amiad eight re err td i em i ¢ 

was to have been completed. A broad, gold-leafed frame separated the border from the inner panel where the Latin oil-on-canvas murals whose , i pet Peet fille i iti we ie 

words lex, pax, veritas and justitia (law, peace, truth and justice) appeared in painted plaques, one on each side of the themes were drawn mostly from il Pan { Te Ca ad a P : & : 

room. The center of the rectangle was dominated by a circular pattern surrounding a light fixture based upon motifs piven wee $ \ Pl a bs gee] / ; ) ‘ Ki g 

that included fruits, flowers and leaves in vases and a gold-leafed Greek key design. Gold leaf enriched an elaborate concepts of law, peace, truth and G gee oe | = . g cd 
plaster cornice. The conference room’s color scheme included shades of tan, yellow, green, gray and terra cotta. justice were painted in plaques. a CoA _ 

The Senate Chamber, Parlor and Lobby in the South Wing were the subject of extensive probes and stratigraphic analy- ssi sae z 

ses in 1995 that revealed the complexity of the finishes applied in these rooms. Layers of colors and glazes had been ee . : s : 8 

used to achieve visual unification with other elements in the room. Thematically, the decorative work in the senate’s A Soo ae ape a 3 

rooms and chamber encapsulated many of the classical themes and devices typical of the Beaux-Arts finishes applied P cg es < - —— e 

throughout the Capitol. In the circular Senate Chamber, raised ceiling panels with suspended rosettes at their centers | fl tp are a ‘ a 

were gilded and glazed to achieve a varied effect from plain gold leaf; the lower fields were painted with an acanthus i a Ne = Cee 8 

design. The background color of the walls and ceilings consisted of a composite finish, “a layer of golden ocher, fol- | : ra | ' | ee : 

lowed by a thin application of a grayer ocher, a scumble [an opaque or semi-opaque, thinly applied layer of paint] of ; eee a ae ‘a z 

warm gray-white and a tinted glaze.” The finish was “probably intended to resemble a fine-grained stone.” Panels . we : a 

between the suspended rosettes had a border of the golden ocher and an inner panel of “a scumbled tone of golden ocher . 2 ; CT : E 

and gray ocher, followed by a glaze.” Three bays existed in the chamber beneath an upper level gallery; the ceilings ; = 2 
i i ar i " 9.37 Mack, Jenney and Tyler, : Se E E 
in these bays were decorated to simulate a stone-like surface. Using a ground color of warm beige, the surfaces were \Senu’el Ghamigenaeceranions. Soe 3 

glazed, two warm beige scumbles were then applied, and finally a tinted glaze. Inside the panels diamond-shaped 1917 _ | / / : g 

designs accented the light fixtures. The motifs used included rosettes, bell flowers, leaves and scrolls in gold leaf, with pani ome were ot : y - 4 . ee | H 
a terra cotta ground. Gold leaf was also applied to the plaster moldings. eae aie oe Re a. | ae a ee ce f ‘J _§ 2 

j bays and galleries. Gilding a _ aE ee — Lo am 2 
The ceiling and walls of the visitors’ gallery were equally complex. On the ceiling, composites of “multiple scumbles was applied liberally to capitals jaime et SF i é and glazes” were overlaid “three alternating ochers.” The lower wall consisted of “a gilded and glazed floral stencil ona and other ornaments. A wide a —“— iV Pa ae m*, . 2 =< 
puted field” that was a composite of “orange-ocher, intense burgundy glaze, a red-orange paint, and an apparent warm an 7 co oe — ie = — a z i 
light-gray scumble.” The gilding was not glazed. Even the gallery vestibule and corridor were painted complexly. In dedicated to the senate. te / a _ oC 

the vestibule, below the chair rail there were five scumbles that created a dark warm tone, and above the chair rail there 

were four scumbles in light gray and gray-ocher. In the corridor, the ceiling was covered with “alternating scumbles 

of light warm grays and light ocher.” The wall had five scumbles “of different but similar light ochers,” creating “a 
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z warmer and darker tonality when compared to the . . . ceiling.” The wainscot had “a darker and warmer field” color 
3 that consisted of five scumbles in ocher, warm-gray, and warm light gray.“ a 
5 

5 Second to the Executive Chamber, the Senate Parlor was the most lavish parlor or reception area in the Capitol. Mack, 
a Jenney and Tyler prepared three oil-on-canvas paintings for the room, one for each of the three ceiling bays; these 

: u t constituted the largest and most elaborate canvases the firm created for the building. The ceiling’s center rectangle was 
a z composed of at least a dozen smaller canvases pieced together. Two squares featuring women within circles dominated 

: ‘ : the composition. The paintings were of Sapientia (Latin for wisdom) on the east and Diligentia (Latin for diligence) on 
: , , oe z the west. Sapientia was surrounded by elements identified with wisdom—a lamp, an owl, and a son, denoting women’s 

ak Ny : . Ys iE wisdom as mothers. Diligentia was surrounded by the symbols of labor, a distaff for spinning, a beehive, the fruits of 
= \ ee ' iff 2 gardening and a boy representing a son. Blue, gray, gold and flesh tones comprised the palette, which was lighter in 
Boe = =| Lo fs s color than the deep red-brown of the mahogany-paneled walls. The borders consisted of gold frets with dolphins and 
Poy : ee ee al 4 ms z dark green masks in the corners. Three pairs of rectangular panels separated the central squares and the borders of the 
bo ie eae ae ys ge painting. They featured three men and three women in classical poses that presumably expressed various attributes 
no ee Soe iter “ Br — : Y y on i: appropriate for a governmental body. Interstitial canvases that repeated the scroll and floral motifs of the rectangles 

i ma ial provided the balance of the painting’s border. In the two rectangular canvases at the east and west ends of the parlor, 
i Fa eae”, jaa o 2 naked children seated on upturned urns used ribbons to bind swags of branches with fruits and leaves. Each panel also 

mo | % | Vr é 7 i Co gee Ae oe, Z contained masks, scrollwork, acanthus leaves, guilloches and compotes of fruits. The palette was similar to that used 
- o 4 a Be et ob § | Zo, (glee : % go A A in the central panel and a gilded plaster frame unified the three paintings. Between the ornament and the outer edge of 

: —— =ecweener o Ny | af VEC Do ye a re ok the ceiling was a border painted on the plaster. It had balance scales in its corners, winged and interlocking brackets X ‘ oo = vee “5 = = ea i | te i | | . J /. - Ce ak x ~ yr with scrolls, compotes with fruits and hanging clusters of fruits. The colors were green, gray, ocher and terra cotta. 

ef Re De ar ! y Us l A WY 3 Hist 4 VF J fe o oe ‘ The plaster cornice was painted shades of gray with a light gray scumble over darker gray. A dentil course was prepared 
> a iS Stee A x 3 ; a a fees) i oa for gilding, but was painted instead. Twenty elaborate, high relief plaster panels in seven different classical designs 
F NM | | 7 ; : : — rr | La i Z composed a frieze around the parlor. On a background of blue green each frieze included motifs, such as griffins, 
ve > i sd t }. d f ) Be a ie ss acanthus and rosettes (two panels); a northwind mask, cornucopia and birds (two panels); cherubs, acanthus, rosettes 
a : | | a 4 ‘ | : He aT vs and vases (two panels); storks, a mythical beast and plant forms (six panels); dolphins and acanthus (four panels); 
IF i | a. | | | i Sie iM ; | i 3 he / p j | i winged beasts and acanthus (two panels); and eagles and cornucopia (two panels). The wall panels between the relief 
et | u / ah it il | LF ir | } ih | a3 re | | | a a : panels were painted in alternating shades of gray and gray-green.*5 

= / | ' } eT i a f | | | | i - The ceiling of the Senate Lobby was also quite elaborate. It contained two oil paintings and significant areas of pastiglia. 
7 i ih _. y ‘| | io a | | ae — The oil paintings were executed in a black-gray palette and were likely the work of Ernest Tyler who was remembered 
a 2 i F ye ee e i i‘ il i Fi We 7 Yr i | i a by his family for his Wedgwood-like figural painting. The ceiling also had significant designs in gilded and glazed 

a i co ae ee P ae ay ee ee i “> WLLL oo. pastiglia and non-figurative oil paintings applied directly on the plaster. The ceiling consisted of five panels between 
: ae! f of) —— i " 4 a ' it me yt ) Wy AAA Af f Ae two recessed bays at the east and west ends of the lobby; the oil-on-canvas paintings were installed in the soffits of the 

get hee sii i x : < ike \ | ; f | if | iy bays. Identical panels at the east and west ends of the lobby contained pastiglia eagles, griffins and Ws. All the panels 
Po iy va f ‘ x. ' | | i LE were painted in shades of deep red and gold. Panels decorated with fasces and guilloches separated the five recessed 
ot cet” : Ac : ; tae 2 N panels of the main ceiling. The soffits contained gilded pastiglia rosettes. The center panel of the five had pastiglia 

: J Sa 2 S eagles with arrows in their talons, and pastiglia Ws and banners. Flanking the center panel were two long rectangles, 
, + { : 4 4 each with two lunette paintings of wings and an hourglass and pastiglia Ws. The only remaining public spaces in the AY Ss ~S = suite of senate meeting areas decorated by Mack, Jenney and Tyler were the round vestibules at each corner of the 
ideas Oe 1s, sistas ee ce Senate Chamber. Their ceilings received a tapestry pattern of gold-colored diamonds whose size increased from small 

hoe J eae ine nearly filled the parlor Ueeting, The center panel depicted Sapientia (Wisdom) and Diligentia a gener io leraee a the border. ‘The ground color was dark red. Panels over ae tere accordingjto probes; a (Diligence). Twenty plaster panels in very high relief constituted the frieze; gold leaf and gilding were applied liberally. composite of a light beige paint, a glaze and a warmer tone, then a glaze, probably giving the effect of stone." 
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The offices of the president of the senate (also the lieutenant governor) and other senate officers along the west corridor 2 

of the South Wing’s second floor received fine finishes comparable to Elmer Garnsey’s designs for the assembly’s of- Z 

ficers. In the president’s office, Mack, Jenney and Tyler created an elaborate design of fasces, ribbons and leaves for the F 

sconce panels, using shades of red-brown and brown with gold leaf against a medium green-gray wall color. The wall é 

panels had a three-color stencil border in a pattern of branches of leaves, berries and rosettes. The leaves and branches : ee a 

were darker green-gray and gray; the centers of the rosettes and the berries were terra cotta. The room’s ceiling was Oe aA S 4 a 

ornate, outlined with a gold-leafed plaster frame. The outer border consisted of a terra cotta and gold damask pattern; : — eg. Py 4 : fad s : e 

the ground color of the ceiling was light gray with a gold-leaf border of bell flowers and rods, with entwined chains at = . ia, ~~ 3 Ug eo 4 

the comers. The adjacent secretary’s room was painted with similar colors and stencils on the walls and ceiling, but ae eG oe We ey ae é ‘ ro 

did not include the sconce panels on the walls and damask pattern on the ceiling. Four additional rooms lined the cor- _ os 5 x Ks Be ixas. Mi, 5 s - a 

ridors; two were occupied by the chief clerk and sergeant-at-arms, a third was the document room, and the fourth was a ee a Sy Ff SS a) a 
‘ cere ae é 5 ey Cee eg a er, fs an cf a 

acoat room. These rooms received similar wall and ceiling colors as those in the president’s office, much the same : Pe oes su pee | ress 

stencil for wall panels, a floral pattern for the ceiling stencil, but no gold leaf.” ce ae) e oN ee 

The North Hearing Room and its lobby were the last major public spaces completed on the second floor. The walls of a Xe ore a / : PN ‘ Nae? Po. e Py 

the hearing room were sheathed with yellow Verona marble with inset, bookmatched panels of mottled gray-black Monte , sg a . soe ors. “‘S ae p ce : 

Rente Siena marble, both from Italy. Paintings by Charles Yardley Turner filled most of the coves between the walls ve eee ad ae ie ey ~ 

and ceiling. Mack, Jenney and Tyler decorated only the ceiling and the remaining areas of the coves, using a familiar { 2 : a fete fig aie. 28 ae : 

palette of tan, gray-green, ocher and gold leaf, which harmonized with the walls and with the yellow, gray and blue tones ’ r lc at Col a EEE, re 

of the glass in the ceiling. The firm also decorated the lobby ceiling, which consisted of a single panel. The ground e Z Ba <n e aT > 2 : 

color was cream over which a relatively modest gold-leafed pounce design was applied. The most significant design A ia SE =. 

motifs appeared in the center of the panel. At its corners were a globe, a ship’s wheel, balance scales and a caduceus, | : / 

all of them emblematic of the wing’s use by various regulatory and licensing commission of state government. ar hen ST ana : 

Upper Floors 

The third floor corridors between the secondary stairs and the Grand Stairs received elaborate decorative treatment. 

Post & Sons had designed these corridors as a gallery that overlooked, through arched openings, a three-story open 9.39 Restored third floor groin vault decorations, North Wing, 2003 ’ ; 
2 : ae e Forty-eight oil-on-canvas paintings were installed in the ceilings of the third floor groin vaults, which were further ornamented 

space beneath the skylights of the barrel vaults. These spaces were given additional prominence through the elaborate with gold-leafed pastiglia. The North Wing paintings featured the months of the year; the East Wing, traits of good character; 

groin-vaulted ceilings and decorative iron railings. Mack, Jenney and Tyler supplied each of the three vaults within a the South Wing, the arts, humanities and sciences, and the West Wing, industries, crafts and professions. 

corridor with two octagonal oil-on-canvas paintings and gold-leafed pastiglia; the thematic subjects for the paintings 

varied from wing to wing, and their titles appeared in plaques. Both the paintings and the plaques were surrounded by 

gold-leafed pastiglia. The paintings were mounted along the principal longitudinal axis of each wing, with the labels 

placed horizontally. The North Wing paintings were devoted to the months of the year (beginning in the southwest 

with January and concluding in the southeast with December). The East Wing paintings depicted personality traits pre- 

sumably ascribed to Wisconsin citizens (tenacity, courage, fortitude, endurance, vigor, cunning, agility, daring, stealth, 

adventure, skill and strength). The South Wing paintings were devoted to the arts, humanities and sciences (poetry, 

art, oratory, philosophy, religion, singing, dancing, instrumental music, science, mathematics, tragedy and comedy). 

And the West Wing paintings were given over to industries, crafts and professions appropriate to Wisconsin (carpentry, 

masonry, mining, commerce, navigation, teaching, weaving, forging, brewing, forestry, stock raising and farming). 

The ground color of the paintings was dark terra cotta, and the figures were painted in yellow-gray tones; almost all 

figures were seated or kneeling because of the constraints of the octagons, and they were divided equally between the 

sexes—half men, half women. A gold-leafed pastiglia frame surrounded each painting, and a gold-leafed pastiglia 

border outlined each groin. The backgound color of the vaults was a matte dark green. These colors harmonized with 
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‘ os = — —té=< the paint and gold leaf used throughout the barrel vaults, including the prominent treatment given to the walls above 

: c _ eae 5 the entrances to the major second floor rooms, which featured large, three-dimensional plaster badgers seated atop the 
———— — pes pediments. Behind each of the badgers, the walls were decorated with a semicircular panel of oak leaves. Above that 

af Ch - ‘ : I 1 - — 3 panel were seven trapezoidal panels which contained ovals, three of which had paintings of Ws and four, paintings of 

on _ i. fete 4 eo 1] 4 2 leaves. At the side of each barrel vault, three panels featured large, three-dimensional eagles. The background color 

oe El) a _ oe | pi used in the groin vaults and as the background on the eagle panels was matte green, which echoed the green Tinos 
a | a : P : wi : ' ‘ meg marble of the two-story pilasters and engaged columns in the Rotunda. 

8 a : a - s v A 7 a? ee: “\ oe” Grand Army of the Republic Memorial Hall 

ae : : . Ae : CZ. a he dill : The fourth floor of the Capitol had only one public space that received a high level of decorative finish—the Grand 

>» " @ Ae, Py 4 i ‘ By Pid . a = Army of the Republic Memorial Hall in the North Wing, which was designed as both a meeting room and exhibition 

» A P | . _ : < = | i ; . Se va space. The walls were left free of significant decoration because they were to be hung with paintings and artifacts, but 

+ bg wi _ ‘'s Oey © the ceiling of the main room was richly decorated. The ceiling had six oil-on-canvas tondos, four of them portraits of 

2 % = gn rage E servicemen illustrating the branches of service involved in the Civil War and two paintings representing “liberty” and 

oe 4 — ) .< ae eS 3 a “humanity” as seated female figures. Besides the tondos, the numerous ceiling panels utilized military motifs such as 

« = > . : . stacked cannon balls and cannon, along with images characteristic of Mack, Jenney and Tyler’s work elsewhere in the 

a a a A building including masks, swags of leaves and Greek-key frets. Names of prominent battles in which Wisconsin regi- 

ms * : é “Ny ments participated were included, as were insignia of units to which Wisconsin regiments were attached. The ceiling 

ued “a : murals had a light-colored background, and the military motifs were rendered in colors appropriate to the natural objects. 

ee “Liberty” and “humanity” were painted in a style similar to that used for the paintings in the Senate Lobby and the 

9.40 Grand Army of the Republic (GAR) Memorial Hall decorations, circa 1930 third floor groin vaults. A small platform was erected on the north wall of the room, and its back wall was decorated 

Because the walls of the hall were to be hung with pictures, Mack, Jenney and Tyler decorated them simply and used patterned with a panel identifying the room as “Memorial Hall of the Grand Army of the Republic.” On the south wall, a mural 
wall decorations only in the arches at the front and back of the room. The ceiling of the central vault, however, was painted was painted in the arch featuring a coat of arms, a sword, a rifle, a drum, and branches and leaves.** 

elaborately, as was the underside of the proscenium arch. The motifs were drawn from Civil War iconography. 

Class III, [V and V Decorations in Private Spaces 
oe ee Z Private offices, work spaces, meeting rooms and secondary corridors predominated in the wings and in the upper floors 

: a -— & : a a Zz of the pavilions.** Although the pavilions were scheduled to receive mostly Class II finishes, they received Classes 

= a & 3 —. ee g yo ie 9.41 Liberty ceil- III and IV finishes. The finishes in these areas were documented selectively by conservators in the 1980s and 1990s 

‘ e er es S : vee 5 oY > ing panel, GAR Me- through numerous paint probes and stratigraphic analyses. The probes were made mostly on ceilings and exterior walls 

ao ee ‘ GUO & Os a Bor ial Hall, 2003 that had not been disturbed by alterations. The conservators’ reports concentrated on the more highly decorated private 
é x ee oeae 5 = ee i on spaces (generally Class III) and devoted fewer pages to those areas that were less highly finished. The decorations in 

a 4 ee : —— canvas panels in- offices, secondary corridors, vaults, coat rooms and toilet rooms varied widely. The more detailed decoration occurred, 
- y Sy a \ : , / corporated into the for example, in the East Wing offices of the supreme court justices; they had three colors of paint (one for the dados 

_ _ |. Z y fg : ( : oil-on-plaster finish below the chair rail, one for the walls and one for the ceiling) and three types of stencils (one above the chair rail, one 

. * ; he AN a - oS oie at the picture rail and one surrounding the ceiling panel). Throughout the building, the use of three ground colors for 

& 8 4 ag . a, 4 re : The design Peclided the walls and ceiling was fairly typical, but the use of stencils to this degree was not. In making determinations about 

7 —— ea Fl - typical motifs such the level of finish, the decorating contractor worked with the architects and the commission. They employed two stan- 

_ Le _ ‘ as stars, ribbons, dards. One was determined by the level of detail given to the architectural elements already in place and the other was 

( : <3 eae . imposed by the status of occupants, who occasionally made their personal wishes known. Another factor affecting color 

ies a. ee as well as cannon choice was natural light. The private spaces, many of which were positioned on the exterior wall, frequently included 

. : balls and Greek war one or more windows as a natural light source. Conservators’ reports indicate that Mack, Jenney and Tyler developed 
Ce He a widely applied scheme in which cooler colors were used in areas with more light, warm colors for those areas that 

tary association of had less. This is particularly apparent in the instance of the supreme court justices’ offices, which had exposures to the 

the room. north, east and south. Mack, Jenney and Tyler chose warmer tans and browns on the north and east, cooler browns and 
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gray-greens on the south. Distinctions were sometimes subtle; red tones in the prevailing tans, browns and creams and light colored ceilings to match the wall palette. Wall panels were outlined with three-color stencils. In the North 

contributed to a warmer palette, while green and gray tones helped establish the cooler palette. Wing, the Free Library Commission occupied the west side of the wing, and the Railroad Commission the east and north 

sides. The color schemes appear to have been typical, and the business office of the Railroad Commission received 
Departmental Areas and Offices stripes above the chair rail and stencil in the ceiling cove. In the Northeast Pavilion, the room was divided into two 

Throughout the ground floor, brown, tan and cream predominated. In the West Wing, the reception area for the Com- spaces for the court reporter. Only the larger room was probed; it had no stencils; the dado was dark brown, the walls 

mission of Fisheries, which had little natural light, was painted with a dark brown dado, light cream walls and an were tan and the cove and ceiling were a lighter tan. The Legislature’s post office was in the Southwest Pavilion and 

off-white ceiling. On the north side, the Industrial Insurance Department business office, with light from the west and the Southeast and Northwest Pavilions were occupied by legislative committees. The second floor committee rooms 

north, was painted with a dark brown dado, dark cream walls and a light cream cove and ceiling, a scheme that was had a dark brown dado, gray-green walls with two different gold-colored stencil borders, one above the chair rail and 

repeated in other rooms on the north side. Numerous probes made in the East Wing revealed the same three-color the other below the picture rail; the ceiling was painted light cream. The stencils and three-color scheme indicates 

pattern, although the wall colors varied from tan on the north to gray-green on the south. Some offices were finished these rooms were home to important committees and were probably used for hearings as well. °° 

with only two colors of paint. The north side of the wing was to have been occupied by the Civil Service Commission 

and was scheduled for Class III decorations that included four colors, stencils and possibly gilding. The Department of In the West Wing, the third floor committee rooms on both sides of the wing were painted by Conrad Schmitt, and then 

Agriculture and State Land Office occupied the space instead, and the rooms were decorated more simply than Class III a short time later by Mack, Jenney and Tyler. The schemes were found to be essentially identical. The probes indicated 

with three- and two-color finishes. The adjutant general’s office on the south side of the wing and the adjoining minor a first scheme with a dark brown dado and yellow walls, and a second scheme of a dark green dado and light green 

corridors had dark dados, gray-green walls and light tan ceilings. Striping existed in the corridors and lobby areas. In walls. In the East Wing, the third floor offices were painted in somewhat lighter tones of brown, tans and creams on 

the South Wing, only two colors appeared in the office of the commissioner for the State Board of Health—a tan dado the dados, walls and ceilings respectively. The library walls were painted in a single color without ornament. Offices 

that might have been glazed with amber to darken it, and a light tan on the walls and ceilings. This shade was used of librarians received three colors, of their assistants, two. Probes of the Northeast and Northwest Pavilions indicate 
extensively and has been identified as comparable to “Peanut Shell” by the current manufacturer, Pratt and Lambert. that round rooms on the third floor were painted differently according to the status of the occupants. The revisor of 
The more typical dark brown dado with the same light tan walls and ceiling was installed elsewhere on the floor. No statutes occupied the Northeast Pavilion; the room had no stenciling, and the color scheme resembled that of the court 

stencils or striping were recorded. For the probes completed on the ground floor of the North Wing, the results were reporter’s office on the floor below with a dark brown dado, tan walls, and a lighter tan cove and ceiling. There was 

not documented. no stenciling. In the Northwest Pavilion, a committee room, the dado was dark red-brown, the walls were light tan; 

the cove and ceiling, yellow-tan. Although probes were made in the Southeast and Southwest Pavilions, which were 

On the first floor of the West Wing, private offices were provided for the staffs of the treasurer and secretary of state. The committee rooms, reports about them were not prepared. 

treasurer’s private comer office on the south side of the wing had been decorated with stencils and gold leaf, although 

the wall and ceiling color scheme was similar to the standard for the building established on the ground floor. Some Reports on paint probes made of fourth floor private spaces suggest that they generally received simple paint schemes of 
rooms had striping above the chair rails, in either terra cotta or slate. In the East Wing, the first floor offices occupied two or three colors, even when Mack, Jenney and Tyler’s original schedule awarded stencils to at least one space—the 

by the governor’s and attorney general’s support staff had color schemes similar to those used in the more public busi- hearing or meeting room at the south end of the South Wing. The number of reports on probes, however, is fewer 

ness offices, but with much less elaborate stencils. Green and gray prevailed in the governor’s suite on the south side than the number of probes made throughout the fourth floor, which suggests that modest two-color and three-color 

of the wing; tans and browns on the north. In the South Wing, the brown-tan-cream palette was used extensively, along schemes were standard throughout. Occupancy of the pavilion rooms was not reported, but they were likely offices 
with stencils in some of the offices for the Board of Control and the Insurance Department. Reports for the North Wing for state employees. In the North Wing, one office space was probed, but no report was made. The Northeast Pavilion 

did not include private office spaces. room was painted in two colors: tan walls and ceiling and a darker tan dado. The fourth floor of the East Wing was 

a library space, painted like the third floor library space. The Southeast Pavilion room was probed, but no report was 

On the second floor of the West Wing, Mack, Jenney and Tyler installed finishes only in rooms on the southeast side. made. The South Wing meeting room was discovered not to have stenciling, despite the schedule. Although probes 

At this time, these spaces were considered largely utilitarian, used by the press and to house the telephone system. were made in two or three other private spaces, no report was prepared about them. The Southwest Pavilion also was 
Probes revealed a color scheme that included a dark brown dado, cream walls and a lighter cream ceiling. The second probed, but no report was written. The West Wing had no fourth floor offices, only storage space, which was painted 
floor of the East Wing was occupied by the Wisconsin Supreme Court, the justices’ offices being among the most highly with a single color. The Northwest Pavilion room received three colors of paint, indicating a higher-status use: dark 
decorated private offices in the Capitol. The justices’ offices were scheduled for Class II finishes (including gold leaf), brown dado, light brown walls, and cream-colored cove and ceiling. The schemes resembled those of most offices 
while those of the justices’ secretaries were indicated for Class III; as realized the justices’ offices did not receive gold throughout the Capitol: dark dados, lighter walls, and still lighter coves and ceilings, or a relatively light colored dado 
leaf, and the secretaries’ smaller offices typically received a similar decorative scheme. A Greek-key motif in gold and wall, reflecting the general rule that decorations became simpler the higher the floor. 
paint delineated wall panels, and stencils, repeating the Greek key and including a floral pattern, were implemented at 

the coves and as surrounds on the ceiling panels, which featured rosettes, leaves and scrolls. Dark dados, a mid-range Other Spaces 

tone on the walls and light coves and ceilings predominated, with warmer tans and browns on the north and east, cooler Minor corridors, toilet rooms and vaults appear throughout the building, and they were decorated similarly. The interior 
browns and gray-greens on the south. The second floor of the South Wing was occupied by the senate; paint probes corridors leading to private spaces typically shared a common color scheme: a dark brown dado, red-brown or tan walls 
conducted in three rooms on the east side of the South Wing revealed dark brown dados, either tan or gray-green walls and cream ceilings. This scheme was repeated in public coat rooms and toilet rooms, whereas private toilet rooms 
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CC Ookhtn_ Mw 7 oe "ads. ae A g had only two colors. Exceptions were noted in corridors without much or any borrowed light. On the south side of 
| ~¢ - ce oo ‘ | & : : du 

od YS sR = fe ee _ » Z the first floor of the West Wing, the dado was dark as customary, but the walls were light green and the ceiling ocher. 

4 a oo fo SS Ses x ae oe ce ig On the second floor of the North Wing, the east minor corridor had a light-green dado initially, then was changed to a 
_g oo x oe ee —_ a —e. a 4 5 dark brown; how long the green dado persisted was not known, but both could have been applied by Mack, Jenney and 

— Ae Sn 2 ie er FG f rs " é fe _ 
Ss : ii co << A *} “ a 4 z Tyler. On the third floor of the West Wing, the interior corridor dados were dark green, the walls a lighter green, and 

& i ak ye sy fa 7 x a the ceiling an ivory color; the transverse corridor under the Assembly Gallery was painted in lighter tones of gray and 
k£ ia a LC ieee 1 \ a * : : eae 5 2 seas 
A yP ~~ - .° OSS | vig ra gn SA % white, replacing the yellow walls and ceiling initially painted by Conrad Schmitt. Throughout the building, storage 
UB - : : K >» aN se 7 cd a ? ‘ae ‘ “ = 4 vaults typically were painted light green, which would have harmonized with the dark green metal shelving and filing 

og A A aN ae ef Pe SS _ ' systems and also would have provided a reflective surface in the vaults that had no windows or skylights. Cream col- 
Se 7 es 8 CM Re ae Ey a “1 soko . . - 

Ss , Be ON ——] e ie fo | eS YJ ors were used on the walls and ceilings of the janitors’ closets, the walls of which were wainscotted with gray marble. 

eo ae — Ve ee ft a o Ky Shades of creams were used, too, on the ceilings in the utilitarian areas of the basement. 

‘ie co. CCU 4 as cS Restoration and Rehabilitation, 1988-2001 
; ep | : a fe : 3S As it did in many aspects of the Capitol restoration and rehabilitation, the 1980 State Capitol Restoration Guidelines 
2S ge | aS : 3 
we ee fa os yy suggested an approach to the treatment of decorative finishes that was expanded and adapted throughout the course of 

\ Ce EB. : Ye = the project. Although the Guidelines made only a brief mention of painting and decorative work, they recommended 

‘G ‘5% ES: “match[ing] the original decor as closely as possible.”*'! The 1980 publication was a precursor to two studies that 

Q ais Pay 2 initiated the systematic documentation of the historic decorative finishes. In 1982 the state arranged for an inventory 
Bijan r EVA — & : : : : - 

»< Gx . Fy Ae, Ae i of pounce patterns and stencils that had been stored in the South Wing basement. Rita Zachman, a University of Wis- 

wi yy a Fr "A consin-Madison art student, completed the study, but it was not comprehensive since more patterns and stencils existed 

ms Dy, ~~. ee Pe : than had been inventoried. Further, it was discovered later that some stencils and patterns dated to the period of initial 
WAL aw SG a I : decoration of the building, but others were made later for various overpainting projects. These distinctions became 

9.42 Assembly Chamber tondo, 1994 more apparent as additional research and paint probes were completed.” A second study was undertaken late in the 

After having been surveyed and analyzed several times, Garnsey 5 oil-on-canvas tondos and other paintings in the Assembly summer of 1986 by Lorette Russenberger of Milwaukee Art Conservators. In a thirty-eight-page report, Russenberger 
Chamber were restored by EverGreene Painting Studios in 1995. The eagle was a reference both to the national emblem and to located both fine and decorative works in the building, assessed their condition and identified specific problem areas. 
Old Abe, Wisconsin's Civil War mascot. ; oe ' : ge 

The report suggested procedures for maintenance and recommended treatments “for areas with specific problems.” “In 

most cases,” she wrote, “the condition of the stencils, paint and gilding is generally good.” She continued: Pi gilding 1s g! y 8 

Because of the high quality of the original materials and the skill of their application, they have 

survived well. Problems which have arisen are usually related to specific damage, such as leaks, 

vandalism or general wear and tear. In the last category it must be noted the abrasion of gold leafed 

surfaces which is caused by something as innocuous as wind, which blows through the hallways, 

gradually rubbing surfaces away. . . . 

The ground floor decorative treatments are the most problematic, not only for their different materi- 

als, but because they have suffered more damage than others in the building, and have been repaired 

and retouched on numerous occasions, making identification of what is really original difficult... . 

Other damage... . is largely the result of deterioration of the underlying plaster, through age or outside 

forces like moisture. . . . Some such areas have been repaired, often ineptly. 

She found similar specific problems throughout the building related to moisture and age, but concluded that “the con- 

dition of art works and decorative treatments in the Capitol Building is good.” Russenberger noted that treatments of 

the works of fine and decorative art would vary “from minor and remedial work to extensive restorations,” and she 
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recommended implementing a program of examination and maintenance.* “remarkably well,” but recommended immediate attention to the areas that had cracked or spalled. He suggested that 

when repair and repainting were to occur that a “breathing” paint, not latex, be used for the benefit of both the plaster 

Russenberger’s report informed the objectives that were expressed formally by the Joint Committee on Legislative and historic finishes. At nearly the same time, DSFM staff conducted paint probes, created drawings of stencil patterns 

Organization (JCLO) in the 1987 Capitol Master Plan, which was intended to provide a “blueprint” for the restoration and recorded color findings for several areas in the chamber. In March 1988, Anton Rajer completed paint probes of 

of the Capitol. A summary of Russenberger’s findings was presented and her fundamental conclusion reiterated. The the Assembly Lobby ceiling and cornice to determine original colors, stencils and patterns of gilding, which were found 

Master Plan “recommended that a program of examination, maintenance and restoration of the decorative ornament to be consistent with the scheme implemented in the chamber. That October, Rajer examined the painted finish on the 

of the State Capitol building be implemented.” With the approval and formal adoption of the Master Plan, an effort metal railings in the chamber’s galleries to determine original colors, which he reported were steel gray paint covered 

spanning nearly fifteen years was set into motion. The goal was to achieve the ideal of making the Capitol once again by a layer of dark brown. The restoration of Garnsey-era paint and repainting of overpainted surfaces in the chamber 

look as it did in 1917 when painters and decorators put the finishing touches on the interior. Since the Master Plan and galleries were executed by Conrad Schmitt Studios of New Berlin, Wisconsin under contract with DSFM. The 

directed an extensive reconfiguration of private spaces, many of the interior walls in the private areas of the building contract included an adaptation that involved the removal of the centers of the wreaths in the ring of ceiling panels for 

were slated for demolition. The documentation of historic finishes was important both for posterity and so the new the installation of television lighting.* 

walls and ceilings could be decorated in the spirit of the originals with replicated color and decorative schemes. 

In 1988, DSFM employed Anton Rajer to undertake technical examinations in seven areas of the Capitol in addition 

As work progressed, various individuals and firms completed decorative finish surveys using methodologies that met to the Assembly Chamber spaces, where he was under contract already to analyze finishes and restore Edwin Howland 

contemporary standards in the field of conservation but at different levels of detail. As with other aspects of the project, Blashfield’s mural, Wisconsin, Past, Present and Future. The seven areas were locations where historic finishes were 

knowledge built upon knowledge, and the later projects were more informed than earlier phases of the work. In project known to have been in place and included the Governor’s Conference Room, the Rotunda Basement, the Senate and 

sequence, paint probes and analyses were conducted in the Assembly Chamber by Al Isenberner, an engineer from Supreme Court Lobbies, and the ceilings of the Rotunda ground floor and West Wing ground floor principal corridor 

Portage, Wisconsin and Anton Rajer, a conservator from Sheboygan; in the North Wing, by Rajer and Garland Guild, and the first floor of the Northeast Pavilion. The study was implemented to aid planning subsequent decorative finish 

Inc., a conservation firm from Indianapolis that expanded upon Rajer’s work during restoration; in the remainder of the restoration in areas throughout the building. In the conference room, Rajer reported that the walls had been varnished 

West Wing by Rajer, Garland Guild, EverGreene Painting Studios of New York, Preservar, Inc., of New York, and Jean originally; then, in 1968, they and parts of the ceiling had been painted off-white. He recommended stripping the paint 

Easter of Indianapolis, an expert on plaster; in the South Wing, by Rajer, Garland Guild, Preservar, Richard Wolbers of and revarnishing. Rajer described the ceiling of the Supreme Court Lobby, also in the East Wing, as in the worst condi- 

the Winterthur Museum in Delaware, an expert in paint stratigraphy; in the Central Portion, by Garland Guild, Wolbers, tion of any of the seven areas examined. It suffered from plaster failure, and portions of the center panel threatened to 

Preservar; and in the East Wing by Garland Guild, Preservar and with Wolbers as a subcontractor. collapse; one of the four oil-on-canvas murals on the ceiling already had been torn. The report cited vibrations from 

fans and other sources as a principal cause of the plaster failure. Concerning the Senate Lobby in the South Wing, he 

The conservators, consultants and state bureaus created more than sixty survey documents, which range in length from stated that nearly a third of the ceiling had been overpainted and that many surfaces were flaking. He offered two op- 

one or two pages to over 300 pages; the Central Portion alone was documented in twelve scrapbook-like albums, with tions—one for repair and one for conservation of existing original surfaces with replication of those surfaces that could 

a few pages in a half dozen of them dedicated to the ongoing survey of decorative finishes undertaken in the Rotunda. not be conserved. The West Wing ground floor corridor ceiling was found to have been repainted “a number of times . 

Examples of reports concerning finishes in the Capitol have been found for every year between 1982 and 2001 except . .as tastes changed,” as were elements of the cornice and frieze. The workmanship evident in the later paintings, done 

for 1983-84, 1989-90 and 2000, and they cover most phases of decorative finish work. The paints, varnishes, glazes in the 1970s, was “some of the poorest in the building.” Finally the report addressed a single panel on the ceiling of the 

and other finishing materials used in both restoration and replication varied. For the first test project in 1987-88, the ground floor near the information desk in the Rotunda. It had suffered flaking for years for a variety of reasons related to 

restoration of the Assembly Chamber, oil paints, like those implemented historically, were used. For all other sections plaster, moisture and exposure from the Northeast Pavilion entrance, the principal delivery entrance to the building.* 

of the building, the conservators used oil-based primers, latex paints on walls and for minor decorations like stencils, 

and artists’ acrylic paints on the more art-like panels and decorations. Actual gold leaf was used for some repairs and North Wing and General Surveys, 1990-92 

replications; gilt paint was also used to repair gold-leafed surfaces. For paints, Glidden products were used in the North With the onset of the comprehensive Capitol restoration and rehabilitation project, DSFM had completed sufficient 

Wing and Pratt and Lambert products were used in the rest of the Capitol. preliminary analysis in the assembly spaces and elsewhere to recognize the necessity of probe work prior to architec- 

tural intervention, be it either restoration or replication. Between 1990 and 1992 two separate decorative finish surveys 

Assembly Chamber and General Surveys, 1987-88 were completed in the North Wing; the first was undertaken in 1990-91 by Anton Rajer, and in 1992 Garland Guild 

In January 1988, the Division of State Facilities Management (DSFM) contracted with Al Isenberner of Portage to examined several of the same surfaces but frequently arrived at different conclusions. Rajer made seventy-seven wall 

evaluate the plaster and paint in the Assembly Chamber. The work in the Assembly Chamber was intended as a pilot probes and prepared forty-five “color reconstruction drawings” for areas located in the basement through fourth floor. 

project for preservation techniques to be used in the larger Capitol restoration and rehabilitation. Consistent with the He found hundreds of colors, which he matched to the Munsell system, and identified thirty stencil patterns. On the 

directive for public spaces in the Master Plan, it was intended that the decorative finishes in this room be restored. In his ground and first floors, he discovered damaged plaster that he attributed to recent construction vibrations, and identi- 

report, Isberner noted that lights had been installed in the decorative panels painted by Elmer Garnsey that encircle the fied overpainting on the corridor ceilings. Most typically, the background colors were affected, although sometimes 

glass ceiling. In these areas “paint cracking, curling and spalling” was evident, although “no significant water damage” the stencils and gold-leaf ornament had been overpainted as well. On the second floor, Rajer identified the ceiling 

had occurred in the upper layers of plaster. Isenberner indicated that, in general, the painted surfaces had performed background color of the North Hearing Room lobby as having been overpainted, but found the gold-leaf stencil to 
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Volt HC 9 be original. On the third floor, he described the groin vaults as “some of the most complex decorative surfaces in the 

Wall Lo LOR Histo RY A PPr Oxi Male’ i building,” but appears not to have probed the walls beneath the vault as he was contracted to do. He recommended 

| i ions in the GAR M ial Hall i | 
S TAWd A rd co / of SIraTiGrn PHY AS Found MUaKE. L a : re-creating, as Cueseaty the Se in a : ‘emorial of the oa floor and reattaching canvas panels 

: J é IS. loosened by flaking and delamination. In most situations, he advised cleaning.*” 
throuGNovt AsatT sf N6rh WinG- Nall, IDENTIF CAT 0) : 

Co (Cidons Avd oF Fics bel on/ chaitz Rai. for wall cokes z While making plans for the application of finishes in the North Wing, DSFM and the State Capitol and Executive Residence 

: Board (SCERB) were called upon to respond to some building occupants and members of SCERB who felt the colors 

identified in Rajer’s probes were too dark in value to be suitable for the walls. They requested a lighter color scheme be 

MosT Re ecealT 7.5 YR considered. A room on the fourth floor was dedicated to testing paint colors, and eventually SCERB selected colors that 

1791 -L4N TEX 5/ y were half the value of those established as original. As for stencils, assembly representatives decided that none of the 

: offices would have replicated stencils, even though some of the corresponding historic spaces had been stenciled.** 

Re poe s ee = e < a a : y During the summer of 1991, DSFM prepared specifications for restoring or replicating decorative finishes in the North 

Se Sf: 7 Wing using Rajer’s data and the decisions made by SCERB. The specifications called for “only the best materials and 
li eee acu workmanship” because the “Capitol . . . is the single most important building in the state architecturally and histori- 

qq? ee cally.” The specifications stated that “average materials and workmanship are not acceptable.” In a document that 
aikcA 1940: rr CU 72 G y established the standard for decorative finish work for the balance of the restoration and rehabilitation project, the 

...._-_—s=diC.. oS 3/ Z specifications indicated that the consultant: 

: ; 75 VR [S]hall provide all decorating work, including submital [sic] of materials and samples, making stencil 
L le /) y and pounce patterns, scraping loose paint, cleaning and repairing existing finishes, preparing surfaces 

; for finishes, painting plaster surfaces, executing free hand art work, providing gold leaf work, cleaning 

eS and grouting marble, cleaning decorative metal railings and gates, all as outlined below. 

es 
ee 8 Y 2 The intent of this work is to faithfully restore the public spaces to their 1917 appearance. Little cre- 

ee SF, ——=Ean9. '—=2"U ativity is required since only original patterns and decorative schemes will be recreated or restored. q' 
3 oY R Wherever possible original finishes shall be saved, cleaned and repaired. Other areas will require re- 

Earliesds-/9 7? 5/, 2 creation of original finishes. All work shall be approved and coordinated with the project manager. 

The document described in detail, floor-by-floor, the expectations the state placed on the contractor. In the basement 

corridors, the marble walls were to be cleaned and grouted, and the ceilings were to be painted “to match original.” 

3 The stair ceiling between the basement and the first floor was to be repaired and “[d]ecorative stencils and painting 
. 2 - Me Ow : ee ‘ a ‘ 

4o Ho Ws BAG / ’ ST Te of Mot “re ce a, Fou f Pe | . .. will be recreated in the west stair,” while in the east stair the “ceiling will [be] saved, cleaned and then touched 

CNALR RAL : up. Sample panel required.” Similar instructions were given for every floor, identifying what was to be re-created or 

f : replicated and what was to be cleaned, repaired or touched up.*® 

ny Between May and November of 1992, Garland Guild restored and replicated the finishes of the North Wing; as necessary, 

Room oe ae the t de stencils and patt id undertook additional probes to identify col pena cs ject : rh 14 e team made stencils and patterns and undertook additional probes to identify colors more accurately. As the projec’ 

S7ATE CN p t 70L -MOr7 H W/ / V G unfolded, the additional probe work led to a number of unexpected discoveries. The most notable was the identification 

of a finish scheme that had not been identified in Rajer’s earlier work. Garland Guild recorded notes concerning their 

exploratory work on the secondary stair landings of the second floor in their work log on June 25: 

9.43 North Wing paint probe report, 1991 
In paint probes conducted throughout the North Wing, six layers of paint typically were found below the chair rails in ‘ : cee ‘ 
corridors and offices. Although the interior was painted originally with oil-based paints, finishes typically were repli- Erobes above Seu bandon og Floor West Secondary Stair Landing revealed sign nficarie artwork: 
cated in latex paint. griffin or Pegasus-like figures with vase and column surmounted by eagle located on both sides of east 
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door connected above door by rod with swag of leaves attached by ribbons. Same pattern detected z 

on West Land and subsequently on 2nd Floor Secondary Stair Landings of other wings of Capitol. 7 

oo . eT 2 

Other issues that arose as work was underway in the North Wing included a concern expressed by Garland Guild about | a : ee - : : : 

the flat painting of walls, which had been subcontracted, especially with respect to visible roller marks. Also, the con- | rr — : 

servation effort required particular attention in the GAR Memorial Hall, where the finishes were replicated in some , Oe 
: Pe 

areas and restored puncte enginal work survived. To complete ihe sey complex ree of the nd floor corridors, 9.44 (Tighs) Test panel, second floor ; he _ | 

numerous consultations with DSFM staff occurred; field notes indicate almost daily informal meetings, and regular landing, West Wing, 1994 8 ! _ 

formal meetings were conducted and meeting notes prepared throughout the work on the North Wing. Six years later, Paint probes revealed the historic deco- == ao a 

in 1998, in conjunction with Central Portion work, Garland Guild returned to complete additional work on the vaults rative scheme installed by Mack, Jenney meniitlaenm, : 
es dlgtai th . lisuite fitm innainted thewelds withla chad Ainlceahore and Tyler on the second floor landing of * 

and the wing’s grand stairs. In the groin vaults, the firm inpainted the fields with a shade of brown used elsewhere in the West Wing. The winged animal atop LC 

the Capitol, topping it with a glaze; on the soffits of the grand stairs, twelve panels needed attention because of previ- acolumn was replicated in this location 4 
ous overpainting that had not been executed to the current standard.*! as part of a test panel, and the small 4 

probe opening above provided informa- : : S 
i : - t A gaa tion about stripes and colors. Pounce : i or ad 

During 1991-92, Anton Rajer conducted additional probe work and analysis beyond the North Wing, examining the patterns were made to replicate the de- v - 

grand stair soffits between the ground and first floors in the East and West Wings, the South Wing ground floor main sign, which was repeated on second floor - oo s 

corridor, and the ground floor of the Northwest Pavilion. The condition of the grand stair oil-on-canvas ceiling murals landings throughout the building. a _ 
had deteriorated since Rajer’s earlier examination i 1988. “At that time,” he foots one panel was loose, [and] now 9.45 (below) Decorative paint conserva- i ee 

[in January 1991] almost half of them show some signs of delamination and flaking. The detachment may have been tion, main corridor, ground floor, North - . a oS 

caused by vibration from the North Wing renovation project. Witness the numerous red clay ceiling tiles that have Wing, 1992 i y 

fallen in the North Wing.” However, Rajer also noted, that no ceiling panels in the North Wing had detached, only Background paints on the ceilings and o 
5 i : ‘ " ee cornices of the ground floor had been . 

those in the East and West Wings where tiles had not fallen. He recommended immediate repair of the delaminating overpainted, and so the original colors : 

panels. He noted similar problems with paint on plaster in the main corridors of the ground floor of the South Wing were replicated. Surviving first-genera- 

and in the barrel vaults of the West Wing. In January 1992, a steam leak occurred on the ground floor of the North- tion surfaces required conservation and, 
west Pavilion, saturating the ceiling. “Upon drying many areas began to flake,” Rajer wrote. He applied BEVA 371 Co a 

adhesive “as a consolidant to stabilize the flaking” until permanent repairs could be made. (BEVA is a non-aqueous 

adhesive formulated by Gustav A. Berger for fine art conservation. BEVA adhesives were used routinely throughout oo : oe ea : z 

the building as a restoration material.) CO oa. a - : z 

West Wing, Northwest Pavilion and Probes in the South Wing, 1993-95 Oe eet SSS. > 
re Pf oe = nage eae z 

By April 1993, DSFM had been renamed the Division of Facilities Development (DFD) and it began developing plans ee eis We) he 2 
for restoring finishes in the West Wing and Northwest Pavilion, this time in conjunction with Kahler Slater Architects, oe ie if nee ey s 
Inc. of Milwaukee and Madison. Beginning in January 1993, Anton Rajer continued as a conservator and analyzed Zc ; ae er Ves ae ey 
finishes throughout the West Wing and pavilion; in September he issued a “preliminary final report” concerning the C Ben oe oF es hl eae 

i - . ‘ 5 lO 8 Ae | 
forty-seven areas and sixty-five rooms he had probed to determine the stratigraphy of the paint layers on walls, ceil- yd | ee 1 . ao bi S 

ings and coves. His report stated “On average in the offices about 8 layers of paint were found covering the walls.” a — : a; = liey ie = : 
In corridors, color schemes “closely follow the general color scheme of the marble walls and floors.” He submitted a fe Oe] Fy) _ . eg b ce : 
four-page description of work he believed was needed. He also summarized the colors of paints used historically, us- By a R ie 3 ¢ co au ue 
ing the Munsell system of color notation. When the document was reviewed critically by Mike Bath, a Department of Pa : OW Bay y wel 4 ou a ~ : a4 ; 

Administration staff painter who had conducted additional probes, some inaccuracies were cited. For example, Rajer 2 Ds | j fo i ad —— a e 

had stated that the main corridor’s “stencil ceiling is original and in good condition,” but it was found later that “[a] 4 a oH Rael golf _ 4 a he i LS | | \ a 

probe in this area indicates the color and stencil are the same as the North Wing” and “[the] center panel background ss fe! | aD : — oO Lp ieee ee oi ye 
will require repainting and the decorative gold leaf will have to be restenciled.” Four pages of similar comment fol- : : ay liek 17% ea) : ‘| a | 
lowed. Rajer also attributed all the West Wing decorative work to Elmer Garnsey, but he had been responsible only ne ; / | nest. Ea : : 
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GE Ga 4 7% ae ee eee Z for the Assembly suite, not the entire wing. Rajer did not submit his final report on the wing and pavilion until April 

’ a2 ! Gece? |. : oo AMS Yo g 1994; it ran 366 pages with only a brief text, but with scores of photographs, drawings of stencils, hand-colored rendi- 

Tees Ss ge ‘ eae Pm ed 2 tions of chronologies of paint layers and colors. 
An | ee ere ie 

ns a Ce 2 In the period between November 1993 and April 1994, DFD turned again to Garland Guild of Indianapolis to ana- 

Pe eis ea i = | 2a hes a lyze finishes in both the wing and pavilion. Garland Guild conducted its work in February and reported findings in 

se ee i. i i March, including photographs, a field log and paint samples that matched the colors revealed by the probes. Where 
Boos Pee . f ul ey Sy ’ 1 i Aa 7 possible, it matched original paints to latex paints made by Pratt and Lambert. Garland Guild’s probes included two 

ee a fl bas SS ee Ue spaces in the secretary of state’s suite, where Conrad Schmitt’s decorations had not been overpainted by Mack, Jen- 
— ee | id ee 4 a AS pe : oa ney and Tyler. 

Se ee ER) AR ce snalyi 
oe a iE AN a a) / Le i ee — The contract for restoration and replication of West Wing and Northwest Pavilion finishes, with the exception of the 

: a | exis tes : 7) H } oe a third floor groin vaults and the ground and first floors of the pavilion, was awarded to EverGreene Painting Studios. 

2s oe Bien i a ae i ee ne EverGreene’s crew began work on 1 July 1994 and concluded on 28 April 1995. EverGreene found previously un- 
a. : : nee G Bi 4 pa Oe 8 documented patterns and stencils in many locations throughout the wing, most typically above chair rails, on wall 

a 5s ae A] ‘a oo ppeder 5, a anels, in coves and on ceilings. The technicians paid particular attention to details like glazes used to shade, for : ue | 3 4 | CS a : < P De r 
ee ee 4 5 e _ i eee - S oe a ‘ example, a ribbon, leaves and leaf veins in a ceiling panel in the Assembly Parlor. As Garland Guild had done in the 

eee oe ae | e he i Ae North Wing, EverGreene cut replications of many stencils and patterns that would be used in recreating decorative 
&y eS ae | a _ | a me = ee ea paint schemes in the private spaces. A great measure of collaboration occurred between EverGreene and DFD in 

_ ooo Ba ae ee eas determining color schemes for the offices and the locations where stencils would be replicated. The overpainted 
. 5 a i F ey Pe a co Bay ao 4, : : : : : : 
a ee ee i & 4 i bien | ceiling of the Assembly Lobby prompted investigation about how to remove the new paint layers without damaging 

ae . a 7 4 ve i if a i C AA De a ae / the original. Conservators tested several types of tape to pull off the non-original layers and found that masking tape 

ae if ES ;. .  .. §=——rsia—e—h worked well. They applied the tape to the surface and brayed it with a plastic putty knife; then in pulling off the tape, 

eg, ee i] Ay ‘Ss : eer ee overpainted paint layers were removed, leaving the varnished or glazed original ceiling mostly undamaged. Cracks 

i ee i A | ie 7 : on a ] - ae ee and surfaces damaged by probes and cleanings needed to be repaired, touched up or replicated. EverGreene also 

ee & ae | i “ pe ee investigated the Assembly Chamber ceiling and pendentives and was given an additional contract to clean and repair 
oo ss Le y ' © ee ee oo the ceiling. Recommended restoration work on the pendentives was undertaken by Garland Guild, as was additional 

oe eso ee ei | os ee work on the Blashfield mural in the chamber. 

cea memes A i a ee In March and April of 1995, Garland Guild was hired to make additional studies of the finishes on the ground and first 
—_ - . en = SE — : floors of the Northwest Pavilion and to restore those rooms and the third floor groin vaults of the West Wing; in these 

= ep i ESS ee Oe ee | spaces the pastiglia required special consideration. Garland Guild retained Constance S. Silver of Preservar in New York 

: | City for technical studies of the pavilion rooms and Jean Easter, the frame conservator at the Indianapolis Museum of 
2 | WEST WING -STATE CAPITOL! « : : : + lia? . “ ; ‘| FLOOR__Pigs' ° Art, “to consult on methodologies to consolidate and replicate pastiglia.” Garland Guild reported that, “It appears that 

2 5S erent ag bee | the pastiglia in the 3rd Floor Groin Vaults was formed with a finish plaster, whereas the pastiglia in the Round Room 

3 ; : ASP WES Entry Vestibules was formed with a ‘compo’ material (as used on picture frames).” These findings prompted testing 

: 3 es DEM Rein of three resins with adhesive properties “to reattach and consolidate delaminating pastiglia.” Hide glue was found 

' = : ; j 1 to be too weak; an acryloid B-72 solution in acetone worked best on the most heavily damaged areas, while diluted 

; : BEVA Gel was effective in less serious situations. Joint compound was found to be useful in replicating pastiglia. In 

| : ‘ : its examination of the first floor of the Northwest Pavilion, Preservar discovered the entire ceiling to be unstable, with 

: a : — : i adhesion to plaster “severely compromised” and “fragile to the touch,” with “widespread, very fine crazing with some 

9146: Deconariie AiR Survey duce cheed secrelary of state's busines’ office, 1994 Distenng and buckling. a condition was attributed ic San aaa circumstances, particularly ae temperature and 

The quill pen and scroll motif, long concealed, were revealed by probes on the pilasters in the secretary of state's quarters humidity swings characteristic of an entry area, especially one with a northwest exposure. In April the conservators, 
on the first floor of the West Wing. The decorative pattern inside the wall panel’s edges was an uncommon feature. in consultation with Richard Wolbers of the Winterthur Museum in Delaware, tested several resins that could be used 
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in repairing the ceiling. They settled on Aquazol (a water-soluble resin with very low toxicological characteristics) . LU z 
“mixed in a volume ration of 15 parts distilled water to 1 part ethanol to 3 parts Aquazol.” The mixture 

8: 

was applied to the surface with a soft brush, covered with silicone-coated mylar to isolate, and then _ oo oo = 
pressed with a bone folder. The mylar was removed and area washed with distilled water/surfactant GG 
(Triton X-100) using cotton, then dried with cotton cloth. The area was then heat-set utilizing silicon- S|. 
coated mylar backed with brown paper to isolate. After the entire painted ceiling was consolidated a — 1 
the paint was gently cleaned with distilled water and Triton X-100. ae — 

After the consolidation process was completed, the ceiling was sealed with a 10% solution of Acryloid 9.47 Replication a“ ————— 
B-72, brush applied. ... Inpainting was done with artist acrylic over the B-72. After experimenta- pmeorhigd oe ~ Se = - 
tion with matte Soluvar, it was determined that Pratt and Lambert acrylic varnish resulted in a sheen The decorativefinish — ~ ————— ee 
more closely approximating the original and could be brushed evenly. Tests for solubility in toluene ieee age ae a o _ ae = — 

oo ae ceiling to ee wi hans tp a - a : 
; ; = eas mine colors and motifs 2 pet Pipes — Wolbers also examined the painted surfaces stratigraphically, discovering that most of the surviving paints were origi- as installed originally St oy —— moe 

nal, but consisted of more layers than had been thought. The plaster cornice and the outer ring of the murals had been by Elmer Garnsey. The Jay oe ea wo : = | 
painted to resemble the decorative stone in the room. Two other areas of overpainting were identified: a red band had aes ee was Pee Misi hic Perr 
been repainted the wrong color, and the green field of the cornice was originally slate blue. This highly detailed work pay ae 
on the third floor vaults and the two pavilion rooms took from early March through 3 May 1995.% 

Qo 

South Wing, Southeast and Southwest Pavilions, 1993-99 is cee ali oe (uactens GF a eee i 
While West Wing and Northwest Pavilion restoration was underway, preparation for South Wing restoration began TMG eat ee mieite VSS s 4 4 heen ey ee as Sain 8 Fev aiey Cone e ois a0 (8 
with the historic and forensic research on the wing and pavilions required for the compilation of a historic structure e 
report (HSR). In the fall of 1993, Kahler Slater Architects conducted a preliminary survey of the decorative finishes ia ac Ea Oe eI) Lap ess Gc : pe z 
in the wing and pavilion as part of preparing the Historic Structure Report, Book IV: Wisconsin State Capitol, South oo on, ah ~ yO 2 : La oe Ss H ae a 
Wing, Southeast and Southwest Pavilions. The team compared original plans with those showing existing conditions to a eo ‘ — = & 
determine the location of intact historic interior walls, and it turned to archival records to determine the levels of finish a > 4. 
that might be expected on walls in different spaces throughout the wing. Thirty-one probe locations were established Oo _- 
and prioritized, and the architects prepared recommendations indicating where walls should be probed for original h a ed foes A 
stenciling, floor by floor.” Between 27 and 29 December 1993, a team of eight persons from DFD and Kahler Slater rue a As d : Sn ow 2 ££ 
conducted reconnaissance probes from the ground through the fourth floors and issued a report in January 1994. The floor ceiling, North- DD Me . : 5 
document indicated that research uncovered little photographic documentation showing individual offices within the west Pavilion, 1995 5 
wing, so probe work was undertaken to uncover and “document original decorative finishes.” Colors were given a Plaster and paint on Lo cee rcae . 
Pratt and Lambert color number, and paint chips were saved for future cross-section analysis. On the ground, third and Weg : 2 ay : 
fourth floors, the team found no stencils. Stencils were found in most rooms on the first and second floors, and drawings were discovered to — 
were prepared for some of these. These findings were incorporated into the South Wing HSR that appeared in 1995. have suffered damage A Z ce ea 4 . : a 
The team recommended further probes in both public and private areas after occupants vacated the wing. Further, the ea nae ee o= we . : — Cee 
HSR recommended preserving or re-creating finishes in public spaces and replicating finishes on the newly constructed drafts and dampn ess, + > — yee nual 
walls in the private spaces that would be compatible with the uses assigned those rooms.” as well as from inap- ae 2 

propriate attempts at  . 

In keeping with the established recommendations, Garland Guild conducted comprehensive probes in the South Wing, fs eae 
Southeast and Southwest Pavilions between 7 August 1995 and 5 February 1996. This work expanded significantly particularly fragile 
upon the 1993 reconnaissance survey. As the probes were underway, regular reports were transmitted to the architect prior to restoration. 12. Exposures of the Original Finishes. 
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ee eS sans aay : 4 and to a representative of the senate, which occupied much of the wing.” In 1995, as consultants to Garland Guild, 

B . : ene as t Constance Silver and Richard Wolbers analyzed the more complex Mack, Jenney and Tyler oil-on-canvas paintings 

8 ae é ee ; 3 and architectural finishes in the wing and pavilions. Their findings were summarized in a three-volume report. The 

Ce oe ome bos Cores : ae & first volume, submitted on 20 February, established two goals: “to determine the condition of the mural paintings and 

ao a 4 Me DOTES, : PAINT INVESTIGATION DATA SHEET : E to make recommendations for their conservation treatment” and “to identify and determine the original appearance 

oe oe : o oe Ther a) : od of the decorative finishes.” Garland Guild made the initial surface exposures and then Silver collected ninety-eight 

ES ee &) ), ie ee | samples from which to make cross-section studies. Silver and Wolbers analyzed the cross sections, which were magni- 

oe = By we Bo : - a Seah: : oS { fied 125 times, and Silver examined the mural paintings. Silver and Wolbers found that most of the original finishes 

bo ee “a MIGDOMSIN STATE CAPLTOL 9 Oo “have been overpainted at least once and in some cases three times.” When examined only on the basis of the probe 

: : Se . : 2 ee FINISH PROBE SU aS | work, not including stratigraphic analysis, the original finishes appeared to be “straight painting in a rather ‘hot’ and 

fee Se Dah . : dark palette,” but the cross sections 

ee ‘Room #, Location, Description: Test Location, Description: ' 

Ee. San ; ‘ i confirmed the use of composite finishes made from base tones, scumbles, and glazes to create faux 

ee . Bastia wor wo: (5S SO ee stone finishes or simply fanciful finishes. Moreover, the palette tends to be quite subtle, with a use 
Ce ee a : | of grays and toned glazes. . . . [While there is some straight painting in the South Wing, most of the 

be : ethene: Specimens / Tracings: ORAVINGS ' finishes are composites, apparently attempting to imitate stone. 

oo 2 PEERS : : Bore : ; : : Ce | Silver and Wolbers recommended replication, not conservation, of the painted finishes because of the costs associated 

ee eee | with conservation, especially given the heavy use of the areas by occupants and visitors. The consultants recommended 

Ce : : S ; j a pilot project, beginning with model boards on which original finishes would be reconstructed, then review of the 

ss ey oe ae ees Solon Matches eo is ‘ boards, and finally replication of the finishes. Mack, Jenney and Tyler’s oil-on-canvas panels in the Senate Parlor ex- 

oe = Te toe oe ne : ee : ; hibited numerous structural problems and Silver and Wolbers advocated that they be repaired, but did not recommend 

pee SS oe SS - <r F = : “comprehensive conservation treatment,” only the treatment of structural and aesthetic problems.”! 

Po Ce 
(ees es | 
(eee : (o E eee Hg | = i i In its report concerning its work in the wing and pavilions, Garland Guild stated, “The rich but muted colors of the 
Poe fy) i 8 i ey q°. i { a - | original finishes found under layers of overpaint, together with [both] the simple and elaborate stencil designs revealed, 
: : | a = } Ss ae i : { i ot : mT will complement and enhance the interior spaces when restored or replicated.” Garland Guild also prepared a supple- 

ue eon be GeO fg S FP | ' mental volume in which it made room-by-room recommendations for restoration and rehabilitation of the finishes in 

C — Cc 1 | ; Q ote cee, HE the wing and pavilions.” With the results of Garland Guild’s findings and the research for the HSR largely in hand, 

Le Ean : sr Sa prea a : Kahler Slater, Affiliated Engineers Inc. (AEI), DFD, representatives of the Capitol staff, and Garland Guild collectively 

L 2 2 oe a prepared a preservation plan and recommendations for the wing and pavilions. The recommendations were issued in 

L a February 1996, at the same time the Garland Guild reports were submitted. The document indicated: 

ee ee é In general, the recommendations propose conservation or restoration of all decorative finishes within 

I Test and Data Sheet Completed By: : Pate: i the public spaces of the South Wing. Original decorative treatments are anticipated to be replicated in 

i Rebecca Garland : : se 0/95 = b/9R) i many of the first and second floor offices. Although not original, ground floor, third floor and fourth 

E : floor legislative offices are proposed to have decorative treatments sympathetic to the period and to 

i GARLAND GUILD, INC. / 711 DORMAN / INDPLS. IN 46202 / (317) 638-0553 : the hierarchy within the South Wing. 

Be. 2 135.6 The recommendations included proposed treatments, a schedule, floor plans and mock-up panels for review. Two con- 

ree ah os ‘ re tay A ; ens ? ; , tracts were to be issued—one for flat painting “rooms without decorative finish treatments . . . [meaning] very simple 

9.49 Paint investigation data sheet, South Wing, 1995-96 single or multiple color schemes,” and one for decorative finish and conservation painting. These recommendations 
As the restoration progressed wing by wing, methods of survey and analysis became more systematic. In the South : : A . oe a 

Wing, prepared data sheets were used in the field. These sheets described locations and colors of stencils, and the Wereancluded..n snecitications prepared, for the wing and pavilions, 
colors of walls, coves and ceilings room by room. 
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9.50 Paint investigation data sheet, South Wing, 1995-96 9.53 Trumpeters’ course documentation, 1988 
Original paint and gold leaf were found on the ceiling of the side corridors on the first floor surrounding the glass- Previously completed surveys and studies became an important part of the historic record and frequently provided 
block inserts that transmit light from the second floor. valuable documentation. Pages from a 1968 specification for repainting the Rotunda demonstrated that the decora- 

tive pattern in the trumpeters’ course had been scheduled for restoration but was overpainted instead. 
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oe Py 2 nd, a fo : z Garland Guild received the contract to complete the restoration and replication of decorative finishes in the wing and 
A. be ns Pe i" A — _ : pavilions, although the oil-on-canvas panels and gilded elements of the Senate Parlor, the ceiling of the Senate Lobby, 

4 . ‘f ype x - | A and the four round vestibules to the Senate Chamber were conserved by Preservar. During their work, the conservators 
> - ee _ - : discovered additional structural damage. Cracks in the canvases had worsened and more detachment from the ceiling 

P | , 4 A Po: had occurred to the Senate Parlor murals during construction. Also, under improved lighting, the team discovered a 
, . Pa ey , 7) i i “very uneven quality of the varnish” on the murals. Conservators removed grime from the ceiling, reattached loose 

- “_e j Ng i r “ay ; . canvas, filled cracks, reintegrated discolored overpaints, inpainted cracks, and sprayed diluted varnish on the murals, 
— A ‘g a A Co “resulting in an evening of the overall surface and thus a great improvement in the appearance of the ceiling.” Heavy 

Oe ; gr ae ? . im a _ accumulations of grime on gilded elements in the room were removed, the surfaces were washed and rinsed, and the 
é ig oe ’ he AO a] gold leaf repaired. The Senate Lobby ceiling displayed significant overpainting, regilding, and loss of glazes on the 

* mea 7 («4 a o painted surfaces. Delamination of paint had occurred in some areas, and plaster had failed. The ceiling of the west 
i 7 é <. - he _ Do bay exhibited the worst problems because it had been “inaccurately overpainted” and had “extensive damage to the 

: : % os oe - | . plaster and paint in the west area.” It required complete reconstruction. Treatment consisted of cleaning the entire 
_. A "by te ; 3 ae = A oe Cs ceiling, removing a water-soluble coating from the gilding, reattaching flaking paint with BEVA D8, and applying gloss 
< 2 = 2 hy  * i varnish to secondary planes because “the paint has lost some of its transparency in relationship to the adjacent panels.” 

' é ee : — Ly ie i rE a] The central panel of the west bay had to be repainted in large part, and the panel’s southwest corner “proved to be one 
— pe a ‘ ined | e a etal 4 of the most vexing areas” because “severe and repeated water damage had caused almost total loss of original paint, 

' i : 5 r Ll ~s i: PS followed by very poor and inaccurate reconstruction.” After unstable paint and plaster were repaired, the inaccurate 
4 oe _" < _ / repaint was covered and sealed with an isolating varnish. A stencil was cut from surviving areas elsewhere on the 

‘ ed | ald ‘, i o ae Q ceiling, and the decorations were duplicated with artists’ acrylics.” 
: te 3 a. ry Lae 

Q * e ~ . - : * | Garland Guild began work in the wing and pavilions in September 1997 and finished in December 1998, juggling South 
Pies ee ba a Wing restoration and replication with work in the Central Portion, which took priority. The Senate Parlor received 
ke : Aas immediate attention, as did the preparation of a sample room for presenting finishes. In April 1998, a little more than 

9.52 Restoration of third floor groin vault, South Wing, 1996 halfway through the two contracts, the conservators noted an anomaly in the paint on the south wall of the barrel vault: 
The decorative raised plaster, or pastiglia, surfaces in the third floor groin vaults had been gold-leafed, and both the plaster and “The oak leaves and branches on the left side were outlined intermittently in a dark greenish-brown, interspersed with 
a shabage Lies Serseathuess oh ale oy — ae Ie SEle crete) kueact, required fairly transparent ocher. The right side was outlined entirely in the ocher, with the lower right extremity of the branches 

.. . Solidly gilt in outlines.” Examination revealed the inconsistencies to be original. Sizing for gilding had been ap- 

plied on the left side, but the gold leaf was not. The solution was to “inpaint [an] emulation of the dark greenish-brown 

on the right side (so as to match the left).” While this was an unusual occurrence, the daily logs demonstrate steady 

progress throughout the wing, beginning with the cleaning of surfaces, preparation for painting and repairs, then ex- 

ecution of the restoration or replication work, item by item.’”> Besides the work specified in the South Wing schedule, 

Garland Guild conducted similar work in other areas of the South Wing and the pavilions including the principal stair 

ceilings between the basement and first floors; the ceiling panels in public spaces on the ground through third floors; 

the ground floor and first floor ceilings of the pavilions, and the third floor groin vaults. This work appears to have 

been conducted in connection with restoration of the Central Portion.” 

Central Portion, 1996-98 
Surveys and research for Historic Structure Report, Book V: Wisconsin State Capitol, Central Portion—Dome and 

Rotunda began in 1996. The scope of work for the interior encompassed the Rotunda, its belting corridors and the 

axial and diagonal corridors to the transitional space often referred to as the elevator corridor. Corridors encircle the 

central Rotunda on the ground through fourth floors and feature decoratively painted ceiling panels on the ground, first 

and second floors. The Rotunda Basement, originally an elaborately finished public dining room, also was included in 

the scope of the project, although some earlier analysis by Lorette Russenberger and Anton Rajer had occurred in the 
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1980s. In the Rotunda, the condition of finishes in the upper areas was difficult to assess in a preliminary way because We oe She eee See eee SF - 7g 

lack of access hampered the work. However, historical research revealed the likely presence of a concealed decorative APPENDIX TO TECHNICAL ‘EXAMINATION POR CONSERVATION (1988) SS 2a 

pattern on the wall at the sixth level and a color scheme for the ceiling coffers different than that in place at the time. oe fo ae ee : oe ae : oe oe 

More accessible, the 140 ceiling panels in the corridors of the lower levels and basement of the Central Portion were as oS s : es BL : : : d if 

inspected visually and a wide range of conditions found, from pristine on the ground floor to very problematic in the oe ane o Tay CL Try iu rapier ‘s+++++-Photo taken in 1967 of the Rotunda > 

Rotunda Basement. The HSR, issued in 1997, recommended that conservators address each decorative ceiling panel fe 4 ee : a fe foie the oe . z 

individually and treat it appropriately, an approach reflected in the specifications. ee | fey eae : : 

In 1996-97, the ceiling murals in the Basement Rotunda came under initial scrutiny as surveys were conducted for the | _ eo : : i a @ ‘ Se ee os AY : 

Central Portion HSR; in 1998, much more in-depth analysis was undertaken by Preservar that included the analysis of “: =. S L DA Tag coh a 4 2 ® Al 

the paint used on plaster surfaces. Preservar concluded that Mack, Jenney and Tyler’s color scheme had been over- Ge st ] : ee 7 IN WY : ; (4 » wii te 

painted once, using darker tones than had been applied originally, presumably in an attempt to match original paint that Lo | : i 4 fa Wake ge “) eH) i : ih \Y 

had darkened over time. In its analysis of the oil-on-canvas ceiling panels, Preservar found that one panel in the outer ae : fa) x & Ox wesey JEN ‘ 

ring “was removed and subsequently lost” and that the central circular mural had been compromised when in 1971-72 oe en AS. EVE O Ll j 
: ‘ : | ; ECS ee |} 

some of its five sections were removed for plaster repair and reinstalled badly. The canvas became largely detached < ey meena : Eee’, Sat: 

after the adhesive and much of the skim coat of plaster had crumbled. As for the other thirty-six murals, twenty in the Fe 2 | 4 as ; ‘ 

outer ring and sixteen in the inner ring, the outer ring murals were found to be in “far better condition than those of 4 | artist reconstruction of the Rotunda 
3 . . A A Sey 4. dome stencils as they appeared until — 

the inner ring, although all had been covered with at least one coat of a natural resin which had discolored and become re “) 1968 when they were painted out. 

rather tenacious.” The color fields of the inner-ring paintings were in “extremely poor condition” because of previous bey i bee SAS Pee a : 
@ a ‘ : S co = po 

cleanings and “a remarkably thick tinted varnish that had been applied apparently to mask surface defects.” Many of : | dood 

the murals were stained and had been abraded in attempts to clean them. Several had been “almost totally destroyed a Ae ee ee 

and thus required almost total reconstruction.” Complex individual treatments were applied to all but two panels and e i= . ee , sad a5 

involved regluing, cleaning, inpainting, then varnishing with a conservation varnish. Two complete murals and part of a eS x coe & : 

i i i : oe : | al had to be removed and eae SES the supporting De ined ae (ote panel nad been poneanved by Anton |e phoed fein side aseue took an ) a 

Rajer and was not treated again; the missing panel was replicated in acrylic paints by Price Thomas Studios of New _ which it was first specified that the | 

York, which used “shades that were somewhat lighter than the aged original paintings.” After installation, varnishes a Sie ee ee ae fires bear eae | 

were applied to the new canvas to match the hues of the adjacent murals as closely as possible.” were painted out. : | 
~In all likelihood the stencils are : 
‘still beneath the layers of paint, 

In the fall of 1997, Garland Guild was employed as the contractor for the repair and replication of decorative finishes i: 88 Was the case in the Assembly walls. 
‘i pee i : The color scheme is unknown. — i 

throughout the balance of the Central Portion. Contracts for most of the flat painting were let in February 1998; ‘ See : : ae 

Klein-Dickert Co., Inc., of Madison was selected to paint the portions of the Rotunda above the trumpeters’ course at i nN ‘ - : 

the sixth level, and Thomas Mason of Milwaukee was contracted to paint all the flat surfaces below the sixth level. pa : : 

Garland Guild was responsible for probes, gold-leaf cleaning and repair, replicating or restoring complex plaster { : 

surfaces, and restoring the ceiling panels, most of them on the ground floor.” Probe work was completed between 3 ‘ : 

August 1997 and March 1998, and was undertaken as the scaffolding made the upper level surfaces of the Rotunda : : 

accessible. Richard Wolbers of the Winterthur Museum completed stratigraphic analysis of paint samples and also as- = : : | 

sisted in making paint color matches based upon field work. The findings enabled the innermost panels of the coffers : : se | 

in the Rotunda to be painted their original teal color, replacing the robin’s egg blue installed in 1968. The probes and : a 

analysis also contributed to the return of the Rotunda walls to their original palette that included shades of brown, tan : : : 

and ivory. Consistent with photographs from the 1960s, collected as part of the historical research effort, paint probes ‘ : : 

revealed a pattern of swags and panels in the trumpeters’ course. Also, the painted surfaces of the lions’ heads below 9.51 Paint investigation data sheet, Southwest and Southeast Pavilion ceilings, 1995-96 
were original, but the background color had been altered.” In early January 1998, Garland Guild began restoration As part of the original decorative finish scheme, the treatment of the four ground floor pavilion ceilings was identical 

4 a : te : ith i hy i tars, ils. The ceilii th t ili i i 
work, undertaking additional probes as necessary. Garland Guild’s technicians began at the top of Rotunda, starting with, ieonagnaniy thas peas eases Gis ee At ene EES! oo ees hoe Be sede 

: : and featured symbols of the zodiac. In analyzing these richly ornamented surfaces, the conservators assigned numbers 
with the gold leaf around the oculus and the W stencil pattern; they retouched the gold leaf after it was cleaned, but to the ground colors and provided corresponding samples on the right side of the sheet. 
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: : 2 did not replace gold leaf in making repairs. Garland Guild also cleaned the coffers in preparation for flat painting by 

_ WISCONSIN STATE CAPITOL, BASEMENT ROTUNDA, TECHNICAL EXAMINATION, 1988 (PHOTOS) oe i Klein-Dickert. Replicating the decorative pattern in the trumpeters’ course took place from late April into mid-May 

000000000000 NETE—EeEeme—ESESE SE and inpainting the background of the lions’ heads was completed in late April. The upper levels of scaffolding were 

: Panel # I Center of room % : g removed by mid-June, and Klein-Dickert finished painting the Rotunda down to the sixth level by late July. Thomas 

i ; ; > Mason’s crew began flat painting the lower levels in early June, while the scaffold was still in place below the height 

a z of eighty-five feet.*° 

: | ee ee a oF An addition to Garland Guild’s Central Portion contract was made in early February 1998 for cleaning, repairing 

L | on the ceiling of the center panel. and, where necessary, inpainting the twenty-four engaged columns made of scagliola at the seventh level. Garland 

This panel was removed in 1972 Guild subcontracted the work to Seebohm, Ltd., of Petoskey, Michigan, a firm with extensive experience in scagliola 

ota. restoration. The process involved cleaning, filling cracks, stabilizing loose areas with injected adhesives, filling the 

: : t injection holes, replacing some loose or spalled areas of scagliola, inpainting them with watercolor and then wash- 

: ing and gently buffing the columns when the restoration was completed. The work began about 10 February and 

5 | concluded on 31 March, with the exception of some minor details.*! 

: ! : While Klein-Dickert painted the upper Rotunda, Garland Guild turned its attention to the Mack, Jenney and Tyler ceiling 

oe : panels on the ground and first floors and to its responsibilities for the repair of ornamental plaster and gilding at the lower 

‘ : levels. Garland Guild found the ceiling panels on the ground floor to have some loose plaster and paint delamination. 

It was reported that “some of the panels had previous overpaint (incorrect colors and poor execution) which had to be 

redone.” Aquazol was used to reattach delaminated paint, affected areas were inpainted with artists’ acrylics, and matte 

a @ Soluvar was used to seal the paintings. Garland Guild consolidated plaster where necessary by drilling small holes, 

; BASEMENT ROT moe ie injecting an acrylic adhesive (Rhoplex LC67 and MC76) and repairing the holes with “vinyl spackle, acrylic primer and 

: e 2 So a paint.”*! The Central Portion project was characterized by overlapping schedules with numerous decorative painters, 

tne conservators and other craftspeople working on different parts of the project simultaneously. At one point in summer 

“NEPTUNE”; the god of ene Gee. ' : e of 1998, two crews of flat painters, one crew of restoration painters and another crew of conservators were at work in 

: g the Central Portion. Although Garland Guild continued to work on specific small-scale projects through December, 

a sper cpen ea ete ceneee pene t | : work was substantially completed in time for a gala rededication of the Rotunda on 19 October 1998, a celebration 

ig oes ag sang ics wrt ee, : < heralded in the press around Wisconsin as a successful conclusion to the year of “Restoring the Glory.” 

painting. 
East Wing and Northeast Pavilion, 1998-2001 

The restoration and rehabilitation of the East Wing and Northeast Pavilion were the final portions of the Capitol project. 

By the time this work was underway the client, members of the architectural and engineering team, and most of the 

contractors had worked together on the project for many years; for instance, Garland Guild had been involved in the 

work for over a decade. The experience of the team led to significant efficiencies in both preparing and executing the 

ee we o work. Paint probes for the East Wing began in September 1998, while the restoration of the South Wing and Central 

BASEMENT ROTUN DA Portion were still underway. The major analysis of East Wing finishes occurred in November and December 1998, 

: el ies and Garland Guild’s report appeared in March 1999. While still being compiled, the report was used by the architect 

to prepare specifications for decorative finishes in the East Wing and Northeast Pavilion. The thoroughness of the 

rs decorative finish specifications had evolved substantially from earlier project phases and was considerably more techni- 

: cal. In describing the scope of work, the specifications called for production of working stencils and pounce patterns, 

0154) Rotunda Hecemient artwork report 958 Cee open of pe logs, nu “restoration, cleaning, conservation and/or eon of decorative painted and gilded 

Various conservators performed several surveys of the murals on the ceiling of the Rotunda Basement between 1985 surfaces in locations as designated on the Drawings.” Additionally, the preparation and priming of surfaces was to 

and 1998. A 1988 report described the damaging effects of 1972 plaster repairs when sections of the central mural include filling, patching and sanding; flat painting and conservation of artwork were also included. The contractor 

were removed and reattached. was expected to document the work as completed, describing existing conditions and prior treatments, with reports on 

artes 
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n a. 9.56 Restoring gilding in the Rotunda, 1998 

me ee Due to inaccessibility, the gold-leafed surfaces in the Rotunda had not been overpainted as ofien as other areas throughout the 

. Capitol. Eighty years after original application, most of the gold leaf in the Rotunda required only cleaning. 
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9.55 Repainting the Rotunda, 1998 
The original buff color of the Rotunda ceiling was reinstated during Central Portion restora- 

tion, as was the shade of teal in the innermost panel of the coffers. In 1968, the ceiling was 
repainted ivory, and robin’s egg blue was applied in the coffers. 
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: a en bet. Sy a, f ee methods and materials, and to provide drawings, sketches and photographs. Before starting work in a given area, the 

ae ae al ie Eo RS contractor was required to make mock-ups for review by the architect and the client. The mock-ups for the Governor’s 
r — % 2 = ce ere z < : s gj a ce . i Conference on and the Seo Court Hearing Room had to cover a 50-square-foot area of the wall or the ceiling 

: Lo] y . . 3 es ' * a z : be restored within that space. 

sl : ; ae 4 8 ; p e Elmer Garnsey’s decorative treatment of the governor’s reception room (currently referred to as the Governor’s Con- 

ac . < see See ee és 5 ference Room) included a fairly opaque dark varnish on the cherrywood walls. The color that resulted, described as 
: 2 iets ao ; So ol ee ae ONY cs porphyry or a purplish red, was applied as paint on portions of the plaster ceiling. Both the varnished and painted sur- 

ees a a mreeerrnr ese oz ‘ re > ee faces throughout the room were highlighted with gilding that was glazed to give it an antique patina. In executing the 

ed ee ‘a eer Ry = —S | murals for the room, Hugo Ballin coordinated his palette with the colors of the walls, ceiling and the decorative stone 

re a 2 BK oe ee es iB used in the fireplace. In 1968, the room was painted ivory and much of the gilding was brightened by cleaning. After 
ae ae oe Lge ae a A a numerous discussions and reports from 1988 to 2001, SCERB and the Division of Facilities Development decided to 
a oy os: 2 a . uae 4 H Pd : y have the walls stripped, stained a deep red color, and then given a satin varnish to provide a uniform finish and opacity 

| es 7 ; : = a = i hoe ) : . | ae) rs : similar to the original finish that had concealed the grain of the wood. Because SCERB had wanted the cherry grain 

— bee. ai Te ae = ie wi 1m! ee a to be visible, a compromise was reached by artificially “graining” the wood. The color of the historic ceiling was 
i ls = [= 8 + "i Cae i: ye ee reinstalled and the worn gilding on the stone of the fireplace was refurbished. The lobby outside the conference room 
ul | 4 iy oe | : | 4 . « / i ! it | J had also been finished by Garnsey in a palette of ivory and gold, a color scheme that survived largely intact, although 
|| 1 le! = ql : [ ‘ EEE : A : it had been overpainted. As a part of the restoration of this space, the original colors were identified and replicated.* 

5 a . - <a | i G The ornate ceiling of the Supreme Court Conference Room had been overpainted much more extensively and with 
: e = : i ie = is : : less regard to maintaining the original scheme. A great deal of probe work and analyses were required to reconstruct 

cagh, ee ; the rich variety of imagery and color presented in the original work of Mack, Jenney and Tyler. With the exception 
= of the outer border, which was comprised of oil-on-canvas panels, the central area of the ceiling had been obscured, 

: = having been repainted with off-white with more modest and lighter-colored stencils and patterns. Twenty-four historic 

= : paint colors were discovered through the probes, as well as gold leaf. Garland Guild’s report on East Wing decorative 

= : finishes devotes more pages to this room than to any other in the wing. The original ceiling finishes in the conference 

= room were painstakingly replicated and the oil paintings restored or conserved, as determined appropriate while the 

9.57 Governor’s Conference Room, 2001 work was underway.™ 
The carved cherrywood walls of the conference room were stripped, repaired and provided with a dark red stain and a coat of 

eee a on eromerts|of the calling Were vepaired! arg Die ayia d aN i edldned pi Teplicaird as needed on the The ceiling of the Supreme Court Hearing Room also was subject to intensive analyses that included twenty-eight 

microscopic examinations by Richard Wolbers. The first application of paint had been Conrad Schmitt’s work, which 

was overpainted by Mack, Jenney and Tyler. That firm’s decorations subsequently had been overpainted and retouched 

several times, largely in attempts to preserve the historical scheme, but the cumulative effect had been deleterious. 

Through Wolbers’s analyses, he concluded that the Mack, Jenney and Tyler finishes consisted of a tan base paint with 

a salmon glaze in some areas “to emphasize or pick them out,” and medium gray was painted in the central square 

recesses of the coffers. These colors and the nuances achieved through glazes were replicated in the painstaking res- 

toration of the hearing room. 

As elsewhere in the building, the private spaces in the East Wing were rehabilitated, and many of the interior walls 

removed and replaced. Subsequently, the ground floor spaces of the wing were transformed from bureau offices and 

vaults, as they had been historically, into offices used for supreme court activities, a formal office for the lieutenant 

governor and offices providing support space for the governor. Adapted finishes were applied in all these areas, since 

they had received little or no stenciling as painted by Mack, Jenney and Tyler. The offices were stenciled, with the 

lieutenant governor’s office receiving a higher level of finish than the other rooms on the floor. On the first floor, both 
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the governor’s offices and those of the attorney general received replicated stencils and patterns consistent with the service entrance to the Capitol for many years. Its ceiling and the ceiling of the first floor pavilion were restored to an 
original finishes that had been installed in these spaces by Mack, Jenney and Tyler. The justice’s chambers on the appearance comparable to the other three pavilions, where careful analyses had directed the restoration of the pastiglia 8) P' y! Pp y' 
second floor received replicated finishes, since they, too, had been reconfigured. Although historically the spaces were and decorative paint scheme. The upper floors of the Northeast Pavilion were treated consistently with the pavilions P. 9 Ys P y. 
both finished as Class III, as reconstructed the replicated stencils in the clerks’ spaces were executed more simply than throughout. The second floor round room, rehabilitated as a justice’s chamber, received a tan dado, gray-green walls y ry-gr 
those installed in the justices’ chambers. The third and fourth floors had been library spaces; they were completely with leaf stencils above the chair rail and below the picture rail, and “peanut shell” in the cove and on the ceiling, 
rehabilitated and rebuilt as offices with adapted decorations. Fabric walls were installed in a new hearing room on the replicating the scheme Mack, Jenney and Tyler had applied in at least two of the rooms. The third floor room had light 
fourth floor for acoustical purposes. brown dado, yellow-tan walls, and a cream-colored cove and ceiling; leaf pattern stencils were painted above the chair 

rail and below the picture rail, a departure from the simpler Mack, Jenney and Tyler scheme. The fourth floor round 
The ground floor of the Northeast Pavilion was in very poor condition at the point of restoration since it had been a room was given oak wainscot, tan walls and a cream ceiling, a distinct departure from the 1917 appearance of this space. 
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9.58 Governor’s office, 1982 9.59 Governor’s office, 2001 
A 1982 remodeling project in the governor’ office resulted in a much simpler decorative scheme than had been installed histori- The original decorative finishes on the walls and ceiling in the governor’ office were replicated during the East Wing Restora- y' & ip ig IS & PP iS 1S 
cally by Mack, Jenney and Tyler. The cornice and the ceiling exhibited some variety, but stencils were not a plied to the walls. tion and Rehabilitation. The room was photographed just before reoccupancy by the governor. Sg P| P graphed J ipancy vy ine g 
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In all cases, the general appearance of a dark dado, light walls and lighter-still coves and ceilings was retained. The 

ground floor of the Northeast Pavilion was the last space restored, and although the ceiling needed considerable atten- 

tion, the groundwork for its restoration had been laid. For this ceiling, extensive analyses were not required, nor were 

determinations about processes and materials. Those decisions had been made cumulatively in the previous projects. 

Accordingly, the conservation, restoration, replication or adaptation of decorative finishes of this ceiling as well as the 

entire East Wing and Northeast Pavilion project benefited from this accumulated knowledge and experience. 

Continuity among contractors throughout most of the Capitol project enabled rapid progress and results commensurate 

with the excellence of design, materials and execution sought by the Capitol Commission in the first two decades of the 

twentieth century. Similar intentions were expressed on the part of the legislative and executive branches of government 

when they approved the restoration of the Capitol in the 1980s. The care lavished on decorative finishes from the late 1980s 

through 2001 produced a standard for future endeavors when changes inevitably will occur. George Post’s admonition that 

decorative finishes “should serve to unite the work in one harmonious whole” remained a beacon nearly a century later. 

seen alla Sane are a ee eee 
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Endnotes Architectural Finishes, East Wing, Wisconsin State Capitol” (2 vols., March 1999), vol. 1, rooms 121, 121-1 and 121-2, 
' George B. Post (hereinafter Post) to George H. D. Johnson (hereinafter Johnson), 21 April 1909, folder 5, box 21, box 9A, Pre-1987 Capitol Restoration Papers, Capitol Archives. 

Capitol Commission records, ser. 833, Archives Division, Wisconsin Historical Society, hereinafter cited only as Capitol 

Commission records, ser. 833. '3 Note dated 10 December 1910 [sic; should be 1909] in Capitol Commission minutes, vol. 1,245, Capitol Commission 
records, ser. 833; Anton Rajer, “Analysis of Interior Decorative Finishes in the Wisconsin State Capitol West Wing” 

? Post to Wm. F. Vilas (hereinafter Vilas), 7 July 1908, folder 6, box 42, Capitol Commission records, ser. 833. (1994), 21, 300-24, B.11.11; no relevant third floor probes appear in EverGreene Painting Studios’ report on West Wing 

finishes, B.20.05, both reports in Capitol Archives. 
3 “New Cox Murals in Capitol Allegorically Depict Panama Canal Opening,” Wisconsin State Journal, 31 October 

1915, 1 and 5. '* C, Schmitt (hereinafter Schmitt) to “the honorable commission of the State Capitol,” 21 December, 1908, folder 17, 

box 23; Post to Johnson, 21 April 1909, folder 5, box 21; Porter to Schmitt, 1 June 1910, box 24; Capitol Commission 

* The oil-on-canvas paintings include 18 in the Assembly Chamber and Loggia painted by Elmer Garnsey. The oth- minutes for 26 and 27 June 1910, vol. 1, 276-78; Conrad Schmitt contract and bond [incompletely signed and dated], 
ers were painted by Mack, Jenney and Tyler: 37 in the Basement Rotunda; 72 (9 each) in the eight grand stair soffits July 1910, folder 1, box 44; Porter memorandum or report for 1 July 1910, box 1a, all Capitol Commission records, 
between the ground and first floors; 48 in the first floor pavilions; 48 in the third floor groin vaults; 8 in the Supreme ser. 833. 

Court Conference Room; 4 in the Supreme Court Lobby; 4 in the first floor corridors in the Central Portion between 

the pavilions and the Dome; 3 in the Senate Parlor; 2 in the Senate Lobby; and 6 in the GAR Memorial Hall. Oils-on- 'S Garland Guild, Inc., “Probe Survey of Architectural Finishes, East Wing,” vol. 1. Most of the volume is devoted to 
canvas decorations have higher status as decorative elements than oil paintings on plaster, requiring a greater amount the rooms in question. 

of time and including more detail. 

‘6 Schmitt to Porter, 23 and 29 July 1910, folder 17, box 23; Capitol Commission minutes for 26 and 27 July 1910, vol. 
> For the network, consult the index entries and pages for the appropriate names in Sarah Bradford Landau, George B. 1, 286-87, all Capitol Commission records, ser. 833. 

Post, Architect: Picturesque Designer and Determined Realist (New York: Monacelli Press, Inc., 1998) and Thomas 

O’Sullivan, North Star Statehouse: An Armchair Guide to the Minnesota State Capitol (Pogo Press, Incorporated, " Garland Guild, Inc., “Probe Survey of Architectural Finishes, East Wing,” vol. 2, rooms 256 and 257; Richard 

1994); also, conversation with Russell Flinchum, Century Association archivist, 7 July 2003. Wolbers, “Finish Study: Cornice Elements, Supreme Court, Wisconsin State Capitol” (2001), Comprehensive HSR 
files, Capitol Archives. 

© Capitol Commission minutes for 10 June 1908, vol. 1, p. 140; Post to Vilas, 7 July (folder 6, box 42) and 16 July 

(folder 17, box 21) 1908; Lew F. Porter (hereinafter Porter) to Post & Sons, 13 July 1908, box 21; Post & Sons to Porter, '8 Capitol Commission minutes for 17 October 1910, vol. 1, 307; Conrad Schmitt Co. contract and bond, 31 October 

27 July and 23 September 1908, both folder 4, box 21; and “Elmer E. Garnsey Articles of Agreement,” 28 September 1910, folder 1, box 44, both in Capitol Commission records, ser. 833. 

1908, folder 6, box 42, all in Capitol Commission records, ser. 833. 

'° Garland Guild, Inc., “Probe Survey of Architectural Finishes, East Wing,” vol. 2, rooms 314 and 415. 
7 “General Description of Work Included in This Contract,” folder 6, box 42, ibid. 

?° Capitol Commission minutes for 27 October 1910, vol. 1, 307, Capitol Commission records, ser. 833. 
’ Elmer E. Garnsey (hereinafter Garnsey) to Post & Sons, 27 November 1908, Post & Sons to Magnus Swenson, 28 

November 1908, and Garnsey to Porter, 8 December 1908, all in folder 5, box 10; Porter to Garnsey, 30 November 21 Rajer, “Analysis of Decorative Finishes,” 92-191 (West Wing, second floor), B.11.11; EverGreene Painting Studios, 
1908, folder 4, box 21, all ibid. “Wisconsin State Capitol—West Wing, Photographic Documentation,” photos for 112W, B.20.05; Garland Guild, Inc., 

“Probe Survey of Architectural Finishes, East Wing,” vol. 1, rooms 106 and 111, box 9A, Pre-1987 Capitol Restoration 
° EverGreene Painting Studios, “Wisconsin State Capitol—West Wing, EverGreene Painting Studios, Photographic Papers, all in Capitol Archives. 

Documentation” (1994), B.20.05; Fine Arts Conservation Services, “Analysis of Interior Decorative Finishes in the 

Wisconsin State Capitol, West Wing” (April 1994), 217-97, B.11.11; “1988 Assembly Technical Report” in “Appendix ” Capitol Commission minutes for 19 December 1913 and 11 February 1914, vol. 2, 8, 10-11, Capitol Commission 
to West Wing Decorative Finishes Report” (1994), B.11.15, all in Capitol Archives. records, ser. 833. 

'° Wisconsin, Department of Administration, Historic Structure Report, Book III, Wisconsin State Capitol, West Wing 3 Capitol Commission minutes for 20 May and 29 September 1914, vol. 2, 20, 27; Charles E. Mack (hereinafter Mack) to 
and Northwest Pavilion (2003), 3-12; EverGreene Painting Studios, “Wisconsin State Capitol, West Wing Renovation, Post & Sons, 8 June 1914, and twenty-six page detailed list, in both folder 1, box 43 and folder 15, box 16, all ibid. 
Assembly Chamber, Mural and Pendentive Paintings Condition Report” (1995), B.11.10a, Capitol Archives. 

4 Mack to George [Post?], 2 March 1915, and Mack to Porter, 17 September 1915, both in folder 5, box 16; Porter to 
" “Beautiful Corridor in New Capitol West Wing,” Wisconsin State Journal, 6 October 1909, 1. Johnson to Porter, 24 Mack, Jenney and Tyler, 11 March, 14 May, and 7 and 20 September 1915, all in folder 1, box 17; Capitol Commission 

February 1909, folder 4, box 12; Post to Johnson, 21 April 1909, folder 5, box 21; and Post & Sons to J. H. Gormley, minutes for 24 August 1915, vol. 2, p. 42; Mack, Jenney & Tyler contract and bond, folder 1, box 43; Edgar Jenney to 
10 November 1909, folder 8, box 31, all in Capitol Commission records, ser. 833; Porter, 18 January 1916, folder 6, box 16, all in Capitol Commission records, ser. 833. 

" Wisconsin, Department of Administration, Historic Structure Report, Book VI, Wisconsin State Capitol, East Wing 25 These findings are based on the decorating schedule and the paint probes made in the 1990s. 
and Northeast Pavilion (2001), 3-25; Contract Account Summary, vol. 3, 41, and Capitol Commission minutes for 11 

February 1914, vol. 2, 10-13, both in Capitol Commission records, ser. 833; Garland Guild, Inc., “Probe Survey of 26 Mack, Jenney & Tyler, Decorators, “Partial List of Buildings We Are Now Working On or Have Completed,” private 
collection. 
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27 “Nlew Cox Murals,” 1, 5. 36 Constance S. Silver, 1998 Conservation Treatment of the Mural Paintings of the Basement Rotunda of the Wisconsin 

State Capitol With Analyses of Original Architectural Finishes (New York: Preservar, Inc., 1998), 2-3. 

8 “Thousands Who Walk Thru Capitol Daily Think but Little of Care Artists Take in Decoration Work,” Wisconsin 
State Journal, 10 March 1916, no page number. 37 It is not known who made the decisions about what names to exclude from among the county seats. 

2° Porter to Mack, Jenney and Tyler, 7 September 1915, folder 1, box 17, and Mack to Porter, 17 September 1915 and 38 Garland Guild, Inc., Probe Survey of Architectural Finishes, East Wing, 5 and leaves for room 127. 

10 May 1916, both in folder 5, box 16, Capitol Commission records, ser. 833. 

» Tbid., 1-6, leaves for rooms 128/130 and 136/137. 

3°“New Cox Murals,” 1, 5; Wisconsin Blue Book 1913, 671; Wisconsin Blue Book 1915, 521; “The Painters’ Strike,” 

New York Times, 10 September 1920, 12; Madison City Directories, 1911, 1914, 1916, for Caesar, Ennis, Johnson, # Tbid., 1-6, leaves for rooms 105-15. 

Larson and Moll entries; financial ledger for 1911-12-13, and day book for 1914-15-16-17, records of the Brotherhood 

of Painters, Decorators and Paperhangers of America, Local 801, M85-226, Archives Division, Wisconsin Historical *' Garland Guild, Inc., Wisconsin State Capitol: Probe Survey of Architectural Finishes of the South Wing, Southeast 

Society; conversation with Pat (Mrs. William) Byrne, 30 April 2003; biographical information about Rohrbeck from and Southwest Pavilions (2 vols. [Indianapolis: the author], 1996), leaves 113S, 127AS and 131AS; Wisconsin, Depart- 

www.wbartmuseum.com/artists/rohrbeck.htm. Between July 1915 and June 1916, Minkley received a separate $10 ment of Administration, “South Wing Reconnaissance Survey Probes,” 1994, probes 14 and 15. 

stipend for “painting, senate chamber,” as detailed in Wisconsin, Secretary of State, Biennial Report, 1915 and 1916, 

410. The union’s records report monthly dues payments and show an increase in the number of members during the ” Rajer, Analyses of Architectural Decorative Finishes . . . Written to Supplement a Capitol Historic Structures Report 

period the Capitol was being painted, suggesting that more painters than those named in the newspaper article worked Project #9109-26 . . . (1993), rooms 111, 120; Rajer, “Analysis of Interior Decorative Finishes in the Wisconsin State 

on the Capitol. Capitol West Wing,” B.11.11, same rooms, both in Capitol Archives. 

3! Photographs in EverGreene Painting Studios, “Wisconsin State Capitol—West Wing,” B.20.05, Capitol Archives; * Richard Wolbers, Finish Study: Cornice Elements Supreme Court Wisconsin State Capitol (Winterthur, Delaware: 

Madison City Directories, 1911, 1914, 1916, 1919, 1923, 1933, 1950; “Byrne, Judge William D.,” Capital Times, 3 Winterthur Museum, 2001), leaves 2-3. 

October 1997, 6C (an obituary of the son of John F. Byme); day book, 1914-15-16-17, records of the Brotherhood of 

Painters, Decorators and Paperhangers of America, Local 801; conversation with Pat Byrne, 30 April 2003, including “ Constance S. Silver and Richard Wolbers for Garland Guild, Wisconsin State Capitol Analysis of Mural Paintings and 

information supplied by John P. Byrne, her brother-in-law. Ms. Byrne knew Wilbert and Jenny Callahan as well as Architectural Finished [sic] of the South Wing and Southeast and Southwest Pavilions (2 vols., n.p., 1996), 1: 18-21, 

her parents-in-law, and does not recall any family story about the Easter 1916 visit. She supplied the details about 24; Garland Guild, Inc., Wisconsin State Capitol: Probe Survey of Architectural Finishes of the South Wing, Southeast 

her father-in-law’s career and the career of his brother Tom, who did not remain in Madison but continued to work for and Southwest Pavilions (2 vols. [Indianapolis: the author], 1996), 1:240S. 

Mack, Jenney and Tyler. 

* Silver and Wolbers, Analysis of Mural Paintings, 1:14-16; Constance S. Silver, The 1998 Conservation Treatment of 

» Photographs in EverGreene Painting Studios, “Wisconsin State Capitol—West Wing,” B.20.05, Capitol Archives; the Mural Paintings of the South Wing of the Wisconsin State Capitol (New York: Preservar, Inc., 1999), 9-10. 

EverGreene Painting Studios, daily log for West Wing Renovation and Restoration, entry for 19 September 1994 

and Constance S. Silver and Richard Wolbers for Garland Guild, Inc., “Wisconsin State Capitol: Analysis of Mural 46 Silver and Wolbers, Analysis of Mural Paintings, 1:22-23; Silver, 1998 Conservation Treatment, 14-15. 

Paintings and Architectural Finished [sic] of the South Wing and Southeast and Southwest Pavilions, Volume I” (20 

February 1996), 14, both in Capitol Management office files; Madison City Directories,1935, 1941, 1943; Time Book, * Garland Guild, Inc., Probe Survey of Architectural Finishes of the South Wing, 1:235S8-42S. 

1935-37, file drawer four, Capitol Archives. The compilers of the EverGreene daily log assumed all the signers were 

painters; however, only the men’s names appear in the brotherhood’s records, and only one woman’s name appears in ‘ Anton Rajer, Wisconsin State Capitol North Wing Art and Decorative Finishes 1990 (2 vols., n.p., 1990), 2: 8-32; 

them—not Jennie Spencer or Estella Callahan. Painters for WPA Project 833 from October 1935 through December Brian Fick for Garland Guild, Inc., paint investigation data sheet for “415—-GAR Room,” 19 May 1992; Wisconsin, 

1937 included Walter J. Blankenheim, Ludwig Buckholz, Addison Briggs, Dan Sullivan and Byron Coleman. Department of Administration, “North Wing Decorative Finishes Probes,” Capitol Archives. 

33 Executive committee minutes, 10 September 1914, vol. 2, box 1a, Capitol Commission records, ser. 833; Wis- ® This discussion derives from the schedule submitted by Mack, Jenney and Tyler; the Post & Sons floor plan assign- 

consin Department of Administration, Division of Facilities Development, et al, Historic Structure Report, Book V, ment drawings, 518-3100 through 3105, and the reports on decorative finish surveys and probes cited above. 

Wisconsin State Capitol, Central Portion—Dome and Rotunda (1997), 6-12. 
°° Garland Guild, Probe Survey of Architectural Finishes, East Wing, 205; Rajer, Analysis of Interior Decorative Fin- 

34 Wisconsin, Department of Administration, “Restoring the Glory: Paint Probe Survey Documentation, Wisconsin ishes ... West Wing, 248-54; 308-12; 336-37. 
State Capitol, Central Portion—Restoration and Rehabilitation, Project No. 97646,” comp. Rita Jeanne Serpe [and 
Mike Bath], E.15.20, Capitol Archives. >! Wisconsin, Department of Administration, Division of State Facilities Management in consultation with Shinji 

Yamamoto, State Capitol Restoration Guidelines (Madison, 1980), 15. 

35 John O. Holzhueter, “Wisconsin’s Flag,” Wisconsin Magazine of History 63 (Winter 1979-80), 91-121. The faces of 

the yeoman (realized as a miner) and sailor in the coat of arms doubtless were painted from photographs of individuals * Stanley H. Cravens to Neal Steinhoff et al., 28 January 1982, and Rita Zachman, State Capitol Building, “Inventory 
or from models. The yeoman’s face somewhat resembles Lew F. Porter’s, leading to a speculation that the artists drew of Patterns and Stencils” (Madison, 1982), B.11.13; conversations with Mike Bath. 
upon Porter and James Gormley, the supervisor for Post and Sons, for the depictions. 
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53 Lorette Russenberger, Wisconsin State Capitol Building, Madison, Wisconsin, Art work Inventory and Condition 

Survey (Milwaukee: Milwaukee Conservators of Art, 1986), in “Art Inventory Condition Survey, 1986” folder, box 9, 6 Garland Guild, Inc., to Charles Quagliana, 9 March 1994, enclosures including a daily log of field work for 14-20 

Pre-1987 Capitol Resoration, Capitol Archives. February 1994, all in B.11.23; Quagliana to Art McClure, 26 January 1994, and to Dan Stephans, 8 February 1994, 

E.1.15, all ibid. 

54 DSEM and Yamamato, Restoration Guidelines, 1, 15; Wisconsin, Legislature, Joint Committee on Legislative Or- 

ganization, Capitol Master Plan (Madison, 1987), 1, 24-25. 6 EverGreene Painting Studios, “Daily Log,” copy in HSR files; EverGreene Painting Studios, “Mural and Pendentive 

Paintings Condition Report, 20 June, 1995,” and other documents in B.11.10a, all ibid.. 

55 See the contents of “Survey Decorative Finish, 1987” folder, box 1, Assembly Chamber Papers, Capitol Archives; 

Wisconsin, Division of Facilities Development, Historic Structure Report, Book III . . .West Wing and Northwest 5 See reports by Constance S. Silver and Rebecca Garland, plus a daily log by Garland, in B.11.12, ibid. 

Pavilion, 6-16. 
6’ Kahler Slater Architects, South Wing: Original Walls, Stenciling and Marble Floors Study (Madison, 1993), E.1.1 3, 

56 Anton Rajer, Reports of Technical Exmination for Rotunda East, Senate Vestibule, Rotunda Basement, Supreme Court and “South Wing Restoration, Survey, Decorative Finish Probes,” E.1.7, ibid. 

Vestibule, Ground Floor West Hallway, Governor's Conference Room, First Floor Northeast Entrance (Madison, 1988), 

in box 9, Pre-1987 Capitol Restoration Papers, Capitol Archives. This report consists of an executive summary (cited) 6 Wisconsin, Department of Administration, Division of Facilities Development, “South Wing Reconnaissance Survey 

and alternately titled two volumes of photographs with descriptions. Probes” (Madison, 1994), E.1.15, ibid. 

57 [Anton Rajer], “Wisconsin State Capitol North Wing Art and Decorative Finishes, 1990,” two albums of photographs ® Wisconsin, Department of Administration, Historic Structure Report, Book IV, Wisconsin State Capitol, South Wing, 

and drawings with an introductory summary, “Wisconsin State Capitol, Summary of North Wing Decocrative Finishes Southeast and Southwest Pavilions (Madison, 1995), 565-70. 

and Murals,” B.01.15 and B.01.16, Capitol Archives. 
7 See Wisconsin, Department of Administration, “South Wing, Southeast & Southwest Pavilions Probe Survey Project, 

58 Conversation with Charles Quagliana, 15 November 2001. Project No. 91926.8, Summer/Fall 1995” and numerous memoranda in E.1.14, Capitol Archives. 

59 [Wisconsin, Department of Administration], Outline Specifications,Decorative Finishes—Public 7| Constance S. Silver and Richard Wolbers for Garland Guild, “Wisconsin State Capitol, Analysis of Mural Paintings 

Spaces, North Wing Renovation and Restoration, Wisconsin State Capitol, Project No. 8812-03, June 17, 1991 (Madi- and Architectural Finished [sic] of the South Wing and Southeast and Southwest Pavilions” (Madison, 1996). 

son, 1991), in B.11.10; a copy dated 3 September 1991 appears in “Capitol—North Wing Decoration Painting” folder, 

box 3, Capitol Maintenance and Restoration Papers, both in Capitol Archives. ® Garland Guild, Probe Survey Architectural Finishes, 1: introduction; Garland Guild, Wisconsin State Capitol, Res- 

toration and Rehabilitation, South Wing—Decorative Finishes, Supplemental Information (Madison, 1996). 

© Garland Guild, Inc., “Restoration of Decorative Finishes [North Wing] Daily Field Log, May 15, 1991-November 

7, 1992,” copy in HSR files, ibid. 73 Kahler Slater and AEI, Wisconsin State Capitol, Restoration and Rehabilitation, South Wing—Decorative Finishes, 

Preservation Team Recommendations, February 23, 1996 (Madison, 1996). 

61 Tbid. See also Garland Guild paint investigation data sheets in “North Wing-Dec. Finishes Probes,” copy in HSR 

files, “Garland Guild—North Wing Decorative” folder, box 3, Capitol Maintenance and Restoration Papers; Rebecca 74 Silver, The 1998 Conservation Treatment of the Mural Paintings of the South Wing (Madison, 1998), in Capitol 

Garland, “Wisconsin State Capitol—Central Portion Project: Repainting Field Color of North Wing Groin Vaults Archives. 

and Lunette Panels,” and “Report of Examination and Conservation Treatment of Decorative Ceilings—32 Panels on 

Ground Floor and 12 Panels on North Grand Stairs,” both 31 January 1999, HSR files, ibid. 75 Garland Guild, Inc., “Daily Log,” September 1997 to December 1998, Department of Administration files, copy in 

HSR files, ibid. 

® Rajer to Art McClure, 14 January 1991, in State Capitol Ceiling Damage and Interior Sculpture Conservation Needs, 

Dec. 1990 (Madison, 1990-91), and Rajer to McClure, 22 January 1992, both in box 9, Pre-1987 Capitol Restoration, 76 The reports appear in Department of Administration files with partial copies in the HSR files, ibid. The two have 

ibid. 
identical titles that do not completely reflect their content: “Wisconsin State Capitol—South Wing Project: Report of 

Examination and Conservation Treatment of Decorative Ceilings.” 

® Most of the relevant documents appear in folder B.11.10, ibid. See especially Charlie Quagliana to Dan Stephans 

and Art Chadek, 4 May 1993, Anton Rajer, Analyses of Architectural Decorative Fi inishes ... West Wing, September 7 Constance S. Silver, 1998 Conservation Treatment of the Mural Paintings of the Rotunda Basement of the Wisconsin 

1993, and Mike Bath to Charles Quagliana, 23 November 1993. An illustrated copy of Rajer’s “Analyses” appears in State Capitol with Analyses of Original Architectural Finishes (New York, 1998), copy in Department of Administration; 

B.11.09, Anton Rajer, Analysis of Interior Decorative Finishes in the Wisconsin State Capitol West Wing (Madison, partial copy in HSR files, ibid. See also Wisconsin, Department of Administration, Historic Structure Report, Book V, 

1994), B.11.11. While Rajer was conducting the investigations and writing the reports he simultaneously was involved Wisconsin State Capitol, Central Portion—Dome and Rotunda (Madison, 1997), 6-1 to 6-4, 10-5. 

in a whistle-blowing attempt to curtail extensive renovation of the private spaces in the wing, as opposed to the resto- 

ration of the public areas. See “Capitol restoration called a ‘plunder,”” Racine Journal Times, 10 September 1993, in 78 Carol McChesney, daily log entry for 13 October 1997, album 1, and entry for 9 February 1998, album 5, in Central 

B.11.09. Also see a correspondence file with Rajer from June 1992 through January 1994 in Capitol Maintenance and Portion albums, Capitol Archives. These albums are the best source for the history of Central Portion restoration. 

Restoration Papers, box 6, Capitol Archives. The conservators’ report is EverGreene Painting Studios’ “Addendum to 

‘Analysis of Interior Decorative Finishes,”” 25 June 1995, in B.11.10a, ibid. 79 Charles Quagliana to file, 1 November 1997; McChesney, daily log entries for 12 and 20 November 1997; 

McChesney, correspondence memorandum, 19 November 1997, all album 3, ibid. 
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80 McChesney, daily log entry for 19 December 1997, album 3; McChesney, daily log entries for 5 and 27 January 

1998, and Charles Quagliana to SCERB, 28 January 1998, all album 4; McChesney, daily log entries for 17 and 29 

February 1998, both album 5; McChesney, daily log entry for 3 March 1998, album 6; McChesney, daily log entry 

for 24 April 1998, album 7; McChesney, daily log entry for 11 May 1998, album 8; McChesney, daily log entry for 

11 June 1998, album 9, all ibid. 

81 Documentation for the scagliola repairs can be found in the Central Portion albums (Capitol Archives) 5, 6 and 7, 

especially: project meeting minutes for 8 and 25 February, 17 March and 1 April 1998; Carol McChesney daily log 

entries for 10 and 20 February, and 12, 17, 23, 25 and 31 March 1998; Maura Donnelly to Gretchen Pfaehler, memo- 

randum, 2 February 1998; J.P. Cullen & Sons, Inc. pre-installation meeting minutes, 9 February 1998; and Pfaehler to 

Design team, 24 and 31 March 1998. 

® Rebecca Garland, “Report of Examination and Conservation Treatment of Decorative Ceilings—32 Panels on Ground 

Floor and 12 Panels on North Grand Stairs” (Indianapolis, 1999), partial copy in HSR files, and Garland Guild, “Daily 

Log,” South Wing and Central Portion, copy in HSR files, both ibid. See also “Central Portion/Rotunda, HSR De- 

velopment, Survey Summary: Ceilings” folder, E.17.27; Rita Jeanne Serpe, comp., Restoring the Glory: Paint Probe 

Survey Documentation, Wisconsin State Capitol Central Portion—Restoration and Rehabilitation Project No. 97647 

(Madison: Department of Administration, 19987), both ibid. 

83 Garland Guild, “Daily Log,” South Wing and Central Portion, copy in HSR files; Garland Guild, Probe Survey of 

Architectural Finishes, East Wing, 2: daily log section, copies in HSR files, ibid; East Wing Architects, LLC, et al., 

Wisconsin State Capitol Restoration and Rehabilitation, East Wing New Construction . .. Division Project No. 91926.17, 

2 vols. (Madison: 1999), 1:09915-1 through 8. 

8 The best summaries of the history and surveys appear in Constance S. Silver, The Governor 5 Reception Room of the 

Wisconsin State Capitol: Analysis of the Mural Paintings by Hugo Ballin and Prospects for Conservation Treatment 

(New York: Preservar, Inc., 2001), 14-17, and Wisconsin, Department of Administration, Historic Structure Report, Book 

VI, Wisconsin State Capitol, East Wing and Northeast Pavilion, 2001 (Madison), 7-24 and 25. See also Garland Guild, 

Probe Survey of Architectural Finishes, East Wing, 1:118, and conversation with Mike Bath, 14 November 2003. 

85 Wisconsin, Department of Administration, Historic Structure Report, Book VI, 7-22 and 23. 

8 Tbid., 7-23. 
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N,/ — 4 oe 

Neat) Ke lado N 
“a J Lm _ A ‘ 4 Me - n January 1907, a year after construction on the new Capitol began, a group of Madison residents complained 

: 4s N ' Migs of yo 2 I: Governor James O. Davidson that smoke from the old capitol’s chimney was a public nuisance. This was not 

Se e m1) * a g an isolated incident. The coal-fired plant in the basement that provided heat and electricity for the building also 

a ES A >. Bm i produced heavy, black smoke that darkened the exteriors of surrounding buildings; at times the smoke was so dense 
a L a Tie ce + ee 4 that it blocked out the sun and obscured the normally picturesque view of the dome and Capitol Park. Once the West 

A a Ho oe Wing of the new Capitol was complete, the problem became even more acute; the ventilation system intakes on the 

cso are an oo none = z roof of the newly completed wing brought in some of the smoke, threatening to ruin the recently installed furniture 

ee Te ae ae = a — Sr eee and decorative finishes. Governor Davidson asked the superintendent of public property, William Essmann, to take 
aid Shee oe — hsiinn measures to resolve the immediate problem, but the implementation of a long-term solution by the Capitol Commission 

was already underway. The commission by then had decided that it was “almost a necessity” to eliminate the heating 
= - ag ha 5 eames a aim and power utilities oe the Capitol. In et place, oe commission arranged and supervised the construction of a new 

° oe ee FS SE power plant a safe distance from the Capitol grounds. 

ee ge, a ao S ee eg re oe ad ‘ Constructed between 1908 and 1911, the Capitol Heat ae Power Plant is a complex of Geta six blocks east of 

: coe oe A age ee : the Capitol whose arrangement and organization remains essentially intact in 2004. The principal building, which 

AA at GE ANS j faces Main Street, houses a boiler room and an engine room for providing steam and electricity to the Capitol; a three- 
10.1 Capitol Heat and Power Plant, circa 1940 : i lie : story residence for the state chief engineer and his family was included in the southwest corner of the main building 

ela iii sig aa aa ad a nfoa tee above the first floor office space but is no longer occupied. Adjacent to the main building, the conveyer annex houses 

expanded to include chilled-water service for air-conditioning. a chain-link conveyor system for delivering coal to the boilers and carrying away ash. A domed suction well on the 

main building’s west side draws water from an intake located in Lake Monona, and a tunnel beneath East Washington 

Avenue contains the pipes and cables that historically delivered steam, water and electricity to the basement of the 

Capitol’s East Wing. Originally, a large chimney stood directly north of the conveyer annex; it was partially demolished 

in 1964 and replaced with a new chimney on the main building’s west side. A two-story machine shop was added to 

the north side of the complex in 1920. In the early 1970s, chillers and cooling towers were added to produce chilled 

water for air-conditioning service. In the 1990s and in 2002, additional chillers were added to the plant. As of 2004, 

the Capitol Heat and Power Plant continues to serve the Capitol, although the scope of its services has been modified 

over the lifetime of the complex. Equipment upgrades allowed the plant to serve other state and municipal buildings 

nearby, and its services were expanded to include chilled-water service for air-conditioning. 

Precedent, Need and Program 
The new power plant was similar to its predecessor in function. The power plant for the second Madison capitol (1857- 

68, wings added 1882-84) was in the basement of the south wing; prior to 1900 an extension of the basement had been 

excavated beneath the southwest lawn to house the boiler room and coal vault. The plant generated electricity and 

steam for the building and housed the fans that provided ventilation. 

Capitol Heat and Power Plant e 10-1
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s fe | Catt: WETL, ’, undated 
Ss ¢ ; th 4 yl Fbce YW » The power plant of the sec- 

xs e y oh a ae >- ond capitol was located in 5 : dye SH > . 
Ay Ds, y ee ‘ y Pies : M4 N the basement of the south 

‘ : pe “Bree berks Nai wing with the boiler room 
y Si : 4 A housed in an underground 

: < . extension. Equipment con- 

x sisted of two boilers and 
. two generators; the boilers 

: * were probably refilled by 
d yy hand and coal was likely 

3N\ shoveled that way also. 
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Two batteries of two boilers each provided steam to power equipment and heat the building. Boilers were in an under- Authorization 

ground vault on the west side of the south wing. A 10” header pipe collected steam from the boilers and connected to On 26 February 1907, the Capitol Commission, meeting with architect George B. Post and the legislative Joint Com- 

two high-pressure steam lines. One 6” high-pressure branch provided steam to two motors that powered the ventilating mittee on the Capitol, passed a resolution recommending that the new building be furnished with power from a source 

equipment. A second 8” high-pressure steam line powered two motors that ran the generators to produce direct current beyond Capitol Park. Such a plan, the commission stated, was “a matter almost of necessity, to preserve the good 

electricity. A pressure-reducing valve was located near the generating equipment, and risers delivered low-pressure appearance of the building from uncleanliness by smoke, the comfort of the occupants, the increase of room for public 

steam to radiators on the floors above. Condensate was collected in a receiving tank in the boiler room for reuse in use, and, also, to the greater economy of the state....” The commission decided that before it could solicit bids for the 

the boilers; the coal-fired boilers were connected by a flue to the smokestack on the south side of the building. Boil- work, the architect needed to determine how the building would be lit, heated and supplied with power. As George B. 

ers were probably refilled by hose from the condensate receiving tank and the cistern. The two generators provided Post & Sons developed drawings and specifications for the Capitol’s mechanical systems, the commission requested 

electricity to interior and exterior lights. At night, the generators were shut down, and backup gaslights installed in two that the legislature provide funds for the plant’s construction.’ Evidently the legislature needed little persuasion. By 

locations provided illumination for the night watchman. One of these gaslights in the west wing started a devastating 18 March, both the senate and the assembly had passed unanimously the necessary act, amending chapter 516 of the 

fire in 1904 that led to building the Capitol. The ventilating equipment in the basement of the west wing included a laws of 1905 to state “heat, light, water and power shall be supplied to the capitol from without the capitol grounds, and 

high-pressure steam line that powered two 15-hp motors, which drove the two large centrifugal fans; air was tempered the plans for the new capitol shall so provide.” The law further authorized the commission to “acquire title to land by 

by six banks of coils before being distributed through ducts to the levels above through floor registers. It is unclear purchase or condemnation for a site for a power plant to furnish heat, light, water and power to the capitol and for any 

how many registers there were, but drawings suggest that they were located only in the corridors. The new power plant right of way necessary to maintain communication between such plant and the capitol.” Governor Davidson signed 

would provide essentially the same services (in addition to domestic water) but from a distance.’ the bill on 21 March 1907.4 Within three months, the concerns of Madison residents had been satisfied. 
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10.3 Proposed power plant location, 1909 4 oo \ (fo = ee | i Lane \ Povona 

In 1909 the location northeast of the Capitol w ate my ees facie ‘ 
was the Capitol Commission's second choice wt % ~ =\ : $ Keetitertad asset 
Sor the site of the new power plant. When oe . \ . ee ee \ Nev Capitdl, Poner & Heating Plant 
negotiations for the first parcel failed, the wy x x : \ ay ae at 

commission settled on the present location . NO coneeere rene yew ae 
because of its proximity to the Capitol, Lake Se erie ee Moaises_ Wis” don op vee | 

Monona and railroad lines. 
ae 
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2 Selection of Site, Architect and Engineer 
z Once the governor signed the authorizing legislation, the Capitol Commission acted quickly to begin work. The first 

. Ss task was to find a location for the complex. As early as 17 May 1907, the commission decided that an option should be 

< 5 secured on the “Boyd property” on block 117, a parcel of land west of North Blair Street between East Mifflin Street 
if - and East Washington Avenue “with a view to securing the property during negotiations for a sidetrack.” The parcel, 

2 a a however, was several blocks from the existing Chicago and North Western Railroad tracks, and a month later the Capitol 

ie 7 Commission decided that only if the Executive Committee could obtain railroad connections would it buy this property. 
_ Such negotiations failed, and that fall the Capitol Commission purchased lots 4, 5, 14, 15 and half of lot 16 in block 122 

oF for the power plant, a parcel of land on East Main and South Blair Streets, six blocks from the Capitol. The commis- 

a sion also urged speedy completion of plans and specifications for the plant and tunnel.> Porter wrote to Commissioner 

| & y George H. D. Johnson on 3 December 1908 and provided a description of the site for the power plant: 

— [It] is located between one-third and one-half of a mile East of the Capitol Park on a siding of the 

> Chicago & North Western Rail Road, between Washington Avenue and Main Street. The site, which 

o was purchased for this, contains four and one-half lots each 66 feet by 165 feet. This site is on the 

, lower lands of the city, and is about 1,200 feet from Lake Monona from which water for it and the 

PA 10.4 Lew F. Porter, undated Capitol is obtained.° 

Lew F. Porter was the secretary of the Capitol Commission and 

architect of the Capitol Heat and Power Plant. He worked in col- With a site secured, construction of the tunnel and plant could proceed. 
laboration with University of Wisconsin engineering professors 

Storm Bull and Daniel Mead to develop the plans for the building i i mary : 
that would house the equipment they helped specify. Porter supervised construction. On 11 October 1907, the commission requested that he also develop the design for the 

tunnel connecting the plant with the Capitol, the station and tunnel piping, the auxiliaries and equipment for the power 

ey plant, and an annex for housing the coal-conveying machinery. Two members of the University of Wisconsin engineer- 

: ing faculty assisted Porter in designing the plant to accommodate efficient placement of equipment they recommended. 

2 The day before Governor Davidson signed the power plant bill, the commission had arranged for Storm Bull, professor 

? of steam engineering, to begin preliminary planning. Bull had ample experience with this kind of construction, having 

: ae = recently completed the plans for the University of Wisconsin’s heating plant on University Avenue. While the com- 

eg % B mission looked for the site, Bull developed his recommendations; on 22 October 1907 the Capitol Commission signed 

e 7 ba : a contract with Bull to provide specifications for machinery and complete all the plans and detail drawing indicating 
os : ’ ; : 

oo how they were to be installed. For his effort he would receive 3% percent of the actual cost of the boilers, engines, 

‘ pumps and dynamos and connecting and associated appliances and machinery. After nearly completing his work, Storm 

Bull died unexpectedly on 17 November 1907. On 20 January 1908 the commission closed his contract and paid his ‘ 
if widow for the work he had finished.” On 8 April 1908 the commission approved the plans that were created by Lew 

F. Porter, secretary of the Capitol Commission and a Madison architect. In May 1908, the Capitol Commission hired 

: Daniel Mead, professor of hydraulic engineering at the University of Wisconsin, to develop the water works system 

' — i for the Capitol power plant. Mead had designed similar systems in several Midwest cities, including Rockford and 

ne fete eee , Joliet, Illinois. Mead later worked on other power plants, including one for the city of Madison and another for the 

tn ‘ ="4 Madison Gas & Electric Co.* 

i — — 10.5 Daniel Mead, circa 1920 

"Ee The Capitol Commission hired Daniel Mead to develop A ; 

Ni : the water works system for the power plant. By the end Design and Construction 

‘i . of his career, Mead was an internationally renowned The power plant design was standard for the period. In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries large power 
expert and the author of many books on water systems. és . 3 5 . 

— Sana ; 4 plants were being constructed all over the country, and much published information existed on how to construct such 
He began a successful engineering firm in Madison that : Sia nS = . i F 
remains in existence today. aplant. In fact, the state recently had constructed several plants for various of its institutions including the University 
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MMO ARITA BOW Ee et . ar aoe ony of Wisconsin. Architects and engineers generally needed only to modify standard plans and specifications to fit their 
ICAPITOL POWER & | ® Vv. N= = 3 d : sate : : a 

i = 19 3 particular needs. Constructing power plants for large public buildings was particularly economical, as electricity and HEATING PLANT i loN THRU-BOILER ROO é g Pi P y ty 
& steam heat were increasingly used in new construction; further economy also could be gained by having a plant supp! fe > q gly y g y having a plant supply 

5 tt | z water or other services, making the building virtually independent of private or municipal utilities. Moreover, a power 
Prieto te 5 ig gs Pp Pp Pp Pp 

ook . eateries nits 5 plant could usually serve multiple buildings, reducing future building costs. To have a plant that provided multiple 
; ee ae & y e 8 Pp B 

: 3 [a i, services required only a moderate addition in the equipment necessary for heating and a slight increase in fuel, which 

by SE wees | ne i was ultimately cheaper than obtaining these services from a public supply. Important factors in the design of the power 
\S AS . ‘ 5 . tet Zales 
H EA RS. cptetaty Oy is lant were size, the use of direct or alternating current, the accessibility of fuel and water, the length of transmission b ; | te » 2 Pp. 

4 an eS 3 lines and pipes and potential future expansion. The designers of the plant were fortunate in that the power house was 

Po UK Nel: of. | ~~ ey g located next to the railroad tracks, was close to Lake Monona, and could be expanded to supply heat, light and power 
t FY | ' Ml Assi e ane ¢ : Af f Sil | fi |W YP De 2 for later government buildings.’ 

SX Z| ga Ne F 

i & ya ‘il al eee Z| \ & —< EH Typically the design of a power plant was utilitarian, and at the turn of the century many had a basilica-like shape that 

a oo i eee ae TT 2 ‘a Bs = accommodated the required equipment effectively. Little of the budget was dedicated to exterior or interior ornamenta- PS 5 | ae cecal a q quip! y. gi 
a i is i t \ ay tion; the vast rooms with large windows were required to house and maintain large pieces of equipment.'° The main 

Y a ye at: a i , ioe y) building of the plant was a fireproof structure, built of brick and roofed with vitreous tile. It housed the engine room, 
Z CAL lk eel AL iA, E ‘ * . ie . eyes 

y HOPPER Pe ti \ HOPPER Y boiler room and the engineer’s residence; a coal-conveying annex was located on the north side of the main building. 

Yn & | Hl Leet é] Hi | fo Y The residence, located in the upper stories of the southwest corner of the building, had three floors with a separate 
Aas . 71 \ OY : : 2 ane 
aS | | IE ae Ding M : L iA entrance. The power plant was connected to the Capitol by a 2,500’ concrete tunnel for the power transmission lines, 

Q be) felt A ER Cy + ; : i i 
I PR yA tS sae bees A \ steam pipes and water pipes. Leaving the plant at its northwest comer, the tunnel ran beneath East Washington Avenue 

Le Hs Sai ee tet teed La P= Ss A Le L to the Capitol, where it entered the East Wing basement. Originally the power plant was coal-fired and contained four 
A i B20, FAS Qe slo? oF be WA P 4 P 

iY ! | RE. aR Hy SEE | 4 Vj 400-hp Stirling water-tube boilers, which were an early version of multiple-drum and bent-tube boilers. The boilers 

Y ‘ i) NN Ts HE SA Y were exhausted by a 254’ high chimney of radial, zinc-coated brick; steel ductwork connected the chimney to the 
YZ ome Mo Pi mt VA i, s 5 . - r 
Y 1] S) 5 ly NV r a 4 rat Wes : y breech end of the Dailey: one steam from the er drove four reciprocating Nordberg Corliss steam engines that 

Ae—-- = tt NIN | Bil i! |g Ae 1 OY each powered a 250-kilowatt direct current generator. 
Ore ‘gag ey eT he C) Pe Sag 

a ol | aPHd aR TD CO WT NY . as Ze 21 Ht tie \\ Ky iA Main Building 
% = OWN \ y) t ‘ ae : : ; oe ; 

ll z Hew poner | ! | } AON \ y | Construction of the main building began in 1908. On 27 April 1908 the Capitol Commission contracted with John 

a, 3 © | ! : i q L \ \\ V4 Le McDonald of Madison to excavate the site for $0.40 per cubic yard of material removed. Work began in late spring or 
VA > ib | ae eT Ny} 14 VA : i : if - 

oa" | ee | ee a ELE \ ND Dy) 4 WY early summer, and despite the low-lying, swampy area, it progressed quickly. The excavation of the suction well was 
Z : | GZ STYF iy 5 e zl 
A 4 i A and) VY carried out at the same time. The general construction contract for the power plant went to T. C. McCarthy of Madison, 

Z Cop amo) N Kn YY ‘ p : 
frame mat oy rege ee A ie ee who was also very much engaged in construction of the Capitol. The Capitol Commission awarded him a $108,000 

a GLE Sey Te io : 3d | a 9 A io PERL Sn 5 fod contract on 15 May 1908, and construction began in late summer. By 11 September the foundation of the building was 
an rpm ll be! q q | : 2 [ee ry g y p g 

me El Py 2-7 < a ] STE 47 cei ae complete and bricks were laid to the first story; the suction well had been excavated to hardpan soil, and brickwork 

as ose A LAP Fea sleep neg Sella ae oat Le BINS was beginning on the well. In mid-September the cut and glazed brick for the interior of the switchboard bay on the 
aed @ f— bang ae oe et ll AI eed A WAT WS eS RE ON OT ee : i 5 ; ; ; 
Sight ala fe ON WS VS VSS 5 Wr CSE WSASAKY Qe e south side of the engine room arrived, but the lintels for the first story windows were not delivered for another month. 

la IK: i VA hee ou SG: CHIMNEY BASE: SY KS Masons continued work throughout October, and by the end of the month, the crew of fourteen bricklayers finished the 

Ye ae [ely BK 3-2-Go THK, large arches over the windows on the front and rear facades. Decisions about the coal-conveying machinery, however, 
Ps serch este lemme AS nev ioreae Seiad See 

‘ delayed some exterior construction; work on the oil room (a small addition on the building’s east side used to store oil 
eS WISCONSIN STATE BUREAU OF ENGINEERING ry! 

Pow ER PLANT DIVISION- MADISON, WIS. P= 198 a and other supplies) had not yet started because its size depended on the pending contract for the conveying machinery. 

iy , ; ene That month Porter met with a representative of the Jeffris Mfg. Co. of Janesville to discuss machinery, although the 

a AEE ae ire OUer Roomy revised te ; : design was not finalized until October 1909. Once Porter decided to construct the conveying annex on the building’s 
e power plant contained two large coal bunkers, or hoppers, which held nearly a month’s supply of i 5 5 

coal. The coal was dropped from the left bunker through a scale before it was fed to the furnaces, ensur- north side, the work on the oil room proceeded. 

ing the proper temperature for the production of steam. 
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As construction on the exterior progressed, work began on the interior reinforced concrete columns that supported the the power plant equipment into place) was in position and the plastering work was near completion. That summer, 

concrete coal bunkers above the boiler room. On 30 October the boiler room columns were completed and the forms the oil room was also finished." 

for the upper concrete work were started. Because the coal bunkers and exterior brick walls were being built at the same 

time, exterior brickwork slowed while the bunkers were under construction. On 7 November the east coal bunker was By mid-September 1909, as the exterior envelope of the plant neared completion, the plastering inside was complete 

finished to the center span of the exterior wall; Porter was anxious to finish both the bunkers and exterior brick walls and finishing work was underway. Delays in procurement of the necessary trench plates and coverings for the base- 

before winter and kept a crew at the plant until late into the evenings. By 14 November the coal bunkers were built to ment floor slowed the effort. On 24 December 1909 the Wisconsin State Journal reported, “The gigantic piece of brick 

within the last section of the outer wall, which still needed to be constructed before the bunkers could be completed. work enclosing the massive steam boilers and thousands upon thousands of steam pipes and coils in the state’s heat 

As the lower east slope of the boiler room roof was finished the carpenters began erecting the forms for the concrete and power plant is finished, and judges say it is the best of work of the kind ever done in the city.” Although the main 
roof above the engine room. By 6 March 1909 brickwork on the main building was completed, with the exception of building was largely finished, a few outstanding pieces of work required Porter’s attention before the power plant would 

the oil room. By the end of the month, construction of the roof was finished, and the subcontractor began placing the be fully operational. In October 1909, the Capitol Commission contracted H. A. Bishop of Chicago to set the boilers, 

tile roof, copper cornice and gutter. On 5 July Porter reported to the Capitol Commission that the crane (used to hoist and on 28 July 1910 Grant Marble Co. of Milwaukee agreed to furnish and install the marble facing and nosings for 
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errr eeetes—es—“=i—i—O———e—e—sNNeNeOeee—s—sS—SsSC—SsSsS |: the Engine Room. The grounds of the power plant were finished under two separate contracts. In October 1910, John 

~ | ——-—...rr—— CC 2 T. Blake of Madison received the contract for pouring the cement sidewalks, and in May 1911, J. S. Grady of Madison, 
ee 4 a ~~ .—rUrrr—C—“ F contractor for grading the Capitol Park, graded the grounds of the power plant. In 1911 Porter requested that Gimbel 
Sa : ——“(—OCC‘CSY Brothers of Milwaukee, already contracted to furnish window shades at the Capitol, provide shades for the power plant 

om en | __. cee  -. z residence; also, he hired Keeley, Neckerman & Kessenick of Madison to provide linoleum flooring.'* 

Ss , a Description of Complex 
: ee : rr The main building of the Capitol Heat and Power Plant was completed by 1910. Its rather utilitarian design reflected its 

my : ao function of housing the large power- and steam-generating equipment and the machinery necessary to send water to the 

: —— seu Capitol. T-shaped in plan, the space housing the electrical engines and turbines was located in the front of the building, 

Bs i | “= 10D Basi Main Shee which faces East Main Street. The central two-story protrusion in the 139’ length of the facade, a comparatively solid 

a : facade, 2003 brick surface that imposes an interruption to the fenestration pattern, houses the switchboard bay. The switchboard 

Se x ‘ » © «The main building fronts bay projects approximately 2’ from the surface of the building and contains a single, arched window. The principal 
eae : i y if i : . . * . . . . . *, 

‘ | me oe Sir ve. . a entrance is set within an architrave of decorative terra cotta tiles inscribed horizontally at the top, “Capitol Heat and 
ov : estration was intended to %, é * : . e ey . eos | Svrovide a lighisfilled and Power.” Raised letters on the vertical elements at either side proclaim “Wisconsin.” The entrance provided access to 

- / 1 : i ee ee ey well-ventilated space for the an interior corridor with the engine room to the right and an office and employee lockers and wash area on the left. 

7 a — eee ae | — engine room. The projecting 
f ‘ 3 |. ae es Lowe YS ie ; 

mt. Rey —— sh ee te ae ie a oe At the southwest corner, another smaller entrance opens to a stairway to the second level, where there was a three-story, 

/ Fs ee board. three-bedroom residence for the chief engineer and his family located above the first floor chief engineer’s office. It 

consisted of large, well-lit spaces and was furnished with the middle-class appointments of the day. On its first floor 

si = , q : _ (the second floor of the building), a large central stair hall with a window seat opened through French doors to a living 
ae as ea : ; f oi oe 
eee = * rat ' | ea i La 5 room and adjacent bedroom on one side and through pocket doors to the large exterior corner dining room with its 

= s : ree : siete Fi - | Z = 2 adjoining kitchen and pantry. The second floor of the residence had three bedrooms, a full bathroom and ample attic 

Se ea ee ee . “ A ee 2 storage. The rooms were trimmed with varnished wood, and the floors were concrete covered with linoleum. The 
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= 2 UNL | Le y aw ~ 2003 ia - ee ye é PO em ee | le | Porter's design included 
@ =e Ty qe 5 / = a Decorative terra cotta tile he De aed ; ih. 8 | 4 spacious office for the 

oA ee i eee... imparts a presence to the ‘Peet mn 4 | chief engineer opposite 
ee s + | a a Rs | {entrance and an identity to ’ Le - | the engine room. The 
a as [ ; Lae) a ae Bee | this otherwise utilitarian a |_|. stark, utilitarian nature 
Eu an Se fae acannon OBR see structure. Originally, aset 0 he es q of the power plant was 
: a Aenea es Sac | Y we a Se d de : ide 4 ti : NS i ses tee by the La ies: COR pe nreneN ce eIT. Se ee fatale nish CPOE IRN Tt Phd pie Pe ee A ys but a wire mesh and steel more comfortable furnish- 
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2 interior arrangement of the residence and the office on the ground floor is expressed in the fenestration of the west 

2 exterior wall, perpendicular to the principal fagade. On the east fagade opposite, there is a large opening that provides 

, ~ z a means to get equipment in and out of the building. The gutters and downspouts are made of copper. As originally 

rill 3 constructed, a stepped parapet with a curvilinear top had been installed to abut the tiled roof. 
. 2 

E 3 

Py TTT i The larger portion of the main building is the basilica-shaped structure that houses the boilers. Extending to the north 

~ 5 from the engine room, it measures approximately 97’ long with an approximate height of 72’. The exterior brickwork 

: ohne iy sana 4 patterns established on the principal fagade and east and west walls of the engine room are carried through in the exterior 

. _ Sey ee 4 : treatment of the boiler room. This part of the exterior, however, exhibits a greater degree of polychromatic brickwork, 

— = : eos a i Z : B likely to impart interest to the large expanses of wall. Just prior to the completion of the main building, the Wisconsin 

a aul | State Journal described the nearly finished interior of the boiler room: 

: 2 “ 1014 ‘Engineer's apartment, All columns in this picture of the interior of the new capitol heating plant, in the 600 block on East 

- 2 former living room, 2003 Main Street, are two feet in diameter. There are thirty-six of them in the boiler room, twelve that are 

L ig ia By Although the former apartment 29 feet high, twelve that are 37, and twelve that are 40 feet high. They are of concrete with a fine hard 

2 - Soaieaaie a finish. Above the columns are two monster coal bins, also of concrete, each of which hold 1,000 tons 

ro features, including wood trim, of coal. The coal is hoisted to the bins by means of a revolving shovel which has hundreds of small 

. wall sconces and large arched cups and which dumps the coal at any desired point in the bins. The coal is carried to the plant on 

windows, remain in place. cars, from which it is lowered to the basement, thence to the elevated bins. The four large boilers in 

this room cost $15,000 and each have 400 horsepower. They are fed by the gravity system of coaling 

and the ashes are automatically emptied and dumped down into the basement.'* 

Ff 
Ey Equipment 
z The Capitol Commission began awarding contracts for the power plant equipment in early 1908. Construction of the 

Ss Cog pe eng epee nae oe : main building and the installation of the largest equipment, including the boilers and generators, was concurrent for 

veel 5 alee! Ie 4) i iy Pi \4 J | 2 much of 1909. Before the commission could begin selecting equipment, it first had to decide whether to use direct 

awe Be | & ran 2 re 2 ie current or alternating current. After much debate, in January 1908 the commission unanimously decided to use direct 

; + Wy, + of + Yof of + Yof LFA Fy FAL tof | é current. Direct current was simpler to generate and could power mechanical systems without the need for transformers 

a? jae fae tes oe 7 oo Tee rar ah 4 : Z or rectifiers. Its chief drawback was that the strength of the current weakened when transported over long distances; 
| A 7 | f 1 | f i I “| ] A eb ie x | z the relatively short distance between the plant and the Capitol and the initially modest electrical needs of the building 

‘it | ul Ue utu U4 | I) EE fe g made direct current an acceptable choice. In December 1909, Porter received a visit from H. P. Broughton, an official 

| fie 7 i] | faa) i: Po t af - y | z in charge of the Kilbourn Dam, one of the largest hydroelectric plants in the Midwest located on the Wisconsin River 

1 | | | | | ee | | | i | & in what is now Wisconsin Dells. Broughton and Porter discussed the specifications and recommendations for the 

cee pee ae aes a se electrical work for the power plant and tunnel. Broughton concurred with the commission’s choice of direct current 

B 5 i | versus alternating current for the power plant, much to Porter’s relief.'* 

The Northern Electric Co. of Madison received a contract on 7 February 1908 to provide and install all electrical ma- 

10.15 Switchboard plan, chinery, the transmission lines between the power plant and Capitol, and a trolley line between the power plant and 

Pe thetie Poorer etal Capitol for $42,000. The contract was broken into three sections, the first of which was to provide three generators 

contained an eight-panel, slate (to be powered by three Corliss engines) and balancers. The second and third parts were to provide the switchboard 

Ena eae switchboard that regulated and connections to the generators and balancers, to hook up the tunnel transmission lines from the switchboard in 
sone NAC UE Aa ahi tall the powerhouse, and to connect the trolley line. On 14 November 1910 the Capitol Commission established another 

a i eS CLES TT Tae ya seek Ma gTe Fe TSS) pee pes a 2 oo a ae, contract with Northern Electric stipulating that the company would not be paid in full until after a period of sixty days 

transmitted direct current when it had tested all machinery and made sure everything functioned properly.'” 
electricity to the Capitol. 
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10.16 Arrangement of Feeders, 1909 

Originally the electrical feeders ran from the switchboard bay, through the basement of the engine 

room, boiler house, and into the tunnel. The tunnel housed the electrical transmission lines, which were 

placed in the top of the tunnel above the steam and water pipes. 
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m y ' , pf z The engines were provided by the Nordberg Manufacturing Co. of Milwaukee. On 7 March 1908, the firm received 

; ri _ I } ; Zz a contract for three Cross Compound Condensing Corliss Engines, and all the necessary parts, for $21,715. Initially, 

’ y ee: 4 ig the Capitol Commission planned to install three Corliss engines; one year after this equipment had been contracted for, N | { Yim > however, the commission acted to add an additional engine and generator. On 19 July 1909, the commission executed 

4 4 M : ™ F ; : z a second contract with Nordberg Manufacturing Co. for another duplex Corliss Engine with a fourth generator supplied 

Mt io | : a q g by the Fort Wayne Electric Works under a contract signed on 27 July 1909. The Corliss engine, invented in 1846 by 

; ll a 4 P | \, | a George H. Corliss, consisted of four cylinder valves, two for steam and two for exhaust, and a releasing valve gear. 

| 4 | 4 ; i i @ The advantage of this engine was its improved steam economy due to the quick closing of the steam valve at its cutoff 

— i 4 | 4 a) \ t [4 . and the small clearance volume. The sharp cutoff reduced the throttling effect of steam when it entered the cylinder 

‘ ii, a | ) | | vg BS and resulted in increasing the energy obtained from each pound of steam. A cross-compound steam engine had much 

an | 3 z = ay 2 F Loe. better steam economy than a single-expansion steam engine because it expanded the steam in separate cylinders, which 

—, a ete a —— minimized the loss of steam due to initial cylinder condensation.'* 

r : = . a a rd ' | } \ ve ~ In March 1908, the Babcock and Wilcox Co. of New York City received the contract for four Stirling boilers (high- 

i a gj ? 2 a J x . | a ee pressure, superheated steam boilers) for $14,000. A month later, the commission contracted with the Murphy Iron 

i ( bi . mr : : i BS — Works of Detroit to provide the four Murphy automatic (coal-stoker) smokeless furnaces for $5,340. In the early 

A Bab. ie Ue ae F u s x 4 a ~ > 1900s, the Stirling water-tube boiler produced by Babcock and Wilcox, was one of the most widely used of its type 

hae a | any dts 9) H "i 7 r ll AS SS in the United States. The most important feature of the boiler was its sinuous header, built so that the attached tubes 

if ieee eee Lo 2 A I | y (is * were in staggered, vertical rows. This eliminated direct vertical gas passages and caused greater tumult of the hot 

ie 4 = . f | B | \ 1 | ROS gases, resulting in higher heat Soran an per tube. Storm Bull’s choice of water-tube boilers was a good one for safety 

ee | Ze — 7 ae ’ " wt BOS reasons as well as the type’s ability to meet sudden demands for heat. Although no boiler was safe from an explosion, 

e a fe op e é ve Soy accidents rarely occurred with water-tube boilers. Water-tube boilers were becoming increasingly popular by 1906 

: . A i : is : x» : because they contained a smaller quantity of water in relation to the heating surface, which with its good circulation 

4 \ j / | Yt SS SS quality allowed steam to be generated rapidly in response to unexpected demand. Each boiler was equipped with two 

= q pe po iy | ee ' \ : a. A Avery automatic scales; the commission executed a contract with the Avery Scale Co. of Milwaukee in July 1909 for 

: ie the scales and installation." 

4 | | ThH | | otg z The boilers arrived in Madison on 3 October 1908 but could not be unloaded because of the construction and debris 

| | ET. 2 10.17 (above) Engine room at the plant; they were stored temporarily at a baseball field a few blocks away on East Washington Avenue. In early 

NI i | At and switchboard, circa 1910 1909, construction of the main building had progressed sufficiently to allow equipment to be installed. By February, 

AN ATT Lae ul Be owe Nordbere en ines were drums for two of the boilers were in place and work on the third had begun. Installing the boilers and furnaces went 
Ce a 4 § connected to the generators that « A F 

| | oa ij. Le 2 produced electricity The engine quickly. By early March, the boilers had been placed and tested, and the furnaces/stokers were three-quarters in place; 

: A | — ’ ; f i a ; a room was designed to be large, by 20 March this work was also complete. The foundations for the generators were finished by August, and the engines 

a fio 1 Be) ee | : | i i i ie oan aly) The tall south and dynamos were installed in the fall of 1909.2 
= 7 | a 5 till | facing windows provided much 

a " ; a | | 3 | = light as well as good ventilation. : : . ie Ee : 
: — | 2 As installation of the boilers and generators progressed, the commission let contracts for additional machinery and 

a \ | 10.18 (left) Nordberg engine, equipment. In May 1909, the commission signed a contract with the Platt Iron Works of Chicago for the feed-water 

‘ i ee oo) Z - pte ie heaters for the boilers. On 5 June, the American Steam Pump Company of Chicago received a contract for the boiler 

| ee : by the Nordberg Mangucnaine feed pumps. On 11 June 1909, the commission contracted with Pawling & Harnischfeger of Milwaukee to provide a 

ee / ON ‘| Co. of Milwaukee, was invented 10-ton traveling hand crane for the engine room. The crane was a traveling bridge-and-trolley type operated by pendant 

Loy ‘ oe in 1846 by George H. Corliss. hand chains. On 17 July, the commission arranged for the Fred M. Prescott Co. of Milwaukee to provide two general 

i -  @ peo Ariat ld le pd service, horizontal duplex steam pumps to draw water from the suction well to the feed-water-heater supply tank; the 
? —" q y electricity per pound of steam firm also received a contract to supply two centrifugal fire pumps. The water heater and pumps were all in place by 

i [A than other types. the end of September 1909.7! 
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Boilers, 1909 RIE NS Ay aime ‘i | SIDRELEVATION | Egos la Mae ee ES ee The power plant contained four horizontal, : I oe “NT tf rete ceeale de! {TN “| : [ornerien] eno tne Gece oF a : 400 hp Stirling water-tube boilers, each with ; bl Eel en oe aaa Tia fL- -- 1a ne Ry ee eines 5 FRONT ELEVATION ‘ fee ae] “ingiae  Fe i 4,135 square feet of heating surface and two Sa oS: i meee Paso fay |: | y pesos bameyae a: et: 42” drums. Water-tube boilers were standard ee e i Y shes : A Fatt gh ORY mena eae [oat |, by 1906 because they were relatively safe : . . RRs ae ee ea On a Rs ce ane. Re ee 2 ea JSrom explosions and could generate steam Ipc areaect sec lea EE ate e mae SESE Ar EES eh eee Dg eh SE ee : we Sig eee Z eS ES 
rapidly in response to unexpected demand. 
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APITOL PQOWE ADI ee Nr Eo) Most of the major equipment was in place by 1910, and the remaining work needed to bring the plant into operation 
HEATING PLANT: SHOW! = ‘ @ = * as ‘ r ane A 

© =e eae ~ SON eee a involved establishing connections between the main building and the Capitol. On 4 November 1909, the John R. Kehm 

: i H H ws at ch 3 Co. of Chicago received a $66,700 contract to furnish and install all piping and auxiliary equipment in the tunnel and 

: N = Hl 3 ee a ‘ ca a main building. Work began late in 1909 but quickly fell behind schedule. On 15 March 1909, Porter reported that 
i ih i ~ a g : ; : fs ‘ ' ere NE H < z | 3) ) ies oH g the installation was going slowly and that he was dissatisfied with Kehm Co.; he had urged the company to no avail to 

4 tl ea ea 4 S. . ° . : : 
COMPANY. i i, We yia mised sD 8 hasten the delivery of equipment and increase its workforce. Representatives of the company also argued frequent: cs [Pa Sree ROS hi / SA ee segs 8 ql yi 

! } BG A scent eSB mT raact aT aie with the state engineer over points in the specifications. Work was not finished until late May 1910. One of the last 
[sl H He wis oe nee ee eer Hast) 3 pieces of equipment to be installed in the main building, on 1 July 1910, was the switchboard, which was delayed by 

4 fee SP ela a ea ere se TE 2 a last-minute change made by the commission. Except for a few final connections, all of the machinery was in place 
1 Bees? i £3es ge : . aaa oe A : 

65h , fi HR pea eee é oa RS AgSee aes rectesl| by the summer of 1910, although the plant did not begin providing electricity to the Capitol until 1912.” 
Pesal deel aes | poet yf ie) fb z E a: gp au tng gg res ela E 
ie ai iW 0428 | i = H| é =p Conveying Annex 

2 EY i A i: f Sy t ta S i] db Although the main building neared completion by the end of 1909, other portions of the plant remained unfinished. 
: NS EI 3 gap . : « ‘ ‘ T rf 7 O30 = ‘ = a a A a J H d= The contract for the manufacture and installation of the conveying machinery was let on 24 May 1909 in the amount of 

Wi oe : AX] 1 q rex : Ho] fF fh $20,275 to the Link-Belt Co. of Chicago. Design of the structure, however, took longer to finalize. In mid-September 
AL ie EbO | LI t- iB ign P 

Ki mm Ha 4 - Fi a E 4 1909, Porter was still working on the plans for the annex, which would contain the coal crusher and the transverse 
<j Ba i i i o ‘ ie . : : 

i Se | a Asa | . Fst 4 loop of the conveying machinery, and he had advertised for proposals for the work. Porter found designing the annex eo H oes a = 4 ‘ ss * : eae Saas =e 3 ee wa it LJ oe {4 ee 4 difficult because the structure was 8’ to 10’ lower than the chimney foundations, which were in tight proximity. In 

—— tp Hi i —h oh a} i. 28 ae October 1909, Blake Bros. of Madison received the contract to construct the building for $19,225. Construction began 
i2| z¥i Ls 4 A 4 a i . 

ll t Hl: i aay 2 Ls ah eae that fall, and by 7 February 1910 it had progressed considerably. The foundation, which Porter had regarded as dif- 

3] ef A ‘ TNE i i En ooh ficult to construct and dangerous to the adjoining structures, was completed to his satisfaction, and the brickwork had 
| , Dx ibd aon a Ss begun. By 15 March 1910 the conveyor annex was being roofed. Porter congratulated Blake Bros. for having shown 

a ab hl, iol i 1 a 7 a! fg Bow oF q me : “ : a = : 
fF ise 5 he ‘b <i + fl po nh fy tan ea more energy and diligence in completing this work than at any time he had worked with them in the past. The instal- 

$ el KH i A [2] 0 age A : i : 5 i 3 
ss Ed 5 z Sc] oo eS (3) oe lation of the conveying machinery began in late spring. Coal was to arrive on the annex’s east side, and track scales 

lj Hi Fr] i af 4 G eee . : * + 
i e a I pes 4 Ls P eX were needed. On 3 June 1910, the commission signed a contract with the Howe Scale Co. of Chicago to install them. 

Kad H 2 i a — y i = oes a An additional sidetrack was placed by July 1910 by the North Western Railroad Co., and Porter found its installation ee E | ia : space Ho 9 ee : . A - a? Fl ii 1 2 H ON A necessitated additional concrete grading so that the track could continue to East Washington Avenue. On 1 July the |B Yo Mi < £ ON x 
ill s+ cad Ny i “n 29 3 A ees J ‘ ‘ 
Wu moh bi & 3 | 9 4 : F a conveyor building was mostly complete but still lacked interior window sashes and doors. The conveyor machinery was 

fs Fl Seay i nwa et ie i] . .. . . : . : : pS SES lees ore a ear ae (a a installed, and with the exception of establishing the connection for the operating motors, the plant was fully functional. 

H ee | jl Sorina a a Elisunsrmovos tl 2 il The motors were connected in 1912, when the power plant began generating electricity.” 
ial H — EY 
| ANALYSIS | 9 | Cy T a IS} a i | (WY B/W Bye H chismey 
ll 13 e H The design of the chimney required careful consideration of local conditions such as site elevation and prevailing 

a= = ‘ye winds in order to establish optimal fuel efficiency. The chimney was located in a low-lying area and built to a height 

FA = A 5 ff ‘ of 254’, tall enough to carry smoke away from the site even during unfavorable conditions. Ground was broken in the 

i rs yz 66-— i fall of 1908 and on 11 September Porter reported to the commission that the excavation for the chimney foundation Has [ — iM; : Eat tel — eee re rT] 8 SS was complete. The next day, Porter arranged with the contractor to work laborers overtime to complete the foundation 

ey en ay, ees: a eee eo 8 ‘ quickly. On 14 September, workers began pouring concrete; the concrete-and-brick foundation was completed by 18 . Ne (ZB -@8- Tear, ; : 
POR SNC ZANTOW T WISCONSIN STATE BUREAU OF ENGINEERING September. In those four days, workers placed 120 yards of brick, poured 100 yards of concrete and furnished the 

[SCALE TeateT |] POWER PLANT DIVISION —- MADISON, WIS: P-1 9 2 / foundation stone for the base of the chimney. ** On 2 October 1908 the commission awarded the chimney construction nL 
contract to the Alphons Custodis Chimney Construction Co. of New Jersey for $16,675 and work began 6 December. 

10.20 Plan of Basement Showing Location of Equip., revised 1960 : Masons set 400,000 cream-colored radial bricks through the winter of 1908 and completed the chimney on 21 July 
The conveying annex was constructed between the boiler room and the chimney and housed the coal-conveying 1 wacnst ‘ cy fae e built of radi . r 
equipment. The chain-link conveyor belt carried coal to the boilers and removed ash from the ash tanks located 909. The interior diameter was 10’. The cylindrical shafts of chimneys built of radial brick were usually unlined. 
below the boilers in the basement of the boiler room. The chimney furnished sufficient draft for the boilers and provided ventilation for the tunnel that connected the plant 
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with the Capitol. Engineers recommended that masonry chimneys of this scale have a system of lightning rods, and a sa — z ee Ww 

on 21 June 1909, H. R. Clough of Milwaukee agreed to provide and install a system of %4” woven copper cables. The Fr _—— » : : =. ow ; 

line from the top of the chimney terminated in 40’ of coil, which was buried 20’ below the ground. The cables were ee a : : ok 

The concrete tunnel connecting the power plant to the Capitol contained the pipes for steam, electricity and water and SS | ee trmrmrté—“—éCmLCLCOC—~—~—C—™O a 

for returning condensed steam. The 2,500’ tunnel measured 9” wide and 8’ high. The tunnel sloped upward toward the oe - _ to ££. ..: 

Capitol; its elevation at the power plant was just over 871’ above sea level and it rose to an elevation of 162’-2’4” at a — oe : g — - | : i =k 

the Capitol. The tunnel contained a 12” low-pressure steam pipe, a 3” high-pressure steam pipe, a 12” water main, a | oe — of — _ £.. _ oi 

5” condensate return pipe and a 2” drip line pipe. A track was installed in the tunnel so that a small trolley car with a | oF _ a. 8 a 

freight could be run between the Capitol and the power plant, which was originally to have had an adjoining warehouse — . : |. UL _ Dl 

for general Capitol storage. On 23 December 1907 the commission contracted with J. W. Mitchell of Madison to furnish | — —aK—— i 7 LT _ _. 4, 

the materials and construct the concrete tunnel as part of his contract to raze the east wing of the old capitol. According : : I i ..hCrlC — + — de 

to the specifications, only 500’ of street could be disturbed at any one time while the tunnel was under construction. _ y  rt—“‘CO — — ws 

The contractor was to begin work at the lowest elevation and provide a receptacle for drainage, as the excavation had | J [rt — oul 

to be free of water at all times. Where the tunnel joined the Capitol and the power plant, anchors of twisted 1” square a _ — £ ; 

bar 3’ long, spaced at 12” centers were to be placed in the walls. The walls were to be built with forms on the outside — ~_ _ | oa : 

and inside, and the roof fashioned on a platform supporting movable forms. Rail supports for the electric tramway a — _ a -* 

were embedded in the concrete and placed 5’ apart on the tunnel floor. The roof of the tunnel was 6” below the street, i cc - 7 - 

typically underneath gas and water pipes, electric conduit and sewers. During construction, these pipes were secured ‘ aon eS core - / ao : 

to the top of the tunnel with iron straps.” a aoa a bs 4 : 

Cc rr— 

On 7 January 1908, Mitchell began construction, approximately three months before the excavation of the main Se SEE - : . 

building began; for the next two years, construction occurred simultaneously on both the tunnel and the power plant. 10.21 Chimney, 1919 10.22 Chimney, 1919 

Excavation along East Washington Avenue was carried out by steam shovel, and as the earth was removed, workers Wor ker: ‘s from the Alphons Custodis Chimney Co. constructed The original power plant chimney exhausted the waste gasses 

i : ee the chimney between 1908 and 1909. In 1966 the chimney was _from the furnaces and provided the draft necessary for the 

erected forms to pour the reinforced concrete floor and walls and then set into place the steel beams of the ceiling. reduced to 50 feet from its original 254’ height and capped after _ fires. The height of the chimney (254’) was important to en- 

On 4 April 1908 the Wisconsin State Journal reported that the steam shovel was “quickly doing the work of many a new chimney was constructed on the west side of the building. sure proper maximum draft regardless of weather conditions. 

men and several teams.” The swampy Madison isthmus was difficult to excavate, especially in areas adjacent to the 

plant where a large amount of ground water was discovered. Porter had the tunnel walls strengthened with extra steel 

reinforcement, over and above what the specifications directed. Because the tunnel was constructed beneath existing 

water mains, the contractor had problems with the mains breaking if the dirt between the roof of the tunnel and the 

mains was not sufficiently compacted. A heavy rainstorm broke two mains, which caused a considerable length of the 

tunnel’s side walls to collapse. On 28 September 1908, a water pipe near Blair Street broke, resulting in a cave-in and 

delaying construction for several days. On 11 November, two more water mains broke at the junction of Butler Street 

and Washington Avenue. Consequently, Porter directed that the mains crossing the tunnel roof should be cemented 

directly to the tunnel to prevent sagging. Even after construction was completed, the tunnel still was not completely 

waterproof because of the low, swampy ground.’ 

Work continued throughout 1908, and by the end of the year the tunnel had reached the Capitol. On 3 December, 

Porter described the route of the tunnel to the Capitol Commission, indicating that it began at the rear of the power 

plant, passing under the site of the proposed warehouse, and exited along the north boundary of the grounds. From 

there it turned west, approximately half a block from the intersection of East Washington Avenue and Blair Street, and 

continued along the north side of East Washington Avenue to the Capitol, which it entered on the north side of the East 

eee creme eae 
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LE GUI: YY JUYJJGWWV@$@ W&q@@_GYUGGS a Wing. On 5D ber, Port te George Johnson that the Capitol C ission had granted the Ci ison’ U; Yi Uy Y Wy ty Y / YYW YY Yj Ly Yy Y ij WY Yy Wy yy, i ing. On 5 December, Porter wrote g johnson e apito’ oom i a grante e City of Madison’s 

Mitte, yyy Vif ‘Yi Hf WY, Yj GGL) ae request to place two taps on the lake-water intake for the insertion of fire-engine suction. The city also was allowed to 
tilt Mh, doh UM MUU EI EEBEEEE EEE S ¢ 3 ‘ . 

VW aap Liddle Lae Rete Li (sige Li. Lilli YY . place hydrants on the water main from the power plant to the Capitol. On 12 December, columnist Jud Stone reported 

yj ee, 9, MI ane CYC) Y/), i in the Wisconsin State Journal that the tunnel was now covered from the plant to the Capitol.” 
Yay ia en oe a Ge 7 © Wii B “iA |) Ore | eo @ i |: My) 2 

Carn rt ot — ee ke. : : : 
ey GG es los nal wit VZ, WY a During 1909, although little work was done in the empty tunnel as the power plant and East Wing were under construc- 

VY | fe > eeeaetoere a ee : LHe le tion, the contracts had already been let. Northern Electric was to furnish the switchboard, transmission and trolley lines 
WA sage Te Spe y 
Meg ' 4 fi Ly : ; z (between the power plant and the Capitol), as well as to make all connections for the machinery. The specifications stated 

Uy | ( \ re i ty ‘ i : 2, that the transmission line from the switchboard at the power plant to the distributing switchboard in the Capitol was to 
i. bie, e j 3 ‘ p 5 

wo Wy {freeman ba ile Wy ae 5 be approximately 2,500’. The line was to be placed in the tunnel near the top and supported by hangers imbedded in Yi f For PT a, We it aa = pp y p pp 

My | oe ' eee ey Pebaty the cement. On 16 July 1909 the Capitol Commission contracted Paul F. Harloff of Madison to install a lighting system 
Sn Ne pe bs | fT “iy vee ut = P 8 Sy 

Yi Eira acer aoa Se | | WES ort git q P in the tunnel that would consist of two separate three-wire circuits for each of three tunnel sections, with every other 
We i | Contretter | i, Pe} fo t ae 

Ty 

yp Bae hl: (a1 Seale) | iia ate: di itty lamp in each section connected to the same circuit. This would allow for lighting throughout the tunnel should a circuit 
U4, \ @x » | tA Sie ehich & : 8 
Vi, fl : nt \ Wy, 4 fk, i : become disabled. By December 1909, the Kehm Co. was installing piping and Norther Electric was placing cable for 

ij} i J rT i | | 4 i 4 , { t tS the transmission and trolley lines. Porter was not satisfied with the lighting system the Harloff Company had installed, 

Z Yj ‘ = S cite eeey eat Nin. hee Ras NS cemmte ad y ‘ ; t : claiming that the Harloff Company had not complied with the lighting specifications. Such delays were significant 

Uf, | / ti Th we fuss Coe since lighting in the tunnel was essential for the other contractors to place the piping and transmission lines.” 
74 | Ne lieeeet tk VG, ‘ Uf, poet ea i Ht im\ L Yay z 

YY Za meee ( eee i i) We 4 Water Intake 

Us Ad ay, | “i iit lee eed J On 17 July 1908 the Capitol Commission contracted with J. T. Blake of Madison to construct a water intake from Lake 

og Asa de ene rer j ae ECA Monona, complete the suction well and establish sewer connections from Blount Street to the power plant. Lake water 
yy, S I | wéfy P 

LA, 3 Hh | Le was used as a source of fill and make-up feed water for boilers to generate steam and also for plant operations, bearing Og | SLA Pp. Pp 

Yj Yi, Ye Yip iy Yy Yi ZG VG UE Ye OGG Yi QD cooling, plant domestic water and fire-protection water. Construction occurred between 26 September 1908 and 27 

UZ Ce eh agiiy 4, “MM YY ryt MILLA, March 1910 and was slow and difficult. The intake’s route lay beneath both the Chicago and North Western Railroad 

ce ae Chesiatlibtile AML z ie tracks and the main intersecting sewer of the city, and both situations provided structural difficulties in excavating and y: 

laying the pipe. 

r. . Ay 2 ee E70:25) (above) Cross section of tun By c March, 1909, the intake pipe was resting on the bottom of the lake and in Boson, The specifications called for 

s ee os > ae 2 nel, 1909 the intake pipe to be completely submerged beneath the sand of the lake bed, and, initially, Blake attempted to use a 

Be | (ene 2 Porter originally intended the tun- sand pump to sink the pipe. On 30 April 1909, Porter reported to the Capitol Commission that the work was complete 

eee hm S ve eee) ee a dual pur] ae Has with the exception of lowering a portion of the intake pipe into the lake bed and the completion of the suction well at 
Beets ——— & to house the necessary steam : 5 ‘ ‘cies, ‘ 
2 ee is . I ne 2 : D and elec eee Fie the plant. Early the following winter, Blake began lowering the pipe into the lake bed by means of dredging. Porter 

os ae -— 7 f the Capitol and also to function as had doubts about this method and thought the pipe lay in water deep enough to avoid the possibility of it freezing or 

ie... 7 the “back door” to the building. A incurring damage from boats. Porter’s skepticism was well founded, and Blake was unable to sink the pipe by dredg- 

7 ee | trolley car was to carry supplies ing. In the end the dilemma proved moot. Daniel Mead, the designer of the water works system for the power plant, 
pa a = | and equipment to the Capitol from % - i 

fs ..”.”lrmr™t~<“‘i‘COCSOSOCS—SO a warehouse (never constructed) on assured Porter that although the specifications called for the pipe to be entirely below the lake bed, the lack of large 

at... the grounds of the plant. vessels on Lake Monona made the existing location acceptable. On 15 March 1910, Porter reported that the intake 
: + = =h——rhmhrvmhv\ hr 

(ee i a and suction well were complete and that the pipe remained on the lakebed rather than being buried beneath it. When 
mmm 4 ‘ 10.24 (left) Tunnel, circa i 7 ¢ - : - 5) ; 

ee ; the situation was investigated that summer, it was determined that over 300’ of the pipe was exposed at the lake bed 
1918 - : ee = Ls Although the trolley car was never surface. Rather than attempting to bury the pipe and risk cracking the joints, the commission decided to leave the pipe 

- used, the electrical lines for it re- where it was.*° 

oF oe mained in place on the ceiling of the 
oF tunnel. Pi d electrical trans- 7 - - : ‘i 
_ ee ee c ; ome lech . The intake consisted of a large, concrete-covered brick-walled suction well (24’ deep by 20’ diameter) constructed just 

ss north side of the tunnel. west of the boiler room, and the well connected to Lake Monona by a total of 1,860 linear feet of 24” diameter piping. 
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10.26 Sketch Showing Arrangement of Hot Well & ane PLAN. 4 &! oh eae sreren 

Connections, 1909 eat | EL nunc ws taerae 
i gant 5 ges sh teat Ae htee i0 Sae 

The 1,300’ intake, extending from Lake Monona to the suction senes g°-1 seer cote Aist Ponte tno senTine AAA? saa on 
well, draws water from the lake into the suction well. In 1910 ene nee | y} | Sed ates ae tice 

: si = = LN eter anne a me cari comneror 
the intake drew five million gallons daily for boiler feed and & é xi pee In acca ee 

Capitol usage. re vernon ete cg 1s A Re Te 
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{ ; ; He ae Ps z The piping material was vitreous tile for the buried portion of the run and transitioned to cast iron pipe where it ran 

Fy (Reames Te a ie ty i \ | he ia s T rye F along the lakebed. The route ran south from the intake well to East Main Street, then jogged west along Main Street 

cone | LI p veal = | 1 . ‘| a @ turning south at Blair Street and ran along Blair Street to Lake Monona, extending 560 linear feet into the lake. This 

ne i { eae 4 ne ' i intake could draw up to five million gallons per day when plant service pumps and Capitol fire suppression pumps 

HE - DG  eoae |e ee 
1 4 4 4 t ap i 1 | — t Io 3 

pee | la dd | z | ly 

Lal aagad iy fu a tke td tHe Power Plant Operations 
pont leeds a Ses SS ee Te , i i [ | & Coal arrived at the power plant on railcars; a sidetrack connected the main building to the Chicago and North Western 

ben ae ese Te a Ses | | 5 tracks a block away. The coal was weighed on a track scale east of the annex and unloaded mechanically by the con- 

we oop. i a Hite, * [6] | | E veying machinery. After having been crushed the coal was delivered by chain-link bucket conveyors to the overhead 

__ FF J ast E -@). Tae [ 4 bunkers. The equipment consisted of a track hopper into which the coal was unloaded from the delivery cars, a trans- 

h- | er < a We a ! = a8 verse conveyor, two longitudinal conveyors, ten chutes with valves for the delivery and removal of coal and ashes from 

ag ; ge eee See ies the bins into the conveyors, an ash spout from the transverse conveyor to the car, and the necessary electric motors and 

eee Ws co ee Ws fen ! controlling devices. The coal bunkers on the west side of the building were used for storage. The coal was then moved 

= 4 rae s ze ae oe BE * = et my a TO Ses to the bunkers on the east side to be fed directly to the stokers under the boilers. Each bunker held a one-to-two-week 
| ga ta ae |- [te were bas z | SEE “ fuel supply. 

Ee en : a ae a] == lon 

10.27 Details of Concrete-Steel Intake, 1908 _ e onan ee ‘ 3 
Construction of the intake was a tedious and difficult process. The intake wos originally supposed to The steam used to heat and light the Capitol was produced in steam boilers fired by Murphy automatic stokers. Each 

be buried below the bottom of the lake. When this proved too difficult, Porter and Mead allowed the boiler had two automatic coal scales to regulate the amount of coal fed to the stokers, which were powered by verti- 

intake to remain on the lake bed rather than beneath it. cal engines with worm gear drives. The boilers were equipped with 12” diameter steam pressure gauges and a water 

column fitted with high- and low-water alarms and two safety valves. The four horizontal, 400-hp Stirling water-tube 

W A : % oro aa  &y boilers had 4,135 sq. ft. of heating surface and two 42” drums. The boilers received water mainly from Lake Monona 

. — et | a> delivered through the suction well; once the water was drawn, it was stored in an overhead supply tank until it was 

: <8 ee hee a hes ae 2 needed. The lake water was filtered, softened, chemically treated and then heated to 210° F ina steel-shell, horizontal, 
: ; oe foe lee Ba bes feed-water heater of the “Stillwell” open type that measured 48” in diameter and had a maximum heating capacity of 

- Se ] i a - pe 30,000 lbs. of water per hour. The water was recovered from the general service pumps, boiler feed pumps and drips 
a = . = ‘ d 4 |) a Es i from the high-pressure steam mains. In order to keep the equipment from becoming clogged, the feed-water heater 

: oe Se ee meso Se ane ; i ; ; ; ea 
e oe se oe : Sey SS ca E Ls e| pe 2 4 Sines a g vas equipped with HE that removed and collected mud carbonates of magnesium, lime and other impurities includ- 

a en | a el baw Vie); a] | oe es = 2 ing oil an) the entering steam. An automatic device on the heater controlled the SUpDIY of water to the heater and 

be eaten aru or aes hy | sirens niche m2 maintained it at a constant level? After the stokers had consumed the coal to heat the boilers, the ash was deposited 

2 saree — 5 : 4 = ee =: : into an ash hopper and removed by longitudinal conveyors to collecting bins at the south end of the boiler room. Then 

- Ee Ree Cs a a = = : z it was removed from the building and carried away in train cars. 

Sa Oo ee , 4 : Electric Power Generation 
=A x: eo eee pt Se aed RE ee ey aes Steam from the boilers powered the four Corliss engines, which were each coupled with 250-kilowatt direct current 

e. ed 4 fee ee ee a generators installed by the Northern Electric Co. to produce electricity. Steam produced by the boilers flowed through 

berg NN the main steam header to the reciprocating steam engines, whose linear output motion was converted to rotary motion 

4 >. via crankshafts, which turned the electric generator rotors to produce electricity. Condensers were attached to the 

a ; Be engine to recover steam that could be reused in the boiler. The condensate was distilled and because of its purity was 

ee as e ie ial i a highly desirable for use as boiler feed-water. The condensate was held in a hot well until it was pumped back into the 

end. Coal was weighed on track scales and then unloaded into the conveying annex. From there boiler feed-water heater.*? The electric current produced by the generators was regulated by an eight-panel switch- 

the coal was delivered to the coal bunkers via the Link-Belt conveying system. board. The current was conveyed to the Capitol and also used to run the equipment in the power plant that included 
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10.29 (above) Coal conveyor, circa 1918 Et Ta ee : eos » rh z Z : 5 

oe Poe eR fl F : 

The Link-Belt Co. of Chicago furnished the coal- and ash-handling machinery for the power co S ee De | _ ee i . >| @ (By ES + en 2 

plant in 1909. As of 2003, the conveyor equipment remained in use. The door visible on the — “a5 - : Ss . oS et | sg wos 3 ee & ee ee Z 

right provides access into the base of the chimney. PR | & 7. ie : \ ae is) 
ge 6h UST 1S | sien Pal ae | Ue ee oO os | i 

— ££ i — <A ae 4 ee ip} 2 
10.30 (above middle) Murphy Automatic Smokeless Furnace applied to Stirling Water Tube | ee . 6 Cit | os e@a:is\| (if il en 7 { » (use “ho 1 soe: we 7d | ie 

5 - us Pe Sal co The i A ike os BA ie ale | . 
Boiler, circa 1908 ag | L go oF j | 1] Gp eaet Jy |B cee f= Gea oases if eee 3 
The furnaces (lower left) that fired the boilers were separate pieces of equipment that had to be _a ie £8 | ee-e-+) ne @ e-} fete {© [*? A GO | ie 

Pe bed | Looe EN be 23 oe EE r 
installed with the water tube boilers. These furnaces had traveling grates that burned fuel at an ae pa | ' =n «ll at \ AE alas gz 

j a ce an z 

even rate to maintain a proper temperature for steam production. a 7 Mo a eee oe fo pes: a = _— Se { | HL eee Fn et eed cnet 8 
eds a 8 GIs Sonceccencons a By = sescsnceaigl Genocbaae ia g 

10.31 (above right) Coal bunkers, circa 1918 : BifE 4 : _ fa | : : r z 
Two concrete coal bunkers (top) above the boiler room stored coal. Scales weighed the coal "ae pe i pe iH M i g e 

‘, . 3, BELA i mY | . ‘ EY rr 3 a | = 

before it was fed into the furnaces (bottom) in order to maintain the proper temperature. of. L | > Fe ae 4 Lee ‘i ey ersere nen, i Scar / : ay 4 e — ESS ee = 
ia | 7 i | as se ae ——— LLL LEE” YT LAS 

10.32 (right) Stirling boilers, circa 1918 a | la | | i + BRAN 

The boiler house was designed to hold eight Stirling water tube boilers, but only four initially Pe || 7 S ee a 
were installed along the east side of the plant. | mah é ~ am | te 

' sis ml og we Sy p ‘cam ence “ ree FSV 
re. ne i Ce 

10.33 (far right) Details of Steam Connections from Superheaters to 12” Steam Main, 1928 c Erne. Pi ; Er Pr a ee z ‘©: A ercurearorerat RE ; ‘ ; : ; Fi eo : j rumread Z [ener SceaTnG PLANT 
The boilers provided steam to heat the Capitol and to power the four Corliss engines. A 12 See 5 . i : Ch HPaRS 2 

‘4 ¥ P ‘ re CR, 3 i" .| E TEAM Connections FROM Soren WeATE! 
header pipe collected the steam from the boilers and conveyed it to the engine room and to the Fe eS = i ie iB Ci 

tunnel to the Capitol. ee — 7 os by Ye ee SS 

ee = A Fone ee eee 
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Sey z two balancer sets, each 12.5 kilowatt and 100 amperes; a 15-hp motor for the coal crusher; and a 7.5-hp motor for the 

by — is conveying equipment. we ha i ying equip 

<. on a Water Distribution 
Pe aw e Bi a The power plant supplied lake water to the Capitol for both domestic and fire-suppression purposes. The pumps re- 

AN r trieved water from the suction well, supplied all the water needed for general purposes, and had sufficient capacity for 
7 w\ i E fire fighting in the Capitol Park. oe two general service pumps were 12”x8”x12” horizontal, duplex, direct-acting 

% \ si x steam-driven pumps, with a capacity for pumping 400 gallons of water per minute. Only one pump was required for 

= \ xX 8 service and the other had been purchased as a reserve measure. The two fire pumps were horizontal, motor-driven, 

x \ x 5 three-stage, centrifugal fire pumps with the capacity of pumping 2.5 million gallons of water per day. These pumps 

\ ‘ E were run by a directly connected 190-hp motor that was 250 volts, 700 amperes and 1200 rpm. 
A g 

ee \ Modifications, 1908-2002 
a The Heat and Power Plant continues to fulfill its original mission, although it has been modified frequently over the 

TF a nr ae carne ae eS Saas years to take advantage of new technology. A machine shop was added to the complex of buildings a few years after 

1 eee it was completed, and boilers and generators were replaced as part of the conversion to alternating current electricity. 

| The function of plant was expanded in two major ways: beginning in 1932 it provided services for additional state 
4 3 ; : buildings, and in 1973 it began delivering chilled water for air-conditioning systems. In 1971 and 1997 new steam 

a Wg z ‘el = y heaters were added. As part of the Capitol restoration project in the 1990s, the plant received new electrical equipment 

iy £ that greatly increased its reliability. In 1999 new 1,500 kW electric generators replaced the 1958 units that were rated 
l i by at 1,000 kW each. In 2002 additional chillers were added to increase the plant’s chilled-water capacity. 
A | s 

f oie) From Warehouse to Machine Shop, 1908-20 
V | | pane The original plan included a warehouse on the north side of the plant. It was intended that the tunnel to the Capitol be 

; 3 eo used to transport supplies and equipment and that a trolley car be put into service to this end. As designed by Porter, 

ves < the warehouse was to have been four stories and house offices of the state oil inspector, the state veterinarian and the 
y ty , traveling library.** Construction of the warehouse was postponed until the power plant was completed, and Porter 

£ i. did not begin to solicit bids for its construction until January 1916. One month later it came to Porter’s attention that 

i if Y Superintendent of Public Property Moritz Blumenfeld opposed the warehouse. Porter speculated that Blumenfeld 

{ yi thought the building was too expensive, and he believed Governor Emanuel Philipp typically agreed with Blumenfeld 

| | a on fiscal matters. Porter wrote to commisioner O. H. Ingram regarding the matter: 

aa i ot alge I think not to build a warehouse at this time would be a big mistake on the part of the Commission.... 

The basement of the old Capitol was always made a storehouse for paper, furniture and supplies and 

in | ie a et s the difficulties connected with the handling of these and the manifest danger of damage from fire 
jaa ae | : \ to the building because of this use caused the insertion into the law authorizing the building of the 
| Capitol of a requirement that a warehouse should be built.*° 
' H 6 

| : During 1916 the basement of the North Wing was put into use for storage, and Porter was further dismayed. Without 
[fz pA eee Cee 10.34 Early plan for tunnel and warehouse (detail), 1907 the warehouse plan moving forward, he was concerned that the Capitol would be damaged as there was not a systematic 

| i Silke ben de dua wate: Porter originally planned a warehouse to store supplies for system for moving things in and out of the building except through the formal entrances on the ground and first levels. 
the Capitol. The tunnel was to contain a small handcar to = ee f ie aa : | 4 transport materials: Budeet concerns prevented the core In addition to providing space for storage, the warehouse was to provide a shipping and receiving office for the Capitol 

! 4 struction of the warehouse. that would be served by the trolley and tunnel. Porter wrote: 
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The warehouse and the tunnel were planned to be the “back door” of the Capitol. It has none other. Ae es ae ee 2 
As it is now, all teaming is to and from the building with the result that the exterior granite, front fe Oe es . Sea ce si E 
doors and marble floor are subject to hard usage, in fact the exterior front and vestibule doors of the op aes Soe I = a AY Ane, 
Southeast and Southwest Comer Pavilions have been practically ruined by the use they have had z ei Seee ee Tc eae < SS : i 
in the last two years and require extensive repairs at present. It is planned that all the supplies and xl + ian res ~~ SS ig 
shipping from the building will be sent through the tunnel by electric car and shipped from there ‘ | i OO —— me. i 
thus freeing the Capitol grounds from all express wagons, drays, and other heavy vehicles and the Ae ul te Pee | XE Sn eee ae as ie 
Capitol entrances and corridors from the severe use they would otherwise receive from the handling ; VEY — i AS 7r Suds 2s ay oe i Z 

of freight and other heavy and bulky material.* 0 AN | ‘, eae Aenine Shee | Sr a SG aaoisee |i | 3 

cA [ao oe ~~ On March 1 Porter notified prospective contractors for the warehouse that Governor Philipp had postponed awarding a s ZA, I] saebmccr | : E 
the contract. In June, because of Philipp’s financial concerns Porter began to revise the plans for the warehouse so Y e = eat | : A 
that they would comply with the governor’s fixed cost for the building.*” Even so, Porter’s modified warehouse design ; : i : 4 4 Fr ms. | tag | eee : | 
was not constructed and, in 1920, a two-story machine shop (also referred to as the engineering shop) was built in its , z van oa eee e ; 3 
proposed location. The contract for the construction of the building went to L. B. Gilbert of Madison, who had also 6 He } HERE nasa Side | j a 
bid on the warehouse project four years earlier. Gilbert’s contract was for $18,415, plus $369 for larger footings and an ——$——<—|_ ‘ f : ey ! 
additional $212 for wooden window frames instead of steel. The machine shop is constructed of a common red brick ‘ Wee ; | : ‘ i 
with Portland lime mortar and laid in a Flemish bond. The wooden, double-hung first floor windows have 12-over-8 : ; tee |. ; ah 
lights and those on the second floor have 8-over-8 lights. The windows have limestone sills and above the second i ss [po ' : : ‘ \ 
level windows, a belt course circles the building; above the course are brick panels. The first floor, roughly 72’x52’, | —— ED | 
contained a large open space to store and repair equipment, a toilet and shower room and the office of the state chief 4 : — 1 ‘ ea | 
engineer. The second story contained a storage room and a drafting room on the south side and was open to the first : : ee Ta SNES ae a 
floor on the north. The building provided a space where machinery from various state institutions as well as the power Se : ; fe Rs se a a 
plant could be repaired and rebuilt.** S : 2 sh oe ( 

Expanding Services ce Se a ey Ee sees [ee 
In 1932, the power plant expanded its services to provide steam to the newly constructed State Office Building at 1 Se hs ee : Mee J peineeennnn: ee 
West Wilson Street. A new branch tunnel was constructed in 1930, extending from the East Wing of the Capitol, the 10.35 Plat of Rear Portion of Grounds Showing Size and Location of the Shop Building, 1920 
length of Monona Avenue (now Martin Luther King, Jr. Boulevard) to West Wilson where it entered the north corner In 1920, a machine shop was constructed on the site that Porter originally intended for a warehouse. The shop was used to 
of the State Office Building. The drop in the slope of the tunnel from the Capitol to 1 West Wilson was approximately repair machinery from state-owned power plants around the state. 
30°.” The tunnel was equipped with a 10” low-pressure steam line, a 4” high-pressure steam line and a 3” return 

pipe; in 1940, a second, 1” return pipe was added. To support the new added branch steam service to Wilson Street, 

piping was also added to the main steam tunnel (from the power plant to the Capitol). The added 10” high/low (150 

psig/15 psig) steam pipe and 1/4” pumped condensate return line were installed in the space originally intended for 

the maintenance trolley. 

As the state-owned complex of downtown Madison buildings expanded, steam service was extended to them. The 

General Executive Facility (GEF 1) was built and connected to service in 1968. In 1972 chilled-water production was 

added to the plant as a source of air-conditioning to GEF 1. Chilled-water distribution piping was added to the main 

tunnel from the plant to the branch tunnel serving GEF 1. In the 1980s chilled water service was extended to the State 

Office Building, and chilled-water and steam service were extended to the new GEF 2 and GEF 3 buildings. The GEF 

complex of buildings is located on the blocks just south of East Washington Avenue and between Webster and Butler 

Streets. In the 1990s chilled water was extended to the Capitol, and steam and chilled water were extended to the new 

Department of Administration Building on East Wilson Street. 
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DC/AC Conversion, 1958-63 ey | as z 

i i : 
7 4 | Gees g 

The power plant underwent a conversion from direct current (DC) to alternating current (AC) between 1958 and 1963. a o | : of 2 
- — e ce ae 3 

A.1958 report on the feasibility of generating AC electricity for the Capitol concluded that it would be more economi- ' cate 1 cea F 

cal to generate than to purchase AC electricity; the savings were calculated to be even greater if air-conditioning were j | : == E 
f ; : J ve, 2 =< a 

installed at a later point. According to the report, the maximum load generated by the Capitol Heat and Power Plant ye : me 

had been about 690 kilowatts; after the conversion the maximum load was estimated to be 1400 kilowatts.” As part of i. . ee A a yee 5 

the conversion from direct current to alternating current, the boilers and generator units purchased almost fifty years | me: Li : pS ar ae: 

earlier were replaced with new units. In 1957, two coal-fired drum and water-tube boilers of the MK type, made by the D = 2 AS ss ae g 

E. Keeler Co of Williamsport, Pennsylvania, replaced the original boilers. Each boiler was equipped with automated : 3 rs Gs oy a 

Riley traveling grate coal stokers rated at 35,000 pounds per hour steaming capacity. The new boilers were designed - aa l _ 2 

re ‘ : ‘ . | ‘ bic e 
for steam conditions of 425 pounds per square inch gauge (psig) pressure and superheated to final steaming tempera- 1037 Boller room with boilers re o : . , ae \ z 

ture of 700° (approximately 225° superheat). In the engine room, two new alternating current 60-cycle, 4,160-volt, moved, circa 1958 o | ae io oe oe ? : 

1,000-kilowatt-rated Worthington steam turbine-driven electric generators replaced the original reciprocating generator During the conversion from direct cur- | pe _— = 

equipment. The new units were designed to operate on 425-psig steam inlet cogenerated by exhausting steam to back- Be OCIA ARIAL Ce = : : a at a ge 
: ae | : . : hem between 1958 and 1963, the four origi- eo ie mee 

pressure of 10 psig, which in turn supplied directly into the steam-distribution system. Only one of the generators was nal boilers were removed from the power [iam . tire o-. - weve os 

! 3 : . Se ee I AG oe 

ever in use at a given time; the second generator was purchased as a backup should a Madison Gas & Electric (MG&E) plant to make room for new equipment. oF ee a 
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10.38 New boiler, circa 1958 10.39 Electrical panel, circa 1958 10.40 Generator, circa 1958 

Two new coal-fired drum and water-tube boilers of the MK type, During the conversion from direct current to alternating, the original eight-panel, slate switchboard Two alternating current, 60-cycle, 4,160-volt, 1,000-kilowatt-rated Worthington generators replaced 
ig 8) gnt-p & Pp. 

made by the E. Keeler Co. of Williamsport, Pennsylvania, were remained in place but was upgraded to accommodate the change in electrical current. the original reciprocating generator equipment. The new generators were powered by steam turbines. 

installed in the power plant. Each boiler was equipped with au- 

tomated Riley traveling grate coal stokers and designed for steam 

conditions of 425 pounds-per-square-inch gauge (psig) pressure 

and could superheat water to 700° F. 
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: - — z power outage occur. To better accommodate the new boilers’ maximum-rated capacity, a new, 210’ chimney of radial 
ig _ brick was constructed in 1964. The original chimney was reduced to 50’ and capped.*! Ca os bo js 

ie ai FB The old DC wiring in the tunnel was considered a fire hazard and removed; more than thirty miles of new wire were ef el ON > e a =F aoe 5B installed between the power plant and the Capitol. In addition to the power plant equipment upgrade, an additional 
eae y i SS 2s ee Sl 2 power source was obtained from MG&E. Two power cables were tied from the MG&E system to the power plant, [ew fi rr A : = San Se e with an oil switch in the basement to select which MG&E feeder was in use at a given time. Alternating current at /& Bae || | : c a ee 4,160 volts was distributed to four load centers at the Capitol and converted to 120/280-volt power to be distributed fi Ai a | SS bee throughout the building for occupant use.” 

8) ARES . : — a = a 

: yee ef : — — New Equipment, 1957-97 
_- arias OLY : = Although the conveying annex exists in the originally designed configuration, the engine and boiler rooms have been We ae | > u igregarZ | | —<— , : i altered significantly. In 1912 the engine room was an open and airy space with a great deal of light. Since then, the space Pe Via bie 2 | ‘ / gee : has been divided into two levels to accommodate the additional equipment needed to produce chilled water and electricity. Ai i ai : v : a The basement below the engine room also has been modified to accommodate the additional chilled-water equipment. The VA y . 4 boiler room was significantly changed in 1957 when the four Babcock and Wilcox Stirling-design boilers were removed | 

(| : and two new boilers were added. The new units were stoker coal-fired Keller boilers rated at 35,000 pounds per hour - | steam-generating capacity at 425 psig steam pressure and 700°F final temperature superheated steam and were fueled 
by Riley traveling-grate stokers. In 1971, a new, two-drum, water-tube boiler made by the Cleaver-Brooks Co. of Mil- | 
waukee was added to the power plant. A natural gas and fuel-oil-fired boiler, it was rated at a capacity of 70,000 pounds 
superheated steam per hour, an operating steam pressure of 425 and had an operating steam temperature of 700°. In 1989, . | a Keeler Boiler #2 received a gas and oil sidewall burner and in 1995, Keeler Boiler #1 had one added as well. Another | ie ae ‘4 aes 9 ——_— (or new boiler was added in 1997. Manufactured by ABCO Industries of Lunenburg, Nova Scotia, the water-tube boiler is ! / A ial er << ey 2 —- o = ome a two-pass, “D” type, with an oil burner. It generates 60,000 pounds of superheated steam per hour, has an operating FV aT Oni 
steam pressure of 435 and an operating steam temperature of 680°F. What was originally the machine or engineering fe ooling towers, 

: 14° : : The east facade of the building was modified to accommodate the cooling towers necessary for chilled-water production. The shop wes altered in 1989, pace the building was eubhed gh equipment and the space used e oore the MG&E feeders Jirst tower was erected between 1972 and 1973, with the other two added in 1985. and switchgear for the Capitol. In 1999 new electronic boiler controls were added for all boiler units. 
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5 ed f / | i] | i ap ae | |i | \ | I | ' | | | | } | | i | ! | S = 10.42 Tunnel extension to GEF 1, 1972 Z ee aan 7 tid | HT ae i | i | | | | | Wy ; | | Py] | | , ! | | i ! \ & The extension of service to General Executive - ae Pita] ee ey | PEELE ETT | | | Facilities (GEF) 1 was the first modification af | | itt my Lael i | hale | hdd pes | i | | to the tunnel walls since initial construction. j da ieda | ' | | | Pa | add td {ia tJ | | | A branch was constructed from the tunnel to 4 dg le laid | if | a 14 Id 218 Ida ig lg id 18 1a : 5 | | abe bla i i sin A 

new building. 
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Chilled-Water Service, 1972-2002 [eee eee = AR aca case eA ee) I fi z 

In 1972-73, with the installation of a 2,500-ton-rated Carrier water chiller, the power plant became capable of providing | es a eee : ie 

centralized air-conditioning to state buildings. The chilled-water distribution system was extended immediately to the ! CAPITOL HEAT AND POWER PLANT STEAM AND 3 

GEF | building and, slightly later, to 1 West Wilson Street and in the 1990s, to the Capitol. In 1985 two new absorp- CHILLED WATER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM I 

tion chillers rated at 1,000 tons were installed, and in 1992, the cooling tower and pumping systems were upgraded. | : : : ‘ ‘ 1 3 

In 2002 two York absorption chillers each rated at 800 tons were added to the plant’s chilled-water production battery, . eae 7 E. WASHINGTON AVE. ail wee Ea Hi 

which allowed for the production of chilled water without using ozone-depleting refrigerants. After the initial chilled e & | | | ; | [es 

-water installation in 1972-73, new piping was installed in the tunnel, including the addition of a 20” chilled-water : 15 2 i 1 ! | Voll lz 

supply line and a 20” chilled-water return pipe. The part of the tunnel that extended from the GEF 1 connection to the |: 3 pr gs | Pras 1 | a 

Capitol did not carry the service. In 1981 two 14” chilled-water lines 875’ long were installed in the tunnel from the Fave SpNRe e meSe haee - 4 —— — Sr hy ari | & 

GEF 1 building to the Capitol to provide a chilled-water extension to 1 West Wilson Street. At the Capitol, the water $ 1 | &, [ ore | 5 pas | | PIL #9 Por #10 z 

lines were reduced to 10” and interconnected with the 10” high/low-pressure steam main and the 10” low-pressure main. g \ % oe ie a i ' . 

Chilled water was not provided to the Capitol for air-conditioning until the first full phase of Capitol restoration, the Saat -2 ot Sh ae = Tox as k i; he 

1989-92 North Wing Renovation and Restoration.“ A loop for underground chilled-water piping was constructed during aii 2 : a ' Y : : g 

1994-95 to expand services to the Administration Building, Lake Terrace Building and 149 East Wilson Building and Morvniicsarery : é ii l 

the Capitol. The loop began at the front of the power plant and ran the length of East Main Street, toward the Capitol WO dag OS ie A sie sakes a hi Cai fn | et 2 laa 

building, where it turned south on Butler Street. From there, the loop turned west on Wilson Street and connected to Coe. — fa ; ! | 

the steam tunnel between the Capitol building and 1 West Wilson.** eA | | A+] east E | 

The tunnel from the Capitol to 1 West Wilson underwent major alteration during the Southeast Stair Project (1999 to | MONONA TEREACE. DOWNTOWN MADISON SITE PLAN (3 | Sem roo sears vie 

2002) when a new service tunnel was constructed to connect the Capitol to the recently constructed Risser Justice Build- LL Saactes — — — ES ee | 

ing on the corner of East Doty Street and Martin Luther King, Jr. Boulevard. The existing tunnel was demolished and 10.43 Chilled-water loop, circa 1994 
its delivery and return systems were incorporated into the expanded tunnel. The new tunnel took a route similar to the By the mid-1990s, the power plant provided steam, electricity and chilled water to eight downtown state buildings. A loop was 

old one, but was much larger and extended from the Southeast Stair, instead of from the East Wing. It traveled under oo. fase canes get slipplement Wie existing Con is (oadls in grver fo provide service so Eildie Co easy 

Martin Luther King, Jr. Boulevard, where it turned and entered the Risser Justice Building, which also was connected 

for services. From this point, the original tunnel continued to 1 West Wilson.*® 

Electrical Upgrades, 1987-2000 
In July 1987, Forester Electrical Engineering, Inc. of Oregon, Wisconsin was contracted with to conduct a power system 

and quality study of the Capitol. Forester documented the existing electrical systems in the building, including the four 

208-volt supplies, the 208-volt MG&E supply, the 208-volt main feeders, the emergency power system, and the 4,160- 

volt supply generated by the power plant for the Capitol. The study considered future loads such as air-conditioning 

and computer terminals, and compared existing capabilities to future system needs.” This and other studies from the 

mid-1980s identified principal electrical power as being fed from the power plant; supplemental or backup power was 

either generated at the plant or purchased from MG&E and transmitted to the Capitol through the tunnel by two high- 

voltage cables (5,000 volts), with one cable carrying the load and the other serving as backup. Power was distributed 

from the main switchgear in the East Wing basement to the substation, and then was transformed to 208-volt/3-phase 

current for distribution.** 

In 1989 during the Renovation and Repair of Primary Electrical and Emergency Systems project, Capitol Engineering, 

Inc., of Madison installed new electrical substations and feeders. The project included the replacement of the 4,160- 

volt switchgear at the power plant, reconnection of MG&E lines to the new switchgear in the machine shop at the 

power plant, and replacement of two 4,160-volt feeders from the power plant to the Capitol. Additionally, the four unit 

substations at the Capitol (one in each wing) were replaced and existing distribution systems were extended to connect 
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oe oo —__ sei a ae [fe to the equipment. Installation of an emergency generator at the power plant and reconnection of existing power plant 
iam. isl erase g generators to the new switchgear also took place and a control room was added in the boiler room to regulate the boilers 

: \ oo = aE and generators from a centralized location; the room was free from dust and ash and kept at a constant temperature. 

: aa 3 In 1999-2000, two Murray/Tuthill steam generators and KATO AC electric generators, each with 1,500 kW capacity 

2 at 4,160 volts, replaced the 1958 generators.” 

r \ iE 
tees 

oe Existing Conditions, 2003 
a - BS a Currently the power plant is a modern heating, cooling and electrical plant operating in a nearly 100-year-old building; it 

ae ; po continues to accomplish its original mission of service to the Capitol, but this mission has expanded to include providing 

ae os services to several state office buildings and to providing chilled water. The addition of chilled-water service has been 

: b eC . / the biggest change in power plant operations. The energy required to produce chilled water exceeds that necessary 

i oe. to generate steam and electricity. Although almost all of the original equipment has been replaced and much more 

Se equipment added for the chilled-water system, two pieces of original equipment are still in operation. The Link-Belt 

Sc eer ies conveyor system is used in much the same way it was in 1908, and the coal-conveying annex, which houses a major 

. a. portion of the equipment, has changed very little from when it was designed by Lew Porter. It is expected that the 

a cr Link-Belt conveyor system will be replaced in a year or two because it is very difficult to repair. Replacement parts 

nS) and repairs must be made in-house because no company services this piece of equipment any longer and the workers 

ee - who do the repairs are retiring. It is expected that the replacement conveyor, coal- and ash-handling equipment will 

C ae a be a vacuum system that contains dust, which will be a departure from the current system that is unable to contain coal 

| bi particulates. The other piece of equipment still in use, the 1909 Pawling & Harnischfeger 10-ton traveling hand crane, 

I as : } oe moves heavy items; it is now surrounded by chilled-water equipment in the former engine room. 

es ‘ 2 The residence portion of the power plant no longer is used as an apartment; instead it functions as storage and meeting 

. a ~ ek space. While the remnants of the structurally unstable original chimney continue to stand against the conveyor annex, 

: . & Ne the exterior was modified with the 1964 addition of a new Cream City brick chimney, which remains in good condi- 

. oe > tion; additionally, the north and south facades and the roof were altered significantly. Between the middle 1960s and 

: ay early 1970s the large windows were bricked over and, as part of one of several remodeling projects, the basilica-like 

> : roofline was rebuilt as a straight gable. These modifications have compromised the architectural integrity of what was 

] - once a proud utilitarian structure, designed to heat and power the state’s most significant building. 

10.44 Link-Belt conveyor, 2003 

The Link-Belt conveyor system is one of the oldest pieces of equipment still in use at the power plant. Although 

slated for replacement, it continues to deliver coal to the coal bunkers and remove ash from the furnaces. 
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10.45 Remnants of original chimney, 2003 

The buttresses and lower courses of brick are the only pieces remaining from the original chimney located at the rear of the 8. 
power plant. They are in poor condition. The changes made to the power plant’s exterior in the late 1960s are evident. 
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Ba am ce |? Chapter Eleven 

: | ee \ o a | i 

a | | ie il | mA\ re | Ui / bi WE i a E nits 1906 program for the Capitol competition, the Capitol Commission called for a building “modern in every 

; qi i| r 3 Pain| a\? ri | A a + : . i. x [== with the usual equipment and convenience of buildings of this class.” The existing capitol, constructed 

cs | a f > 7 Bs iY i | Q / , <7 of originally in the 1860s with two wings added in 1880s, had not been designed with the modern conveniences 

i ; i pe re \\ ai | A | | : i ie : available in 1906. Projects in the late nineteenth century retrofitted the building for electricity, and a new boiler plant was 
ay Ne % ee S a ae | ey 7 excavated adjacent to the south wing basement to provide adequate steam to heat the building and to power generators. 

~ & ‘ \ \\ 4 LN ' jf s B With the advancements in building technology that had been made since the 1880s, the commission contemplated a 

, , : A \ A WW be Po a7 building that would have the most advanced systems possible to provide electricity and heat as well as mechanical 

~~ 2 \ Vee A FS ae./| ventilation and a complex plumbing system. When completed in 1917, the Capitol did indeed contain the most advanced 

PY ae MN 7) | equipment available. Mechanical systems provided electricity, heat, ventilation, water and communications. The 

, ee , o Th architect, George B. Post & Sons of New York, as it did with most of its buildings, incorporated the newest equipment 

pace 4 ) : Gy if Eh i 1 to heat and ventilate the interior of the building and a complex plumbing system that provided domestic water to the 

! a oY ee oe toilet rooms and chilled drinking water to fountains. Because the Capitol was built in stages, each wing contained its 

: | : own ventilating equipment and electrical distribution and plumbing systems; boilers and generators at a coal-fired plant 

: | fo ae y produced steam and electricity and transmitted it to the Capitol six blocks away via a tunnel under East Washington 

: eA. oS Avenue. The power plant also provided domestic water for fire suppression and toilet rooms; drinking water was 

ee. / provided by a 1,000’-deep artesian well in the basement of the South Wing. 

11.1 Engine room, Capitol Heat and Power Plant, circa 1912 

Sree ecard te so ICC, Bu 1G ae se antiga ana Over Git Sue Ried te Zuni ing In addition to providing mechanical heating, ventilation and lighting, George Post’s design took advantage of the 
high- and low-pressure steam, direct-current electricity and domestic water. A tunnel connected the power plant to the Capitol ae eae > i - 

and contained pipes for steam and water, and transmission lines for electricity generated by four Nordberg generators located in building’s architecture to supplement the systems. Natural light illuminated large interior chambers through skylights 

the power plant's engine room. and even reached the interior ground floor from the skylights above the fourth floor barrel vaults and the tall, arched 

windows encircling the drum of the Central Portion. Office spaces received light through windows, skylights and 

borrowed lights. Natural ventilation occurred as convection currents moved warm air from the ground floor through 

the upper floors and out the originally operable skylights and the windows in the Dome; during the summer, this natural 

ventilation cooled the building as warm, moist air was exhausted. 

Within a few years after construction, leaks and energy loss forced occupants to close windows and seal skylights, greatly 

impeding natural air circulation in the building. By the 1930s, the legislative chambers could become swelteringly hot 

during the summer. Until the restoration work of the 1990s began, the heating and ventilating equipment remained 

essentially unchanged, although many building occupants resorted to window air-conditioning units to relieve 

summertime heat and humidity. The electrical, plumbing and communications systems, however, were updated regularly 

as building needs changed. A major project beginning in 1958 converted the electrical system from direct current to 

alternating current, and a plumbing project in the late 1960s eliminated the use of lake water for domestic water and 

replaced existing piping. All systems were upgraded or replaced between 1989 and 2001. 
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This chapter describes the mechanical and electrical systems installed in the Capitol during original construction and 7 ee z 

the modifications made to those systems between 1917 and 1989. The information presented is based on review of : ~~ z 

historic documents and photographs, construction drawings, construction specifications and field survey. This chapter x | e 

also documents the new equipment installed between 1989 and 2001 and the efforts to incorporate state-of-the-art > : bs z 

technology in a restored historic structure. : - : 

Building Systems and Modifications, 1917-88 cae 
George B. Post & Sons’ designs for the Capitol systems were intended to equip a modern office complex and to provide 

for occupant comfort. The Capitol Heat and Power Plant supplied direct-current electricity for lighting, elevators and Pp. é cat 

other mechanical systems; it also provided low- and high-pressure steam for radiators and mechanical equipment. aa f is er 5 _ 

Communications equipment included a central telephone exchange with telephones in offices, call bells and buzzers, ss : ce eo 

a pneumatic tube system for the supreme court and a pneumatic clock system. Most of these systems were upgraded 8 ee 2 

or abandoned as occupants’ needs changed or as new technology became available. By 1988, only the steam-radiator : 3 ae 

system and mechanical ventilation system remained largely unchanged. oe 4 a aN x 
— 

Steam Distribution a. 
Original Conditions 2S s oe 

After May 1910, steam from the Capitol Heat and Power Plant heated the Capitol and served process applications. The : : : : a 

building was heated by a low-pressure steam heating system that transported steam from boilers at the power plant - le : 

to radiators along perimeter walls beneath windows located in offices, toilet rooms and public rooms; most corridors, oe 7 5 

interior rooms and vaults in the wings had no radiators.' In the Central Portion, radiators provided heat for the fifth a cement. . 

floor stair landing, the sixth floor passage, and the space between the two domes. ee oo Fe Fe : 

In each phase of construction, the commission let a single contract for both heating and ventilating work that included 11.3. Radiator, Central Portion, circa 1995 

installation of pipes and ductwork, fans and motors, and radiators. In the West Wing, Charles Wilkins & Co. of The Capitol was originally heated by steam radiators located along perimeter rooms in the wings. The stair landings on the fifth 

Minneapolis installed the steam-heating system between February 1908 and January 1909 as part of its contract for level have radiators beneath the windows overlooking the four pavilion domes. 

the heating and ventilating systems; the firm received a total of $28,306.45 for the work.’ Work for the East Wing was 

carried out by the Downey & Kruse Co. of Milwaukee; the contract (in the amount of $29,150) was signed 14 October 

1908 and the work completed by early March 1910.3 The Mueller Company of Madison and Milwaukee received the 

contracts for the remaining portions of construction. The South Wing contract in the amount of $38,472 was awarded 

on 3 November 1911 and was probably completed by spring 1913 when state agencies began occupying the wing.* 

Because the Central Portion contained only a few rooms that required heat and ventilation, the heating and ventilating 

contract for the Central Portion was for only $16,770; work was completed by late 1914.° The North Wing contract, 

in the amount of $61,400, was much higher than previous heating and ventilating work, due to the increased cost of 

metals caused by World War I and because the contract included the replacement of two humidifying tanks in each of 

the other wings. Work was carried out between late 1916 and early 1917.° 

The power plant was constructed between 1908 and 1912 and provided steam to the Capitol beginning on 27 May 1910 

(electricity was provided two years later). During construction of the plant, the old capitol boiler house continued to 

provide steam to the West Wing, but the East Wing had a temporary heating system until the power plant was operational. 

The temporary heating system operated from early March 1909 until May 1910. The rotunda and dome of the old 

capitol were demolished by early 1910, and during the excavation and foundation work for the Central Portion, steam 

pipes and electrical conduits were laid so that the power plant could serve the West Wing until the systems could be 
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™ | a ot ae a ‘ieee os z routed around the perimeter of the completed building. Conduits to the South Wing underneath the Southeast Pavilion 
Bedi | 1 2 2 a: provided service to that wing, and the conduits were extended during the construction of the North Wing to serve it 

‘ ee ee : g and the West Wing.’ 

5 lr Vid = 

.. oe casa oa | ] re pe Ly =— CONDENSATE z When the Capitol was completed in 1917, the Capitol Heat and Power Plant provided low-pressure steam heat through — - dal 35 MRR Sure 3 P ; P' ant P Pre 2 
» — nA a tunnel beneath East Washington Avenue.* A 14” low-pressure steam line entered the Capitol through the basement 

pat aa , | fe x of the East Wing, with a 10” branch serving the North and a 12” branch serving the South Wing; an 8” line continued 

Ee oe 4 pe Gs from the South Wing to the West Wing. These mains connected to a perimeter loop system with two branches running 

F 2 wet > 4 ee ae along each side of a wing; risers carried steam from these branches and provided connections to radiators on all floors. 

a i - ’ q [2 ee oe Spaces in the exterior masonry walls housed both risers and return lines. Radiators typically were located beneath 

%& - 23 - Pe windows to compensate for heat loss. Rooms were heated to 70° F and corridors to 60°; each wing had more than 100 
cs fo Co radiators. Some radiators also were located in interior ductwork to provide tempered air to the chambers and large 

, A ‘ os ae E ’ nee ‘ hearing rooms. Corridors had no radiators, except the fifth floor stair landings, which had radiators under windows. 

Pe / “a : 7 : The tempered ventilation system provided some heat to corridors and adjacent offices. A complete system of return 

m4 . 8 pipes connected all radiators to a vacuum-pump system. Vacuum pumps in the basement of each wing maintained 

= oe : .< B7e a ee 2 : subatmospheric pressure in the system and separated condensate from air. The condensate was discharged to a local 

5 ee ge — = ba receiver pump, and the system was tied together in the North Wing basement; from there the condensate traveled back 

” ae ca to the power plant to be reused in the boilers. Low-pressure steam pipes were insulated with asbestos or magnesia 

' at sealed in cotton duck and paint and usually ran beneath ventilation ductwork. 

Ro Bf eset The Johnson Service Company of Milwaukee manufactured the temperature and humidity control system, which 

a ee re) Pe be a was pneumatic. The system used compressed air distributed through copper tubing to operate control sensors and to 

ES EEE — position control valves and dampers. Direct-acting pneumatic room thermostats controlled the radiators in private areas 
11.4 Pipes, East Wing, basement, 1999 through a diaphragm valve on the steam end of the radiator. A drop in room temperature automatically opened valves 

In addition to low-pressure steam, the power plant supplied high-pressure steam to power mechanical equipment in the wings’ to increase steam flow to that room. Adjustable humidistats operated the steam and return valves on the humidifier 
basements. Pipes supplying steam and conveying condensate back to the power plant were insulated. More modern pipes : ne uy : i ane 
supplied chilled water. coils to maintain an average water temperature in the tanks, evaporating the required amount of water to maintain the 

relative humidity at 65% to 70%. 

In addition to low-pressure steam to heat the building, the power plant also distributed high-pressure steam to power 

equipment. From the power plant tunnel, a 6” high-pressure steam line served the East Wing with a 4” branch for the 

North Wing and a 5” branch for the South Wing; a 3” pipe continued from the South Wing to the West Wing. These 

steam lines connected to mechanical systems that required live steam, including steam pumps, kitchen equipment, 

evaporative humidifiers and water heaters. The design provided for thermal expansion by including expansion loops 

and anchors for the high-pressure steam pipes. Steam pipes were insulated and sealed. 

Modifications, 1917-88 

Although the high-pressure steam system was removed as its equipment became obsolete and was replaced by electrical 

equipment, the steam-heating system of the Capitol remained in place with few modifications until restoration work 

began in 1989. Minor modifications occurring before this included the change of the condensate return system to a 

gravity-feed rather than vacuum-pump system to relieve leaks. Major changes did not occur until the mid-1970s. 

Originally room thermostats governed radiators, but energy-conservation projects in the 1970s limited the amount of 

steam heat available in the Capitol in response to rising energy costs. Between 1975 and 1976, the Temperature Control 

Renovation Project (Bureau of Facilities Management project 7406-25) contractors installed automatic controls for 

the steam-heating system. The project included new thermostats and valves that interfaced with a control system in 
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the General Executive Facility One (GEF 1) building two blocks away. The changes were implemented to limit the TN  e— eS 
amount of steam used by the Capitol during times of low occupancy; the system automatically reduced steam loads tps cee 3... ae a ee  . ae sty 7 

at predetermined times such as nights and weekends.’ A heating renovation project in 1979 replaced obsolete valves, s _ ad ene Re 2 

traps, thermostats and radiators to increase efficiency; this project also replaced radiators in entryways with convector e — ee —_— = 

heating units.'° Both projects were a response to the energy crisis of the 1970s and were intended to reduce the costs ‘ r q , a eae : _ 
of heating the Capitol. The automated system also meant that building occupants had far less ability to control radiant ie i yo oe oo 
heat in their immediate environments. : Ep > | re - _ 

Ventilation : b. Fo © eS | 

Original Conditions i _ ~~ 
The Capitol’s original air-handling system combined natural and mechanical ventilation. Post & Sons incorporated a | | ‘ f - 4 
large amount of natural ventilation in the building; warm, moist air circulated through it as convection currents pulled : | . » 
it through all floors and out skylights on the third and fourth floors and through the windows in the Dome and Lantern. 4 y i a i = 
Each wing contained an independent constant-volume mechanical ventilation system that consisted of centrifugal | To 2 oo 

fans, air-filtering and humidifying equipment, ductwork and dampers; the pavilions and Central Portion were served ee 4 ; : : Lo 
by extensions of the wings’ systems. Two top-discharge, centrifugal fans in the basements of each wing drew outside oa : a 
air into the Capitol through ductwork from intakes located behind louvers at the base of the Dome. The fans in the _ te =): ei 3 
West, East, South and North Wings were multiblade fans manufactured by the B. F. Sturtevant Co. of Boston. Each fan r u 1 

wheel consisted of many blades that curved forward at their end to “scoop” large amounts of air rapidly into the system. 

Motors with geared speed reducers powered the fan wheels, which were capable of over 200 revolutions per minute. . a 
g 

Each fan discharged air into banks of steam-heated tempering coils, twenty-four rows of 1” steel pipe for a total of : oy 3 

nearly 1,500 square feet of heating surface. The tempering coils warmed the air before it was distributed through the Peeirek 2 

building. In the West, East and South Wings, after the air was tempered it passed through air-filtering chambers to A eis M na aa _. z 

remove particles and dust from the air stream; each wing had two air-filtering chambers made of over 1,500 square feet ~ minnie ganar a elena a 
of cheesecloth over wood framing. The wood frame was secured to the floor and ceiling by an iron framework. The The mechanical ventilation ae : 
air also was humidified by an evaporative coil of 2/4” brass pipe in a 2’x7°/s’ tank filled with water. The North Wing Pa C included equipment | y ’ : gers 

contained a different system for filtering and humidifying the air; air was forced through two air-washer chambers that ee ok he — ] a. i Bk : _ i 

removed impurities and humidified the air simultaneously. In 1915, Post & Sons drew plans for incorporating this building. Each wing had its ‘ : a | a f q 
system into the other wings, but the new system was never implemented. own ventilation system. The a ' Ve : te oo | rei. | U | 

Central Portion and pavilions 7 oy a a os i! i 

Air reached occupants through a manifold ductwork system. Ductwork was constructed of galvanized-iron sheet metal Wire served by exlenslons of as ‘ ‘ ° - 5 7 a) , Aig \ | ou } ‘ the North and South Wings eS d | is d i S| \3 RY | 
of between 16- to 24-gauge metal and covered with either magnesia blocks or asbestos for fireproofing. Sections were ventilation systems. Original | ~ i ‘ * a 3 i 

connected by slipjoints to ensure a smooth interior surface. Fire dampers held open by fusible links were installed in supply fans were still in place 3 a ae wea. tan ; oe 4 aa 

supply and exhaust ducts; if the temperature reached 150° F, the solder holding the dampers open would melt and close soe poieatis a eel | E - j f Vv : 
the damper. A single exhaust fan located on the fourth floor of each of the wings pulled air from corridors and offices : . . . ee i yy I 
and exhausted it from exhaust louvers located in the elevator machine rooms on the roofs. Small, single-room exhaust 11.6 (right) Exhaust fan, ae , the y | | i 
fans also served toilet rooms and the kitchen in the East Wing basement. pee Wing, fourth floor, 2 ec — cy Ny % I 

The mechanical ventilation 2 |, i - a fe), \= 5 Modifications, 1917-88 system changed very little Pe ng 5 , pa: oo oe 4 
The mechanical ventilation system remained essentially intact with only minor equipment upgrades until the restoration Srom its installation until . ol a q se 

work undertaken in the 1990s. In the late 1920s, ventilation fans were installed above the second floor chambers to restoration work began in i yo tla die 
i ; ‘ sas A 1990. Original exhaust fans a li ‘a 

ventilate those areas more effectively. Alternating-current fan motors replaced the original direct-current models when were shi] in place when each : | - 

the Capitol power system was converted from DC to AC in the late 1950s and early 1960s. Remodeling projects often wings systems were replaced. ee | 
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. Ne i Les z required new ductwork, and as vault spaces were remodeled into offices, new air ducts were added to the rooms. During 

. a. a. 2 : : — g the 1960s, when former vault spaces on the ground floor were converted into office spaces, the ductwork was replaced 

‘, | oo a as g and extended into these areas. In the late 1960s, the filtering and humidifying systems were replaced with automatic 

~ ga ' 5 roll filters and steam-injection humidifiers." 

| In the 1970s the demands of energy conservation led to the Energy Conservation and Ventilation Improvement project, 

j . oa : which included several modifications to the ventilation system. In addition to covering skylights, which all but eliminated 

ene = | natural convection in the building, the project added return ductwork that allowed internal air to be recirculated at 

Saeee ecient eo "ee — “| 2 times when exterior air was either too cold or too humid. The modification had the additional benefit of reducing the 
\ oo i. o—< am | a amount of steam required to heat the building by recirculating building air. Return-air ductwork was installed through 

nS a , the barrel vault in each wing, connecting to the fresh-air intake shafts.'* 

A The need for air-conditioning in the building proved to be an ongoing problem into the 1990s. As skylights and 

| windows were closed, ventilation and natural convection were impeded to the extent that some spaces became almost 

¥ uninhabitable. During summers, interior offices and the legislative chambers were stuffy and sometimes sweltering. 

. ee sneer eatin senc cn mae : Beginning in the 1960s, occupants installed window air conditioners in offices and workspaces, and a chiller was 

seus ee a added to the governor’s area; these were installed on a case-by-case basis and in response to complaints rather than 

as part of a systematic plan to cool the building. In some areas near mechanical spaces, packaged units were installed 

a rch 4 as a safety precaution to prevent equipment from overheating. By the late 1980s, air conditioners protruded from 

meee : ‘ - many exterior windows, marring the building’s appearance. Several studies investigated the possibility of installing 

Bare oe | 3 a central air-conditioning system, and electrical renovations in the 1980s anticipated the eventual use of one or more 

, 1. Y S be Sere. air-conditioning systems to improve working conditions. a ‘ i y tr f, oe Pa f Plumbing 
; il Pee Sk Original Conditions 

y " : ; | : When completed, the Capitol had a comprehensive plumbing system that provided domestic water, chilled drinking 

H | | Pa } : water and fire suppression and that conveyed sanitary waste and rainwater away from the building.'? The plumbing 

i oth | | ili contract for the West Wing, in the amount of $14,141 went to H. Kelly & Co. of Minneapolis; the firm eventually 

i L So i i Be M received $14,885.43 after seven change orders. Work began in the spring of 1908 and was mostly completed by June 

| { ‘ oa pn oe 1909, although a few portions of the work remained unfinished until December 1909.'* H. Kelly & Co. also received 

oe 11-7 (top) Covered skylight, South Wing, fourth floor, the contract for plumbing work in the East Wing, which was for $20,700. The higher cost of plumbing for the East 

z si Bo i oy Mage ae es Wing was due to extra plumbing that served the basement kitchen; the firm eventually received $20,918.72 for the wing. 

oe Beginning in the 1970s, numerous skylights were closed Work was carried out between September 1908 and July 1910, a full year behind schedule.'® Plumbing work for the 

ell Wh Po mes to reduce heat loss and energy costs. The closure of South Wing was carried out between late 1911 and 1912; Charles Wilkins and Co. of Minneapolis received the $21,800 

{ r u ~ Pre : Le - skylights impeded the natur ge er ed designed contract.'° Plumbing work in the North Wing was carried out between 1916 and early 1917; W. H. Halsey of Milwaukee 
} 3 oo & by Post & Sons and resulted in greater need for air- i , es 2 

eo a : I conditioning and mechanical ventilation. received the $18,211 contract, and the firm eventually received a total of $18,365 after change orders.'’ Plumbing 

aoe cl o | oo work for the Central Portion was included in the general contractor’s contract that went to builder T. C. McCarthy of 

- a is ed ane oe air-conditioning unit, South Wing, Madison; the work included drainage systems and fire suppression. When completed, the Capitol contained over sixty 

ie at We Because fe Capitol was designed years before public and private toilet rooms as well as bath and shower facilities for Capitol employees. Drinking fountains were 

4 + commercial air-conditioning was available, Post & Sons provided on every floor near elevators and departmental lobbies. 

ne relied on natural convection to cool the building. The 

: rs : — Seats of skylights and the disuse of op eran windows The domestic water system provided hot and cold water to plumbing fixtures except drinking fountains. The Capitol 
‘ a in the Dome amplified the need for mechanical air- 4 aie} , 

a ale conditioning. During the 1970s and 80s, many building Heat and Power plant supplied water to the Capitol from Lake Monona. Water entered the building through a 10” line 

Ye occupants installed window units to cool office spaces. from the power plant; from the East Wing, 6” branches carried water to the other wings through a crawl space beneath 
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11.9 Sketch Showing Location of i i i tet He | < ee fod Ra ; tg! ® 
New Water Mains and Branches in a ee ere EN ‘se : Sy \ es oh ee 
The Capitol Park With Reference A ' / Bs 7 : vig i j ( . é be | 
to Old Mains, Sewers and other : i os j ey UG See aiete t Poe i 
Obstructions, 1910 fl <n Oe ¥ meee heiienits y 4 ee | 
As work on the East Wing ‘ I Keg I ine oat a, My i x i 
progressed, much planning went i H ye Ps i | oe : ien I I Boe igen EPS i} 
into the plumbing system of the if Z oS a ' ae 1 aH Ts Late a t L a ‘ —:- i 
Capitol. The West Wing was at iB i 7 ue aay Ta es ee ae — h | SLERY shdue 
first connected to the University of LR thd { | | IN i Lecation of New Water mains and Branches in The Capitol Park 
Wisconsin's water supply, but once ; ki | yw { I : ¥ Muth Reterence te Old rains, Sewers and other Obstructions. 
the East Wing and power plant | te } a ' > fs The Ortice of The Capitol Commiseren 
were complete, water was supplied SI I Pooper ks | Sec ei S a “Mein ino"? 
from Lake Monona via the tunnel OES OES Coe vate eT SS be Ene a nee renee SNES ENE Se 2 ea eee ee \ NY ; Deheohanns 
under East Washington Avenue. The i Ce aa a Se 

system included standpipes located ae S Pith, Dalurtes Ord kateut rome 
around the Square and replaced the i | . Bice 4 Reverted CUITIAES. 
previous, inadequate system. 
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the Central Portion basement. In the basement of each wing, a pressure-reducing valve lowered the system pressure, and a j z 

the water passed through a “Robert Style O” double-cylinder water filter. Branch connections were tied to equipment, , Z 

including a 4” line to the hot-water drum and 114” lines to the vacuum-cleaning system and humidifiers. The hot-water e 

drums in each wing were approximately 8’x2'’ with over 200’ of coiled, 1” brass tubing that connected to the steam 3 

system and heated the water. The hot- and cold-water risers were routed in the basement to follow structural columns. a 

A drip pipe was connected to all water lines. These risers served toilet rooms on all floors of the wings. Pipes were £ 

galvanized wrought iron, insulated with magnesia, encased in cotton duck and painted. 5 

Because the previous capitol had been badly damaged by the disastrous 1904 fire, the commission specified that the Ny 

new Capitol be fireproof. Fireproofing included a comprehensive fire-suppression system as part of the plumbing ee 

contract. A perimeter loop system served the Capitol exterior. A 10” main circled the Capitol and served fire hydrants A . : j 

and pump connections on the streets and grounds. Each wing also contained a fire-suppression system, which branched aa / 

from the main water line as it entered the wing. Four wrought-iron, 4” risers connected to the main water supply in i 

the basement and served standpipes on each floor; each outlet included 100’ of linen fire hose stored on bronze hose 

racks with badger embellishments. 
} 

Drinking water originally was supplied by an artesian well located in the basement of the South Wing. The idea for a : 

well first surfaced during territorial days when Superintendent of Territorial Property J. G. Knapp suggested the project. 

Not until the first portions of the second Madison capitol had been built did drilling begin. Between 1866 and 1868 

drilling continued on and off and eventually reached a depth of more than 1,000’. No water was found, and the well _— ee 

was abandoned. In 1873, Governor Cadwallader Washburn revived the idea. Washburn had a pump connected to the ff an le c & 

still extant pipe, and soon the well began providing fresh drinking water.'* . oX i wry 

oa / o: 
After the Capitol was completed in 1917, water was pumped from the well to a tank in the South Wing and then a ' g 

distributed throughout the building. A “Number 4 Harris” pump powered by compressed air delivered through a 1” * = a 

line was installed approximately 300’ beneath floor level in an 8” well casing. The pump brought water to the surface | 2 en 

through a 2” discharge line. Water was stored in a tank on the fourth floor of the South Wing, and a 3” line from the i Mey 

tank returned to an iced cooling tank in the basement. The ice tank was originally located in the basement of the West Po : i bs 

Wing, as were the circulating pumps; it was constructed of 4” iron plates and measured 4’x6’x4’. The tank contained oe i 

four, 50’ brass coils to chill the water, which was circulated by four pumps (one for each wing) through galvanized, oan a 

wrought-iron risers to all floors; 2” branches connected to drinking fountains. Drinking water on the ground and } 

first floors was originally to have been dispensed by ornamental fountains shaped like lion heads and dolphins. Such i : 

fountains were installed in the West and East Wings. Pending legislation outlawing common drinking cups, however, [3 4 

forced the commission to change the ornamental fountains to bubbling fountains early in the construction of the South 12.11 (above) Original hose rack, 2002 2 

Wing. Those in the existing wings were removed and replaced, except for one located in the lobby to the Governor’s Because the previous capitol had been badly damaged 
: ; by a fire in 1904, the Capitol Commission specified 

area. After 1912 all new fountains were bubblers in marble surrounds. that tha new building would have on edequate fire- 

suppression system. Standpipes were located on all 

The sanitary waste and vent system served toilet rooms, janitors’ closets, bath and shower rooms, the barbershop, the floors, and linen fire hoses were stored on specially 

kitchen and fixtures that required drainage. Galvanized wrought-iron pipes carried waste to the basement, where heavy- designed hose racks with ornamental badger heads. 

duty, cast-iron pipes connected to the city sewer system. A fresh-air inlet pipe connected to the underground line and 12.12 (right) Hand pump, South Wing, basement, 1995 

vented the system. The Capitol also had a system to drain rainwater to the city sewer system; a network of pipes in Drinking water was originally supplied by a nineteenth- Keen. A445 

the wings and Central Portion collected water to a main drain pipe that emptied into the sewer. century artesian well in the basement of the South Wal Fume 
Wing. Although the Madison municipal system supplied 9 ‘Nu 
drinking water after 1968, the well remained in 32216: _& \ ae i 

serviceable condition. cm  $ a % 
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Do ee es BE Ng z Modifications, 1917-88 
a : eae Se bere gdb 4 , 1" The original plumbing system remained essentially intact until 1968, although the plumbing fixtures in some rooms 

‘i At Se phe 4 ae : “Ff . - s i , ee Fic had been taken out of use or removed, including those in a toilet room on the third floor of the East Wing that was 

Ay ok barrett oe reine woke od Bal converted to office space, the bathroom on the fourth floor of the North Wing and those in the Northwest Pavilion 

he i : i esac s ite a rs s net : af a 4 barbershop. Bronze cabinets that contained hose racks and the standpipes replaced original badger-ornamented fire- 

Le gtd sees x 4 = ' ne &: + ee ‘ ee Si & hose racks. Beginning in 1968, the Bureau of Engineering began a major renovation that included new drainage and 

ie 4 A Ee i 4 : F : oe a4 5 eee dt 6 waste systems, a new water supply and new water distribution and drinking water systems. Both domestic and drinking 

gy Bias 4 s - As * a ae op " ee - : +h : water were supplied by the City of Madison municipal supply, and new equipment was installed to distribute water 

red : a ; { a oe a a. is d ta ae aoe ia to the wings. The artesian well was no longer used although it was maintained and pumped regularly. Lake water 

A ; “g : rk. fu ee “ Whe if ae i cee [ cd was supplied only to exterior fire hydrants and the lawn sprinklers. Two water softeners and two water heaters were 

ay (eu aS = 3 ae Re ‘ 8 Bae located in the basements of the North and South Wings, and four new chiller systems were installed to supply each 

: da ag i eb. ee: feo m i eo t wing’s drinking fountains. The North Wing also received a new fire pump for the fire-suppression system. Iron and 

i fee ; “ire % z pay . ie poe = ee ; f steel piping was generally replaced with copper, and new plumbing fixtures were installed where needed. The project 

{ cS a ABR oe was completed in August 1970." 
Pho saa Ls St oe a Pr pe oe ar : S 

i ey uae on a a i Plik Electrical 

ne aS ies : coo aoe oe 
Original Conditions 

1g Habe ‘y a | ae oO we ve beaite Hil The Capitol Heat and Power Plant supplied electricity to the Capitol beginning in 1912. Prior to 1912, electricity was 

ao af ee ee he ere eo - generated in the boiler house in the the old south wing basement. After the wing was demolished in 1910, Madison 

, ae, a= ae were os ip oe det a i Gas & Electric (MG&E) provided electricity to the building until the equipment in the power plant was running. The 

Boe oe! Tate ~ ce ha EN Sy Ants system supplied electric current to lighting fixtures, receptacles and other equipment. Paul Harloff (of the Harloff- 

nie. 2 STs 2 Geek SRY Ie cn ES Pence Company) received the contract for electrical work in all the wings and the Central Portion: $13,225 for the West 

ia ey Ee a eee a e | Wing, $17,774 for the East Wing, $14,000 for the South Wing, $12,335 for the Central Portion, and $18,259.71 for 

[ frac ee bac a eee } SE the North Wing. The contracts included switchboards, conduit system, distribution boxes, wiring, outlets, and some 

epee nA wy Se ae - 4 lighting in utilitarian areas such as vaults, book stacks and mechanical rooms. Some of the electrical wiring work may 

i! ; / ae ae oe ae ae r ie have been subcontracted.” 

Detbewend NSF A. ts L ih 

: | : eee eis t Th Electrical feeders entered the building through the East Wing basement and passed through the South, West and North 

i is. y if ae ; } ~*~ Es bs top che Wings. The electrical power system of each wing was independent and virtually identical to those in the other wings. 

| I Ai Ne NS Tes ss i sue thi A main switchboard in the basement of each received conduit from the power plant tunnel. The conduit connected 

bee i = {- gas ek ay i. hey te to three separate feeders, one for electrical current, one for electrical lighting and one for the watchman’s lights. 

| i ' } te a8 An ig af Manufactured by the General Electric Company, each switchboard had a bus bar for each feeder; twenty-four switches 

hr i AV oa > i : - be e ; and fuses served risers to different floors for lighting, watchman’s lighting and electric current. The advantage to this 

i } i \ & , ii of : til UE system was that a blown fuse would disrupt service to only one system in one portion of one floor rather than shutting 

L. a. oi i . ige et i iL tt bs { i off current to the entire wing. Two distribution boxes in the basement of each wing and four on each floor of each 

aie t ie A 4 j eee i : wing distributed electric current from the feeders to offices and to the Central Portion; an additional distribution box 

| ee I . a Bh pb Mele a iE ee js in the basement of the East Wing served the restaurant in the Rotunda Basement. Two distribution boxes each were 

} | : vara a # ae ti a : cL aoe Te | located on both the sixth and tenth levels of the Central Portion to provide lighting in the upper parts of the Dome. The 

ee | A ciao gat = Sa : + \ . S electrical contractor also installed motors to power mechanical equipment that included pumps, air compressors, fans 

aera one tine lie eee gs ae oole ie 11.13 Post Drawing 518-608, East Wing Transverse and motors for the vacuum-cleaning systems. Public spaces generally did not have electrical outlets. Private areas of 

‘ i i Eee i ee |: ee b. = 4 Section CC—DD (detail), 1907 the Capitol were provided with electrical current outlets. All offices contained electrical outlets; small offices usually 

(oe eet aa oe auik In the East and West Wings, the drinking water system contained only one wall outlet, and larger offices contained two, sometimes with a floor outlet as well. Outlets were 

Ht Eb he Aererberd net 4 40°94 He Pediuad pstereagyen (Sake ee also provided underneath legislators’ desks in the principal chambers. Corridors, both public and private, did not have 

Sgt St ie Eee ee Ag SSL Sy cups led to their replacement with bubbling fountains. outlets, and when current was needed adapters were screwed into light sockets to accommodate extension cords. 

sii ibsmt icin aca ile daiinac nadia ited alinedinntcitiiaanaisiines 
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ee 2 Modifications, 1917-88 

‘ se : iis g The increasing use of electricity placed a strain on the original system, and upgrades began early in the building’s 

ie 1 me og : iS history. In 1934, the original switchboards were replaced with 120/208-volt, 3-phase, 4-wire substations; the Capitol 
r - a. > —_ wa : system continued to be powered by direct current supplied by the power plant. In 1958, this system could produce 

bile 2 : a maximum output of less than 700 kilowatts, and engineers decided that it would be more economical if alternating 

, POs current were used. The conversion process lasted from 1958 until 1963. Two new generators were installed in the 

# “ ———. “a power plant as well as more than thirty miles of new wire between the power plant and the Capitol, and new substations 

la _ —_— ul iis and distribution boxes. Because AC motors provided much less smooth stopping and staring, elevators continued to 

; ee iG a be powered by direct current provided by means of a rectifier.”! 

—.~ an : 
. A a * a oo . The need for energy conservation in the 1970s led to additional alteration of the power system. The Electrical Demand 

4 ’ i» f dg. Pk \ mn “ Limiting Controls project in 1979 expanded the mini-computer at GEF 1 (installed in a 1975 project to control steam 

“ s a Pe cf . heating) to reduce the building’s electrical use and to allow load shedding at the Capitol, thus reducing the need for 

4 AS ee. = 4 - ; supplementary electricity from Madison Gas & Electric.” Beginning in 1985, additional feeders were installed that 

i ' oe i “ 7 24 connected substations in the basements to new branch electrical panels on each floor to relieve overburdened circuits. 

x i / mu a This project greatly expanded power capacity and included additional risers to accommodate future expansion, including 

~ 2 7 P js ‘ : é : the installation of air-conditioning and cable television.” 

a ie = : ee Vo a Cs Much planning went into the possible air-conditioning of the Capitol. In 1985, Affiliated Engineers, Inc. (AEI) of 

a 2 a aoe. i. o 4 4 / Madison conducted a study on the best way to install air-conditioning; AEI’s report suggested four alternatives with cost 

- A 4 3 ee re a i estimates and computer simulations. After evaluating the four options for cost, dependability, ability to control humidity 

Ea? . Rae ee it \ and appearance, the study recommended a system that included fan coils in exterior offices, constant-volume terminal 
coe — ere ., ee 4 reheat cooling in interior offices and library spaces, and single-zone air handlers in each chamber. The estimated cost 

ie as nhs | was $7,400,000, a larger sum than the original cost of the Capitol and power plant.* 

1 —— a A | 4 In 1985-86, the Electrical Feeder System project expanded and updated the electrical feeder systems to accommodate 

| j 4 current and future electrical power and communication needs. Existing vertical feeders were inadequately sized to 

: “2 5 | 2 meet current needs. Each vertical chase had a distribution panel at each floor level for connecting the feeders to the 

: p> i horizontal circuits feeding that floor area. About half of the distribution panels, however, were located in corridors or 

nee : offices where there were no related electrical rooms for mounting equipment necessary for expansion. The horizontal 

: 2 circuits to adjacent rooms were buried in plaster walls or concrete floors and thus could not be easily expanded or 

Y relocated. As a result, expansion was achieved by mounting unsightly electrical boxes on finished surfaces of wood 

‘ : wainscot panels or plaster walls and stringing exposed wires about rooms. The existing feeders were retained in the 

y renovation, but new vertical feeders were installed to supplement them. The new risers were installed in the existing 

pipe chases located on either side of each wing near the corner pavilions and extended to the existing mechanical 

ee : rooms on the fourth floor. 

’ ee The concept and budget report for the Electrical Feeder System project estimated the peak electrical load capacity 

: | : for the Capitol electrical system at 735 kilowatts. The report also said the primary electrical service was near its 

: maximum capacity and would need to be increased to meet any normal future needs and potential future projects such 

as air-conditioning. New electrical rooms were provided next to each chase at the ground through third floors of each 

11.15 Replacement circuit breaker box, South Wing, basement, circa 1995 d wing; on the fourth floor, the electrical room was incorporated into the existing mechanical room in each wing. Each 
Between 1958 and 1963 the Capitol power system was converted from direct current to alternating ‘5 ‘ i i ; 4 
current, and switchboards and other equipment were replaced. The original switchboards had electrical closet contained a new branch electrical panel, isolated ground panel and power junction box. The new 

been replaced in 1934 during an upgrade of the original direct current system. riser system had the capability to supply power and communication outlets at any location on any floor, as well as the 
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capability to relocate them readily as needed. The project also included the installation of a cable tray system, a new . z 

grounding system and a new lighting system. The $1.1 million project was scheduled for June 1985 to November 1986. y eS 

Joe Daniels Construction Co., Inc. of Madison was the general contractor. Bachmann Construction Co., Inc. & G. H. : ty os 5 

Bachmann did the plumbing, Mechanical Team, Inc. did the heating and ventilation, and H & H Electric Co., Inc. did os *, 0, *& Role 

the electric work. All four are from Madison. Elzinga and Volkers, Inc. of Janesville, and AEI of Madison provided e Vo he %, ah ' rig 

consulting services for the project.* ae we +: Bs %, & 8 7/3 
‘0. ts % &, c % % 0, 

5 > by “Sy a < 
In July 1987, Forester Electrical Engineering, Inc. of Oregon, Wisconsin conducted a power system and power quality NG : & &, 6 % YM, i a a 

study of the Capitol. Forester documented the existing system at the Capitol, including the four 208-volt supplies, ee ee © Oe KY gee EXIST. UNUSED 

the 208-volt MG&E supply, the 208-volt main feeders, the emergency power system, and the 4,160-volt system at the ve 8 Se 7 RQ er Eee } NICHE 

Capitol and at the Capitol Heat and Power Plant. Forester evaluated the available fault currents and the system’s ability & i & : a AG 
ee tie E59 ee HEPES | NEW ELEC. to interrupt the short circuit currents safely. The firm also examined MG&E’s and the power plant’s relay coordination xs 3 an ee pT 

to prevent or minimize electrical outages. The study examined potential future loads, such as air-conditioning and eee a 

computer terminals, and compared the existing system capabilities to future system load needs to determine its reliability. ans Sitee ca ee 
Forester developed alternate plans to serve computer power and data requirements and recommended a preferred Oc EXIST. JAN. CLO, 

plan with cost estimates. The Building Commission released $85,000 in April 1987 for the study. Forester was paid h eee HE - 

$84,264.00 for the three-volume report.” sa Gey } 

Lighting Sx cf] iy = 
Original Conditions Ca 25 2 i a ed 

Post & Sons’ design for the Capitol relied heavily on natural light to illuminate its interior. Twenty cathedral windows ; <* oy _ 
beneath the inner dome and skylights above the fourth floor barrel vaults in the wings allow light to flood the Central : CHASE EZ en at 5) 
Portion and grand stairs even at the ground floor level. Glass blocks in the floors of second floor corridors also allow : , wine umes: aa 

this natural light to reach the first floor secondary corridors. Skylights illuminate all the large public rooms on the 5 x 

second floor, and skylights are also located above many of the rooms in the wings and above all secondary stairs. | } | - puBLic 

Offices on the third and fourth floors of the North Wing also contained skylights and borrowed lights between offices | | | CORR. 

and corridors. Post & Sons located offices on exterior walls allowing windows to provide natural light to working 9. | 2. i 1. 

spaces; framed borrowed lights lined corridors, with secondary light coming from windows. Interior spaces that could L ! 

not have access to natural light were used for storage and filing. The only public spaces in the Capitol that did not pe ee] , 

have at least some natural light were the restaurant in the basement of the Central Portion and the barbershop in the I : 

basement of the Northwest Pavilion. eae i 

Artificial light for the Capitol was provided under separate contracts for each phase of construction. Some lighting - Exist. PRIVATE 

fixtures were supplied under the electrical contracts. Electrical specifications called for droplights in mechanical spaces || i OFFICE ORR. 

from the basement through fourth floors. In the West Wing, this work also included the ring of lights around the glass panier: | Aloe 

ceiling in the Assembly Chamber and the Frink picture reflector (a reflected light to illuminate the mural) around the arch 

above the speaker’s desk. In the East Wing, the electrical contractor supplied lights above the skylights over the grand ; 

stairs, the Supreme Court Hearing Room and the fourth floor Law Library (originally designated Lecture Room). In the PLAN OF TYPICAL N EW CHASE $ ELEC. ROOM 

South Wing, the electrical specifications called for lights above the Senate Chamber glass ceiling and above the grand SCALE un 3/ig"= thats : 

stairs. In the North Wing, the electrical contractor installed lighting above the skylights over the Grand Army of the CHASE . & GROUND FLOOR 

Republic (GAR) Memorial Hall, the North Hearing Room and the grand stairs, and he installed a picture reflector around 

24 hae mua noon comice to ilurninate, the mural ea Ee eee he Drop lignite leg iss eee fe ee ie hie pipe chases to install additional electrical feeders in a project to update and 
in the library stacks of the Legislative Reference Library. In addition, the North Wing contract called for floodlights on expand the electrical service in the building. The new feeders were placed in the space between the wings and the corner 
the roofs of all four wings to illuminate the Dome at night. Every elevator contained a ceiling light.’ pavilions. 
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11.17 Cathedral windows in Rotunda, circa 1998 11.19 Glass blocks in the floor, South Wing, second floor, 1995 
By design, natural light illuminated the public spaces in the Capitol. Twenty cathedral windows at To allow natural light to reach first floor corridors, Post & Sons included glass blocks in the floor design of the second floor. the base of the Dome allowed sunlight to flood the Rotunda. Glass blocks were a conventional building material at the turn of the century and were often included in public buildings like 

libraries to illuminate interior spaces naturally. 
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Ee ee 
tee Wh eer pe ae eae | 11.20 Post Drawing 518-1615, North . | as u ies 8 . hey o se ] eae es Wing Electric Lighting Plan, Second " a yk Zi | ins Le : Eos Floor (detail), 1915 

; Gli Pe nD ae fh Le i Although the Mitchell Vance Company 
i 5 Pie ml Ta | of New York provided most of the | ge ees Le jo flighting fctures forthe building 

Lv ae | 2 \ Se eit «| many of the utilitarian fixtures, such 
a BE | ic a a IE IE as those in the book stacks of the 

Wi ' 7 (| coun aS SERRE at al = i Ere Legislative Reference Library, were 11.18 Grand Army of the Republic Memorial Hall skylight, circa 1992 = sopay | ot i een Pr ee ee oy installed by the electrical contractor. In the East, South and North Wings, skylights on the fourth floor lit hearing rooms and the law eile wer sic eT mm oye ee mee 1 The contractor also installed lights library. The North Wing contained the greatest number of skylights to illuminate the offices of Lr | | i —2 . 8 g | & Seer Os in NU shdbes Gnd te ineter rice 
the GAR on the fourth floor and the Railroad Commission on the third floor. Files Se me freee Det ycen the domes. 

eee ee eee 
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z z The Mitchell Vance Company of New York, on the recommendation of Post & Sons, supplied most of the lighting 

Z ig fixtures in the Capitol. The West Wing contract was for $30,324.50, and work was carried out between October 1908 

2 a and January 1909.8 In October 1909, the firm received two separate contracts for lighting work in the East Wing. 

> S. - x The first, for $21,255.50, included fixtures in offices and public spaces that were similar to those installed in the West 

——— z [5 Wing; the second, in the amount of $9,351.50, covered special fixtures in the governor’s offices, the offices of the 

eg - . supreme court and the law library. Work was completed by July 1910.” On 16 January 1912, Mitchell Vance received 

a es 2 : . a $25,287.81 contract for the lighting in the South Wing; work was carried out in 1912.°° Lighting for the Central 

7 ’ 3 a Portion was delivered in 1915 at a cost of $23,501.42.3! During construction in 1915, additional lighting was added 

Le (ine air wh) oy - “ a Co a to the Rotunda; Edward F. Caldwell & Company supplied eight torchéres for the niches along the perimeter of the 

Se er Oey a ‘a Rotunda under a $4,000 contract.? For the North Wing, Mitchell Vance received a $26,843.81 contract. Work began 
as urs Ze ; 7 in July 1916 and was completed by June 1917.33 

= Seay ke = . y oe 
ees ree ©) | i ic” a ee oS ; as ‘ E 
_ a bh Pr KH — i Most fixtures were cast bronze, with finishing work done by hand; once cast and imperfections removed, fixtures were 

- rs \ bn LTA ps ¢ se oe ; buffed and the finish applied. Post & Sons designed the light fixtures to harmonize with the level of finish appropriate 

Lae ci ae GF HT HEP an a to the rooms in which they were installed. Lighting fixtures in the Capitol included elaborate chandeliers, sconces and 
iin oN OA “ae sy Ae eh et es standards in public spaces and simpler sconces and ceiling fixtures in private office spaces. Main corridors in the wings 
— ~~ ‘ - — oo Sie A Sas 5 : 

as Log Moy } - on the ground floor originally had multiple-globe ceiling fixtures along with single-globe sconces. More elaborate 
ee a -. _ i} fixtures were specified for first and second floor main corridors and the third floor stair galleries, all of which contained 

: TO opalescent glass. Private offices and secondary corridors received relatively simple ceiling and wall fixtures. 

‘ 

Basement 

Public corridors in the basements of the North and South Wings provided access to the restaurant in the Rotunda 

11.22 (above left) Ceiling fixt Basement. These corridors had relatively simple wall sconces (Type O) and shallow, inverted-domed ceiling fixtures 
SN ee 3 11.22 (above left) Ceilin; , ‘ i , 
ow entree rite sere = a — Bl cyuth Wing, first floor, obe ie (Type EAE). The fixtures for the restaurant were supplied by the Caldwell firm and included brass, two-light wall 

ee : a The first floor contains elaborate sconces and brass ceiling fixtures with glass shades.*> Given a bright gold finish and painted glass shades, these light 

: _ = ceiling fixtures designed to fixtures were unlike any others in the building. Private spaces in the basement, including janitors’ closets, corridors, 
2. RR co ee ; as = reflect the opulence of the space. A . eee ROL eo | z x al 

Pauiiias tn “i = E Manufachired by thelNhlchell Vance the pareersicn and the ichen, contained more Sutaran lighting, including three-bulb Type J and single-bulb Type 

ag Cg = Company of New York, the fuctures K ceiling fixtures, both of which had exposed bulbs with glass shades above. 

feature opalescent glass inverted 

es ) : : r } ae 2 Ld domes and bronze decorations in Ground Floor 

bat & ' a 4 : she shapes Oj arlandeicaid (caves The major public corridors and the ground floor of the Rotunda all featured elaborate light fixtures. Entrance lobbies ‘ : @ gr ig) 
7] ya | | ry | 4 11.23 (above right) Wall sconce, in each wing contained ornate ceiling fixtures with multiple bulbs in white glass globes (Types C and D); corridors 

ss ’ Rotunda Basement, circa 1996 were lined with single-bulb Type E sconces with a globe atop a torch-shaped bronze fixture. The exterior doors were 

i S E. F Caldwell & Co. supplied the flanked by 6’ bronze standards adorned with lion heads, and entrance airlocks contained Type B single-bulb, globed 
La lighting fixtures for the basement ‘ling fi Corri ‘ : : ‘ling fi k dth 1 E 

, of the Rotunda, designed as a ceiling fixtures. Corridors belting the Rotunda were lit by alternating ceiling fixtures: Type C and the smaller Type F, 

; —_ s Green a restaurant. The fixtures included a single globe suspended from a bronze ceiling rosette by a single chain link. Sconces in the corridors were Type II, 

i. e a wall sconces and ceiling fixtures a single globe atop a curved fixture adorned with leaves. The pavilions contained a single Type D, five-bulb ceiling 

ig pete a wi hosel ie pautea elass shades. fixture. The sixteen piers each held a Type II sconce. For the eight niches in the Rotunda, Caldwell & Company 

ee : “ig ad supplied elaborate standards with alabaster bowls surmounting a bronze standard decorated with ox skulls (“bucrania’) 
: ee ee . : 5 OT ee : arid Ox Hooves 

11.24 Rotunda lighting, ground floor, 1996 

a pe mass is e by pis. 2 of: oS oe ated in Cae Hid re i light ae Private corridors and offices contained simpler fixtures. The small Type I wall sconces had three bulbs in tulip-shaped 
loods the space from the Dome windows. Elaborate ceiling fixtures light the corridor oy aie 

belting the Rotunda, and specially destened bronze stabdords with alabaster bowls sit bowls: Calling fixtures were Type H and as five bulbs below te sade suspended from the ceiling by a bronze 

in the eight niches around the space. chain. Janitors’ closets and vault spaces received basic Type K ceiling lights. 
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The main corridors on the first floors of the wings were illuminated by single-globe Type F ceiling fixtures and Type S : & ae eS " A if > 

wall sconces. The latter contained a single globe atop a bent bronze shaft decorated with leaf shapes. The grand stairs : ) ; Me i p 

and stair galleries contained the less elaborate, single-globe Type G wall sconce; the secondary stairs, the even simpler Er © © ® © ® © 2 

Type O wall sconce. Flanking the main corridor at the head of the grand stairs, two niches contained bronze standards, n ® z 

each 6’ tall with a single globe atop a Cn shaft ornamented by swags and leaf shapes. The corridor belting the first | wy ee et =i = Ic i 

floor Rotunda had elaborate Type P ceiling fixtures that featured bowls of opalescent glass and cast bronze accents of pie —_ aE. a) & BS 

swags and leaf shapes. Wall sconces were Type II. ne = : x 

—o- © ® BV ore ® @erccon. ® 
Offices on the first floor received simpler fixtures than public spaces, but they were more elaborate than those in ground cs ee 

floor offices, reflecting the higher level of finish in those quarters. Wall sconces were three-bulb Type W, a slightly Ce i i y 5 “ 1 

larger and more elaborate version of the Type I found on the floor below. Ceiling fixtures were Type V chandeliers oe 

with five globes on downward-curving bronze arms radiating from a bronze globe mounted on the ceiling; the secretary ® @ @ween, ® ® 

of state’s and the treasurer’s offices contained the smaller, 3-globe Type AA chandelier, which was suspended from : sf ; o== 

a bronze chain rather than mounted directly on the ceiling, and the larger Type BB, three-bulb wall sconces. Minor ‘ “—. = i crepe ee 

corridors were lit by Type M fixtures, a single globe on a simple bronze ceiling mounting. Coatrooms and vaults en ye i yy geo, ok 

contained Types J and K ceiling fixtures. ae @ nu ® 8 e e ©, : 

rate a © | ef 0 
The governor’s offices in the East Wing had several specially designed fixtures unique to the office and supplied by F | 8 Gait L yoo 

Mitchell Vance. These included elaborate three-globe wall sconces (Type EAA) and a ten-globe chandelier for the Fr} ere | 7 4 i y + 

private office (Type EAB), a five-light chandelier for the private secretary’s office, and elaborate wall sconces for the wal aa ® 

private toilet room (Type EAF) and lobby (Type EAI). The Executive Chamber was lit by fourteen three-light wall = Sees > | 6 : Q- : : 

sconces designed to resemble candles and by three types of sunburst-pattern fixtures of cut crystal recessed in the | | ffi} Y i 7 3 | = we 

ceiling. The lobby contained a smaller version of these sunburst fixtures. An additional large lamp standard with an ( COGS F < i rt epee 

alabaster bow] was ordered from the Sterling Bronze Company of New York for $600. *° ie i | eae Qrm| 
@ e- 8 ® @ @ @ é @ Qu 

Second Floor ¥ = ==) oe ¥ 
The second floor contained some of the most elaborate lighting fixtures in the Capitol, indicating the floor’s importance e \ 7 ¢ Cage o eo 

as a public, ceremonial space. The corridors around the Rotunda had single-globe Type F ceiling fixtures with Type © i Ap ey . K Ses e 

II wall sconces in the pavilion corridors, while the bridges joining the wings to the Central Portion were lined with Se 8. fog @ a 

special 4’ bronze standards (Type FF), which continued the botanical motif of bronze leaf shapes and also featured a { = S oom Read e 8 

quartet of bald eagles on each base. These standards also were placed at the head of the main stairs in each wing at i J tll ial ®. (ee @ wage 

the entrances to the chambers. Other lighting was relatively simple and included Types D and T ceiling fixtures and if aa Atl t eon ee ea 518-1654. 
Type O wall sconces. WU ee? il a Scape a. 

oe 5S © ’ tt ELECTRIC FIXTURES 

The Assembly Chamber contained four Type LL, candelabra-shaped bronze standards at its corners; two Type MM, a lk eee x por 

single-globe standards stood on either side of the speaker’s desk. Members, clerks and reporters were provided small, pap Oe eter FE 4 

shaded desk lamps (Type PP). The offices of the speaker and chief clerk contained Types AA and BB ceiling and wall ; Sama | ot, : ears 

fixtures; the sergeant-at-arms’ office, the Assembly Loggia and the document room received the simpler Types JJ and : a [ie ec age ae 

KK. The lobby had Type GG hanging ceiling fixtures and Type II wall sconces. The most elaborate fixtures in the ———___- > se = es 5 

West Wing were in the Assembly Parlor, including three Type NN beaded chandeliers and Type OO candle-shaped wall 11.25 Post Drawing 518-1654, Schedule & Electric Fixtures (detail), 1914 

sconces. The Assembly Chamber mural was illuminated by a Frink picture reflector fixture. Unusual lighting fixtures were installed in the ceiling of the Executive Chamber. Three different sizes of 

sunburst pattern prismatic fixtures fit into recessed portions of the ceiling to illuminate the space without 

The supreme court occupied the second floor of the East Wing and also received lighting fixtures appropriate to the blocking the view of the oil paintings on the ceiling. 
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11.28 Senate Parlor chandelier (Type SA), circa 1998 

S The chandeliers for the Senate Parlor exhibited traditional influences; the larger of the two designs featured twenty lights. 
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a A.) LA ee ee C 

HAN * a 2 A a a a i 11.26 (above) Light standards (Type FF), 

oe A sl!) le pa b Central Portion, circa 1995 
a i= Pe | 4 fm eS | Bronze light standards incorporating bald 
ats co 0 seeagles and botanical designs line the second 
pag oo) a ee ee OR floor bridges between the wings and Central 

co ae eet me oF Portion. These standards also stand at the head 

Pa Re eee aoa of the grand stairs in front of the second floor 
Ue an oS chambers. 
a a a 1 Nae oF 
- / , A é Po | 11.27 (left) Supreme Court Hearing Room 
co we | | standards (Type EAO), 1999 
a, \ = <8 The eight lighting standards in the Supreme 
a hal ao = Court Hearing Room were installed in niches 

5 \ / / located in the upper portion of the walls where 
a ‘Ee Z four mural paintings are affixed. Because the 

o 5 y hearing room is lit by skylight, the standards are 

ae primarily decorative, adding to the dignity of 

ail the room. 
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level of decoration. The lobby to the Supreme Court Hearing Room contained Type GG ceiling lights but no wall z 

sconces, since the room was hung with portraits of former justices. The hearing room itself was lit by both a skylight g 

and bronze candelabra standards in the eight niches on the upper portions of the walls on either side of the murals. £ 

The court’s Consultation Room contained one Type EAL five-globe hanging light fixture and matching Type EAM, 5 

two-globe wall sconces. The justices’ chambers were lit by the same Type AA/BB combination seen in other important : a 

officials’ offices; rooms for the clerk and attorneys had the simpler Types W, V and X fixtures. a . 

The Senate Chamber in the South Wing contained lighting fixtures similar to those in the Assembly Chamber. The lobby oo 3 
had the same Types GG and II fixtures as the Assembly Lobby; the president’s desk had two Type MM standards, and _ _ . | 

desks for the clerks and reporters had Type PP desk lamps. The corridors and circular entrances around the chamber had ee ee _ 

simple, shallow-domed ceiling lights and elaborate Type EAI wall sconces. The senate president’s offices contained the _ _ a 

Types AA/BB combination of ceiling and wall fixtures; the simpler Types W and V were used for those of the clerks. | to ] . _ 

The Senate Parlor had three chandeliers, one Type SA with twenty candle-shaped lights and two smaller Type SB with oo © So 
eight lights each; the walls were lined with matching Type SC, three-light wall sconces. PC mi oo. — : a a 

The second floor of the North Wing received the least elaborate lighting. The North Hearing Room Lobby contained oo io _ i P| : a 

three Type HH ceiling fixtures (smaller than the Type GG fixtures in other wings); the hearing room itself had no oe . . _ : : | i - a 

electrical illumination except for the picture reflectors in the ceiling coves to illuminate the four murals. Offices for oe _ - | - — 

the Free Library Commission and the Railroad Commission received the usual Types W and V combination ceiling ee Dl / = | 4 

CL | 

Third Floor oe eC 
Secondary stairs on the third floor were lit by Type O wall sconces and Type U ceiling pendants, except in the East Wing ; : | 

where overhead fixtures were ceiling-mounted Type T. In the stair galleries three Type EE fixtures with a hemispheric . — 
opalescent glass shade and bronze swags and ornaments were hung in the groin vaults. Corridors were lit with Type | : 

T ceiling fixtures except for the narrow passage beneath the Assembly Gallery that contained the smaller Type Z. The a 

east and west Assembly Galleries had Type KK wall sconces; the south gallery, Type JJ. Committee rooms in the West 

Wing had Type DD ceiling fixtures and matching Type I sconces. The library reading room in the East Wing had Type 

EAP shaded ceiling fixtures; library offices contained a combination of Type H pendants and Type I sconces. The Senate 

Galleries in the South Wing were lit by Type EAA sconces. Committee rooms in the South Wing had Type W sconces 

and Types V and DD ceiling fixtures. North Wing corridors and offices were lit by Type T ceiling fixtures; offices had 

Type W sconces. Mechanical spaces, toilet rooms and service areas were lit by Types J and K fixtures throughout. In 

the Rotunda, 40-watt reflector lamps were installed above the cornice to light the mosaics. Where the cornice meets 

the barrel vaults, 25-watt lamps were specified. 
11.29 Third floor corridor lighting (Type U Special), Central Portion, circa 1996 

The less public spaces of the Capitol received less elaborate light fixtures. Those installed in the 

Fourth Floor third floor corridors had simple glass globes suspended from bronze chains. 
Fourth floor lighting was designed to serve less public spaces. Corridors throughout were lit with Types J, K, L or M 

ceiling fixtures and Type O sconces. Committee rooms in the South Wing and supreme court offices in the East Wing 

received the combination of Types H and I ceiling and wall fixtures. East Wing library spaces contained Type J ceiling 

fixtures. The GAR Memorial Hall in the North Wing was lit by a skylight and had only Type I wall sconces. Toilet 

rooms and service spaces were lit by Types J and K fixtures. 

Lighting above the fourth floor was provided by simple, utilitarian fixtures in the space between the domes, including 

Type K fixtures at the eighth level pipe gallery and drop-cord fixtures on the ninth and tenth level landings. Forty-watt 
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ae a) hhc rhc hl z reflector lamps mounted 8” apart punctuated the cove around the Trumpeters’ Course and the cove at the eighth level, 

— i lvPyY > Modifications, 1917-88 
ed .  - ¢ z Modifications to the Capitol’s lighting system began within the building’s first decade. As early as 1926, Capitol 

| 7 oo [7 fg A occupants requested more and better illumination using “attractive and not too ordinary” fixtures. There is no record 

a si y : / ww of replaced lighting, and lighting conditions continued to be a problem. As more electric office equipment strained the 

oj y | ' a direct current electricity supply, lighting inevitably became dimmer. By November 1960, the engineering department 

5 — reported that the lighting levels in most areas averaged only 10 to 15 footcandles, far short of the recommended 
| illumination level of 50 footcandles. As a result, many of the private areas of the Capitol received new lighting.’” 

<—_ During the 1958-63 DC/AC conversion that required rewiring all lighting fixtures, most private areas of the Capitol 

received a vastly different lighting system. Since all lighting fixtures had to be rewired to accommodate the change 

in electricity, the Department of Administration used the opportunity to replace standard, inefficient, incandescent 

lighting with more efficient fluorescent fixtures. Public spaces retained most of their historic fixtures, but lighting in 

private spaces was replaced with more efficient fixtures that looked more “up-to-date.” As former departmental offices, 

: committee rooms and vault spaces were converted into private offices for members of the legislature, new fluorescent 

lighting was installed in them in combination with suspended-grid ceiling panels. Historic fixtures in private offices, 

ee - Pee including the chandelier in the governor’s private office, were put in storage or scrapped. Other spaces such as the 

/_ reading room of the Legislative Reference Bureau were lit by single-lamp, white pendants (“schoolhouse pendants”). 

oo oo Le Wall sconces were almost all removed and the sockets covered. Fluorescent fixtures also were installed in existing 

office areas around the building during periodic remodeling projects. Above the skylights, banks of fluorescent lights 

= were added to compensate for decades of dirt and tobacco smoke, and the original globe lighting fixtures around the 

5 glass ceiling of the Assembly Chamber were removed in 1966. 
+) 2 

in re As part of the rewiring project, a General Electric master control panel was installed in the North Wing basement to 

g operate lighting in public spaces and on the building’s exterior. A timer controlled lighting around artwork, above 

wl we 8 the Rotunda cornice and in corridors. The lighting on the Lantern was controlled by a light sensor.** Surveys in the 

y Hf CS as mid-1990s revealed a mixture of historic and recent renovations to the lighting in the Central Portion. The reflectors 

a = — iy above the Rotunda cornice had been supplemented with surface-mounted fluorescents, incandescent floodlights and 

A oa ‘ incandescent 128-watt reflectors. Similar modifications had been made to the coves on the sixth and seventh levels; 

Ga | \ original 40-watt reflectors had been augmented by fluorescent fixtures. Fluorescent fixtures also were installed between 

\. ce Y the windows in the Lantern to illuminate it at night.” 

' 11:30) (above) Fiuorestenl tlehting ficures; South Wing, first een 1988 and 1989, the lighting a the Assembly Chambers completely renovated as Patt of the restoration 

| floor, 1995 project that would serve as a pilot project for the overall Capitol restoration. Fluorescent lights above the glass 

As vault spaces were converted into offices for legislators and ceiling were removed, and a single 450-watt metal halide lamp was installed to light it from the center. The thirty- 

So : | their staffs, new fluorescent lights were installed. Fluorescent two lights ringing the glass ceiling were reinstalled, using 25-watt incandescent lamps. In addition, fifty-two 70- 
ee lights also replaced original incandescent lights in committee es i : é 2 5 ae Me 
i Folms Gnd offices us they were remodeled tn the 1960s. watt metal halide lights illuminated the perimeter, and a new ring of recessed lights, designed to facilitate television 

anscliadagials 4 | broadcast, was installed. Extant original lighting was refinished. The work in the Assembly Chamber would set the 

He dian y 11.31 (lef) Cornice lighting, Central Portion, circa 1997 standard for subsequent lighting work in other wings. New lighting for the sixth level museum area was installed 
i p. we ee Lights to illuminate the pendentive mosaics and the é in the passage and display cases.” 
| ae Bec] architectural features of the Rotunda were included in Post 
Re be 4 oe & Sons’ original design. Over the years this lighting was 
a supplemented with higher-wattage lights. 
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State Capitol Suitertonrs : 
11.32 Assembly Chamber relighting, 1989 ne . Room 203 West ee 

One of the principal goals of the 1989-90 Restoration and Relighting of the Assembly Chamber was to provide better illumination (Mey 1, 1912 to August 2, 1934 | 
in the chamber. During the project, the skylight was cleaned of ninety years’ dust and grime and lights were reinstalled around 

the perimeter of the glass ceiling. New lighting also made the chamber better suited to television broadcasts. 11.33 Telephone exchange, West Wing, second floor, 1934 
The building s central telephone exchange was originally located on the southeast corner of the second floor of the West Wing. 

Sitting at a three-person console, operators connected telephone calls directly and dialed out from the building. 
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2 3 gy 
aS e Communications 

Le B Original Conditions 
Pe ne Communications systems original to the Capitol included telephones, telegraph, call bells, a time clock, a watchman’s 

BY f és clock, and a pneumatic vacuum tube.*! The electrical contractor for each wing installed the conduits for the telephone Pd > P 8 P 
: f 4 i Bg system. The central switchboard, located in the southeast corner of the West Wing’s second floor, was run by three zg “ 5 : ; Ae : : ; I Pe operators. Telephones were placed in offices and in legislative committee rooms; public telephones were in the West 
4 we re ; : : : : ee 5 Wing on the second floor near the Assembly Chamber, in the South Wing on the first floor, and in the East Wing near the 

38 i Supreme Court Hearing Room. Telegraph wires and the call-bell system used the same conduits as the telephone system; 
i | j the telegraph system consisted of three pairs of #14 B&S wires and was connected to the second floor post office in the 

rie | Southwest Pavilion. Messenger call buttons were located in each department on every floor. Private offices also had an 
e rey Pe 2 . internal call-bell system so that state officials could summon stenographers or secretaries. The desks of the presiding 

_ 9) 9 f a officers in the Assembly and Senate Chambers also had buttons to summon clerks or their sergeants at arms; call buttons 

| > ie ig were also located in committee rooms. In the East Wing, the offices of the supreme court justices, the consultation 3 8 ih 7 5 ah 8: ip! J 
a dl room, and the librarian’s desk in the third floor law library were connected by a pneumatic tube system.’” i ' rei | ary yap 3 

as ; |  @ a 11.34 (left) Hahl pneumatic master clock, 2001 

Pas u re ey | | | i As was conventional in large public buildings in the early 1900s, a Two clock systems served the Capitol. A master pneumatic clock in the East Wing basement controlled slave clocks 
ee A i) Bl pneumatic system governed clocks in offices or public areas. A single ae F e tape s 
| / ps! Eo | j master clock located inthe East Wing basement advanced the hands of throughout the building and ran them through a network of pneumatic tubes. This was a convention in large buildings 

| Pal ' clocks throughout the building every minute by pumping air through a at the time and ensured that all clocks registered precisely the same time, and workers were spared the cumbersome 

a ! network of pneumatic tubes. task of winding every clock in the building every eight days. An electromagnetic watchman’s clock system included 
oe } recording dials in the basements of all wings. Key stations w ated on all floors throughout the building. 
: - SS 11.35 (below) Bobroff voting machine display board, 1917 eos ent opel lwinge ey Wie Wate Seas 8 ae 

| | In 1917, an electrical voting machine manufactured by Bornett L. Bobroff 

of Milwaukee was installed in the Assembly Chamber. Although it was the The most innovative communication system was the electric voting machine installed in the Assembly Chamber in 

first of its kind used anywhere in the United States, other state legislatures 1916 by the Milwaukee inventor Bornett L. Bobroff and his company, the Universal Indicator Company. Push buttons 
a quickly had similar devices installed. 3 is a 

were installed at each desk, wired to a display board on the railing of the east gallery. A camera made a permanent 

record of the vote. The device was the first in the country to be installed in a legislative chamber but was adopted by 
A , z several other states soon thereafter. 

ples : 
: iS Modifications, 1917-88 

g Communication systems were altered early in the Capitol’s history. In 1912, a new and larger telephone switchboard 

mage: Fs ~ een = was installed, and the telephone equipment was upgraded again in 1925. In 1929, a call-buzzer system was installed in 
| ‘ 7} ae Cee Pa Satie pt é 8. the prohibition office in the South Wing. In August 1934, the central telephone exchange was moved from the second ee “MLLER DEL «© «SMITH RL. zB : ; Be : es “mneMen Mt re ee ae _ 

ane i Hoan : ree - oa . ee : 2 floor of the West Wing to the third floor of the Southwest Pavilion, and a larger, five-person console was installed. In 

: rete hg i ae _s 1948, the telephone system was changed from caller-voice telephones to dial telephones, and the operators’ console 
tae ree gts ee ee a a ire ee . . . . wae . . . riage Ratt a ad eee TT ee aT emt 3 was installed on the third floor of the West Wing. The console was enlarged to six positions in 1952 but remained in 

TT ee est eee TT = i : - 
Sete et Wg A 1 POMEE: 4. aN 9 the same location. In 1963, the telephone system was completely overhauled into a $2 million Centrex system that 

a Yer Maar a tT mee cote re ee tee Le i ildi iversity: i i i id rae roe ih a : otc 5 a ; oe é served ne Capitol and other state office buildings as well as the university; it enabled callers to dial any extension 

ss pomeorraye erm w a ancy rae oar] 2 directly without the aid of an operator. 
: Cte re ts ra ee ies 8 

Siete heme. eee 8 ets LE 2 
wl HANSON C. £ Lis sali be as * YOUNG R.S. . : octet Cea ate ee te ee ata By the 1960s, the public telephones had been removed and relocated to the ground floor of the Rotunda. The pneumatic 

: tube system also was removed, and the watchman’s clock system was no longer used, although some of the key stations 

ee ——— tarmac er ete remained intact. The increased use of telephones gradually made the telegraph and call-bell systems obsolete. The 

Scere ae a ee aCe: esa maton eA a at a aoa call-bell system was abandoned as state agencies moved from the building and their former quarters were converted into 

Keele gcmenpmeogentcmencngeelaier oe Saag So aM INR UNSEI Ea aN men ae Saas aG aaa RE office spaces for members of the legislature. The Hahl pneumatic clock system was replaced by an electric Simplex 

sacle i : : system. During the 1960s, security became an issue for the Capitol, and sometime in the 1970s a closed-circuit television 
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11.36 Telephone exchange, Southwest Pavilion, third floor, 1934 a A é ——— : 

By the early 1930s, the increased use of telephones required more operators. In 1934, the telephone exchange was moved to the rm Be > By -P. q ok 
third floor of the Southwest Pavilion, and a new, five-person console was installed. ih. a oe A : 

a 3 se Ti 2 
ied, ; ws , 

x tl ‘ J 

11.37 Telephone exchange, West Wing, third floor, circa 1950 

In 1948, the telephone exchange was moved yet again to accommodate direct-dial technology and a new console. Although the 

exchange moved several times in the building's history, it was always in or near the juncture of the West Wing and Southwest 

Pavilion because the telephone lines entered the building at this location. 
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z system was installed with cameras in the Rotunda and around the building’s exterior.*° 

i 
£ By the 1970s, the legislative chambers had been wired for sound, with microphones at legislators’ desks and loudspeakers 

5 mounted on the ceiling. Loudspeakers also were located in the galleries. The North Hearing Room and Supreme Court 

z Hearing Room were similarly equipped with microphones. In addition, legislators’ offices recieved speakers (“squawk 

boxes”) for monitoring floor sessions. During the 1988 Restoration and Relighting of the Assembly Chamber, the 

. sound system was completely renovated to incorporate the latest audio technology. New microphones were installed 

on the desks, and loudspeakers were installed in the existing HVAC ducts.** 

The voting machine in the assembly received frequent modification to keep it as technologically up-to-date as possible. 

The system was overhauled in 1939, when two identical voting boards were installed on either side of the speaker’s 

podium; the new system produced a printout of the vote of the assembly in less than a minute. A new, computerized 

system was installed in 1975 by Com-Tec, Inc. of Appleton. During the 1988 assembly project, a new system was 

installed that could produce a printed record in ten seconds; LCD display boards also were installed on the east and 

eS Pr é west gallery railings to provide information on the subject of debate. Daktronics, Inc. of Brookings, South Dakota 

“ - : / received the $227,505 contract.*” 

.s . j ‘ 

oe one * 7 Elevators 

(| 2b EE =: ~ Original Conditions 
o. a = a EE 7 — in, In early 1908, the Capitol Commission was faced with the decision of whether to install hydraulic plunger or electric 

| SS = = = : _ POR ERNREeers ~ elevators in the Capitol. Hydraulic passenger elevators had been in use since the late 1870s, but the Otis Elevator 

2 4 = : Ear Ee —— eS ay << Company introduced the first gearless traction electric elevator in 1903. The A. Kieckhefer Elevator Company of 

| rs Ee 5 « wee oe Milwaukee, which had installed two temporary hydraulic elevators in the building, tried to persuade the commission to 

— e . aa = E ee f Z Py >» contract with them to install permanent hydraulic elevators. Kieckhefer wrote Porter on 7 March 1908 that pecciicns 

: | / ae Ear ae ol FE ¢ ! iD ta are almost a daily occurrence on Electric Elevators.” He argued that although the initial installation costs of hydraulic 

> i. ee Si ene meee yo - a elevators were “considerably higher” than electric ones, hydraulic elevators lasted longer and required less maintenance. 

ao 8 : a v ee i ' - In the meantime, Kaestner & Co. of Chicago sent a similar letter to the commission explaining why electric elevators 

: 7 |. . is a were superior to hydraulic elevators and provided smoother rides and lower installation and operating costs. Still 

ee Be ih hich system to adopt, the Capitol Commission issued elevator specifications calling f sals for either P a » a. 4 if 4 | a unsure w ich sys eo ‘o adopt, the Capitol Commission issued elevator specifications calling for proposals for eithe: 

. 3 i “. 2. ' _| | se ; C4 hydraulic or electric elevators.” 

yr . pgp ae a 
| A ae ——e a baa | ‘ Electric elevators won the day and Kaestner won the contracts. Eight public and two private elevators were installed 

, ~*~ La oo oo es Pa by Kaestner & Co. (later Kaestner & Hecht). On 8 August 1908 the firm received an $8,250 contract for installation of 

2 - : ns { oy fe “i two elevators in the West Wing; work was carried out between that August and the following January. On 11 September 

: Fe es OY ai pins : 1908, Kaestner received the East Wing contract ($15,174), which included two public passenger elevators and two 

eS i a , a 4 ; al private elevators used by the justices of the supreme court and the attorney general. The contract for the South Wing 

o oo =e x “4 Li py Ss elevators was signed on 1 July 1911 and was for $9,560. North Wing elevator work was carried out between June 1916 

Dy a ion : and June 1917; the $10,500 contract was signed on 8 October 1915. 

» a - —UllCl Sad yO ae “ “< 4 Passenger elevators traveled from the basement to the fourth floor and were required to lift a load of 2,500 Ibs. at a 

PACER oe Tere ea me minimum speed of 300 feet per minute; the south elevator of the West Wing did not travel to the basement. Machinery 

11.38 Assembly Chamber, 1988 was located in the basement and moved the cars through a double-traction system, and was powered by 50-hp motors. 

UnilQ32uihe voting machine in the Assembly, Chamber was over tailied na 00 ee display boars eae The cars were connected to cast iron winding drums and counterweights with %” steel cables. One elevator in each of 
installed on either side of the speaker's desk. The new system could produce a printed roll-call vote in less s s 

than a minute. the West and East Wings was required to lift 6,000 Ibs. at a slower speed. The machinery for the two private elevators 
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was located on the fourth floor and was powered by two 25-hp motors. 
z 

The public passenger cars were trimmed with wrought-iron grillwork lined with glass. Each car contained an electric 2 2 

light fixture mounted in the center of the ceiling. The shafts measured 11’-9%4”x6’-3%4”, lined with 9” thick white 
5 

enameled brick. The elevators were operated by an electric-lever switch; safety features stopped the cars automatically 
= 

at the upper and lower landings and kept the cables from slackening when the car was not in motion. Timber bumpers 

with springs cushioned the cars on the bottom of the shafts. A semi-circular, clock-like dial above the door indicated 

the location of the car in the shaft. Private elevators were 41/6’x4”/3’.°! 

Modifications, 1917-88 - 

Few modifications to the elevators occurred prior to the 1958-63 DC/AC conversion and only minor work was carried i 

out thereafter. In 1941, Works Progress Administration (WPA) workers installed heating in the shafts and insulated the 2 . 

penthouses. The machinery and cars were replaced in the late 1950s or early 60s as part of the building’s conversion - 

to alternating current. The cars and decorative cage doors were replaced by modern steel-framed cars behind polished 

bronze doors; a polished bronze transom replaced the arched bronze grillwork and indicator dials. The cars were smaller e oa 

and lined with oak laminate paneling on three sides with the front panels on either side of the doors made of polished el we Bs : 

brass. A rectifier was installed so that the alternating current serving the Capitol could be converted to direct current 1 paw 

for the elevators since AC motors could not operate the elevator motors smoothly enough. In 1965, the south elevator oe j SORTS ie es 

in the West Wing was modified so that it traveled to the basement as well and was converted to freight-only. New / | ose Te 

machinery was geared traction, allowing the cars to travel 200 feet per minute with a capacity of 3,000 Ibs. Switches . Meds . a ; ve oe 

were installed to allow the cars to be operated with or without an attendant. In 1967, the south private elevator in the a : | } oo 

East Wing (serving the supreme court) was abandoned, although the north private elevator was refurbished with a new : | | | é ee 

steel car and new equipment. Between 1981 and 1982, passenger elevator cars were refurbished with wood laminate i“ = : i he 8 ae 

panels inside the cars, and the bronze doors were refinished.” . a: E | Pee 

In 1924 or 1925, a hydraulic freight elevator was installed on the loading dock beneath the porte cochere at the Northeast | i ia is 

Pavilion. It was replaced in 1930 and again in 1963. Northwestern Elevator Company of Milwaukee installed the - oe a) - 2 a 

Dover “Oildraulic” machine; the car measured 8’x 7’-8”x11’-7”. The capacity was 1,500 lbs. with a speed of 25 feet | | | es - 

per minute. A 5-hp motor powered the elevator. a | | | a ae 

Vacuum System ee : / i | 

Original Conditions eels a a 

Acentral vacuum-cleaning system was included in each wing, powered by pumps in the basement and with outlets on : : ‘ | i il i 

each floor. Risers from the basement allowed cleaning equipment to be plugged into the system on every floor. The 

system resulted from an unusual competition. The Palm Vacuum Cleaner Company of Detroit installed a system in the 

West Wing in January 1914 ona trial basis. A different system manufactured by the Spencer Turbine Cleaner Company : 

of Windsor, Connecticut was installed in the East Wing; the two were to be tested simultaneously. /!/. 8 os > * 7 

Modifications, 1917-88 Then the Capt was comeiatfoe de os 
No record exists of the outcome of the competition, since the legislature dissolved the Capitol Commission early in 1917, current to alternating current, the elevators were ee " er 

and it is unclear when vacuum systems were installed in the South and North Wings. A 1929 equipment inventory lists converted to be fully automatic. The ornate rrr 

Spencer systems in the North and South Wings, a Palm system in the West, and an Atwood Vacuum Cleaning system grillwork enclosures and cabs were removed, : ce 
: s i ies and new motors were installed so that the cars 8 

in the East Wing. Atwood systems may have been installed throughout the building in the 1930s. By the 1960s the could continue to be run by direct current, which 3 oO 4 

vacuum systems had been abandoned, although some of the brass tubing remained. provided a smoother ride and stop. Bec cutie 

eS ac cepasir ear earaeee er aaa atl eae 
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Be Li Aon) S522 ae Z Capitol Restoration, 1988-2001 
op VW ial | oO” Sa =< Ma we “ 3 By 1987, it was apparent that a complete overhaul of the Capitol’s systems was required in order to maintain the building 

= if h | A Lis WS NF g : as a functional, twentieth-century office complex. Although “modern in every respect” when it was first built, as the 

SO Mh i i ee tet , iS LON ‘ ss! 4 > Capitol Commission’s program required, changes in technology and new demands rendered many of the Capitol’s 

4 : VA = <0 4 \ | ~ <—S z systems obsolete. Some systems were upgraded periodically, including the telephone and the electrical system; others 

a Se ps oa . y ao : , RA were augmented in an ad hoc way, such as the widespread use of window air conditioners and the addition of fluorescent 

e Dts “ | eee | — lighting. In the 1980s, it was decided that the Capitol would undergo a comprehensive systems overhaul, wing by 

| ore wing, as part of the restoration effort. 

| j & Le The 1987 Capitol Master Plan, the guiding document for restoration, emphasized the need for systems upgrades. The 

© i | And Master Plan noted that the lighting in both office spaces and in the second floor chambers was inadequate as well as 

S Pe unsightly; it called for new high-efficiency fixtures in historically sympathetic designs. The electrical system was 

o Lal a “susceptible to transient fluctuations that affect both the power and grounding systems throughout the building. These 

og oP leet N a a transient fluctuations consist of power sags and surges, voltage spikes and high/low frequency noise.” Furthermore, 

8 7 tah e = en the plan recognized that the use of computers and other electronic equipment would only increase, and the existing 

oe i ; 4) ie 6 5 eS << or capacity of the electrical system to handle increased computer and media loads was dubious. The Master Plan also 

Ee ee i ss Be Re re recommended an air-conditioning system that would maintain more consistent temperature and moisture levels, not 

11.42 East Wing, basement, 1999 only for occupant comfort but also to protect decorative plaster and artwork.* 

By the late 1990s the basements of the wings were so full of electrical and mechanical equipment, 

both new and original, that overhead clearance was extremely compromised. One of the main Work on mechanical systems began in 1989 with renovation of the primary electrical system, which established the 

aan wed ae cation work was to replace outdated systems and to provide more usable space in North Wing as the new mechanical hub for the building. This decision allowed entirely new systems to be routed into 

the Capitol one wing at a time as it was restored; a new tunnel connected the existing power plant tunnel to the North 

Wing basement. As each wing was restored, its systems were connected to the main conduits in the North Wing through 

on luni) : : sidan, = an exterior tunnel that encircled the building. This decision also determined the order of restoration: North, West, 

~ os x 3 ‘ | [4 es i South, Central Portion and East, with systems in unrestored wings continuing to be routed through the East Wing until 

Pe) a 7 Le os restoration was completed. A new hot water convection system replaced the extant steam radiators, and new ventilating 

— ae gi a bs om 5 : fans replaced those installed during original construction. New communication and data systems were installed, and 

oud ee eee j ——— Zz efficient, high-output lighting replaced nonhistoric fixtures. 

ee Oe 4 oe ss 
| oe y re: oe es Heating, Ventilation and Air-Conditioning 

a : ee. > | J Se ! New HVAC systems were installed by General Heating and Air Conditioning, Inc. of Madison during each portion of 
a . : f ae , — - : ae ‘ oe + the Capitol restoration. The heating system was converted from a steam-heat system to a hydronic heating system. 

so ge oA oS 1a — ak a2 LK: cj Ss The North Wing received two steam-to-hot-water converters (rated at 14,000 Btus per hour) to provide hot water to 

oS a = GP = Pgs eG NSS convector reheat coils and preheat coils located throughout the building. As each wing was completed, the system 

z &— if LE pS pea SS my o . ad was extended to include the new equipment; condensate was conveyed back to the power plant.*” Hot water convector 

ee ges ; <xigs oo ee 2 a Zs coils replaced traditional radiators in the room-perimeter wood radiator enclosures; hot-water piping was installed 

ee eo — “3 Soe A I XD & PS ole in wall chases that previously had housed steam pipes. Hot-water reheat coils also were installed in the supply-air 

PoP _ gan F Ce ee , a eS ductwork to regulate the air temperature, replacing the steam system originally employed. Johnson Controls, Inc. of 

FE = cs ae Eig es “hi a Milwaukee installed the temperature control system, a computer-based, digital-control system, to monitor and regulate 

ge eS ig FE . 2s ee eS all elements of the heating, ventilating, and air-conditioning systems. Each office or hearing room received its own 

z vei CE Ey leg he ae ger ae k temperature control.° 
11.43 New utility tunnel, Northwest Pavilion, 1991 

halen ba ao Se ee Deen ee General Heating and Air Conditioning also replaced the ventilation system and installed new equipment. The original 

East Washington Avenue through a new utility tunnel at the buildings perimeter. supply and exhaust fans in each wing were dismantled and removed. Each wing received two field-built air-handling 
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units, each unit with two fans; the fans were supplied by Twin City Fan & Blower of Minneapolis and were capable — FF al : oT bo | = z 
of moving up to 27,000 cubic feet of air per minute. Each fan was designed for independent operations in the event . ecm J ; y iit | ; z 

the other was out of service. Hot-water preheat coils tempered the air during cold weather. Return/exhaust fans were — : i Me ns EJ) : 2 

installed on the fourth floor of each wing to either vent air from the building or return it to the building during cold S 4 a ee < > 

weather as an economy measure. Smaller exhaust fans also were located above toilet rooms on the third floor and in : a z 

interior spaces used for photocopying and data-processing equipment. Existing ductwork was completely removed 

and replaced; ductwork located above the fourth floor skylights (installed in the 1970s) was removed and replaced with 

smaller, less obtrusive ducts. The resulting ventilation system was a constant-volume system that provided more even 

temperatures and humidity in individual spaces. Variable frequency drives were added part way through the renovation 

process to allow seasonal adjustments to the airflow as an economy measure. F 

Added to the ventilation system was the long-anticipated air-conditioning. New cooling towers and additional chillers eh: “he ey a mors 

were built at the power plant to provide chilled water to the North Wing. Two pumps in the North Wing basement REST RES a 
served air-handling unit cooling coils in all wings, allowing the supply air to be cooled on hot days. A packaged air- : “peice - - 

conditioning unit also was installed in the Capitol Police dispatch area, a location not adequately served by Capitol celia eran 

ductwork and occupied twenty-four hours a day. The packaged unit also served as a backup if the central air handlers — ee ae a 

became inoperable. MBE eee 

oe a os ue, 
During restoration, the Capitol’s plumbing system was completely overhauled with the latest equipment. Work was s/c ke Eee 
carried out in all but one portion of the building by Monona Plumbing and Fire Protection, Inc. of Monona, Wisconsin; 

the West Wing plumbing work was done by E-Z Plumbing Co. of Madison. Changes to the domestic water system q ‘ : z 

included replacement of piping and equipment and the installation of new arterial main distribution piping in the ; eo . Z 

basement subfloor utility chase that looped around the Capitol. New domestic water pipe was Type K hard-drawn ; g 

copper tube with cast bronze or wrought copper fittings. Interior sanitary waste, storm, and vent pipes were Type L oe : : 5 

copper tube; below-ground soil pipes were cast iron and PVC. New main distribution pipes connected the existing ai s ‘ : 2 

risers and underfloor piping to the fire protection system. Pipes were insulated with rigid fiberglass. Hot water and / : F 

chilled drinking water for the building were generated in the North Wing basement and distributed through the arterial ' 

utility chases. Domestic water and fire suppression were supplied by an existing 8” water main. Tao a: 

In all wings, the standpipe system was upgraded and a sprinkler system was installed in the basement. In the North f | ig 

Wing, bronze fire-hose cabinets were left in place, but in subsequently restored wings, these were replaced with more | | 

historical-appearing, quarter-sawn white oak cabinets. The North Wing became the new plumbing hub for the building. : y 

A new controller for the fire pump was installed. The water heater, water softener and drinking-water chiller in the 11.44 (above) Hot-water convector coils, / | va 

basement were modified to serve the entire building; two secondary chilled-water pumps and a domestic water chiller Hast Wine: cranny Or ene Vy r : . @ ; ] 
x i fe i The original steam-heating system was | oe ; 2 

were installed. Water was conveyed to the other wings through the newly constructed utility tunnel. Plumbing fixtures replaced with a hydronic heating system. 4 Ji . oes : | : 

were replaced with modern water-conserving fixtures. A time-clock system was reused in the North Wing to flush all Radiators were removed from their 2 . : 

urinals in the wing. Other wings had independent flush valves or infrared sensors. The federal government’s Americans enclosures and convector coils installed eee ee 
with Disabilities Act (ADA) guidelines went into effect 26 January 1992, and all toilet rooms in the West, South and dnithe same enclosures, : -: 

East wings were made ADA-compliant. 11.45 (right) New exhaust fan, North - =—— 2 

Wing, fourth floor, 1991 A 3 E ia | 

Electrical Each wing originally contained two es | aca 

In 1989, work on the Capitol systems began with the Renovation and Repair of Primary Electrical and Emergency aoe eI eae ar SLO aes, eT Z which were replaced in the 1990s by new mo 
Systems project, during which new equipment was installed in the Capitol Heat and Power Plant and in the basements units built on-site. 
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a 7 z of the North and East Wings. The equipment included a new emergency generator, new 4.16-kilovolt switchgear at the 

z power plant and a new connection to MG&E lines. The two 4.16-kilovolt feeders carry power to four new high-voltage 

Se g switches in the East Wing. A group of forty-eight 4” conduits was placed under the basement floor at the perimeter 

oe a. : of the North Wing to carry electrical, communications and security cables; as each wing was subsequently restored, 

a a. i these conduits were extended, eventually forming a loop around the perimeter of the entire building. Three Square-D 

. substations were installed in the North Wing; one provided current for the wing and the other two provided mechanical 
, . : ae and emergency power for the entire building. Three additional substations also were installed, one in each of the other 

7; | wings, to provide current to the wings. All substations were 1,000 kilovolt-amp, 3-phase, 60 Hz.” 

2 ee 8 : - : | cl | This project laid the groundwork for electrical upgrades in each wing as restoration progressed. Electrical work was 

: a i . - ae . a carried out by H & H Electric Co., Inc. of Madison. Electrical work in each wing and the Central Portion included 

ce _ oo | new lighting, electrical branch distribution, wiring, conduit and connections to new equipment. The reconfiguration 
| Ee a | of interior spaces required a new underfloor cellular raceway. In the North Wing this was accomplished by cutting 

a Po channels in the existing concrete floors; this proved unsatisfactory, and in subsequent wings the entire floor was 

CL removed and new underfloor cellular raceway laid. During each wing’s renovation, all branch circuit panelboards were 

Leg replaced and additional boards installed in order to provide more flexible distribution and future capacity. All wiring 

a eo Fe was removed and new wiring installed to connect new locations and support new loads. Two motor-control centers in 

eo each wing powered motors in the wings. In the Assembly and Senate Chambers new wiring was provided to each 

; i 8 — ] desk, and one duplex receptacle was provided for each pair of desks. New wiring and receptacles also were provided 
3 os : | _ ' for the speaker’s podium, and underfloor conduit was installed in the Assembly Loggia to accommodate electrical and 

Pe a. . , xy Le a a 4 / data wires for printers. As part of the electrical work, new data lines were installed, allowing each legislator access to 

Se EE ERIE TT See computer networks during legislative sessions.“ 
11.46 Toilet room construction, West Wing, third floor, 1994 

During the Capitol restoration, the plumbing system was completely overhauled, New distribution and underfloor Ligh ting 

piping was installed, and new, water-conserving fixtures were installed in the existing marble settings. 
During restoration, lighting fixtures in public spaces were rewired and refurbished. Original bronze casings were 

cleaned and reinstalled in their historic locations. The second floor chambers received new, high-intensity fixtures with 

reflectors in the skylight to supplement natural sunlight on overcast days or at night. High-intensity lamps also replaced 

older incandescent fixtures in ceilings and coves and those used to illuminate artwork. New lighting was particularly 

important in the Assembly Chamber, where the annual State of the State Address took place, which was broadcast on 

television. The outer circle around the glass ceiling received twenty-four 750-watt “TV lights” to achieve a level of 

lighting acceptable for television. New uplights also were installed above the barrel vaults above the grand stairs. 

Lighting fixtures in private areas received more substantial alterations to provide maximum light output while being 

energy-efficient. Beginning in the North Wing, new fixtures were installed in legislative and staff offices. The 

custom-made “L-2” fixtures combined 400-watt metal halide indirect lumieres with five 60-watt incandescent lamps 

called “stumble lights.” The stumble lights turned off within a few minutes after the metal halide lamps warmed up. 

These fixtures were installed in North, West and South Wing offices on the ground through second floors; offices on 

the third floor were partially illuminated by reopened skylights and did not receive the “L-2” fixtures. Private offices 

in the East Wing were equipped with Type W replica wall brackets and new high-lumen, compact fluorescent pendants. 

These ceiling fixtures were capable of dual lighting levels for energy conservation. Workrooms and other utilitarian 

spaces in all wings were fitted with recessed and surface-mounted fluorescent and compact fluorescent fixtures.” 
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11.47 New electrical substation, North Wing, basement, 1992 11.48 Conduit, North Wing, third floor, 1991 
Electrical usage increased dramatically in the 1980s and 1990s. New electrical substations and distribution networks To accommodate electrical and communication networks, underfloor conduit was installed in all wings. In the North Wing, 
were installed to meet current requirements and to anticipate future needs. this was accomplished by cutting channels in the existing concrete floor; in subsequent wings, the entire floor was removed 

and replaced. 
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-— ? Communications 

e 8 : Zz : The Capitol’s communication systems were updated to include a fiber-optic telephone and data network, cable television 

— < 8 connections, closed-circuit television monitors, new audio systems and new fire alarm systems. Ameritech designed 

Say , the new communications system, which included voice and data transmission capabilities. The main distribution 

: ; So 3 frame room was constructed in the southeast corner of the West Wing basement since existing telephone lines already 

“= : 4 4 entered the building there. The exterior utility tunnel conveyed communications conduit to each wing, and risers carried 

. AF , > communications conduit to communications closets on all floors. 

— ———_ a i Beginning with the North Wing, new audio systems were installed in major rooms of each wing. Cerberus Pyrotronics 

iL oo 11.49 (left) Combination lighting fixture, of ee Bussconsen installed a new, sound system in the GAR Memorial ae yoy was CO intoa eau 

ws ee —“‘it~i—s*s—s~CSC(Sest Wing, 1995 room and wired with table-mounted microphones and speaker systems. A similar audio system was installed in the 

a ao To meet the challenge of providing high-intensity and Senate Chamber.® A public address system was installed in the Rotunda with speakers painted to match the green 

i — i ie a heck pee ei as utes marble pilasters. New technology became available as the project progressed, and the hearing rooms constructed for 
- whe a ~ 4 istorically sympati etic rehabilitation, new. res 2 . ° : 

Lee — were designed that combined metal halide lamps in the ie senate oo the fourth floor oF the South Wits and i the Joint Finance Committee on the fourth floor of the East 

ee inverted dome and fluorescent lamps in the canopy. After Wing received state-of-the-art video-conferencing equipment. 

-— s the fixtures had warmed up, the fluorescent lights turned 

a off automatically. Cerberus Pyrotronics designed the new fire alarm system that included a new control panel, pull stations, signals, 

pe 11.50 (below) Capitol Police dispatch center, Northwest detectors and relays. Automatic door closers and smoke partitions operate automatically to close off portions of each 

& a ss Pavilion, basement, 1992 wing if the alarm system is activated. A new Capitol Police dispatch center was constructed in the basement of the 

: New security equipment was installed throughout the Northwest Pavilion. The center monitored closed-circuit television, communications and alarm systems. 
e building and grounds. In the basement of 
a the Northwest Pavilion, a new dispatch center was 

created for the Capitol Police to monitor building activity. Elevators 

Elevators were upgraded in two separate phases during restoration. Elevators in the North and West Wings received 

- : = new DC motors, lanterns and door operators between 1993 and 1995. Elevators in all wings were renovated again 

yo — : 5 between 2001 and 2002. Work included new AC motors, ADA-compliant controls, keycard access, door sensors, control 

| Fi ee ee : Pa 3 panels and other equipment. New Limited Use, Limited Access (LULA) elevators were installed between the third 

“oneal bce —— — weet E and fourth floors of the south side of the East Wing, and in the West Wing on the fourth floor and on the third floor near 
fn : : . aye A 

mat = g the Assembly Chamber galleries. The freight elevator outside the Northeast Pavilion was taken out and loading-dock 

; & services were removed to the Risser Justice Center on Martin Luther King, Jr. Boulevard.® 
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Endnotes 
' The only exception to this was the entrance lobby on the ground floor of the North Wing. To compensate for the '§ Stanley H. Cravens, “Capitals and Capitols in Early Wisconsin,” 1983-84 Wisconsin Blue Book, 144. 

northern exposure and the stiff wind from Lake Mendota, six radiators were installed behind brass grilles. 
'9 Observation by Affiliated Engineers, Inc. as recorded in Wisconsin, Department of Administration, Division of 

2 Charles Wilkins contract and bond, folder 2, box 44; contract account summary, vol. 3, p. 12, all in Capitol Commission Facilities Development, et al. Historic Structure Report, Book IV, Wisconsin State Capitol: South Wing, Southeast and 

records, ser. 833, Archives Division, Wisconsin Historical Society, hereinafter cited only as Capitol Commission Southwest Pavilions Madison, 1995, Chapter six. 

records, ser. 833. 
20 For contract amounts, see Contract Account summary ledger, vol. 3, Capitol Commission records, ser. 833. 

3 Downey and Kruse Co. contract and bond, folder 4, box 42; contract account summary, vol. 3, p. 54, 93, all ibid. 
21 “Capitol Heat and Power Plant Report on the Feasibility of Generating AC Electricity,” box 3, Pre-1987 Capitol 

4 Capitol Commission minutes for 3 November 1911, vol. 1, ibid. Restoration Papers, Capitol Archives; Llewellyn G. Roberts, “Two-Phase Operation to Give State Capitol Major 

Facelifting,” Wisconsin State Journal, 26 July 1964, p. 4. 

5 Capitol Commission minutes for 23 April 1912, vol. 1, ibid. 
» Johnson Controls proposal for State Capitol Building JC/80 Automation Center Additions (DFD project 7803-21), 

6 Mueller Company contract and bond, 3 February 1915, and “Order No. 1,” both in folder 3, box 43; Paul E. Mueller 1 February 1979; Harlyn Verhage to Johnson Controls, 2 May 1979, both in HVAC folder, drawer B-28, Capitol 

to Lew F. Porter (hereinafter Porter), 14 February 1918, folder 8, box 16, all ibid. Archives. 

7 See Porter memorandum or report for 6 March 1909 and 1 January 1910, box 1a, ibid. 3 Electrical Feeder System Concept and Budget Report, June 1904, box 3, Pre-1987 Capitol Restoration Papers, 

ibid. 

8 For steam distribution, see Post & Sons’ Specification for Heating and Ventilating Work for each wing, in boxes 

39, 40 and 41, ibid; and Post & Sons drawings 518-121 through 518-125 (West Wing), 518-619 through 518-624 4 Capitol Air Conditioning Study Concept Report, October 1985, drawer B-26, ibid. 

(East Wing), 518-1120 through 518-1125 (South Wing), 518-2030 through 518-2036 (Central Portion), and 518-1619 

through 518-1625 (North Wing), all in Capitol Archives. The Central Portion drawings combine electrical, heating 25 Electrical Feeder System Concept and Budget Report, June 1984, in “DOA 8309-30/Capitol Renovation-Elec. Feeder 

and ventilation work. Sys” folder, box 3, Pre-1987 Capitol Restoration Papers; Specifications for Electrical Feeder System, March 1985, box 

7, Pre-1987 Capitol Restoration Papers, all ibid. 

° “Renovate Temperature Control System” specifications, November 1974, and Johnson Controls request for payment, 

16 March 1976, both in HVAC folder, drawer B-28, Capitol Archives. 26 Contract with Forester Electrical Engineering, Inc.; 1987 Forester 8705-09 DOA Power System Study, both in box 

7, Pre-1987 Capitol Restoration Papers, ibid. 

© Capitol Heating System Renovation specifications, July 1979, drawer B-30, ibid. 
27 The electrical specifications are in boxes 39, 40 and 41 of the Capitol Commission records, ser. 833. See also the 

"| See documentation and purchase orders in folders labeled “Humidifiers—Armstrong” and “Roll Filters” in drawer following electrical plans in the Capitol Archives: 518-114 through 518-119 (West Wing), 518-613 through 518-618 (East 

B-22, ibid. Wing), 518-1112 through 518-1117 (South Wing) and 518-1612 through 518-1618 (North Wing). The specifications 

for the South Wing work do not include a picture reflector for the mural paintings in the Senate Chamber, nor do the 

"2 Energy Conservation and Ventilation Improvement Specifications, November 1978, in Capitol Energy Project Folder, West Wing specifications call for droplights above the grand stairs. 

drawer B-30, ibid. 
8 Mitchell Vance contract and bond, folder 3, box 43; Contract Account Summary ledger, vol. 3, p. 52; George B. 

'3 The plumbing specifications are located in boxes 39, 40 and 41 of the Capitol Commission records, ser. 833. Plumbing Post & Sons, Specifications for Electric Light Fixtures for the West Wing . . . (New York: 1907 or 1908), box 41, all in 

riser diagrams for the West Wing (518-126, 18 December 1907) and South Wing (518-1111, 23 December 1909) are Capitol Commission records, ser. 833. 

in the Capitol Archives. Post & Sons may not have drawn new diagrams for each wing but may have reused these 

drawings for the East and North Wings. > Post & Sons to Mitchell Vance Co., 13 April 1909, folder 11, box 35; “Schedule of Lighting Fixtures of Special 

Design,” 11 August 1909, folder 3, box 43; Mitchell Vance contract, folder 3, box 43; “Copy of Order for Lighting 

‘4H. Kelly & Co. contract and bond, folder 1, box 43; Porter to H. Kelly & Co., 16 January 1916, folder 10, box 13; Fixtures (Of same design as supplied in West Wing),” n.d., folder 3, box 43; Porter memoranda or reports, 21 September 

Post & Sons to H. Kelly & Co., 17 December 1909, folder 3, box 35, all in Capitol Commission records, ser. 833. 1909 and 1 July 1910, box 1a, all ibid. 

'SH. Kelly & Co. contract, folder 1, box 43; Contract Account Summary ledger, vol. 3; and Lew F. Porter memorandum %° Capitol Commission minutes for 16 January 1912, vol. 1, ibid. 

or report for 1 July 1910, box la, all ibid. 
31 “Copy of Order on Lighting Fixtures for Central Portion,” 3 December 1914, folder 3, box 43, ibid. 

‘6 Capitol Commission minutes for 7 April 1910, vol. 1, ibid. 
» Porter to George H. Harman, 7 September 1915, folder 6, box 11, ibid. 

'7W. H. Halsey contract and bond, folder 9, box 42; and Contract Account Summary ledger, vol. 3, p. 152, both ibid. 
33 Contract Account Summary ledger, vol. 3, ibid. 
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34 See Post & Sons drawing 518-1654, “Schedule & Electric Light Fixtures” (figure 12.21), 24 March 1914, in the 5! See elevator specifications for each wing in boxes 39, 40 and 41, ibid. 

Capitol Archives, for original designs and placement throughout the building. 
2 For subsequent work, see Otis Elevator contract no. 8-563/6405-19 (1959) and passenger elevator specifications, 

35 Capitol Commission minutes for 15 December 1914, vol. 2, Capitol Commission records, ser. 833. 1958, both in box 4, Pre-1987 Capitol Restoration Papers, Capitol Archives. For the private elevators in the East Wing, 

see Specifications for Two New Elevators (Project No. 6512-26), January 1966; Attorney General Elevator drawing 

36 Mitchell Vance contract, folder 3, box 43; “Schedule of Lighting Fixtures of Special Design”, 11 August 1909, folder 2-745, January 1966; and John Short to George C. Kaiser, 19 January 1966, all ibid. For the WPA work, see project no. 

3, box 43; Post & Sons to Sterling Bronze Company, 16 June 1914, folder 2, box 34, all ibid. 165-1-53-346, reel 2554, box 959, record group 69, stack 53, row 66, compartment 8 or 9, National Archives. 

37 R. E. Johnson memorandum, 10 September 1926, “Capitol Lighting” folder, box 6, Pre-1987 Capitol Restoration 3 Specifications for One Hydraulic Freight Elevator and Hoistway Enclosure (Project No. 5533), August 1966; and 

Papers, Capitol Archives. “Poor Wiring in Capitol Worries Officials,” Milwaukee Journal, 4 January 1961, no page Dover Electric Elevators Rotary Oildraulic Elevator Installation Maintenance Data binder, both in box 4, Pre-1987 

number. Capitol Restoration Papers, Capitol Archives. The dates for the original service elevator and its replacement are inferred 

from budget requests by the superintendent of public property; the superintendent requested funds for the construction 

38 Wisconsin, Department of Administration, Division of Facilities Development, et al. Historic Structure Report, of a service elevator every year until 1924. 

Book V, Wisconsin State Capitol: Central Portion—Dome and Rotunda. Madison, 1997, 7-66 and 7-67. 

54 FW. Kelsey to Porter, 27 January 1914, folder 11, box 19; B. H. Seals to Porter, 14 February 1914, folder 5, box 

® Tbid., 7-75 through 7-77. 20; “Proposal and Specifications for the Vacuum Cleaning Equipment to be installed in the West Wing . . . ,” folder 5, 

box 43, all in Capitol Commission records, ser. 833. 

40 “Preliminary Report, State Capitol Restoration and Remodeling, West Wing, Project 9109-26,” 17 April 1992, box 

7, Capitol Maintenance and Restoration Papers; Light Fixture schedule, Restoration and Renovation—West Wing: New 55 Inventory of Mechanical Equipment at the Capitol and Executive Residence, 1 January 1929, drawer 4, Capitol 

Construction, vol. 2, in D.3.01, both in Capitol Archives. Archives. 

41 Communication equipment is described in the electric specifications in boxes 39-41, Capitol Commission records, 56 Wisconsin, Joint Committee on Legislative Organization, Capitol Master Plan, 21-31. A copy of this document is 

ser, 833, and in Post & Sons’ electrical plans located in the Capitol Archives: 518-114 through 518-119 (West Wing), located in binder 16, ibid. 

518-613 through 518-618 (East Wing), 518-1112 through 518-1117 (South Wing) and 518-1612 through 518-1618 

(North Wing). 57 For the new equipment installed in the North Wing basement, see documents in B.04.25, ibid. 

2 The pneumatic tube system was installed by the Lamson Consolidated Store Service Company, contract dated 15 58 The specifications, bid documents, and construction drawings for each phase of the Capitol project are located in 

November 1909, folder 2, box 43, ibid. cataloged but unprocessed materials in the Capitol Archives. 

Universal Indicator Company contract, folder 1, box 44; Porter to Post & Sons, 20 April 1916, folder 2, box 23, °° Capitol Engineering, Inc. contract, and Harlyn Verhage to Selection Committee, 4 January 1989, both in box 2, 

ibid. North Wing Restoration; Substation submittal documentation and shop drawings, 20 November 1990, drawer B.10, 

all ibid. 

4 Photographic documentation of the telephone exchange from 1912 to 1963 exists in the Capitol Archives. See also 

“Chief Operator at State Capitol Retires Tuesday,” Wisconsin State Journal, 21 December 1968, no page number; 6 Preliminary report, State Capitol Restoration and Remodeling, West Wing, 1992, box 7, Capitol Maintenance and 

“Phone Shift at Capitol, UW to Cost $2 Million,” Wisconsin State Journal, 25 March 1962, no page number. Restoration Papers, ibid. 

45 Wisconsin, Department of Administration, Division of Facilities Development, et al. Historic Structure Report, Book 61 West Wing Restoration and Renovation Addenda Nos. 3 and 46, 14 October 1993, B.14.15, ibid. 

IV: Wisconsin State Capitol: South Wing, Southwest and Southeast Pavilions. Madison, 1995, 389. 

® Specifications and drawings for fixtures installed during the restoration are in the Capitol Archives. See also 

46 Michael Smith to Thomas T. Melvin, 8 April 1975, drawer B.22, Capitol Archives; the specifications for the 1988 “Capitol Lighting, 1985-1997” folder in box 6, Pre-1987 Capitol Restoration Papers, ibid. 

Assembly Chamber project are in drawer B.25, Capitol Archives. 
® Construction Meeting Minutes, E.12.3, ibid. 

‘7 Voting system specifications, July 1974, B.22, Capitol Archives. See also Wisconsin, Department of Administration 

Wisconsin State Capitol Guide and History, 34" ed. (Madison, 2000), 39-40. 6 Wisconsin, Department of Administration, Division of Facilities Development, et al., Historic Structure Report, 

Book IV, Wisconsin State Capitol: East Wing and Northeast Pavilion, Madison, 2001, 8-15. 

48 A. Kieckhefer Elevator Company to Porter, 7 March 1908, folder 2, box 14, Capitol Commission records, ser. 833. 
6 Vierbicher Associates to East Wing Architects, LLC, 20 May 1999; “Capitol Elevator Study,” 20 May 1999, Capitol 

49 Kaestner & Hecht to William F. Vilas, 17 March 1908, folder 2, box 14, ibid. Archives. 

50 See Kaestner & Hecht contracts in folder 1, box 43; and Contract Account Summary ledger, vol. 3, both ibid. 
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Se lif, ee. \ \' eo t is ironic that the Wisconsin State Capitol, the most official and monumental public building in the state, was 
ey rn nd | i Go - fecal Nay \S : a a — — \ [= and restored without being subject to building codes that apply to virtually every other building in the state. 

Sa — Ter nal (Gh a sae sp < aye > - - — cn = ss Instead both initial construction and restoration were directed by professionals whose integrity and knowledge of 

er S| oe : "4 ————— building requirements led to structural excellence and fireproof status that provided safety for occupants and visitors. 

: : ss ee. g ———— In this respect, the initial building process met the standard for quality construction that the architect, George B. Post 

ae si aS PE 3 3) Fa cm ia ar of New York City, articulated at a New York City code hearing in 1909: “A man must build correctly.” When adjusted 

ai f CUBA eal tees — for gender, his remark could be considered to apply as well to the much later restoration of the Capitol, which was 

os y * ei ees i ea » | 4 conducted under legislation that cxeapted the Dig or state and municipal codes. In both STAGES) the por 

iL ry ad r i was handled with a high level of professionalism despite the lack of official code enforcement. During the period 

(iy Re MEET between construction and restoration, 1917-88, projects at the Capitol were subject to Wisconsin’s Existing Building 

, Code, and occasional variances were awarded by the appropriate state agencies when projects would have interfered 

iz | a / | = with the architectural integrity of the public spaces. In all instances, officials implemented alternatives to the various 

? a 4 - codes that guaranteed a high level of life safety within the Capitol for occupants and visitors alike. 

The period when the Capitol was constructed, 1906-17, was a time of change concerning building codes and regulations 

aie ni anim. oS and how they were handled generally in the United States. From the 1890s through the 1920s, building and safety 

: es = codes went from being relatively rare in the nation’s states and cities to fairly commonplace. A variety of reasons 

Ps ee | contributed to this development. They included a response to disasters related to shoddy construction, the building 

a r » <a. of larger and taller structures, utilization of advancing technology especially in such areas as electrification and steel 

*e é | fabrication, and a growing role in regulation assumed by manufacturers and engineering associations. Additionally, the 

be , y Lo progressive movement fostered the expansion of governmental oversight of construction owing to concern for citizens’ 

le “ a health and safety, a situation of special relevance in Wisconsin. While there was not a building code in place when the 

~ yr Capitol was begun in 1906, by 1914 the Wisconsin Industrial Commission (created in 1911) had published the first state 

“—a : i a building code. It did not apply to the Capitol because buildings that were already under construction were exempted 
<< — Deon! - es when it went into effect. In 1915, the Industrial Commission published the Existing Building Code, which applied to 

alt are reece ce the Capitol and was used as the standard for work in the building until 1988. To compile the Wisconsin Building Code 
) and the Existing Building Code, the staff of the Industrial Commission drew upon numerous prototypical documents, 

Ce . : especially codes assembled previously for the nation’s larger cities and states, and also from the published standards 

CO : = promulgated by the insurance industry and manufacturing and engineering associations. 

12.1 Rotunda, 2000 

The vast openness of the Rotunda, both vertically into the Dome and horizontally through the barrel vaults, is the The lack of official regulations with respect to the Capitol did not mean that the building was planned or erected with- 
principal character-defining feature of the Capitol. Had restoration of the building been conducted under current out safety issues in mind. The memory of two disasters, the collapse of an addition to the second Madison capitol in 
code, the vistas would have been blocked by fire walls separating the wings from the Rotunda. The desire to pre- 5 . : 

serve this important architectural space led the legislature to adopt a law in 1989 that exempted the Capitol from November 1883 and the fire that necessitated its replacement in February 1904, remained fresh in the minds of the 

both state and local code regulations. members of the Capitol Commission, and they took pains to prepare a program for the Capitol that ensured structural 
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: XY , re ee ; a 2 strength and the highest standard of fireproof construction. Despite his conscientious attitude about personal respon- 

: = i a sibility, George Post, perhaps realizing that not all architects and builders shared his point of view, had been involved 

i | zg in helping to establish New York City’s building code, and he sat on one of the city’s code enforcement boards. In his 

he. 4 coal z Capitol work, Post referred to New York City code in a number of instances. He noted that if the commission were to 

ae : j : a i follow New York code, the grand iron doors at the front of the four principal rooms on the second floor would swing 

‘ . INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF : 3 2 outward. Instead, because other exits were available from each of the lobbies, Post felt justified in having them swing 

a ; a ie inward, which he preferred as an aesthetic decision. Post’s firm, George B. Post & Sons, also used published codes or 

fe. WISCONSIN Be their equivalent in preparing specifications for elevators and electrical systems in the building. The electrical specifica- 
f 4 na q preparing sp' 

Ey . a tions stated that the contractors “shall comply with the regulations and requirements of the Board of Fire Underwriters,” 
Be ay ply gu 

j [eee a and that the elevator contractors also had to comply with insurance underwriters’ regulations. (Fire insurance industry 

5G) 2 a regulations were in many ways the progenitors of all codes.) Once the Wisconsin Industrial Commission’s codes were 

i . ae : a in place, Post & Sons added to the elevator specifications the name of the Industrial Commission as one of the agencies 

ys ; 1 from whom the contractor had to receive certificates. 

NER | on 
| GE AL ORDERS Ei The Industrial Commission and its successors altered and updated the Wisconsin Building Code and the Existing Building 

| . i Code throughout the decades following the Capitol’s completion. The building was required to comply with code as an 

| 2 ON i existing building and this remained unchanged until 1989 because it was never substantially altered. Occasionally, the 

f 1 commission and its successors granted variances to the agencies that oversaw the Capitol so that in 1976, for example, 

| ® EXISTING BUILDINGS 1 5 ; 
‘ ‘ : ‘ q g e 

i : : oe g ae x g 

BY . . , _— 9° ak 2 
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| IN EFFECT SEPTEMBER 20, 1915 : i : 

> a a 

: : é , z 12.3 George B. Post, circa 1910 12.4 Lew F. Porter, undated 

: 3 3 i New York architect George Post was involved Lew F. Porter was a Madison architect 

i (> : ay with compiling both New York State and New who supervised Capitol construction on 

Re gee 2 Ces gcc ee ! York City building codes in the 1890s and behalf of the Capitol Commission. He 

ies oaks 1900s, and he sat on a code enforcement board _ reviewed Post & Sons’ specifications and 

12.2 Wisconsin’s code for existing buildings, 1915 for the city. Post believed that the highest form _ drawings before they were issued, thus 

The Wisconsin Industrial Commission published the first state code for new buildings in 1914. This of code was self-regulation based upon personal approving the construction standards 

code did not apply to the Capitol because construction had begun in 1906 before the New Building integrity. This sense of honor and correctness advanced by George Post's firm. 

Code was adopted. In 1915 the commission issued General Orders on Existing Buildings, usually led Post sometimes to exceed the standards 

called the Existing Building Code. The Capitol was held to the standards of this code from its date of described in New York code when he oversaw 

publication until 1989. the design of the Wisconsin State Capitol. 

GCS aOR A i a Se! Pea ee Dire Se 
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metal handrails did not have to be installed on the marble grand stairs, which both the state’s code enforcement agency ; 2 
: : ‘ a1 : os pe . 5 and Capito Bnecmene recognized would have been undesttable: When plans to restore and pehAbU late ine entire Sec: 1 8.—Concere te. Concrete for foundati ons shall b e i 

building were being laid in the 1980s, the intention was to modify more than 50 percent of the building, meaning that minde o fat teas o ee if g 

individual variances were no longer feasible and the Capitol would not be eligible for evaluation under the portion of : . . i eS : ene part of cement, two parts of sand ie 
the code that pertained to existing buildings. Instead the Capitol would face the more stringent requirements of the and five parts of clean broken stone, of such-size so as 5 
ara armor ints in cee for ee alee Benienlaey ia shane ee eer ie ae ie to pass in an y wav thro ugh a 2-inch ring, or good , clean a 
ex requirements; ull comp! lance would have shi osing uni errupte aia Approac es to the Rotunda and the gravel may be used in the same proportion as beoten 
intentional, stage-by-stage revelation of the Rotunda’s great, soaring space. These implications led to careful study and, : Ty 3 

in 1989, to a milestone shift in regulation for the Capitol when the legislature created a statute that exempted the Capitol stone. Phe cement, sand and stone or g ravel shall be 
from state and municipal building codes. The exemption did not mean, however, that Capitol restoration would proceed measured and mixed as is prescribed for mortar. All 
Se mindfulness of safety and ey The Berar ne of Administration (OD complied with code when concrete when in pl ace shall be properly rammed. and 
possible and otherwise employed equivalent safety measures with concurrence from the Division of Safety and Buildings allo wed to se t itt . hee a ae 

and the Madison Fire Department. Just as the Capitol Commission and the architect had assumed responsibility for life S S wou cme isturbed. 

safety in the Capitol originally, so did the DOA after 1989, employing the highest professional standards of the day. 

12.5 New York City code’s concrete standard, 1906 
: 3 Seas i : i age As would be expected, Post turned to the code with which he was most familiar while designing the Wisconsin State 

Enactment of ie federal oe with Disabilities Act (ADA) in 1992, gu Ar anteSng access (0 public buildings for Capitol. Sec. 18 of the New York City code dealing with concrete for use in foundations specifies that broken stone used 
persons of all abilities as a civil rights measure, led to a new set of regulations that applied to the Capitol. These were in the aggregate be no larger than 2 inches in diameter. In some instances, the firm specified higher standards for the 

incorporated throughout the building except for the North Wing, which had been restored before ADA became law. In Capitol than required by code in New York. 

2004, ADA regulations still applied, as did the Wisconsin code exemption, although the state had adopted the Inter- 

national Building Code, effective in July 2002. The use of the new code, however, did not substantially alter existing g 

requirements. In fact, DOA architects and engineers have found compliance with the international code easier than Gongiate 1. Conerete shall be made of one (1) part Portland cement, two (2) 3 
compliance with the previous code because the new code is more prescriptive and flexible. parts sand and five (5) parts broken lime stone. ‘The stone.shall be of such size : 

oO 

that it will pass in any way through a t-ineh ring and no stone shal} be less ie 
‘ ck i ‘ : = Code and the Capitol, 1906-17 than 14 inch in its smallest dimension. & 

a 
Speuucucn of the Capitol began in bees before puaconsin had Ease a building code. Nevertheless, pomyine 2. Tf mixed by hand the cement and sand shall be Uiorouetly ged dr 
Capitol architect and the Capitol Commission were insistent upon making it a completely safe and fireproof building. aa — ie. if ea : i 

natil t xture is of a colar throug’ 2 a 
To attain that goal, the commission relied both upon its secretary, Lew F. Porter, and architect George Post, who was 2. eee 22 2h 8 Wmtorn col throughout, aul, the proper amount of 

known for his work on tall buildings and the early use of materials and technology that made such buildings possible. water shall then be added. The stone shall be thoroughly wetted and then 
On a more modest scale, Porter was familiar with the design of several large local buildings with fireproof construc- mixed with the cement mortar wntil-all stones are well covered and the voids 

tion. He had been a principal in the firm of (Allan D.) Conover and Porter that in 1892 had designed the University completely filled. i 

of Wisconsin Gymnasium and Armory, probably the largest building in Madison at the time. He also is said to have 10, = 

been involved as a draftsman with Conover in 1885 when Conover supervised construction of another large university 3, Lf mixed by machine, such machines shall be used as will permit of 
building, Science Hall, a fireproof structure that employed many of the same methods and materials used in the Capitol. the dry mixing of the cement and sand, and the addition of the water and 
Post’s participation in the creation of New York City’s building code (1899) resulted in a document entitled simply stone. Machines that permit of an indefinite continuance of the mixing process 
Building Code. In force at the time Post & Sons designed the Capitol, it ran to 189 pages and included amendments will be preferred to those havin g a fixed limit of time. : 

that were set in place 12 April 1906.' 2 : 

d 12.6 East Wing foundation specifications for concrete, 1908 
Post & Sons would have consulted this code almost reflexively when designing the Capitol, since it was the firm’s In the specifications prepared for the East Wing, Post & Sons called for a concrete mix that exceeded the standards of New 
routine guide as a minimum standard for New York projects. But evidence demonstrates that, when it came to the Capi- York City code. Particles of limestone in the conerete for the Capitol foundations could be no greater than 1 inch, half the size 
tol, Post & Sons did not limit itself to the New York code and seems often to have exceeded the code’s requirements. required inthe New York code, witch was 2. inches, 

A limited comparison of requirements in the New York City Building Code and Post’s specifications for the Capitol 

reveals that the specifications called for higher standards than the New York City code. One example of improvement 

upon New York code involved the particles of limestone specified for the concrete in the Capitol’s foundations; Post 
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& Sons required particles half the size demanded by New York City code, | inch versus 2 inches. In another instance, Changes in Wisconsin Code, 1914-89 

stronger structural maximums were used in the Central Portion foundations than Post had designed initially. Post had Requirements for new buildings as set forth in the Wisconsin Building Code were much more stringent than those 

wanted limestone foundations; Porter persuaded him to use reinforced concrete instead. Porter had consulted with the established for existing buildings in the Existing Building Code. The Capitol qualified as an existing building, and that 

university’s engineering dean to make his case; Post not only acquiesced but then specified even more steel reinforce- status remained unchanged for as long as the building remained substantially unaltered.* The Wisconsin Building Code 

ment than the dean had recommended. Post & Sons used industrial codes in addition to governmental codes. The was modified continually throughout the twentieth century; no summary of changes to Wisconsin’s codes has been 

electrical specifications for each wing required use of the National Electrical Code that had grown out of the rules and compiled, but some representative examples suggest the complexity of the state’s response to changes in technology 

regulations the Board of Fire Underwriters first promulgated in 1897. The electrical specifications also called for “para and materials, as well as its ever-growing concerns about life safety. 

rubber insulating compound” on wires as recommended in 1907 by the Rubber Covered Wire Engineers’ Association. 

In short, in the absence of a Wisconsin building code, Post & Sons used published governmental codes or insurance From 1914 until 1955, the Industrial Commission’s Division of Safety and Sanitation was responsible for administering 

and manufacturers’ recommendations as guides, and sometimes went farther.” both development and enforcement state building code. The division’s successor, the Division of Safety and Buildings, 

held those responsibilities from 1955 to 1967. During the latter year, the legislature dissolved the Industrial Commission 

In 1911, the legislature directed the recently formed Wisconsin Industrial Commission to formulate and adopt a state and created the Department of Industry, Labor and Human Relations (DILHR), to which building code development 

building code to “protect the life and health of the occupants of public buildings and places of employment.” Chapter and enforcement were transferred. The division became a part of DILHR. Finally, in 1996, the legislature dissolved 

588 of the Laws of 1913 stated that the Industrial Commission should “ascertain, fix and order such reasonable stan- DILHR, and the Division of Safety & Buildings was transferred to the Department of Commerce, which became the 

dards, rules or regulations for the construction, repair and maintenance of places of employment and public buildings, agency responsible for development and administration of state building codes.? Consistent with changes in the man- 

as shall render them safe.”* In writing these laws, the Wisconsin legislature was in step with a national movement agement of building code in the state, chapter titles in the published code were modified to reflect these shifts. From 

to provide for the life safety of building users through codes and regulations. The 1914 New Building Code and the 1914 until 1955, while under the jurisdiction of the Industrial Commission, chapter numbers in the Wisconsin Building 

1915 Existing Building Code generally have been called merely the Wisconsin (or State) Building Code. The Existing Code were prefaced with the abbreviation “IND,” and in 1956, when it became the Wisconsin Administrative Code, 

Building Code dealt with obstructions of aisles and exits, requirements for fire escapes and regulations pertaining to chapter titles in the published code were called “Chapters ADM.” Under DILHR, the chapters came to be known as 

alterations exceeding 50 percent of an existing building. The New Building Code addressed definitions and standards, “Chapters ILHR.” That name was retained until the transfer in 1996 to the Department of Commerce, at which point 

general requirements and structural design minimums for various types of buildings.> The New Building Code went they became “Chapters COMM.”!° 

into effect just before construction of the North Wing began, but it did not apply to the Capitol. Part 1, section 4 of 

the Existing Building Code, published a year later, specifically exempted buildings begun before 1 July 1914, and the : Electrical Code, 1914-17 
architects knew in advance that this provision would be adopted. In April 1913, the Industrial Commission sent Post Regulations originating with national organizations sometimes were incorporated into Wisconsin’s building codes. 

relevant portions of the code as it was being developed, stating that in the parts of the building still to be designed and The electrical portion of the first Wisconsin code drew upon the 1913 National Electrical Code (NEC), although the 

constructed, “compliance with these regulations is of paramount importance.” Even though not compelled to do so same year it was issued the Industrial Commission appointed a state committee to write orders relating to electrical 

by code, Post & Sons heeded the Industrial Commission’s admonition and added the commission’s name to the list systems and hazards. The committee developed a proposal, but the following year the first Wisconsin Building Code 

of agencies from which the North Wing elevator contractor needed to obtain certificates for his firm’s work, the only was published, and it included the existing National Electrical Code by reference. In a few words (part II, section 

wing for which this requirement was made.’ 12, order 5225), the entire NEC was added as a binding supplement to the Wisconsin code: “All electrical work shall 

conform to the ‘1913 National Electrical Code’ except where the same conflicts with any order of the Industrial com- 

The Capitol was subject to Wisconsin’s Existing Building Code until 1989. Specific projects were never large enough mission [sic].”'' The committee temporarily discontinued its work in late 1914 while it awaited the recommendations 

to require that the entire building be brought into compliance with Wisconsin’s New Building Code; rather, permits of the Bureau of Standards, which was in the process of making its own recommendations. Then in 1915 the legislature 

were granted for relatively small, individual remodeling projects. When issues of code compliance did emerge, vari- empowered the Railroad Commission (not the Industrial Commission) to make and enforce rules and standards for 

ances were sought. As planning for restoration proceeded through the 1980s, the issue of code compliance moved to electrical construction and operation (Laws, 1915, chapter 61). The Industrial Commission and the Railroad Commis- 

the forefront because the extent of work planned meant that the Capitol could no longer be evaluated under the Existing sion issued a joint order proposing standards based on a preliminary draft of the National Electrical Safety Code issued 
Building Code. Instead, the Capitol would be subject either to the New Building Code or to the 1986 Historic Building by the Bureau of Standards, and a hearing was held in October 1915. The final draft of the national code appeared 15 

Code, which applied to buildings undergoing a change in use. Since the Historic Building Code did not really apply November 1916, and the Industrial Commission and Railroad Commission jointly held another hearing to address the 

because no significant space use change was planned and, since conformity with the New Building Code would have number of changes in the proposed code between the earlier and the final drafts of the document. On 30 April 1917 the 
required extreme modifications to the public spaces, the 1989 legislature exempted the Capitol from compliance with two commissions issued a joint order on electrical work, based upon the Bureau of Standard’s version of the electrical 

state and municipal building codes. DOA assumed responsibility for providing life safety in the building by using code; the new rules went into effect 1 July 1917." 

alternative measures to specific code rules. 

Elevator Code, 1918 

The 1914 Wisconsin Building Code incorporated the Industrial Commission’s preexisting rules on elevators and eleva- 

tor enclosures by reference. For example, “Part V, Factories, Office and Mercantile Buildings” contained a “Note on 
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Elevators and Elevator Enclosures” in section 3 that stated: “See general orders on Elevators issued by the Industrial ? 

Commission.”'? By 1918, studies of elevator accidents and regulations in other states and cities that had been conducted 3 
: ss a ; i L. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND > 

by the Industrial Commission led to the revision of the parts of the code under the authority of sections 2394-41 to a § 
. Bion . . 2 

2394-71 of the revised state statutes. The new code pertaining to elevators consisted of ten sections that covered such Ss. 
@ : Honseencldsures landing doors and gates! pits and. th bl fd t ishts: loud: Chapter 341. Laws of 1981, created s. 101,121 Stats. and authorizes the : 

Bes es SpeCHons, me e Eales BE Pe ee gee ee a eC ee department to promulgate a State Historic Building Code. 8 
and stresses, guide rails, machines and safety devices. The section also had excepts from the Industrial Commission’s 3 

“General Safety Orders” and “Electrical Safety Orders.”'* The purpose of the State Historic Building Code is covered under s. 101.121 

(1) which reads as follows: 

Adoption of Standards by Reference 101.121 STATE HISTORIC BUILDING CODE. (1) PURPOSE. 
A 7 aah p It is the purpose of this section to provide alternative 

From 1914 forward, numerous uate were adopted by reference into the Wisconsin Building Code and later into the By ces Wade cecceee, cor he preece aw oe 

Wisconsin Administrative Code. This procedure was typical of the evolution of building codes throughout the country. restoration of buildings or structures designated as historic 

In addition to the incorporation of the NEC into Wisconsin’s electrical code in 1914, other “referenced” codes pertaining buildings. The development and application of these 
eee : , 4 ee ‘ , alternative standards is a matter of statewide concern. 

to the Capitol included those developed by the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) and the American Society hese alternative atandards are intended to facilitate the 

of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE). restoration of historic buildings so as to preserve their 
original or restored architectural elements and features, to 

encourage energy conservation, to permit a cost-effective 
NFPA is an international nonprofit membership organization, founded in 1896, that acts as an advocate for fire preven- approach to preservation and restoration and to provide for 

tion around the world. NFPA publishes codes and standards for fire protection and life safety, provides public safety lee: > Peas! and welfare of occupants and visitors in 
. = : * . a i1storic bul ings. 

education and professional development, supports a research foundation and publishes news and information. NFPA 

has adopted and compiled safety codes and standards that influence building design, construction, and the service Briefly, the law ole Spa to aes ea Sas oe oo ae 
‘ « ads >, ° < . . Council regarding the development of the Historic Building Code. n addition 

and installation of building systems. NFPA’s Uniform Fire Code (2003) integrates the two most widely adopted fire te tae Sree es the decaccuent may ith eopard to cules: : 

codes in the United States, NFPA’s Fire Prevention Code (NFPA 1, 2000) and the Uniform Fire Code, published by 

the Western Fire Chiefs Association (WFCA). NFPA also integrated the National Electrical Code (NEC) as NFPA 1. Provide an alternate rule to any rule adopted under chs. bya oe 145 
§ g 5 « . ‘ Stats. which accomplishes the same general purpose and which: 

70, which remains the world’s most widely used code for electrical installations. NFPA 101, the Life Safety Code, 

establishes minimum requirements for new and existing buildings to protect occupants from fire, smoke and toxic ae permits the use of original or duplicates of original materials; 

fumes.'* ASHRAE, formed in 1959 with the merger of the American Society of Heating and Air-conditioning En- b. the maintenance of the original appearance of 211 components and 

gineers and the American Society of Refrigerating Engineers, is the principal professional organization generating the use of original construction techniques. 

guidelines mn the fields of heating, peneLayICes Seon Bod Tere Ce In addition to publishing codes and = Pepe oyecieaes poten cle (0 cibecnee ee cule oe the oan 

standards, it supports research and provides continuing education opportunities. '® demonstrates that an alternative proposed by the owner accomplishes the 
: same purpose as the rule or alternative rule and shall: 

Inauguration of the Wisconsin Administrative Code E Give pete) ochre ins tae and 

In 1955, under legislative directive, the Industrial Commission reformatted and combined the New Building Code and = : 

the Existing Building Code to generate an inclusive and legally consistent publication, the Wisconsin Administrative p Meanie sa Une oe ye once? eee: 

Code. After that date, the responsibility for compilation and preparation of code was delegated to the revisor of statutes, 5. Permit an owner to elect to be subject to the Historic Building Code in 

while the Industrial Commission continued upgrading those codes over which the commission had authority. The New 1 aa) any a eee moe cae » local ordinance or A 

oy de a ozs t ther ilding code 1f that provision concerns a matter 
Building Code was presented as Chapters IND 50-57 and the Existing Building Code, Chapters IND 60-69. As before, a oe ee |e Ons oe - ne de E 

government officials, building owners and their agents evaluated buildings under the section of code that applied. In 

1967, as part of a major reorganization of state government, the legislature dissolved the Industrial Commission and 

awarded its responsibilities to a new agency, the Department of Industry, Labor and Human Relations (DILHR), which 12.7 Historic Building Code draft, 1986 

took over creation and administration of the Wisconsin Administrative Code."” In 1981, the Department of Industry, Labor and Human Relations (DILHR) created Wisconsin’: first historic building 
code. The Capitol satisfied the basic criterion that a building would be eligible for evaluation under this code if listed 

Adoption of Historic Building Code, 1986 on the National Register of Historic Place. Since the code was intended principally for buildings undergoing a change 
Aa : 2 in use, and the work being planned in the Capitol did not fall into that category, it was determined that the Historic 

In 1984-86, DILHR acted upon a 1981 legislative mandate (section 101.121 of the statutes) and wrote the state’s first Building Code would not apply. 

Historic Building Code. The work involved the establishment of an advisory committee and hearings around the state, 

in addition to a review of historic building codes from across the United States. During this time decisions were being 
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2 made by the legislative and executive branches of Wisconsin government to proceed with the restoration of the Capitol.'* 

A The Historic Building Code took effect 1 October 1986 and was designated Chapter ILHR 70 of the Administrative 

Wi scon Ss i n g Code."° It met two goals: the provision of alternative building standards for preserving and restoring designated historic 

3 buildings, and a process that enabled DILHR to grant variances for preserving and restoring qualified structures. Eligible 

Adm i n 8 strative Co de 5 buildings were defined as those listed on or meeting the criteria for listing on the National Register of Historic Places 

3 and included structures in historic districts, those on municipal registers of historic properties, and those included in the 

Wisconsin Historical Society’s inventory. The Historic Building Code used a point system to quantify code compli- 

ance. The point system evaluated life safety (defined as measured in terms of fire safety, means of egress and general 

safety) by assigning point scores to seventeen building safety parameters. The parameters included number of stories, 

Rules of building area, building setbacks, compartmentalization of attics, firestopping, mixed occupancies, vertical openings, 

HVAC systems, smoke detection, fire alarms, smoke control, exit capacity, dead ends, maximum travel, emergency 

lighting, elevator control and sprinklers. Positive and negative numerical values, assigned for degree of life safety, 

IN DUSTRY, LABOR AN D H U MAN were totaled to determine a building’s overall safety score. If a building’s safety score were equal to or greater than 

REL ATION Ss zero, the building qualified as code compliant, although implementation of additional safety measures was required if 

any one of the tallies related to fire safety, means of egress or general safety was less than zero.?° 

Because the Capitol had been listed on the National Register of Historic Places in 1970, DOA might have elected to 

apply the Historic Building Code when planning the restoration and rehabilitation. The quantitative analysis indicated 

Chapter ILHR 70 a good degree of life safety in the building.” However, despite the Capitol’s favorable point score, some sort of fire 

separation would have been required for the Rotunda and the stone balusters throughout the Central Portion would 

have required either alteration or a variance. Also, it was determined that since much of the language of the Historic 

Building Code was written specifically for buildings undergoing a change in use, it was not truly applicable to the work 

H ISTORIC BU I LDI NG CODE anticipated in the Capitol.” 

State Accessibility Rules, 1963 and 1975 

In Wisconsin, accessibility rules went into effect in 1963 when the legislature adopted statute 101.306, “safeguards for 

the physically handicapped,” which was incorporated into Wisconsin’s building code as IND 51.15(7). The regulation 

called for “a reasonable means of ingress and egress for physically handicapped persons” to buildings begun after 

1 January 1964. Specific rules required ramps 3 feet 8 inches wide, with handrails, non-slip surfaces and a slope of 

not more than a | foot rise in 12 feet. Existing state buildings were exempted if they were devoted primarily to field 

INDUSTRY, LABOR AND HUMAN RELATIONS service or if compliance could not “reasonably be obtained” in remodeling. At that time, the Industrial Commission 

201 East Washington Avenue established a citizens’ advisory group to help update rules for accessibility. Minor alterations to the Capitol occurred 

as a result of these requirements, and in 1967 a wheelchair ramp was constructed at the ground floor entrance to the 

Madison, Wisconsin 53702 Northeast Pavilion to provide an accessible entrance.”* Subsequently, IND 51.15(7) was modified as IND 52.04, which 
608-266-3151 was enacted in 1975 and incorporated new 1974 legislation that broadened requirements to include barrier-free toilets 

on accessible floors. Further it applied accessibility requirements to buildings that were being remodeled if more than 

50 percent of the floor space was involved. On the second floor of the West Wing, toilet rooms near the Assembly 

Chamber were modified in 1989 to provide accessible toilets for men and women. Both remodeled toilet rooms were 

12.8 Historic Building Code cover, 1986 large enough to accommodate a 60-inch turning radius for wheelchairs, and the redesign incorporated one window into 

The Historic Building Code became the third code to apply to the regulation of building safety in the state, each room for purposes of natural light and ventilation. 
the other two being the 1914 Wisconsin Building Code and the 1915 Existing Building Code. In 1956, the 

two earlier codes were incorporated into the Wisconsin Administrative Code. The Industrial Commission 
had administered state codes from the time of their adoption until 1967, when the legislature created the 

Department of Industry, Labor and Human Relations (DILHR) and assigned it responsibility for creating 

and enforcing Wisconsin’ codes. In 1996, the Department of Commerce was given these responsibilities. 
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Code Administration, 1917-88 Z 
When issues of code compliance arose in the Capitol over the years, DOA usually received a variance from the appro- oe mt Be, = iS 

priate agency, especially if compliance was deemed either too difficult for practical reasons or undesirable for aesthetic , A Lie ey oe 2 
reasons. When small remodeling projects were planned, they were subject to Industrial Commission or DILHR review. C |. pike Ty 7 . 
The appropriate agency typically forwarded requests to the Madison Fire Department for review and comment, and pe a = ol] Ps & ie 

then the agency usually granted a variance although it occasionally required modifications to the plans. The Industrial a —_ 5 bet : 3 

Commission and DILHR did not habitually inspect the Capitol for code compliance. The Industrial Commission had : ‘ g 
done so in the 1950s and identified more than four hundred code violations; all parties at the time acknowledged that z 
the costs of correcting these issues would be prohibitively high and that the deleterious effects on the architecture were ‘ oe g 
totally unacceptable.” | ) f . 

Variances me eS) ae pes 
Variances allowed noncompliant situations to continue to exist. For example, DILHR granted a variance in 1976 that a » : mt w re _ c i a 
allowed continued use of the noncompliant handrails on the grand stairs. In response to a complaint, DILHR notified aN . 4 a f= 1 wt Sag ay oe j = Jam 
DOA that handrails were required to be compliant with code. DOA’s reply pointed to the difficulty of mounting extra ~ pean as en ee, ee 
handrails on the stone walls or installing a central rail in the middle of the stairs. It further stated its reluctance to : ] = a scene ete LE ES 
detract from the stairs’ appearance by adding metal handrails, and noted that the monumental stairs were aesthetically Sas, 7a nn 

a part of the integral ceremonial and ornamental design of the Rotunda. DOA indicated that the secondary stairs at | : es 
two locations in every wing complied with code, and accordingly concluded that new handrails were not necessary or - » - : = ae : a _ : - 
desirable. DILHR agreed and granted a variance.** The issues solved by using variances over the years were minor. i) . as oS) eae aay 4 : / s 
At least three pertained to the North Hearing Room and involved a limit on occupancy, the adequacy of exits and the ' : L : | ae : 

direction of swing of the omamental iron doors to the room’s lobby. Others involved separation and ventilation re- * : ic sts ae se 
quirements in mechanical shop areas. In general, while there were building and employee safety issues at the Capitol, | || 5 i 4 2 : 
none of the variances was sweeping in scope. Only the handrail issue, had the variance not been granted, would have —— J] ‘i : = | / 
negatively affected the integrity of the Capitol’s historic interior.”” emcee _ A ras Ee i os 

In 1986 two-room office suites were being planned for the ground floor of the South Wing. Wisconsin Administrative wont <r 7g en = - ° = | pmmemcecemrssmenmene " 8 sees = re — 

Code required that each suite have two means of egress; code did not permit occupants of one suite to exit through an- : oe ys ser y a : = . 4 a socom _< > 

other. Citing rules that held the supervising architect responsible for code compliance and notification of noncompliance, r y A Ss vy eo bed . Scere _% 
and fearing that he might be subjected to legal or professional disciplinary action, DSFM’s project architect reported fs oe —— | / yi a _ 
the situation to DILHR. As a step toward resolution, DSFM considered four options: (1) developing a new plan to Fs yg : LS i oY rest . x 
remedy problems with the exiting corridor, (2) maintaining the original plan and seeking a variance, (3) maintaining i fe toe ——— Fy A Ce A 
the original plan and obtaining an exemption, and (4) seeking a solution in Historic Building Code. The architects y a > os é 7 | re \ : | 
decided to seek a variance, proposing that the large windows in each suite be considered secondary exits. Supporting Ua eae a \ a os : 
arguments in favor of a variance included low occupancy, estimated at five persons per suite.2® DSFM staff members “a : : 7 ig : \ 2 

considered that an informal agreement had been made with DILHR, wherein DOA would comply with code require- r fy y \ 3 - 
ments as best it could without compromising the character of the building and DILHR would refrain from inspections Po Br | i \ 4 3 : 
except when explicitly asked to make them.” | £ of : q ag : 

12.9 Grand stairs, South Wing, 2000 
Asbestos The legislature adopted accessibility regulations in 1963 and 1975; in both instances parts of the Capitol immedi- 

In 1979, 1981 and 1983 samples of suspected asbestos-containing material (ACM) were taken from the building for ately were determined to be noncompliant. In 1976, DILHR granted a variance so that handrails would not have 
laboratory analysis. Samples analyzed in 1979 came from pipe coverings and from the former treasurer’s vault in to be installed on the grand stairs, a feature that would have interfered with original architectural intent. DILHR 

the West Wing; those analyzed in 1981 came from a South Wing area where a remodeling project was being planned; decided that the yeines secondary Stairs provided sufficient code compllant access, so the historic appearance of, the grand stairs remained intact. 
and in 1983, from an area on the ground floor of the West Wing also slated for remodeling. ACMs were found in all 
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a oe ee f of these locations, and DILHR’s state safety coordinator notified DOA that the materials required encapsulation or 

eu: : ns ' 8 removal once they were exposed. At that time, code did not require asbestos containment and removal, but DILHR 

oe 2 strongly advocated corrective action, citing the requirements of IND 1910.93a and Environmental Protection Act (EPA) 

: pe ae * ee g standards (Title 40, part 61). DILHR emphasized that legislation was being considered at the state and national levels 
cane se 2s Flee DRAT 5 that would reduce tolerable levels.” 

3 ‘ QR, GL, LEVEL Z 

= CHIT z Cae ares Preliminary Building Code Study, 1988 
ti eA or — Ny ii Al Ee C ae ee. ane As Capitol restoration planning proceeded throughout the late 1980s, it became apparent that the scope of work would 

SD leece = rn Ll result in the building’s becoming noncompliant under the Existing Building Code. Because of its listing on the National 

Soha ‘ t core. DB. Fine peers d Register of Historic Places, the Capitol could have been evaluated under the Historic Building Code, but the code’s 

: ow, 1 ey van oe x language was written primarily to apply to buildings that were being rehabilitated for uses other than those originally 

pasa fe intended. However, full code compliance with the New Building Code would have resulted in drastic and unsuitable 

on Fe oR SIs HoT modifications to the historic appearance of the building, especially in the public spaces. 
— Sasso DESIRED. 

PARTIAL GR.FEL. PLAN Impetus for Code Study 

RRA tl Sie a a The importance of preserving the historic open spaces in the Rotunda and the main corridors throughout was an impor- 

tant primary consideration as Wisconsin officials examined restoration possibilities for the Capitol. In November 1980, 

. ore DSFM issued the State Capitol Restoration Guidelines, a document that established the importance of maintaining the 

oFF ae | 2 ° Capitol’s “architectural excellence.” This implied a commitment to preserving the Rotunda and other important public 

ie Ce ee spaces.*! In 1986, DSFM prepared and distributed a preliminary report about code deficiencies that described areas of 

Eekhe Cane. noncompliance, suggested remedies for the violations and discussed possible damage to the historic character of the 

c TTT pee" | c Sto building that code compliance could inflict. As early as 1958, the Building Maintenance Committee of the Wisconsin 

fe ae "y d Legislative Council had articulated concern over issues of architectural preservation versus code compliance.” The 

oFF preliminary report of 1986 asserted that most of the violations were to sections of the code that been instituted after 

|" 1917, and it listed the types of current violations. While it concluded that basic safety had to be assured, it also ques- 

tes at tioned the wisdom of compromising architectural significance to fulfill code requirements. The report recommended 

oFe : al Cc PRovipE NEW providing for occupant and visitor safety, remedying all violations that could be dealt with easily and then seeking 

£ rar ee ee EA, variances or exploring the possibility of exemption from compliance with code for other issues.*? 

DOOR OPNES Te 
| EFFECT STAIR : F : : 

PARTIAL EIRST FL. PLAN EACLosuRe The 1986 report ees followed in ee by the Masten Plan, pce had been prepared by oh legislature, and in ee by 

— amore evolved version of the earlier code study entitled Building Code Study/State Capitol, issued on 29 April. (It is 

SE ee a ant A Naa OR eee ee se ee : { sometimes called the Preliminary Building Code Study, but the word “preliminary” is not part of its title; it is merely 

ALT. METHODS FoR ENCLOSING STAIR“A” GR.FEL. NoCw) hand-stamped on the title page.) Although the preliminary study became a critical document in deciding how to handle 
; CAPITOL BLDG Pets, 3304-30 2/5/86 (oa Capitol code problems, it was never printed in a revised, final form. The work had been based on DSFM’s review of 

CORT KE ee eR on ee ne existing building plans, the Master Plan, related drawings, surveys of existing conditions and DILHR’s Capitol file. 

12:10 Plan sketches for enclosing secondary stairs, North Wing, 1986 The 1986-87 Mesconsin Hianniranve Code, especially) Buon 160 and 161 of the Existing Building Carts mete 

As planning proceeded, it became clear that code requirements for fire walls and smoke containment would evaluated, along with the New Building Code, the Historic Building Code, and Chapter 64 of the Heating, Ventilating 

apply to the Capitol’s secondary stairs. Sketches produced by the Division of State Facilities Management and Air Conditioning Code. Documentation in support of the study was cited in its bibliography (references were 

(DSF) provided options for enclosing the stairs, but the proposed solutions would have interfered signifi- included to fire-extinguisher inspection, examination of DILHR file 1906, accessibility survey, inventory of toilets 
comply with listorie appearance: and toilet fixtures, DILHR’s preliminary review of the 1987 Master Plan, the 1986 preliminary report and the meeting 

notes for the 31 January and 9 April 1986 code meetings). 

The most significant noncompliance issues concerned fire and smoke separation in the open spaces of the Rotunda and 

its adjoining barrel vaults. To meet code, each wing would have to have been separated from the Rotunda at every 
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level, marring architectural integrity and the fundamental character of the Capitol. Further the study concluded that Capitol Code Exemption, 1989 

since the legislature and DSFM were planning to alter more than 50 percent of the Capitol’s floor area, the building While the application of state code as related to the Capitol was being studied, a pilot restoration project in the Assembly 

could no longer be evaluated under the Existing Building Code. If portions of the building were altered in a manner Chamber got underway that was completed under the Existing Building Code. However, a solution still was required prior 

affecting structural strength, fire hazards, exits, required natural lighting or replacement of major equipment, those to beginning the larger series of projects being planned for the Capitol, specifically before work commenced in the North 

areas would come under the governance of the New Building Code and the Building and Heating, Ventilating and Air Wing. In 1989 the legislature resolved the problem by enacting an exemption for the Capitol from state and local codes. 

Conditioning Code. Major deficiencies under those two codes involved unenclosed stairs and exit passageways, and With prior approval of the State Building Commission, the legislature’s Joint Finance Committee added the exemption 

floor areas larger than allowable by code. Other concerns included a lack of alarm systems, insufficient fire department to that year’s budget bill as Act 31 of the Laws of 1989.3’ The bill altered 13.48(13)(c) of the statutes to read: 

access to the basement and smoke control in the Rotunda. The amount of work required to design and implement code 

compliance in conjunction with alteration projects was termed “significant.”** No construction undertaken by the state for the purpose of renovation of the state capitol building is 

subject to any state law, rule, code or regulation, or any zoning ordinance or regulation of the city of 

However, the preliminary Building Code Study determined the Capitol to be a well-built and fire-resistant structure with Madison, governing such construction. 

a low degree of safety risk in both public and private spaces. The study stressed the importance of understanding that 

the Capitol at that time was “governed by two different portions of the Wisconsin Administrative Code. . . the Exist- The exemption did not apply to federal rules and regulations, which supersede state law. Nor did an exemption im- 

ing Building Code and the Building and Heating Ventilating and Air Conditioning Code.” The study found that the ply a disregard for life safety; rather, it exempted DILHR from this responsibility and allowed DOA to assume it by 

Capitol still complied with the Existing Building Code but nevertheless exhibited several “technical code deficiencies,” means of instituting equivalent and alternative measures where necessary. By enacting the exemption, the legislature 

characterized as fire safety problems. These problems were serious enough to require improvement, and involved roof paved the way for implementation of both the Restoration Guidelines of 1980 and the Capitol Master Plan of 1987. 

trusses and beams that needed to be fire-protected, combustible draperies that were not flame-retardant, unenclosed The grand public spaces would be restored, as advocated by the Guidelines, ensuring the longevity of their historic 

exit stairs and the deficient width of more than half of the exit doors. As long as the Capitol remained largely unaltered character. At the same time, project managers could proceed with major rehabilitation of the private spaces, fulfilling 

these deficiencies could be corrected and the Capitol would remain under governance of the Existing Building Code. the directives of the Master Plan. 

Although if portions of the building were altered in ways that affected structural veracity or the modifications involved 

more than 50 percent of the building but not a change in use, then it would fall under the New Building Code and the 

Building and Heating, Ventilating and Air Conditioning Codes. If under the jurisdiction of these two codes, major and Implementation of DOA Responsibility 

minor deficiencies that would have to be addressed included: unenclosed stairs and exits, floor areas larger than allow- When planning to assume responsibility for life safety in the Capitol, DSFM established the goal that code require- 

able, lack of alarm systems, lack of fire department access to the basement and lack of smoke control in the Rotunda. ments be met wherever possible and that alternative solutions for code compliance be presented that would not result 

Other issues involved fire resistance, fire separation, isolation of hazards, exit problems related to routes from office in damage to the original architecture. The design and execution of the North Wing, it was understood, would establish 

suites, and safety problems concerning railings and safety glazing. The study also considered the effects of placing the precedents for subsequent restoration and rehabilitation work throughout the building.** DSFM turned particularly to 

building under the 1986 Historic Building Code (Chapter ADM 70), which applied to renovation of historic structures the National Fire Protection Association Standard 101, since it contained the requirements for life safety in relation to 

whose original architectural characteristics merited preservation. It provided alternative building standards for desig- fire and provided guidelines for emergency egress, emergency lighting and power, and for fire detection and annuncia- 

nated historic buildings. The 1988 Building Code Study concluded that the Historic Building Code was “intended to tion. As design proceeded, each of these systems was planned in accordance with NFPA code. Equivalent measures 

facilitate renovation and help preserve original architectural character,” but because it applied primarily to buildings were instituted where specific code requirements could not be met without affecting the historic character of the Capitol. 

that were undergoing a change in use it was not appropriate for the Capitol.*° This standard guided the installation of smoke detectors, alarm horns and strobe lights throughout the building. 

The Building Code Study determined that DILHR would have to evaluate the Capitol under the New Building Code Life-safety Issues 

because of the extent of work planned. The study recommended that the state assess the level of risk it was willing DSFM used the North Wing project to devise methods that would be utilized throughout the entire building and be 

to accept and then evaluate that risk in light of users’ needs and the integration into the building of state-of-the-art repeated from wing to wing. The agency consulted closely with the Madison Fire Department in designing for fire 

fire and safety technology. It was further recommended that an appropriate agency prioritize deficiencies and de- safety and the establishment of areas of rescue (also known as islands of safety) on the upper floors of the building. 

velop solutions, giving consideration to code requirements, architectural and historical character and the directives DSFM decided that fire detection equipment would be connected to the building’s alarm system, the dispatch center and 

of the 1987 Master Plan. The report went on to recommend a low-risk environment in the Capitol while retaining a the fire-reporting center. Although the use of “pull station” alarms in corridors was considered, the fire department did 

maximum amount of historic character. The report also suggested exploration of options like passive fire protection, not recommend them on the grounds that they were redundant when used in connection with smoke detectors. DSFM 

fire resistant materials, revised management practices, active fire protection systems and “in some cases exemptions and the fire department also agreed that the building’s annunciator panel would be located on the ground floor of the 

from the code.” The concluding recommendation was that implementation of solutions to various code problems be Rotunda, directly behind the information desk.” 

accomplished through a comprehensive plan that would avoid duplication of work and minimize construction costs. 

Although preliminary, the Building Code Study was presented to the legislature; concurrently DSFM project manag- DSFM and the fire department planned for firefighter access beneath the Northwest and Southeast Pavilions. Newly 

ers privately concluded that only a statutory exemption would relieve them of the obligation of their professional constructed stairs at the ground level lead directly into the Capitol basement through new penetrations in the building’s 

registrations to follow codes.* 
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— 2 ire n if a i A lg foundation. Not only do these new entrances allow firefighters expedient access, but they also serve as smoke evacu- 

f pt a i E oes car ee} F a8 ation points. Large fans can be used by the fire department to remove smoke quickly from the building. 
= a ar aoe t * : 2 

f Al A 3 Similar procedures were used to determine where areas of rescue could be located. The fire department and DSFM 

aes — 2 decided what rooms and windows to use by testing possibilities with a fire truck to locate areas on the upper floors that 

; : : — Ds, . , eS : a could be reached by ladder. Trucks then could be dispatched directly to those areas. As a general rule, it was decided 
fa a i. 1 ey aT ? \ a that the rescue vehicles would proceed to the pavilion entrances aligned with East and West Washington Avenues (the 

| - et gee el rae on iT 7) 7 fal y | | Southwest and Northeast Pavilions). The areas of rescue would be aligned vertically at the fourth window, as counted 
| i < <é =F : ee 4 ah PELE Es J vy) EE “ Spf Amal gee i from the outer end of the wing, at each level and facing the pavilion entrances. Thus, the West Wing areas of rescue are 

Fs ul ovement "oh 1 situated on the south side of the wing, while areas of rescue in the South Wing are located on the west side of the wing. 

ae i a 7 i . ts East Wing areas of rescue are on the north side of the wing, and corresponding North Wing areas are located on the east 
aa i | ad side of the wing. Occupants and visitors can readily identify the room designated as the area of rescue by a green strobe 

_ 5 oe light that marks entry to these spaces once an emergency alarm has been sounded. Rooms serving as areas of rescue 
7.7 > oad 4 rooms were reinforced during the rehabilitation to withstand the penetration of flames and smoke for up to two hours by 

= oF < using extra fire-resistant materials and smoke separation. It was determined that occupants could almost always make a 

safe escape due to the inherent fire-resistance of the Capitol. Owing to the fact that the wings exist separately from one 
12.11 Determining areas of rescue, Southwest Pavilion, 1990 another, the likelihood of a fire raging throughout the entire building was considered extremely small. 

Once the legislature granted a code exemption for the Capitol in 1989, the Department of Admin- 

istration (DOA) needed to determine how it would guarantee life safety equivalencies pinuanaue The Madison Fire Department and DSFM noted that the potential for water damage to the Capitol from a sprinkler 
pb el) kee fi oft Eee coe eae system was greater than the potential damage from smoke or fire, so they decided that sprinklers would not be installed 

throughout the building. Rather, sprinklers were installed in designated areas in the basement where the likelihood of 

q , estos fire was greater because of the use of these spaces for building maintenance. The Capitol originally was equipped with 

os “ae : 7 : — _ — Dl : a standpipe system that provided water for fire fighting throughout the building. Connections were located in hose 

Pelee ieee ei mea, mg ——— aa. oe 7 ee near the elevators oH every Hoon Although the hoses were Foo e se pungpine system ee in place and 
| i [| a : _ Seeman : e 2 continues to serve the building. Even ifit had not been declared exempt by legislative mandate, the Capitol was exempted 

ed Fone ace oo | 2) Was eee: 2 because of its age from compliance with code requirements for automatic sprinkler systems for new buildings. 

hed a : ie ' Sy es g e AN r ee [yore é Compliance During Restoration 
a steele Pr, & 2 —_ ON Rg we bas i SSS bY 3? a” Despite the 1989 legislative exemption from state and local building codes, the DSFM and its successor after 1992, 
vn ae a pre-e ——m eo ee ae ean DED, used the Wisconsin Administrative Code to guide all aspects of planning the restoration and rehabilitation that 

a. Te —— occurred between 1990 and 2001. DSFM made provisions for life safety based upon consultation with the Madison 
eo, ; 2. °° cnet. ae, = : Fire Department en designed (or arranged for ne ee of) aaa So eae throughout UOT The agency 

MH, Pies : “ followed mechanical codes as closely as possible within the historical framework of the Capitol and the structural 

Se " portions of the code guided work that included cutting access penetrations through the foundation walls. Issues that ins vo Rt zoom a = _ had troubled project managers in the past, such as egress patterns that led from one office space through another, were 

gee pga 2 . \—— ti. .—- solved more easily because a great deal of new construction took place in the building’s private spaces. Plans were 
_ Sic 2 | 9 ' Ms | be | } ie nt developed for automatic sprinklers in the basement where specific use indicated the need. Patterns of egress and areas 

: - - | : rf Lj , o of rescue were implemented in the North Wing and set the precedent for all phases of work to follow.” 

eee et te i . ADA and National Park Service Guidelines 
12.12 Accessibility of areas of rescue, West Wing, 1990 The Americans with Disabilities Act-Title III Public Accommodations and Services Section (ADA) is a federal civil 
Extension ladders were raised to the balustrade of the West Wing, demonstrating that areas of rescue desig- rights act that became effective 26 January 1992 and was intended to ensure accessibility of public buildings to all 
nated for even the fourth level were feasible. At this time the East and West Washington Avenue approaches ft i i i ‘ an to the building were identified as fire-rescue approaches. Rooms functioning as areas of rescue were newly persons, regardless of physical ability. This legislation successfully culminated many years of activism and advocacy 

constructed to meet two-hour fire rating standards. by and for disabled persons at both state and federal levels. ADA guidelines replaced existing Wisconsin accessibility 
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regulations and were incorporated into the Wisconsin Administrative Code as Chapter 69. ADA applied to all public Finally, the basement of the wing was completely renovated to provide accessible offices spaces, toilet rooms, show- 

buildings and included sections tailored to accommodate historic buildings listed on the National Register of Historic ers and locker rooms. Compliant ramps with handrails offered access where floor levels changed. A new, accessible 

Places at the time it was enacted (including the Capitol). Accessibility rules for qualified historic buildings were less unisex toilet was created in the Northwest Pavilion’s dispatch center, originally the barbershop, using a space that had 

stringent than the rules for new buildings. ADA regulations first were applied to the restoration and rehabilitation of been occupied by a toilet room originally. 

the West Wing, which began in 1992, and provided directives concerning space allowances, reach ranges, accessible 

routes, wheelchair passage, protruding objects, floor surfaces, parking and passenger loading zones, ramps, stairs, Preparation for work in the South Wing and the two adjoining pavilions included compilation of a historic structure 

handrails, elevators, lifts, windows, doors and entrances, drinking fountains and toilet room fixtures including stalls, report, published in 1995. The report analyzed code compliance requirements for every space in the wing in reference 

water closets, urinals, lavatories, mirrors and dispensers. to ADA guidelines and chapters 51, 52 and 54 of Wisconsin’s New Building Code. This analysis was the key to creat- 

ing compliance plans and preliminary design concepts for subsequent work, not only in the South Wing and adjoining 

As a National Historic Register property, work in the Capitol also had to conform to the standards and guidelines issued pavilions but in other areas of the building that had not yet been restored (the Central Portion, East Wing and Northeast 

by the secretary of the interior and the National Park Service (NPS), which administers the nation’s preservation pro- Pavilion). The South Wing code study revealed noncompliance issues related to inappropriate space allowances in 

grams. The secretary’s standards are not as binding as the ADA guidelines, but the state Department of Administration offices and corridors, lack of areas of rescue, drinking fountains as protruding objects in private corridors, fourth floor 

strove actively to honor them. All restoration drawings were submitted for review and approval by Wisconsin’s historic ramps that exceeded allowable slope, stair nosings and handrails not allowed by code, height of elevator call buttons and 

preservation office, which is a division of the Wisconsin Historical Society. The standards encourage using “systems, lack of audible car position signals. Doors were found in violation of clear-width requirements, approach allowances, 

methods, or devices of equivalent or superior effectiveness and safety to those prescribed by code so that unnecessary distance between doors in an airlock, hardware requirements and stipulations for power-assisted doors. Toilet room 
alterations can be avoided.” They urge special care in designing revisions to historic elevators and stairs so as not violations included lack of sufficient accessible stalls, toilets, urinals, lavatories and dispensers. Toilet rooms on the 

to obscure their original character, and they warn that fire-suppression systems should be designed so that their use ground floor of the South Wing had been remodeled in 1988 and came close to complying with ADA requirements. 

would not damage historic features or finishes. The standards strongly emphasize careful planning, consultation with The same types of provisions made in the West Wing for toilet rooms, ramps, drinking fountains and elevators were 
appropriate code-enforcement agencies, and review by the relevant staff members in the historic preservation offices implemented in the South Wing and adjoining pavilions. An accessible entrance at the Southeast Pavilion provided 

of the fifty states.’ The reviews and consultations based on NPS guidelines resulted in a high level of preservation full access to the wing. In addition, ADA-compliant ramps were built to accommodate a change in level on the fourth 

of historic fabric. floor. A new hearing room, 411S, also was constructed in compliance with ADA guidelines, including the platform 

upon which the legislative committees sit. 

Phases of Restoration, 1990-2002 
Even though the restoration and rehabilitation of the North Wing took place in 1990-92, DSFM made some provisions The Central Portion has public spaces on the fifth and sixth levels that cannot be made accessible and continue to 

for accessibility but not those recommended under ADA, since the guidelines were published just as the wing was be- retain their architectural integrity; they are reachable only by means of stairs. Stairs that lead from the fourth floor of 

ing completed. Therefore, situations of noncompliance to ADA guidelines remained in the North Wing as of 2004. each wing to the fifth floor landings are slightly steeper than the secondary stairs throughout the building, but they are 

equipped with handrails like those used in the secondary stairs and can be negotiated fairly easily. However, stairs to 

The West Wing and the Northwest Pavilion were the first areas renovated following enactment of the ADA, and accord- the museum exhibits at the sixth level are open and made of metal with a narrow handrail. An open, metal spiral stair 
ingly they were brought into compliance with its guidelines. Kahler Slater Architects of Milwaukee and Madison, held leads from the sixth level to a public observation deck at the next level. The nature and configuration of the stairs to 

the West Wing architectural contract and bore responsibility for code compliance, including implementation of ADA the sixth level and the observation deck cannot be altered because of spatial configurations and construction issues, 

provisions.” New accessible ramps were built on the exterior of the Northwest Pavilion and automatic door openers so they do not accommodate wheelchair-bound persons. An illustrated guidebook and video presentations provide 
operated the two sets of pavilion doors at the head of the ramps. In the interior, existing elevators were modified to alternative experiences to museum and observation deck visits. 

attain the greatest level of compliance possible; the call station panels were elongated to meet height requirements 

and an alarm system inside the cars was modified to accommodate hearing-impaired persons. Due to the size of the Planning and design for East Wing code compliance were based on Kahler Slater’s South Wing model for compliance. 

elevator shafts, cars remained slightly smaller than would optimally fulfill ADA requirements for turning radii. Ad- By the time the East Wing was restored, the architectural team and the general contractor were well acquainted with 
ditionally, two wheelchair lifts were installed in the wing, one for access to the third floor Assembly Chamber gallery all aspects of the project and were able to identify efficiently issues of code compliance, propose appropriate solutions 

and the other to the fourth floor sergeant-at-arms’ office, both areas that previously could be reached only by stairs. and implement them. Toilet room accommodations and changes in drinking fountains and elevators imitated the solu- 
Accessible drinking fountains were installed on all floors, near or adjacent to existing historic fountains on the ground, tions put into place in the West and South Wings. The East Wing basement and fourth floor ramps were constructed 

first and second floors; an existing, historic second floor fountain was recessed into a wall to prevent its protrusion into to comply with ADA guidelines, and a new fourth floor hearing room was made compliant in the same ways that the 

an accessible corridor. Toilet rooms throughout the wing were modified to provide accessible approaches, lavatories new South Wing hearing room had been. 

and dispensers; in addition larger stalls, with appropriate turning radii and accessible toilet fixtures, were installed. 

Originally, toilets and urinals throughout the Capitol were situated on platforms approximately 4 inches high. During 

the rehabilitation, the platforms were removed and floor-level access provided. In the south gallery of the Assembly 

Chamber, adjacent to the wheelchair lift, seats were taken out to provide wheelchair seating overlooking the chamber. 
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New Wisconsin Building Code, 2002 Compliance Issues 

Asignificant change in Wisconsin building code became effective 1 July 2002, when the legislature adopted the Wiscon- Several areas of the Capitol remain noncompliant with respect to both building codes and ADA guidelines. For the 

sin Enrolled Commercial Building Code. This new code was based in part on the on the International Building Code most part, issues of safety and accessibility have been addressed within the parameters spelled out as important for 

(IBC), which had been developed by the International Code Council (ICC) in the 1990s in an attempt to consolidate historic structures. Alternate or equivalent measures have been used in the building and make it generally very safe 

the three regional codes used throughout most of the country into a single set of rules. Model building codes had been and accessible. However, some key exceptions related to handicapped accessibility in the North Wing remain. 

developed throughout the United States over the course of the twentieth century, primarily through the efforts of building 

inspectors nationwide. Wisconsin had maintained its own building code throughout the years of code consolidation in North Wing Noncompliance 

other regions, although it had relied on model codes as a guide when drafting modifications. With the publication of The North Wing was restored before ADA guidelines were issued and therefore has the most areas of noncompliance in 

ICC codes, however, Wisconsin code administration officials experienced considerable pressure to adopt them; archi- the Capitol. Noncompliant features exist principally in toilet rooms. The guidelines contain an exception for historic 

tects, designers, manufacturers and suppliers whose work crossed state lines sought uniform requirements, regardless building alterations where a 60-inch turning radius for wheelchairs is not possible, but rehabilitation in the private 

of the state in which that work occurred.** spaces of the other wings accommodated the regulation, suggesting that compliance is possible without major structural 

modifications. The original platforms on which toilets and urinals were installed remain in several men’s toilet rooms, 

The 2002 building code as adopted by the Wisconsin legislature included modifications to the ICC codes that were resulting in fixtures that are completely inaccessible to a wheelchair-bound person. The platforms are typically 4 inches 

developed in consultation with advisory councils formed to advise the Wisconsin Department of Commerce. Each high, but one third floor room has a 6-inch-high platform. Urinals are typically 22 inches above the floor or platform; 

council was made up of representatives from both governmental and private sector groups throughout the state that an ADA-compliant urinal would be a maximum of 17 inches off the floor. A women’s toilet room on the second floor 

were concerned with specific aspects of code. The new Wisconsin code incorporated the ICC codes that pertained to has been modified to meet many ADA requirements, and contains a lavatory with compliant hardware and appropriate 

commercial buildings, multifamily dwellings, fire safety, egress and accessibility, elevators, structural review, energy heights for lavatory top, apron clearance, soap and towel dispensers and mirrors. Its large stall provides a great deal of 

conservation and heating, ventilating and air conditioning; it also incorporated the modifications that had been devel- space, but at 58 % inches by 59 % inches, it falls short of meeting the 60-inch turning radius requirement. 

oped on advice of the councils. The new rules substituted the National Fire Protection Association’s Fire Prevention 

Code (NFPA 1) for most of the fire-prevention standards in Wisconsin’s previous fire-prevention code. ICC Chapter Other areas of noncompliance are fairly minor and include corridor widths, drinking fountains and door hardware. 

11 accessibility requirements were substantially equivalent to the federal ADA guidelines. Wisconsin’s Department There are two east-west corridors on the fourth floor of the North Wing and they meet the requirement for passage 

of Commerce remained the agency charged with building code development and enforcement through its Division of of a single wheelchair, but do not provide the 60-inch clear width needed for passage of two wheelchairs. Whereas 

Safety & Buildings. compliant fountains were installed adjacent to the historic fountains in the other wings, this measure was not taken in 

the North Wing. Spout heights and position in relation to the front edge, as well as controls, are not in compliance on 

New Code and the Capitol the historic fountains. Historic door hardware is not compliant with ADA guidelines; in the other wings, door openers 
The Capitol remains exempt from compliance with state building code because the language of 13.48(13(c) of the statute have been provided, but they were not installed in the North Wing. This situation, in combination with the fact that 

is general rather than specific. DOA’s oversight of life safety in the building remains entrusted to state architects and many door approaches are noncompliant, makes it difficult for some disabled persons to open the doors. Compliant 

project managers within the DSF. Despite the repeal of previous rules and the adoption of entirely new ones, there drinking fountains and automatic door openers could be added relatively easily, but toilet room and corridor modifica- 

was little difference between building code requirements in place prior to 1 July 2002 and those afterward. Wisconsin’s tions would be more difficult and costly to implement, as they would involve major renovation. Apart from the North 

adoption of the International Building Code and the additional rules that pertained only to the state offered the same Wing, ADA accessibility requirements have been met in most public and private areas of the Capitol, and accessible 

type of provisions for public safety that were in place before the change. With respect to the Capitol, the alternative toilets and drinking fountains are available on every floor throughout the building. 

measures implemented to ensure life safety in the building between 1988 and 2001 were sufficient to make it as safe in 

relation to the new Wisconsin Enrolled Commercial Building Code as it was under the previous Wisconsin Administrative Elevator cars throughout the Capitol are slightly smaller than specified by ADA guidelines, making them not fully 

Code. No additional measures are required to maintain the degree of safety following the adoption of the ICC rules. compliant although the situation is allowable under exceptions made for historic buildings (in addition to being a Na- 

tional Register property, in 2001 the Capitol was named a National Historic Landmark). Construction of new elevator 

Besides the IBC, Wisconsin’s legislature has adopted relevant statutes that pertain to publicly owned historic build- shafts would be prohibitively expensive and interfere with the historic character and finishes of the building. A parallel 

ings. The statutes emphasize that the state’s “long-range public building program” should include “the remodeling, situation exists throughout the building with respect to some electrical closets that are smaller than required by code, 

reconstruction, maintenance and reequipping of existing buildings and facilities, as determined by the building com- but cannot be made larger without interfering with the historic architecture. Technicians are instructed to take special 

mission.” The statutes establish that a “program of preservation and restoration of . . . historic properties under the care when working inside these closets. 

control of the state” should be implemented and that this should include creating “criteria for determining which 

historic properties should be preserved and restored.” The statutes instruct agencies in charge of historic properties Egress 

to develop long-range plans for “the management, preservation and improvement of that property” with the goal of Most areas of the Capitol were designed to have multiple corridors by which to exit. Hallways lead out and away from 

the “preservation of that property.“ all areas of the building on every floor, and it is easy to move from wing to wing without leaving any floor. Therefore 

it is unlikely that an occupant (even one with impaired mobility) would be unable to escape a fire in the building. The 
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corridor that belts the Rotunda provides excellent connections from wing to wing on the ground through the second .,rr—~— CB = SS z 

floors. On the third and fourth floors, it is possible to leave any wing and move at least to the adjacent public corridor. ee —— _ 2 

In addition, it is not possible for a person to be locked into a burning area; although some doors are locked to prevent a = hh ert—“‘“_ lp 
entry, none are equipped with locks that prevent exit. In a few instances, locked doors create dead-end corridors. If —— ; 
doors connecting the private spaces of the third floor with the stair galleries are locked, then occupants could be pre- - 

vented from entering the private spaces where the areas of rescue are located. However, it is unlikely that a fire would . 

become so widespread that it would force occupants to enter a burning space. It is far more likely that merely entering 

the stair galleries from the private spaces would result in safety from fire. On the fourth floor of the East Wing, double 

doors to the private corridors are sometimes locked and the area of rescue is off a private corridor in a committee room 

on the north side of the wing. If reaching an area of rescue is imperative in that area while the doors are locked, persons : 

should be able to continue around the building to another wing. 

Egress was tested in April 1996 when a small, contained fire occurred during the New Construction phase of the South 

Wing project. Smoke filled the upper floors of the wing and Capitol Police implemented the evacuation protocol that 

had been developed in conjunction with DFD and the Madison Fire Department. The ground floor doors at the ends ee : 

of wings were opened, and police and building personnel directed occupants down the stairs and out of the building. ; 

Firefighters were able to extinguish the small blaze with minimal damage to the building. DFD project managers were 

gratified that the total evacuation of the building was accomplished in a very few minutes.’” When a series of false 

bomb threats was telephoned to the Capitol in the winter of 2001-02, the same procedure was used to evacuate the 

building successfully several times. Although no bombs were ever located, occupants left the building quickly while 

the searches were begun. 

Building Security 

Occasionally, situations arise where code violations occur because measures were taken for other good reasons. The 

terrorist attacks of 11 September 2001 led to such an instance. From September 2001 and throughout 2002, concrete 

traffic barriers were placed at every pedestrian and vehicular approach to the Capitol in an effort to restrict possibly 

dangerous parties from approaching the building with vehicles. Wisconsin’s response was consistent with that of the 

federal government and other state governments across the country. In seeking to guarantee safety of building occu- 

pants from external attack, however, officials inadvertently compromised safety by obstructing the fire department’s 

access to the areas of rescue. In the event of fire, a crane would have been required at the site to lift the traffic barri- 

ers before the ladder trucks could reach the areas of rescue off East and West Washington Avenues. The barriers thus 

would have prevented timely rescue. This situation was resolved when the barriers were removed in early January 

2003, but the incident stands as an example of the vigilance mandated by DOA to provide for the safety of building 

occupants. Conflicts between the need for increased security and the provision of life safety could continue to occur. 

It will be important for building managers to engage in continuing dialogue so that appropriate security measures can 

be instituted without compromising life safety. Further, it is important that security not compromise the building’s 

tradition of liberal public access as a symbol of open government. Security will require constant vigilance and the 

participation of the citizens working together to maintain the Capitol’s status as a center for ceremony, entertainment, 12.13 Noncompliant urinal stalls, North Wing, 2002 

education and uplift. Because the restoration of the North Wing was planned and executed before 

adoption of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) in 1992, few of the 

wing's toilet rooms and drinking fountains meet ADA guidelines. A 4-inch- 

high platform under the urinals prevents wheelchair access. 
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eo ay a Conclusion 
sa Tew Oe Just as George B. Post took his responsibility for life safety very seriously in 1906 and worked within the rules of build- 

: o g ing codes available to him at the time, so the Department of Administration and its project managers at the Division 

; 2 of State Facilities Management (renamed the Division of Facilities Development in 1992, and the Division of State 

Z Facilities in 2003) took its responsibility seriously in the late twentieth century. In Post’s era, no codes applied until 

i the very end of construction, when the Existing Building Code took effect. In the era of DOA oversight and statutory ie 
iene “steer 6 exemption of the Capitol from state and local codes, DOA carefully provided degrees of safety by using alternative 

and equivalent measures to code requirements. In addition, DOA and the architects followed ADA guidelines to the 

greatest extent possible in planning for projects after 1992. Far-reaching attention has been given to the protection of 

= ; = — the public while maintaining the historic character of the Capitol. Even after restoration, DOA continually analyzes 

ie oo the building and how people use it as part of an ongoing effort to achieve and maintain the highest possible level of 

dm: re life safety. The creative solutions employed by DOA have resulted in a fine example of intra- and inter-governmental 

fo an cooperation for two important causes: preservation of the state’s most revered building and the provision of life safety 

eee : for those who occupy and visit it. 

&. a) 
co it 

‘ | 

12.14 Inward-swinging doors, West Wing, 2002 

While the Capitol was under construction, Post noted that the inward-swinging iron doors on the en- 

trances to the grand rooms of the second floor did not meet New York's code requirements for theaters 

and auditoriums. But he believed the supplementary side entrances behind each set of doors would suf- 

fice as egress routes. The swing of the doors was never altered and they remain as Post designed them. 
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SN ee : Eb ea ee 

a es ‘ : es ; cua ‘ - ; | oe = os ncompleting the restoration and rehabilitation of the Wisconsin State Capitol, the state has made a sizable investment 

ae Ba fF, a. = |: its most important office building and ceremonial center. With foresight and vision, the Wisconsin Department 
a = . a . : o — of Administration (DOA) has ensured that the Capitol begins the twenty-first century with its glory restored. Fol- 

i > 5 0 a 4 & Q lowing the completion of the Capitol in 1917, the building was celebrated throughout the state and recognized as its 

: a a _ oe) a = = a most meaningful architectural symbol. But as is often the case, what is new becomes worn, tastes change, technology 

4 YJ 2 ee oe a ae LD * advances and memory fades. Although an unprecedented investment was made in the construction of the building, 

. , a7 > A a = ) $ ” > - GA ve j before it was even fifty years old, it had suffered the full host of ills common to many governmental buildings that 

/ fo i hae - Sy — _. NI become valued more for their office space than for their architectural integrity. By the mid-fifties the heavily orna- 
i 2a — ot as (Oo a . “ & 4 mented, architecturally lavish spaces were considered past fashion. Although architect George B. Post had designed 

4 wy, 3 os 7 vf f /. aes a \ 4 = [ i the interior walls so they could be reconfigured easily to fit the changing needs of the occupants, during the sixties 

os A Le ofS . the original office interiors were modified so extensively, they probably would have been unrecognizable to Post and 

5 ae 5 @ ao : o _ 4 . 2 his contemporaries. Dropped ceilings, fitted with fluorescent fixtures, obscured decorative moldings. The original 

ef a Z a : . ’ . . - -— ‘ ; of _ ~ interior color scheme had been long forgotten and blocky window air-conditioning units pierced the fagades. As the 
ie e. 8 2 oo building came to be regarded as antiquated, a pervasive indifference toward the Capitol’s design integrity impacted 

: 7 ~~ a . / 2 >. / : architectural and historical veracity. 

With the restoration and rehabilitation of the building completed in 2001, the state is now at an important crossroads 
13.1 Rotunda and West Gallery after restoration, 2001 3 . a ‘ . “ “ : 

Wisconsin's citizens have made significant monetary investments both in the construction of the Capitol and in its recent restora- in the life of this building. Now is an opportune time to consider the lessons of the past in order to prevent history 
tion. Following restoration, the exterior and interior gleamed again, reversing decades of deferred maintenance. Now, Wisconsin from repeating itself. The completion of the restoration and rehabilitation provides an exciting new beginning for 

is challenged to maintain the building in its current state of preservation. Wisconsin’s premier cultural landmark at a time when the knowledge remains in place to maintain successfully all 

that was accomplished. 

The vast public spaces of the Capitol have been restored to their original grandeur. Throughout, the building has been 

completely upgraded with state-of-the-art mechanical and communication systems that twenty-first century governmental 

operations require. The office spaces, where the highest degree of architectural and mechanical intervention occurred, 

were renovated to house the legislature effectively. Although the Capitol has been transformed into a modern office 

building, the introduction of technology does not impair its historical and architectural integrity. These qualities have 

been reinstated through a variety of dedicated preservation procedures that included conservation, restoration and re- 

habilitation. It is vital that the product of this effort remains intact and not be undone. A well thought-out maintenance 

program is necessary to ensure the life and integrity of this nationally significant treasure. To this end, the following 

recommendations should be presented to the legislature without delay: 

1. The hiring of a full-time caretaker/curator for the Capitol who is charged with overseeing the building and its con- 

tents. This individual would answer to the State Capitol and Executive Residence Board (SCERB), yet be an employee 

of the state legislature. 
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Se z 2. The implementation ofa strict preservation-oriented maintenance program, which provides guidelines for acceptable 

—r~—~—”—”—.”U—— g procedures and products to be used in cleaning, a cyclical maintenance schedule and special provisions for evaluating 

——r~—~—™— C= —rrt—“‘“_R™O™OCt—CSC—S—C—| £ and monitoring objects of value throughout the building. 
——rrr—r—— nn r—“‘“OCOCOC*CsCsSC—CsésrsCisésSsSCN & —,r—~—“————”—”— nr e—teOt—“‘“‘‘OCOiOisCiCrzsCr«sC;si‘CiCCOSCisC:étN eg 

: _ _ a a i - z 3. The institution of an aggressive educational campaign that would include orientation sessions and literature for the 

ee oo . building’s occupants and visitors. 

— . —r™”~”~—~—™OO 

a : . ce . | 4. The establishment of a long-range master plan for the preservation of the Capitol to include fund-raising and the 

le SCC 4 oad rrti‘“‘OC—C—sf identification of grant opportunities for special conservation projects. 
. é ~ | a8 - |  . 

oo : — Lo. i A preservation-oriented maintenance program will save the state money in the long term. Properly trained staff and 

a\ : — me CE —™ contractors and a sufficient budget for proper maintenance of the building and its contents are critical to success. The 

| . — —— Capitol defies monetary valuation; it is irreplaceable. The legislature must recognize the unique needs of the building 
io re. —s P P! 8) iq 

s.. a : oS ot a i as the sum of its increasingly valuable parts and, further, acknowledge that an operating budget required of a more 

eee , “ typical state office building will not suffice for the Capitol. Measures should be taken at this time to protect our state’s 
c 7 : 4 seat 
i es. i - recent investment and commitment to the building. 

aH ~~ The Development of a Preservation Philosoph 
oS ee - | 

3) aoe oo ae A great deal of planning fueled the intent and approach to the restoration and rehabilitation of the Wisconsin Capitol. 

— — » In 1967, the DOA issued its “long range plan” for the building. The document indicated that space management had 
4 : . . ao . 5 : . 

Loe become a serious issue and, without being specific, concluded that the Capitol could not continue to accommodate its 

13.2. Staff office before rehabilitation, circa 1990 current level of occupancy.' That same year, SCERB was established by state statute. The board consists of sixteen 

Before rehabilitation, inappropriate partitions, overpainted walls, loss of decorative elements and the use of modern office furni- individuals, including seven “citizen members” appointed by the governor.?, SCERB’s mission is the approval of any 

fone ie ply with ase a and woodwork. In most offices, historic lighting was removed, ceilings were dropped planned renovation or repair, in addition to the “installation of fixtures, decorative items or furnishings for the grounds 
an uoresceni tures were inStalied. oy as * : : * . . : ~ 

and buildings of the capitol or executive residence.” Sanction is to be based upon quality of design and “appropriate- 

ness.”3 Since the Capitol had been listed on the National Register of Historic Places in 1970, work undertaken in 

the building had to meet the standards of the National Park Service (NPS) if funded with state or federal dollars. In 

late 1980 the Division of State Facilities Management (DSFM) completed its State Capitol Restoration Guidelines in 

consultation with Madison architect and former DOA employee Shinji Yamamato. Near the time of The Guidelines’ 

release Governor Lee Sherman Dreyfus began speaking publicly about his view that the state had failed to maintain 

the Capitol appropriately and had allowed unsuitable changes to be made to the building and grounds. 

To advance the objective that the building be reconfigured to better house the legislature, by 1985 the Joint Committee on 

Legislative Organization (JCLO) had moved the secretary of state and the state treasurer from the Capitol so legislators 

could occupy their offices. The same year, the legislature gave DOA authority to eliminate bidding requirements for 

restoring the Capitol if a waiver “would serve the best interests of this state.”* These efforts closely preceded the state 

legislature’s adoption of the 1987 Capitol Master Plan. Through the course of completing the restoration and rehabilitation 

of the Capitol, there was an ongoing refinement to the procedures implemented and by the time that the East Wing project 

was completed in 2001, methodological developments resulted in an increasingly sensitive and well-executed process. 

With the comprehensive restoration and rehabilitation of the Capitol only recently completed, it would be advantageous 

to both the building and the state taxpayers that the next logical step be undertaken. There could not be a better time 

than the present to provide guidelines for the continuing maintenance of the Capitol and a Master Plan for scheduled 

preservation, routine inspection and special maintenance projects to address unscheduled repairs and improvements. 

13-2 « Comprehensive Historic Structure Report — Book I



Wisconsin’s Department of Administration Guidelines 4 sy es ? 

The work undertaken in the 1980s by DOA provided the underpinnings to the preservation philosophy that guided the | ‘ . ae a z 

restoration effort. DOA’s 1980 State Capitol Restoration Guidelines made an important distinction between the public 2. / : ig 

and private spaces of the Capitol. Conforming to the recommendations of the NPS concerning the treatment of historic ce 4 4 ” 5 

buildings, those spaces accessible to the general public, typically the more ornate or expressive of architectural style, . vy S | z 

were recommended for a higher level of preservation treatment than the smaller and more simply designed private spaces fy Vg 7 2 

or offices. The Guidelines stated that the most serious problems facing the building could be resolved if the legislature fo : 

would determine the function of the building as defined by its original design or by the demands placed on it by its EN) _. oo — 
current occupants. The document recommended that concern for the integrity of the building predominate. Between rN 4 i ies 

1981and 1984, several small remodeling projects had occurred that were intended to reinstate historical character in | Ny ‘ Tk hee “ 3 

a number of the offices. Although intentions were good, the results were inconsistent and historically inaccurate. The rr OU ae a 

unsatisfactory results prompted SCERB to assert that restoration work in the building should not be undertaken in a \ Ye SS 3 

piecemeal fashion, but rather be conceived as a comprehensive whole. It advocated the preparation of a master plan \ 4 | ey a 

to upgrade building systems in rehabilitated office spaces and the restoration of the public spaces and artwork. | 6 a —" : - 

On 4 June 1987 the JCLO issued the Capitol Master Plan. The document responded to a number of issues raised by | | | j _. | : 

the earlier Guidelines and made specific recommendations for space allocation with the largest assignment of space rd CO ’ L. a ] 

going to the legislature. A heightened distinction was established between the treatment for the public and private 4 od ; 2) 

spaces. Further it proposed transforming the private space into technologically current office suites and that the leg- fo Ef : eee 

islature become the principal occupant. The exterior, chambers, meeting rooms, public corridors and Rotunda would 4 ag = ll 3 

be restored to the highest degree possible and the artwork conserved. The Master Plan advocated a series of projects, 2. . i : o | 
undertaken in discrete sections that mimicked the vertical organization of systems as constructed originally wing-by- 2 : — 

wing. With the legislature’s formal adoption of the Capitol Master Plan, it set into place a “blueprint for the continued . _ 4 

restoration of the Capitol Building.” In doing so, its main goal was to “assure that the state government’s functions 13.3 Restoring the mosaic Government, Rotunda, 1999 

housed in the Capitol can be preformed effectively and efficiently, while preserving Wisconsin’s premier architectural During the restoration of the Central Portion, art conservators discovered the Rotunda mosaics had delaminated from their mor- 
and historical structure.’ tar beds. Numerous specialists examined the monumental works of art and proposed various treatments. Following painstak- 

ing technical study, the state hired a firm from Munich, Germany to stabilize the mosaics. The thoroughness of this process was 

Federal Standardsiandi@uidelines consistent with the legislature's goal to preserve “Wisconsin’s premier architectural and historical structure.” 

NPS standards provided important directives and a core preservation philosophy that were central to the process of 

planning the restoration and rehabilitation. The Wisconsin Capitol had been listed on the National Register of Historic 

Places (NRHP) only four years after the program was established by Congress as part of the 1966 National Historic 

Preservation Act.’ The National Register program is operated by the NPS, a branch of the Department of the Interior. 

In Wisconsin the program is administered through the Division of Historic Preservation of the Wisconsin Historical 

Society. Part of the division’s charge is to ensure that work planned for state-owned properties that have been listed on 

the state or National Register of Historic Places, or are considered eligible, must not compromise the historic integrity 

of the building or site. Thus, work planned for the Capitol was subject to the approval of the State Historic Preservation 

Officer (SHPO) in accordance with NPS regulations. The publications in the area of historic preservation issued by the 

NPS provide comprehensive general information about the conservation and restoration of materials used in historic 

buildings.’ The evolving document series also offers uniform standards by which a preservation philosophy concerning 

virtually any type of project site might be adapted. The use of NPS publications in addition to consultations with the 

SHPO and other NPS staff occurred throughout the Capitol restoration and rehabilitation and informed both the preser- 

vation philosophy and the more technical aspects of the work. 
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Ars os LO Se ee “gy /, G Assembly Chamber: A Restoration Pilot Project, 1988-89 

. SEN | =e oe te « : y 8 Preceding the restoration and rehabilitation of the Capitol, the Division of State Facilities Management (DSFM, the 

> 5 oa ee Sy f precursor to the Division of Facilities Development, or DFD, later renamed the Division of State Facilities, or DSF) 

| i Sa —S Bie eeese ¥ pe eg 4 < A 5 completed a pilot project that involved the restoration and relighting of the Assembly Chamber. The impetus was that 

Ss a y | _ ae / 5 LZ ; / 2 restoration procedures would be undertaken in this discrete space that then could be applied to the subsequent work 

| . ed : 0 . i A 4 / 3 being planned for the Capitol. The scope of work included the conservation of the chamber’s murals, the restoration of 

Ve Se : 3 decorative finishes, the installation of new lighting, sound system upgrades, the refinishing of some furniture and other 
ml ‘ : : SS cS oe = i 2 repairs. This work was intended to “restore” the space with the goal of reinstating historic character and detailing. Ele- 

] vy \ Le 2 i — i J ments installed after the time of original construction were removed, including the light fixtures surrounding the central 

| . | \ a a SO i i skylight that had been replaced in the 1960s. New fixtures, known through photographic research to approximate the 
= | lt hg — ] > 4 : La originals, were installed in their place. The project was the subject of favorable review in the media and DSFM received 

: | NG Gg : a : ou we fi I » Z e : : commendation for its effort from H. Nicholas Muller III, the director of the Wisconsin Historical Society, who wrote, 

= : | / = : / ~ : i. wig ; e A -— ot “The work which you and your colleagues have commenced on the Capitol is very heartening. I doubt that there are 

& i 4 L 4 : ~t i p CS | L many better examples in the United States of restoration work of such thoughtfulness and care.” 

‘| | Z| | | A ‘ a, i 5 i Restoration and Rehabilitation, 1988-2001 
a | B | Lt) veo a 7 / The bipartisan support the Capitol restoration elicited from the legislature facilitated the passage of appropriations to 
a i. a! ao er ee eee 2 Ls & | fund the work. Although the legislature allocated funds for each phase, monies could be released only by the State 

- sod ee , ———— = = Building Commission. Then as now, the commission was chaired by the governor and consisted of three senators, 
| — ———= ee ay —— cz iL an three members of the assembly and a citizen appointed by the governor. The ranking architect of DOA sits on the 

, : : ae : Saag ram, ~ commission as a non-voting advisory member, as does the “head of the engineering function” (or the DSF Division 

i I y = © ~ e Administrator) who also acts as the commission secretary.? The commission brings together representatives of the key 

S ‘ : u agencies in the state building program: the governor, the legislature and DOA. Between 1988 and 2001, the commission 

13.4 Assembly Chamber, 2001 made forty-one authorizations for release of funds connected to the restoration and rehabilitation of the Capitol, work 

The restoration of the Assembly Chamber in 1988-89 served as a pilot preservation project, giving the Division of State Facilities that included planning, selective removal, new construction, grounds rehabilitation and occupant relocation, totaling 

Management an opportunity to explore restoration techniques prior to undertaking work in the remainder of the building. The approximately $145 million. Legislative Act 27 of the 1995-96 biennium provided for work on the South Wing, and 

effort received accolades. a continuing appropriation was established that further streamlined the funding process. Despite the legislature’s in- 

fluence over both planning and funding, costs associated with each phase of work exceeded requests made by DOA. 

Faced with this perpetual shortfall, project managers were required to prioritize work. Those portions of the project 

with the highest priority were completed with the intent to match the quality of the original; those portions with lower 

priority were deferred until larger appropriations could be made rather than compromise quality. 

The approach to preservation planning varied slightly from phase to phase. Although the basic philosophy was con- 

sistent with the Guidelines and the Master Plan, variations from wing to wing resulted from increasing experience on 

the part of a growing, multi-discipline team. The North Wing project proved to be more complicated than anticipated 

by DSFM. The division completed the architectural work and oversaw construction internally under the leadership of 

state Project Manager Arthur McClure and staff members who included architects Joseph Sokal and Daniel Stephans. 

DSFM established the precedent that the work proceed in two distinct phases, Selective Removal and New Construc- 

tion, and prepared bid packages for each with separate requirements and schedules. McClure and others at DSFM 

soon realized that the financial allocation was less than sufficient and that the scope of work exceeded what could be 

handled easily within the division and provide the required results. One of the more vexing aspects had to do with the 

storage and tracking of building components following Selective Removal. The Assembly Chamber project did not 

fully prepare DSFM for the far more complicated restoration and renovation of the North Wing, which represented the 

first instance of removing many of the interior walls in the private spaces and reconstructing them in an entirely new 

configuration. Despite a limited budget that deferred some aspects of the work, the effort was regarded a success. 
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The West Wing project remained under the direction of Arthur McClure with the assistance of Daniel Stephans, but ——— CO 7 2 

the state hired Kahler Slater Architects, Inc., of Milwaukee and Madison and its consultants Affiliated Engineers, Inc. _ a. >: San a 

(AEI) of Madison to provide architectural and engineering design, documentation and oversight. AEI’s involvement .  ¢ [_ : Oo Sy 

was particularly important in the integration of updated heating, ventilation and air-conditioning (HVAC) systems in the ss af “@ ° 2 ye. i 

Capitol. The West Wing was the first of a larger project internally referred to as “Three Wings and Rotunda,” indicating fie . ee. 3 - _ mA , ‘SS fo ; 

the state’s commitment to proceeding with a comprehensive effort that would involve the rest of the Capitol. The West ee — _ i Le oo i 
Wing project was distinguished from the north by more thorough research into existing conditions, which refined the a es UM “oe “ee 7 -— | = 

design development and document production processes and led to a more complete bid set. The team placed a greater — ae = *% . yy yo A - 2. / z 

emphasis on the survey of existing conditions and the preparation of schedules that provided tracking and reinstallation Sc ee = — — é o a8 - a 

instructions. Following precedent established in the North Wing, the West Wing project was bid in two parts. Almost a... ne 2 : 

immediately after the Selective Removal documents were issued on 25 November 1992, controversy ensued over the | oe : : - ‘ - 

planned removal and disposal of both historic and nonhistoric materials from the office spaces in the wing. Scrutiny ' o ll ee 

regarding the procedures associated with the rehabilitation of the interior private spaces led to the introduction of As- iE - : | a 

sembly Joint Resolution 31 (AJR 31) in March 1993. The resolution was cosponsored by Representative William Lorge 0 Ce A : a \ 

and Senators Brian Rude and Calvin Potter out of concern that “the remodeling and restoration of the state capitol . . a ¥ x, | : | : _ a - 

. not jeopardize the significance of this unique historic public building.” AJR 31 advocated that “the director of the Nw 7. ; 3 _ | 

historical society shall investigate and review the completed remodeling and restoration of the north wing of the state i No): ye f _ 

capitol, the plans for the remodeling and restoration of the west wing of the state capitol and any other plans for further «i : 

remodeling and restoration of the state capitol. . . .”!° The proposed resolution represented a bold attempt to slow, if : Fs 

not altogether stop, the project so procedures could be reevaluated. a / 

_=2 & 
DFD defended its procedures in a number of public forums, asserting it had established zones within the building 2 . x 

subject to different levels of architectural intervention, and that interior spaces were evaluated according to NPS ienend J ‘ 

criteria that included historical significance, architectural significance, architectural integrity and historical context." i a ‘ : oy as . 

Meanwhile, Representative Lorge promoted his cause successfully with the media. A late August 1993 headline in : : c | ie oe 7 ; 

the Madison Capital Times read, “Capitol Project Called Historic Insult,” with Lorge quoted as saying, “The Capitol ae : 

is being raped.” In September of 1993 Jeff Dean, the state historic preservation officer, was asked to comment on the { ae Ps 

possibility that work in the building could jeopardize the Capitol’s National Register designation, as Lorge and his Pe —— — : 

supporters suggested. Dean wrote to Robert Brandherm, the secretary of the Wisconsin Building Commission and / 

the Division Administrator of DFD. Dean explained that in order to remain on the National Register, a building was — 

required to maintain its “historic integrity,” which he defined as “the authenticity of the building’s identity conveyed i os ; — 

by details that existed during its historic period.” Because the features of the building that suggested these qualities, = ag 

including the cruciform plan, public sculpture, major public spaces and historical associations were to remain intact, of ' : 

Dean did not feel that the work planned or completed had compromised the Capitol’s architectural integrity. Further S a 2 

Dean addressed the distinction extended by the NPS to public and private spaces. Since the Master Plan specified be 4 

that rehabilitation occur in the private and restoration in the public areas, he offered that this was fully consistent with Le - - : 

NPS recommendations and he endorsed the project. Although AJR 31 was never passed, it fostered a higher degree of fe a 2 “ » : 

public discussion that resulted in a much tighter and more thoughtful approach to preservation in the Capitol.' (ee | — Le Abe : : 

Se eee z 

When work on the South Wing started in 1996, Arthur McClure remained project manager for the state but shared 13.5 Senate president’s office after rehabilitation, circa 1999 

responsibilities with preservation architect Charles Quagliana. Kahler Slater and AEI continued in their roles, and the Senate President Fred Risser, shown here in his office, was a significant leader in initiating the 

number of preservation professionals grew as the project team was rounded out with highly specialized art and decora- restoration and rehabilitation of the Capitol, and he saw the process to conclusion as one of its 
- . Fs i on ; oe : . staunchest supporters. The obvious attention to detail in Senator Risser's office demonstrates the 

tive finish conservators, furniture designers, lighting, video and acoustical specialists and historical researchers. The care taken in creating historically evocative spaces. 

Historic Structure Report (HSR) prepared in advance of the South Wing project demonstrated a far more systematic 
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z approach to preservation planning than in the previous projects. It provided a repository for information concerning 

EE ? original construction and historic intent, research into applicable building code and a detailed study of the impact of the 

e recently passed Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). In addition, the volume reported rather exhaustively on exist- 

— 3 ing conditions in the wing. Based on the store of knowledge cultivated through building research and its assimilation 

- : a in assembling the HSR, a formal preservation plan was developed for the wing. This process, in many ways, justified 

— : E the approach that had been undertaken in this and previous projects. As the South Wing project unfolded, furniture 

Ee was addressed as a significant part of the restoration for the first time and increased attention was given to decorative 

finishes compared to earlier projects. 

! 
As the principal public space in the Capitol, the Rotunda, its artwork and decorative finishes were thoroughly studied 

and meticulously analyzed. Work began under the direction of McClure and Quagliana, and project management re- 

—— sponsibilities later were assigned to Maura Donnelly. The Central Portion restoration process, referred to as “Restoring 

al | the Glory,” began with an HSR that offered preliminary analysis and preservation recommendations. The decorative 
oo vi paint and plaster, marble and other stones, light fixtures and furnishings in the lower levels of the Central Portion were 

a HL i see ' surveyed and the results presented in the HSR. Once scaffolding was installed, art and decorative finish conserva- 

a: i | oo I tors could analyze conditions, propose work plans and prepare bids for restoration and conservation of elements that 

tal ; a ‘ . Z ' were not previously accessible. This system would provide an important precedent for work in the East Wing, where 

2 | ee / < ? / 7. subcontractors were responsible for surveying building elements within their specific area of expertise and providing 

a . : } i | lanl an budgets and information to the architect who produced contract documents. 

ee ; a 
ee —— , : | Under Dan Stephans, work in the East Wing was completed in less time and with a more complex scope of work than 

, DD <, <8, , =X Vo. a. ' the earlier projects in the other wings. Kahler Slater was required by DFD to form a joint venture with the newly 

rn 2 ee | a established Isthmus Architecture, Inc. (IAI) of Madison; this resulted in East Wing Architects, LLC, which was estab- 

ce l lished in the interest of maintaining a team configuration that had proved effective in completing the West Wing and 

South Wing projects. AEI retained its role and many of the consultants that had provided services previously received 

i. ; contracts again, resulting in a team that was experienced in the specific demands of the Capitol restoration and reha- 

: i ; , a bilitation. Although an HSR had been considered prior to beginning the East Wing effort, a systematic research effort 

“ ’ , ; . was undertaken instead. Building data and historic information were considered in the development of the Preservation 

/ oF Plan for the wing, issued by East Wing Architects on 16 October 1998. To expedite the work, J. P. Cullen & Sons, Inc. 

me of Janesville, the general contractor for much of the project, took on some of the tasks more typically assigned to the 

: : architect. Cullen & Sons contracted directly with many of the subcontractors, who undertook their own surveys of 

ee building elements. The architects and engineers used building data gathered in this way to develop Selective Removal 

ix and New Construction drawings and specifications. Cullen maintained a rigorous schedule and, under Stephans’ guid- 

| ance, completed work on time and with a level of quality that surpassed previous efforts. Near the close of the East 

= Wing project and on Stephans’ urging, DFD contracted with East Wing Architects to complete the multiple volume 

HSR on the Capitol that had begun with the South Wing and Central Portion HSRs. This represented a long-sighted 

. " effort to compile narratives concerning the historical research and building documentation generated by the project 

4 while essential research sources remained in the Capitol. 

13.6 Assembly speaker’s office after rehabilitation, 2002 

As work progressed from wing to wing, accumulated experience led to improvements in all aspects of the 

restoration and rehabilitation. A high standard was established in the West Wing for the replication of Recommendations for Ongoing Preservation 

decorative finishes. As the effort moved forward, the attention to detail and historic authenticity became Since it had been suggested that the processes being implemented in the restoration and rehabilitation could potentially 
even more pronounced. jeopardize the Capitol’s listing on the NRHP, it was particularly meaningful when the building was named a National 

Historic Landmark (NHL) by the NPS in early 2001. NHL status represents the highest federal honor extended to a 
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monument, building or site; only approximately 2,500 historic places bear this distinction throughout the country. It Specific Issues and Proposed Solutions 

is a designation given to those special places that “possess exceptional value or quality in illustrating or interpreting While the effects of use and age contribute to the ongoing degeneration of almost any building, conditions in the Capi- 

the heritage of the United States.”"? That the Capitol qualified as an NHL as the restoration and rehabilitation was tol are particularly exacerbated by the turnover of building occupants and high visitor traffic. Much could be done to 

drawing to a close indicates that the state and its contractors carried out their work in conformity with the preservation minimize the negative effect by disseminating information concerning the significance of the building and its proper 
standards of the secretary of the interior and the NPS. The Capitol received landmark status based on its architectural care. Issues related to deferred maintenance and the proper use of cleaning products and methods also are crucial to 

significance; the building was named to this exclusive roster because it “embod[ies] the distinguishing characteristics the successful care of the building. 

of an architectural type [and is] exceptionally valuable for the study of a period, style or method of construction.” In 

making its recommendation to the secretary of the interior that the Capitol be included on this prestigious list, the NPS Shifts in Occupancy 

considered the architectural integrity of the exterior and interior public spaces as key criteria. Because the Capitol functions principally as a governmental building, most of the private spaces in it are subject to 

ongoing changes in occupancy; this movement takes the most significant physical toll on the building. The biennial 

With landmark status in place, it has been recommended that the stewards of the Capitol preserve the character-defining shifting of elected officials in and out of the building results in damaged interior finishes including wood, wood trim 
elements of the building and ascribe to the techniques for architectural intervention advocated by the NPS. An NPS and paint and also contributes to damaged and lost furniture and furnishings. The interest in personalizing office spaces, 

Preservation Brief offers that, too, results in a significant amount of damage. Prior to the restoration, nails commonly were pounded into plaster walls 

to hang pictures, diplomas and certificates; water stains on wood trim and furniture resulted from potted plants; and the 

While the exterior of a building may be its most prominent visible aspect, or its “public face,” its use of stickers and tape on furniture, wood trim and painted areas was also a common practice that led to the Capitol’s 

interior can be even more important in conveying the building’s history and development over time. degradation. Worse, as occupants come and go the institutional memory of “correctness” dissipates; this is what oc- 

Rehabilitation within the context of the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation calls curred historically. Given the often transient nature of occupants in the Capitol, it is imperative that elected officials 

for the preservation of exterior and interior portions or features of the building that are significant to be provided with educational opportunities to elevate their awareness of the cultural and architectural icon in which 

its historic, architectural and cultural values. they are privileged to conduct their business. An occupants’ manual should be written and educational opportunities 

provided for legislators (and their staffs) regarding the care and use of the building. Standards and policies should be 

The same document defines public space as “primary space”: established, disseminated and enforced. After an office has been vacated, paint touch-ups in the palette established for 

the rehabilitation of that space should be implemented and other repairs made. Establishment of guidelines for paint- 

Primary spaces are found in all buildings, both monumental and modest. Examples may include foyers, ing interior spaces, moving furniture and the maintenance of a database with paint color schemes and stains for each 
corridors, elevator lobbies, assembly rooms, stair halls, and parlors. Often they are the places in the wing would well serve such a system. 

building that the public uses and sees; sometimes they are the most architecturally detailed spaces 

in the building, carefully proportioned and finished with costly materials. They may be functionally High Volume of Visitor Traffic 

and architecturally related to the building’s external appearance. In a simpler building, a primary One of the most notable characteristics of the Wisconsin State Capitol and a feature expressed in its architectural design 

space may be distinguishable only by its location, size, proportions, or use. Primary spaces are always is accessibility. Even before construction was completed, the Capitol Square had enjoyed a long-established tradition 

important to the character of the building and should be preserved.'* as the city’s municipal center and the site of a great deal of community activity. With the completion of the current 

Capitol, this quality became even more pronounced. It is one of the most frequently visited buildings in the state, so 
It is important to maintain the public space/private space distinction relative to preservation treatment within the build- provisions should be made to ensure a minimal amount of wear resulting from heavy visitor traffic. Since limiting 

ing. This stance assumes a higher level of flexibility in making changes to or redecorating private spaces, but it asserts accessibility has never been considered an option, a program that involves a higher level of visitor orientation and 

that public, or “primary,” space should be conserved using the most stringent preservation standards. Maintenance education, especially concerning the restoration and rehabilitation, might be highly effective in increasing the aware- 
and building-use policies should be established for both public and other spaces within the Capitol. These should be ness of visitors and in helping them develop an attitude of proper respect toward the building. 

distributed to building occupants, building management and maintenance personnel. A regular schedule of orientation 

seminars providing recently installed occupants with an introduction to the building would be an important step in Cleaning 

creating a culture of care for the building based upon appreciation and respect. In many states, building maintenance is Current maintenance practices, including the use of inappropriate cleaning products and methods, can harm workers 

managed by the departments that occupy the building, but there is a unique advantage in place with the Wisconsin State and surfaces alike. The preparation and dissemination of prescribed guidelines concerning the types of products and 
Capitol’s being managed centrally by DOA. This arrangement provides an unusually effective structure for carrying cleaning treatments that are acceptable could go a long way in maintaining the building and preventing future damage. 

out maintenance, but the current financial reality is that the budget allocated for the work is comparable to the money Guidelines should include recommendations for specific products and processes for cleaning such elements as wool 
designated to maintain an ordinary office building. It is important that the legislature recognize that the Capitol needs carpet, nylon carpet, brass, bronze, decorative stone, paint and wood. Ideally, important historic building elements 

a budget that surpasses the maintenance budget typical for a standard state office building. The legislature and DOA should be cleaned with a sensibility that is geared toward “conservation.” For out-sourced work, a manual outlining 

must further understand that maintenance decisions should not be made on the basis of budget only. The “cheap fix” acceptable procedures and products could become part of contractual agreements with cleaning service providers. 

is often not appropriate for the Capitol. Systems for monitoring the work and evaluating new products and procedures could be established by DOA. 
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: ’ ‘ z Joy ‘ z Deferred Maintenance 

be \ si Pesce me iil area z Putting off repairs or “deferred maintenance” ultimately results in larger and more costly restoration, conservation and 

ee : Pa ce ae Peg aa 2 preservation problems than if a systematic maintenance program is in place. Additionally, deterioration of the build- 

’ ee . recent meme rng 4 4 is 5 ing has the doubly unfortunate effect of diminishing the sense of stewardship on the part of building occupants. One 

—" , Bt a , ae z solution would be the preparation of a comprehensive cyclical maintenance schedule for the Capitol and its grounds. 
~ — — seacoast — —— ¢ Some of this analysis already has been completed, and where studies already exist (such as Wiss, Janney Elstner’s plan 

— for the maintenance of the exterior granite), they should be reevaluated with respect to NPS standards and guidelines. 

Pe Once the data are collected, a comprehensive cyclical maintenance schedule for the building and grounds should be 

Re completed and a budget and system established for its implementation. 

' = Recommendations for Implementation 

It is recommended that guidelines and manuals be prepared to protect the Capitol from those things experience has 

taught are detrimental to the building. However, guidelines are only valuable when they are utilized. The types of 

oi aa — _ documents being advocated will have a good effect only if there are clear directives in place surrounding their use and 

= financial backing to foster the implementation of the processes recommended. 

— a aie ia An Expanded Role for the State Capitol and Executive Residence Board 

‘ ce - a On = | a : SCERB was established in 1967. Its formation was largely in response to the role assumed informally by Dorothy 

4  & a | Co hy o oe Knowles, the wife of Governor Warren Knowles (1965-71). She was an interior decorator who, after taking on the 

oo DO a a _ my .. oe _ a4 by Pel mantle of Wisconsin’s first lady, set into motion painting and other remodeling projects throughout the Capitol and 

eS | dt y : . il ~ re ~~ a » bed ‘ Executive Residence. Even then, it was clear that decorating decisions were based upon personal predilection rather 

Le Wiad ci... CE y than historic authenticity. One of Dorothy Knowles’ initiatives generated the controversy that contributed directly to 

13.7 North Wing fourth-floor hearing room, circa 1992 the establishment of SCERB: the redecoration of the Executive Chamber, which already had been modified to function 

The GAR Memorial Hall was transformed from a museum and gathering space for veterans into a hearing room during North as a conference room. The legislature established SCERB by statute with the intention that it oversee maintenance 

Wing restoration and rehabilitation. The new front desk was built with historic detailing, but the room was furnished with mod- activities in the Capitol and the Executive Residence and that it protect those facilities from the whims of individuals or 

ern chairs in part to accommodate the heavy use of the space by visitors attending hearings and other statewide meetings. the implementation of contemporary style in a way that would be detrimental to their integrity. Following the forma- 

tion of SCERB, of which she was a member, Mrs. Knowles persuaded the board to approve the changes she advocated 

for the Governor’s Executive Chamber. In 1968, she had the darkly varnished wood paneling painted off-white, new 

draperies installed, and the space furnished to function as a conference room. As one of its first significant decisions, 

SCERB supported this modification, but it was a decision based on inaccurate information; SCERB had evaluated the 

room as of “a much lower order” than other important public spaces in the Capitol. 

Since then, historical research has indicated the degree to which the chamber was thoughtfully designed and intended to 

be among the most significant rooms in the building. Great efforts were taken in the original design to create a sparsely 

furnished but elegantly appointed, historically inspired room in which color played a prominent role. Architect George 

Post, his colleagues on the Capitol Commission and the artists involved in the work intended that the jewel-like tones 

achieved in the murals be seen against dark walls, highlighted with gold leaf. With the research into the construction 

of the building that has taken place in the preparation of the multi-volume HSR on the Capitol, an accessible body of 

information now exists to inform proposed modifications to the Capitol. The persuasion Mrs. Knowles exerted on 

SCERB provided an early example of how the board could be swayed by the will of a seated governor or by individuals 

with influence on the governor. This experience highlights the need for SCERB to be composed of strong, well-in- 

formed members. It is the duty and privilege of each member to make it a personal goal to protect the buildings under 

his or her charge. Board members should be selected for their independence, strength, knowledge, ability and desire 

to function in a protective role toward the Capitol and the Executive Residence. For the past two decades, SCERB 

Peni ees MAW ee A Sie Duee e Yard Sese ye Re es a 
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has assumed a pivotal presence, providing both effective leadership and a forum for meaningful debate. During the 2 La Q a 
restoration and rehabilitation of the Capitol, with very few exceptions, issues affecting the appearance of the building ay, ae ig os : a 

and park were brought before SCERB for its approval throughout the multiple-year process. " — : a a : = = . ag SS : g 

As part of its mission, SCERB has the responsibility for inspecting the buildings annually and ensuring that appropri- : > | , =< an f 
ate maintenance is being completed correctly. It is critical that SCERB remain in the forefront of Capitol maintenance Bal : Mes a ets H 

issues and that the authority of SCERB be respected in these matters. One of SCERB’s principal difficulties in fulfill- : a Ge 3 
ing its mission is that it has no staff to serve the interests of these properties and the board’s charge to protect them. ) |e Fi = 
SCERB could do a better job of fulfilling its mission if it oversaw the activities of an individual working in the Capitol | : : . ee OV gs 

who responded directly to the board. This individual would be responsible to the legislature, and thus to the people of a 4 : i Se - : es Fee = 

the state. It is important that such a professional possess qualifications equal to the challenge and have the requisite ee oo ‘ SS a a = 

knowledge, skill and desire to serve the best interests of the Capitol. Although this type of support could come from [_ 2 | as — . "4 a 
an individual assigned a state position, it also could be provided by a consultant from within the preservation com- | — = a ey : i : : =e : 7s as a ms i : c | 
munity. If established as a state position, it is recommended that the position be created by law and that funding for : | Eo 8 = a ‘ - a ae . a i E 

implementing projects in the interest of the preservation of the Capitol should come from a budget other than DOA’s 7 ; i ae FT] oe = z| ha 7 a C7 2s 

operating budget for the building. | hi aye Pe ‘ole. ea Poh 5 

If SCERB were to execute its statutory role more aggressively, presuming it be allocated appropriate staff, it could be 2 = c. i i a | 

much more effective in overseeing not only the larger issues concerning building maintenance, but also extend itself : D o a _ ‘ Jexcees eae 
to the curatorial management of the building. Although George Post’s genius is expressed in the Capitol’s effectively a 7 7 : . : 

being the sum of its parts, “the parts” have assumed an increasing value as they age. This is especially true now that = ' : 2 Fe ; : 

most artwork, furniture and other decorative elements have been carefully restored and exist within a well maintained aa a = 

setting. A professional functioning in a curatorial role could oversee the proper care and preservation of the objects of a 

value within the Capitol, including art, artifacts, furniture and ornate finishes. It is recommended that this position of - 
overseer be filled by an individual with an academic background in material cultural and previous curatorial experience > ~ : 

in a museum or at a historic site. The incumbent would need to be politically accomplished, and it would be wise to 

secure the services of an individual who would command respect and authority. A building curator could create and 

manage an electronic inventory of artwork and other objects designed specifically for the building, performing ongoing 13.8 Governor’s Conference Room after restoration, 2001 

observation and recording condition assessments regularly. As repairs and conservation are required, the curator could Disagreement over redecoration of the Executive Chamber and its continued use as a conference room was a principal impetus 
work with DOA to hire the proper consultant team. Currently, an inventory of artwork and other objects of value original leading to the creation of the SCERB in 1967. The room, although maintained as a conference room, was restored during the 

mee 2 a ss Di: " East Wing project. Due to conflicting research, the conservation of the murals was postponed indefinitely. The restoration of the to the building does not exist. Assigning an appropriate value to the building and its contents, for risk management and paintings would contribute significantly to the otherwise restored room. 

other purposes, could be the first significant project undertaken by an individual assuming this position. 

Like artwork and decorative elements, furniture is another important responsibility that falls under the statutory jurisdic- 

tion of SCERB. Currently, there is no furniture inventory and a building curator would need to establish and maintain 

one. With the recent return and restoration of much of the original furniture and the manufacture of hundreds of new 

historically evocative pieces, a better understanding of the furniture in the building exists; more than at any other time 

in institutional memory. As there is no one person who manages the care of the furniture, pieces can be surplused, 

sold at auction or simply disappear, and the loss could go unnoticed indefinitely. To avoid future confusion, replicated 

and original pieces of furniture should be differentiated immediately, inventoried and an ongoing damage assessment 

maintained. It is recommended that a policy be established and enforced that furniture designed for a specific space stay 

within that space. Precedent exists in which desks, chairs and other pieces travel with the building occupant from space 

to space within the building, or sometimes to offices outside the Capitol. Original Capitol furniture has been surplused 

and sold. Given the expense that has been associated with the reacquisition, restoration and replication of original 
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aie oe ee ee # furniture, it is recommended that a policy be instituted whereby building occupants utilize the furniture designated to a 

Sk — J“ a articular office and not move it fr ite to suite. The ongoing shifts i though expected in a buildi oe eS ee. 2 pi 0: ot move it from suite to suite. going s in occupancy, altho Pp uilding 

ba 7 g that houses governmental representatives, constitute the greatest source of damage to the Capitol and its contents. 

s if Another function that SCERB could pursue would be raising money from outside sources. The board’s mandate includes 

‘ : ns a fund-raising function through which it is able to accept private donations. Thus, the board could provide a vehicle to 

eT 4 pete : , : raise money for special remedial projects as they develop. Another alternative would be to create a general building 

i ne & ine fund that conceivably could be funneled into an annual maintenance budget for preservation issues. An assortment of 

. aia i - : ) 3 fund-raising ideas could be implemented and joint programs established with the Wisconsin Historical Society. With the 

: ’ » ae Y : a pel National Historic Landmark designation now in place, it may be possible to secure grant monies for special conservation 

re pe . : rs : he = ’ projects in the building from such grant-giving agencies as the J. P. Getty Foundation, Save America’s Treasures and 

— | ee ! | ee of, — a ais other federal programs. Most organizations require that the building for which a grant application is being submitted be 

= Pas hen | = i tat ag <= considered nationally significant, which the Capitol is by virtue of its designation as a National Historic Landmark. 

= - * * 9 oo : ok . The caretakers of the Capitol have been given the challenge of maintaining it as both the premier office building for 

.- state officials and the principal ceremonial space in the state. This charge is coupled with a responsibility to preserve 

— es : , 4 7 ; one of the country’s most architecturally significant buildings. It is important that processes for the ongoing preserva- 

ee —e L x { _ f tion of the building be instituted and implemented. There is no time better than the present during which to put policies 

‘ _4 S into place that will ensure that this irreplaceable structure continues to be well maintained into the future. Without an 

| i > improved program, be it more conscientious work within the existing bureaucratic structure or through utilizing the 

] , : services of a building curator, the preservation of the state’s most valuable cultural resource will suffer again. After 

: >. : ; spending more than $145 million to restore the building to its original glory, the state should have a strong desire to 

e protect its investment and keep the Capitol in proper repair. 

2 It is recommended that policies for the Capitol and Executive Residence be developed through the creation of three 

a Lo ae se Hearing Co m pane : ne Tes HWE Coe Ree ice onthe eco oor oF separate documents. One of these is a cyclical maintenance schedule, which would be enforced by SCERB; its creation 

the East Wing othe Soe tie Nei from ae on the floor leas the glass of the inn reflected the accumu- should be a foremost priority. In its preparation, a distinction should be drawn between the two types of maintenance 

lation of knowledge that had been cultivated throughout the course of the Capitol project. needed in the Capitol. The core of this document should deal with routine maintenance and cover the type of daily, 

weekly and monthly cleaning typical to most office buildings. Traditionally, this type of maintenance has been funded 

by DOA’s operating budget and managed by the director of the Capitol. There is no reason this process should be 

modified with the exception that there be technical guidelines in place for the day-to-day cleaning that itemize the 

recommended products and procedures. The second concern of a cyclical maintenance manual would be to address the 

preservation, conservation, restoration and maintenance of historically significant elements of the building, its contents 

and the grounds. Consistent with earlier recommendations, this is work that could be managed with the assistance of 

a building curator and funded from a source other than DOA’s operating budget. With a separate budget for preserva- 

tion issues, and no competition for funds from the general operating budget, there would be fewer “economical” but 

inappropriate solutions implemented in the Capitol. 

As a companion to the cyclical maintenance schedule, a technical guidebook for cleaning should be prepared that 

provides data concerning the best methods and products for cleaning and maintaining specific materials inside and 

outside the Capitol. This will be useful only to the extent that it is comprehensive with respect to all elements of the 

building and grounds. Further, it should offer guidance relative to standard operating procedure and also how to deal 

with extraordinary problems. Along with the manual, appropriate training should be extended to those charged with 
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the maintenance of the Capitol, be they state employees or private contractors. Such training must include general z 

instruction on the importance of this building with specific instructions relative to the cleaning requirements. 3 

Since wear and tear on the building by those who inhabit it represents the most significance source of damage, it is rec- z 

ommended that a building occupants’ manual be prepared. It is important that such a document be used in conjunction i 

with mandatory orientation that would provide information concerning the historical and architectural significance of 3 

the building. The manual would address all building use policies including entrance, egress and security concerns both B 

in the daily use of the Capitol and in times of emergency. Most importantly, such a manual would help disseminate 

to occupants the value of the building and its importance as a symbol to the State of Wisconsin. If this is done effec- 

tively, a general pride in the appearance of the Capitol and its day-to-day care could become an important part of the 

culture of the building. If legislators cultivate a sensibility that enables them to monitor themselves and one another 2 

effectively in the respectful use of their spaces and furnishings, the imprint they leave on the building fabric would be 

less significant. These documents would represent only the starting point of a building preservation program. Strong 

leadership supplied by the governor and SCERB, with the support of DOA, potentially can put into action any long- — ; 

range Capitol preservation program that might be developed. : oe _. 

With the completion of the restoration and rehabilitation, a commitment to the ongoing care and maintenance of the -— aa Pe ds 4 

building will best serve the interests of the state over the long term. This position is warranted by the expenditure ' > r Mt q , e@. 7 

already made and what funding could be required if the Capitol once again fell into disrepair. It will cost the taxpayer a = : i ; tT icinsmamaerll | 18 os 2 

less to maintain the building properly than to let it go and “restore” it again after it has suffered neglect. The stan- - is = / 

dards of excellence and craftsmanship demonstrated in original construction and, again, in the restoration should be ee 

maintained. It is recommended that SCERB remain in the forefront in providing oversight and consider increasing its ee 

role in overseeing the preservation of the Capitol. With the designation of the Wisconsin State Capitol as a National rae : 7 | : eee 

Historic Landmark, the architectural and historical integrity of the building should be maintained according to the stan- et. og a - D ; | oS bows 

dards of the NPS. A statute or statutes should be adopted requiring historical integrity of the Capitol and other listed L : UE | 

state properties be maintained according to these standards. The NPS will assist with training programs for building i . sam : | 

caretakers, and National Historic Landmark status may open doors to funding opportunities for special projects that oe L ya : ; Q 

were not available previously. EES Ee . 

| ae 

13.10 View of Government and the Northwest Pavilion, second floor, 2001 

Continued preservation of the Capitol’s physical appearance, such as this remarkable axial vista 
through the Rotunda that is framed in freshly cleaned and polished decorative stone, demands a 
commitment to the dedicated care of the building by the state DOA, the legislature and the SCERB. 
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tion,” 1967, box 2, Restoration Methods Papers, Capitol Archives. 
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° Under s.16.83(1), SCERB is responsible for “the continuing and consistent maintenance of the property”; s.16.83(2) 

sets forth the specifics of SCERB’s responsibilities. 

* Wisconsin Statutes 1999-2000, s.13.48(2), 15.105(5), 16.83, 16.835, 16.855(18). The last section authorizes DOA to 

waive standard bidding requirements for the Capitol restoration, Old World Wisconsin and Heritage Hill State Park. 

° Joint Committee on Legislative Organization, Capitol Master Plan, cover letter prepared by Senator Fred A. Risser 
and Speaker Tom Loftus, 4 June 1987. 

6 In 2001, the National Park Service designated the Capitol a National Historic Landmark to indicate its stature among 

the nation’s most significant buildings and sites. 

7 Under the Code of Regulations, Title 36, The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Historic Preservation Projects 
was issued in 1977. The Standards were revised in 1983 and again in 1992. They were codified as 36 CRF Part 68 in 

the 12 July 1995 Federal Register (vol. 60, no. 30) and given the new title, The Secretary of the Interior's Standards 

Sor the Treatment of Historic Properties. 

* H. Nicholas Mueller III to Arthur McClure, 20 December 1988, B.19.01, Capitol Archives. 
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